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HOW THE MAKAH OBTAINED
POSSESSION OF CAPE

FLATTERY
TOLD BY ALBERT IRVINE

TRANSLATED BY LUKE MARKISTUN

HIS Neah bay was owned by the
Nitinat, together with Tatoosh
island. There was a man who
went out from this village here,

out on the road leading south from the
village, and on the trail he met a man who
lived out in the woods, a wild man. One
of his feet was bigger than the other, one
big and one small, of this man. When
he got up to the wild man he lost al

l

his
senses, also his breath. When this man
came to, he became the strongest man in

the village.
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At this time the Makahs heard about
this man that got the strength (the
Makahs were from Waatcht, Sooes, and
Ozette), so they came over here to have a
hair-pulling contest. One of the Makahs
challenged the man that had the strength,
but he refused: he wanted to try with
one of the slaves. So the Nitinat let
him and the Makah (slave) come out;
he belonged to one of the chieftains of the
Makahs. So they had the hair-pulling
contest and in the contest the Makah
got his neck [head] twisted right off,
which killed him.
After this time, five girls went across

from Ozette village to Ozette island.
They were going out picking licorice
roots, and when they were going home
from the island, a storm came up and
these girls drifted on to Tatoosh island
and there became slaves to the Nitinats.
Then the Makah tribe found out that
they were drifted to Tatoosh island and
asked to buy these girls from them; they
bought back four, missing one.
Then they had council together and

INDIAN NOT ES



C AP E F LATTERY

said: “It is enough, what the Nitinats
have done to us! They have twisted
off the head of one of us and made slaves
of our girls. Let us make war with
them!” So they made war with these
Nitinats. They made their first attack
at Tatoosh island; they fought without
any firearms, no powder. They had
bows and arrows, also spears. So they
were standing close to each other during
this fight. There was great slaughter on
both sides. When they got back home,
that is

,

the Ozettes, they left two canoes
on guard; if the Nitinats—would attack
them, they had these canoes day after
day on guard. If any of the canoes
should go from Tatoosh to Ozette they
were going to have these canoes go out
and slaughter them. These Nitinats
|moved away from the island on account

of being killed off so easily on that
Tatoosh island, therefore they moved to

the mainland, where they call Deah,
where a person may see these shells and
clam-beds around here, that was from
the time when the Nitinats were here.

AND MONOGRAPHS
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Now this gave a chance for the Ozettes,
Sooes, and Waatcht people to get to
gether and come over and attack these
Nitinats. They fought on this ground.
The Makahs had a council over these war
affairs, and said, “We'll never give up
fighting for the place!” They were
going to fight till they drove the Nitinats
out of the place. The Nitinats found
out that they were losing, so they tried
to make peace. They asked the chief
of the Makahs' daughter to marry their
chief, so they wouldn't fight any more.
There were a brother and a sister

among these Ozettes. They had noses,
ears, and hair just alike. After they had
this council, it was suggested that this
young man should go in the place of his
sister. This man's name was Wutswud.
Now, he left word that he would be gone
four days; it was this man that went as a
young girl. When this young man's
father brought him over to the Nitinats,
Wutswud got a knife and cut himself in
the groin, and when he got together with
the man that he married, he reached
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down where he had cut himself and
showed his bloody hand to the husband
and told him not to sleep with him for
that reason.
Now, after the three days, on the fourth

day he wanted him close alongside of
him and hugged him pretty close. Dur
ing the night he [Wutswud] felt around
for the husband to find out whether he
was asleep. When he found he was
sound asleep, he went for the door to
open it, then he came back. He got
hold of this Nitinat who was next to the
chief and cut his throat. He took the
head off and carried it along with him.
This Nitinat chief's name was Watl
wiekoos.
On the fourth day they were on the

lookout for this man to make his appear
ance. Truly enough, he appeared and
showed that he had the head, which he
showed by making a zigzag on the beach.
This was a signal for the Ozette Indians.
So the Nitinats moved to Tatoosh again,
and had only one chief this time. So the
Makahs got together and made an

AND MONOGRAPHS
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attack on the Nitinats which were on
Tatoosh island, slaughtering a good
many, but they did not get the chief.
The Ozettes went back home, and during
the night the Sooes came up toward the
cape and hid themselves in the coves
there for that day. They saw a canoe
out between Kitidit [Duncan rock] and
Tatoosh island, and in it was the chief
of the Nitinats. So they paddled off
from their hiding place to capture this
man who was out fishing. They had
paddled quite a way out before the folks
on Tatoosh island discovered that there
were war-canoes coming, so they called
out and gave the warning from the
island to the man who was out fishing,
shouting, “Here come the war-canoes!"
They called out like that two or three
times, so the man out fishing paddled for
the island and met them just as they were
close to the cape as you go into the land
ing place. The man that was out fishing
jumped from the canoe to the shore;
while he was going up the rocks, they
threw a spear at him. He was hit, not

IND I A N NOT ES
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through his body, but through his
blanket that he wore, and they pulled
him down from there and killed him.
This chief's name was Kitloheduk.
Their chiefs were killed, and they

stayed two days packing up. They did
not move across at first when they moved
out of here; they moved up the sound
[east].
The Makahs captured at this time

what they have here, and became sole
owners of the place. They became
owners of Neah bay and Tatoosh island.
Now our title to this ground and the

reason I am here now is because we have
shed blood here. That is our title to
these grounds.

AND MONOGRAPHS
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APPENDIX No. 4.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
ANNUAL' REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF BRITISH COLUMBIA FOR

THE YEAR 1901, BY INSPECTOR C. B. SWORD.

New Westminster, B.C., January 22, 1902.

To the Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

Sir, — I have the honour to inclose statistics of the fisheries of British Columbia
for the year 1901, also returns of the salmon packs of the various canneries, and report of
the fur-sealing industry. These returns show a very gratifying increase in practically
all lines, though the greater part of this increase must of course be credited to the

exceptionally large pack of salmon.

SALMON.

This year's pack has been the largest known in the province, amounting to 1,247,215
cases against 1,026,545 cases in 1897, the next largest year. 1,154,717 cases were
sockeye salmon (O. nerka), exceeding the total pack of 1897 of all kinds of salmon. On
Fraser river the pack of sockeyes in 1901 was 974,911 cases as against 879,115 case?
of all kinds in 1897. The pack of all kinds of salmon was as follows :—

On Fraser River. Cases.

Sockeye (O. nerka) 984,911
Spring (O. tschawytscha) 885
Humpback (O. gorbuscha) 3,992
Cohoes (O. kisutch) 17,043
Dog (Q'ualo) (O. keta) < 2,082

Total 998,913

On Pugct Sound. Cases.

Sockeye 1,106,643
Spring 3,239
Humpback 41,865
Cohoes 152,281
Dog (Q'ualo) 58,748

Total -. 1,362,776

From this it will be seen that the Puget Sound pack of sockeyes, (practically all
from fish on their way to their spawning grounds on Fraser river,) exceeds by 131,732

102

Sword, "Annual Report 
on the Fisheries of 
British Columbia for 
the Year 1901"
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cases the provincial pack of these fish on Fraser river, and that the total pack of Fraser
river sockeye for this year reaches a total of 2,081,554 cases.

Large as this amount is
, representing a total of 30,000,000 fish, it could have been

largely increased, possibly doubled, had the canneries had capacity enough to have
handled all the fish available during the tun. On Fraser river, the canners placed 200
as the maximum number of fish they would guarantee to take from each boat and for
12 days, from Gth to 17th August this limit was enforced. The fishermen could conse
quently during this period fish only for a short time each day. During the height of
the run they dare not put more than a small length of their net in the water. In some
cases nets were sunk and lost from the weight of fish.

Owing to the large pack of sockeye there was not such a large pack of the less
marketable varieties put up as in 1900. It is to be hoped, however, that with the
gradual development of markets for these varieties our canners may find it to their
interest to utilize these fish every year, as their runs take place mainly after that of the
sockeye, and the canneries could thus be kept running to the advantage of both packers
and fishermen for a greater portion of each year.

While the pack of the Fraser river has been so large the northern canneries have
not come up to their pack of 1900 ; 237,294 cas^s being the amount of the 1901 pack
against 258,068 cases in 1900.

These packs were made up as under : —

1900. 1901.

Sockeyes 235,373 cases 174,688 cases
Cohoes ■• ■■ 9,504 " 10,623 "
Spiing 6,139 " 26,378 "
Humpbacks 7,052 " 25,605 "

Especially, in view of the large pack of Fraser river sockeye, the northern can
ners this year can scarcely hftve had so profitable a season as in 1900.

The returns of salmon salted in barrels show a very large increase, being 7,931
barrels, against 4,950 in 1900, 3,450 in 1899 and 2,600 in 1898. The total pack for
the province, 1,247,212 cases for 1901, is made up as follows :—

Cases.

Sockeyes 1,154.717
Cohoes 28,476
Spring 29,221
Humpbacks 31,392
Dog 3,406

Dry salted salmon show an increase of 6,476,207 lbs., against 5,700,000 lbs. in 1900'
This item represents almost wholly the dog salmon or q'ualo put up for the Japanese
market, and the small ness of the increase is to some extent at least to be accounted for

by the packers having had a difficulty in securing a sufficient supply of salt. The
market for these fish, too, is largely affected by the Japanese local catch, and the
price obtainable for the product has been somewhat fluctuating.

Fresh Salmon. —There is an increase of 400,000 lbs. in this item, representing the
increased business done by the cold storage plants.

Daring the past season, so far as the Fraser river district is concerned, there has been
a most gratifying improvement in the observance of the weekly close season. While
the largeness of the run during a great part of the season may have had much to do with
this, the signalling, by means of firing cannon and maroon rockets at different points
to mark the advent of six o'clock on Sunday evenings, has also been of great benefit.
Offenders are deprived of the excuse that they had not known the hour. The fishermen
greatly appreciate the system, and show their appreciation in the most satisfactory way

by their readiness to assist the officers in preventing nets being thrown out before the
signal has been given.
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I will have the same system installed in the northern waters during the coming
season, but the officers there complain very much of the difficulty they have in enforcing
the observance of the weekly close time from lack of meaus of getting aboui other than
a row-boat. Both on the Skeena river and at Rivers Inlet steamers for the season have

now become an absolute necessity.

STURGEON.

This fishery shows a very small return, 65,000 lbs., against 105,000 in 1900,

278,650 lbs. in 1899, 750,000 lbs. in 1898, and 1,137,696 lbs. in 1897. It would not
appear that we are ever likely again to see this fishery of any commercial importance.
The cold storage companies take all they can get, but the supply, especially of the
larger fish, is very limited. Several illegal lines have been seized and destroyed, but
the scarcity of the fish makes the employment of this method no longer so profitable as it
once was, and comparatively few of these are now used.

There is no lack of small sturgeon in the river, so that the only reason for the
failure of this fishery would seem to be the number of years that this fish takes to
obtain its full growth. Until a market was found abroad for them, the local con
sumption was too small to affect their numbers, and many were taken of a size

rarely now met wilh.
From 164 net licenses for sturgeon fishing issued in 1898 the number of such

licenses has steadily decreased, having been 88 in 1899, 23 in 1900, 22 in 1901, and
this year to date there have only been 5 taken out.

HALIBUT.

This fishery shows a further increase, 5,701,000 lbs. as against 4,261,000 lbs. in
1900, and there is every reason to expect that this increase will continue, the supply
being large enough to keep up wilh the demand for some time, althou . h in the case of
this fish, as in the case of the sturgeon, there is not the same security against overfishing
as we have in the case of salmon, herring and other fish which can only be taken when
they come to the coast to spawn. Halibut and sturgeon, on the other hand, are liable
to capture all the year round and at every stage of their life.

The manager of the New England Co. expects that for the present season 1901-
1902 the catch of his own company alone will exceed the total Atlantic catch.

Considering the steady increase in this fishery, and its importance, it is very desira
ble that there should be no further delay in defining exactly how far Canada's exclu
sive rights, in the waters in which these fish are taken, extend, and in providing the
necessary means to protect these rights against United States poachers. It is to be

hoped that the new cruiser now being built in Vancouver may be of effective service in
this direction.

HERRING.

There is a small increase in the returns for this fishery. So far the main market
for the catch has been for bait for the halibut fishing. Some trial shipments of salted
herring for the Australian market have been made this year, and it is to be hoped that
the success of these will justify operations another year on a larger scale. The supply
is practically unlimited and not likely to be affected by any toll that may be levied upon
the annual runs.

At present there are no regulations in regard to this fishing most of which is carried
on by small drag-seines drawn up on the beach. This method as at present conducted is

very destructive to the immature fry that are taken in these nets. There is a difference
of opinion among the fishermen, as to the possibility of the use of drift gill nets, some
of them being very anxious to be allowed the use of purse seines in deep water. Regu
lations drawn up with proper regard to the local conditions, and the payment of a
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license fee for the registration of the nets used, would meet with the approval of prac
tically all engaged in the industry.

SHAD.

The catch of shad this year is estimated at 10,000 lbs. This fish is now becoming
quite a common feature on the fish monger's counters and the annual take seeins likely
to increase At present those caught are taken during the season of the salmon run,
mainly in the sockeye nets. In the course of a few years they may be sufficiently
numerous to justify the prosecution of the fishery for itself.

The various small items in the return show but a small increase over 1900, but taken
as a whole the report of the fisheries of British Columbia for 1901 shows the industry
to be in a very satisfactory condition.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

C. B. SWORD,
Inspector of Fisheries.
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-BRITISH COLUMBIA SALMON PACK, 1901.

Name of Cannery. Location.

Albion
Atlas
Anglo- American.
Alliance
Acme
Britannia
Brunswick III
Beaver
British-American. . . .
Birrell's
Boutilier's . .
Canadian Pacific
Cunie & McWilliams.
Colonial
Celtic
Canoe Pass
Cleeve
Dea's Island
Delta.
Dinsmore Island
Kwen's
English Bay
Federation
Prater River
Fisherman's
Gull of Georgia
Great Northern
Greenwood
Harlock
Hume's
Industrial
Imperial
London
National
Phenix
Pacific Coast
Provincial
Premier
Richmond ...
Scottish-Canadian
Star
St. Mungo (2)
Terra Nova
Vancouver
Wadham's
Westminster Packing Co.
Westham Island
Wellington

Totals .

Wannuek
Brunswick III .
Rivers Inlet . . .
Victoria
Wadham's
Vancouver
Good Hope

Totals .

Fraser River D

Rivers Inlet Dist.

i
:

22,827
14,700
12,830
11,025
12,002
24,638
25,418
20,218;
20,914
1(1,600
11,200
11,350
24.050
32,00(1
28,200
15,143
12,721
22,234
21,562
17,34(1
21,700
29,029
19,315
21,653
16,891
14,275
44,723
14,3111
13,985
26,020
15,630
19,500
14,208
18,335
14,000
26,202
20,000
10,200
11,629
15,013
48,433

-:

bo 3. 5

■T.

= --

96

1,000

3,000

1,718

2,960
1,175
576

19,763
22,000 2,000
20,650
22,000
20,305
16,510
13,616 1,518
14,925

974,911117,043

3,8(18

500 .

385 x,

12

77

885 3,992

96
9,320 419
10,272: 110
7,500
(1,621 39 147
10,40(1 2,018 486
6,861 j 153 36
9,858 347|

137
228

1,282

458

60,838 3,086 765 2,105

5

1,732

350

2,082

22,827
14,700
12,830
11,025
12,002
24,638
25,418
26,218
26,010
16,500
11,200
11,350
24,650
32,600
28,200
19,143
12,723
22,734
21,562
17,34(1
24,700
29,029
19,315
23,376
16,891
14,275
44,723
18,046
15,160
26,608
15,630
19,500
14,208
18,335
14,000
26,202
20,000
16,200
11,629
15,090
48,433
19,763
24,000
20,650
22,000
20,305
16,510
15,134
14,925

998,913

9,876
10,700
7,£
6,S
14,192
7,050
10,063

66,794
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A.— BRITISH COLUMBIA SALMON PACK, 1901— Continued.

Name of Cannery.

Bella Bella
Naniu
Kemsquit
Princess Royal
Lowe Inlet

Totals

Carlisle
Inverness
British- American.
Ladysmith
N. Pacific
Skeena.
Windsor
Balmoral
Claxton
Herman0s
.Standard

Location.

North Coast Dis.

Skeena River

Totals

Naas Harbour.
Mill Bay

Totals

Skidegate .

Alert Bay.

Clayoquot.

Naas River..

T..t..l>

Queen Char. Isld.

Alert Bay

West Coast & Isld

a

O
j5

9O

2.500
1.357
3,821
7,600!
3,750 054

1,713
1,015

111,037 3,382

O

—
G0

1 .
11

1,500
5

680

2.104

3,000

2.038

.-,."38

1,000
6,075
5,525
7,600
6,451

29,651

5,990
10,500
8,915
1,6'J0
12,613
8.591
C.495
6,000 .
10,140
5,000
5,335

1,010

81,200

5,820
7,784

13,604

852 5,330 3,600
90 1,400 610

1,364 1,048 4,024
375 3,650 2,084
129 2,874 3,635

1,542 1,588
252 574 992
630 l.ln0 500
463 482 1,420

4,155 22,019 18,462

100

990

1,400

1,460

1.835 1,795

7.000
10,50"
18,745
3,700
19,049
14,700
13,133
9,130
11,958
10,230
7,700

125,845

7,220'
7,784

3,728 810

1,154,717 28,476

123

29,221 31,392

1,324

15.O04

40
0|

4,620

5,985

3,406
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Report of Seal

Vessels.

llAinoko
2lAllie I. Alger
3 Annie K. Paint
4 Arietta
5 Aurora
0 Beatrice O
7 Borealia
8 Carlotta t '•

. Cox

9 Carri OC. VV
10Casco
11 C. D. Rand
12 Citv of San Diego .
13 Diana
14 Director
15 Dora Sieward
16 E. B. Marvin
17 Enterprise
IK Favourite
Ill Fawn
20 Florence M. Smith
2l!Geneva
22 Hatzic
23: Ida Etta.
24 Libbie
25 Mary Taylor
26 t )cean Beile
27 I )sear and Hattie. .
28iOtto
29 Penelope
30 R. I. Morse
31 Sadie Turpel
32 Saucy Lass
3:5Teresa
34 Triumph
30 Umbrina
36 Vera
37 Victoria
38]Viva
3!l Zilla May
Indian catch

Master. Tons.

A. McDougall . .
\V. E. Baker . . .

R. E. McKiel. . .
!W. Heater
F. Cole

21 IA. H. Olsson. . .
10 | Win. Munro. . . .

6 C. E. Le Blanc. .

41 |D. G. Macauley
20 ;M. Ryan
33 |J. G. Searle ....

H. Blackstnd . .
A. St. ClairJ. Anderson. . . .
W. O'Leary ....
C. Campbell . . .
J. W. Anderson.
L. McLean
V. Gullin. . .
R. Balcom
VV. D. Byers. . ,

P. Farley
II. V. Hughes. .
C. Hackett.. ..
O. Biickhok...

.1 . W. Anderson.

;\
4

7
9

24

30
10
32
17
:tl
O>•,

27

:,

:ti
37 R. A. Lavender. I
13 J. F. Gosbe. ... |
18 G. Heater.
36 G. W. Cessford.
28 J. Bishop
38 |H. V. Brown...
23 G. R. Ferey.. .
14 D. McPhee... .

1 I J. Haan

8 C. A. Burns ...
15 iS. H. Balcam. ..
16 E. F. Robbins . .
25 'H. Balcam

Crews.

7r» 6 ii;
75 9 21

82 0 20
so 0

40 IS
h6 5 14

17 21
70 24
92 8 22
03 25
51 0

46 20
50 0 13
*7 24
114 24
!I0 s 26
0l 8 0
so 6 15
59 6 H

99 7 23
92 8 18
72 6 12
0l 5 I2

93 7 17

a 18
S7 25
81 23
so 7 20
70 6 18
30 10
56 7 16

38 17
t« 6 14
98 6 26
99 8 27

60 21
63 6 16
92 8 15
00 0 19

791 443
_

465

SUMMARY.
British Columbia coast catch. 8,533
Japan 2,130
Vicinity of Copper Islands 3,397
Rehring Sea catch 10,362

24,422
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ing Catch, 1901.

a-

Hi
in
in

11

"7
"e

12
ii
7
c
11
,\
0
t;

m
9

12
13

O8
7

'.I

226

British Colimbia
Coast Catch.

Japan Coast
Catch.

Vicinity ok
Coppoor Islands.

41
131
77
181
U;t;
i:w
Hi
32

1 HI
171
1H3
41
2.0)
!IS
I0
86

1 17
50
50

2'
.
I

83

7

75
80
143
12! 1

43
48
103
48
126
208
37
46
196
1211

3,379

=

35
143
11. -,

161
Hit;
l.Vi
01
ss

16
132
131
192
83
9C
ins
i0
75

205
62 i

6n
42
74
28
94
46
125
314
25
109
82
4li
172
189
32
87
137
97

3,886

18
103

130

16
240

74

85

02

265

137

Behhing Sea.

Hill

90
181

152
50

145

O481

1112

1,310

113

ii

134

270
1 40

44

250

137

820 I 1,472

270

257
216

132

235

113

1,925

101
170
312
312

75

251

339

162

205
162
111
116
237
113

0

91

O20

444
141
63
27
10

3950
273

iib
109
207

4,814

17O
250
330
212

Totals.

152

334

249

0250

284
230
162
188
403
305

0
18

377
378
87
172
18

148O
261

ios0
141
171

5,548

413 1 1

694 1 | 2

834 3

866 1

332 2 5

521 2 0

79 7

813 8

585 9

726 10
866 3 11

1,038 6 12
773 1 13
899 14
684 2 15
745 3 10
574 4 17
467 3 IS
304 19
992 4 20
530 2 21
110 2 22
300 2 23
157 24
507 25
109 20
657 27

1,089 28
962 29
218 I 30
350 31

7i '4 32
94 33
S41 1 34
931 3 35
015 1 30
450 1 37
583 38
064 2 39

1,268

24,422 47
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Of the Yield and Value of the Fisheries of British Columbia for the Year 1901

Kinds of Fish. Quantity. Price. Value.

Salmon, can.-.ed
» salted
ii dry salted
ii smoked
.. fresh

Sturgeon
Halibut
Herring, fresh and salted
Herring, smoKed
Oolachans, fresh

ii salted
m smoked

Smelts
Trout
Cod

.48-lb cases
Brls.
Lbs.

Brls.
Lbs.

Skill
Shad
Mixed fish.. . .
Hair Seals. . . .
Fur Seals
Sea Otter
Fish Oil
Fish Guano . . .
Glue
Canned clams.
Oysters

.Skins.

Caviare
Fresh clams and mussels
Fresh crabs and abelonies
Shrimps and prawns
Estimate of fish not included in above .

Total

. Galls.
. Tons.
. Galls.
. Cases.
.Sacks.
. Lbs.

1,247,212
7,931

6,47(1,207
301.000

2,128,805
05,000

5,701,000
9(10,000
182,500
820,000
2,210
28,500
101,500
323,300
492,000
4,000
10,000
485,500
4,100
24,422

10
152,100

300
5,000
3,000
5,000
800

I cts.

4 80
10 00
0 04
0 10
0 10
0 05
0 05
0 03
0 10
0 05
10 00
0 10
0 05
0 10
0 05
0 05
0 05
0 05
0 75
15 00
500 00
0 30
30 00
2 50
4 00
3 00
0 50

s et>.

5,98(1,61700
79,310 00
259,048 28
30,100 00
212,880 50
3,250 00

285,050 00
2S,S1KIIK)
18,250 00
41,000 00
22,100 00
2,850 00
5,075 00
32,330 00
24,(10000
200 00
500 00

24,275 (XI
3,075 00

3(16,330on
5,000 on
45,630 00
9.000 00
12.500 on
12,000 00
15,000 00
400 00

ll.GOO 00
30,000 00
6,000 00

370,000 00

7,942,771 3S
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Capital Invested in British Columbia Fisheries, 1901.

Vessels, Boats, Canneries, &c. Number. Yak Total Value.

Fishe.ies—
Vessels
Boats
Scows, etc
tJill nets— fathoms.
Seines— fathoms
Lines, hooks, &c . . . .
Salmon canneries. . .
Cold storage plants..
Oil factories
Salteries

4,938

Fur Sealiiuj —
Value vessels engaged
Boats, canoes, guns, spears, shells, tfec.

Total .

785,800
11,400

8 ets.

353,000 00
301,370 00
19,250 0t1
589,337 00
17,100 00
9,125 00

1,540,000 00
87,500 00
45,000 00
4,000 00

ets.

370,500 00
23,900 00

Employee* in Fitheries —
Fishermen and cannery employees 18,942
Employed on vessels 504
Sailors and hunters in fur sealing 908

Total 20,354

22— S
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FACIAL TREATMENTS, 
STEAMING & MANIPULATING 

The plainest face oin be mada teautlW, 
Jrioe for treatment, $1,00. 

complexion Steamer 
MANICURING - - -

- $ 4 . 0 0 
- 5 0 c . 

•Mropody, Pedicure, 
Vapor and Russian Baths, 

for: ladies ONl-Y. 

Hair Dressing, Latest Styles, 
Dyeing and Bleaching. 

BRANCHES TAUGHT. WARTS, MOLES 

S u p e r f l u o u s H a i r 
• Pertnanently removed. Twomathods— 

EUeOTROLYSIB AMD DEPILATORY. 
IWtilNKLE RENiOVER, Pr ice S2.oa 
AU'mOND LOTION. Bemores Moth a n d 

iFracklaSi Sl .8a 
flt 'ENCH OREAM, Trereata WilnUlM, nm-

plesvBIaxtklieaklB, eoo. 
dACK'ME-N0-R08E BLOOM. :Proauces 

lifBtuial Red Cheeks, 31,00. 
BliST QEVELOPER, Sr.ZS. Postage. Bo. 
COMPOUND ANO NERVE TONIC, 

Onresall tornis o{ Female OomplatntSi Sl.OO. 
CUTANEOUS SOAP, Price SOo. 
A L L A K T I 0 U 5 S SENT TO A N Y ADDRESS ON 

KBCEIPT OP PRICE OB C . O. D. 
N o w B o o k OQ receipt of two So. stamps. 
Heiponalble part ies wanted in every city to man-

Bge-traooh pal lors . 

MME.MAY&CO. 
1 8 B o y l s t o n S t r e e t , 

Suites 8, 9 and 9A. 

Trlptt ot. Bed M e n W h o Own Vessels, 
T h a t Oou; Sail to 3'apan. 

The M a k a h t r ibe of I n d i a n s of N e a h Bay 
are mai l ing g rea t prepara t ions for t he i r 
r egu la r a n n u a l fishing and w h a l i n g cruise, 
according to t h e Sea t t l e Te legraph . T h e 
yoi ins m e n of t h e t r ibe h a v e boon acous-

. tomed for Veara to cruise on t h e ocean 20 
or 30 inlles froui Cape F l a t t e r y , boldly at
tack ing wha le s , fur seals, a n d sea lions, 
CBtohlng h a l i bu t , t h e several va r ie t i e s of 
coij, salmoii a n d rock fish, nil of w h i c h 
abound in g rea t n u m b e r s abou t the cape. 

T h e M a k a h a s arc no t a n agr icu l tura l 
t r ibe. T h e y a re en t i re ly self-supporting, 
receiving abou t 8400 a yea r from t h e gov-
o ramen t for educat ional purposes ent i re ly . 
T h e y der ive al l of t h e i r subsis tence from 
Hie ocean. 

They h a v e been encouraged to pro
cure a l a rge r class of vessels t t ian t h e 
canoes of t h e i r ancestors, a n d t h e y h a v e 
been al lowed to own and command vessels 
capable of makinor voyages to d i s t an t seas 
m , pursu i t of the i r vocat ion of seal ing, 
w h a l m g a n d flshuig. 

Gradual ly the M a k a h s h a v e increased 
t h e i r business, and h a v i n g been successful 
In the i r sealinK, t h e y now own a fleet of 
10 fine schooners, va ry ing i n size from 2B 
to GO tons each . T h e whole of t lis fleet is 
now be ing m a d e ready for soa Ing, soma 
he re ar,d some of t h e vessels a t t h e cape. 

From t h e Columbia r i ve r to Alaska t h e 
M a k a h n a t i v e s know t h e coast a n d can 
nav iga te t h e i r own schooners, b u t w h e n 
t h e y go to Ber ing soa or to t h e J a p a n 
coast tnev; are compelled t o t a k e w i t h t h e m 
a CancitfeVan flatigauor."' T h e y b u n g men 
of t h e t r ibe 'a re e.tceodUigly b r igh t . Most 
of t h e m a t t e n d t h e evouii ig school, w h e r e 
t h e y learn to read and wr i t e Engl i sh . 

Recent ly some of t h e m h a v e been s tudy
ing nav iga t ion , and i t wi l l no t be long be
fore t h e y will bo able to n a v i g a t e t h o i r o w n 
vessels even i n foreign waters . The- earn
ings of m e m b e r s of tlie t r ibe from seal ing 
aggrega te over $40,000 a year. 

Under t h e present law, a s laid down by 
t h e Ber ing sea t r ibuna l in Par is recent ly , 
the Ind ians h a v e considerable a d v a n t a g e 
over t h e w h i t e h u n t e r s . F i rea rms a re 
s t r ic t ly prohibi ted in h u n t i n g seals, a n d 
this causes t h e Ind ians to adont t h e i r old 
custom of h u n t i n g w i t h spears, a t wh ich 
a large n u m b e r of t h e t r ibes are adepts . 

Pract ical sealers c la im t h a t t he Ind i ans 
wil l fare m u c h be t t e r t h a n e i the r t h e Eng
l ish or Amer i can sealers. 

T h e Best of All . 
If you b u y ' a booK on t h e World 's fair, you 

wan t t h e bes t , "^e a re offering Shepp's 
World 's F a i r Ph'otographed, t he regu la r 
S4,60 edi t ion, for $2.2S a n d coupons. This 
is h. beaut i ful ly Bound vo lume of over COO 
pages, w i t h 250 photographs , and is a n 
o rnamen t to any home . Thousands h a v e 
th i s e l egan t souvenir of t h e World's fair, 
a n d yon w a n t i t . See our half-page adver-
t iaeinent . • 

W h e n H e is Dangerot ia . 
jftumorist'a wife-^You m u s t no t t rouble 

your pa j u s t now, dear; in h i s present mood 
he' is no t to be trifled w i t h . 

Humor i s t ' s child—Wliat is h e doing, m a ? 
Humor is t ' s wife—He is wr i t i ng thi i ige to 

m a k e people l a u g h . - [ T i t - B l t s . 

VARICOCELE 
A Tariooode is one of tlia most terrible evils witli 

vUab msA liaa to ooatend. I t is so insldloas in its 
ohaiaoter, and so slow hi Its progress and action, 
that the nnf ia'tiir.Bte man who becomes its vlDtim 
hellnea It of little hnportanoe, and thne he seeks 
no Mmedjr, hat permits It to go onward and tinwaid) 
thtoQgh ite various etageti until he finds htmeelt ea 
ematonlated wreok, a living, breathing nightmare. 
Many of the viotims to vaiioooele believe they aie 
raptnred, ainoe the enlargements and dragging 
down DymptomB are not nnlUce in both these oom-
plajnt8,andl3i this belief they are confirmed hy 
Inexperlenoed phyeioians or tmss fitters to whom 
tUey go for help. The truss is reoommended and 
ap^ed, lnt,alMlI it only aggravates then: trotthle. 

Hurasssds «t men are wearing trusses today for 
B nptuie Then no ruptoie exists. They are 
aiaioted irith the ieadly vaiioocele. I cannot 
dsKrlhe all the symptoms of a varloooele here, or 
t d l yon In plahi English what it is, but my 
pamphlet tells all.abogt it, and aU about 

RUPTURES 
anlhydrooeles. This pamphlet is profmely illus
trated and oasts 15 oents to print, but I mail it to 
any addtese for ite postage, 6 cents in stamps, I 
oan yABICOOELE, EDPTDEEB and m D E O -
OEIiES without operations, pain or detention from 
hnElneSB. Free ezsminationi week days from 
9 a. m. to 8 p. m., Sundays from 3 to 4 o'clock, by 

DR. PARKER, 
356 Columbus Av. 

EYERETT, PATRICIAN. 
BY JAMES MOTT HAH^OWELL. 

" T h a t is J i m Evere t t , isn ' t i t ? " 
"Yes . " 
"Through runn ing for t h e D i c k v ? " 
" I t h i n k so. H e looks l ike a t i n g e d on 

whee l s . " 
"Wel l r a t h e r ! " 
Bu t Mr E v e r e t t D K E, d id no t hea r , and 

i t h e h a d , would not hove cared m u c h . 
I t was no t such a hardship , af ter a l l , t h a t 

h i s fa ther h a d been a g e n t l e m a n Instead 
of a wholesale butcher , and t h a t h i s grand
fa ther h a d eigned t h e deolarat ion of inde
pendence. 

H e was not responsible for t h e v i r tues of 
b i s ancestors, a n d if, because t h e gods be
fore his b i r t h h a d dubbed h i m also "gent le
m a n , " t h a t was no: reason w h y h e should 
t ry t o s h a k e t h e m a n t l e from h i s shoulders ' , 
so h e wore i t w i t h an easy grace ins tead . 

And t h e n , too, i t gave h i m a b i r t h r i g h t 
membersb ip in t h e Dicky. 

T h e famous Ha rva rd society inc ludes all 

been f r ightened, .but children a n d an imals 
. you?" 

i d h e r in to a l i t t le a l l ey t h a t 
r a n down to an old pier, and t l ien, w i thou t 
w a i t i n g for he r t o answer, "If you will let 
mo I should l i ke t o sell yeu^penci lsforyou. 
You m u s t be , r a the r t i red with t h a t load in 
your a rms . You 3ust sit down h e r e in this 
w a r m corner a n d . w a i t for. me , I shal l be 
b a c k in a few m i n u t e s , I a m a n excel lent 
s a l e sman . " 

Pe rhaps , s h e w a s t o o , t ired t o m i n i 
w h e t h e r h e e v e r c a m e back or n o t ; or p e f 
haps h e r s ix th sense told her t h a t t h i s Dig 
m a n w i t h t h e long words and i n a voice 
was h e r t rue k n i g h t ; a t any r a t e s lo curled 
herself u p in a corner behind some barrels, 
w i t h baby in h e r lap , and looked u p a t h i m 
for fu r the r direct ions. 

In a m o m e n t h e h a d pulled off h i s big 
coat a n d witipped i t around h e r , b u t first 
t a k i n g t h e plaid shawl frem h e r shoulders 
as if h o m e a n t to w e a r it himself. 

T h e n t a k i n g oif h i s dress coat, h e tu rned 
t h e s leeves ins ide out , pinning t h e flaw of 
one long t a i l u p on the neck, b u t a l lowing 

" P L E A S E BUi - A P E N C I L . " 

the Dicky man recognliied a familiar face. 

quickly handed over, the money was pock
eted, and the two parted—the vendor with 
a glance of contomp.t, but the other not 
not noting it, and smi 

apt, but .... ... . 
nilluit complacently. 

" S O M E W O R E O F T H A T . " 

Meanwhi le t h e child, warmly wrapped 
in t h e big coat, h a d curled herself in to a 
h e a p by tlie side of t h e old barre ls . T le 
m o m e n t s crept b y a n d t h e baby Ceased ts 
cry ing . 

S h e was warm and comfortable now. and 
in a few minu te s t h e t ired l i t t l e head 
s l an ted drowsily over on one s ide . How 
long she had slept she did not k n o w , when 
sudden ly she was awakened by .i rude 

ffrasp upon her shoulder and a nifflanly 
cok ing visage peer ing into her face. 

" G e t up , — you." and he pul led he r out 
of t h e comer, "You won't, w o n ' t you l " 
for s h e was t ry ing to struggle aga ins t , h im 
as h e began to s t r ip off tin 
your yelping, or I'll—" 

who i i ihe t i t t h e i r nobi l i ty , m a n y •who, 
h a v i n g n o n e to inher i t , pu rchase i t in
stead, a n d a few more who en te r t a in a 
suiHclently diplomatic a d m i r a t i o n for t h e 
a r t i c l e ; t h e res t got left. 

So E v e r e t t h a d h a d his t u r n , passed the 
ordeal , " r u n " for a week , a n d was now 
thl i iki i ig abou t i t . 

H e h a d sold newspapers on t h e Cambridge 
br idge a n d danced a bal lot in H a r v a r d agj 
20 m e m b e r s h a d m a d e h i m b l a c k theii: 
boots every morning a n d sen t h i m on er-
T.ands in t h e afternoon, a n d a n o t h e r face
t ious m e m b e r had forced h i m into a n 
i n t i m a t e acquain tance w i th all t h e babies 
on t h e a v e n u e , by h a v i n g h i m sa lu te each 
one w i t h a p a t r i a r c h a l k i s s , a n d t h e n asked 
h i m i f i h o felt i l l Jiist af ter a combat ive 
nurse h a d boxed h i s ea r u n t i l i t fe l t l ike 
a n a n i m a t e d w a r m i n g piin. 

Bu t n o w It was over, ho was go ing out to 
d inner a n d on t h e way was casual ly th ink
ing abou t i t . 

I t was a disagreeable n i g h t , r a w and cold, 
and t h e chi l l ing wind t h a t swept down 
across t h e Back Bay m a d e h ln i pull his 
coat collar u p around h i s ears a n d has ten 
along a t a rapid pace. 

He was nea r ing t h e end of t h e old Cam
br idge b r idge w h e n h e sudden ly stopped, 
as ho a lmost s tumbled over a gi r l s tanding 
in h i s p a t h . 

Khe was young, too young to b e wander
ing t h e s t ree t on a cold n i g h t l i ke this , and 
ragged a n d dir ty , whi le h e r face had t h e 
p inched look of a person l i v ing on fai th 
and s ta rva t ion . 

In h e r a rms she carr ied a smal l object 
t h a t looked l ike a large , poorly clad doll— 
only as h e looked down i t w a v e d a leg in 
t h e a i r a n d wailed helplessly. 

"Please buy one. m i s t e r ? " a n d the girl 
ho ld u p a box of pencils ; a n d again, as h e 
looked good-humoredly down a t he r with
out answer ing : "Please b u y one, mis t e r?" 

"Buy one? yes, I ' ll b u y e m a l l . Just for 
Auld L a n g Syne," h e t h o u g h t . 

She d id not k n o w i t , b u t on t h i s very cor
ner a w e e k ago, u n d e r t h e dommaud of t h e 
Dicky, h e himself, w i t h a b u n d l e of news
papers u n d e r his a rm, had sough t the pub
lic pa t ronage . "Beoord, a cen t ! Town 
,Topics ,balf pr ice l" 

" H o w m u c h are t h e y ? " 
" A cen t apiece, s i r ; b u t if you buy six 

you k i n hov 'em for 5 cen t s . " ' 
H e r m i n d was not la rge e n o u g h to grasp 

the idea t h a t he proposed to b u y tlio en t i re 
lot. People don ' t discover gold mines 
every d a y in t h e week. 

"Wou ldn ' t you give m e seven for 6 
cen t s?" 

" P a would lick me i t I d id , " 
"O , pa would lick you, would he? T h a t 

crack on your check, t hen , m u s t be the re
sul t of a DUgilstlc encounter w i t h pa?" 

S h e looked up a t l i im, wonder ing ly ; 
t hen , d iv in ing his m o a n i n g : "No, t h a t 
a in ' t p a ; t h a t ' s ma." 

" W h e w l " and the b ig m a n whist led 
softly to himself. 

" T h e n m a does not bel ieve t h a t the ar t 
of l i ck ing chi ldren should b e confined to 
pa! Don ' t yon call t h a t an unwar rah tab le 
assumption of the n a t u r a l r i gh t s of m a n ? " 

Bu t for reply she mere ly stood and 
b l inked . 

" H o w m a n y pencils h a v e y o u ? " 
She counted t h e m over, a n d tlie baby, 

who h a d stopped i t s ciTing u n d e r the gaze 
of t h e s t ranger , J^ow began aga in in a belli-
less wai l . 

"Thirty-five, sir." 
"Wel l , a t six for 5 cents , t h a t m a k e s 

exactly BO cents lor t h e lot. T h a t ' s r ight , 
isn ' t i t ? " w i t h . au apologetic air. "You 
know I flunked in my a lgebra last year, so 
now and then I find myself a l ittle off in 
m y accounts . Perhaps you have a be t t e r 
m a t h e m a t i c a l head than I myself possess." 

She could not unde r s t and th is , bu t the 
voice w a s k ind , and lor a m o m e n t a smile 
struggled th rough t h e cowed look ou t h e 
pinched l i t t le face; as ye t , pa and ex
perience had not l icked it a l l ou t of her. 

He fumbled in his t rousers for the 50 
cent.s. But the coin was not there, iioithev 
was i t iu his ves t : a n d w h e n h e felt for h is 
pocketbook .he found that he had forgotten 
to t;vlie i t w h e n he dressed for d inner ; a 
miserable nickel and two pennies m a d e 
t h e sum ol his r iches. Ho felt l ike a fool. 

" I ' m sorrs-," and he l ies i ta ted sl ightly, 
" b u t I find I have no change with me." 

She looked at h im and caid uotli ing, b u t 
t h e look was l i i l leieut from w h a t he saw 
before; i t xvas a shadow tl(,at mean t 
t ragedy . 

Giv ing the baby a wea iy l i tt le hitch in 
he r a rms , a s if the load was a lieavy oue, 
she m o v e d down t he street. 

A cold gust of wuid m a d e Eve re t t 
sh iver as h e stood the re wrapped in h i s 
grea t coat , while the girl pul led a l i t t l e 
plaid shawl t igh te r across h e r shoulders. 

Ho could not take h e r to h is homo for t h e 
money, a s for some reason or o ther t h e 
cars h a d stopped r u n n i n g ; wh i l e no herd ic 
was in s igfit, and t h e chances of securing 
an unenjsaged one were sliglit in that pa i t 
of t h e c i ty , and it vms too far to walk, as i t 
would m a k e h im very la te for his d inner . 

H e wa lked slowly on, b u t t h e n suddnnly, 
a s tliougli a new idea had occurred to h i m , 
he tu rned and has tened Dack after lior. 

" O r a e wi th m e . " h e B a i d . p l a c i n g a t i n d l y 
h a n d upon iier shouidor. 

H a d she been older ehe would h a v e 

t h e o the r to h a n g down in i t s n a t u r a l posi
t ion . 

Af ter carefully spreading t h e p l a id shawl 
over Ins dress shi r t , he t u rned one trouser 
l eg up to the k n e e , and pul l ing o u t a large 
;8ilk handkorcl i ief caretiilly wrapped i t 
a r o u n d his leg between h i s k n e e and h s 
a n k l e ; and , to secure i t more t i g h t l y , took 
off h is t i e a n d kno t t ed tha t a lso a round h s 
a n k l e ; t h e p , w i t h t h e inside o u t , h e put on 
h i s a l tered cooit. 

"Nowi" said h e , "you s tay h e r e unti l I 
come hack. I a m going to p l a y a l i t t le 
g a m e all by ..myself out on t h e s t ree t . I 'm 
a vuii versi ty m a n , you know, a n d i t ' s a way 
wo h a v e nut t he r e . We call I t t h e high
w a y m a n , or t h e way to get i n t o t h e news
papers . 

Bu t you m u s t no t toll your p a t h a t you 
were a ided by a h i g h w a y m a n , a s i t m i g h t 
suggest , to h i m some unwholesome prao-
t i ces ; i t is Ei g a m e t h a t only g e n t l e m e n are 
a l lowed to pialy. . 

" A n d t h e n t a k i n g the. penc i l s h e went 
ou t to t h e s t r e e t a n d took h i s position a t 
t h e same ' corner where he . h a d sold his 
newspapers t h e weekbofore . 

T h e ofilce boy i n the w indow looked out 
a n d , recognizing him, stood t h e r e to see 
t h e fun, un t i l t h e head clerk c a m e and told 
h i m t o go abou t h is bus iness ; t h e n t h e 
h e a d clerk recognized h im a n d took t h e 
office boy's place. 

homo small boys collected a t t h e comer 
a n d asked h i m w h e t h e r h is m o t h e r knew 
h e was ou t ; a n d t h e policemen w h o walked 
by only g r inned instead of t e l l i n g b lm to 
" m o v e o n " ,or arrest ing h i m for being 
d r u n k . 

RBADY von BUSINESS. 

Every one w h o passed t u r n e d his head 
a n d smi led ; b u t Evere t t stood there as im
movable as a s tone post, ho ld ing his pencils 
in one h a n d a n d h i s silk h a t i n t h e other, 
as if it were in tended to hold pennies . 

P re t ty soon a short, fat a n d middle-aged 
w o m a n approached. He eyed her lor a 
momen t , and then moving, stood dii-ectly 
in her w.ay: t h e top of her h e a d came about 
to his shoulder . 

"Plonso buy one, missus!" 
' D o a r m e l Dea r me!" a n a s h e star ted 

bade in as tonishment . 
"P lease buy oue, niiirra! Ma will lick me 

if 1 don ' t sell t h e m all." 
"Bladam would confer a g r e a t k indness 

upon m e if she would puichaae a pencil," 
and some one Buggeistiiig t h a t i t was only a 
Dicky man . t h e fat woman looked relieved 
and also in teres ted . 

" W h a t are you doing h e r e ? " 
"Ta lh ing to you, madam." 
"Don ' t ho r u d e ! Answer m e ! " 
" A d m i r i n g you. madam." 
I 'ho crowd t i t te red , and y i e fat woman 

looked silly. 
"Dest iny dr ives me. m a d a m . I am a 

child of fate, and I record t h e footprints of 
t ime . I do i t wi th Falier.s, No . a, and t b e y 
a re only 10 cents apiece." 

"Do tho.se idiots make you s tand here 
l ike tha t , and w i t h your liat off?" 

" M a d a m h a s h i t the nai! on t h e head ." 
"Dofli- m e ! Is it po.ssible! Aui ' l you 

afraid of ca t ch ing cold?" 
"Ca teh inp notlunK, m n r m l Please buy 

one, i na r a i ! " 
"Don ' t b e j-ude, I said. Wel l , I'll buy 

th ree if you will come down some on t h e 
price. Bless m y soul!" 

"Vou m a y have tlicm for five cents 
apiece, m a d a m . Thank you, m a d a m , " and 
h e pocke tod t l i e tiioiiev. 

.•\ t r ave l ing salesman who h a d joined t h e 
th rong now pushed into t h e inner ring of 
t h e circle t h a t littd g r a d u a l l y formed 
a round t h e speakers ; he h a d diplomacy iu 
h i s eye and money in his soul . 

H e would purchase a pencil , a n d wi th t h e 
story of i t c h a r m the enr« of m a n y a future 
Customer, the reby proving t h e unrivaled 
cjuality of t h e tiy-screens h e had for sale. 
This is the logicot persuasion; only women 
a n d sa lesmen can unders tand i t . 

"Certuinly.s l r ! Certainly, s i r ! " said Ever
e t t . They a re 10 cents apiece , and two 
for 25 . " T h e n na the would-be purchaser 
demurred , " T h a t is wha t t a lways chai-ge 
gen t l emen . Only ladies a n d I r i shmen 
h a v e t h e m for less." 

T h e diplomacy departed from the sales
m a n ' s eye. 

"His n a m e is Dennis." s^iueaked a boy in 
t h e ciowd. a n d the salesman's bad temper 
was lost iu t h e i-'eneial l a u g h . 

But h e b o u g h t a couple. 
Then , also, a frowsy-haired shopgirl 

biiuglit oue ; she had read nil about t h e 
Dicky, and t h e n , too, he was so handsome, 
and slie w a n t e d to tell i t to J e n n y , so she 
asked t h e m a n iu front to h a n d lonvard 
l ierj i ickel , a n d when t h e penc i l was g iven 
h e r b l u e h e d prett i ly. 

There were a lew purchasers besides who 
wished tlie pencils as cur ios i t i es : and a 
newspaper reporter, who hapiseiied to pass, 
pushed in to t h e circle, and s ta r ted to m a k e 
a sketch of Everet t , m o a u w h i l e jjolitely 
a sk ing h i m h i s name . 

He replied t h a t he real ly w a s not sure, 
b u t he t h o u g h t it was Rii)V»n Winkle. 

As t h e crowd was b e g i n n i n g to spatter 

O, no, I wou ldn ' t if I wore you! I t isn ' t 
n ice I" said a deep voice over hia shoulder . 

T h e rough loosened his hold a s if h e had 
b e e n struck, and , tu rn ing , saw bes ide h i m 
t h e remarkab le apparit ion t h a t h a d just 
left t h e s t ree t comer." 

H e hes i ta ted for a moment , th rea ten
ing ly , and gaz ing a t t h e spectacle from 
b e a d to foot; t h e l a t t e r did not move , bu t 
t h e look, in h i s eyes was t h e k i n d u n d e r 
w h i o h bullies a n d o the r a n i m a l s a lways 
cower. 

T h e y remained s t and ing t h u s for a mo
m e n t , and t h e n t h e former, w i t h o u t a word, 
t u r n e d away a n d s lunk off a round t h e cor
ner . 

" A n u n m a n n e r l y gen t l eman , " sa id Ever
e t t to the girl . '^'He must be a m a n wi th
ou t a n aucostov, o t h e would n o t so forget 
himself. Did h e h u r t you?" 

•'Not much . " Bu t as ho leaned over her 
h e saw some largo red wel ls w h e r e t h e 
b r u t e had grabbed he r neck. 

"Coun t t ins and see how m u c h I h a v e , " 
and h e poured h i s earnings i n to her l ap ; 
a n d then aided by a ray of l i g h t from a 
ne ighbor ing window they coun ted over 
t w o dollars. 

" I t ' s all for you, a n d if you pu t i t i n t h e 
sav ings bank a n d don ' t smoke or d r ink , in 
t e n years you can buy a farm w i t h i t ; 1 a m 
no t a teetotaler Inyself, and. therefore a m 
n o t t h e happy possessor of a f a r m ; I am a 
b a d example a n d not to bo followed. Do 
you l ike b u n s ? " 

"Yes . but I w a n t to go h o m e ! " . . 
"You should say 'Thank you. ' I t isn ' t 

eve ry girl t h a t I would s tand on t h e street 
corner and sells pencils for. Do you know 
'O, woman, in our hour of ease, uncer ta in , 
coy and hard to please, ' Or areti ' t you fond 
of Scot t? The re is a moral in those l ines ; 
you mus t borrow a copy w h e n you get a 
chance . 'What wil l you do w i t h t h e 
m o n e y ? " 

" P a will t a k e i t ! " 
" P a will t a k e i t , will he? And I suppose 

pa will in in iedia te ly got d r u n k on i t ," 
t h o u g h t he , "un les s m a ge ts first w h a c k a t 
t h e booty." 

All t h i s t i m e h e had been r echang ing his 
a t t i r e , unt i l now t h e vendor ot penci ls had 
disappeared, a n d J i m Evere t t , ar is tocrat , 
stood in his place. 

"Wel l , before pa t akes it you m u s t allow 
m o to buy a b u n out of it for myself ; I a m 
very hungry , you see, and I q u i t e worship 
b u n s . " 

" I wonder w h e t h e r I a m ass enough to 
ca r ry t h e baby for her . " t h o u g h t h e as they 
w a l k e d toward t h e s t ree t ; for ho noticed 
t h a t t h e baby, t h o u g h very smal l , was a 
h e a v y load for t h e l i t t le arms. 

Looking carefully u p and down Cam
br idge St, he dec ided t h a t i t w a s too da rk 
to be recognized by anyone uii eps immodl-
o t e l y u u d e r t h e g lare of some 1 c u t , and so 
t a k i n g the baby in his arms, ho walked 
down the s t reet whi le the gir l t r o t t ed be 
side h im. 

A girl ho know approached, h u t as he was 
in t u e shadow, avia she was st i l l a l i t t le 
d i t t a n c e off, h e was able t o s t a n d in a door
w a y wi th his b a c k to t h e s t ree t un t i l she 
hadp»s.sed. 

B u t i t was a na r row escape, a n d in n, few 
moments , w h e n w i t h his load ho reached a 
cheap res taurant , h e t h a n k e d h i s Creator 
in a phrase on ipha t ie bu t iuo ldgan t . , .. 

. T h e y enteved t h e rostanrariii, a n d hand-
ittg t he child it, bi l l of fare h e told her to 
select w h a t .she wished. 

Bu t she could no t road, so h e read i t a loud 
to her, c o m m e n t i n g upon t h e m e r i t s of t h e 
v iands , and in t h e end adv is ing roast beef 
a n d nnddiug , b u t she preferred sausages 
a n d Joe cream, so h e ordered bo th . 

At last the d i n n e r seemed abou t over. 
"Ave you qu i t e t h r o u g h ? " 
S h e looked up hes i ta t ingly . 
"Don ' t you w a n t a n y t h m g m o r e ? " 

Yes. t h a t stuff there ," and s h e pointed 
a t t h e empty ice c ream saucer. 

T e n m h i u t e s l a t e r he pu t t h e chi ldren 
i n a h e r i i o w i t h directions t o drive to 
16 Lemon alley. T h e herdic r a t t l ed awav 
a n d h e stood on t h e corner w a t c h i n g i t off 
i n to t h e da rkness . 

A door in a ne ighbor ing saloon was sud
den ly opened, a n d out of t h e g la re of l igh t 
t h e saloon bouncer hau led a common 
d r u n k ; t h e y s t ruggled for a m o m e n t and 
t h e n the l a t t e r fell flat on his face in t h e 
g u t t e r , whi le t h e bouncer r een te red and 
s h u t in t h e l igh t . 

H o was l a t e to h i s dinner, a f t e r all; ' bu t , 
as he told h i s hostess, it was unavoidable , 
a s h e had m o t w i t h a b r e a k d o w n on t h e 
Cambr idge br idge. 

La te r in t h e evening ho as tonished t h e 
gir l he took ou t by suddenly ask ing he r 
w h e t h e r s h e was fond of sausages and ice 
c ream. 

"No t toge the r ! Are you?" 
"No, bu t a friend of mine i s . " 
" H o will d ie young . " 

" I t w o n ' t ^ m a k e much difference i t h e 
does ," said E v e r e t t . 

MARRIAGE IN W a s T AUSTBAMA. 

Also Borne of t h e Troub le o t Gettina; 
Se rvan t s T h e r e . 

Wlien an e m i g r a n t vessoi is expected to 
a r r ive a t F romant l e , t h e port of West Aus
tral ia , according to Tit-Bits, notices are is
sued in t h e papers as to t h e passeugeia on 
board : <• 

TIIKXIES will (D V) airlve by t he Hamrahlro, 
duo Mov 5, 76 uinglo women, tJO inaLTlcd couples, 

50 sliiKle men; tU<, t̂ fiiglo wonion can be men, on 
avrlvttl of vefisol, at tlia homo,- tliere a re amongHt 
tticin experienced coolis, houGemaids and general 
eervantH. I'coiile requiring domeHtiu t^ervunta nmst 
atiilo tlielr rotinljcinents in writing to Mrs . „ 

The greates t exc i tement t a k e s place in 
P e r t h and Fre inan t l ewl ien a ba tch ot sorv-
iUK women ar r ive . LB(1j«S iii west Aus
tral ia are a lways want ing servants . One 
lady (so logeml h a t h it) has a coiit iuct w i th 
a newspaper to jiublish t h e following in 
every issue: 

WA N T E D — A t oniLofmontli, ooofc, housemaid 
and general aervanr. 

Servants ill t h e salubrious c l imate of 
western Aust ra l ia rarely sta.v in any situa
tion more t h a n a month, They don ' t l ike 
goinn away from the capital or port. Togo 
lav up country t h e y politely decl ine . 

An old farmer, worth a bit of money, one 
day prereuted himself at t l ie homo and 
asked Mrs — if she could " sor t " h im ou t 
a wife. 

Mrs was nonplussed a t bis question 
and t h o u g h t he was jol.-lug, b u t when she 
found he was in earnest she lot him see 
some of t h e gir ls . He chose one and asked 
he r to be his wife, and added , "1 want you 
to be kind to m y lit t le k id ." 

The girl inomised she would, and she 
wont straiirht from the home to t h e hy
meneal a l ta r . She never regret ted he r 
Ktr.-mge woohig, aud has now a family of 
lier own. 

The old m a n ivas deii t thtod wi th h i s 
pr i io in t h e luat r imouia! lot tery, and sent 
home money to br ing out he r sisters to t h e 
colony. 

The aged bridegroom recent ly died, 
leaving all he possessed in t l ie shape of 
money and a nice l i t t le house on a block of 
40 acres of cu l t iva t ed grooud to his "fai th
ful and affectionate wife." 

ERMINE COLLAR D̂ OK EVEMING. 

A rufiie of lace is around t h e edge and a 
collar of b lack velvet has lace frills a t t h e 
tup and bo t tom. 

DOMESTIC GRADDATES. 
Trained Servants Are 

Fad of the Hour. 

St Christiiia's Diplomas Insure 
noldet-ApiBsi; Idleness. 

the 

the 

•Womoa Who Think Household Employes 
Are Not Treated Properly. 

A*Tadical depar ture i n h a n d l i n g t h e busi
ness ot domestic service is 'bolQK ex-
pounded in N e w York d rawing rooms. 
L a t e r in t h e win te r i t will probably he 
hoard of in other ci t ies , a n d it is n o t of in-
torost to hon'sokoepers a lone, bu t to e v e r y 
w o m a n who does housework in a n y o t i ts 
b r a n c h e s for a l iv ing. 

T h e best Ideas t h a t a re in vogue i n Ger
m a n y , Sweden and E n g l a n d are oinbodiod 
In t h e now theory, wh i l e pronounced inno
va t ions ore suggested. One No w York wom
an , Mrs Spencer Trasfc, gave the St Chris
t i n a home , ivhera pa r t s of the theo ry are 
now in successful operat ion, and a n o t h e r 
Now York woman, Mrs Jehu Sherwood, 
h a s de te rmined to a g i t a t e it unt i l i t is put 
in successful opefatipii elsewhere. 

Sirs Sherwood has been cspooially inter
es ted a long t ime iu s tudy ing tlie problem 
of domest ic service a n d has writ ton on i t 
iu t h e leading American reviews, b u t i t 
w a s n o t un t i l she h a d seen the es sen t i a l 
par t s o,f Mrs Trask 's p lan in operation t h a t 
she decided to urge i t s general adopt ion. 

T h e basis of t h e n o w d6p,arturo is t h a t 
domest ic service wil l neve r be sat isfactory 
u n t i l i t IS ijiiiised from t h e menial posit ion i t 
n o w oooupies to t h e r a n k of a t rade , a n d in 
t i m e some bianohes o t i t oven to t h e dig
n i t y of professions. 

A t t h e same t i m e , Mrs Sherwood, w h o 
laa a lways bisen in teres ted in social prob

l e m s connected w i t h working w o m e n , is 
confronted wi th t h e n u m b e r of gir ls in t h e 
c i ty wlio are wear ing the i r lives out , for a 
p i t t ance when thoy do work, with not m u c h 
o t a n y work most of t h e t ime. 

These two si tuat ions ought to supplement 
e a c h other , only t h a t a t present gir ls are 
ignoran t of domestic work . Hot: i dea is to 

C U B E r o u B 

U S E 

LORINC'S 
FAT-TEN-U • 

TABLETS. 
One Month's Treatment CostsSI.OO 

Cheaper Than Doctoring. 
A Specialist may be con

sulted atourstore , 2Harn-
llton Place, free of charge. 

Guarantee given. 
Wo give a written guBi-antoo with Fat-ten-ii ,to 

rotund Iho pvlco if It Is fo.Iioii according to dirootlons 
011(1 no benotit is obtained, and nlao guarantee .tbat.lt 
lsi)orfectly harmless and caa bo talceti under aU 
conditions of health. 

These ta'blots are the result of years spent In 
making oxpsrlraonte with various oompoiinds to 
produce A (Icsti-produclng agent, and a t last they 
liave bcon auoe'jssfni. 

Opinion of One of Boston's Most 
Prominent Physicians. 

"Fnt.te«.n laltoe tho place of Cod liver oil 'tonlen,' 
aavsapni'llia, e t c . ii wasting dtaeaneH, consnmptlon, 
waning fOTOTs, grip. etc.. antl IsaUcflh pronucor ee 
well as a tonic. Increase? weight by acting on tho 
organs of assimilation, snpplying a l iment and re
storing strength to the Impaired system. Tins has 
provoa far superior ti> ao-e»11cd ' t a t foods' or 'llesli 
producers,' as the syatoin a t Once responds to Its 
ncUoii, and IncrcaJio of weight Is notlcc<l In a few 
days. Tills Is tho host reatoratlvo for regaining dcsh 
and strength after an attack of the gr ip . U aho for-
ii/lM the sjistem agniitiit colds and r.oitplis. and pre
vents pnmmonia. Kat-ton-u la suitable for weak, 
puny, glowing .f*11dren, ns well ns enfeebled oul 
people who feel the need of fat .produclng foods 
incident to the weakened condition of old age." 

'We give a wrt t ton guarantee In case of failure, 
because It has proved superior to 3 or -HMttles or 
any oilier lleah.prodncor iu une. Wo want yon to 
notice that no o ther tlnn offers to gtvo a written 
gnaranteo. W e give one to each c'jstomor a t oa r 
store. Fat-ten-n Is pvcsorlbed by physicians, and 
its use Is increasing very last In hospitals. 

Mr. Wm. L. Wheeler, Engineer N. 
Y. & N. H. R. R. 

1 send you a f e w l l n c ^ Iu regard t o my experience 
witli your Kat-t«n-ii. I And that Fat-ten-n iiiilckly 
builds n p tho system and cures the nanaea ot sick
ness and thiimoas, and maHos ono get well and strong 
I n a f o w d a v s . I h a v e gslned over 3 6 pounds ot solid 
flesU by nsing your valuable remedy. I would also 
express my iMiUof that rheumatism cannot last but a 
day when Fat-ton-u Is used. I have snlfcred for 
years with chronic Inllannnatory rheumatism and 
could And no pominnent relief nntll Hiaod your valu
able tab le ts ; they ato wovUi 8 )0 ,00 a bottle. 

Fat-tenr'u-The OnlySpeclfic That 
Ever Helped Me. 

. Gentlemen: l a m pleased to toU yon that t have 
tried heef ext rac ts and various mal t proparatlon.s a s 
well ns emulsions of cod liver oil , but all to little 
purpose in olitainUig sound, heal thy flesh for my 
iiones. I do not know wtiat these kind of remedies 
may have done for others, hut I do know that your 
Fafcten-u Is t he only Bpoolllii tha t over helped m e t o 
gain weight and tat. Boalites gaining In weight 34 
pounds I have recelvedi benelft In other ways by 
using Ave bottles o t Fauten-u. I piaWo it every day 
to soma of my aoqualtitanoes, but 1 can 't be bothered 
by havlHg to answer letters. 

SlUS. 6AKAH L. WJSSI .OW, 
CHarendon street, city. 

BET FAT. 
. <See o t h e r C o l u m n . ) 

Gained 18 Pounds; Rheumatism 
cured . 

I was urged to t ry Fat-ten-u by a friend w h o hart 
used It, and had tMtter eaccess in inoreosing weight: 
than could be obtained t)v any Other t e m e d j . .Iwan • 
sick and thin, and v e r y weak from loss o t flesh, bu t 
Fat-ten-n helped m e a t once. I g a l n e a rapidly in 
flesh and strength: my rheumatism, qnlek ly le f t mo, 
and has not returned. I t I su speolile fo r rhonma-
tlsm. I got welt a n d strong onrt f a t on Fat-ten.H 
alone, and want n o better medicine. I Dave sent; 
m a n y people after yotir Fat-ten-n table ts . T B e y a w 
easy and pleasant t o t a k e ; core dyspepala , a n d m y 
food does mo more 8 o « l than over It dirt before. I 
am now 18 pounds heavier lor having used the tab
lets . 1'onrs truly, 

MISS J U L I A K I S O P E K S I N S , 
Beacon s t reet , olty. , 

Increased Weight and Cured 
Rheumatism. 

My c-vpcrlenoo wi th Fat-ten-n Is very satisfactory. 
J l y system had been'in a very low condit ion, wMoh 
h a d brought on chronic rheumatiam; j n y blood wa.5 
impure, containing more or tos ur ic ac id , w h i c h , ! 
a m told. Is the ma in cause of rheumat ism. One 
bott le of Fat-ten-n produced surprisingly good re
sults, and ono day I began to feel b e t t e r ; I havo 
continued to rest b e t t e r nigbts ; my rhenmat l sm dis
appeared at the end of one day. 1 h a v e Increased 
my weight 11 pounds. Fat-ten-ii Is j u s t w h a t everv 
weak, emaciated person needs with which to bu l l* 
u p the system and to endure the debi l i ta t ing effects 
of cold, stormy weather. Itbeumatism ts sure to go 
where Fat-tou.n la used. 

MISS M\fr> H. ' .fOHNSOX, 
Commonweajth avenue , city, 

F.ncli package contains 2 bottles of Fa t - ten-* 
Tablets. 

Price $r.oo per package. 
r.nough For .one month ' s t rea tment . These tab

lets lire not sold by druggists. Send all order* 
to our stores, aa wc a r e . tlier^only par t ies whd 
fui-nlsh a guarantee. 

LORING & CO., 
General Agents torU. S. and Canada 

BOSTOH: No. 2 Hamilton Placo. Dep. 26. 
PROVIDENCE: 437 Westminster St.,, 

cesH t h a t h a s convinced Mrs faherwood^that; 
educa t ion is tho an t ido te for much of t h o 
dililoulty ot tho servtint problem, „ , 

Mrs Trask is tho wife of t ho wel l -known 
b a n k e r and Wall st m a n . The Trasks oc
cupy a h igh position in Now York, and Mrs 

ST. CHHtSTlNA '3 HOME A K D SCHOOL FOU EDUCATING SERVANTS. 

Start sohool.'s and home.s in t h e coun t ry for 
t h o t ra in ing and educat ion of servants . 

S h e believes t h a t g i r ls froin t h e ci ty 
could bo induced t ogo the re to l i vo .boonuso 
thoy would have a good homo for t h e year 
or two they would be undevins l ruc t lou , 

Thoy would receive rudiinoiitury insitriA)-
t ion in English, i t needed, and complete 
t r a in ing in some b ranch of domest ic eer-
vico. as cooks, inaidr of different k inds , 
laundresses, children'.-) nurses, or, U t h e r so 
desired, in fievoral brauohea. 

T h e home and t r a in ing would bo free. 
B u t t o g ive t h o g i r l s a feeling of inde-
?eiidonco they would work af ter grnduii-

iou for a year or S I X mon ths in soiii0..fnm-
i ly whore thoy w o r l d be located by tho 
school and thus assist in its ma in t enance . 

A diploma would bo given on g radua t ion 
from the school. If a girl r e m a i n e d for a 
y e a r in the place sho wont to on leav ing 
t h e homo sehool, aho would receive a sec
ond diploma. Th i s second diploma would 
be a guaran tee to a n y one desir ing he r ser
vices t k a t she was thoroughly nrotioiont in 
t h e branches of housoholdT work wl i ich sho 
h a d s tudied. 

A ami. OF S t . CHKISTlVA WOBKING FOU 
TIIIO FAIl t . 

' W i t h tho supplementary* 'diploma f.lu.i 
would bo civuii a sum of prize money, tiiid 
could wi tnout doubt cominand t h e bust of 
pay and good t r e a t m o n l ever uftcrwai-d. 

' f h i s p l a n i s n o t e o m p l c t o i n all il,« dotii ih 
by any moans. I t is one of thoso a t t empt s 
to solve indus t r ia l problomii t l int require 
t i m e to subs tan t ia te tho wisdom of its pro-
VlHIOIl.'i, 

But it is founded on the idoa wh ich isnov.' 
genera l ly subscribed to by practical pooiile, 
t h a t educat ion in iiiiy lino ot work rioos 
raise t h a t ura icli from a munial position to 
11^respected p ace and unvUcB i t a cal l ing. 
One of the difficultiiis of t h e d a y is the 
t rouble of ge t t i ng girls who are wi l l ing lo 
go into house servii.'o. 

If education niaces household sevvant-s 
on a higher social plane in the industr ial 
world th i s dili loulty will be laigoly re
moved . The second lle.s with tho wonion 
who oniplov servants. Thoy niu.st accord 
different t r e a t m e n t to those w h o m they 
employ. 

It mistresses h a v e cause tor coiiiplatnl of 
t he i r servants m a n y of ttie l a t t e r have 
cause to re turn t ho compliment . 

A lai'KO n u m b e r ot people, especially 
those who are a r rogant ttoiu t h e novel ty of 
t h e i r iiuancial acijuisitions, full to treat 
t he i r Bervatus wi th tho consideration one 
h u m a n being can give another . 

'I'lioy house t h e m , oftciithui's, worse than 
thoy would tho d u m b animals iULached to 
a n es tab l i shment . 
• A woman, who has had cause to inspect; 
m a n y lionsea in Now York, describes tbe 
sleeping accommodat ions a l lot ted to ser-
va i i t saa vile. Tlie rnoius ate smal l , d a m p 
and lowcel lod, w i th mere apologies lor 
windows, or none a t all , frequently. 

Tlie beds in large houses belonging to 
wea l thy families wlio rent t he i r residences 
for t h e season furnished wei-o found so 
ha rd and uncomfortable tha t a p lank board 
would be qu i te as soft, and anyone who 
had to sleep on t l ^ m might he er.pected 
w i th cer tainty to be cross and Ml-temj>«red. 

On« wealt l iv N e w Yorke rwho is bui ld ing 
a palace, ivith b.illroou), bi l l iard room, 
piciuro gallery, and other arohitootunil 
luxur ies , was showing tbe plans no t long 
ago. 

"And where are tho servants ' qua r t e r s?" 
a sked some one. 

"O, up t h e r e , " point ing to an indefinite 
spai.e unde r t h e roof. 

"Where is theu- s i l l ing room'."' 
" i r i i y , t hey sit iu theKitcl iou . Isuppose," 

was the uiillioiiaire'.s aiiMwer. 
Most women a?seit t ha t t l ie b e t t e r ser

v a n t s «ie t rea ted the uioro t h e y prosniuo 
and bulldoze t h e " lady of t h e house." 
There are iuuividi iul eastis, a n d always 
will be to prove tlii.s, lint f-ervants wno 
h a v e been t r a ined (o the idea t h a t thoy 
iiiivo a profession are not so l ikely to be 
a i rogau t : a t least it is worth t h e whi le of 
women to m a k e t h e {•xperinieiit. 

Mre Sr.encer Trask of New York has 
already done so, aud perhaps i t is iier suo-

Trask, who is very beaut i fu l , is blessed 
w i t h a broad mind t h a t is bound by no 
creeds except r ight a n d wrong. 

Sho IS esteemed for he r wide r ead ing 
and deep compfoliensiou, and sinoo i t has 
boon revealed tha t she is tho a u t h o r 'ot 
those powerful idyls , " Ih idor K ing Con
s t an t ino , " sbo is r egarded by many l i t e ra ry 
cri t ics as tho coming woman in tlio world 
of lltoratiiro. 

Mrs Trask has broad views on m a n y Ot 
tiio problems of tho day . Ono of t h o ques
t ions in which she has shown an a c t i v e in
teres t is this of domes t ic sorvloo. Mrs 
Trask holds t h a t se rvah t s are impor t an t 
fiiotors in a house. . 

T h e y coniij in closer contact w i th ua t h a n 
most of our friends, and have such ft bear
ing on tbe lives of ch i ldren and t h e wol faro 
of members of tho family t h a t t hey should 
reedivo move careful (Jonsideration in t h e i r 
t r a in ing and selection than is cus tomary . 

Sho holds t ha t t h e y should be t r a i n e d to 
feel t h a t soi'vice is not degrading , and t h a t 
to set a table nicely requires art , ,fust as 
pa in t ing does, t l iough in a sl ighter degree . 

Mr Trask was in s y m p a t h y wi th he r , a n d 
five vears ago tliey erected a memonn l homo 
to t h e i r two chi ldren, which is ca l led St 
Chr is t ina ' s home, a n d is for the educa t ion 
of domest ic servants . 

I t is unde r tlio care of t h e Pro tes tan t Sis
terhood of the Holy Child Jesus, and u n d e r 
tho control of Bishop Donne of Albany. I t 
is a fine piece of a rch i tec ture , and one of 
tho s t r ik ing bui ld ings on Ballston a v In 
Saratoga. 

St Christ ina 's is a h o m e to the 40 girls 
who l ive there a t a t ime . It is very beaut i 
ful and they l e a m to appreciate its a r t i s t ic 
features . 

Girls cuter a t from 10 to 14. year.'? of ago. 
Thoy l ive there from th ree to live years , 
t^rirls from any portion of the count ry are 
welcomed. If they nan pay for n pa r t of 
t h e i r education thoy do so, otherwise i t is 
free. 

T h e educat ion Includes the common 
school briiuolies and a systematic instruo-
t i o n i n every kind of household work. W h e n 
tho gir ls graduate t h e y are fitted to t a k e 
any position in a household. 

T h e Idea Mrs Sherwood advocates pro
v ides for both abort :\nd Idlig te rm instruc
tion, tho former be ing only in ono or two 
branches . 

Thon i is a cla.S3 day every year a t St 
Chris t ina ' s in .luno. 'I'lio tirst yea r a girl 
ge t s a red ribbon for good work. T h o sec
ond year a bar of gold is added to i t , t h e 
n e x t nnotlior bnr. Then i t is exchanged 
for a blue vilibon t h e following >'oar, a n d a 
gold pin wi th " F a i t h f u l " on it is tlio n e x t 
r eward . • 

iSt Christ ina girls a re in grea t d e m a n d in 
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Albany, Troy and Schenectady w h e n they 
g r a d u a t e ; the only diflloulty is t o ' find 
enough of Mrs Trask ' s scholars. 

W h i l e St Chriatiiia 's has by n o moans 
been able to carry ou t al l Mrs Trask ' s Ideas, 
y o t i t h a . s proved to all who h a v e o.\ani-
med i t t ha t a systoni of educat ion for do
mest ic fierviiiits I S unictioable. T h o pupils 
are (.aught that t hey h a v e a t rade t h a t do-
sovvo.'i vo.speet and thoy can eoinraand it. 

MvH TriiHlc Inis had t h e courage of al l her 
convietioii.i. In he r Saratoga heme , 
"Yaddo , " which i.s ono of tlio nioat beau t i 
ful <;oiiiitry lionsos to bo found, she m a d e 
unusua l provisions lor t h e doinostios. 

A I'AIU OF SX CHEISTIN'A KOI'HOMOBES. 

I 'hey had a s i l t ing room and ll iey had 
mus ic iiiid pictures and tlowcrs and snch 
l l i i ims UK she bel ieved were necessary to 
br ing out t h e best quali t ies and m a k e 
t h e m liettci- workers. Her friends l aughed 
hear t i ly , and predic ted tho servants 
w o u k l n ' l stay. 

l iut t ho Trask flers'atits becaiuo t h e oiivy 
of all the i r friends, and Sirs Trask aud her 
home were never so considerately carod 
for. During tho crasli tliis s u m m e r Mr 
Trask mot witli severe reverses. 

When Mrs Trask came to cut down thei r 
oslablislii i ient she found tha t not oue of 
those Korvuiits would leave, and it was 
(luite an experience before thoy finally 
wen t . 

Mrs Sherwood's move is beiue discussed 
among New ' iork wonieu. Many approve 
it, and as tiion as a practical plan is devised 
they hope tha t a home similar to S t Chris
t ina ' s can be es tabl ished for short t e rm in-
strucliou near New York, from wh ich mis-
tresses ot coimlrj ' houses con cccuie t ra ined 
domest ics . 

One suggestion m a d e to facili tate t h e es-
tubl ihiunent of a home is t ha t a n u m b e r of 
ivoiueii shall cx)Ulribut'J to tho funds and 
each of t l iem mi touo giil into t h e si;hool, to 
whose services she slial! bo en t i t l ed for a 
cer ta in length of tlrne. g iv ing t h e girl onl,v 
fcutiieieiit ready money lo clothe he r unt i l 
t h a t tinio was np. 

l>uri;i;,' tiie period between g radua t ion 
from tho lunne sciioul and tak ing of eecond 
di idoma the lioine would ptuba.b,y h a v e to 
c lo the the tfirl. except iu such an ins tauee 
as tliiit just ment ioned . Those are proposi
t ions based on an a t t empt to m a k e ).negirls 
feel iiidei/endeut. 

WHAT IT CONTAINS AND 
HOW IT IS CONSTRUCTED. 

In best English cloth binding, with gold side stamp and 
marbled edges, there are 345 pages, each 11^x14^ inches, of fine 
calendered paper. They contain carefully drawn and accurately 
engraved Large Scale JWaps of every Kingdom, Empire, Republic 
and State in the world, and give beautifully colored County Maps 
of each State and Territory in the United States, locating every 
mile of railroad, and marking each city, village and post office, 
either o n the maps or in the index. 

T h e geographical information contained in this atlas includes 
not only the very latest changes and corrections, together with 
their minutest details, occurring in the United States, but also 
the most recent political developments, as well as geographical 
discoveries and explorations, which have taken place in every 
quarter of the globe. This information, properly constituting th« 
chief feature of an atlas, is supplemented in a remarkably extensive 
manner by S7 pages of eritirely new text, presenting to the readei 
a novel and most interesting review of the 

World's Peoples, 
their origin, historical and ethnological development, as well aa 
the political status and relative importance of the countries 
they inhabit. 

The department of Statistical Matter is very e x h a u s t i v e -
devoted to comparative colored diagrams in which nearly every 
branch of practical statistics is illustrated. Population, Immigra
tion, .Imports, Exports, Railroads, Commerce, Crop Reports, 
Mineral Products, Schools, Creeds and other subjects receive 
attention. Only the latest and most authentic sources of infor
mation have been drawn upon in compiling these statistical tables 
and diagrams. 

A new and complete index of the United States, occupying 
ninety-three pages, locating over 95,000 villages and cities, 
arranged alphabetically, with their pojiulation by the census of 
1890, designating railroads, e.-cpress offices, etc., forms in itself 
a complete and comprehensive gazetteer, and is a time saver of 
inestimable vakie. 

A n entirely new feature will be found in a series of short but 
comprehensive biographical sketches, accompanied by excellent 
portraits of Prominent American and Foreign Statesmen, 
Patriots and Soldiers, Literary Men and Inventors. 

That this is a new atlas, revised up to the moment 
of publication, copyright, 1894, and 
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"Seagoing Indians: Tribe of Red Men Who Own Vessels That Can Sail to Japan"
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wrmacblt t t» feloaom-
tasofftflower. It* b**uty.«nd
perfection d«pend» entirely
BOOB the «r* bestowed upon
Us parent. Expectant mother*
duwld hrre tho tendeiest care.
They ihoold be spared all wony
and anxiety' They should eat
plenty of good nourishing food
and take gentle exercises. This

wfll go a long way toward preserv-
te* their health and their beauty
ai well as that of the little one to
come. But to be absolutely sure
M a rfnort and paloleti labor tbty

should 01*

Mother's
Friend

tlon. T J1> is R slmplo llnimmt. wWea
to to !>• upplied citenMlljr. It fin*
•trrairth mod vigor to the mutclnl »a*
pnventi all of tho iliicomforw of pr«i-
Uficy, which women used to thin*
wvro «t>golat«ly neceiflarjr. whoa
SSttor-i Frteni to BMd th.rt !• a*
4*nK°f whatever.

Get Mother'* Fries* «t tk. ant
store, mivm bottle.

THE BRADFiaO HECVUTOt Cft.
ATLANTA, OA.

INDIANS WHO ARE
WH/UM1UNTERS

METHODS OF THE MAKAHS OFF

CAPE FLATTERY.

Their Novel Equipments for the Chase

—Ordeal Which the Novice Must

Undergo Told by Member of the

Tribe—Singing the Sacred Whale

Song.

Being literally born, bred and
brought u|) on the waters oC the Pacific,
ocean and river, contests are the pride
and boast of the Makah Indians. They

AT THE TEMPLE
Eight Bedouin Arabs and Dusky Sons

of the Desert to be Seen Here
Monday Afternoon

The greatest vaudeville attractions', iioon and continues throughout the
over offered to the people of Fort; week with the daily matinees and
Wayne wil! be seen at the Temple evening performances. The bill can-
theater Monday afternoon and night! not fail to please, and the efforts ot
and the remainder of the week, the management deserve fine patron-
During the history of vaudeville in jjfe. .Visitors to the housa are al-
this city the list of acts has never ways assured of kind and considerate
been made up of such strong features.: treatment while (lie prices always re-

The headllners are the eight Be main at the popular standard.
dotlin Arabs, the whirlwinds of the
desert, that have created a sensation "THE NIGHT BE-
cn the circuit of the Western Vaudc- FORE CHRISTMAS"
vilie association, and come to this city

can spin their craft against the strong: direct from Chicago. In speaking ot Th Beaut)fu|
their appearance in Denver recently,
Ihe Journal of that city Is quoted as
follows:

-Eight Bedouin Arabs who closa One of the attractive features of

AMUSEMENTS

MAJESTIC THEATER
M. E. KiCB, Owner unfl Manager.

Story of Santa Glaus
Told' in Motion Pictures.

SPRING HAT
JMARTNBS

FEMININITY TAKES TIME BY THE

FORELOCK AT THIS SEASON.

Some New Sh»pe§ and Colors—

MHins, Neapolitans and Leg-

horns, Blue, Orange, various

Pink*—A Number of Fascinating

Example* Artistically Shown.

est current in ocean and river with
the greatest daring and bravery. They
can course along the coastlnnd where
no ordinary vessel could travel, and
withal it is seldom that a Makah In-
dian finds a watery grave.

Before a Makah Indian can assume,
or bear the name of a whale hunter,
writes Henry T. Marki-Shturn. a mem-

j her of the tribe, in the Seattle Post-
i intelligencer, he must undergo many
i ordeals. He must bathe his body in
cold water two or three times each
•lay for three or four moons. He must
mb bis body with the favorite twigs
of o tree that the family has preserved ,„„, ,,1= ,„„,.„,.,„_.„ „„ _ ,...„„ .... ___
for generations at his bath and no tne 6pKjnx wizard. Nina Barbour is a books. The scene changes and shows
musti be sure that the head of his body | vo.,ali^ Wjtj, n vo;ce as weu as repu-1 the children hinging up their stock-
brush is pointing to the region where | tat|On and wil! sing "What Is Homej ings and romping nnd peeking. Santa
the sun rises, and he must never - -- - - - •-
throw it away,- as Hint indicates great
misfortunes as well as short life. He
must pray to the spirit on high.
••He-ta-artse-suthi Cha-bat," w h o

the show are easily the best act ever the Temple's vaudeville are the mov-
seen at the Orpheum so far as novelty ing pictures which are displayed each
Is concerned, and their feats of week at the close of the bill. Mar-
prodigious strength and rapid grouml iiger Stouder considers the pictures
and lofty tumbling are remarkable, alone worth the money If there was
One man unassisted holds the weigi t nothing else on the bill and he has
of seven in a pyramid and the act entered Into a long contract with the 01
closes with tumbling by the troupe, manufacturers to keep him supplied IlM. ,,.
which is well termed." i with the latest and most Interesting r""-'-"1

Aside from this startling feature subjects. The title of next week's ""-1- "• l
are the acts of Noblctte and Marshall; film is "The Mght Before Christmas."
in a comedy sketch; Alice Lewis, t h e l a n d opens with Santa Claus feeding|
dainty little duchess: Lewis and Cha-ihis reindeer, after which he enters-
pin, the laugh makers, anil Will Eshe. ] his workshop and looks over his

No longer does womankind wait
till Easter to crown herself with that!
le dernier cri from Paris In the way
of a hat The warm days of Febru-
ary start her thinking an-J she usual-
ly ends by greeting March in one ol
the clever lltUe affairs of the deini-
seascn Yet earlier hat buyers were
of two classes: the woman who
sought an extra dress hat and the one
who laid In summery pretties lor go-
ing south.

One may tell tbe> story of the new
•hats in a nutshell."

For most sorts of wear they are
rather small, and of three types, tho|

i tricorue variations and the;
turns up at the left or the •
iv of these are manipulated

adaptations for those

Sunday, March 11
Elmer Walter's

Remarkable Home Play

A
MllilOW
TRAMP
A pathetic itory of the downward

path ol man.
Excellent array o! character parts,

properly portrayed.
PRICES—1Sc, 25c, 356, 50e.

MONDAY AND TUESDAY
March 12 and 13
Matinee Tuesday

15c, 25c, 3So
TIM Oraat New England Play,

Quincy
Adams
Sawyer

Original New York and Boston cast

First tlms ever at these prices.
16, 25, 35, 50, 75. Boxes, $1.

watches over him and the universe,
and ask his guidance toward many
achievements.

He Is often seen wandering around
graveyards and secluded places where
It is quiet and along sombre banks of
a river. He will gather from ten to
fifteen skulls and trail them behind
him at night. He will tnlte a newly
bnried body, dig it n-p and use it as n
means of achieving his success, bend-
inp <:p and down to imitate the up and
down course of tho whale In the water,
while he is balhlnp. If he Is bathing
in salt water, he will imitate the mo-
tions and movements of P. whale, div-
1115 and spouting for hours at a time.
This the hunter til-ways undertakes at
night, so that no one will observe his
Ftyle. These are not tho only requi-
sites, but. strength and agility as -roll
nrc necessary. The hunter must lie

roan of action and have tho confl-

Without Love," and""I Want to Be a leaves his castle In Iho frozen north
I and arrives on the roof and goes down

man will offer a I the chimney, fills the stockings, then
new set of films, entitled "The Nl«ht j follows X-ruas morning and tbe Chrlst-
Before Christmas." and depicting in i mas tree party. This is one of the

Soldier."
The klnetoscope

picture the legend of Santa Claus.
The new bill starts Monday after-

most recent pictures taken and is'
said to be particularly attractive.

! dencc of his followers.
Now. strppose you come and join a

whaling venture to the halibut banlcs
off Capo Flattery. Our 'whaling cano'e
has been pulled down the bench with
nil tbe paraphernalia used in the at-
tack, and our hunter has purchnscd
live days' rations at the port trnu-.T':!
st'iro for hi* crew. Earli one has pro-
vided himself wi th other iloliwcl-js us
well ,is nn outfit t ha t he will be cl.-iri
in nnd fi couple of blnnUeto. Dnrk-
ncs's Is shrouding the vilinpc—an
opaque night, breathless nnd black
licnenth a "clouded sl<y- The rolling,
clouds nre intenslnml by an occasional
glimmer of the moon. an,1, nenrer nt
hand, the village lights Illuminate the
water front.

Tho mou nre barefoot,, their brooc-h-
rs rolled up. nnd wadlns in Ihe wnter
:\s they'push off from Iho shore. Thny
II m> stiff and shrug I heir shoulders
n nil effort (o sit. comfortably: but It

rapidly, for the huge, blac-lc and over-
whelming bulk and force of this
mighty leviathan is irresistible now,
and the canoe must tremble and quiv-
er and obey the will of the creature
till he Is conquered.

Finally he slackens his speed r.nd
they kill him with Kixx'.rs a:!d lances.
This may be five miles from shore or
out of sight of land, nnd even so tho
whole must bo towed to the nearest
village. * This used to be* a hard task,
sometimes requiring days to accom-
plish, but the modern evolution In
water traveling has lessened it. There
is great excitement while the whnlo is
yet alive, for someone always sings a
whale song, supposed, to be sacred and
inculcating a spirit Into the whale to
I urn its course lo the land.
in lii.i right, hand a rattle

He holds
(ka-hc-ba-

drc), n racrwl manufacture of the
Mnktiiis, an Inslrunrent used In ail
ceremonies of sacred character, which
h« rattles as ho BliiKs his rhant of
prayer. After (lie whale Is Wllod a
vIctcr'B chant or melody in snir;, ;;nd
illoy kaep time with the paddle*.
yknv drawling inuidc.

The whalo Is landed on the highest
place possible on the bench convenient
to banl away, tiie remains cf the ear-
cass. When l in> tide reccd-.-p nil hands

TEMPLE
VAUDEVILLE

MATINEES DAILY

PLORRINE'8 LIONS
LUCY AND LUCIER

MAY WALSH
THE RAMSAY SISTER8

CLAHK QANDY
and the

MOTION PICTURES

Commencing Monday Afternoon
And an next week tho show you
will all like. .

5 BEDOUIN ARABS 7
Whirlwinds of the Desert U

NOBLETTE AND MARSHALL, .
Comedy Sketch.
ALICE LEWIS,

Dataty Little Duchess.
LEWIS AND CHAPIN,

The Laugh Makers.
WILL ESKE,

Sphinx Wizard.
N I N A BARBOUR,

Illustrated songs—
"What Is Home Without Love?"
"I Wiant to Be a-Soldier."
The Always Attractive KINETO-

SCOPE, featuring "The NIGHT BE
SCOPE, featuring "Tho Night Be
fore Christmas."

FOR MBN-A QuIcfc-safe-Positive cure for
CONORRHOEA-GI,EET-and nil Kidney
& Bladder-afTcclions. Discharges-Inn"'"""
tions-and Irritations permanently relieved
in 2 to 5 day. Warranted harmless—Non-
inj'ctive-Stricture impossible. Absolute
"•liarantec to cure or money bade, l nc.—
so Csps-so Cents. AT DRUaOISTSJcr
postpaid In plain -wrapper.
. S-fcly Remedy Co. Canton. O.

Try Journal-Gazette Want Ade.

that nro entitled to
around carer; s

share swarm
wiili long thick

hladed butcher knives ami begin the
butchering. Ki.rip<}ing it oft In utocKs
generally two lent square. A sacred
part is -taken, from the head, :md is al-
ways th'j property of the hunter who
plerroil his hiirpnon In Ihe w-halo If he
killed It nlono. The other porlinns iire
divided nml dlntributed proportionate-

„ ,|.irjj quite dark and .jiilte clillly. I ly according to an established nilo, so
Va 'pnddlo off and you henr n n l h i n c l that each one Umrws just cxnctly MID
riyond a nii'.nutnnreis 'Il|> of the imil- j quan t i ty of whalo blubl-.or or n«>at. ho
lo In the water till we get out of the Is to receive. If somi'onn «ttts more

In the Strait of Juan rte Fneca them
s a brenth ot air stirring and we maltn
i direct coin-so to tlie west of the Ta-
oosh lifrhtlioiise. We reach Tatoosli
ind -lie to keln that fastens In tons
o the bottom of the sen r,nd wnlt for
he momlnfi's first, breiiii. Our men
ill huddle themselves In the vacant

•cesses of the «inoe and try to sleep.
The utorn man. "Cle-chah." wakes up

about :', o'closk and "it Is time to RO"—
Ito-dook Rhut'l itch." his or-

than be can amply use It is rjlven
away to BOIIIO unfortunate friend, but
the compliment la expected to bo re-
tflmed either in cush or something of
ernial valu". The rcoro unfortiinato
ones Ret. a. share of tho meat by hs'.p-

,
lers HnR. The others sit up, stiff and
crumped yawning and running their
ayes, and begin to splutter in native
guttural "la InnK." We -paiidle oft and
soon go round the lighthouse and are
airly out In the Pacific ocean. Now

we are conscious of a sense of move-
ment, tho long, slow swell ol the Pa-
ilflc.

ind tip
The canoe soems to climb up

nn interminable slope, and
heft, wallowing down and down until

It seems that the bottom of the soai
must be within reaching distance ot
the bottom of the canoe. This long
ascent is repeated at equal Intervals
and the canoe swims noiselessly on.
ward hound for the "banks."

The whales are in sight, spouting
the water-liko geysers in action, nc-
compniiied with a peculiar noise Inter-
preted by them as "pooh-ho-o-o-oh."
These leviathans are very numerous
when tho schools of herring and smelt
are In these waters, and they are thfln
easier to approach. We. arc ready for
the attack and pursuit, so our men
select the whale that appears to he the
easiest victim. It Is always custom-
ary to place someone on the lookout
in case a whalo Is struck, EO that sig-
nals can be exchanged or given for as-
sistance with a Toddle and transmitted
with a song that has been transmitted
from generation to generation. This
is a peculiar hit of music arranged
on an andante plan of phrasing, a
long-dwuwn crescendo bawl.

Tha hunter prepares his harpoon
nnd the other men busy themselves,
each one at the task assigned to the
position where ho sita. The monster

, jeiiiselvrs.
The saddle, when It Ig cut off, is put

on :i pole snpiicrlcd by two posts on
either end nnd buns with the har-
poons nnd lines which are used in Wia
capture. It Is also customary to stick
eagle.-.' feathers in u rcw along the
top and a bunch on eac'.i end, and then
cover or sprinkle It over with down.
A vessel Is put unrtcrnca-th this to
cn-tch what oil drips from it. This is
kept, four days.nccorrting to custom,and
then an invitation Is sent to the male
residents of the village for n festal
assemblage lo partake of it. I have
not known any Instance, and I inquired
for further Information by asking sev-
eral Indians, of a failure to give a pot-
latch In honor of a whale's saddle
with the compliments of tiio hunter.
At this poi,lixtch the participants of
tlia recent, expedition always relate
inn story and nsror fail to consrratn-
Into the host on bis ability. Someone
makes a speech relating the ancestral

banks off Cape Blattery or wherever
there are great schools of fishes.

There are many tales extant among
(he Makahs, BU?-.-rstlHoiis tales con-
nected with this seafaring life, which
they say are all true.

One I remember especially, where
a canoe was hit by the powerful stroke
01" the whale's tail. No one escaped,
but bits of cedar canoe and a few seal-
skin bags washed nshore. Cna year,
or twelve moons, according to their
computation of time, after the incident.
the occupants of the wrecked whnlor
announced their arrival by uttering
their own niimcs from lofty trees.
They had been, transformed into hoot-
Ing owls. They bellpvn that one who
rnecta a watery grave Is tmnyformcd
Into "n owl In cvory ir.stance.

K -! four to trn of these huge levia-
thans nre Utileil every year In till",
smnll Indian villfee by the Makah In-
<!tonr, of Capo Kin 11 cry wi th the m«lh-
od K= Ascribed. They are plain, r.ca-
fr.rlng men. indoix'iident. nnrt -. '-l-.-^s
smiong t.hemnolvcs. They f:.-*. des-
peratR peril when on duty, hr.t. nro
necnslamed to ta!'o their loriliy case
when off duly—not Indolence. Tht-y
nrc self-siipptirllii.a and have been ever
slnre thfrlr contact, with the white
man. and have followed seafaring lll'e
.is a nienns of llvelihocd.

700 pair Women's High-
grade Pingree'a 1906 fac-
tory Samples go *>» "A* •*
less than cost to make. 83
grade at $2.27: S3.5O and
$4 Rrade at S3.07. All
leathers; all styles. Yonr

ze may be in this lot.
jno oarly.
STAR, SHO5 STORE,

814 Caihonn St.
IGRETTES POPULAR IN

LONDON MILLINERY.

Ill feathers :i new type of aigrette is

Of n o v u M and exof novelties and exwho are shy
tremes. j

Milans come first for ordinary wear. |
Neapolitans are use;! lor handsome'
dress and demi-dress hats, while Leg-1
horns are to be a feature in summer
dress hr.ts.

In colors periwinkle (Alice) blue
and plumbago blue, which is a
darker, are very good,
canary combinations,

trait of tho family or clan, his past
achievements uml the; honor othci
tribes wil! give him, and the feast is
c-]osed with a'vote of thanks. If the
saddle Is n'ot all paten what is !eft
may bo can-led away by tho guests
Tho skin is considered very palatable
and Is usually given to the yonngei
generation, who are very fot>d of "c!c
ditse." They will ch«w on it till they
besmear their faces with grease.

The blubber after It. is skinned is
cut. into strips and boiled, to extrac
the oil. This oil is skimmed very care
ful ly from large iron pots with elan
shells or a thin saucer. The hlubbci
Is sometimes eater, raw or boiled twen
ty or thirty minutes and eaten with
dried bolitaut.

The oil extracted is usod in eatlnj
potatoes, cammas, dried clams, bollec
or dried fish, by dipping into it. Thl
la put up In stomachs of the sea Hoiwuoni "" »" — •• - --- ---------- - •— , . — - -A- ---

conies up and emits a strea* j or seal and the whale s _bhidder an-
.....of va.nor and goes down again, and

each one paddles for all he is worth,
for -the hour nml minute to act has
come. Tho steerer or navign tor- at th«
stem rarely misses calculating where
the second appearance will be, so a
sudden, stop, obeying orders from tho
adviser, rests them a bit. As soon as
tho head puts in an appearance tha
hunter thrusts the harpoon with ell
Ma might, while the men are ready
for every danger imminent and to pre-
vent the ropes from tnngling. The
whalo gors down and soon the rope
attached to l;he lanyard is tightened, |
while the men throw out tho buoys |
nml thev go swmmlng along like so I -,!i<? past. HThe ground new most, ger
nuinv tons, with tho canoe following I arally traveled by them 18 the hailbu

Intestines, which lire inflated an
dried. The surplus oil, or oil that ha
turned rank, Is sold or traded wit
other tribes or sold to logging camp
and traders for logging skfd grease.

There in hardly a part of the whal
that Is useless to them. The liiubbp
and flesh serve for food; the sinew-
are prepared and made Into ropes .in
cords and used in various manufa
lures: the blndder nnd intestines ar
used for holding oil, and the bone
and teeth, utilized In fishing gears o
curtr*.

Of late years the whales have n<
boon flo plentiful near the shore as !

true ground now most genr

ailed, ths
rich base

"Sheaf;" this has an os-
ivlth u small clump of

Orange and I
trim cream ]

straw hats, while various" old rose, j
coral and shrimi> hues are deemed i
very smart on black. There is also
likely to be ti touch of brown.

Pictured Piquancies.
Spring hats as they pass are here

seen upon living models. No wonder
the girl of the "gooti old times" is
Inclined to view these chapeaux
through her lorgnette. Perhaps to
her they look as freakish as does her
own headgear t<> us—that picture
poke which has blossomed into iwp-
ularlty at intervals and with varia-
tions for a century. Opposite Is a
charmer of nearly a half century agx>.
The way she has raised her mltted
hand shows she will have none of it.
No doubt your mamma or grand-
mamma was considered dangerous to
the masculine heart in just such a
lint. Porlmps bead* dangled from the
c'Jfcc instead of lace.

The first figure In HIP oVal (begin
nlng at tin- left) Is a tricorne varia-
tion In fine reseda stniw, two bands
of white being let in at the cdse. It
Is cleverly wreathed with tiny moss-
rose buds, the buds being simply
wet'ged In

One of Ihe very much turned up
hpts it next, scon. Most of the trim-
ming Is at the Icfl. The hat is oC the
faintest pinlt. It Is knotted with soft,
potlny, 1)1(1 rose ribbon, the bow nt tlic
left bulng simply "nlnshlns." "H Is
banned up behind with rrac-n in soft
shndop. '

Worthy of its place of honor Is the
lint on tho central ligure which is of
black Neapolitan. It Is draped most

with Blinded of tipple prnon
ntxi old rosn chiffon. At. the front are
rare rosca In "old" shades. Spring-
Ing from them In an nisrette-Illto
sprny of maldcnhnlr forn done in
grccii and sliver tissue, wjilch, of I t -
self. IK exquisite. This lint could he
exquisitely done In white anil gold
for evfii'ng. or wood brown nnd gold,
or. indeed. In any number of combi-
nations.

Tho wlugtxl piquancy Is of canary
yellow etraw. It Is faced half way
with orange velvet, the roses and
wings lining of this shade.

Altogether charming Is tho last
shapp.

It Is mmle of two plateaux of Alice
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HAIR TONIC is a necessary aid to the
hair-health of man, woman and child. As
necessary as the dentist's aid in preserving
your teeth.

EAU DE QUININE is a hair preserver
—it re-vitalizes the hair follicles, revives the
faljing hair, stimulates hair life and brings
hair health.

ED. PINAUD'S EAU DE QUININE
opens up the pores of the scalp and prevents

"dandruff. It cures all hair-destroying dis-
eases, and makes the hair lustrous and abun-
dant and beautiful.
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GET WISE
What's the use of
making your wash-
day Bhie Monday.

Shelby Washers
take all of the back-
ache out of washing.

j. M. Stauder & Co.
AGENTS.

The- Washing Ma-
chine Headquarters
of Fort Wayne.
122 EAST COUIMHA ST.

rush osnrey fastened across the top
eiiil of upstanding. Aigrettes ot

II descriptions are in good demand

Awnings for Stores. Awnings for Resi-
dences. Awnings of Every Description,

PHONE 1Mb. 4O4.

PAUL E. WOLF
Call Us Up and We Will Give Ton Estimates.

blue Neapolitan straw,
trade to form a round,

These are
thick brim.

with folds of tulle showing between
A glittering steel buckle, of n moon-

oth in parailiso and osurcv mounts I n..j)f Muf. "j,,,^ c!ltches the cleverly
or dres/.y millinery and plain walk- knotted ribbon of shlmmery shades o'
ng styles; quills both single and in! Alice blue, more of which Is knotted
unc.hes and made up wing effects arc
hown prlr.clpally in natural colors or

black nnd white.
O;u' of (he smartest hats shown by

jondon dealers is made of -plain
cdd.1 etruw in pale uiauve shade.
he shape is in tha Napoleon order,

cwn very high on the left side and
vlth the front brim curling right over

at the cdgt;. Two ostrich feath-
TS shading from paima to a darlc
»ansy shade, nro fastened upstjmd-
ns al the left front of the brim

curling forward to right, and a

under tho brim.
n 1 —

IN A LONDON BUS.

Lots of Cranks. But They All Warm
to Their American Cousin.

Mrs. John Lane's description of the

Dr. Carrie B. Banning
OCrlc* no w««t W>TIW

honn:
10 to U *. n., I to 4 p. u. Omen. _
Otb*r tioar» by uppolntm-nt. XML. 1773.

leaves his morning paper as a legacs
to' the conductor. And one bitter win

Inmate* of a London bus makes
pretty good picture of our own street
car types.

The two passengers nt the door, she
anvs in the
either good

tor day I saw one dear soul give him
his- warm gloves, for the man's thin
worn hands were purple with the cold

Of course,' there is always ,rae fond
Review' are i mother, usually without, front, teeth

or misan-! who holds her Johnny on her tap as
- ' •' Johnny wears on hisIttle to Ihe front of these is a circle thrones "who Tejolc.e when yon s tum-j on ft throne

Than there are tho i head _a white P'"sh I™'™«- "e
jf shaded punslea with the center
filled In with P. ebon of deep pansy vel-
•et ribbon. The dome crown is circled

by a fold of the same color velvet Un-
shed at. tha right side by a velvet

cockade with small loops outstanding
Tom center, and the same idea Is
carried out. on tha bandeau at. loft
jack.. This hat was mada specially
'or a swell west end wedding and Is
,o be worn with a costume of pal«
mauve trimmed with pansles and old
ice.
Among the new colors seen on the

models at the city show rooms I no-
tice mole, ash gray and purple wine
shades.

In ready-to-wear hats, the fine plaits
are aven more In evidence than In
dressy millinery and moat of the
models shown by English milliners
are in line pedal tagal of chip. One
of the best sellers is the trlcorn of

of
brown ditto in the brim. The left
side of brim overlaps the crown, and
from tbat a lotig shaded nliime Is
carried across the front, and through
tho brim nt. right side, and round to
the back on the under side, a how of

ble ceiling In.
oblivions Indies who resent
mildly urstad to "move un." the young

of paper which she can,'t. find, nnd thn
siiBnlcloiis fonrnlo who studies Hie list j Ion
nf fares with the intention of catching I inK '
,h<> conductor cheating.

helntr' friendly little soul with a hazy notion
conns [ as to the masculine author of his be-

,'nere she i Ins, for he greets rapturously a very
" a piece i swagger young man with a monocl

and othor hallmarks of extreme fash
wan':
stonj

amusement of the other passengers.
We have all come across tho stren

Of course there Is always a choleric
old gentleman, who Is hauled m pant-
Ing and threatens to report the con-
ductor for Inattention. That there are
always innumerable people who are
placidly proceeding In the opposite dl
rection" from their destination goes
without saying. •

In bod went-her there is always nn
American inside with a handbag' and
nn Inquiring mind, whose destination
wo are at once tolrt Is either the Brit-
Ish museum or Westminster Abbey.

An Important
Part

in the afffcirs of men i»
played by the work

v bench and tool*.

We invite yon to call
and see our lines of
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HARDWARE

whiffs of a real hurricane. Then she
sat down and said something very im-
polite about microbes to a companion.

She had a loud, assertive votce, and
she talked with a groat display of
white teeth, like tombstones. Where-
upon the whole tins felt humiliated at
having been so oblivious to microbes.

Suddenly, out ot « corner there rose
a little old lady like a mouse, rind with
n determination that was like cast
iron, hut pleasantly covered by velvet,
she closed the offending window with

soft thud. For a second the lady
thn Tloman nose stared at the

SCHEUMANN & ULMER k

UNDERTAKER AND EMBAUMEH ' '
OPEN DAY AND NIGHTS. \

Prlv*t« Ambulance. !
Ml We«i uorr» stro»i, o. .«. ooriiai

Bvnr »u> Harmon Street*.
ghe ashs many questions, but to her;a sc
«„> 1.1.0 honrt ooens in overflowing w 'vn

both In straw and protecting newspapers and vql epubllf, to demand fresh nlr Tho man who will BU> what you ad*
at the point of the bayonet? It Is renl-.

affected by this epidemic of benovo

bats,
mor weight twoeds, are shown
great variety of shapes by this firm,
and their specialty th« "relndeeretto"
Is also made in a number of new
shapes.— The Millinery Trade Review.

Eat Domestic Bread.

lencs, allows -his bus to come to a full
stop as ho helps her out. and points
out the right direction. Ah, yes, blood
Is thicker than water!

There Is the benevolent party who

v.eriise for sa]c in the .iourua:-ua.:;"i,<j
^hbor or he ma,

other sloe of the city,onco on a superior social footing, for : live on
the lower you are In the social scale j Tjniil your ad finds him h* will remain
the less you care what you breathe. ' an utter stranger Xo TOU. x
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Swan, "Fur Seal Industry of Cape 
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THE FISHERIES OF THE PACIFIC COAST.

Hy Wiu.iam a. Wilcox,

Statialicat Agent, Untied iSUilea Commi»mnH of Fish and Fhherie»,

GENERAL REMARKS.

In tlie years 1888 and 1889 the writer conducted a personal canvass

of the fisheries of the Pacitic ('oast of the Tnited States. Detailed

statistics of the tishinj; industry wore obtained, and doscrii)tive notes

on tlie history, apparatus, nnd methods of the fisheries, the abundance

of the economic products, the flsliing grounds, etc., were secured. A
report' embodying the results of that inquiry was published in the

Report of the TTnited States Fisli Cominissi«)ner for 1888 and exten-

sively distributed among tiie persons engaged in the fishing industry

of that region.

In 1802 the rapidly growing importance of the various fisheries of the

Pacific States, as determined by the investigations in 1888 and 1889,

ai)pearc<l to warrant further attention, and, accordingly, in August of

that year, the writer was again detailed for duty on that coast for the

purpose of making another investigation of the commercial aspects of

the fishing industry. The inquiries beg.an on Ihe C<»lunibia River and

were extended over the entire coasts of Washington, Oregon, and Cali-

fornia, the canvass being completed in iVFay. 189.'$. The ac(;ompanying

report is based on the observations made and information gathered

during that time. The detailed references to products, apparatus,

methods, fishing-grounds, etc., in the previous report make unnecessary

at this time any similar discussion. The text in the present paper is,

therefore, intentianally brief, and is either explanatory of the statistics

or is addressed to changes that have occurred in the industry since

the last investigation.

The years intxjrveniiig between thetwoinve.sLigations will be recalled

as those of more or less depression in nearly all kinds of business. A
period of great commercial aijtivity was followed by a marked decline

in most branches, and many of the young cities of the west coast that

had been giving em])l()yment to thousands of laborers and mechanics

found their growth for the time checked. A general depression in other

lines of trade has often had a beneficial elfect on the fisheries. For lack

' Report on tho Fisherii^H of the P.acilic Const of the Uiiitml States.
4i> plutes of tishcs, :i]>paratuH, bouts, vessels, tiahiug-grouudB, etc.

2fi9 pages;

11.3
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of other regular employ 'iient, men of Htnall means have turned to the

fisheries and thus have not only found work, but have assisted in fur-

nishing the masses with cheap and wholesome food at a time when this

was sped illy needed. This was the case at a number of places in the

Pacific Stiites during the later yetirs covered by this report.

The previous report on the fisheries of this region contained a number

of sufjgestions for the improvement of the fisheries. Among these were

the much-needed use of ice, the adoption of cold storage, and the better

care of fish by fishermen and dealers. In most cases the desired reforms

were as conspicuous for their absence in 1892 as in 1880. Fresh fish

continue to be sent to the city markets as they con\e from the water,

seldom being eviscerated; and only a small amount of ice, if any, is

used on them during transportation. When the market fishermen adopt

the custom, which is almost universal in the East, of dressing and icing

their catch before shipment, an increased demand and better prices may
be expected, to say nothing of the advantage which will come to the

consumer through having more wholesome food.

As during the previous investigations, the inquiries of the Commis-

sion were much fticilitated by the courtesy of railroad, steamboat, and

express companies in permitting access to their records. The fishing

and canning firms of the coast took great interest in the agenfs inqui-

ries, and often extended much assistance, in addition to allowing the

examination of records. The thanks of the Commission are due to

the Ashing interests of the west coast and also to the members of the

State fish commissions for courtesies extended.

The field ^ork on the Sacramento, San Joaquin, and Eel rivers and
Monterey and San Francisco bays was ably assisted by Mr. A. B.

Alexander, of the United States Fish Commission steamer Albatross.

CONDENSED STATISTIC? OF THE INDUSTRY.

The extent of the fisheries of the Pacific Coast in 1892 is shown in the

following tables, the figures for California, Oregon, Washington, and

Alaska being separately given.

In the matter of persons engaged in the industry, California leads in

the item of vesso' fishermen, Washington in shore or boat fishermen,

and Oregon in shore emi>loyees, such as factory hands, although Alaska
leads in the number of shoresmen when all its canneries are in operation.

The aggregate investment in the fisheries of Alaska is greater than

elsewhere, owing to the relatively expensive canneries there located

and the large amountof working capital required to operate them. Cali-

fornia takes first rank in the number, value, and tonnage of vessels

employed, and also in the numV)er of seines and gill nets used, but the

seines in Washington and the gill nets in Oregon have a greater value.

Oregon follows California in the amount of the general investment, and
has important pound-net and wheel interests which are lacking else-

where except in Washington.
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Nearly lialf the valu<v of tlio products of tlio lislicrics (»f the coast

roiHcseiits tlie outcoiiH' of tlic lisliories of California. Tliat State takes

piecedeiu'c in the catcli of niiiiu'ious market fishes, as well as eod,

oysters, crabs, s)iriiii|), fur seals, and whales, Tlie salmon (isliery is

most valuable in Alaska, tlie yield of whose (islieries is second to those

) of California in value. Wasliiufjton leads Oregon in the general impor-

« tanc^e of the lisheries, owing to the relatively imptntant oyster lislieiy,

which is insigniticant in Oregon.

I'ersonH emjiloiicil in the Jixlihiti iiidiintvy of the Pacific CoiihI of the I'liited Stute» in ISO.'i.

How eiiiiilo.ved.

Ill vfisNcl H«linrio8.

In Hliore tlslicrii'H .

I

On Hliiire

AlaRka.

1.020
i.5;i:i

Calirornia. Oregon.
,
Woxliington.

1.825
2. !tO«

(110

117
2, 7(15

1,.'>10

;i7n

3, 1182

Totiil.

Xotttl. 2,884 5, Hfi 4.332
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I'voducl* of the Jhheries of Ihe Pavijlc Coant of the I'nited Slates in 1S9S.

Kpectefl.
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coast rivers north of San Francisco. Iii the vicinity of Sail Francisco

the principal part of the sha<l yield is obtained between February and

May, bnt the market ftshertnen of San Franci.sco take larger or smaller

quantities during every month. San Francisco is tlie only city in the

United States in the markets of whicli fresh shad just from the water

may be found at any time in the year.

All of the shad taken in California are obtained with gill nets and

haul seines used in other branches of the fisheries, no sjx'cial apparatus

being used and no special attention being given to tlieir capture.

The following table is of interest as sliowing the rapid increase of

shad during the comparatively few years which have elapsed since its

introduction on the Pacific Coast. The fish have not only increased

in numbers, but also show a gain in average weight and size whicli

has been quite marked. While a few years ago tlie average weigiit

was only 2A or 3 pounds, it is now somewhat over 4 pounds, and large

numbers of specimens weighing 8 pounds or more are taken.

Counties.
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DETAILED STATISTICAL DATA. I Table ahoivi

In the followiiifj tables detiMled statistics of the fisheries of Califor-

nia are given for the years ISSt) to 18!Hi inclusive. The fishery interests

of each county niv sei)arately indicated. The tables presented are:

(1) The number of persons engaj^ed in diilerent capacities in the lishiuf?

industry; (2) the same designated by nativity and nationality; (.'5) the

vessels, boats, apparatus, siiore ]»roperty, and cash capital devoted to

the fisheries; (f) the (jiiantity and value <»f ]>roducts taken; (5) the

same si)eeilied by the ai)paratus Avith which nbtained. The statistical

information is tliiis more complete llian any heretofore offered for this

State.

Tdlilc nliiiiriiiij III/ I'liiiiliiK llic inimhi-r of jicrxonH vrnpliiijed in Ihi: Jinlirriii iif California
ill /SS!), /SUi), J,sr)/,aii<l 1S!I.'.
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I Table showing bi/ cottntien the nativilj/ and nationality of the venaeljishfrmfu nf California
in 189:'.
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Table Hhuwiiiy the nationaWy of the shore or houl fishermen of California in is;i2.
I

Table shotei
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AiijiaratUK and capital employed in thefmlKricH of California, etc.—Continued.
! Appara

ItrniM. !
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Apparatun and capital e^iiployed in the fisheries of California, 6<c.—Coutiiiued.

Itvma.



RIES.

outinued.

Tiitnl.

No, Viiliin

187
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1,240

40
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2n», 7M2
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1, III 1(1
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PACIFIC COAST FISHERIES. ] 59

Apparatus and capital employed in the fisheries of California, e<c.—Continued.
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Table ahoicing hi/ connlkn and Hpecki the j/ieltl of Iho finherifn of California in 18S0.

SlK'cicS.
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'.',0U

225
:ill

3,083 l.'iO

T

4na
llOO

,'..841

3,fl,',5

4, 510

H.'iss'

'4.' 787'

60,;il.'i 1,7.'>0 !

2,8»U
I

140
I

25, 115
I

875
{

24:1, 81)2

n, 343
5,303

i.n4U
I I

847, ,564
I

5,142 14.730
»3»

1
1

1 114,033
:U, IHO

2, .'.no

22il

•iiii

I

24U
1, 532
208
07.'.

3, 042

1,0(MI

875

38, 250
2. 10(1

143

1,270
73

Tiital

.

42,71

Rorramonto.

Ponuilii.

45,004

5,605

146, 640

15,000

Valiii

10, II

54

3, 860
I

212,620 6, r.

Sj.crlig.

1,517.110 !
60,1180

I

321,031
;
12,003

,

Snn KrnncUco, i Tohamn.

PoiindH. ' Vahit'. I'ouniU. Vnliic

1,«I3,24U I 73,303
i:in,040 3,028

527
'., OIK)

4,800 I

22,845
I

4tW,&i7

250
014

1,2303,03J,5Ol
, 0-»,ni5

Yentiim. I

l'oimil.i.' Value.' I'nunils. ' Value

Total.

nrlii.vioH, friHli . 135,000
!

»2,7uO ' I

!
."...'

|
135,01)0

anaunila, I'reali '

' '

|
I 11,416

arriirnila, nulti'il 1
I I

niiiln, I'if8li I

I

6,720
iinitn. Halted i

I
'

l,(Kt arp, lirHli '
i

lallmli, Halted 1,782,070 1 «.507 '

nltn«iod,lreiili 147,478' .',.573

lniiiiilii.'<, lifuli 1!>45,006| 42,000 2,073
luiiiiilria, Hiilti'd '

liTriiiK, 1'k'hIi 2,3«0.4l5 I 35,539 ]

:in(.'li»li IichIi 10,208 1 300 1

Iiukrii'l, frt'Hli
I

r<'ii li, IVi-sli 248,108! 12,405 1

iUIIhIi, Irt'sli ' i!10,430 27,310 .1 1.'., 000

«480

ais'

no

0, 1<)U

4,515

32,080

tnrkUali, united
aliniiii, rliiiiuiik, fri'Hli ....

alini.n, silver, l'rt'»li

aliiii.ii, Hilvei, nalli'il

alnii.ii, NtiM-llii'nil, IreHli .

.

aiiliiiPH, rre«h . .

I'll l.aHH, Cresli

ca l.asg, Halti'd

iliiitl, I'rosli

melt. (Vexli

trlpi'd ba.sH, I'leHli

lurKeoii. froMli

elli.w tail, fiTHli

rillowlail. Halted
)tlicrll.sli, I'reNli anil wilted.

18,45^ M.iilunu meats anil Bliells.

.

)otii]iim mill Hqiiid
'laiiiH, hard
^'laiiia, »ol't

hsters

218,420

.1

000

8,737 12.5,800 $3,147

1,280,000
105, 000

110,042
1,002,003

3, 132

65,110

10, 200
7,800

3, ,'.08

33, 487
620

1,9,53

033, 200
28. 1100

11,800
XO, 530

1, 239, 000
I2,»*20,5li0

»:;*.

kfussels 2, 7U0, 000
Jial.s

I

2. ono, 000
jlii'iniiiand j.rawii

' 1,050,900
lol)»t<>r

l,7i:

35, 000
Miiii

l\i iijiln ni 1 l'ri.)t8

18 [lair-gealniidHea-lii.ii pelts
... Piir-seal pelts 1

1.28: 5ca-i.tter pelts I

. Whaleoil 2,107,065
Whalebone 170,118
Cod tongues 13, 800
Seal oil

Algio !

Total 33, 620, 040

4,507 178

10, 153
500 I

330
i

1,020 I

13,020 i

51)2, 137
!

11,250
80, 000
00,064 I

4,200

00,810 .

27,300 .

103,782 '.

080,472 .

066

1,033,202 125,800 3,147

0,080

2.310

31)5

"77'

52, 113

305, 238
11.'.. 8tn
93, 383
187,417
58. 113

1.782,(170

107,758
3,531,158

43, Mg
3, 308, 824

in, 208
^l^.-itU

4ilO, 4i;o

2, 253, 30H

30,710
3,380, 111.

1, 184, 052
107,000
:^03, 300

1,314,800
319,081

0. r.81

31H, 111)

2. 073. .'.iiO

20, 110

012. Mj
1 12, .'.S3

172. llli.'i

I.80.5, 101

203. 783
207, 8(1!)

511,080
1.2«l,i)80

12. k:;o, ."iOO

2, 70U, 00(1

2, 000, 000
5, 822, 003

278.310
47, 563

i

2,233,015
' 170,118

13, 800

11,700
20, 345

2, 700
10,045
4, 054

4, 237
0, 3,i8

1,074
44, 507
6,283

85, 237
1.747

51,990
300

12,608
18,273
07, 822
l,:)54

134,402
35, 381
0,080
7,007

20 .'.01

12, 50O
201

1 1 , 801
01.300
4.021

18, fiOO

4,817
0, 100

36, 022
5,553

20, 816
5,075
13,421

5i)2, 1,37

11,250
83, 125

206, 503

7,747
7, 550
1,770

en, 810
20, 300
105.052
080,472

066
.'.21

1.174

2, 064 '53. 330, 194 2. .".02, 820
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Table showing hy rounties and speo'uH the yield of Ihejinheries of California in LsVI.

Species.

Contra Costn

Pounds.

203,130

Del Norte.

Valiu).
[
PoiinilH. Valm

I _

~zj Ml;..
$420

][uill1ll)llll. Los Angele».

Pounds.
I
\'aluo. Puunds.

210, 001

3, U.'i

24, IIH

l.')1,018

12, (WO

Tnlui

$6, 431

'"'6,':';i

2;t, 650
34, 472

ifH40 '

3,017
I

157,810
240 68,000

! 320,469
;

13,(M

090 2.''>, Oni I i"

l.(':i4 81,192 ' 3,'J4

182,.WO

2»<(>

Barracudn, fresh
(Jnrp, fresh 14, 188

('ultiis-cod, fresh I

Flounders, fresh
Herring, fresh
Mackerel, fresh
Percli, fresh
Kockfish, treali

Salmon, ohinook , fresh ' 594, 006 23, 700 I 308, 7.'>0 $;t, 202
Salmon, silver, fresh

1
182,.'>00 4,818

Salmon, silver, snlteil

Salmon, stoelhead. fresh

Sardines, fresh
Sea bass, fresh
Sfia hass, salted
Shad, i'resh 108, Oil 4, 320
Smelt, fresh 141,420 2,107
Striped bass, fresh 23, 932 3, 590

Sturgeon, fresh 209, 725 8, 092
Yellow-tail, fresh '

!

' 07,690 2, 7i

Other fish, fresh aiul salted. 213,810 3,422 ' IIS.O.W ..,i>.

Abalone meats and nlnlls. .
'

'

\

' 5, 135 ^

Clams, hard ' ' 47,2."iO I 1,012
Clams.soft '

|
I5,OIIO 375

Cr,ihs i 98,100 ' 3,400
Shrimp and prawn 813,800 i 36,067 '

Spinylobster 102,125 2,0:

I

8'J0,910 29.01)8

110,200 4,448
290,981

I

5,940 I

'

I I
60,007

i 1

'

! 18,208
!

I

I
4,301 I 17

Ifi
I

-•
SIIO

i 175,905 7,(i;'.

Speci

10;;

32, 000

in:;cnil:i, fi'es

iriaciida. sail

iiiito. fresh

)nit<>, sailed.

(Hinders, IVe:

erring, fresh
aekcrel, I'resl

nektisli, fresl

Dikli.sli. s..lte

ilnion. chinin

11 liiiss, fresli

II hass, salte

.iid, fiesh .

.

judi, fresh
hdlowtail, I'n

[elldw tail, sa

jherlisli. fres

,l)!ilono meats
ams. hard..
limp and pr
liny lohster.

an -seal and s

la litter pelts

hale oil

ial oil

'feW

Total . -

Total 2,382,028 85, 889
I

510,000 14,300,1,741,895,52,110 1,427,512

Species.
Marin.

Pounds. Value.

llarracuda, fresh I

Carp, fresh '

Flounders, fresh 401, 30i

Flounders, salted
,

Herring, fresh 320, 541
Maekerel, fresh
Perch, fresh 55, 008
Koeklish, fresh
Uoekflsh, salted
Salmon, ehinook, frosli i 15, 035
Sardines, fresh

, 3, 561
Sea bass, fresh

1 15, 482
Shad, fresh i

,

Smelt, fresh ! 242, 090
St riped bass, fre.ih '

Sturgeon, fresh 1.5,046

Yellow-tail, fresh
Other tisli, fresh aiidsalled. 204,840
Almlono meats and shells
Oetopus and squid
( "lams, hard 28, 700
( 'lams, soft 10, .380

Shrimp and pr.iwn 1, 085, 175
Terrapin and frogs 12, 262
Algo)

$7, 017

Total 2.470,415

0, 0.50

2, 200

Monterey. Orange. I Sacramento

Pounds. ' Value. Pounds. Value, rounds.

13,235 1 $785 2,1100 ' $80

0, T'o100.510 3. SIO
41,071 1.044

uehovies. Ire;

„ , _ika niaikere
Value. Jill aciida. Ire

iiriaciida, sal

i.iiilo, I'resh .

milo. salted.

32,734 1.037

600
142
610

7.58. .i78 15.172
10. 472 700
7. 0'.VI 480

45,430 i ltl,5M' 111

2.'i7 arp. fresh ..

oiUisli, salted

0. 198 255
3,(1(111 I'Jd

:.3i;5 120 4,553
i

'.'71

7,000 280
:

76, 112 6, :i'J

5,048 70, 985

3. ll(l!l

is.'iifi'

"20

724

I

17. 516

030

3,924
I

10.9:0
;

3.700
; 300. 7(iO

010
06

;3. 9(i0

5.1100 I

2,000 '

200
80

1.57

?,2.50

l,o,M

•-'1

in".

228. 445

615
106

49. 289
3, 270

i

7.80
i

310

Speeies.

'.arracnda, fresh
Flounders, fresli
Mackerel, fresh
Rockfisli, fresh
Rocktish, salted
Salmon, ehinook, fresh.
Shad , fresh
Smelt, fresh
Stripe^l hass, fresh
Sturgeon, fresh

Total

.

Santa Cruz

0, f.01 ,1.109.735 52,314

Shasta.

.50,088 2.230

Sohinn.

375, 403

5. 5t>fi

Specie

Sonoma.

Pounds. Value

347,011

4, 35(;



"1

i:ries.

'oniia in 1S91,
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Table showing by coitntieH and gjjfcies the yield of the fisheries of California in 1S92,

Sjiecioa.

Barracuda, I'rosh

Car]), fresh
C'ultus-cort, fresl-

Floiindors, fresh ,

Hcrriiif;. fresh
Mackerel, fresh
I'erch, fresh
Kdcklish, fresh
Suhiioii, Chinook, fresh...
Salmon, silver, fresh
Snlniuu, silver, Halli-d ,

ii^alnin.'i, gteelhead, fresh .

.

.Sa: .lines, fresh
Se:i liass, fresh
Shad, fresli

Smolf , fresh
Striped Imss, fnsh
Stin-Kcou. fre.sli

Yellow-tail, fresh
Other fish, fresh and salted
Akaloue nieiits and shells.

Clams, hard
Clams, soft
Crabs
Shrimp and jiruwn
Siiiny lolister

Hair-seal and seu-liun pelts

Contra Costa.

Pounds. Value.

21,:U2 $640

3i);i, ;«o
227, 515

4, 550
3, 412

l,o;t7,3Ul
I

41, -Ilia

i:iu,304
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''ornia in 1S92.

LoN Augclcs. Species.

Yidfl of the fiaheriea of California in 1S02—Coiitinned.

; Snn Picgo.
I
San Luis Obispo. ST.n Mnteo. Siinta Itarbara.

1'oiiikIh,

0,430

15<i, MV.
41,UU0

313, 837
24,841

57, 7.'>5

41,804
19,212

Vabic

f^

l,i:

12. :>

187

riacnda, fresh 199,700

traouda, Hnlteil 109,014

li to, fresh 50,000

nilo, salted 171,222
juiKlors, f-csli 2, 9flo

rriiijt. fros.i :
50,000

iiVcrcI, fresh 4,770

irli, fre h 20,000
ikliHh, fresh ' .')0,000

iktisli, salted

d iin's, fresh 3, 000

ibiuss, fresh
'

10,000

t ba.ss, salted
elt, fresh 18,000
How-tail, fresh

'

50, 000

llowl.ii!, salted 189,007

liertish, fresh and salted. 158, 025
130

I

7,4t ialonenieat8nndHbell8..| 124,120

ms, hard 252,000

5,086

! 60, 347
111,479

2,(i

4,r,;

20
2,000
0,721 '

fl,3C0
i

379,185
3,234 ;

'

1,800
rinipand prawn '

'
' 1,475,020

\

00,989
inylobster 20,000 500
ir-seal and sea-lion pidts. 1 000
i-olter pelts ]

jaluuil '

!
,

128, 425

1, 155,108
i

44,u;i

Sacramento.

Pounds.

44,320

Value

$1.

5,008

81,112

21, 579

5, (iT

I

109
3,820

243,497 5,H

I

400, 195 U,li:'

Sonomn.

rounds.

6,187

"iVm
"
28," 839'

Valu

J!

II-

1, 7:11

Pounds.
I
Yalno. Pounds. I Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value.

.t7, nnn
>

'
'

3,837
I

2,000 i
' 20,000

0,070
I

I

i

1,000
0,500

5,' 506'

117 i 11,110
I

*!)25
I

r)0.-.,5t<5

2,000
,

' 379, 190

191
800

2,000

11,300 450 I

if7, 585
i. 088

$1,000
.'.0

325

275

120
400

98,240
«, .''lOO

3,805
325 550

01,C.-iO
;

51:0
I

.""1,300
,

,808 I

!

' 14,000
I

2,1 1 -1..--- -'-

27

700

l.'<0
I

252, 705
I

3, 702 8,000
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1

Statement by counties, apparatus, and species of the yield of the rcstvt fisheries of Culi

fornia in IS.SO, ISOO, 1391, and ISO.:.

AiijHiraliist ami speoies.

]889.

LineB

:

Jiarraciida, salted. .

lidiiito, Halted

\
Cod, Halted

' Yellow-tail, salted.

Los Angeles. San Diego

Punnds. Value.: Pounds, i Value.

Total

.

ParanzcUa nets:
- Flounders, fresh.

- Kin j;tiali, fresh...
Itocktish, fresh.

.

Otlicr lish, fresh .

I'rawn. fri'sli

Octojius

00,C83 $2,12-4

95, 1«4
I
3, 'Ml

San Francisco.

Pounds, Valu<\.

86,804
i 3,040

242,731 I 8,495

I

Total

.

27, 540 1,087
1,(100

1,463,424

1,463,424

$30, 587

352, 320
H. 460

33, 312
1 1, 700
13,218
1,100

423, 170

36, 587

8,808
254
099
443

1,080

12, 500

Misoellancoua

:

|

Abalone meat and.shells.'
Hair-seal jielts '

Fur-seal pelts '

Sea-otter pelts
| |:

' L

AVhaleoil ! 1,480,080
Whalebone I

'

i 119,050
Cod tongues

] ; | \
12.000

Total.

Pounds.

00, 083
05,184

1, 463, 424
86, 804

Value

tatement hy

Apparatus au

$2. r: *

3. :;:i:

30, >*

3. oil :

1,700, 15.'> 45, OK'

352, 320
8, 400
33,312
14, 760
13, 218
1,100

8, 8l)'i

2U|
U9i|

44;]
1,H»1

423, 170 12, .'i'"

;

27, 540 I
1,(I8'

1,110'

1,1,219
1

15,21i

27,700 '

27, 7(",

60,052 1,480,080 00, i)'.:

,520,478 110.050 .520, 47'

882 , 12,000 Ht.

i
I i

Lines:
J

. Barracuda, salted I 72,400
Bonito, salted

]
112,800

Cod, salted '

I

Yellow-tail, salted ! 104,340

084, i)Oi

2,534 ; ! 72,400
3,950

I
112,860

'1,782,079
!

44,507
3,6,52

I

Total
, ;

289,000 :10, 130 1,782,079 44,507

Paranzella nets

:

Flounders, fresh.
Kinglish, fresh ..

Rockflsh, fresh ..

Other fish, fresh.
Prawn fresh
Octopus

347,112
10, 208
35, 320
13, 530
0, 845
1,809

1,782,679
104, 340

2, 511*

3, !l,V

44, 51;:;

3,&
2,072,279

8, 678
,

300 I

1.000
:im

1,770
30

347,112
10, 208
35, 320
13, 530

9, 845
1,8119

07

1,77

Total

.

Miscellaneous: 1

|

Abalone meat and shells. .' ' I 55, ,590

Hair-seal jielta '

\

Fur-senl pelt*-

Sea-otter iielts 1

Whalooil
Whalebone i

Cod tongues '

P34
875

417,824 417,824
I

12,2.'if

55, 590

Total

Grand total

1891.

Lines:
Atka mackerel, salted.

Bai racuila, fresh
BmTacuda, salted
Bonito, salted
Cod, salted
Mackerel, fresh
Ycllowtail. fresh
Yellow-tail, s;ilted

2,100

12, 150
2,500

$84

55, 590

345, 190

70,964
102, 234

480
lOU

, ,2, 197, 005
170,118

, i;i,8U0

09,810 1

27,300 ,

103,782 2,197,605
680,472 , 170, 118

900
\ 13,800

8'

69, %\l-

27. 3111.

103, Ti^:

080, 4'

1)W

1891.

nranzella nets
Flounders, lit

Kinglisli, fresi

lioeklish, fresI

Other fish, sail

Prawn, fresh.

Octopus

Total .

.

iscellaneous:
Abalone meat
Hair-seal lielt

Fur-.scal pells
Sc:iotter jielli

AVhaleoil
Wliiileboiio ..

Ciid oil

Cod tongues .

Total

(iraiid tot

1892.

pines:

Salmon, saltei

lues:
Harracuda, fn
liarracuda, sa
Bonito, failed
(!od. salted. ..

Mackerel, fret

Yellow tail, fi

Y'cllow-tail, s

Total ,

j4, 1O3 'aranzella nets
Flounders, fn
Kingtish, fres

Koeklisli, fre-

Other tish, fr<

Prawn, fresh
Octopus

Total .

:iscellaneou8

:

Abalont^ me,it
Halr-si-alpelt

5!:^lFur-8oalpe!ts
Sea-otter pelt

Whale oil

AVliah-boiio ..

Cod sounds.

1,809 2,381,583 882, 330 2. 437, 173 1 884,14

11,945 [4,582,086 9.39, l,''-9 4,927,276

2,484
»,578

64, 800 4,860

. 2, 047, 91 1
,

51, 393

I

T'il6,'658V"".i873"

Total . 10,750
I

070 I 173, 198 I 0,002 2,223,309 00, 126

64, 800
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islierics nf (.'till

Tofiil.

I'Ollll(l8.

00, oh:!

»5, 181
46:i,424

HG, HG4

7(10, 155

352, irjo

8, 401)

3;i,:ii'2

14,760
13,218
1, lOU

Viilni'.

i|l2. 12-^

;t. :i,r

30, 58'

3. U<l

45, OS

8, 8ti'

999

44

\,<M

423, 170

27, 540

480, (180

Uil, (i50

12,0U0

12, 5mi

1,08-

1,01*

15, 2li

27, 7(«

00, d:..

520. 47'

latement by couiilics, npixiratiix, and xpeciea of the uield of the vessel fisheries of Cali-
foinia ill l.S.su, IS'JO, ISOl, and AVft^—Coutiiuied.

AppimituM anil spcciis.

Los Angulos. 1 Sun Diego. Sftii Frantisoo. Total.

rounds. Value. I'oumls. \'h1ub, PoiindH.

1891. 'I
araii/.i'Ua nets:

I
|

FlonuiUTH, iifsli 621,845
IviucliHli.t'rcsli

\

24,080
Koeklisli, fresli

Otlierlirtli,saltcil

Prawn, I'li'sli

OctopuH

Value. Pounds. I Value.

I

02, 260
46, 0!tO

0, 382
0, l.'iO

.$18, 656
063

2, 490
1,401

1, 150

123

621,845
24, 080
62, 260
46, 600
0. 382
0, 1.50

18,6.50

0(i3

2, 400
1,401
1.1.50

123

Total 787, 407 24, 783

lisri'UanoouH;
:

'<

\

Ahaloiionieatiind sli.ll.s.l 52,120 i|il, 172 '

Hair-Heal iii'Its
j

750 I

Furnealiiella
| I

Sc:i otter pel IB

AVlialeoil • 1,727. .535 I

707. 407

52, 120

.'l,7H3

1,172
' 750

134,220
\

134,220
30, 200 30, 200
69,070 1,727. .535 09,070

223,7(1 1,118,8.55

U75 0,-

16,200 1,134

^ 639, 870, 627,r>l.._j,„,= ~= =-=^a li,,

i, 769, 195 684, ilo

1892.

pinos:

Salmon, salted.

10,750
I

$670
j

225,318 I 7,984 4,9,59,2.57 1,439,353 ,.5,201, 325 1,448,007

i

I

liarracuila, fresh

90,000 3, 600

72,400
i

2.."*

r.2,800
;

3,!i.V_

1.782,079 i 44, 5(i:

104,340
:

3,(i:

.',072,279
,

54,703^

347,112
10, 208
35, 320
13, .530

B, 845
l,8il9

8 0'

::«

1, (Hi'

4(1'

1,77

417,824

55, 590

12, 2.-t

9:i4:

69,81

i, 197.605 1 103,7
170,118 680.4
13,800 I 9(K

[i.soellaneona;
Almloni' meal and sliella

Hair-Heal pelts
l'"ur-Healpelts

Si'ft-iitlfr pells
Wlialeoil
Wlialelpoiie
Cnil souiuls
Cod tongues

>. 437. 173

ri)2"7, 270

64, 800
2.100

70, 964
102,234

2.047,911
12, 150

2, 500

110,058

884, 14

~951, KH

4,8(1

8.

2,48i

3,57-

51,:wi
4-'

Ic

3,87.

',413.317
I

60,85

6,430 2.57
,

liarracuda, sailed
\

; 08,510
j
2,397

lionilo, palled 1
|

96,558 3,380
Cod. salted

I

'

Maekerel, fresli ' 36,435 1,456
Vellow.tail,lV(sli

|
7,040 : 282

'

!

Yellow.tail, sailed 108,975
|
3,814

Total

2, 274, 505 56, 864

49.905 1,995 , 274,043 9,591 |2, 274, 565

aranzella nets:
Flounders, fresli 1,409,192
Kiniilmli, fresli 40,000
Koiklisli, fresh

;

' 116,952
Other lish, fresh • 74,240
Prawn, fresh '

!
3,270

Ocloims
i

'

8,00(1

56,804

35, 229
1, 201

3, 508
2, 228

654
159

90,000 3, 000

6.430
08, 510
96, ,558

2, 274, 565
36. 435
7. 040

108. 975

257
2,397
3, 380

56, 864
1, 456
282

3, 8U

!, 598, 513 I 68,450

1, 409, 192
40,000

116,9,52

74, 240 I

3.270 i

8,000
j

35, 229
1,201
3, .508

2, 228
051
1.59

Total .

Total

(iraiid total. 49, 905

1.651,0,54 42.979 1,051,654

124.210 .3, 234
600

124, 210

1, 995

1,.542, 743
197, .339

i
600

' 27, 500

167, 526
34. 9.50

01,0.53 1.542,743
937,371 : 197,339

42
;

000
1,925 ' 27.500

42, 979

3,234
0(10

167, 526
34, 950
61,053

937, 371
42

1. 925

124,210
I

.3,894 1,768.182 1,202,867 1,892,392

398, 2M^' 13, 485 5,784,401 1, 306, 310 6, 232, 559

1,206,701

1,321,790
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Table showing by voiinlkx ttnduppurahis uf capture thv yield ofj'iiiMl-jinhe>i in Ihr nlinrinir

bout fisheries of California in ISS'J,

Coiintit's mill nppa-
rntiis (if cnpturc.

AlK'llOVifK,

froab.
Bnrrnciuln,

fresh.

B.Trraciiiln

saltuil.

Lbs. Vultie.' LbH,

Sfiiios

:

I

t<iin Fiimcisoii 30, 140

dill iiots iiiid tram-
,

iiicl nrt8:
\

Montorc V
S;m l)ii>^i)

San ]'"raiu'i.s(0 92, 370
Santa Uarliara

i

96U0

'i.'sii'i,

28, 056
36, 703

.$1,080

1,472

Total 92, 370

I

~
Lines:
Los Angclos
Orango
San l)i('KO

San Lnl.s OI>ispo
Santa Jiaibara ..

SantH Crn/,
Ventura

Total .

Graiiil total.... ,122,510

1,847 04,84:;

.

'

88, 891
.' 2,0110

.; 121,000

.! 25, llti

.
I 65, 370

. 1 5. 1)00

i

10,862

318, 2S9

2,447 1 383.088

Vuluo. Lbs.

ISonito, fresli.
j

I'lonito, Hallpd,

Value.] Lbs. Value,
I

Lbs. Tnluc,

10, 680
j

1(427

2(j,675 |'i,'633' 2,015

3,1,".2 31,3.-)5 1,460

3, 451
SO

4, S40
875

3, 250
240
490

2, 015

$125

125

„/,/, uluiirtnn III

'

. 1 . !
1



RIES.

ill Ihr «lii,ri(

1

I'.oliitii



172 REPORT or COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES.

Tuhle nhoiviny hy couniii-8 and ui>i)<irtiliin of rapliirr Ihc jiithl offood-finhtii in

hottt fwherien of Califtirnia in JSSO—Continncd.
//((' shore or

Coiinlit'H Mill iipj)n-

ratUH oC capture.

SeiiioM

:

Del Norto.
Jliiinliiililt .

ShiiNtii

Tcliaiiia ...

Totiil .

.

^/'

if"

Saliiioii, fri'Hli.

CliiiiDiik.

Vnliio.I'ohikU.

105, 458

28, 700
118,145

2,')2, 36a

»2, 070

720
2, 055

"o.i^r

Silvor.

Ponuils.

180,205
580, 441

Valium

$:!. 54;i

17,414

Stcclliriid.

roiiiidH. \'alut'.

.Snlninii, Halted.

.Silver.

I'DiiiiiLs. ! ^'altlo,

48,750 I

lii:i,480

$728
5, 804 26,400 »8,91<1

700,040 1 'Jil.O," 24-.', 2;i(l I 0, ,1:12 i 225,400 fl,Blfi

Oill iietd and tram-
Iiiel IietH:

' ContraCosta
I

3, lO.i, 747 I 127, 8:i0

DelNorlo
I

113,417 3, 402
llumbcddt i

'

;

.V.!0.(I74

Mariu
Sacrnmeiito
Kan Franeixco.
Kcdano
Sonoma

Total...

Lines

:

M<mtcroy...
Santa Cniz .

Total

Grand total...

lil, 8(!0 liKS. 1101

25, OIK)

151, ,110

1, 003, 503

1, 973. 40(1

26,810

1,000
10.007
40,140
78, 030
1.010

3,074 210,200. 8,400.1

I'lthle showii

CcMinties am
ralii:* 111' Oil]

ejnen:
Did .\(irte.

UiimlKildt

.

\,m \ugah
Miiriii .

.

draiini' .

."iacraaieiito

San DiiiKO
Siin FiaiieiH

Santa Itarlii

S.intaCru/,.
Slia.ita ...

Sdiiiimit..

Ti'liama..

23,030

263,525 1 6«0,O74
i 10,889 1 199,091

600
010

1,216 I.

6, 765, 430 271 . 002 1 , 363, 720
1 40, 820 | 410, 921

3, 074 210, 200 8,408

10, 506
j

435, 600
j

17, 324

Connlies and appa-
ratus of captiiTo.

Sea baas, fresh.
Sea liasH,

salted.
Shad, frfish. Smelt, fresh.

Striped bass,
fresh.

Lbs. 'Valuo.i Lbs. Value.

Seines:
Uumbiddt
Los Angeles...
JIarin
Oranye
San Diejio
San I'"ianci.sco.

Santa JJarbara.

Lbs. lvalue.

300 If30

Lbs. Value. Lbs. , Value

Total

.

Oill nets and tram-
mel nets:

fJontraCoHta
LoH Angele.s
Alai-in

Mcmterey
SaiTamento
San Diego
iSan Kraneisoo
San I'liis Clbispo. ..

Santa Barbara
S:inla Cruz
Solano

Total

.

2,777
33, 142

*in ,

1,320

aoo 30

I

90, 722 3, 860

120
13,224

3,000
.32,1,000 |I3,000 !

i 61,072
52, 180 1 1, 820 I 2, 500 I

i|!125 i

.1,418
I

275
'

20, 264

421,517 16,040 2,500

liaj; nets and paran-
zella Dels:

Contra Costa
Los Angeles
Marin
Orange
San Francisco
San llafeo

703

2,443

810
2,888' 72,200

125 203,488 10,803

29, .mo
00, 970
46, 520
9,385
9,000

139, 978
3,380

328, 739

$73H
3,630
1,800 1

375 !

300 I

5, 599 I

108

12, 739

35, 326
43, 500
83, 258

1,413
1,740
3, 330

3,110



•:riks.

«» i/( Ihi Bhore or

Salmon, Hiiltcil.

Silver.

1'iiiiihIm. ! Viiliio,

22S, 40U |g,gi(!

225,400 8,016

•J 10, 200
; 8,408

210, 200
! 8, 408

i'Jii, 600
j

17, 324

Stripod bass,
frfresh.

ii<". Lbs. jVnliir.

39

13, 770
;
$3, 443

?r)
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Tablr ulioiriiiii hi/ (oitntka and apparatiin of rapturr the i/iilil iiffood-lhlien in tlif xhorr m
boat JhhefivH of ('ali/oniiti in ISim.

CiiuiiticH anil nppii-

nitiiH i>r cnpturo.

Si'innH!

Snu l''raii(^i»fo .

Aiiilii)vii»,

lioitli.

LliH. VnliiK.

33, 7Sn

Gill iiotH mid tram-
ini'l nets;

Sluiitorey '

Sun Dicyo '

San FraiiriHtiii 101, 250
Sunt a iiarliara

Total 101, MO

$07S

;;, U25

Harraciiila,

freHli.

Ilarrmiiila

Haltcil.

LbH. Value. Lbg.

lloiillo. t'ri'rtli. llonito, snlted

Value.' libs. I Value. LIih. Nairn

18, OSH
31, Ol'O

$1,120
1,241

2,n2,'> I 40,078

I.inrH:
Liirt Aiigelt'H

Oraiiuu
San Dingi)

San I.iiis Obispo.
Santa Ifarliara . .

.

Santa Cni/.
Ventura

Total

Grand total

.

135,00(1 2,700

142,414
3, (100

102, 180
22, 70.'-)

60, 115

% 731
11,415

.1.

7,8CO $318 .

'26,1145 i.'fuO 2,425 $11

2,361 !
! 34.905 ~ ^O.W 2,425

5, «(I7

120
4,(JW5

rao

inhlf Hhuirii

IJiiiiiitii'N am
ratils cil' <':i|

l.lllrH:

II lioMt .

l.iH AiiKclct
MdnlclTV. .

llran'io .'...

San rranris
San I. Ills ()l

Santa itarlK
Santa C'niz

Total ..

Grand l(

43,440 $1,520 27,080 ' 1,083 67,785 I
2,:i*

' '
1

1 2,200
i

llP
1,000 ! ! 25,072

I

1,278 I 2, 147
i

II

182
]

t I

480 5,726' 218:

roniilioH and
niliiH lit' call

43,440 , 1,520 58,478 : 2,57934.5, .560
j

1 4, 284 I

3!l.-|,238 !l0,(i45 i 43,440
j 1,520 93,383,4,237

72, 132

"747557

Count ioH and nppa-
ratus of laptnrr.

(,'arp, frcsli.

LliM. Value,

Sclnea

:

Humboldt .. !

Los Angilis '

Marin
'

Orango i

Saornnii'nto 11, 590
San I)ic({o

j

San Krancisco
.Santa liarli.ira

Sononni I

Cultu«-cod,
fro-Hh.

Lbs. Valuo.

Floiindfirs, frt-Hli

Llis.
I

Value

l.'iO, 599 $3, 132

2,637 105
62, 180 2. 480

$400
,687

Total 11,590 406

Gill nets and tram-
mel nclH:

Los Anycles
Marin
Monterey
.San Die jjo

SanFrani iseo

Santa Criiz

4, 203
L'OH, 370

2,813
0,190

100

170
8,335

141

248

44.5,739 14,711

188, 323 3, 806

27, ,538 $1,105
!

418,572,16,850
,

'

] 26,050
I
1,078

Flounders,
Halted.

Lbg. iValuc,

Ilcrrln;;. frcsl

Llm. Valnc

I

11,150
28,000
28, 279
4, 325

$2:

1,1

1,13

r

14,000
485, 860 7,'.V

571,614 10, 4»

2, 500
56, 572

3, 920
6,000

1,457, .580 ' 21. mi

2, i;i

V

Total

.

Bag nets ami paran-
7,ella nets:

Centra Costa
Los Angeles
Marin
Monterey
Oranco
San Diego
San Franeisco ...

.San Luis Obispo .

San Mati'o
Santa Cruz
Ventura

Total

.

Fyke nets and minor
nets

:

1

Contra Costa 12,209
Sacramento :34, 314

27,538 1 1,105 633,845 21,734 1 1. .528. 572
| 24, tif

28,-|,.5.50 4.283 214,129
129,929 5,197 1

,
17, .500

378.800 1.5,782 ' 284,100

22,460 8S5

65, 450

4, 586
1,815

567, 702
7,040

473, 085

1,310 30,534 $1,222
180
73

8,71*;

.352

7, 195

35,250 I 1,410
2,073

i
116

22, 460 895 il, 952, 180 j34, 014

360
1,202

Total 46,523 I 1,568

3,':i

4,2ii

'

4,'i2o'!""i6

425,'975
!

6,;i«

354^814 '5, i;

30,534 1,222 1,300,638 19, 8t

seines:

llunibcddt .,

Lus Angele.'
Marin
Orange
Sacramento
San Diego .

.

San Francis
.Santa Karba
Santa Cruz .

T.ilal...

1111 nels and
unl nets:

l.iis Angole
.Marin
M(niterev..
San Dieirii .

San Kraneis
Santa liarbi

Santa (Jruz

Total .

.

lag nets and
zella nets

I.os .\ngele
Orange
San Dieyd
San l''ran< is

Santa Crnz
Ventnra . ..

Total .

.

t''\lie nets, Mil

lll-iH:

Sacrninent<

iiies:

lluniboldt

.

I. CIS Aiigcle:
Monterey..
Orange
San I lie^'o .

San Franci.s
San Lnis Ol
Saiila liarb:
Santa (,'rii/.

Sunonni...
Ventura ..

Total .

Grand t



KIKS.

i'h till' xhitri' II,

Ooiiito, anltod

I

2,4*25 I $111

8 1 2, 425 I
II

67, 7«5
2,2U0
3,147

TACII'IC C'<)AST FISHEUUIS. 175

/((///(' Hhuiring hy vounliix and tiiniurutux nf rapliint thi' i/iild of fooil-Jlnhi h in llif xhore in

buul Jlnliiritu of Ciili/oniia in ISSKf-^i'uutiinwd,

(,'iiiiijllr.s anil ii|i|iii'

I ill us "f I !i|itiiri'.

• 'aril. In hIi.

IJiM. Viiliio.

CllllMS'inil.

IriHli.

I'liiiinrtcrK,

lrr«li.

l''llllllUll'l'H,

HalttMl.

Lba. Value.

llciriiit:. Iri^Hh.

LIm. Vuliic. LliH. Value. Mm. 'N'atiio.

rui'llmi'ilpiililt
' '

!
20, '.'80

I.IM AllCt'lcM

.MlMlll'ITV
'

I

(iiim^o .'
'

I

San PniiiiiHi'i) ;..*. 07,48U i 8,6711

.Sail l.iim <)liiH|iii '

Simla llarliiira '

."^aiita C'niJi

8

U 72, VM
[

2, i>

17 ~747567 l.lit

Herring,', frcali

I.lw. Valiii

11,150
28, 000
28, 271)

4, :i2S

1,12

1,13

IT

14,000 i W
485, 860 7, -'.-

571,614 10, 4'J

2. noO
5(1, .572

'

2,2<

3, y2U ;
r.

0,000 ' Jl

I, 457, .ISO
I
21, ««

.. 1..'.28, 572
I

24,lii:

I

I

214,129 3,21

17, 500
;

Tii

284, 100
I 4, '-'i;

Total

(Iraiiil lotiil .

iiinticH and iijipa-

I'liliiK III' rapt iiru.

. .w, ii:i $1.1171

Markori'l,
Ircrtli.

7.5i:i »fi7.'i

'

rM.OIT 2,2iM '

.w,fl:i:' 1, ir>2 !i;i, ii."

1,725 , 70 I

:i. ;mo ;t;io
j

H, 1)111) ' 280 I

;i,jK,'. no;
l.'i,570 (122

1|I5J5

117, 7«0
,
4,2(*a l.''.2,282

,
6.rm 113, 115 .'•25

107. 7.'>fi 0, 283 3, 1H4, 04B 7(1, 550 |43. «4l)

I'cri'li, I'lrHli. KockliBli, frrsli.

1,747 :i, .198, 824 <ll54,906

Uiii'klixli,

Hultl'll.
.SnrdlneH, fresh.

LliH. V'niuc. 1.1)8.

il-|Ill>S!
'

lliinilidldt ' 21,610
J.ns Aiigcli'M 7.200
Maiiii 47,!ll.'>

OianKi' 2, 172

SarraiiM'iitu 1,371
San DicKo 12 320

Value IjUh. Value.' Lbs. Valuo.. LliH. Vnlno.

11), 7<M

'5,1)35

.f7»l

'266

i|!.->39

2H8
1,920

;

80
O-ji I

^ ^ __ j

493 '..]..[[[]' .WW .. W.".'.'..'....... "5,666 '"206

San Kiaiicisi') ^ 248, 1U8 12,405 '

;

1,2HO,OI)0 ! 19,200
.Sa)italla)l)aia. ...! i 1,087 $54
Saiitu(.'niz ' 3.000 :

l.'iO

Ti.liil

Hill nol.s and trnni-
mil lIl't.H:

l.iis A)igel('»
Marin

340,098 15,808 4, U87

35,792 »1,431 ;

I I

[

I 34, 0«2
; 1, 3GI) 1

Mmili'iTv I

;

587,340 *11,717
.San I)ir«i) 2.080 107 ;

San I'laiu'isfo 92,651
I
4,633

Santa liarUara 1.463 70 : I

Santa Cruz 2.045 148 : 40, 575 j 1 . 623

204 1,309,800 20,391

Total , 42,880 1.750 34.0S2 1. IIOU 72U, 506 18.003

i

I

17,434 097

lia^' iirl.s aud pftrnn
zi'lla nft»:

l.os .\n(,'(drH
;

1 12,790 ' 512
llranj,'!!

j

' 2,917 110
San Dii'v'ii I

i
5,710' 228

San KrnJKJRCo I I I 99,055 3,953
.Sa)ila('ni/. '

I
! 46, 8;;5 1,873

Ventura 1

|
7,750 ' 310

5,000 200

Total : 21,417

4, 120 li>|

"425,'975"|"'6,;)S

'sMisiiT'j.'ii

22 11,300,638 19,81

'\\ liP nets and iniuor I i

)lrtH:

SaciDJncnt 11 i '
I 4, 232

850 I 171,064
i

0,833

255

,ini\s:
I I

MiinilH.ldt. '

l.os AngcleH 124,382 : 4,976 '.

Montriuy 41,312
,
2,on0 .

Oraiijii' 0,000, 240 .

San Dii'jLio , 5,510; 220 .

San I'lanci.sco ' 1.

San LnisObi.siM) .. 82,310 3,030'.
Santa llaibara 1,620 1 80 .

Santa (Jni/. 7,550 ' 3:i0 .

.Sonoma
j

j |.

ViMitiii'a
i

Total '268,684 110,942

(liand total.... '311, 564" 12,698

24,908 748
40,300

I
1,613

6!i8, 338 13, l.')5

15.000 600
30, 000 1 , 200

383,404 17,670
75,100

I
3,010

I
87, 405

I

3, 400
4,515 180

I

7, 310 290

1,320,358 ,41, 926

400,429,18,273 2,217,988,60,762

5,000 200

18,200 728

5, 000
3, 429

250
172

26,629
j
1,150

30, 716 1,354 11,314,800 20, 591
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Tiible nhowiiig hi/ inmilUn and tipixivatiiH of cupturv lliv yield of fuod-Jlnheii hi Ihe nliore m
boat flHherien of Califoniia in ISHO—CoiitiiiiKxl.'

(Jnniilii'H mill i>|i|>ii-

mint 111' ra|ilmr.

Si'Iiii'R:

Jl«l N'lirtn..

Ihniiliiililt

iSliimta ...

'iVIiaiiiii

.

I 'III mil ik,

riiiinili. Viiliu'

140,000 $4, 400

25, »a
12.'>, «()(>

04U

3,117

Total

.

»ui,:iai 8,2ija

(iill iii'tM iiikI trnin- I

Illl'l Ilrts:

Ciinlni ( •mXn. 1. 42:1, flW)
:

.'iO, nM
DolNiirtp nL^SSl h.mi
Iliimlioldt I

Mniln 22, 110 i «80
SiUTiimi'iito l4ri,.M(l 111. I8HI

Sim Krniirlgco 2IH,420 8, 7;)7

Solani. ],o;m.580 41, 2211
,

Soiiiima 2l,:i7,5 1,28:1

Siiliiioii, Tn-Hli

Sjlvir.

riMiiKU

Strollioail.

Value.
,
rimiulH. . Value.

250, n75
400, 272

f4,227! 51,875
15, :i43 ' I5:i,42;i

1|I777

:i, o(W

.Suliniin,Halt«il.

Silver.

I'imiiiiIh. \'u1ui

'ahlr Hliowi,

i|i:i, or

71U,047
I

10,570

474,;ill5 15,811

JI0M98^j_aj46^| 91,:H2
I

JMI.'H

158, lUl 3, l«2 .-1. (i.-i8 :i, (i:'i

Total . . .

.

Linen

i

Monterey....
Santa t'ruz ..

3. (CT, 4!I5 125, iu:i

8,770
]2,5U0

620
650

Total

Gran<l total. .

.

21,270
I

1,070

3!;)80, no
!
i;!4,4n2

474,305 15,811 15i<, 1(11
{

3, lO-i 75. o;m ;i, O'jf

1,184.952 35,381 ;)0.%390| 7,007! 1«7,0U0 0,m

Contillis anil aiijia-

rat IIS ol' caiiliire.

SeineK:
IliiiiibnliU

I,OH AnKcle.s...
Marin
(tranjiii

San Uioao
San FraneiKCO

.

Sniitu Karbara

.

.Sea lia.ss, fresh.
.Sea lia»H,

Hititeil.

Lbs. I Value. Ll)s. I Value

Total

Gill nets anil tram
Illl'l nelH:

Contra Costa
Liw Angi'les
Marin
Monterey
Sai^i.iiiiento

Sail Diejio
San Fraiieiscii

^,m LiiJH Olii.xpi

;io,;!05 .tl,200

3,781

2,015
10.-., (100

.'jo.:)i5
i

Santa Itarliara 3,875
.Santa Cruz
Solauo

119
7,800
l,7.il)

102

$151

2, 800

Total 282, 470 U, 0U1_

B.iK nets and jmran-
I

|

zellanets;
Contra Costa '

Los .\UKiles ,

jMariii

Orange
San 1- rnncii

0,581

Shad, fresh.

Lits. Vnliip.

250 «25

Smelt, fiesli.

Lhs. Value.

250

102, 210

15,900

lie, 042
140

. 24, 880
.1 57,81)2

.'31 317,800

28, inn

00, 120

42, 000

10, 800
7,800

141.7:i0

2,287

»704
:i, (i05

1,080
435
312

5. 0(10

115

StriiM'il liass,

iresli.

Llm. Valiii'

25
I

323,047 112.520 '..

4,089 i LI. 715
I 42,040 i 1,701
: 41, 2:10 1,040

107,184 I 4,287
0.-|8

1 54
2,28(1 Itl

!f 3. 1 1,

(IJi3,508 ' 5(10,922 22,070 ;i, i:i2

, ! 25, 115 I 875

i

2,600 125
995 ! 21,4:17

!
800 '

2.310 '

I

' 1.218 24

lt,HUU 800, 314 32, 255

148, 700
49, ."".OO

195,400
9, 825

20:1, 951

2,231
1,980
2, 0:10

303
.5.112

20,110 4,0£

San Mateo
! !

24:i,H02 3,855 [.

Total ! I
I

I
; 1

041, 2:18 ,10, ,5:11

Lines:
]

LosAngcles ! 14, ;144 574
Orimpo ; 1 5,000

j
200

San Diepo 8, o.'iO
j

;)21

Santa Iliirbara ! 4. 710 220
Ventura '

4,,'')U7
|

178

Total
I

;i(i,«ll
j

1,409
j \

I I

Graii!Uotal....3T9,081 |i2T50trj"o,5'8l"^| 2oT|318, 140 jllTsUl ,2^073,590
1
01, 306 |"20,119

|
4,0;

'iiiiiil ii's and
rat us of lai

eines:
Del .Ndrte..

Iliiniboldl .

I.OH An;;elo
Marin
(Ir.iimo ....

SiK i.itiientu

.SaiiDiono..

.SaiiKranelHi

Sjiila llarlii

SaiitaCruz.
SliitHta

Sonoma....
Tehama ...

Total..

iill nelB and
niel nets:

ContratJost:
DelJsdrti)..

Iliiinholdt

.

Los Angulei
Marin ,

Monterey..,
,Sai:rainehto

San Diego..,
San Kranelsi
San Luis Ol
Santa iSarba
.SanlaCruz.
.Solano

,

Sonoma

Total.

lug nets and
zi'lla nets

Contra (;oHt

Liis Augeli-
.Marin . . .

.

lloiiterej'.

Orange ...

San Diego.
San Franii
San Luis 01
San Mate
.Santa Cruz
Ventura.

Total .

.

'yke nets am
nets:

(JomraCost
Sairanieiito

Total .

.

line.s:

(Jon Ira Cost
lliimholdt
Los Angele
.MonteiD.v.
Orange ...

San Diego .

San I'Vanei^

Snn Luis O
Santa Harb
Santa Cruz
Solano...
Sononia
Ventura ...

Total..

Grand I

F.
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178 KEPOKT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES.

Tahh showing hy couiitien and apparaliia of capture the i/ield of food-finhes in the aho

or boat Jisheriex of California in 1S9I.



ERIEH.

i»/ie8 ill the nhol^lile uliowinij by coiniliea and appuraluH of capture the yield of food-Jishen in the ghore or
tioat finherieH of California in ISO I—Coutiuuod.

sli. Bonitn, hhUc

Inc. M)s. A'al

PACIFIC COAST FISHERIES. 179

(iiinlivH (Villi a;i|>n-

r;itnH of ciiptiin:.

Carp, frvsh.

^H 07, r.49
' 1.(1(10

ono 2,oit!

-'4(1 '.!..!!."!

078
j

70, .la'i
I

2,.'i:B'iiic»

lldinbnlilt

020
j
72, 250 i

I

2 (ii l."8 Aiigelos.

Herring, frosli,

lion, 98.';

n,500
»:), i:i4

lies:

IliduboUU
I.<w Anjji'les
Monterey
(iniiifio

S:iii KmneiKCo ..

.

S:iii Liii.s Ohitpo.
Sniita ISnrbart...
.^aulu Cruz

Lbs. Value.

''"frelh."^'
'FIouudeiB.lrosl.,

Lbs. Value.

%i, 118 $84U

,125, WW I 4,254

Lbs.

8, 645
80, 25:1

22, 1.5;i

1,365
4,000

10,1:10

;i. 000
14, 62P

Value.

l''loun<lera,

salted.

Lbs. :Value.

Iii770

;), 210
442 12,492
55

I

400
I

aoo
195 I

.18.-,

$500

Totiil ' l.W. 008 ' 5,094 ' 14.1,072 0,017 12,402 500

( i rami tot ill.... ,W,«18 ,l!2,010 213,018 7,639 2,720,984 62,087 41,071 1,644

Ilerriug, freah.

Lbs. IValue.

3,757,075 1^8,571

iiiintivHaud nppa-
iMiiis of captiiif.

Mackerel,
frcsli.

Perch, fresh

Lba. Value. Lbs. Value.

Sockflsb, fresh.

Lbs. 'A''alue.

'

,
23,025 '• *6!H)

j 7,915 i 317
Marin ."

\

1 1 30,118 1,200
(IraiiKO

I

I 1,.500 ;
00

Sairaineiito i

\ |

1.070! 05
S.inDicso

,
j

17,518 701

Sun I'rani'isoo ' 189,420 ' 5,6x,j

Siiiita liarbara
|

j

1 1

SMUtaC'niz I I

I

Rookflsh,
salted.

Lbs. Value.

Sardines,fresh.

Lbs.

62, 007

779
.5,130

$49
257

8,000
860, 000

Value.

$1,166

""U2

320
17, 200

l.iial ;;n,172 8.716 1 5,909 :t(l6 933.568 \ 18,828

ill nets and tnun- :

nu'l lU'tH : i
!

I.Ms AnKulca ' 78,117 $.3,124
'

Mariu 24,800 1,000
Mnntcrev l 2,800| 140 1 362, 710 $7, 255
SiinDicyo

I

3,970 1.59

San Francisco i ! : 88,873
i
3,555

Santa Ifaroara ... I 3,225
I

102
.SautaCruz

i

:!,590 ! 175 41,7.50 1,070

!I,.5H0

1,775,1.50 17, TC

1.821,374
i
19,0"

Total : 91,70i

i(^' notH and paran
zclhi nets:

I. OS An^cK'S
(liaiiuc

San Dicgi
San l'"i'anclrtcip

Siiita (Jrnz
\ inluni

203, 1,'.0

19,500
270, 840

3. 4;i0

'406,21)11

"338,'556

\ 1,241,710

3,1!

4, lili linen:

Hnnilinldt:
l."M Anjjelert
Miintcre.v

0, UdH (liaii^e .'.

San Diejjo

4,!(i^ San I'Vaneisco
San Lii!.^ nbiH])0.^

.

Santa liarbara
Santa Cruz

19, 19fl Siinoina

Ventura

I'otal

.vke anil minor nets:
icranieuto

Total ;427, 181 17,103

Ciraiid total. ...'618,883 20,863 :125.430

I



180 REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES.

Table showing by counties and apparatim of cajHure llie yield of food-fishes in the shon '"''"' *'""''«"i'

or boat fisheries of California in 1S91—Continued.

Counties antl a\>xt!^

ratUH of lapture.

Salmon, frcsli.

Chinook,

Seines

:

DolNorte..
Iliinibolilt .

Sliiirtta

Tehama ...

Total

.

Gill nets and tram-
mel nets:

Contra Costa
DolNorti'
JItniboUU
M.irin
Saeramento
San Francisco
Solano
Sonoma

Founds.

114,890

20, 1 10

11 J, 023
7;i(i

2,8UO

Silver.

Pounds.

182, 500

442, 160

2,59, 02.1 ' 7, IWO (i24. 060

Value.

.$4, 818

14, 739

19, .'ir.7

504,

193, m-) j, no

111)0I.I, i):i,'i

711.112 5, ::;(,

448, :i22 I7.!i:i:i

694, 181 27, 7(17

30, 050 •>..:">

448, 780 14, 959 149, 593

Steelhoad.

Pounds. I Value.

18, 75(1

147,388
$280

2, 048

160, 138 3, 228

2, 992

Total

.

Lines:
Monter(>.v.--
Santa Cn(z

.

2, 058, 172 83, 403 448, 780 14, 959 149, 5»3

7,990
15,200

480
000

2, 992

Salmon, salted.

Silver.

Pounds, i Valni

60, 384 l|l2,4(x

00, 384

49,810

49, 816

Total

(irand total.

23,250 1,170

2,341,045 "91^039 1,073,446 .34,516 315,731 0,220 i 110,200

l.Of^:

Counties and a|

ratos of captu

^'llics:

Del Norto
Ilumlioldt ...

I.OS Anfjeles.

.

Marin
()nia};e

Saii':i(iiento . ..

S;iM Die^o . . .

.

Sun Francisco
S:inta Barbara
Siinta (;r((z ...

Sliasta
Snnonia
TeliiKiia

Total

1,98;

4,411

Counties and appa-
ratus of capture.

Seines

:

Uumboldt
Los Angeles..
llarin
Orange
.San Oiego
Sau Franciscii
Santa liarbani

Total

Sea bass, fresh.]
.Sea bass,
salted.

Lbs.

15, 482

., 36(,

t.41')

Value. Lbs. Value.

Shad, fresh.

Lbs. iVoluo,

.' I 1.0

Gill nets and tram
niel nets:

Contra Costa
Los Angeles
Marin
Mtmterey
S.ierauieiilo

Sau Diego
Sau Francisco
San Luis Obispo. .1 -../,

Santa Barbura
|

4,88u
|

Santa Cruz i

Solano ]
•

1

Total |333, 102

Vag nets and {laraii-
{

zclla nets: i

(Contra Costa ;

Los Angeles
;

Mariii — '

$010 I.

4,301

135
6,710
3,110

246
17, 000

160 10

$172
'108,011 4, 320

850

17,516

.236,46(Vi

1,051

"0,9i4

10,810 I 21, ao:

1,205
2,350

r.Z !<44,::.IB 15,840

30, 120
58. 739

Orr.

Sai, i ranoisco
Sax. Mateo...

Total

.

IJnes:
Los Angeles...
Orange
San Diego
Santa llarbara.
Ventura

Total

Grand total.

18, 200
3,000
9, 000
4, i:i5

4,815

728
120
360
200
190

30, 150 1,004 '^-^._^-
j

372,258 ,12,414
j

21,301
j
L022 |445,006

Smell, fresh.
Striped bas.-<,

fresli.

Lbs.

32, 000
08, 974
28,310
9,470

12, 000
170,971
3,790

325, ^'iis

Value. I

$800
I, 761)

I 1. 120

;

378
'. 48(1

1 0,839
188

12, 565

,bs.

45. 491
27, 220
70, 085

3. 735
083, 884
10, 030
4, (iOO

25, 001

880, 906

141,420
01,,WO

186, ,500

8.045
280. «3rt

234, 700

013, 003

1,819
1,080
3, 080

Value,

23,932
;

$3,,ini:

150

17, 355
087
200

1,220

157

4, 320

;ill nets and ti

iiicl nets;
CoiilraCosta..
Del Norte
Iliimbohit ....

I.iis Angeles .

.

Marin
Monterey... .

Sacramento . .

.

San Diego
San Fnmcisc'o
S:iii LuisOliis|i

Santa Itarbara
Simla Cruz
.Solano

Sonoma

Total .

.

Hag nets and pi

i.eUa nets:
("iitra Costa
I."s Angeles.
.Marin
Mcnterey. ..

Orange
San Dicgii .

San Francisco
.'-.in Luis Obis
S;in .Nliteo..

Siuits Cruz .

S entii'a

35, 697

2,205 3I(

8", 074 4,00;

2,107
2, 400

2, 848
346

4,920
3, 720

10,401

T.itai

.

'.vkeandniinoi
Coiitra CoMta

OlfJl Siii'ianienlii. .

Total....

.ines:

Contra Costa
Humboldt .

I.i's Angeles.
.Mnnterey ..

(liango
S;in Diego

.

San Francisci
Sau Luis Olii

Santa Itiirliar

.S;inta Cruz .

.

Solano
Siinimia ..

Ventura .

.

15, 850 {2, 120, 084 04, 023 I 30, 074 4, lln'i

Total

.

(irand to
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182 REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES.

Table showing hy rounticH and apparatus of capture ihe yiehl of food-fishes in the

or hoat fisheries of California in ISUJ.



HEKIKS.

l-ftxhes in the alio

rt^Hh

aliic.

IflO

.iHIO

Boiiito, Hiilti'i

i

Villi:Lbs.

540
:;«o

:, i;80

I, 'JgU

PR,

luo,

443

440

74, 0t>4

580

75,224

75,664
I

2.; lies:

[niiibuldt

PACIFIC COAST FISHERIES. 183

lilc showimj by countieit and apparatim of capture the i/ield offood-finhea in the shore
or boat fmherivn of California in 189.2—Continued.

iiilios uikI appa-
atiis of capturu.

ics:

Iiiinboltlt

.(IS Anjjtiles
Iciiilurey

»riiiij;e
.'

Ill l''nim'i«i'0..

.

Ill LiiiM OliiHpii.

iiitii Marbara...
iiita Cruz

Total . .

.

(irauil I

Can..lVeHh.
I

««;^-^-l.
|Fl.,„n.l«rs, fresh.!

FIon^d.rH,

Lbs Value. Lbs.

30,000 $1,050

130,500

160, 500

Value. Lbs.

3,915

15,000

Value. Lbs. Value.

i|;l,350

54,215
I
2, 16S

ilerring, fresh.

Lbs. Value.

31,470
2, 960

5, 515
2,110
3,UB0
19,950

4,965 135.210

028 13,670
ll.-i

5ril

$347

200
798

5,885 13,670 547

65,662 ,$2,191 230,670 7,070 2,772,856 ,57,197 43,837 , 1,764 4,486,887 $55, 796

iiiilli-H and appa-
1 ill us of capture.

MftckiTcl,
frosb.

Perch, fresh.

Herring, frt'H

Lbs. Vain

1.1, 000
25,000
», 946
3,745

. I :(«, 940

.i 719,209

8117, 840

2,000
25, 470

10.4

nets and tram-
mel ni'ts:

!
I

ii^t .Vim'eU'S ' 07,350 $2,693
\Iiiiin

ilniitcrey
I 125

|

6
nil Die^'o

j
1,020 41

nil Kranc^iwo
NiiitaJiarbara 3,080 i 154
nIaCruz I 2,483 ! 125

13,000
j

2 257 ISO ' 22

...2,297,710
I

24

i

107

227,615 • 3,4|

14,000 i

303, 3,')0
j

4.S

2,355

'456,027

'379, iooj 5.

07 ,1,381,337 21.1

jOs Angeles . .

.

ihiriu

Iraiiffn

>:u rainento
inn Diego
'iiii Fian<'i.seo .

Ilia ISarliara.
>iiiita Cruz

Lbs. Value, Lbs. Value

$560
285

i 28,500

i

7,114

i

28, 525 i 1, 141

4.000 i 100
1, 114 67

\
14,725 ."iSO

201,108
I

6,033
j

Kdckllsh, fresh.

Lbs. Value,

Ivoekflsb,
salted.

Lbs. Value.

Sardines, fresh.

Lbs. Value.

36,864

"5,066'

Total , 285, 086
; 8, 835

275
2, 620

$14
131

3,000
703, 130

$654

"266

120
14, 063

21,475 i 850

Total
;
74,058 : 3,019

,
21,475 859

l,t IK nets and jiaran-
/I'lla nets:

i.in Angeles
'iiiiiK"

"nil Oiego
•nil Francisvo
Niiila Ouz
Ventura

I

17, 727
1,000
5,275

709
40

211

356,860 $7,137

84, 703
I

2, 541

43, 055 ! I, 723

484, 618

11,038

Total

.

rke nets and minor
iietM:

Sni lameuto ,

24, 002

4,554

960

273

Ilt'.S:

UJBlliinilmldt.
l.iiHAngelcH 210,0!)2 8,403
liinleiey I 6,084

|
280

'liangii

^^aii Diego
j 3,750

|

150
III Kraneiseo .

^nll Luis Oliispo.
'iiila Itarbaia . .

.

SniilaCriiz
Si'iioiiia

tilura

11,300
2,420
6,300

456
121
274

T

I'otal 1239,906 I 9,684

11,401

477

2.895

91,103 I 2,733 .

45, 270
7,780

156, 091

1,811
311

5,332

.50, 000
4.% 817

308, 520
4, 320

50, OUO
351,614
98, 240

83, 895
3,700
6, 220

1,062,326

I irand tot.al.... 313,984 12, 703 335, 117 , 10, 927 1,703,035

1, 500
1.833

7, 309
17:1

2,000
10, .')48

3,865

18, 580

3,350
148
249

0, 500
275

145
i
747, 994 15,037

5,000 200

5,000 200

743

325
13

31,041

47, 774

25, 355
I

1, 081

28, 250
j

1, 226 ,762, 994
|

15, 237



184 REPORT or COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES.

Table showiiK/ hy couniks and apparatus of capture the n'wtd of food-Jishva in the short

or hoatjishvries of California in ISU^'—Vontiuuod.



3RIES.

hea in the shore



186 REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OP FISH AND FISHERIES.

Table showing btf counties the yield of rnifitaeeann, mollusksy and reptUcH, etc^ in tl

oi' boat JiaherieH of Califotnia in V.swy, 1S!)0, ISO/, and i.SDJ,



ERIES.

, etc, ill the nhoi

'J;i.

Abaloiiii miiat an
aliellx,

I I'oiiiiiIh. Vnliit

lO.HlU
;j,85u

H

:i(i, uuo
'^M, 870

fii

5, Hi

282, 539 7, II,

8liO

4, 4UU

28, 000
IU,l):i3

148, io;t

5, lar.

a, 700

24, 000
241,820

274, 061

;ilr

a. '.u:

PACIFIC COAST FISHERIES. 187

'dhlf Hhowin;/ In/ rniintirs Ihe i/ieltl of v,rnHtavcnn», molluaks, nnil reptiles, etc., in the shore
or Imtil Jitherien of California—Coutiiuiod.

I niM anil ciiiintirH.

188U.

tiilioliU

liii

III! \>\vli»

II I'raiii'iHCo .

ClamH, Imril.

I'ounilH. Vnliio,

43,750
;i2, 000

420, 000

»fl37

OUO
3, (too

74,000 I l,HO'i

(UaniH, Hoft.

I'oii 11(18.
I

Value.

10, 800
11,100

«270
109

MiiHieU.

PuimtU. Value.

1,090,800 • 11,518
i

2,100,000 »8,7.')0

Tdtal . 570,710, 0.232
I

1, 118. 700
,
11,897 2, 100,000 i 8,7.'iO

1890.

iiniliiililt -..
I

12, 000
10,080

ii l)ic;;i>

II I'ralM'iMii) .

42,000 I

30, 4.")0

3.')0,000 I 2,500
80,530 1,920; 1,230,000 13, 020 i 2, 700, 000 11,250,12,820,500

900
(!,''.5

I

300
101

OyBtcrs.

I'oundH. Value.

12,309,000 I|I571,S25

12,309,000
I

,'71,525

Tcital 511.080; 5, 075
|

1,201,980 13,421:2,700,000 11,250

1891.
'

iiiliiildt

liii

iiii DicKii
in I'l'aiiciHco

Tdtal

47.2.50 1,012
28,700 015

280. 000 2, INIO

94, H.'-.O
I

2, 033 1. 489, 080

15,000
10, 380

37.'5

100

12, 820, 500

1!),390
1
2,'908,'(l86Ti2,'5O0 13,387,800

592, 137

.592, 137

«18. 455

450, 800

1892.

iiiiImiIiU

ii: III

II IMi'do
Ml KniiK'iHci).

52, 500
33,1111

252, 000

5,600
I

1,515.360

1, 125
720

1.800

17, 400
11,040

15,877
I

2,998,080

435
110

12,500 13,387,800 I 018,455

141,890 I 2,804 1,988,700
i
19,888 , 2,880,000

]

12.0011 15,098,700
i
098,257

Total 479, 500
j

0, 449
|

2, 017, 200 i 20, 433
j

2, 880, 000
|

12, 000 jl5, 098, 700
|

098, 257

4,01

1889.

"s Angt'li^H

liiriii

ll"lll.TI\V

Mil I'laiiciaiM). .

.

;iii l.iii.< oUisiio.
uiiila liarbara. .

.

M

«, K*.

1890.

,»t .Vngoles
liiriii

I'liiliTcy

'iiii l''raiH'isro. .

.

will l.iiiti Obispo.
mill Ijarbarii..

.

7,775
4, 189

30. 000
238, 403

280,427 I 0. ir

r>» ami coniitidH.

()cti)))u» and
Hl|lli(l.

Tdtal

.

LbH. Vnluo.

11,250 $3,000
!

408,000 $37,440
15,000

i

750 30,0(10 2,400

llair-soal, sou-

''•"•;"•±"""il/:.;^Zl•:™• ^^-••>!'"«'
i'rngH

Lbs.
I
Value.

otter peltH.

No.

215

Value.

$580

aeal oil.

Lbs.

7,200

78
!

195 i 33,210
181 I 3,423 ' 4,200

Value.

$288

Algic.

Lba. Value.

6,'866T'"$232

1,107 :

224 14, 370 575

483. 000
I

38, 190

Total

1891.

ilniin

ilmiifri'v

*:iii I'l'aiiciai'o ...

vMi l.iiis Obispo.
>iiiitii liarbara..

.

Total

1892.

2.")6, 000
1
20, 480

10, 000
j

300

I

200,000
I

20,780

300,700 23,900
8,000 ' 240

41,2iJ0
j
5,400 474

12,503 ; 3,350

35. 000 4,200

47. .503
: 7,550

12,202
I

3,270

37..566' '4,566

83

53
199

4,198 j
44,010

I

1,019
;
20.170 807

225

143

4,800

40, 440
2,527 I 4,800

192

6,500
I

1,343
256 : 22, 845

260

uii

335

133
182

308, 700
;
24, 200

5'"^
u;:;,^"^?!';'; .1.

^liiiitinv
1 357,622

j
28,610

^111 liaiirisco I 9, 000
I

270
III Luis Obisjm '

wiita liarbara.

Total

.

306,022 ' 28,880

49,762 : 7,770 315

13, 125

32, .566

45, 625

3, 500

i.'sso

8,050

121

05
85

301

359
3, 597

50,040
I

1,791

41,940
,
1,403

4, !)00 ' 240

3.959
I

46,440 ,1,643

330

2.56 I 86,015 1,200
2,221 I 2, 150 !

112

2, 807 38, 165 1, 312

29, 345 i 1, 174

7,780

ii,'™!'

310

"455

19, 141 765

14,835

13,'496'

28,325

593

'546

1,133
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SAN DIPUU) rOTTNTV.

As compared with tlio last investigation, the fisheries of the moj

southern (;onnty in (California show considerable tlnrtuation. Tl

decrease in tlu^ j;eneral l)nildin;f trade had called toother sections|

the State a lar«e number of men and their families, thus reducing tli

honio demand for food-flsh, and cousetiuentiy curtailing tin; extent

the Hsheries. Some attempts have recently been made to increase tii

domestic and foreign trade in llsh, but these efforts were scarcely siil

cient to retain the few fishermen emploj'ed. During 1892 a liniilJ

quantity (»f fresh fish was shipped as far east as Denver, Colo., and oil

carload, made np of crawfish (i. e., spiny lobsters), fresh fish, and 8alti|

fish, was sent to Chicago and Philadelphia in a refrigerator car. It wa

probably the first attempt to dispose of the abundant crawfish of tb

west coast in tlu^ markets east of the Rocky Mountains. At the tiiiij

of this exi)eriment the true lobsters were very scarce and of high pricf

in the East, and tlie crawfish was regarded as a fair substitute au|

met with a ready sale at good prices.

The yield of the fisheries of this county is nearly equally divide

between fish consumed in a fresh condition an<l those cured. Tl

aggregate amount offish i)roi)er taken in 1892 was somewhat less tliaj

in 1881), as may be seen from the following comparison:

Kisli. 1880.

Frosh.
Ciiruil

I'outidi.
(i:il), 4UU
5;)il, 220

1802.

I'otDKlll
.'i22, 1

5m, :i«|

Total . 1,160,020
j

1,088.361

Both the dry and pickle cured tish are largely ex])orte(l to the Sand

wich Islands. Five-eighths of the catch is taken by means of snialj

vessels ranging in size from 7 to 1.") tons. These vessels in most casti

frequent grounds south of San Diego. Sometimes, if tish are iitf

found nearer, they resort to grounds 100 miles from the home portl

The crew usually consists of three men, who employ hand and tioi

lines. About three-eighths of the catch is obtained by small boat!

fishing nearer the shore. The shore fishermen go out in the morniiii

and return the same evening, fishing along the coast some 10 to ll

miles south of San Diego, and about the same distance north lioij

Point Loma, at the entrance to the harbor of San Diego.

Chinese junks were formerly much used by the Chinese fishermen

San Diego County. In 1888 tiiirteen of various sizes were engaged iJ

fishing. Year by year the Cliinese have been withdrawing from till

business, deeming it too hazardous on account of the danger froiij

seizure by the Mexican (lovernnient for illegal fishing, and the possij

bility of not being permitted to reenter the United States. The .junlf

fishermen, sailing under no liag, have been obliged to pay alien i)()i'J

charges, which materially reduced the profits of the business. In
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\ ciisoH tlio jnnks havo been sold to Aineri(!aii liHliermeii, the iimn-

'ies of the mo^i'^ ''y wliich they wore known to tlie i!n.st<)ni.s ulllcialH beinj;' sup

u.'tnation. TlBiHilotl bynames. Tlie Junks used in San Dieyo Connty liave declined

•ther se(!tionH(B>iii l-' "»^'d inlH88, «» in 1889 and 18!»0, to 1 in 181).{.

ns reducing tlB''"' f^l'ore fisheries of this county are carried on t'roni small cat, sloo|),

If? the extent iB '*''l">'>»er rifTf^ed boats, carrying? a crew of two men, who reside in

III Diego and market their catch in that city. A small camp of Por-

miu'se fishermen is found at La I'laya, on the side of tin; bay opposite

III Diego. These fishermen man their boats singly, and cure all of

lir catch, most of which is (tickled for the Sandwich Islands trade,

r ilic (|uantity i)ickh'd, about thrci* fourtlis arc, albacorc, one-eighth

iiito, and one eighth yellow-tail. The entire catch is taken by trolling.

1 to increase tli

re scarcely si ill

1802 a limit

r, Colo., and oi.

fish, and saltt

tor car. It w

s. At the tiiii

id of high pri(

pqnally divide

so cured. TL

tnvhat less tlui

crawfish of tb I'l'" fishing each boat uses four lo fathom lines, each ])rovi(lcd with a

ii;;Ie hook. Just above the hook a deo(»y bait is fastened consisting

ii iticcc of bone sometimes cut to resemble a small fish, but in n)ost

substitute aii^***'"^ simply a narrow fragment witliout definite shape.

Ill the vessel fishery the same kinds of lines are emidoyed, iilthough

;lit instead of four are used by each craft. The lines are fished from

ic sides of the vessels, being rigged on poles in a manner similar to that

iiploycd in the mackerel fishery of the Atlantic coast many years ago.

Ill hand-lining the men use what may be designated a reverse trawl,

it noticed elsewlu^-e in the United States. The line is from 100 to IHO

tiiiiiiis long and is provided with li") to 50 hooks attiiched to gangings,

liicii in turn are fastened to the main line at intervals of a foot apart,

ginning at the bottom. Tln^ hooks are baited with either fresh or

ihed fish. Such lines are used from the sides of the vessels in from

"» to 100 fathoms of water. The fishermen seem pleased with this rig,

1(1 conuneut on its superiority ovet other forms of lines. Having
ropjied the line over the side of tiie vessel to tin; bottom, they have a

riiigof baited hooks suspended thatattrac'^ 1he fish much morecfVect-

t'ly than would be the case with a sin^. look or a scries of hooks

ranged on the ordinary trawl. As soon as the line reaches the bottom
ic lisliermen begin to draw it in and the fish follow it toward the surface.

t'tiii as many as half the hooks are found to have fish on them.

Tiie fishermen report no scarcity of fish on the grounds adjacent to

It' Uay of San Diego, but few fish are uow caugiit inside of the bay,

here fine fishing was formerly enjoyed. The city sewage and the

uiiiping of city refuse and garbage just outside of the harbor have, in

le opinion of the fishermen, prevented the fish from entering the bay.

In September, 1891, an experimental shipment of .J,(i<)0 pounds of

ickled fish was nmde to the Sandwich Islands. The fish met with

1889.
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iBlaiids trade mv. prepared as follows: After the removal of tlie lu'

and viscera, tlio lisli, without beiii^' split, are cut transversely inil

slices 1 to lA inches thick, which are thrown into vats ot'stronj,' picklJ

and after beiii};' throughly cured are packed into barrels and hal(

barrels for shipment.

Among the invertebrate products of tiie fisheries of this (-(mnty til

crawfish, or the spiny lobster, is most important. This crustaccJ

occurs in great abundance aial is taken in ])ots and drop nets of varioiij

kinds. The pots used by one firm of fishermen are nnicjue iu l)eiii

made of iron, to better withstand the heavy swell and rougli sea. TluJ

general style is similar to the traps used by the lobster ilsliermen <

Massachusetts. The frante is constructed of 'finch ;j;as-pii)e, tin' boi

of galvanizediron wire, twine being used at the ends in the constniij

tion of the funnels. These pots are 20 inches sijuare an<l 4 feet loiij

It is claimed that they will emer' i good shape from usage that won

totally destroy the ordinary lol >ot3. They were first used duriii|

the winter of 1893.

The business of taking abalones continues of sonie imjtortaiitJ

These mollusks appear to have increased to some extent during tl|

past few years, owing to the discontinuance of the Ciiinese fisherie^

the low prices received for shells and meat affording no inducement I

white tiohermeu to undertake the business.

ORANGE COUNTY.

This is a county recently formed from psirts of Los Angeles and otin

adjacent counties. The principal center is Newi)ort, which was fui

raerly included in Loa Angeles County. The fisheries consist in t

operations of a few fishermen located at Newjjort. The catch in iiS'J

amounted to about 75,000 pounds, which was hauled in teams to San

Ana, and sent thence by express to Los Angeles.
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY.

The fisheries of this county present few changes in methods vm
pared with the conditions fouiul in the previous investigation. Tliei

has, however, been (juite an in<;rease in the extent of the industry, an

it is probable that the next few years will witness a still further au|

mentation. New and competing lines of railrctad have been opeiii

up, freight rates have been reduced, and now fishing stations have bee

established. The centers in this county from which commercial tisliiii

is now prosecuted are Kedondo Beach, Balloua, St nta Monica, J.oii

Beach, San Pedro, and AVilmington

Redondo Beach, located 22 miles from Los Angeles, was first readit

by railroad in November, 1881). Previous to the construction of tli

road the few flshermeu at this point sent their catch by teams to h

Angeles. A marked increase in the important fisheries has ensiii

since the establishment of rail communication with Los Angeles, tl

catch being 51,700 pounds in 1889, and 181 ,9()5 pounds in 1892. Fishii
>t rebuilt,

is here done by means of bag nets, gill nets, and hand lines, which a *""^>' ^^ 1^

i«i.

111.

111'.'.

NVilmingf
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liMTiited aloii^ the licach from small boats. There beinpr no harbor of

|li<'lu>r, in stormy weather the boats and lishinjj^ ^ear are haided high

||i oil the beach. Fish are generally al)undaiit and in large variety, and

1i(> lisliermen have no dilllcnlty in speedily tilling their dories.

At I'.allona, h)cated S miles north of Kedondo Heaeh, four American
slicrmen ])lied their vocation in 18HI), 1890, and 1H!M, but abandoned

jnc business the following year. The catch averaged about 3(),()(>0

[nil lids annually. Two other small llshing camps are located L'^ and
liilcs, resjiectively, to the south of Kt-dondo JU'ach.

'rii(> tlshiiig business of Santa Monica is limited, the annual sliip-

|i(iits iiiid local <'oiisumi>t ion aggregating only 7r»,()0() to 1(»(),(M)() pounds.

I'kiiii Long ]tcach .'{(>,()()() to ;i.'>,()()l) pounds of fresh fl.sli ; re annually

iiii by express to Los Angeles by llshermen living at San Tedro and
iliiiiiigton. but taking tlicir fisli ott' Long I5each. San Pedro, with

Is siit'e harbor and good rail and steamboat facilities, as well as its

({'illness to the fishing-grounds, continues to be the chief fishing center

liDS Angeles County. The tisheries have shown a steady increase,

lirjicly on account of reduced rates for railroad transi)ortation.

I,;iige shipments of fresh, pickled, and dry tisli are sent from this

loiiit to San Francisco, Los Angeles, and other points. The tot.al

|iiiiiitities of (ishery products sent from this place during the four

jciirs ending 181(2 were as follows:

Y<'nr8.
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The <|iiiintities of cured fish ship|)e<l from VV'ihuington in the ya
1889 to isyu, iiu'hisive, were as follows:

Spocies.

Mackerel ..

Sardinus . .

.

liaiTaiiiilii .

Total

18«9.

Powiils.
9, 02:!

2. 25«
fi, 780
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1 in the v<'i

1801.
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Of late years abalones have been more abuncbxiit. The h>\v i>rice(

shells which had for some time prevailed oifered small iiiducemeii

for even the frugal Chinese to take these mollnsks, which consequentl

had an opportunity to increase. The Chinese gather from the roclj

large quantities of algie, which they dry, ])ack in bales, and export tl

China, where it is used in making soups. During 1802 l.'?,490 i»oun(|

of dried alga; Avere shipped from Santa Barbara.

SAN L,VIS OBISPO COUNTY.

Compared with the extent of the fisheries shown in the jirevioul

report the fishing industry of this county hns undergone a .sliglj

increase, as gauged by the quantity and value of the products takea

Port Harford, with the steamboat and railroad (!onnections, is the niol

important of the several fishing stations of the county, the otiieif

being located at Morro and Cazucos, 15 and lil miles, respectiv('l|

north of Port Harford, and at San Simeon, a shore whaling statio

some 20 miles farther north.

The catch of food-fish in 1892 was unusually light, owing to scarcitj

of mackerel and barracuda ; the (!at(!h of the former at Port Harforj

was 105,0(t0 pounds in 1801 and only 7,300 pounds in 1802, the catch (

barracuda falling off from 50,000 pounds to 750 pounds.

In <!]ose proximity to Port Harford are Pecho Kock and Lion lioclj

which are favorite resorts for a large number of sea lions, Avhicli aij

hunted for their pelts and oil. The extent of this branch of the tislj

eries in the years 1800, 1801, and 1892 was as follows:

Years.

1800.
1891.
1892 .

Soa lions
kilU'il.

51!

133
9!)

Pelts.

I'ouikIr. Valiio

3,r>77 ' $143
8.978

i

359
6,412

I

256

Oil.

Gallons. Vain

292
732
622

The shore whale fishery, which was at one time carried on with coa

siderable activity from a number of stations along the California coaslj

is now restricted to the limited operations of a few fishermen at Sal

Simeon, at the northern end of this county. Tlie results of the bus]

ness during the i)ast four years were as follows

:
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it' liish annually migrate northward as far as this section which are

jnUloiii found in any abiindaiKie in higher latitudes. Among the latter

Ire the macikerel, bonito, albacore, and barracuda. The tishermen of

lliis county usually find a great abundance of fish and have the choice

jf a larger number of species tlian is found elsewhei'o on the west coast.

Who, other economic water jnoducts of this cou'ity consist chiefly of

|(|iiid and alga*. VV'ith lew exceptions the lisiitrmen are Poi'tuguese

|r Chinese, the latter comprising two-thirds of the lishing population.

M<>«t of the Portuguese are naturalized citizens.

Nearly all of the catch of both whites and Chinese is sent by steamer

kr rail to San Francisco, The squid and dry fish shipped by the Chi-

nese are in large part reshii>ped to the Sandwich Islands or China.

PIk' (luantities of fresh fish sent to market by the white and Chinese

shermen of this county were somewhat less in 18!»2 than during the

(luce i)revious years, as shown in the following table. The species

hipped are specified in the detailed tables elsewhere i)reseuted.

ng to scarcin

Port Harforl

2, the catch (

d Lion Koclj

ins, which ail

h of the iisl!

•Statemfiil offresh fish shipped to San Franrisco Inj fishermen of Monterey County.

Fisbermeii. 1880.

i^hit.'

Iliiiii'so

Total .

1890. 1801.

Poundt. Pouwrff. Pounds.
978,507 1, ISO.Wi ^25,338
SI.""., 840 3811 .'(I 157,015

1,325,356 1,500,212 982,353

1892.

Pounds.
072, 129
199, 380

871, 500

Oil.
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salmon. The buUc of the catch consists of Houuders, rocklish, smel

and sturgeon, ami nearly the entire yiehl is sent fresh to San Franciscol

The shipments of fresh fish during each of the four years ending 1S9:|

were as follows

:

Vl'UFH.
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'omula.
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making four steam vessels then in the mtu^ket flsliery. Some of thesi

steamers are continually engaged in the fishing business, and at mosi

times all four of them are. They leave the tishing dock early even

morning, except Saturday, which i,^ their day of rest, made so from tlif]

next day being Sunday, in which they could not dispose of their catcli

as they return in the evening of the same day they leave. The steanu'D:

leave the fishing dock and soon pass out through the (lolden Gati':.|

turning north, a run of a few hours brings them to their usual tishiii};J

grounds in Drake Bay, where the paranzella or drag net is soon in tlit

water, and the steamer slowly drags it along the bottom until it ii|

thought best to reel it in, empty the catch, and repeat the operation.

The steamer's crew consists of captain, engineer, fireman, and four|

to six fishermen, who are hired by the inontii.

The catch consists mostly of flounders and the numerous varieties oj

flatfish, with a small amount of many other kinds of bottom flsh, soinfe

of whicii are saved and others thrown overboard quite likely to l)t|

recaught the following day, as nearly the same fishing-ground is goiib

over day after day, and generally the (;atch is equally good. <

One good result of the use of steamers is that the catch can alwiiysj

be landed fresh and only a few hours at most from the time the fistj

were freely swimming in the ocean.

The many varieties of salt-water fish caught by the market fisher-'

men outside of the Golden Gate have as a general thing been of at;

average abundance and ample for the needs of the market. Of the

anadromous fishes, shad and striped bass iiave wonderfully increaset

in the market. The price of the latter has fallen from 75 cents or $\

pound, which was ft'eely i)aid in 1889, to 10 to 15 cents a pound in ISOis

Shad, Avhich a few years after their introduction brought $5 each, hav6

year by year largely increased in numbers, and *'.ie price has fallen it-

the market as low as 25 cents for two fish, or about 3 cents a pound, tlit;

fishermen often receiving as little as a cent a ])ound. Salmon have iij

few instances been very i)lentiful, but the season's catches on the wliolt

have not been satisfactory. The tables by counties will show the cat(

:

of these and all other species for the past four years.

A conspicuous part of the fresh-fish sni)ply of San Francisco is takd

in San Francisco Bay and the adjoining bays to the north. Betwem
San Francisco and the southern end of the bay the principal fisherie.''i

carried on are for oysters, shrimp, herring, and smelt. At the extrenit

end, and for a few niles above on each side, are the only cultivatci:|

oyster beds in the State. These embrace several hundred acres. A
many places in San Francisco Bay may be found the remains of nativf

oyster beds in the shape of very small shells. Where native oyster

are found alive their size is too small to render them of any commercini

value. Investigations made by the United States Fish Commissimi

disclosed the existence of a number of these native oyster beds tlia'l

were not previously known, most of wliich Avere south of San Fraii;

Cisco, although a few were in the vicinity of San Pablo Bay. On somi
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if these old beds were foiiiul numbers of iiuMliinii-sixcd eiistorn oysters

ki fiodd condition. Tliese were ])robiibly the outcome of spat that had
[lifted with the ti(h'. from tiui cultivated beds of eastern oysters.

Xcxt in inii)ortance to the oyster industry is the shrimp fishery

liinicd on by the (Chinese. At several points on the west side of the

loiithcrn part of the bay are located extensive camps of the Chinese

Islicrinen, while in close proximity to tiieir cami»s ahmg the borders

){' the bay and as far out as the main channel may be seen hundreds
if their shrimp nets fastened to stakes.

Fntm the middle of January to the middle of June smelt are more or

ss abundant and taken with nets along the west shore and along the

border of the channel, •""rom November to February herring and smelt

lie netted on the east side of tiie bay. From San Francisco to a dis-

jjiiice 5 miles south smelt are caught during Jidy and August, and a

(liort distance south on the oast side <tf the bay smelt and herring are

fimid in December and .January.

Tiie foregoing comprise all of the principal fishing done within that

biut of the bay south of San Francisco. Jnst inside the (lolden Gate
luimitive traps to the number of several hundred are fished for crabs.

riie first of the winter catcdi of herring is taken in Richardson Hay
forth (,f the Golden Gate, in which is h)cated one of the large stations

or tiie receiving and curing of cod. Another important station con-

kccted with the cod fishery is found a few railes distant on the main
bay, tliese comprising all the firms that are engaged in the cod fishery

If California. From the harbor of San Francisco to the upper extrem-

tyof Suisun Bay salmon, shad, and striped bass are netted from April

» tiie middle of September, the i)riucipal part of the rnn of fish being

liikeii in or near the channel. On each side of the entrance to S.an

I'ablo Bay the Chinese fishermen, whose operations were fully noticed

the previous report, continue to have their camps and follow their

^iiliortant fisheries for shrimp and tl;'3 smaller species of bottom fish.

)ii the west side of San Pablo Bay sturgeon and fiounders are taken

|)et\veen February and May,
Tlio fisheries of Suisun Bay arc limited to the taking of salmon,

^had, and striped bass.

THE PACIFIC COD FISHERY.

Tiiis branch of the Pacific fisheries is making history, although in

laiiy resjK'cts differing from the much older one of the Atlantic.

Since the landing of the first cargo in 1804, up to 1893, the few firms

tiiRaged in the catching and curing of codfish have seen many fluctua-

tions and changes in the business. The increase which the industry

lias undergone has only been reached by seeking the widely separated

iikI distant markets of the Atlantic Coast, the Sandwich Islands, and
k^ustralia. Changes have taken ])lace in the mode of preparing the

fish for market. A small amount is yet called for in the old style, hard

iried with skin on and tied up in bundles of 75 to 100 pounds j but
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most of tlio llsh iiftor curiiij,' arc stripjjed »»t' their skins, cut up, an|

packed lus boiiele.s.s lisli. Tiiis iiiodcni way of jiiaciiij,' cod on the inarkw

has been most favorably received in Australia, where the AincriciiJ

boneless cod has nearly driven the hard cured ''stock fish" of nortlieil

Europe from the market.

Changes are taking place in tho grounds resorted to by fisherniorJ

The distant Okhotsk Sea and far eastern waters, where attention \v;i(

first called to tlie cod of the Pacific, have nearly been abandoned 1)|

American fishermen for the nearer home fishing- grounds of Beriii

Sea, and the vessel fisheries of the hitter are giving way to tho estiil

lishmcnt of permanent fishing stations on the islands bordering BeriiiiS

Sea. Both American and native fishermen remain at these statioii|

and fish on the adjacent banks, wliich are (luickly and easily reaclie

by small boats. The fares are soon taken, and on returning to tlif

station the fish are dressed, salted, and ])acked away until vessels froa

San Francisco arrive. These bring salt for curing and sui)plies for m
men, and return with U)ads of lvench-(!ured fish to be unloaded at till

home station, and there prepared as boneless cod.

Firms at Sau Francisco engaged in the cod fishery have branch staj

tions at the following points on the Shumagin Islands: Sand Point]

lied Cove, Comi)any Harbor, Scpiaw Harbor, Hvaluk, Chichagof liayj

Henderson Island, IJnga Island, Nelson Islainl, Pirate Cove, Saubora

Rasatska, Johnson's Harbor, and Port Stanley.

The San Francisco cod fleet in Okhotsk Sea in 1889 and 1890 coni

sisted of two brigs of (518 tons, whose aggregate catch was 1,168,4*

pounds and 1,123,911 pounds, respectively. During 1891 no Americaij

cod vessels visited ihat region. In 1892 a three-masted schooner

369 tons took 516,000 pounds of cod.

The extent of the Bering Sea cod fishery carried o?i by San Francis(

vessels during the four years b(!ginning 1889 was as follows, two snial]

schooners being employed in transporting the catch:

Years.

1889
1890
1891
1892

Nu. of vcsbcIb.
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NCs.sels going to Okliotsk Sea on cod-ll«liiiig trips usually leave San

[liuicisco about May 1 and return home by the latter part of Soptem-

II. The .start for Bering Sea is made early in April and the home port

icaciied toward the end of Augu.st. There i.s considerable difference

the si/e and value of the codfish found in difl'erent parts of Bering

li;i. As time passes and nu>re knowledge of the extensive tishing banks

;;iiined, fisli of larger size, with thicker flesh and of better quality,

re iiiken. A decided improvement in the(iuality of the catch is noticed

|i»iiipiired with a few year.s back.

On entering Jiering Sea vessels first anchor and begin fishing on

|liiii(' l»ank, at the entrance to Bristol Bay. Cod are not always plen-

|t'nl in this locality ami, if scarce, a move is made to grounds oft" Port

(iller, which is the region resorted to during June and July. It is

Islicd over for some 10 miles northwest and southeast of Port Moller.

ktcasKuially two trips are made, or a vessel will start later than the

late mentioned; if so, the catch during August and September is

Ibtamed farther north, oft" Cape Pierce and Ilagemeister Island.

Catch . 1
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ijSir* to $'20 11 iiiimtli. Tlic sciiincii, if on ii lay, aro entitled to oiiei

liuii(liT(Uh of tlu' stoiik, Itiit iiioist of tlu'iii rcccivo oO wuts for carli scj

taUfii by the l»oat in wliicli they arc. Ilnnters, so known, ar«! tlio nicij

who slioot tlu! seals; tlu^y usually rcct-ivo $13 for each soal and $(» to*!

for each otter tlnit tliey luiiy kill and secure. The owners of the vessoli

furnish ail food, ^uns, aninnmition, and other needed supplies, and iij

case seals are not found they are the ones <• sutler the loss, the ep.i

beint>' out their time only.

The extent of this (Ishery from .188!) to 18!)2, inclusive, is showniij

condensed form in the following table:

The pelaijic J'lir-Hi'itl and sca-ollcr jlirl »/ .Sort Frauvisco,

VeHHela.

V«arB.

No.
I

Tonniige.

Soul skluH tukoii.

No.

1880
'

fl

1
,
•<!)() U

IHlll I 10

18U2 18

37. "" ' oni
n;)!). ;i: .'),8i8

1, ir>;i.S8 8,948
l,3U8.3a 14,710

VsIpc

>SeiH)(tor Hklu
takuD,

No.
I

Vulllr.

IS, 210 277
flit, 8i« ' -m

i;i4, 22U 151

107, 526 227

27,71

The average number of seals and sea oilers taken by each ve.ssa

varied greatly during the four years named, and shows the uncertaiiitij

attending the pro.secution of this tlshery. Some vcs.sels returned h(>iiif|

without having taken a single pelt, widle others obtained as many
2,000 skins. The following brief statement of averages, based on tliij

foregoing table, shows some interesting points:

VoarH.

1880
1800
IS'.ll

1892

Stiiil Hkiim. Soaottor skiiiH.

Avonigii
niimhor to

u vnssol.

282
«4li

.sr.o

817

AvcraKii
j

Avnni;;i'
Htuck to a

I

iiiiiiilirr to
VCSMt'l. a VCSHOl.

Avrriijiej

Ktociv tlll|

VCSSI'l,

.112, 538 !

7,7,^7 1

8, H80
'

10,470 I

46
:<o

10

12

THr, WIIAI.K FISllKllY.

Probably no other business on the Pacific Coast vitli anything liktl

the capital invested is foUowed with the uncertainty of the Arctic wlial(|

fishery. One year may witness a remunerative fishery, to bo foUowe

the next season with heavy loss of life, money, and property.

fi.shery continues to center at San Francisco, which, in addition \i

having a large local fieet, is the permanent headquarters of numbefi

of vessels belonging in New Bedford, Mass.

With the low prices received for oil, the whale fishery would sooij

come to an end were it not for the more valuable whalebone. Ofte^

during recent years oidy the bone has been saved if other whales an

in sight, the remainder of the carcass being cast adrift. The luarkej

price of whalebone has ruled high, with wide fiuctuatious from time I
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VI', is shown i;
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Of the native-born citizens on the whaling vessels, the followiiil

States were represented to the extent shown

:

.states anil Territories.

Alabama
California
Uoli)rail(i

OouiitHticuf
Uelawarf
District of Coliimlua
Dakota
Florida
(ioorffia

lUinoiij

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
ilaino
Maryland
Maasailiiisetts
Mississip])!
Michigan

1892.

1

77

7
»»

5

I

:i

1

15
•2

2

28
U

122
1

6

States and Territories. 1*1

! Minnesota
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Novnda
Nortli Carolina
New Voik ,

Now Jersi'V
Olilo
Oregon
IVniisylViinia...
Itliodo' Island ...

Vcnoonl
1 Virginia
Wisconsin

ToUil

The names, rigs, and tonnoge of the vessels constituting the llet

were as shown in the following table

:

Name.

Alton
Alcxaniler
Bi^iinding liillow.

Bcliiiliiga

liahcna.

.

Bonanza.
JJlakelv .

Kli!liza.

E. F. lliirrinian .

Gram]>Ms
Helen Mar
Hunter.
Hidalgo
Jane Gray
John & Winthmii
John V. "West...
James Allen
J. H. ]'"reen!.in ..

K; -ik

I,v.,

iiar.s

Mary H. Thomas.
Mary 1). Hume...
Nicotine
Narwiuil
Northern Light.

.

Orra.
\0Hurio
I'erey Edward

.

.Stamboul
S<>a Hreeze

.

Silver Wave.
Thrasher
Tamerlane..

.

W. H. Myer.
Wanderer . .

.

aT.ost ; crew saved.
b Lost f.n St. Lawrence Island; crew saved.
c Lost in Arctic ice; of the crew of 40 only 2 were

saved.

rl 'j'ender to tlie lleel.

c Lost l)y going asliore at Sandwiih lslaiiil«;

of tlie crew lost.

Tlie whaling business carried o'l by New Bedford vessels inakiii|

their headquarters at San Francisco is about liidf as extensive as tb*

of the home fleet. The following condensed tigures, applying to tfe

years 1890, 1891, and 1892, show the prominent features of the lisherjl
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Summary of the yew Bedford whale Jleet and Uh operations, 1800 to 1892,

Years.
Number
of Holier-

luen.

(352

(lyo

645

A'^eHsels.

Num-
ber.

17

1«

17

Uot ton-
nage.

5, (W 1.08

4, 787. 95

4, 880. ^3

Value.

1 Advunnes
Viilue of

I
to crews,

outfit.

$197, 900
20.1, 5011

217,500

$188, 900
182, 100
194. OOU

$61, 500
«2, 800
63, 400

Yeiirs.

Whalebone.

Pounds.

114,350
91,700
122,500

Value.

Siierm oil. Whale oil.

Galluns. Value. Ualluns.
;
Value.

$400, 225
412,050
,')51,250

I

11,535 i $7,497
9,700 ; 0,693

,).">, 293 i 37,044

172, 187 $72, 318
139, 137 65, 305
161, 384

I

07, 778

Total
value of
tuteh.

$480, 040
484, 738
056. 072

Tlic nationality and nativity of the persoii.s constituting the crews of

New Bedford whaling- iieet operating in the Nortli Pacific Ocean
e exhibited in t'he following table

:

///(• showing the nativity and nationality of the persona employed on the Xeiv Bedford
whaling Jleet in 1892.

Cciiuitiic'.'f. Kativitv.

lilcil States .

i.'tria

i>tnilia

rim
i/.il

Ij^iiiiii

iu.Im

i!.-

niiMirk

,l;iiiil'

^I Imlit'.-i

l]ll'

i UImikIs...

riiuiiiv

ill.iii.l'

,lv

ilaiiil

I''iii

Nation-
ality.

('()initiie«. Xativitv.
Natiiiu-

alitv.

220 292 Mexico
1 1 ;

Norway
7 Nova Scotia
2 j

New Brunswick
2 2 Portujial
1 1

' Peru
6 Poland
8

I

8
I
Kussia

3
I

2
I

Spain
32 ' 73 I

Sweden
7 1 Scotland
3 13 1 Sandwich Islands
1 ; St. Helena

,5(1 21 ' Switzerland
6 6 |! Pnited States of (.'olonibia ..

1 1 ij AVeat Indies
14

||

3
I

3 i Total

7
14

'V
3

93
I

U3
4 3
1 '

5 fi

73 0!>

9 U
11

29 29

3 3

15

615 645

liienaliimalityof the lisheniien of tlie various lirilisli pioviiieirt is .sliown in tlje aKK'>i;"<>' under
' K' iieral liead lit' Kngland

Till' States and Territories in wiiich the native-born citizens belong

e ,!;iven in the following statement

:

Slates mid Territories.

ii-k;

lilu,

' lii-ut

' I 111' Columbia .

1H02.

18
:i

I

1

III'

'l>y

yl:iiid

^aclinsettH.

\\\-i.m

~"uii

Vork

79

2
4
30

States and Territories. 1892.

*New nnmpshiro
Nevada
North Caiiilina

New .reraey

New Mexico
Ohio
( Iregou
Pennsylvania 20

Hbode Island ^

Veriiionl 2

V ir(jinia
| ;|

WIsiDiisin -

Washingtou
"

Total .
220
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Tho names, rig, iind tonnage of the New lledtbrd whaling fleet iii|

shown for tlie years 1890, 18!)1, and 18!>:i in the following table:

Nuiiui.

Alaska
Aiiilrow llicliH

Alicd KiiowU'M
Andrew Baikt-i-

iJclvcdiTi'

Clias. \y. Moijiiiii ..

.

i.'alilbrniH

<'»|H) Hum rinicin. ..

I''i aiKH'S A . liaislDW.
Horatio
Josvpliiuo
Lafjoiia

Mermaid
iS'avarrii

Oiean
liciiideer

Sea Kangcr
'I'anierlaim
Tritnii
William liavlis

William Lewis

KiK.

Bark..
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YcarH <'n({iigMil

18tM). 1801.
j
m

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Xrt

X
X
X
X

X
X

xb
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
Xa

f the nuiiibfi

, and 1892 bl

, respectivclii

ferent wliuleil

uctive

:

;a»t whaliny Jkd
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SARDINE CANNING.

This brancliof the fishing industry is yet in its infancy on the Pacifii

Coast. The Golden Gate Packing Company, of Sau Francisco, estal^

h'shed in 1890, had up to 1892 the only sardine cannery on the coa«j

Sardines and anchovies are utilized. Those of small size were packei

in oil in the usual quarter-pound cans; the larger tish were put u|)

round cans holding 1 and 2 pounds. The goods were of flue qualit|

and met with a ready sale, but the quantity prepared was small,

number of causes, chief of which was the failure of sardines to ciit|

Sau Francisco Bay in sufficient quantities, limited the pack and cans

a suspension of the business in 1893, when the cannery was sold n

removed to Los Angeles County, where sardines were reported to be|

greater abundance. Of late years sardines have been very erratic i

their appearance in San Francisco Bay. One year the fish for weetj

at a time would be extremely i)lentiful, while during the next seasd

they would scarcely be found at all. The quantities of flsh packa

during the three years 1890, 1891, and 1892 were as follows, 100 of ti

quarter-pound cans, 48 of the l-i)ouud cans, and 24 of the 2-pound caij

being contained in each case

:

GratU'8. 1890.

8iiart<?r oils

ne pound .

.

Two-pound

.

Total

.

Cases.
3, 000
5.000
,1, 0(10

13, 000

1891.

Catet.
7,000
2,000
2,000

11,000

1392.1

Cnmm
10,<

THE FISH TRADK Ol' SAN FUANCISCO.

The fresh-fish markets of San Francisco are interesting and in soul

respects unique. In them one may buy a single pound of fish or a el

load, both wholesale and retail business being carried on at the siiii|

stand. About 12,000,000 pounds of fresh fish are handled annua

exclusive of those in the Chinese markets. Large quantities of oy.stt'r|

clams, mussels, shrimp, and crabs are also sold.

The fish are received daily from the adjacent fishing-grounds visitei

by the home fishermen, and from the interior waters and coast towns ij

rail and steamship lines. The fre.sh and salt waters of the State aii

rich in quantity and variety of animal life, and fishery products fM|

all over the State find their way to this market. It is said that cvfl

275 species of fish are found in the waters of the State, although iiiacj

of these are not used as food, except by the frugal Chinese, who rarel|

permit anything to go to waste.
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The Ibllowiiij; tiibh'. icpresoiUs iipproxiniiitely tlio (|iiiintity and value

||' all of tlie important tisli and otiier water inoducts cntcrinf;' into the

[('>lilisli trade of San Francisco. Most of tiie products named nmy
found in the market at all seasons, selling at prices tliat are within

lie roach of all classes. Attention may be specially diawn to the

:nies for shad, striped bass, cattish, and carp, fishes which have

icii introduced from the east.

iihli' Kitowiiifj the extent of the frmli-jisli trade of San r'rancinco in JS9/J, IS'.il, and 1S92,

isno.
I

isiii.

Sipi'tios.

Qimiiliiy.
Ki'tnil

Millie
(liiiiiitilv.

1892.

ounds visits

oast towns I

the State ii«j

products froi|

;aid that os\

Ithough niiicl

se, who rarel

All! liovios pouiulfl.

.

I'liiirai'iiila do. .

.

Ilcinilo (1(1. .

.

1:11 p do
CiHi-li (111...

Ciillnscdil (111. .

.

riailisli and HoiiiiiUmh,

IKiiiiids

Ilcrriiij; imunds.
ll.iUi' dii...

Il(>i.-'r.inii(k(!rtl . . .do
KiiiLiti.Hli do...
Mai hiTi 1 do..
I'lkc do...
I'm li, I'i'o.Hli-watt'i .ilo...

I'ln li, .-talt -Willi r. .do. ..

lIcirkliMh do...
Saliiiiiii do
Ninliucij do
."^I'ii bass
Mi'ipi-d lias.i...

.Miad

SLatfS
Miiill

.'^IniKi'OIl

Siiikii-s

Iiiiiu'iid

Truiii

Misci'llaiicous.

do..,
.do...
..do...
..do...
..do...
..do...
. do...
. (io...

. do...

..do...

Tulal

,

|iilliisks. iTUStaPi'an.s, etc.

:

iiy>ii'r.s IiuhIicIs.

Ciaiiis. liard Kai^kH.
( lams ,mift l)iix(*s.

Miissi'ls liiirkct.s.

S|iiiiy lobsters, .pininils
''rails dii/.eiis.

Sliriniji.4 pounds.
I'li.WllS (111. ..

Sijiiiil and oetopiiH do. ..

li'iiapin do/,('ii.

Alialiincs do. ..

I iiilles jioiinds.
li'"!;-- dozen.

Tiiial
,

'irand total

F. R. 03 14

ins, 000

120,000
O.l, (1(1(1

Tfi. OiKI

10,000
i.'io.OdO

l.Jl.'i.O.'ii)

'i. 000. 000
1011,00(1

7.'>, 00(1

40,0(1(1 '

a(), 0011

^5, 00(1

100. 000
2.-|0, 000

1,707.482
'.',125,000 '

500,000
27.'i, 000

5, 000
noo, oiiO

5'.l,000

011(1, 000
,''iK7, 025
17.-i,00(l

H.OOO
25,0(10 ,

31, 100 I

$.), 400
10, f\W

5, 700
;i, 000

000
10,500

ii;t, 176
00,000
1,000
C, 00(1

2, 400
2, 0(10

1,500
1,5,000

'20, 000
I4;i, 7iM
i;)«, 500
10,000
111. 2,'iO

1

,

(JOO

12 t):io

2. .'ii-ll

on, 000
29,;)81

5, 250
800

5, 000
C, '2:iO

14.-), 000
150.0(10

110,000
00. 000

20. 000
100, 0(10

I,.'i41,0;i8

2. 400. 000
00, 000

40, 000
•1a, 000
15,000
22.000
100,000
2011, 000

1,024,61!)

2. 065, 000
200. 000

;)25, 000
25. 000

000, 000
no, 0(10

1,000,000
715. 705
160, 000

15, 000
20, 000
:t5, 100

$4, n.-,o

12,000
n. 600
2. 700
1,400
11,400

80, 4(12

48.000
000

n. 600

2. 450

2, 100

1,320
7, 000
10,000
71,72n

120,7.5(1

6, 000

10,2,50

n, 750
18,000

I ,
'200

70, 000
n5, 780

4, «Oii

1,200

4, 000
5,005

150,215
75,000 I

05. 000
75, 000

25, 000
200, 000

1,0.57, '-'08

n, 000, 000
j

85,000
j

15, 000
{

40,000
j

10,000
20,000
40,0(10

200,000
l,421.4,-<9

!

2,010,848
mn, ino

100,000
no, ouo .

500 000
'

40,000 :

700,000
i

765. '207

140, 000
'

25, 000
I

18,000
i

52,930

11,440,221 092,085 ]l,l,-)3,552 .562,049 12,523,117

151,325
1, 000

25, 000
45, 000
25, 000
80, OtXt

200, 000
15,000
10,0(H(

1,400
1,400

30, 000
6,000

.592, 1.37

3,000
25,000
22, 5(i0

1, ,50(1

80,000
12. 000

n, 750
500

5, 60(1

1,05(1

1,,500

21,000

158,130
1, 100

no. 000
.50, 000
20, 000
00, 000

500, 000
10,000
8, 000
1,500
1, 200

25. 000
6, 000

618,4,55

3,300
'

30,000
25,000
1,200 I

90,000
25,000

i

2,500 :

400
0, 000

900

1

,

250
21,000

178, 645
1,200

40, 000
48, 000
18,000

110,000
775, 000

5, 000
10, 000
1,40(1

l,.50O

18,000
8. OOO

709, 537 8'25, 005

:?n, 755
0, 750
10,4,50

1,875
1, ,500

10,000

06, 288
30, 000

850
1.200
2, 000
l.,500

1,200
3, 200
8, 000

71,074
143, 061

4, 125
7.000
(i, 250

1 2, 500
800

42, 000
34. 4.18

4, 200
1,500
3, 600

9, 102

488.218

698, 287
n, 600

40. 000
21.000
1,080

99, 000
38, 750
1,250
500

7. 000
1,125
900

28, 000

943, 492

.1 1,402,222
I

1,387,654] 1,431,710
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EXPOIIT TUADK OI' 8AN FKANCISCO.

San l''raiicis(Ht maintains a large export trade in fishery prodiicij

Canned salmon constitntos the }j;reat bnllc of the shiinnonts, but cnia

codlish, salt salmon, oysters, shrimp, and other ])rodncts are of coiisiJ

erable importance. The following table, based on the cnstom lioJ

records, shows in detail the extent of the exportations in the ytiti

1890, 1891, and 18913. Tiie items for which it is iwssible to i)r('st'J

separate figures are cured codlish, other cured fish, canned saliiioi

pickled salmon, other canned fisli, oysters, and other shellfish. tJ

''Other cured fish" consist chieiiy of dried squid, shipped by the Ciiii

to Hongkong and tlie Sandwich Islands. Tlie ''other shellfish" aj

chiefly dried shrim]), with a few dried abalone, shipped by the Chined

to Hongkong, the Sandwich Islands, and other porta.

Talilc HliinriiKj exporU of ftuhcvji products from Saii Frunciitco hi ISOO, ISOl, and WA

Dcsliiiiiticiii.

18!)0.

AuatrnliM
British Coliiinliia .

Cliiiia

Custa Uica
Eastlmlia
Uiiateinalii

HongkoDf;
Japan
Mexico
Nicaraffiia
Kan Salvadoi-
Sandwich lahinda.
Other places

Total .

18»1.

Anstialia
Brifiah Colnmbia .

Chiiliiua.
Tnited States of Colonihia .

Chile
Costa Kica
Kast ] ndia
finati'iiiala

iloni:lc"iig

Jai)an
Mexico
Nicaragua
Ocean ica

Han Salvador
Sandwich Islands.
Other jdaccs

Total .

18'.)L'.

Anstralia
British Colnrnliia.
China
Cosia Kica
Onateniala
Hongkong
Japan.
Mexii^o .

Nicaragna
0<'eanica
San Salvador
Sandwich Islamls.
other ])lace8

Total

.

Codfish, cnrcd.

I'oiinds.
I

Valne.

47:1,270 I

17,000
,

i:i. 940 I

10,010
1,000

15,610
15, 700
11, 400
«, 685

S»)
5, 060

278,fiOH

11,400 !

Other cured IIhIi. |

Ponnds. ValiifJ

,$;i2, 0.15

1,200 '

973
1,220

110
1,112
It, OKO
229
57(i

60
;i88

10, .W?
I

809

2,100

;)U4, 850

404, 650

892, 313 50, 020 711,000

nt

248, 320
7,800
12,750

900
800

28, 580
4, 50O

2(1, 0<U)

I!.".. 410
7,420
6, 840
950

4,020
5, 020

-'117, 220
4, 0411

050, 730

16,1.55

570
872
o:)

61

2,100
294

1,.54«

2,201
515
4,57

6.-J

243
305

13,707
3110

00, 720
9,170

17, ,580

21,810
24, 600
19, 640
1,810
7,185
1,160
9, 080
9. 050

270, 590
900

483, 295

38, 670

5, 130
641

1,148
1,409
1,631

1,077
98

435
73

;

539 1

570
j

13,042
I

08

429, 900

324, 900

754, 800

40, 300

294. 100

291,500

17,1

25, 873
I

625, 900
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and Idiiiy l)iit a small juico. Tln'y a>'t^ probably tlio lisli that, liaviiJ

osrapcd tiio many iii'ts of tiu' lowor rivor, liiially icaciied tiio Hpawuinj

giouiuLs and later I'ell into tlio nets of the lislieinR'n of the upper rive

The amount and value of the eateh of late years have been a» followl

Vi'ai'H.

1H811.

IMIMI.

IHOl.

rniiiuU

IIH. 145
rj.">.Ht!0

115. (12;t

Valm

lIl'^IlioLDr OOITNI'V.

Of Die four years ei)vered by this report the fisheries of Humlml

Couh y were most important in 18.S1>, in tlic nuitter of procUicts ai

capital invested, owiuf;' to the fact that in I hat year a salmon caiim

was ojierated which was idle duriiii>- the three followinji' years. Tl

is one of the most important fishiii';' counties in Califoiiiia. Over i"

fishermen are regularly employed duiing the fishing season and tl

vabie of the eateh is from 8b'»,0(i(> to *8(),0()() annually. The
prominent product is the salmon. The catch of salt-water fish and

clams and crabs is also important. The principal fishing center

Eureka, situated near Eel Kiver, in which most of the salmon are taki

The salt-water fish are obtained at the mouth ftf the river, ofVTriniihi

located a lew miles to the north, and in Humboldt Bay. The W.

demand for (ish in I'^ureka and vicinity takes a large part of the cati

the surplus fish being seut to San Francisco by steamer. The yield

salmon during the tour years named was over l,000,()(tO pounds aim.

ally, and that of other lish aggregated several hundred thousai

pounds. About 1,000 bushels of clams and L',100 to ;},000 dozen

crabs were taken and sold each year. The number of cases of caiiut

salmon prepared at the caiuiery during 1880 was ll,(ir)LJ.

DKh NOUT]; (01 NTV.

Up to the ])n!sent time the fisheries of this county have been liiiiiin

to the taking of salmon at and near the mouths of Smirli and Klaiiia;!

rivers. A small snlmon cannery on each river consumes the bnllil

the catch, a part of which is also used for local consumption, aiHlj

part salted and sliip])c(l to San i'raucisco.

Nearly all the persons employed in the fisliing industrj- of these \<

rivers are Indians, native to the section, there being a strong objerlii

to the employment of Chinese laborers in this county.

The following is a statement of the quantities of salmon packed;

this county in the years 1889 to 1802, inclusive. The fish utilized ;,

cauning consist of chinooks and silversides in about equal proportioni

I

Yciir.
Klaiiiiitli I

Kiver.
i

it'."'"' !
-ViM

Hivor.

1««9 .

18«0 .

1891 ,

18»2.

Casen. Oaies.
2, 669

I
3, 000

6, ono 2, 500
,

4,ri»0
;

I
4,i

1,200
i

3,050 I
i'.
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OREGON.

OKNKllAr, EXTENT AND I'KATIUES OP Tlfl': I'ISIIERIKH.

IKioim tlic (iiHt scttlciiit'iit (»( tli(^ Stiite the lislmrics of Oicyon liavo

1\ Itccii of iii('r('iisiii<; iiilei'cst. 'I'Im' iihiiiKliiiicc of saliiioii lirst

Iti'Mctt'd tlx- flsli(-nnoii, and their captiii*' lias t-oiitiiiiicd the Icadiii/j^

Jiiiicli of t\\v biisiiK'ss. While natural eaiisos, often unaccountable,

mcly govern the nii^-ratictns of fisli und are cliielly responsiidc for

Ic nntertain <'Iiaraeter of their niovenuMits and the lliictuations in tlic

[tell, there is no room for doubt that the preserx ation of tlie supply

llic rivers is hii'^oly dependent on num. Duriufi recent years a

lie increase is annually shown in the various appliancesof capture in

\(' siilinou llsluiries of tlu\ ("olunibia Hi ver, Avhich yields llieludkof the

Iiiioii eau^iht in the State. I-'roui an increase in lishinj; api>lian(.'es a

ill ill the cat(!h inif;litbo expected, but such is {j;cnerally not the case.

till' years of larfjest i)roduction a much less amount of lisliiii"' i;(«ar

jiis used than at present. As the tisli were deiileted, the tisheimen,
I'r to keej) up tlu^ amount of their catch, increased the nuiiilier of

kcir fjiil nets, pound nets, wheels, etc., ol't»Mi only to find a yet smaller

^tcli, which would again be followed by more fishiny appliances.

Aitidcial proijayation, which has been <'arried on so lar as means
|(iiil(l permit, has in a measure iiuule ^iood th(^ losses from increased

liiiiu j^ear. The naturally favorable coiulitions of tlie Columbia and
isi .)!' the otiier livers of tlit^ Slate tor abundance of dcsiialile food-

li coiitinue nearly, if not (juite, as favorable as in the early days of

ke lisheries, when the only fish eaufilit were those taken by the native

li(iiiiiis for then own use. The watei's remain unpolluted liy the sewafje

111! i^c cities and tiie refuse of nmnu factories, and from the topography

tlic country through which the rivers How they may be exjiected to

Miiiiin uiiimpaired fcir nu'uy years.

flic salmon tishory and the de])eiident canning business arc vastly

me important than all other l-iaiiches of the fisheries of this State,

It' iMily other lishery of .my prominence lieing that for sturgeon.

Illy very limite<l (piantities of otlu'r food-fish are taken, and the general

^lii lies are much less develo]ied than in California or Washington.

ysteis and fur seals contribute to the ineonu^ of the; lisliermen.

Tlir following tables show the extent of the lisiieiies of tliis State.

h the last year covered by the statistics, Ij'S'.V^ persons weri' engaged

^:tl c industrv. !7L',.'l"»l was invested, and L'S.o'Jl.Kir) iiounds ol

jiiidiicts were taken, having a value of i^sTL',!!).").

Persons vmphojid in I he fiKlicrics nf Ovkjo),

Uow rtv^\\iii'i\. IH81).
I

isiiii. isul.
I

1KD2.

'

~
I

1
voHM'ls ilshlns 11 -•"' f"'

i

1^"

I vissiU iniiisiiortin}; 4ii 4il MS .17

Islimv lishn'ics . •_', 2:14 :;, 111; 12.452 L', 7115

|i»li"i..i„.'aiiiicni-s,utr I,;i:i4; 1, 2^2 l,;!42i 1,£10
1

'

Tiit.il 3,010 I
:i,4.'>!) 3.887] 4,332
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VvHseh, houlu, (tpparatus, shore proinrlij, and cash lupilal k.svy/ in fisheries of Omji

1890. l.^'.il.

Xo. I Value. Nil.
I

Valuu.

I

It0IU8.

1880.

No.
I

Value.

VcssoIh fiMliiiiK
'

1

Toiiii:i{;c 71.17 i.

Oiitlit

A'cs.sils Iraiisiiortinj; .. 10

ToiMiiiH"' 4-in.91

Oiilllt

Heats 1,1«1

Apimvatii.'*:
(lilliK-ts 1,404

round nets lUl

Sfliii's '-':i

\V1h..is
j

:il

llip iU-tH '.'.'i

Lines
[

Tdii^s aiul lilies.

Otlier iijiiiaraliis

Sliiii'e luopertv '

|
<U8, 245

(.ash eajiital .'.
' C2U, 900

$18, 000 '

1

, 148.97
4. (idO

$10, 000

•I

4-', 900

9, .MtO 1

.

12ri. 885
j

181,9.V>

74, 701)

7. 425
IL'O. 0,VJ I

47,-1
'

4,487 i.

145 ;.

: 2:11. 9(1

;i, 150
10 41!, 900

'

10

44:!. 91 !
458. :il

9,5:10
!

12.'i. 040 I,'J52

3 $15,000

i,iia

1.2.'!4

I1I8

18
29
85

178, :i2o

70, 5110

4. N25
107 .5,''.2

425
(!, XM

150
S.-il)

59(1, 445
707, 000

l,:i02

U2
:t2

,'!0

CO

Total 1,859.299 1.869.217

1892.

No.
I

Value i

7, 450
5a, 740

'"'9,610'!.

142,5X5

20I,62.S

1(10, ,500

ll,:i5()

108, 152

liOO

7, 440
l.-.l

2, fl,-iO

582,950 1

(ilO, 01 10
I

4

247. oa

2(1

555. 20

1,494

1 , .^9B

247
i

;t2
j

40
I

50

.1

1,885. an

7:r|i3

i:.i.!

I ::).((

la-.'.i

<l(Ki,J

I

I'rodiicis of the fishenen of ()re(j,n.

Species.

1889. 1800. 1891. 1892

I'oiinils. Naliif. I'oiiiidH. i Value. Ponmls. Valim. I'ounds. V;

Hlark-coil
lilueliaeU salruou
Cliinook salniou, tVesli

.

Cbinook saliiuiu. saKeil.
Cultim-oocl
T'lmiDdeis
Halibut
lIcM'klisli

Shad
Silver saliuon. ficsli

SilverHalnmu. sailed ..

Steelliead.saliii(iii

Stui;;i'iili

(JraliH

Claw liali

Ovsters
Claiim
I'ur seals

Sea olter

25, Oiiii

1,117,11:111

12, 47.-*. dsT
711,0110

101,112

$l,-'.'iO !

a4,9iii
: a,,Ma, 94a $97. ooi

laO, 120 10, 59fi, aoi 5a5,484
2, 180 87, 100 , 2, aa8
a, 555 27, 12(1 l,a50

1,000 I $8
871, a92

I
21, 127

17, 108.008 (iia, 710

97, 4,'iO : 2,8(10

28,415 i l,a89

487. 2,50

84,010
211, 1190

4, 12.V 540
ar/.i, 100

Kl 1.080

74l,7aO
li, 028

20,(100

150, 000
48, 720

125
200
999
5f>a

048
8a7

.821
2(15

.000

,
1 25
812

10,4,50

82. 200
.'ill, 100

2, 108. a99
aia, 100

1.(^02,989

1,441,440
4, 2011

25.000
132, atH)

4B, 500

1,045
4,11a
4, 008

aa, 57a
5, ,521

29. .57:1

10.279
108

a, 750
2, 7.58

775,

15.000

la, nao
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lierks of '^'cfjifa

1892.
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Tiihir Kliiiiriiiii lifi (.iiiiilicf tlic iiiiiiihcr af jiitxhiih cmplitiicil in llnjinlivries of Orcijuu iiHH'/iiMi •lioiriii'i

AV.s','/, /.s'W^ />s.'//, ((H(/ /.s','',.'—Coiitiiiiicd,

('oiiiilii'H. ; On >-('ss('l.s

\css('Ih lr;m.-t-

lisiiini;. port-

I

iiii.'.

|

Hontdii
Cliickaiiins.

.

Clatsop
C'i>liiiiiiiia ...

('(MIS

Ciiirv
DiiiiKlas ....

I,;iiH'

M iitliionuili.

TillilllKMik ..

\\asn,

11

27

isni.

In
sliiini

lisli-

ci'irs.

Rr,

40
,704

4;i

8H
h:i

4
42

r.O

12(1

IH"''.

On
slioro,

in ran-
nori(_'H,

etc

Mil
()

;i7

;2

lolal.

' On
On \(ss('!.s

vessels li;ins

lisliing. pi)rl-

iw'.

;i('>

170
45
107

1117

40
,048
40

]::>

1,S2

4
IK

:i;i2

05
227

1)5

tisli.

irii'S.

On
shore,
:ti cau-
nciu's,

••Ic.

27
!

40

1 H21

40
n:i

70
50

111.')

I57

02
124

702
12
>.">

CI
ni

HI
252
63

121)

J'lital. 3H 2,452 ],;M2 It, !i87 57
,

2,705
,

1,510
I i

'I'M

Tuhh nhoiv'uiij hj ciiiiitl'iix llic uiilirilii nf iiirmiiin imjilni/i it iii Ihv JixlicrivH iif (hriim

ill ISO:.

Count ii's.

Cz a -'J

-J v. I A

Conntilrs.

On I'l.S lisllilie;;

ClatKop 11 0,0
Slullnomali 12 2 1

,^ -- X "^

h
Total. 2a 8

On vessels I ranMpoii iuj?

:

Clatsoii
ClMTV
ilulluuniali

Total

In si. ore or boat INli-

«>iii>H :

I'lentiin

Claekaiiias
flats '||

t'olnnilii

(Joo;*

(JiLir.v . .

.

Don^las.
I.I

Miiltnoiiiali

Ti

50 12 10
40 ... I.

207 ;W0 IM 084 1 88 ' 08 184 I 48 15

10

I
i

5:i 30 '25 i 30 ....' 4
55 1 ....'....' 2 4

32 5 1
i

3 I I

\\i

On sli

ik

32 20 '20
i

15 '

70 34 16 33 4
30 7 ............
3(1 6

S
10

lU

:< I 82

Total
:

0,54 445 ,201 ,7Ur. , 01 , 6a ,204 I 48 27 4 117

lore. II eannei'io.i,

etr
lientdii '

4 '

Clutsop 143 '20; 7 1201 6
/•..1 1.;.. (.1 I

(.'olinnliia

Ci

(Jnriy
l)oii;;laH ..

Lane
iMnhniiiiiali
Tillaniiiok .

.

W'aseii. . . . .

12
10

40

17

2
!

18 ..

51)2 2

11

25
.16

42
53

05

Total '21)8 20 20 10 1, lilH

' *
*l"

* * "1
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Table .-(lioiviiiii hi/ couiUien the rcHsvls, boats, apparalua, and prnperhi cmploiicd in Ihefuli

eries of Oreijon in 1S80, 1890, 1891, and /.Sa:'—Continued.
"

Vossuls llsiliing. Vessels trunsportiiif;.

Years and counties.
No.

Ton-
nage.

1890.

r.cutoii ..

CliU'kama
(iillSOI)< iillSOI) . .

.

Columbia .

j

Value
Value. I of

'Hitflt.

Cima ..

Utiri'V.

Douiila

Multnoniali.
Xillaniook .

.

148.97 i$10,000
i

$;i, 150

No.
Ton-
nage.

I

Value.
j
Value. I of

I
;
outfit.

85. :!;i $11;, you .ii;i,(i75

5 1158.71
I

;!0, 000
,

0,455

lioals,

N". Valut

30 I Jtd
29 : ;

739 102,9

52 I 2,»

:!1 i.rJ
41

24

vM

MO lo.inl

25 IM
Total....

l.SOI.

118.97 ; 10,000 i 3,150

lienton
Clackamas.
Clat.sop

(;olunil)ia..

Coos

10 443.94 42,900 '9,530
I 1,113

: 12j,i4l|

45 l.i:4l

30 i 'Hi
82.93

I

5,000
I

3,450 5 1 99.60
: 24,305

|
2, 8K« I 853 m:3l

GO ' :i,<<«|T
3S

'

i.eril

Cuny ^

j

5 i 358. 71
I

2'.l, 375
i

0, 13U 1 43 3,m(|

I)oii;;la.s
\

'

! 2 1)||

LaiKlie
MnltuoMiali

.

Tillaniuok ..

Wasio

1
I

148.97
j
10,000

!
4,000

21

132

26

9,!

Ttttiil
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Tuhlv shiiifiiiij ill/ coutilicn mid .s/nrics Ihr yield nf the lixlicricn of Oregon in ItlSO, i

JS'.il. and isit;.

Co'.mlii's niul spccips.
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ion in ISSO, !s:fi\

Ponnils. ValtJ

8K,-:o |.ii,|

147,(1(111 3,0(1

524, 1C5 lijl

lit. 112 iM
24, 'JM

IB.'i, r.,'.!

•i2« -IIB 13.9«l

j

12, 107, 7511 48),'J1(|

' lO.UOU
'

M|
2. 0(K) ml
5, (1(1(1 2i|l

lOiMhio sal

i,3iu, iid ij'sril

WMU

14, 17(),;i0,') ,537.il

20, 00(1

l.'iil, (IMIl

li'l, li(M

0(ii(, 795

1,100,795 \VM

52, 500

;i2, ,^nl.l

20, :i(14

10. HTU

m,ii,-i

2<!2. ,50((

227, ,10(1

40, 5((0

.ill

J,*

4.11]

3. SHI

fit

fi8.">, «!I7
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Table Bhowhin hij lounllrx, ajiiriia, and apparatim of captufc tlio ijkld of tin Jinlmittl

(hrtioii ill ISSO—Coutiniied.
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'J'lihli Hhowhiij I'll I'liiinlicn, sjivi'ifn, mid (ti>)miiihiH of rnplinr tlii' ijichl of Ihv /i«/ifn(.J

llrciimi ill l^'i"— Coiitiimi'il.

CoiiiiIU's nml HppcloN.

Hill Iii'li.

I'iuhkIh. N'iiliii

riiiuiil iH't^ anil

I I'M)) tIctH.

rolMlilH. V'lllllr

Suiniia.

I'liiiiiiU, Viiliie.

I.liii>

I'oiiihIk. Vi;

('iirry;

Cliiiinok aiilnion, froxli

(/'liiiHKiKsiiliiiiiii. Miiltnl

Silvcl HIllllKin, ll('«ll. .

.

Silver Hiilliiilli.riiilliil... tl.UUO 1!10
|

'JT. Kit

Total 'i.ddO.HSO ;m,'i'lO :..
' 41S,410

niiiKiokMalmrm i 7,000
i

Sno

iwi, ir.d if'jii, r)ii4 1 1 ifl, wj ' !|i2, 841)

1 1. 4UII 4'>0 '•

I
ll.'i, 7l!0

,
1, 4^H

;
'SM. HUH I 4. Wi

1,I)H4

Sih CI' Hiiliiii>ii.

Tiitai

IM.OOO^

•JO, Olio

(I5U

1,000

I.alll':

CliiiKiiik Haliiimi

SilviM' Nalnioti. .

.

'Jotal

lU.flOU
y'.ll,«21

406,51)0

Hti'J

4,;)75

5,237

Miilliioiiiiili :

I'lliU'li^iikHaliiion..

CliiniidU Maliiioii ..

Stt'i'llicail hmIiiidii .

4'.'0, ««:)

4'j;;.;i:iii

1 1.-., H4;i

n. 14H

J, (14

1

10, (i2;i

Sturm-oii
;

: 1.«h:;.8M tei

Tiital . 1)110,1 7.''> 'JO, an

Tillamook

:

(^'liiiiook Haliiinii

.Silver Huliuou .

.

... 1 207, ,'JOO i;, 075

...I w;h. Mio I'i, (iii'j

Total ~lTlO«, aOO 10, 0117

i.u8J,ra I'::

All coiiiiticH:

l'.lu(^l)al•kHaln10ll 4«H,3H3 10,702 252, 40.'i i .f5, OiSO

(,'liiiiook walinon, tVrHli. ll.aOO, 1H7 365. HIH 2,l>OJ.-,75 Oa, aWi
(;iiiiiook salinoii.saltnd. ,"il.4(iO Ulo
(,'ult US-cod
Halibut
Koiktisli •

Shad 4!),.''>70 a, liO.'.

Silver Hnlmoii. frcsli.... I,724,a77 25,172
Silver flaliiion..sailed..., 280. UM) 1,440
Steelhead salmon ', 374,4110 5, aHO 510, imil .-),!,'•,!)

SlurKcon
!

89, fi.'illi 0«H

Crabs 4, 2ii(i lOH

lI,2,-0 I 225
,aH0,0,''.2 11,8H0

a:., 700 I 1.128

I

27, 1 I'll I

J

Hi, 4.11) \i

H2, 2liu t-'l

530
aii.iij
2". lull

90, 130

43
(i, ,")84

1 , UH4
ill 11

i,ar.i,78" \%i

Grand total 14,397,025 413. 7lK) 3,420,510 ,107,.'')59 894,904 22,154 1,477,1)17

Count icH and MiM'cici*.

WIiobIh.

I'oiuidH. Valiiu.

Benton

:

()yBters.
Coon

:

Cliims ..

Minor nntH.

Pounds. Value

Tonus hikI Ikm'S.

I'oiiiiil.i. Value.

132, 3B() i $2, 758

40, .'>U0 i 775

Slultnoniali

:

lilucback salmon 1,222,9^5 iii3ti, BH9
CliinookMiilmcm l,(l(>2. OUO 31,H59
Steelli.ad Hiilinon IhO, OHO 5,421'

Kiir-seal judt.s

Crawtisb

Spears, giins.i(

Pounds. Vald

Total 2, 405. 905 73, 1)77

25,0(10 $3,7,50

25,000 3,750 ' ^'A

AVasro:
lilucbark R.ilninn 1,425, 17U 42.7.55

Cliinoiik salmon l.UI>i,(l53 30,5(12

103, 740
125,534
71,201)

110,01)0

2,450
l.O.'iH

l.UOH

1,05(1

470, 534 7, 120

Silvrrsali i 3I,I)2U 740
Steclliead salmon 631,410 11,045

Totiil 3, 000, 253 85. 051

All cnnnties:
'

i

liliioliack siilmun 2. 048. 155 70, 444 103,740 2.450
Cliinook salmon ';. (i,SII.II5a (i'J.aOl 125.534 l.il.5H

Silvcrsiil 11 31.1)20 749 71.2(10 l.'IOH

Sicclhcail salmon 712, 390
,

10, 474 llo.OnO J, 050
b'ur-seal ])cl!s '

(Jruwiisli '

1
25.000 3,7.50

I 'lams i 4fl,.5(10

Oysters 132, 360
775

2. 75H

Grand total
| 5, 472. 218 |l,5il,02H ; 495,534 10, 870 I 178,860 3,533
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Table showing hy coimtie», tpeciea, and apparatus of capture the yielil of the fishirim nfUlMe Hlwiriny

Oregon in ISDl—Continued.

CoiintiuH and HiiecieR.
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the ftHlivriiH ofUlMeHhuwinij by couniieH, Hpecien, and apparatus of capture the yield of the fitherivK of
Oregon in 189S.

Llnt^H.

I
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Table showing by counties, sjivHei, anil apparaliis of inittnir Ihf

Oregon in l.^Vi'—t'ontimied.
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}[(il,lf Khitirimi hii counties the erieul of the aalmon-canniny induitry of Oregon in 1889,
1890, 1SU1, und 1S9.?.

Mill-.

Poiinil.i. Vail,,
I

(ouiili

Vl'.l

iiikI
No. of I

HII- '

pIiiycrH.

Ciiimeriefi.

26,304 (Ul
10, 0(10

18,870 I,;

86, lis 4.!

)

»

1

r

>
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Eileiil of milmov-eanning indiialry of Orcijon in 1S'S!>, tSOO, 1801, and /*fl?—Coutitiiiwll

Counties and
years.

l?('iiton

:

l«81t

1891..,
1892

CliilHop:
1889
18iM)

1891
1892

Cdos:
1889
1891

18U2
Curry

:

1889
1890
1891
1892

Diiimlafl

:

1889
1892

Lane:
1889
1890
1891
1892

Stultnoninli:
1889
1890
1891

1892
Tilluniook :

1889
1890
1891

1892
AVaHco

:

1889
1890
1891
1892

Total:
1889
1890
1891
1892

Cliiuook.

No.

4.

2.

i:!0,

170,

211,

18U,

i:i,

10.

17.

0,

:>.

1,

4,

4,

4,

3,

!).

:i.

8,

170,

Value.

Bliielmck

No,

Chhcs of Halinon pncki'it.

Sleolliuail.

12.^)0,

582
800
200

129
oas
021
07,1

500
4111

750

:i60

12.">

882
7a;i

870
soo

, 'OB

, .MIO

710
,870

,ni;i

,912
,808

, -iwi

,000
2.50

.123

OUO

7:)9

091

2;)s

GCO

199 1,

140 1,

O-SS I,

,U84 |1,

125,201
14,700
18, 800

811,174
985,041
,211,10,'>

,079, 103

2,750
2,271
:i. 750

80. IflO

90, 289
100, i:m
51,505

20,317
7,500

13, 954
8, (i:i2

3. 727
9,817

27, 078
115,489
57, 234

123. 493

31, .WO
21,250
22,111
20, UOO

22,434
55, 797
i;,8(»9

49, 904

035, 168
275, 898
429, 100

304, 872

Value. No. Value.

3, 238
3, 072
2,210
9,S.'I4

18,407
2U, l!M>

12,151
02, 437

10,;i31

i:i, iiiH

9, 750
20, 909

*4;i, 900
52, 072
39. (HN)

8,1. 870

Silver.

No. Vnlii

I

1

4.418
800
200

4. 742
5, 330
-'. 024
8, 2IK)

(i, :m
2. 208

3, 7.50
'

7, 830
'

2,981
I

2, 078
2, 207

7, 030
10, 780 I

8, 783 !

2, .547

1,411
I

10,420

.1119,881

3,000
900

19,408
19, 055

Total.

No.
\ Villi,,..

I

9. (KID

3, OdU

3, 40U

I

154,440
193, 108

'

7,084 215,005
28, 700 225, 370

'

29, 2.50 7, 000
11,149 2,081

I

15, 937 4, 5UU

34. 802
'

21. 100

12. 609 I 19, loo
I

9,041 ' 19,900 !

9, 034 ' 12, OUM
I

34,335
i

11,,500

43,120
;
12,280 -

44,788
12.3,53

6,878
73, 433

5,412
29, 795
5, 023

29, 169

30,020 911
163. 872 0, 410
27, 020 I 3, 088

100, 429 13, 913

11,189
4,077
2, 121

18, 2'.I0

3,943
1

IO,0;iO

2,5.700
I

50,147
12,3.52

'

I ' 17,079

56,052 I 04,374

3,000 I 14,400
12.000 ' 48.000
2, lOJ ' 8, 400
14,500

I

58,000

I

10, 000

10, 2.50

6, ,5'.;.. I

18, 500

7,329
l!l,8hl

3,020
12,403

42.141
81,0
19, 030
65,118

15,979 00,628
53,3.51 i268, 104
10,8.59

I

58,810
51, 106 287, 984

450 ' 2,050 1 ! 11,518
7.0,0 I 28.000 1 1 30,575
2,740

I

10,884
i I

|
9,610

10,521 42,0&4
i

4,170 i 20,880 3.5,706

f;9:i,o|)|

l.U77,5s|

I,2ti9.:;ijl

1,2^1. ml

32.Ciltl

13.1X1

19.i»;l

115, 031
1('2.9

in9,;«|

01.1311

M.fitI

50.Ol

SiTtil

'.:n.3<il

lu.»«l

8l.:itl

61. Mil

30,MSl

«'.2ltl

339,nl

45,Ml
e9,3!l|

30,51Sl

78, 000

1

66,HI
167,81)1

47, 73

1

177,9til

11,092
I
49,899 I 43,509 190,984 1247,379 1,372,C1|

26,608 100,432 22, 8,58
,
92.677 325,203 1,74.11111

15,584 02,236 10, 081 : 40, 752 288,079 ' 1,5*' W

I

45.403 181,612 I 00,293 ^250, 004 394, 4HC
j

2,tiK\«l\

CoiintloH nnil

ycar.i.

Quantity of salmon salted. Barrels salted.

Cliiiiook. Silver. Total. Chinook. Silver. Tot:il,

i.lis. !Value. ' Lbs. Value. I Lbs.
-I-

Kenton: I I I

1889 '

; I 15,000
1891 13,200
1892 15,000

Clatsop:
I I

I

1889 ! 30,000
1890 240,1100 $6,600 31,500
1891 I 28,600
1892 1

1
30,600

Curry

:

|

1889 12,000 I 340
1891

Lane

:

1889
1890 1 7,869 59
1891 00,300 4.52

1892 10,200 127
Tillamook
1889
1890

;

27.900
1891 ' I

I
31, ,500

1892
,

' 84,600
Total:

I

1889 1 12,000 I 340 1310,600
1800 ,247.869 ' 6,059 172,800
1891 00.300 1 452 214,200
1892 10,200 127 1120,000

4,600
' 10,500

227. 400
113.400
124. 500
48,900

33, 600

(225 i 15,000
1.32 13. 200
176 16, 000

000 30, OOO
315 271, 5IH)

285
,
28, 500

300
I

30,600

Value. No. i Value. I No.

90
330

10, 500
10,500

4,084 227,400
1,700 121,209
1,808 184,800
654 , 59, 100

660
! 33,000

418 27,000
472 31,,500
617

I

34,600

0,259 322,500
2,433 420,609
3,087 '274,600

1,052 ,139,200

(1225

132

176

6(10

6,915
285
300

430
330

4,084
1. (.59

2, 3:'0

781

000
418
472
517

0, 509
il, 092
:i. .5:i9

1,779

i

800 $7,200

40

20
201
34

I

40
820
201
34

360

60
44
50

100
105
95

102

16
65

Value. Xo. Valut, I

$400
352
400

800
840
700
810

120
440

m
41

50

100
'

gu.'i

95

102

55

55

208
1,008

272

758 6, 064
378 3, 000
415

360
7, 408
1,008
272

163

I 112
93
105
116

1,035
570
714
430

758
4114

3,32U 610

1,304 197

8»6 I 112

745
'

93

810 ' 105

020 '

115

8,280 '1,075

4,585
6,712
3,440

1,402

015

464

m
Mil

m
t>,Oll|

:so|

811

1

i»\
uol

6.cet|

3.'.W|

\M
m
61
in
&\

8.6u|

11,«1|

7,1*

3,'U

hjknl I'f mlhtw

ICii'iiitiis and
vfar».

Ihllliin:

\e.-')

W\

.

.

.

l.«!rj...

|(l;ll«if:

lWi:i... 8
11

13

12

|('»'«

IriW

1«1

Ihlfi

ICiirrv

:

\>*'S

If'.ii

l*!tl

H'.'

|IV>|I::I:IH:

W.'
\m

I Lmi' :

Wi
lliSO

\m
1-'.''J

iMiiltiiiiiiiali:

WM
»\
W\
KU

iTiiblliniik:

lW',1

18IHI

1*M

Wl
IWasrii:

\m
\m
Wii

1*12

I Tula!:

HH',1

ISliO

\m
WJ
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••^lU'cies iir(
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I
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to be due to some unknown natural rsiuses. The catch representsl

about the productive capacity of the river and, as it is all used for can
[

niug, a statement of tbe salmon pack will siiow the abundance uf tliel

tisli. The number of canned salmon prepared on the river in ciuhufl

the ten years ending in 1892 was as follows:

Voan.
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!li representjl

used for can
I

Hlaiice of tliel

«i" ill eiitliul'l

i

t;i

,>tiA7i.s liinr.—This river is of some iinportiiiicoto the ranchers living

ear by, who depend on it for their supply of lish food, and some years

Jsiuall i|iiaiitity of llsh is salted for market. In 1888, liO,000 pounds

Iffrosli .-^iiiinon were sold to a caiineiy on Cociuille Kiver, and in 1889

\m{) iioiinds to a cannery «m Hlk I'iver. In 181)1-02 no fish were

iikt'ii fxct'pt those eonsnnu'd locally l>y ranchers. The output of this

knaiii ill recent years has been as follows:

I'l.uCi
'

20 29l|

[

19,iO(l
'

ISMtl
r.'.i.<«l

aw ; the optnl

st part of the
I

jetweeu Apiill

1 and Augiistj

en season.

!am in Hpriiig,L

, and the only
I

ular run is IdI

li is .suited orl

as follows:

VeHm. Salted. I FroRli. I'ulnl,

Fre»li, , ToUl.
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OIK' of liis <M>iiipiiiiioiiH ill lii(liii{; is qui(;kly in the boat aiid K<'ii>n l<>i

tliu ^iiiiu'. Wliiic! Hoiiio of tlio moil are tlius ciii^aiifi'd, others maybe
miles away saiiii;;; aloiif; tiio coast, with a sharp lookout for otters.

The number of otters killed is small, but they are of larjjie «i/,e and

have very line fur, the pelts briiijiiiif? from $!')() to Al'OO each, and in

.some cases iiiucii more. During IS! II, 20 otters were secured, aud in

one week in September, 1802, when the writer visited one of tlicsc

uiii<|iie tree lop stations, 8 (ttlers were killed, the total catch for the

year beiii;; l.l, valued at f?!.!.'} each. In 1893 the number taken was K.

having au average value of ^I'll.

coos COUNTY.

When contrasted with the last investigation, the fisheries of tiiis

county present few new features. Co(piille liiver and Coos lliver iiiid

Bay are tlie lisliing-groiiiids. The only catch of the rivers is salmon.

A little more attention is given to the bay tisheries near liaiidon and
|

Kmpire City, where .some halibut, perch, and cultiis cod are taken;

these tish, with tlounders and other varieties of salt-water flsli, are

found abundantly, but the demand is limited to local use aud only

small (plant ities are taken.

Cufpiille Hirer.—Owing to a number of causes the fisheries of the I

Coipiille have n(tt been I'p to the average during the past few years.

Only one cannery was packing during 1889, 1891, and 1892, and none

during 1890. Tiie run of tish was good in 1889, and the single caiiiieiy[

in operation pa<'ked 9,115 cases, of which one-sixth were chinook ami

five sixths silver salmon; 50 barrels were also salted. The lisheruu'iil

received 50 cents each for chinook and .'50 cents each for silver .salmon.

Prices of canned salmon were low during tiie fall and winter, and fjavej

little encouragement to canners; in consequence, during 1890, fortiii'j

first season in a number of years, no salmon were cauned on the river.

A light catch was made and 200 barrels were salted. lu 1891 tlic oncj

cannery once more packed, but the run was light aud only 2,08-1 cases

were canned and 150 barrels salted, the flshermeii receiving 25 cenlsj

each for chinook aud 15 cents for silver salmon. In 1892 salmon werej

very abundant, more so than for a number of years. The run ot'tbel

previous year having been so light, a large run was not expected and!

prejiarations had only been made for a small pack. The result of tliej

year's work was 1,500 cases. On account of a scarcity of cans the sur-I

plus catch was salted, and 650 barrels were thus prepared. The (islierj

men received 35 cents each for chinook and 20 cents for silver saliiioul

the catch consisting of one-eighth chinook and seven-eighths silveij

salmon. A few fishermen of Bandou, near the mouth of the river, (islieilf

outside with hook aud line, their catch in 1892 being 10,250 pc uiulso^

halibut, 9,112 pounds of cultus-cod, and 36,010 pounds of rocklisli.

Voos River and Bay.—The one salniou cannery at Empire City beind

idle in 1890, 1891, and 1892, tlio tisheries were not given .so imitij

attention as in past years. The saliuou catch had to be salted, iiua
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aiiioiiiitcd to 9(M), 800, iind 1,100 burrels, rcapoc'tivcly, in tlu' yt'iirs

iiiiiiiod. A Tow Hshprmoii flsln^d oiitsidi! tlu' hay for salt-water tlsli that

tlnv disposed of locally, tiieir catch bciu}; 17,000 pounds of cultuscod,

;,li()0 pounds of hiilihut, and 18,000 pounds of rockflsh, all taken with

liiiiid lines. In addition to the ahove, the lisheries of Coos Hay aud

Itivcr produced 50,000 ))ounds of salmon that were sold fresh fur local

use or shipped to San F.uncisco.

UOITOLAS COUNTY (I'MPQUAII RTVKR).

Tlio flshinff business of Doufflas County is confined to the TTnipquah

liivcr, and the catch consists only of salmon. Numerous other lish,

however, come in from the ocean, anionp: which are herring, sardines,

jsniflt, and Just outside the mouth of the river are halibut, cultus-cod,

tldiiiiders, and rockiish. The section is remote from railroad or steam-

lioat lines, and no attention is given to any tish except salmon, the

Iratcli of which is utilized at a cannery at (iardncr. In ISSO a {>ood run

of sidmon entered the IJmpciuah Kiver. The lishermen disposed of

their entire catch at the cannery at (rardner, near the month of the

river, receiving 45 cents each for chinook salmon suid lia cents each for

silver salmon. The cannery packed 11,500 cases. From some unknown
fiuisc very few salmon entered the river in 1«90 or 1891, during which

years the cannery remained closed. Only enough fish to sui)ply the

local demand were taken, the catch being 20,000 jjounds in 1800 and
L'L'.OOO pounds in 1891. During 1892 salmon entered the river in fjfreat

abimdance, and the run in September was very heavy. The pack was
only limited by the number of cans on hand and couhl have been

Idouhled with proi)er fa<!ilities. As it was, 12,280 cases were i)ackeil.

iTlie lishermen received 25 cents each for chinook and 15 cents each for

hilver salmon, the latter constituting the bulk of the catch. No salmon

Iffas salted during the years mentioned.

LANE COUNTY (SIUSLAAV UIVER).

The fisheries of Lane County are confined to the Siuslaw Kiver and
Itlieeatch consists only of salmon for canning purposes. This river is

Itlie dividing line between Lane and liouglas counties. One cannery,

jlwated at Florence, near the mouth of the river, was in operation in

|lw!), 1890, 1891, and 1892; o;ie other cannery, 2 miles above, was idle

jiliiriiiif the first three years mentioned, but wsis run in 1892. The
pinion pack during these years was 11,189 cases in 1889; 4,077 cases

|iDKS<i(); 2,121 cases in 1891, and 18,290 cases in 1892.

It will be noticed by the amount packed that the run of fish is

Imit'ertain. in common with the()ther rivers of this State, salmon were

l^iy abundant during the fall of 1889, but only a few entered the

|«treiin) in 1890 and 1891. In the fall of 1892 the run was again heavy
1 the fish were of good size and quality. The catch in 1S92 amounted

pi^iOLS chinook salmon and 103,410 silver salmon, the average gross
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M'ciglit ol' tlie Conner lu>iii(; liO poiiinlH, and of tliu lutU'r l()^ ])ouiii1s,

111 additiuu to the iiuiiiiti-y caiMUHl in 1802, .'(4 harrelH of cliiiionk iiiid

1(W barrels of silver salmon were salted. Tlie salmon are mostly cjiiiylit

with gill nets, only one haul seine being used. Tlie Hsliennon coinprisi'

various nationalities, one-third of them being native-born, oik Ii,„;

Euroi>ean8, and twelve Indians. The cannery employees are CliineM',

with the exception of a few Indian women.
This stream has no spring run of salmon. The Urst fish to enter tlie

river are the chinooks, whi<'li arrive about the middle of .luly; inostoi

the run of this species is in the river by the mitldle of Seiiteniber. i

few also being found up to October 1. Silver salmon first enter tin-

river about the tinte the nin of the chinooks is dropping otV, or fidiii

the first to the middle of Sejjttinber. In 1H!)2 the liist silver salmon

were taken September 10, A good run at that time was Ibllowcd tlie

first week in October by a very large body of fish. When the riviT \va>

visited by the writer on October 5 silver salmon were very abun<laiit.

Large and small sardines are very abundant between -luiie and Sep

tember, and other varieties of good food-lish are found in the river ;it_

certain seasons, and at all times just outside of the riv«'r. From ils

isolated location, with indirect transportation facilities, no attentions

paid to any branch of the fisheries excei)t tlie salmon.

BENTON OOrNTV.

This comparatively small county has two rivers whose fisheries arc

of considerable prominence, namely, the Alseya and the Ya<|Uiiia.

Each of these near its inoiitli expands into a long, narrow bay, wliirli

takes the name of its respective river. Outsid'? the rivers tiie lislicrb

are of no importance, although there is an abundance of sail water tisli

on the outlying banks in tin; near vicinity.

Alseya River.—The run of salmon on this stream was (|uite hirjjiMii

1889, and 0,000 cases and 5() barrels were packed at th«' only <'aiiiim

in operation. Prices of canned salmon ruled low, and on tliat account

and the poor prospects for satisfactory results the cannery was idle

during the following year. Fish were scarce in 1890; the cannery \\ii<

closed, and besides a few salmon taken for local use only r»0 banols

were salted and 0,000 pounds shipi)ed fresh to Portland. In 1H9I tlif

lisb were not abundant, and only 3,o00 cases were canned, .W baml;

salted, and 10,000 pounds shipped away fresh. In 1802 a very lar):f

run of salmon entered the river for the first time in three years, Tlie

canners, not looking for the great increase, were prepared for only a

light catch, and were obliged to close down early in the seasf^v as soon

as all the cans had been filled. At the time the river wp,- ' ;ited by

the writer, on October 8, 1892, it was full of salmon, but no lis' »ng was

carried on. With only a limited number of cans to tiil and ;< hwf

run of fish to draw from, the fish packed co.iSisted almo.^t c lin'lyo(

chinooks, althongh, as in the other coast rivers, silver >;'.linon coin-

prised fully three-fourths of the run.
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]ii>iiiinii h'irtr.—Since the chmint; of the siiuill i-auiieries located on

this stream in 1H8U the llshing business has greatly decreased. A few

ban els ot salmon are aniiiially packed for their own use by the raiicheiH

living near by, and about I(M»,(M)0 pounds arc shijiped fresh to Port-

laiiil, Salem, and Albany. In the fall of 1S92 one man from Oak-

laixl, Cal., was engaged in salting salmon. At the time the river waH

visited by the writer a few hundred barrels had been salted. The fish

lie mostly silver salmon, averaging 12 pouiuls ea<'h. The 't>*heriiien

iri'cive only H cents apiece (or them.

Tint sliipmeiits of fresh salmon from the Vatpiina liiver to Poitland

liiiii other jdaccs in Oregon arc quite large, aud during the years IS6'J-

l-ilL' were as Ibllows:

Vi<iir».

I

Punudl. TbIuh.

I«'J •2m. 137
'

li, 163
l.*! I M, UW)

,
2, 361

lai I OJ, 74'J 2, (155

mi lAOOO 1!,D00

riic Vaciuina is noticeable as being the only river on the Pacific Coast

u which any considerable (juantities of oysters are found. The oysters

;iri- natives, having the small si^e and peculiar llavor of those taken iu

Willapa Bay and Puget Sound. The ([uantity of oysters marketed,

prices received, aud persons employed iu the business, etc., show few

liiiiiges since the last inquiry, although the pystormeii report that at

|)r('H«-ut they can not toiig and cull more than 2 or 3 bushels a day as

iiKainst .5 or 6 bushels in past years. By State law the native oyster

lieils are a])portioued out to citizens desiring to work them. No one is

uMiuitted to have over 2 acres. The aggregate acreage is small and
lie available land is all taken up. Oysters are tonged in water 12 to

"» feet deep at low tide. The tongs have handles 15 to 18 feet long,

(line being 20 feet long.

The price commanded by the oysters remains about the same from

far to year, $2.50 a sack when shipped away, or $3 a sack for local use

leing the ruling prices. A sack weighs 105 pounds, and is known as 2

nifibcls, but is somewhat short of that amount.

T\n' oyster output of the Yaquina Biver from 1889 to 1892, inclusive,

vas as follows:

Vi'iirs. Sacks. Value,

1,280
1,103
1,217
1,225

«3, 125

2, 7.18

3,043
3,062

Crabs enter the river in conaiderable quantities. They are picked

hra the salmon nets and are gathered by the oystermen. The catch,

f^bich is small, is mostly shipped to Albany, Salem, aud Portland.
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The yearly sliipmeut.s have been as follows:

YearH. Pouuils. Vnlu

1880.
189U.
1891.

18U2.

6,028
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PuuiiiU.
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report is based it was leasiblc to viait only that part of the Coluinbin

basin within the States of Wasiiinj^ton an<l Oregon. For iiuiKh'odsoi

miles east and northeast of that se<;tion, liowever, salmon and other

fish in more or less abundance are found, the catch being mostly ntilizo.!

by ranchers and Indians living near the stream.

The following counties of Washington and Oregon, bordering on tlie

Columbia River and its tributaries, maintain commercial fisheries, the

full extent of which is exhibited in the tables elsewhere presented:

Oregon: Clatsop, Columbia, Multnomah, and Wasco counties.

Washififfton: Pacific, Wahkiakum, Cowlitz, Clarke, Skamania, ami

Klickitat counties.

Clatsop and Pacific counties, which are at the month ol' Cohniibhi
|

River, have fishing interests on their ocean sides as well as in the rivci,

Through the courtesy of the numerous firms engaged in the lisliiii;'

business of the river, the agent was able to obtain fi-om their well kept
|

records detailed statistics showing the results of tlie fishery and run

ning industry of the river in a more comprehensive, useful, and reliabk]

form than have heretofore been obtained.

THE SALMON INPUSTRV.

This branch of the fisheries completely overshadows all others, and]

is the only one entitled to mention with the exception of the stnrffooii|

fishery, which is of recent development.

In the early years of the salmon-packing business on the Coluinbial

' hinook salmon were extremely abundant, comprising the bulk of tliel

run and all of the pack; other varieties were unutilized. Witli tlie|

beginning of a decrease in the abundance of chinook ssilmon the simi

blueback salmon was brought more into notice. When the run ofl

chinooks began to fixil some of the packers made cautious experinieiital|

4)acks of small quantities of blnebacks to help out their annual paokj

although few were widing to concede the advisability of utilizing iiiiy|

fish except chinooks. The bright red color and fine flavor of tbel

blnebacks at once gave the fish a firm hold on the trade and resultod inl

an active demand, which has continued to the present time. Singularj

as it m.ay seem, the utilization of the blnebacks and the incroiising

quantities consumed annually have been attended by an ai)pin'i'nt|

increase in the abundance of the fish.

The accompanying figures will sliow that while the bhieba(?k is fouiulj

in the Columbia River every year it has of late had its years of abiiiij

dance and scarcity, thus resembling in its migrations the humpbiickj

salmon of Puget Sound. For the past six or eight seasons the ovenl

years have witnessed the larger run of l)luebacks. Up to a coniparaj

tively recent date the steelhead, which has always occurred abnndaiitljf

in the Columbia, was considered wholly unsuitable for i)acking. TheT

same cause, however, which brought the blueback into use ha^ K'llj

to the utilization of the steelhead. Recently the demand for caiine
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salmon in certain sections of the country has called for a cheaper grade

nf tish, which has brought the neglected steelhead into prominence.

The silver' salmon, which does not enter the river until most of tho

tanneries are closed, has also been canned in some qnantities, .and

both it and the steelhead have met with a ready sale that hab yearly

shdwn tendencies to greatly increase.

Fishermen, pricea, etc.—Under the laws of Oregon and Washington
all llshermen must be naturalized citizens of tho United States. Ref-

erence to the previous report on the fisheries of this river will sh«)w

that in 1888 a very large proportion of the fishermen, especially those

employed in the gill-net fishery, were aliens. The law is said to be

very fully complied with, and the men now profess to be citizens and
voters. They represent many nationalities.

Tlie gill-net fishermen belong chiefly to the Latin races. They are

nnited under the name of the Columbia River Fishermen's Protective

Union, with headquarters at Astoria, Oreg. The pound-net fishermen

are mostly native-born Americans or Scandinavians. These have

combined for mutual protection under the name of the Washington
[Fishermen's Association, with headquarters at llwaco. Pacific County,

Wash., near which place most of the pound nets employed in the

IColnmbia River are located. These two associations are to some extent

antagonistic. Each legislature usually finds representatives from both

jassociations advocating their claims and portraying their supposed

rievances. The object of the association of ])ound-uet fishermen is

iaid to be:

To promote and foBter the fishing industry of the State of Washington ; to assist

building and maintaining tish-hatcberies ; to induce legislation, by petition or

itker lawful means, to protect the industry and those un<;aged in it; to extend to

itsmunibers aid and assistance, pecuniary or otherwise, when necessary.

By an agreement between the canners and fishermen, the price to be

aid for the catch during the ensuing year is usually agreed upon

fore the beginning of fishing operations. The failure to agree on a

rice in 1890 resulted in a strike that was disastrous to the fishermen.

or several years prior to 1890 the men had been receiving $1 each

[or Chinook salmoU; "'' -r . :i.jjrised nearly all of the gill-net catch.

'he men demanded *1.25 each for their fi.<h, which, being refused, a

;eneral strike was begun which lasted throughout the month of April.

t'ter losing one month of the short salmon season, the men agreed to

lie price first oflered, but refused to-contract at that price for the entire

eason. One dollar per fish was paid up to June 1, after which the

anners would give only 75 cents for chinooks. The most serious out-

onie of the strike was the attempt of the association fishermen to

estroy the nets o*" . few non-union men. A large body of fishermen

belonging to the gia-net association en^barked in their boats at Astoria

id proceeded several miles up the river, where the nets of the non-

nion men were set. On beginning their work of destruction, they

nd for canned 'ere met with a volley of rifle balls from the fishermen on the shore,
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and the attacking party hastily withdrew to Astoria, leaving seven

of their number killed and wounded. JSo further attempt was mad

to interfere with the non-union fishermen.

Thefiithuiy apparatuH and methods.—The various appliances einplnvcf

in the Columbia River for the catching of fish and the manner

operating the same present few <'hanges as compared with thei)ri'viiiii

investigation. No new method of capture has been devised, altlion;'

there hiis been a very marked increase in the number of traps, \vlii'el>

nets, et(!., operated.

(iill-uet fishing is by far the most important branch of the siilinoi

fishery of the Columbia Kiver. More money is invested in the lislii'i

than in any other, and larger quantities of fish are thus taken than li

any other means. The number of men interested also outnumber

those employed in all other branches of the salmon fishery. Tl

fishing-grounds covered by the fleet of gill-net boats are mostly iica

Astorifi, extending about 10 miles above that place, and the sain

distance below. S» veral hundred boats cruise upstream and as man

more descend the river.

The boats are mostly owned by the salmon-packers, but the nets ar

made and owned by the fishermen. Before the oi)ening of the fisliiii

season the men contract with the canners, who have supplied tlici

boats, for the entire catch during the year. Fishing is done inoreo

less during the entire twenty-four hours. The best hauls, however, ar

usually made at night, at which time the fish are less able to see an

avoid the drifting net.

The boats drift up and down stream with the tide. If the mornin

finds a fisherman near the cannery at which he has contracted I

deliver his catch, he lands his fish there; if he has drifted to the nioiit

of the river, his fish are delivered on board a receiving scow of th

caunery with which he is connected, an agent on board receipting

the fish, which later in the day are collected by a steam tug and take

to the cannery. The work of the night being over and the fish deliverei

the fisherman prepares his breakfast and rests during the time iiitei

vening between the tides. His boat is sailed to a quiet spot out of tli

channel, the anchor is dropped, the sail taken in, and his simple inei

cooked over a small oil stove. The rudder is then unshipped and fsti.i

up on deck at the stern, the mast is taken down, the sail removeri,

the mast is placed lengthwise the boat, one end resting in the bow, tli

other end on the top of the unshipi>ed rudder, forming a ridgepole to

the extemporized tent formed by the sail. Often several hundred boat

may be found within a small area, each containing the sleeping tis

man and his assistant.

While Chinook salmon constitute the great bulk of the gill-net catcl

the quantity of other fish thus taken is considerable and is increasiii

yearly. With the demand for cheaper grades of salmon the size of tli

mesh of the gill nets has been reduced.
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Seines are used at Sand Island, near the mouth of the river, and on

I

the sand bsirs to a distance of 15 to .'JO miles above the ocean. These

bars as a rule are «lry at low tide, at which time the seines are hauled.

I'p to a comparatively recent time the bars in the Columbia liiver were

owned by the State and their fishing privileges were free. As they

jhi'diine valuable for seine Ashing, and had no other use, i»rivate parties

liiid them surveyed and bought them from the State at a low price. A

I

title deed having been secured, the value of these bai»s at once increased

iroin a few dollars to many thousands. The desirable seining-grounds

are limited and have fallen into the hands of a few persons, which fact

[accounts for the relatively small number of seines used, and this form

of apparatus is the only one which does not show an increase in recent

1 years.

Fish-wheels are the most interesting form of apparatus used in the

I'olumbia Kiver. Their origin is comparatively recent, and the con-

>tiu(!tion and method of operation are entirely different from any other

laiipliances used for the capture of tish. Owing to their supposed very

lilcstructive powers they have been the subject of much antagonism on

Ithe part of the general public and the fishermen using other forms of

[apparatus. Since the first introduction of fish-wheels their number and
Inse have steadily grown, and in 1892 more were employed than at any

[previous time. As compared with the number of gill nets and pound
[nets used the number of wheels is very small and has probably nearly

[reached its limit, as their use is ccmflned to a few desirable places bor-

[ilcring the rjiplds of the Columbia Eiver at the Cascades and The Dalles,

[and the favorable sites have passed into the hands of a few i)ersons.

Pound nets are extensively employed in the lower Columbia, the

|lar}fest number being set in Baker Bay near the mouth of the river.

ITlie nets are usually <)wned by the canners. Between 1889 and 1892

IIh' increase in the number of these nets on the Columbia was 133 per

lent. The pound net has almost completely superseded the old wooden
Irai) that dates back to the early days of the salmon business, and has
jiinw almost passed out of existence.

The other minor forms of apparatus employed on the river, namely,

iJip nets, squaw nets, etc., which are mostly used by Indians, present

lio marked changes in numbers or in methods of use. The Indians

loiitinuo to take large (piantities of fish in this way for their own use

piid tor sale.

Complete tables are elsewhere given showing the number and value
IIICach different kind of apparatus employed in each county ou this

fiver and also showing the quantity and value of each kind of fish

[liken therein. Some general tables follow showing for the Columbia
psiii as a whole the quantities of apparatus used and the catch in

Kh, The following table has been prepared to show the increase in

[lio number of pound nets, haul seines, fish-wheels, and gill nets owned
pnsed on the Washington and Oregon sides of the river respectively

1 1.S89 to 1892, inclusive. . - -
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Apparatui employed on the Columbia River in 18fi9, 1890, 1891, and 1892.

Apparatus.

Pound netH.

Hitiil hpinos.

Team.
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and 1892. \uhk nhomnfi by apparatvn the number, tceighl, and value of each speciei of salmon taken

in the Columbia liiver in 1889, 1890, 1891, and 1893.

Wai»h-
'' Ington.

Total.

0.
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Tahlf $hoiriiig by apparalu* the iiumbvr, weight, and value of each iiprcleiuf galmnn Udtn
in the Columbia Hirer in ISS!), ISiX), ISUl, and lS!>i—Coi\tU\\ml.

Appuratua and
peoluit.

IHtW.

WlucU:
Chinook..
HIiD'liat'.k

StcrlbouU
Bilver

Oregon. Waalilugton.

No. Lba.

Total.

Dip nets and
(|iiaw not*

Cbinmik
Blui-hack
Stfclhead
BJlvor

Total.

83,202 2,080,053
.'>29. 640 2, 048, ir>5

71,2:19 I 712, 3«0
4,660 I 31,612

688,747 5,472,210

5, 021 12s, 5:14

32,748 I 163,740
11,000 110,0(10

10,180 71,2)10

Value.

(182, 401
7»,444
16, 474

74U

N...

27,972
207, 2118

13,801
1,500

150, 068 2.')0, 571

1,058
2,450
1,650
1,068

2, 242
7,717
1, 402
4, .'lOO

LliN. Value. No.

TotiU.

Lba.

61«»,3I7 20,070 111,174 2,779,370
1,036,405 30,131 736.044 3,684,620

138,0111 2,322 I 8.'i,040 850,400
10,500 i 210 I 0,160

I

42,112

VaJnf.

W.M I

1,884,2112

56,068
38, 585
14, 025
31,SU0

53, 942 930,318 7,356,502

841
r.79

210
472

7, 263 I

40,465
12, 402
14, 080

181, 602
202, 325
124, 025
102, 760

S8.949
I

470,534 7, 126 > 15,861
|

140,178 2, 102
|

74,810 610,712

21:1,0101

All apparutUH:
, , ,

Chinook .572,268 14.:I00,5I2 4:t0,643
|
370,616 !0,340,235

Bliiuback 697.048 :t, 485, 155 1 05, Ou7 297,425 1,497,100
St4^lhi-ad .... 172,445 ,1,724,455 !

28,004
|

lU.O.'lO |1, 149,305
Silver 14,840' 102,872 1,817: 6,000 42,000

285, 020
:i9, 558
1:1, 106

682

Total 1,456,599 19,618,994 565,071 788,971 12,028,040

1891. i

Pound neta: '

Chinook 108,983
Bliiebaok 22,088
SUelbead .... 54, 080

I

942, 884 23,040,747
994,471 4,982,255
287, :i76 i2, 873, 760
20, 840

338,906 2,245,570

2,724,575
114,940

540,800

i

108,983
I

94,624 2,365,600 94,594 203,607
2,208; ,12,164 260,840 .'•.,3:16 75,152
7,029 44,448 444,464 0, :i08 08,528

144, 872

31,647,634

Total 186,051

Trap netH

;

Cnlnook
Bliiebock . .

.

Steel head ..

630
148
786

Total. I 1,564

Seinea:
Chinook 16,489
Bluebaek 2, 252
SteelbeHd ....i 5.092
Silver ' 857

Total 24,690

nUnetft: I

Chinook 448,500
Blu3back 2.5,679

Steelbead . . . . 17,274
Silver 285

Total 401,738

Wheels:
Chinook..
Bluebaek
Steelbead
Silver

23,645
80,004
27, 053
4,920

3,380,315 118,310 191,236 3,070,004 106, 2:i8

15,750
740 I

7,860'

6:10

15

118

712

Ml'

17,800
I

"

6,010
1

712

"76

24,350 763 1,213 22,810
[

787

377,287

1,342
148

1,287

5,090,175
375,780
985,204

6,451,219

33,550
740

12,870

2,777 i 47,100

'i.w
i.iwi

i,»

72,1.263

Vi'j.K

41.110

Zt.H

!W4,w;

203. .;

7,M
i;t.K

:':4.5(*

412,225
11,260

511,920

.5,099

16.480 48,596
225 8, 325
919
190

480,404 17, 823

I

11,212,500
131,:i95

172.740 i

1,995 I

447,1131

4, ll>2

:i,.541

60

11,518,6:10 451,734

591,1,53! 17,736
400.020 12,000
270,530 0. 075
34,440 933

27, 409

1,214,900 36,884
41,625 ! 1. 221

274,690! 5,407

65,085
10,577
32,561

857

1,627,125!
52,885

I

325,010 I

5,090 i

84,;i00 ! 1,531,215 ! 43,572

208, 633
15, 208
20, 581

604

S,341,!>25 208,593
76,340 2, .589

20.5,815, 3,468
4,858 145

109,080 2,011,019 (II.

M

657,133 ,16,5.54,025

40,947 1 207,7:15

37,8,55
I

378, j'ln

079

1

6,853

J

245, 176 5,028,538 214, 705
!

736,914 17,147,168 (Wit

0,621
36, 675
11,636
2,730

Total 13.5,622

Dip nets and
aquBW neta

Chinook
Bluebaek
Steelbead
Silver

Total.

All apparatus:
Chinook
Bluebaek
Steeihead ...

Silver

2,943
30. 430
7,459

10, 370

1.296,143 37,343

51. 208

601,190
161, 507

111,744
16, 432

Total 890,873

73,591

152,182
74,590
72,591

;

1,119
2,388
1,149
1,089

372,964 i 5, 746

15,329,794 1 591,987
810,537 ' 21, 028

1,117,440 19,431
115,025 2, 272

17,072,796 634, 718

60,562

403
13, 887
2.016
4,260

20.566

362, 589
126,319
106,551
7,684

603, 143

240,640 7, 216
IS3,375 5,502
115,300

i
3,400

10,110 .573

558,385 10, 751

10,083
60, 'J 18

20,164
2'>,820

151

914
302
447

;i3,266 '

116,679 1

:i8,,589
i

7,650

100,184
-r

3,346
44,;)23

9,475
14,630

831,003
58:i,:i95

38,"i,800

53,55(1

1,854,.528
'

Total

|lr«p ihIh:

Cliiiiiiiik..

Blih'lNirk

Stirlliciid

Tutul.

Seine*

:

CliincKik...

llhii'liiick .

Stci'llii'iid .

SilviT

Tdtal..

Gill lll'tK
•

I'hiiiiiok...

UlucbiK'k .

SllfUleud .

jllv, r

Total...

Wheilm
Chiiiiiiik....

llluKliack .

.

SInlbead ..

Silver

Total...

iDip netH

Total..

120,085

9,190,448
623,008

1,065,503

63,788

1,814 ! 71,774

348, 150
16, 562
19. 080
1,165

963,779
287,826
218,295
24,116

83,074
213,100
94,754
102,411

493,939

1.2;

3.31

1.45

1,53

24,220,242 940.13

1,433,635! 36. ^.I

2,182,04:1 :i«.51

168,8i;i 1>A

10,932,837 383,057 il,4U4,016 |28,00.5,6:i3 l,(ililii

•Hgiin

:

Astoria

Clilton .

Maplo Dell
*Varr<!ndalo

Dalle.s .

.

Celilo

Port laud «.

Total...



lERIES.

itf stilmini tidin

iiiihI.

Totol.

Lbi. Valiif.

2, 779, 870
», «H4, 620
HM, 4(10

42. 112

lliK.KTS

7,;i56,ri02
j

2i:i,oi«

l.Mii

I,:*

181, 602
202, 325
124, 025
102, 7flO
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Tahh ihuwinij by tpeden the »alinon pack of the Columbia Itiver/rom tSSO to lH:>t.

HUU» and HpeclsH.

Oreaiin

:

Chiiimik .

.

Ula«ba('k

.

Ht«i>lli)<u(l.

Silver

Tutal.

WMhlnKton

!

Clilnuuk
fillll'llBCk ...

8t«(tlliea4l...

Bllvor

Total.

Total for river:
Chill iHik

lilllfllHCk

Stei'lheatl

Silver

liWD.

140,741
I9,97U
11,693

1M,412

125, SS6
1,818

i:i, «V9

141,473

266, e»7

17, 7U7
85,891

Total 809,885

Value.

$844,446
UU, fl-J8

40, MUO

984,973

18U0.

Caaet. Value,

INl.

OaiM. Valm.

11)0,414 $1,138,787
5.1, 351 268. 104
26, 608

I

lOU, 432

222,963 «l, 270, 002
10,8:i9

,

5H,81U
IS, 584 62, 2U«

276,873

755, 736 I 130, 100
lU, 423 a, 094
58, 688 16, 217

824,847

1,600,182
101,051
108, 587

1,809,820

1,513,323
I

249,406

807.300 130,044
21,963 4,623
04,868 13,980

150,401 894,133

335,604
67, :i4A

42,826

1,946.087
2UU, 0«9
171,300

436, 774 : 2, '107, 456

149,647

353. 007
15,482
20,664

308. 953

1.400,144

759, 474
26,420
55, 020

1893.

Omm.
I

Valut.

214,631 fl.2M..Vi>

51, IU« I 287, lnq

46,40:i
I

IHI.AI:

4.170
I

:ii.iliM

316.316

129.6,-|6

l.\441

20,946

840, 820

2. 0;i8, 566
84, 242
118,160

2. 240, 964

178, 022

344, 267
00,547
72, 348
4,176

487, 338

1,734,:.:«

l.il.lMI

i"7,'ao

m4,iiNl

i.i)9«i,;«*8l

2,t)Tu,oe)l

Id 1893 tbu pack of chlnook salmon amouuioil to 290,000 oaaea.

Table showing by months the number and weight of each speoiea of salmon "''

canning purposes on the Columbia Rirer in 1S80, 1S90, 1891, and 189~'.

m.
liW.

Years and
montliB.

1889.

April.
May..
June .

July..

April...
May....
June ...

July
August.

April...
May
June ...

July . . .

.

August.

Total

1892.

April

.

May.
June
July
August
September.
October

Total

Chinook.

Total.

1880.

Total.

1801.

\o. of
fish.

80,266
166,117
168,050
801,254

715,606

32,727
236,770
262.754
357,181
13,04.

803,381

82,413
184,(100

223,064
308,247
58,670

047,384

65,021
187,402
230,408
343,421
84,124

900,&&6

Gross
weight.

Bluuback.

No. of (JroHS
tish. weight.

Pounelt.
\
Pound*.

2,231,060 30,676 183,380
3,002,025 70,517 382,.'>86

4,223,075 ! 82,453 412,265
7,635,350

I

30,717
j

183,585

17,803,900
I

232.303 1,101,816

818,175
5.010,4*10

6,318,850

8,032,575
348,625

22,337,526

2,000,326
4, .502,250
5,509,100
0,0.'>0,175

1,406,750

63,180
202,580
207,2;M
15(1,200

22,107

735,400

17,4,17

55,220
83.743
32,389
3,701

23,684,000 192,499

1,375.525
4,087,300
5,987,450
8,58.'),525

2,103,100

22,738,900

80,449
308,940
330,558
128,043
19,110

873,106

31.5,900

1,012,900
1,480,170
751,495
1 10,535

3,677,000

87,185
276,145
418,715
161,945
18,505

Stoelheud. Silver. Tutul.

No. of
llsh.

0,408
14,700
62.606
70,100

OroHs No. of
weight, tlsh.

round*.
04,080
147.090
620,950
701,(100

102,078 1,629,780

OroHS
weight.

Pounds.

No. of
flsb.

135,8.50

247,:i43

314,107

414,137

,1,110,037

(irosn

Wlijjhi.

I'ovnii
I

4.4;i2,

5,'.>(i:i,lt(

8,4*1,:

11,005 110,060
22,983

!
220,830

87,5<i7 875,070
139,500 1,305,000

16,535 155,350

270,086 2,766,800

6,178
13,314
52,070
07,000
21,286

61,780 1

.

133,140
I

.

526,760 .

070,000 .

212,800 '.

002,405

432,245
1,544.730

1,052, 7(H)

04(1,215

05,550

4,365,530

190,354 1,603,640
!

10,603
I

I05,a')0j

32,705 327,050
141,104 1.411,)I40

lo»,3:t3 i,no3,;<3o I

52,001 .520.010

11,203 112.030
22,620 226,200

1

10,480
33,000

470,738 4,707,380 ' 63,465

100,012
402,330
637,.5.'i5

017,078
61,!)8:i

2M.fi8J,4

1.244.12)

7.102,KK

8.(M),0

ll.(W.(>3(

614,1!)

1,906,467 ,
28,78l.3«l

106,028 2,19ll.;

262,633 I
4,(11151

360,:t83
,

0,544,51

528,5.161 ll.(«7.l-'[

83,05/1 \,mi.\\\

,jl,330,237; 20.450,511

130.423
237,702

J 51 W9
5^0,233
711.260
070.707

150,225
30,782

60,505

374,186 2,:)06,855

1.912,*1

9,(1511*1

11,215.01

2,'2H,5*J

24'.i,3i

464,(1

32,185,>
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the entire product was sold iu foreign countries, and there is still a large

export trade with England, Australia, and other countries. Reference
j

is made to the table of exports from San Francisco for a statement of

the destination of the canned salmon sent from that port. Much the
[

largest part of the canned salmon exported from Astoria is consi},nie(l

to England. The shipments* .ire made exclusively in sailing vcssi'ls,
j

which clear from Astoria dee]>ly laden with no other merchandise tliaii
j

canned salmon.

The following is a statement of the shipment by months from 1887 to|

September, 1892, inclusive:

Year and mootb. Destination. CascH.

1887—July England .

August do . .

.

1888—AuguHt ' do . .

.

September do . ..

1889—May do...
July do . .

.

August do . .

.

September do . .

.

November ' do . .

.

1890—March ' do . .

.

November do . .

.

1891—May ' do . .

.

Juno do...
Jidy do . ..

August ilo...

1892—February Cliile

Mnreh do . .

.

June Kiiglund

.

August do . ..

September do . ..

41,582
78,750
01,226
12,8«9
8,«50

2;i, 475
74,011
20, ;t:t4

8,124
7.000

20, 701

700
1.200

47, 015
;t5, 2b;i

;(, uoo
500
»00

27, 107

4«, 072

Net weight
of flsh.

Poundi.
l,il95.93R

a, 780, 000

2, 9:t8, 848
017,712
415,200

1,120,800
3. 5,1:1. 488

976. 032

389, 952

336. 000
093. 642
33.600
57, 600

2, 256, 720
1,602,624

144, OUU

24, 000

16,800
i,:i2o,3;m

2, 2.'>4, 656

Value.

$218,2«5l

4tt«,6:n[

43C.834I

IGl. l'J,il

50I.8:mI

12t.8-.:4l

44.S(M|

S.'i.UUOl

lO'j.WiJ

4.:!uo|

7, 4.V1I

21T.!«i|

183.7^4

1

1. 14>|

2. im
2,4J0|

iiki,rui|

264,5181

THE STURGEON FISHERY.

For many years the fishermen of the Cohiaibia River gave scarceljl

any attention to any fish caught in their nets except salmon. Stiirf

geon were very plentiful and were cauglit incidentally in the salmon

nets in considerable quantities. A few were saved and sent to tlid

Portlaml market, and during tlie winter months soirte were also sliippeij

by steamer in a round or undressed state to San l-'rancisco, but as 1

rule the sturgeon was looked upon as a nuisance and in most easel

was knocked in the head and set adrift in the river. This practic^

prevailed up to a comparatively recent date.

In 1888 an eastern lirni establi.shed experimental fishing-cainiis al

several points on the river with a view to determine the abundaiicl

and location of the sturgeon, and,by siiipjnng a few carloads of I'lozt'i

sturgeon, to demonstrate the feasibility of creating a market in tlij

East. The undertaking jiroved a success from the outset, and tlij

industry soon attracted other firms from the Ikist, so that in 18!>l! tlierj

were four firms interested in the business. The catch increased I'roif

960,705 pounds in 1889 to 3,00(J,757 pounds in 1892. The fishery Im

been of great importance to the fishermen in that it does not iiitert'eij

in any way with tlieir regular salmon operations, but is prosecutoj

after the close of the salmon season, and in 1892 added over .'ii<41,(H)((l

their income.
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8 still a large

5. Reference

statement of I

t. Much tlie

b is cou.si}?iie(l

liliiiK vessels,
j

'liaiulise than
|

8 from 1887 to

'V«*'i?'''l Value.

''otindi.
I

1,1105.93(1 I

[i, 7811, 000
2,938,84S
017,712
415,200

1,126,800
3. S-V,!, 488

970, 032

388, 9.'>2

330. 000

993. 042

33. «i00

07, 600

2, 2.')0, Y20
1,092,024

144, 000

24, 000

10,800
1,320,330

2, 2.'>4, 050

$218,285

40U,6:U

430.824

iK).8M

181. 125

501.8a

121,824

44. «M
Sfi.OOO

102,28.5

4,2110

T.W
217.

!«"

183.724

l.ltil

'2, 2I«1

2.4'i0

UiO.lVil

264,518

gave soarcelj

salmon. Stui-

in the salnioii

ikI sent to the

e also sliipi>«|

iclsco, but as

in most casej

This i>ractid

shing-eaiiips al

the alnuulauci

;-loa(ls of froze

market in tli|

vitset, and tin

at ill 18!)'J therj

increased t'ro]

Tlio lishery Im

es not intert'eii

t is prosecntci

(»ver*41,00l>

The sturgeon fishery begins immediately at the close of the salmon

tisliery; that is, about the middle of August or the first of September,

and is followed to the opening of the salmon season in the following

.Ipril. Sturgeon are found in the river throughout the year, but are

st abundant during the run of sardines, in July and August, and

ilie run of smelt in January and February, the sturgeon feeding to a

loii.siderable extent on these fish. The spawning season appears to be

ill November and later, thus contrasting strongly with the sturgeon of

llie Atlantic Coast. Mature roe, suitable for the preparation of caviar,

is not found in quantities before November. With the exception of

ilie sturgeon taken incidentally in the salmon nets, which are sold for

lucid use, the fish is neglected during the summer months.

The average gross weight of the sturgeon caught is 150 pounds, the

market fish ranging from 40 to HOi) pounds. Some fish of relativ^ely

mall size are caught, and occasionally very large ones are taken. In

18i)l a sturgeon taken near Kalama weighed 848 pounds, and one taken

iff (hik Point in 1892 weighed 800 pounds.

Fisldug is prosecuted fron< the mouth of the river as far up as the

I'lLst-ades, a few fish being taken above the latter point; but the bulk

if the catch is obtained between Astoria and Kalama, a distance of

III miles. During the earlj'^ part of the season fishing is done nearer the

month of the river. The fishermen meet the fish as they come into the

stieiim and move along with them.

With the exception of a few gill nets employed in the lower river

e fishing is canied ou exclusively with set lines. Each line is pro-

riilt'd with 200 to 400 hooks, the hooks being 1 foot apart, and 5 to 8

.s constituting the complement of each fishing boat. When the

iiig was first inaugurated lampreys were used for bait, but in the

•wing year the Chinese method of using baitless hooks was found

ihccssful and ha a since been universally practiced. The hooks differ

mil liiose used by the ('hinese, however, in being barbed, but resem-

li' them in being ground to a needle-like point. The lines, as a rule,

111' anchored acro.-(S the bed of the river, in some cases diagonal'y,

111(1 also in the bays formed by the expansion of the river. At inter-

als of 7 feet a Junk bottle or block of wood is fastened to the line to

my it up and maintain it in position about 4 inches from the bottom.

lie lisliermen closely study die movements and habits of the sturgeon

set their lines on the grounds most frequented. The fish swim-

iiiig aloi'g the bottom of the stream in search of food, as is their

bit. nmst necessarily cross the set lines, and are almost certain to be

igfi'ed by one or more of the sharp-i)ointed hooks. In attempting to

*e themselves more hooks are apt to be caught in their body and they

f held fast. Occasionally fish are taken showing healed-up scars,

ilence of previous captwre and escape. The lines are tended on the

iaek tide and are usually visited only once in twenty-four Inmrs.

In 1892 the business of buying, packing, and shipping sturgeon

H carried on by two firms located at Portland, Oreg., one at Kal-
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ama, Wash., and one at Ranier, Orejf. There were also iiumcroml

receiving stations located near the fishing grounds. If, after toiuling

his lines, the fislierman is near the head station or packing hoiuse, he

delivers his catch tliere; but if some distance away he takes it to the

nearest receiving station of the firm ^vith which he has contractod to

furnish his catch. Tlie prices received by the lisliermen are 1 cent peri

pound as the flsli come from tlie water, or 1^ cents per pound it' tlie

viscera have been removed. When the fish contain roe suitable lor the

manufacture of caviar, the fishermen remove it and receive 4 cents per

pound for the same. As sooi: as the fish are landed at the packing-

house a g?" g of employees dress them for market. In some cases the I

skiii is removed, in others it is left intact. After dressing, the fish are

cut into sizes to fit the freezing-i)an8, which are then placed in bins,]

covered with ice and salt, and frozen into solid cakes. After froezin}:

the blocks of sturgeon are removed from the pans and placed in boxes]

holding from 200 to 250 pounds, which ai'e loaded into refrigerator cars!

and shipped to market. Most of the catch has been sent to Sandusky,!

Ohio, Chicago, 111., and New York City, where it is smoked and finds a
|

ready sale at good prices. The number of car loads of fresh sturgeon |

sent east was 25 in 1880, 77 in 1800, 102 i- 1801, and 115 in 1802.

One produoii of the sturgeon is used entirely by the Chinese, namely, I

the spinal marrow. As soon as the fish are landed at the packiii;;!

establishment a Chinaman, armed with a hook, pulls out enough of tlie

marrow to furnish a good hold, then seizing it, draws the remainder of I

it out hand over hand. In the average-sized sturgeon the spinal cord is I

4 or 5 feet long and consists of long, white connecting links resenibliiig!

sausages. These are cut open and the jelly-like substance contained
j

within is scraped off and tlirowti away. Tliis marrow is known by the)

Chinese and the trade under the name of "bone." It is thoroiijjlilyj

dried, and if not sold to the Chinese in this country it is expoited to

China, where it is much prized for making soups. The Cliinanicii pay]

4 cents a pound for this "bone"' and remove it from tlie fish tbeinsclves.

Valuable as the sturgeon is, there seems to be a large waste thatL^,,,!^^^

migiit be utilized for fertilizing i)urp(Kses. Nearly half the
f?'*''*^BsiJ,''rr,',^, „'.;

weight of tbe fish is at present thrown away, the head, viscera, andB^. .apitai.

skin being discarded. This refuse contains more or less oil and valii p J'otai

.

able fertilizing proi)erties, and could, no dcmbt, be utilized to great
|

advantage.

The sturgeon fishery of this river was investigated for the liiitedl

States Fish Commission by the writer in 1880 and again in 1802, theL
).„,,,„.

various fishing camps and grounds and packing .stations being visited

each year, and the firms engaged in the business courteously furn ished^P,^^

the desired statistical and general information. Up to the date of tl"^BMTrr„"„.

last visit sturgeon had been found in ample abnndance for the demands '*»'i'i^

of the firms, but the fishermen were beginning to complain of a growing
j

scarcity. As is usual in such cases, nioi'e apparatus was required

and this had to be moved from point to point more Impiently in orderl
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aced in bins.

I to keep up the catcb. Advices received from this river in 1893 reported

la great .scarcity of sturgeon, which was followed in 1894 by a still more

Imaiked <lecrease in the abundance of the fish, so that the persons inter-

lested were obliged to discontinue the busine.ss, and some moved their

Iplauts to Grays Ilarbor, Wash., and Fraser Itiver, British Columbia.

|tIii' absence of any protective laws or a close sea.son during the spawn-

iiijj i)eri<)d, together with the avidity with which the fisliing was i)rose-

|iuU'(l,have doubtless led to this destruction of a once valuable fishery.

ItIic failure of the States to take proper action for the preservation of

Ithe sturgeon has no doubt been due to the recent date at which the

Ifisliery was established and to the absence of accurate knowledge as to

lits destructive tendency. The extreme brevity of the existence of

Ithis tishery is very suggestive, although in keeping with other rivers of

Ithe Eastern States in which the sturgeon fishery has been entirely

I
abandoned.

Tlie extent of the sturgeon fishery of the Columbia Hiver during the

Ifoiir years, 1889 to 1892, is shown in the following tables, relating to

Ipersoiis employed, apparatus, boats, etc., used, and (juantity and value

I
of products.

Pernonfi employed in the sturrfeon finhery of the Columbia River.

Tears.
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THE FISH TRADE OF PORTLAND, OREGON.

The fish business of Portland is of considerable extent and is one of

the most important branches of trade. In the wholesale trade, tVcsli,

jticklcd, and canned salmon, and iresh sturgeon are handled in large

(|nantities, the fresh fish being sliipped in refrigerator cars to points

east of the Missouri River. One salmon cannery is located within the

city limits, and several others on the Columbia liiver and in other

places are owned by persons having their business hea<lquarter.s at

Portland.

A good variety of fresh-water and salt-water tish may be found in

the markets of the city at almost any time in the year. German eaqi,

shad, and catfish, wliich were only recently introduced into that part

of the country, have wonderfully increased and are found constantly

in the markets. Their abundaiuie is such that at times it is diflicult to

sell them at any price. Salmon is tiu; favorite fish and is usually sohl

at a very reasonable price. Any recent «!ei.fease in the quantities of

carp, shad, and catfish consumed in Portland niay be attributed to

the increased use of salmon. Carp and catfisli are plentiful around tiie

city <locks and are also very abundant in the several streams adjacent

to Portland.

The salt-water fish entering into the fresh-fish trade of Portland

come largely from Paget Sound. Native oysters are brought Ironi

Willapa Bay and the Yaquina River in sacks holding about 100 poiuids

each. Crawlish are common and come from the sloughs of the Wil-

lamette River, a few miles from the city. The crabs and clams which

are consumed locally are received from Willapa Bay and the mouth ot]

the Columbia River.

In the following table the extent of the fresh-fish trade of Portland]

in the years 1880 to 1892 is shown. The values given re])resei * the

prices i)aid by the dealers to the fishermen.

Tnliil .

Fre»h-fish trade of Portland, Oregon.

1889.

Species.
PoiiudH.

CnUuscod 20.109
Fl<miuler» 60, 117

Halilmt 55,000
Hciriiitf .IS, 214
Penh !H). 21'2

Siilimm 830, nm
Sliiid 10,14.^

Smelt 19H, 4«0
Trout i:t,310

OtherfiNh ! 8,,TJ8

Clttius
;

.')0,115

Oysters
|

200,000
Crabs 7,200
Crawflsh.... 20,000

Total 1,618,324

Value.

iH,oo.''.

1,804
2. 750
1.650
2. 700

32, 050
507

4.902
1,908
833

1.250
6,000

•.!50

3, 000

1890.

Founds. Value.

59, 771

22, 320
65, 220
61,108
00,512
9.'->,317

020, 222
20, 360

101,11..

14. 270
29, 958
00, 340

210, 000
13, 350
25,000

f , 699, 092

*1,116
1. 057
3,055
1,S15
2.860

36, 800
1,018
2, 528
2, 140
2, 387
i.r>oo

5, 2.'>0

467
3,750

1891.

66,643

Pounds.

28, 260
70, 300

75, 320
04,670
08, 230
960,115
31, 125

149, 870
10, 180
03, 694

70, 530
260, 000
18, 000
30,000

1,836,354

1892. ^VfusHs HNhi:

: .
, ^ I'l'iinii

Value. Pounds. 1
»aliii' Omiit

''meU I ra r

ti -.ni;^ Tuijii.'iMe

;'.WM "iitlii....

57».its
„ ,^^|^l1':l^;>lllf|-

•'t
'iiS '*''"'''

3i).i;i« ;','"'""'•

-j,S '''iiiH .'iiid I

,Vi,i^H%araliiH

4 5"3H '''" "''*''>

" i«^l ''"'""' ">')

"jl^B Wiii-s^^ l«l IlI'lH.

^" "npi'ls .

lines

Tone's. ri(k(

liuiH.SIH.ai

»ri'iiro|ierl

*li capital

Total.

$1,413
2,111
3, 766
1,940

2, 947
38, 400
1,556

3, 746
2,427
2,634
1,763

6,500
630

4,800

.10,119

73, lOS

122. ."ilKI

71.87U
110.10(1

1,004,320 ;

45, 840

300, 42J
10, 4:10 !

103,470
80, 240

310, OUO

21,600
20, 01

74,633 1 2,321,070
i
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WASHINGTON,
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GExVERAL IMPORTANCE OF THE FISHERIES.

The fisheries of this State are more valuable than those of Oregon,

loniii;;' to a greater development of the oyster industry, the pelagic fur-

seal fishery, and the general fisheries for salt-water fish, although the

I

extent of the salmon fishery is considerably less than in Oregon.

The fishing industry of the State has witnessed a gratifying increase

I yearly. In the fa(!e of the depressed (londition of trade during part of

llie time covered by this report the fisheries underwent a noteworthy

ilevt'Iopment, and the continued increase in the State's population will

|do doubt lead to a still more important fishing business.

As at present prosecuted the fisheries of Washington of special prom-

|iiien(!e are the salmon and sturgeon fisheries of the Columbia River,

[Grays Harbor, and Whatcom County, the oyster industry of Willapa

llSay, the general food-fish and fur-seal fisberies of Paget Sound and
ptrait of Fuea, and the cod fishery of Skagit County.

The fi.shing industry of Washington in 1892 gave employment to 4,310

iper.-^oiis; the capital invested was $1,593,.167; the value of the i)roducts

\nn >}\)31/>(}S. Statistics showing the aggregate of the business in 1892

jaiul ill the three preceding years are given in the following tables:

Persona employed in the fisheries of If'ashington,

1892.

uo. Pounds, i
Valui.]

30, 110

75. 108

122. 5(W

71.870
110.10(1

1,004,320
45. 84U

300, 42J

111, 4:10

103, 470

80, 210

310, 00(1

21, 6(10

20. OiiO

833 2,321,070

$1-

3(1. i:«

iM
i.sa

i.m

I

How engaged.

Iflilishing vesHolB
IfntniiisiiortinK vessels
|lii^lii]ii. fisheries

luni'. ill eiiniieries, etc.

1889.
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Products oj the fitiherie» of }Va»hin<jlon,

SpecieH.

Block-cod
Blnebaok Halniou
Cliiitook naliiioD

Cod, Halted
CultUR'Cwl
Dogmilniun
Floiinders
Halibut
Herring
Humpback salmou
I'erch

Bockflsh
Shad
Silver salnion
Smelt
Steelhead salmon
Sturgeon
Trout, black-gpotted.

.

Trout, Halmou
Crabs
Sbrimp
Clams
Oj'sters
Whales
Fur seals
Frogs
Dogfish oil

10,

Total.

1880.

I

1800. IfM.

Pounds, lvalue.! Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value.

400, ]fl2

207, 7!)fl

8U, UOO
207, 000
4111, ^27
lO.'i, 000
685, 000
21,'i, 000
:(22, »U2
23.000
102.000
21,010

, 020, 815
20;i. 000
062, 805
218, 085
12. 0(iO

13,000
22,400
1, 500

438,000
, 547, 400

7,500
28,500

$10, 427
45.5,013

2, 800

5, llflO

I 4,180
: 1,700
15,(V10

! 2,475
5,016

460
2,010
2,055

80,044
3, 7.50

27,884
2, 300
1,800
300
840
300

3,650
128, 004

800
30, 1»0
3,000
1,330

4,700
1,487,100
0, ,547, 343

276. OOO
018, 773
134,000
740, 000
407, 000

44,000
110.000
44, 167

1,410.172
230, 000

1,362,015
255, 203
15.000
15,000
48,400
1, 475

024, 000
8, 889, 000

«I41
,TO, .)58

201,333

5, 620
8. 328
2, 235

10, 750

4, 500

10,813
30,000

26, 407, 582 1810, 326 26, 010, 821

880
3. 075
3,510

.'III. 621

4,500
17, 372
2,871
2,700
450

1,900
205

5,200
147, 030

600
58, eoo
4,325
1,400

13, .500

1,145,8.58

0, 723, 673
8;'), 000

283, OOO
1,021,051

l!»l, 150

out, .500

508, 000

752, 041
60,000
1.50,000

59, 000
2,193,320

272, 000

1,325,423
.503, 327
16, 000
18. 000
69. eoo
1.800

7.36, 800
9, 985, 080

8.413
33, 750

$405
20, 704

358, 123

3,400
5,835
0,060
3, 2l<8

23. 020
5. 7.50

11,957
1,500
4,275
3, 590

39, 552
5, 100

24, 270
5 468
2,8%

540
2,760
450

0, 140
154, 001

2,400
70, 170
3,365
1,575

655.119 30, 154,680 777,282 36,757,287 Ml

1802.

Pounds.
I
ValuJ

15, 000
'

2,513,03-.'

0, 843, 027
530. 01 III

350. OIMI

3,310,11.'.

184. .5011

1,410, .51111

617. 112

65. 140

103, (KIO

103, 3."ili

3, .507, 345
321,720

2.419, 102

54.1, 023

20. 000

20, 000

70, 0011

2, 000

084, 000

0, 805, 440

13. 123

37, 500

IM.
ti'.',)j|

:ifa.3

II, ill

I,:

4 511

JAa
fliuu

r>,i.i|

4:1, 4l|

'1,1

117,

121,54

52

i,:s|

The crabs, clams, oysters, frogs, oil, etc., specified by poniid.s in

foregoing table are, in the following suppleineiitary table, reduced tij

the basis on which they are sold in the markets, and the nunilii'i o|

whales and fur seals are shown: .

Products.

Craba number .

.

Clams bushels.

.

Oysters do

—

Whales number..
Fur seals do
Frogs do
Sognsh oil gallons .

.

1800.

16, 133
8,014

148, 150
3

4,620
51.000
4,000

1801.

23, 200
10.525

100,428
12

4,267
40, ;(80

4,500

1892.

9.!1

(64.9

9,14

6,3,11



1RIE8.
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Table ahouinn Inj counties the nativity of pemons emphtyvd in llii' Jiaheriva nf II'

in 1S92.
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rii8 of 'I ((WiiiijiBjH, Hhiiwintj by countieB the nat'wnalitu of peraonii emjiloyul in the fliheriea of WatK-^
inyton in 1892.
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Table »liowing bn counties the apparatus and cupilal emploi/eil in the fisheries of IVaslt-

inyton in 1S89, 1S90, 1S91, and 1S9S.



•:ries.

hcrics of nVi(t/i.

110
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Table nhowinq h>i vounl'ws the iipparatim and capilal cmploiied in the Jliiherivt of Jt'iinh-

Ingtoii in W.vy, IS!K), UVJJ, and 7,y.«—C'dutimuid.

Yi<art and coiintlDH.



;IES.

riei of h'anh-

iihIi

liitnl.

0,000

3, 000

:t, (100

.'i, (100

4. 000
5. (100

9, 000

T.Mi.l

illVlHl

ll(l'll(.

.t«s, m
12.IJIK)

7, (175

17, 42.1

.'., li'5

l.'i."., .W

0, 7:f.'

31!l.:)14

24,il.V)

Id, MO
I.II4II

."07. -'.'id

1,000 1,261.078

|

3,000

8,066

5, (100

I, (100

!), 000

>o. 000

5. .150

I'J, IM
8, :ioo

l!i,t-;w

5. IIK)

124.M
12, IW.'i

0, 7:k

2.")lt. l.'iO

27. 82(1

1.7110

3:1. r.'o

l.(UU

.MIO. (»,)

1.5,000
1 1,117,087

0,000

S.OOO

.1, 000
7, 000
!0, 000

5.000

17. (MIO

111. 00(1

5,:i50

20. 1*1

7.HriO

21.585

B, 340

156. 072

22. !J7u

0. 775

404, 107

6."., 056

l,7llll

28. 200

10, 920

1.0(iO

.ViL.'idS

711. IKKI

If), 000 1. 48(i, 50a

10. 000

c, 600

lO. 600

5,000
3, 000

!.-), 000

5,000

2, 000
,0,000

44,985
26. 447

9, 975

22, 775

0,h(io

190.725

21,481)

0, 732

,555. f<95

91.608

1,700

2s, :m
21.420

1.0.55

452. Hill

90. 281)

,6,000 1,593,567
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I'lihle nhoirlnti fri/ oonntleB and species the yield of the JltheHrs of Waihlngtnn in iS89,

•SpecloB.

Itliii'lmck HiiliiiDii.. .

I hinixik MiiliiiDii. . .

.

rillllln-IMNi

Ill,:: Hiiliiion

lllliillKt

Iliiiii|>lii(('k HaliiKiM.

i:„, kiiHJi

>il iT hhIikiiii

M. I'llii'ud Hiiliiiiin .

.

Sliirmiiiii

Wluilft

Total .

ChnliiilJH.
{

Claltiim.

I'diimta. Vnlui). rduiitlii. Vnlim

1,086,075

1, 282, 200

i|>21,701

32, 044

130, OUO
47, 2IU

300, 000
39, 350
6U, 000
86, 440

2,307,275 53,746 063,000

«2, 500
U65

4,600
810

1,«50

2, 696

800

13, 020

(Jlnrku.

I'oiiikIh.
I

Value.

51,780 »I,737
30,200 I 1,310

8,020 263

90,870 3,310

Cowlitz.

I'oundH, Value.

13, 000
81,000

(|3no

3,240

26. 675
42, 325
218,985

667
1,143

2, 300

381, 985 7,74U

SiM-cii's.
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Table showing h\j countiva and speoieB the yield of the fmheriea of Washington in ISOO.

Species.

Blnebnck salmon .

Chinook Halnion .

.

Cultus-cod.

Chehalia. Clallam. Clarke.

Pounds. Value. Founds. Value. Pounds
i
Value.

I I

. 152, 170 !|I3,0.55

75,000 »1.875 7!),3(!0 2,250
120,000 $2.3,W

DogBnliiion ' 63,800 1,275IJog
Hiilibut

; !
280,000 . 4,200

IlerriiiB ' . .

Rocktisli ' O.'i.OOO 1.725
Silver salmon

[
130, 000 ; 3, 750 90. 200

i 3, 000 :

.Smelt
;

St«-.'llioad salmon..! ! ;
21,680

Sturftccm I

'

"VVhaleH I
' 000

247

Cowlitz. JefTeraon.

Pounds. {Value. Pounds. Value.

20,000 $700
137,000 5.480

37. 150

70. 850

255, 263

I

28,000 $710

!
6,000 121)

80,000 l.'KXl

17.000 340

743

1,717
2, 871

16,000
20, 000

m
800

Totol

.

225,000 5,626 625,000 13,150

I
'

i

252, 150 5,561 i 520,263 111,611 il67,000 4,350

SpecioH

King. Klickitat. Ifason. Pn<,i:'.c.

Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value.] Pounds. i Value,

Black-cod
Bluclmck salmon.
Cblnook Haliuon . .

.

'

93.793
Cultuscod

I

11,000
Dog Halmon 745,485
Flounders 49,000
Halibut

'•

177,000

Herring i 70,000
Perch

I
44,000

Rockfish
Shad
Silver sahnon 719,700
Smelt

j
60,000

Stwlhead salmon..' 172,460
Trout, black-Hpot-

\

ted

$2,686
220

5,890
980

5,310
1,050
880

i

357,535
212,410

Trout, Halmon
Crabs ' 38,400
Shritnp .

13,9,V>

1,650

3,449

42,000

117,875

1,600
i

$9,913 i

5,531 ,

. 213,515 $4,270

.2,110,975 03,002

682
26, 125 : 2,090

Pierce.

Pounds.; Value.

4,700

38,300
117,000 i

103.488
85,000

203,000
170,000

I

1,733
I

412,430. 4,123

45,000
9,237

358, 122

150,000

1,350

724

7 814

2,250

1,700Clams 204,000
OyMtors
Fur seals
Frogs I 10,813 1 4,325 |.

DogHshoil

58,906
1,524,000 $38,100 0,898,200 100,698

16,000
15,000 :

10,<H)0

1,475
420,000
390,000 I

2,700

450

:ioo

295

3„TO
7,;il2

-30,000 i 1,400

Total

.

Species.



IRIES.

ngton in ISOO.

Jefferson.

le. Pounds. Value.

.. 28,000

.. 6,000

.

.

80,000
.. 17,000

$710m
1,900

340

3

7
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!

Table showing by cuuntiea and species the yield of the fitheries of Washington in ISDl— |
Continued.

Species.



IIE8.

tgton in 1S91—

Total.

onnda.
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Tahh showing by counties, apeoiea, and apparatus of capture the yield of vessel fisheries of
Washinyton in 1SS9, IS'JO, 1891, and ISOi'—ContiwnoA.

Year.



ERIES.

vessel fiaheriex of

e.
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Tables showiny by counties, apeciea, and apparatus of capture the yield of the shore lUh-
tries of IVashinytou in 18S0—Coutiniicd.

' Tahlen the

Count icH iiDil Hpeoies,



:ries.

'' the shore Jith-

iAuea.
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Tables showing by counties, species, and appaiutiis of capture the yield of the shore fish-
eries of Washington in 18S9—Coiitiuiiud.

ruunils. Value,

254, 000 1 ifr), UK) p
47, 210 !)ti5

345, OUO
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Table showing by vountieK, upciiea, and apparatus of capture the yield of the shore fmlimet
of Washington in 1890—Continued.

M'k shot

Coiintieit and species.



RIES.

ie shore jMierieB
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Lines,
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Table ahowing by vountiei, tpeciva, and apparaiuH of citpliiiv lliv i/icld of the shore jUhcricii

of H'aBhinyton in lH9t.

C'(iuiiti<'8 anil HpefiicH.



lES.

nhoirJUhirifa

Liiiea.

mnds. I Viilnc,

PACIFIC C0A8T FIHHKKIF.S. 275

115,000 $2,275

;ii5,'6llO 5,' 350

411,776 ,
»;i5

37, 880
I

757

11111,0(10 I 2,77:1

82, 3.'i(l ' 2.MH

097,000 ! 14,780

1
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Tabic nhvrciny hij counim, »}ht\ch, and njiiiardliiHi)/ inpture the i/kld of the shore fliihtriiH

of H'uuhintjtun in JHUI—Coutluued.

CiiiiiilicH mill Hpi<cle«.
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IE8.

bhore finherkii

IMUM, l(lll|«, nil .

miihIii.
,

Viilii,,.

Tiihh Khoiriufl hy entinliei, Hpecicn, ami iipjtaralHiioJ' rniilure the uhlil of the nhorv Jithtrieit

of It anhhiiilon in ISO,;.
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Table oho'Viiig by counties, 8pecien, and ajiparatiiH of capture the yield i\f the shore fisheries

of U'aehington in 1SU2—C'outiuned.

Counties and species.



:e8.

kure JifiheHea

Lines,

iiids. Vnliio.

2.'), 000 i '$2, MO

(J(JO
j

«0

40.000 I \,m

20, OOO
I

3, OO'l

«.<,ooo
I

7.;is)o

27!'t,"il(l(V

74, 000
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Table showing by couutiea and specien the yield of the ahori fiaheriea of Waahiityton— SA Tuhle

Continued.

SCMMAKY.

1889.

CoimtieB luid HpccioB.
Pounds. Value.

Clii'lmlis:

Chiuocik salmon 1,085,075 $21,701
Dog .saluiou

I

Silver Halinoii
j
1,282,200 32,044

Sturfiroii '

Total 2, 367, 275 53, 745

Clallam

:

CultllH 00(1

Floimdf rs

Halibut
HorriiiK
Dog Haliiiou

Huiii))l(ack Halmoii.

.

liocktlsh
Silver salmou
AVliales
Fur-seal pelts

Total

130. 000
I

2, 500

300, OUO

47, 210
39, 350
CO, WH)
8U, 440

Clarke:
Blucliaek salmon . .

.

Cliinook salmon
Steelhead salmon . .

.

Total.

Cowlitz:
Bluebaok salmon
Chinook salmon
Silver salmon
Steelliead salmon
Sturgeon

Total

Jefferson

:

Cultus-eod
Halibut
Herring
Silver salmon
Smelt

Total

.

King:
Chinook salmon
Dog salmon ,

Flounders
Herring
Hnm]ibai'k saluion . .

.

Perch
Silver salmon
Smelt
Steelhead salmon
Crabs
Kiogt
Clums

Total

Klickitat:
Bliieback satmon ..

Chinook saliiinn . ..

Silver salmon
Steelhead salmon .

.

063, 000

4,500

1800.

Pounds. Value.

75, 000

150, 000

225,000

120, 000

905
810 .

1.1)50

2, Oil."i i

800 '.

280, 000

'
03,' 800

05, 000
98, 200

13, 020

51,750 1,737
30,2(10 1,310
8, 920 203

625, GOO

$1,875

3, 750

1801. 1892.

Pounds.
I

Value. Pounds. I Value

I

00,000 ! $1,500

130, 000
j

3, 150

190,000 4,650

4, 200

'i,'275'

1, 725
3, oon

600

115,000
8, 1.50

315, 000
1.5,000
55, 140
)7, 880

100, 000
103, 980

13,150

l.VJ, 170 3,0,55

7.-., 300 ' 2,259
24,080 247

90, 870 3, 310
I

252, 150 5, 561

13,000
81, 000
26, 075
42, 325

218, 985

300
240
C07
143
300

I

20, 000 I 700

i;i7,0U0 : 5,480

750, 150

2,275
163

5, 350
l.'')0

1, 060

2, 775
3, 103

2,400

18, 093

37, 150

70, 850
255. 203

743
1,717
2, 871

53, 830
35, 500

_9^300

98, 630

12,000
82,500
53, 400
08, 600

503. 327

1,8.55

2, 275

_ 254

3, 384

42(1

3, 300
1,068
1,537

5, 468

381,0.85
i

7,740 | 520,263
;

11, ,511 710,827 11,793

19, 000
41,000
1.5,000

6, 000
25, 000

106,000

80,248
289, 247
25, 000
35, 000

181, 427
23, 000

1, 086, 060
33, 00(1

00, 570
14,400
7, 500

108, 000

500
820
3(M)

300
750

2,670

828
415
,500

525
764
400
922
825
811
000
(100

900

21,000
.50, 000

17, 000
7, 0(10

20, 000

115,000

93, 79?
745, 485
40. 000
70,000

44, 000
719, 700
66. OOtt

172, 400
38, 400
10. 813

204, 000

14,000
00, 000
16,000

6, ,500

22, 000

398, 738
322, 000
751,477
38^)00

li 510, 215

117, 000
12, 400

354, 000
25, 000
91,690

123, 000
149, 310

$7, 04;i

l.Dlii

13, ;||J7

I'JII

22,240

2, 3(15

'.•48

6, (i:i5

251)

1,70.^)

872, 400

162,500
65 825
35.400

263,725

15,000

3,315

4, l(l.'i

liUU

2,700

21,323

4.875

2.245

_ 072

8,092

420
1,200
320
325
600

110,000
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Waahiiiyton—

1892.

i>iiiids.
: Value.

!ft8, 738
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PACIFIC COUNTY.

This comity is favorably located in vcsjiect to its fishing resources.

One-lialfofits sontliern border is at the mouth of the Columbia River,

Here arc located over oOO ])ound nets used in the salmon lishery, many
of Avhich arcowned iji the connty. Here, also, a large part of the salmon

catch of the river is taken and distributed among the salmon camieries

on bolh sides of the river. Mere, at certain seasons, sardines, herrin;^,

shad, and other varieties not now utilized hold out inducements for the

extension of the fisheries.

Just outside of the incmth of the Columbia, and off the shores of

Pacific (.-'ounty, are good fishing-grounds on which may be found in

more or less abundance, at all seasons of the year, rockfish, flounders,

perch, halibut, and numerous other varieties of good food-fish, to all of

which only slight attention is given.

At the northern end of the county Willapa Harbor is a good liavcii

for shelter, and leading from it is Willapa l>ay, formerly known as

Shoalwater Day, which is noted for its extensive beds of native oyK*^<'rs.

as well as the abmidanee of salmon occurring during the fall.

The fisheries of Willapa Bay are confined to the salmon and oyster

business, in addition to which a small quantity of crabs taken in tlie

salmon nets are iitilized.

The run of salmon was fair in 1889, light in 1890 and 1891, and tlie

largest in many years in 18915. The tish in 1892 were also of larger

size and better quality than the average of past years. Three can-

neries are located on the bay, but only one of them was packing during

1892. The low price of canned salwion and the light run in 1890 and

1891 were so discouraging to the canners that two of the canneries did

not resume in 1892, and the only one packing was ill prepared for the

large run, and was obliged to shut down in the height of the season,

owing to lack of cans in which to pack. The first salmon to enter

this bay are the chinooks, locally known as black salmon; they run

from the last of July to the last of August, with some stragglers later.

Silver salmon appear about the middle of August and drop off in Sep-

tember, to be followed by dog salmon and another run of silver salmon

during the last of Septenjber or early in October. A few steelheads are

found in SJiovember, but oidy a light run of them occurs before December,

after which they are to be found more or less abundantly all winter.

The salmon catch is chiefly by i)ound nets, of which twelve weie

located on Xorth River and three on Wiliapa River, near their entrance

to the bay. As showing the abundance of salmon in 1892, the catch of

1,700 salmon, of which 1,400 were silver salmon, at one lift ol a siiif-le

pound net may be recorded. Pound nets are put down in August,

previous to whi(!h time the fishing in Willapa Bay is of small extent

and for local use.

The prices paid the salmon fishermen during 1892 were 10 cents each

for silver salmon, 25 (lents each for chinook salmon, and 5 cents each for

; dog salmo
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dog salmon. During 1892 no arrangements had been made for salting

the catch of salmon, aud preparation-s for canning were based on the

expectation of only a light run, as in the two previous years. At the

date of closing, thousands of salmon were taken from the pound nets

only to be refused at the cannery aud then thrown away from want of

salt and barrels in which to cure or tins in which to pack them; the

tisliiug was consequently discontiiuxed.

During December, 1892, the railroad reached Willapa Bay, its ter-

minal being at South Bend on the Will.ipa Kiver. The first house in

South Bend is reported to have been built in 188'.) ; in 1892 the town had
a population of 2,000. With the advent of the railroad a cold-storage

(•onii)any was organized to engage extensively in the fresh-fish trade.

Should the plans of the company be realized it would be of great

luhantage to the fishermen and would provide an outlet for any such

abiuulance of salmon as was witnessed in 1892.

The growth of the salmon fishery of Willapa Bay from 1890 to 1892

was phenomenal. In 1890 the only salmon taken were for local use.

In 1891 30,000 pounds of silver salmon were shipped fresh, in addition

to the local cousumi)tion. In 1892 10,800 cases of silver salmon and
I'.UOO cases of dog salmon were canned, and 75,000 pounds of fresh

cliinook salmon were sent to market, the total catch of the 45 salmon

tisliermen being 1,034,000 pounds, valued at $10,075.

The oyster industry of Willapa Bay has its principal headquarters at

Hay Ceuter, though the business is important at Oysterville. In 1892

jd") persons were employed, including 143 Indians; $47,735 was invested,

and the value of the output was $101,179. Next to San Francisco Bay,

the oyster industry of Willapa Bay is more important than elsewhere

on the Pacific Coast,

Since the oyster beds in Willapa Bay were visited by the writer in

ls,S9 they had suffered severe loss from numerous storms; at times

the shoal waters of the bay would sweep the oysters from the beds,

leaving them in rows, buried in the mud and grass of the bottom.

Thousands of bushels of oysters were thus killed. With the increased

caie of the beds, the replanting of the small oysters and of shells, the

great losses by storms have been overcome, aud the (piantity of oysters

talci'ii for market has been kept up to the average of late years. For

years the business was carried on with little or no regard to the future

niterestof the beds, the chief and only aim of the fishermen seemingly

heing to take all the oysters possible during the time permitted, without

cnitivating or caring for the beds in any way. Tlie decline in the native

beds called attention to the necessity for preserving them from complete

depletion, and measures were taken by the State with that end in view.

During the open season before cold weather the native oysters are

gathered by hand at low tide, the beds being entirely exposed, and

only the market oysters being taken. With the return of the tide the

oysterinen work from boats with tongs, and the catch under such cir-

cumstauces is culled, all small oysters and old shells being returned to
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the water. During the prevalence of cold weather rakes and shovels

take the place of hand-picking at low tide, and the oysters are culled,

as is done with tiiose taken by means of tongs.

The oysters gathered at Bay Center are mostly marketed at Siiij

Francisco; those taken at Oystervilh; go to Portland, Orcg.

The quantity and value of the oyster output of the bay in 1S8!), 18!H),

1891, and 1892 were as follows:

Location.
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1802.

3iiahi!lH.
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There was a

1, these lisU

biiving an average weight of 12 pounds. There was also a small run

of dog salmon in the river after November 1. Steelheads are found

from November to the following March, but the closing of the canneries

before the run begins had, ]>rior to building the railroad, prevented

tlieir utilization. The prices received by the salmon fishermen in 1892

were 'SO cents each for chinooks, 15 cents each for silver salmon, and
,") cents each for dog salmon. In 1892 there were 102 fishermen em-

ployed in the salmon fishery of the Chehalis lliver, 34 of whom came
fitini the Columbia lliver after the close of the season on that stream.

Of the capital employed, amounting to $.'52,285, $7,3(M) represented nets,

hoats, etc., brought from the Columbia. Fifty-eight Chinamen were

emidoyed as cannery hands. The aggregate catch of salmon on the

("hehalis in 1892 was 1,472,215 pounds, with a value to the fishermen

of 822,05(>. This quantity included salmon canned, used locally, and
shipped fresh by exi)resH. During the years 1889 and 1892, when
s;\imon canning was done on this river, the following quantities of the

different kinds of salmon were packed:
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years iv^o, (Hiietly for the reason that the attempts to utilize the line

resources ot the rejjion iiave not been snfHciently extensive and enoiiuli

capital has not been put into the business to demonstrate the success

<tf the industry. The great dei)rossioM in all kinds of business diiriii}>

the past \'iiw years iiad its ell'ects here as elsewhere and prevented the

introduction of new enterprises or the enlarj^einent of those alreiidy in

existence. There is little' reason to doubt that m the near Itituic

the lisliing l)usiness of this county will be of jii-eat importance. A
number of small sized sailboats usm;,' hand lines for (udlus-cod and

halibut furnish the city with an abundance of food-tish, the surplus

cat'.'li being sent to the various jmrts on I'uget Sound. Thi.s, at pws-

ciit, constitutes the extent of the llshin}> industry of the <!ounty, witii

tlie exce])tion of a small amount of seine lishing for herring ami smelf.

The western end of this county, which borders on the Pacific Ocean,

is mountainous ami unsettled, and maintains no li.sberies.

CLALLAM COrNTV,

On the west this county abuts on the Pacitic Ocean, while its nortluni

bcu'der extends the entire lengtii of the Stiait of Fuca. It is tliereloio

conveniently located with reference to the tishing-grounds, and it niiiiii-

tains fislu'ries of great and growing importance. The chief lisliing

centers are Neah JJay, Port Angeles, and Dungemis.s.

The lishery resources of this county are varied iind valuable. The

western section is mountainous and sparsely settled, and the tishing is

conlined to the taking of saluKui by the Indians living along the biiiilcs

of the Quillaiute liiver, Avhich tlows through their reservation. Sniail

quantitiesof halibut and cod, with an occasional whale, are also taken

by these Indians, who depend chiellyou these produc^ts for their winter

supply of food. During tlie early spring months, ibr several weeks, the

fur seal is found resting and feeding off' the shores of this county bel'oio

proceeding on its migrati<in to IJering Se.'i. In the fall immense iiiim

bers of salmon come in from the ocean on their way up the strait and

sound. Herring, anchovies, and smelt are also found in large bodies.

The fishing banks and shoals in the immediat<; vicinity of the noitli-

western end of the county abound with lish, of which halibut, cultus-cod.

rockfish, and black-cod are most sought after, while llounders, penli,

doglish, sharks, sculpins, and many other species are also abundant.

Tiie value of the fishery resources of this section has long been known,

but uj) to the past few years the attempts made to utilize the resources

have been limited.

In ISSn these fisheries were investigated for the United States Fish

Commission by the writer, who again visited the region in 1892. In the

interim the attention of the fisliermen had been especially directed to

this section by the printed reports distributed by the Commission, and

as a result the fishermen largely extended their operations in tliat

vicinity, marketing their (;atch at the various cities on the strait and

sound, whence the surplus was shipped to the interior.
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BOWHEAD OR ARCTIC WHALE {Hdlifiui mi/.iliirlus).
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CALIFORNIA SMELT (..|///rn)i.</i.s(> ,iili/i)niiiitKis\.
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SACRAMENTO PERCH [Aivliiiiilifiis iiiterrKptuH).
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BLACK-BANDED ROCKFISH («f6«.s/u/i»i//s iiiunirinctHS).
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CORSAIR iSi'hiiDtirhtlnix co.snrciis'l.

TREEFISH iSch<i.iti<-litlill'< nfirici'i'sl
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CALIFORNIA FLOUNDER ( Pmalichthys stellatus).
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SURF SMELT i HypDiiusus imliosiis).
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I

Neah Bay.—Tlie most important of the fisliiiiff communities of this

c(miity IS Neah Kay, h)cate(l on a reseivation of tlie 3Iakah Indians.

Its nearness to the lisliiny-giounds makes it important as a harbor of

refuge for lisheiinen of this entire rej;i()n. In iSOl' tlie Indians of Neah
Bay numbered U'i, Th'^y are industrious, self-su])portiii}>', (juiet, and

lieaceable. Tlie only work i)erf()rnu'd by them is ,'onnected with the

lishories, with the exception that during the hoppiclving season men,

women, and children are engaged in the hoi)yards of the white settlers

of distant counties on or near IMiget Sound. As rejjorted in 1889, these

Indians continue to procure the larger part of their food supply from

the iishing-grounds of the Strait of Fuca and the adjacent ocean. No
records are kept of their cat( h, and the amounts credited in the tables

are based on careful estimates made at the agency.

Halibut are the favorite foodtish of thu Indians. It is estimated

at the agency that 28(),()0(> pouiuls of this fish are used annually as food,

in addition to the (piantities sold. During ISOli i fishing lirm located

at Tacoma had a steamer employed in visiting the grounds near Cape
Flattery s-nd Inlying the catch from the Indians and the small «iailing

vessels of white men. It is the practice of the Indiiuis to go into camp
near ("ape Flattery, where the fish are dressed and disj)osed of, those

not sold fresh being taken lionn' imd smoked for future use. The home
market thus created induced a liirgely increased catch.

The average daily catch of a halibut canoe is about 40 fish, having

an average weight ol' .'iO pounds, many of the fish taken being much
heavier. The fishing season is from the middle of May to tlie middle

of August, after which time Miree fourths of the Indians leave for the

lioj) vineyards. The Imlibnt continue to be taken by the Indians with

large, cumbersome wooden hooks made by them, which they prefer to

the regular trade hooks used by white men. Halibut have been found

in their usual abundance on the several flshing-grounds inside and

oiitHide the Stniit of I'ucii, although the larger catch is taken in the

ocean. In rough and stormy weather tishiug can be successfully carried

on inside the mouth of the strait.

In ISDii new grounds were resorted to with excellent results. These

were located from 2."» to 40 miles southwest from ( "ape Flattery, and

fishing was done in a depti; of T.'t fathoms. The Indians of this county

j)ay but little attention to salmon. Their catch is only made by troll

ing a bone or spoon hook in the American waters of the Strait of

Fuca. The principal portion of the salmon run. whi.ih occurs in the fall,

is said to be on the British side of the strait, o'l reaching the inner

extremity of which the fish turn into their customary routes, one body

going into Fuget Sound undone going northward into the Strait of

(ieoigia destined for tlie Fraser Fiver.

The pursuit of the fur seal is an important branch of tlie fisheries

carried on by the Indians of Neah Jhiy. Small sailing vessels making

their head(iuarters at that point are employed, several of which are

owned by the Indians. In addition to the fi'C sailing vessels used, in

F. H. 'X: l!»
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1892 two others were bought and one was built in Seattle, too late for

use during that year, all of which were to be put into this fishery in

the following season.

Whales are pursued in large canoes that often go 15 or 20 miles

from the shore. Only harpoons and lances are employed by the Indians

in the whale fishery. After being killed, the whale is buoyed with large

air bags made from the skins of sea lions and towed to the shore, where

it is soon cut up and divided among the tribe. The blubber is cut into

long, narrow strips and smoked for later use as one of their favorite

articles of food.

The Indian, almost from infancy, is familiar with the canoe and its

management. Very young children are often noticed dexterously

manipulating the paddle in miniature canoes, and during youth the

greater part of the life of the Indians is spent in their canoes. Strange

to say, howe\ er, they do not feel safe on the deck of a vessel and seldom

be(!ome good saiK)rs. Even in the fur-seal lishery in which the Indians

are the owners of the vessels employed, they never go any distance

from land without having a while man aboard as navigator.

On returning from a fishing trip, the work of the Indian fisherman

ceases until he again er<-ers his canoe. The women meet the boats as

soon as they land and attend to all the details connected with the care

and preservation of the catch.

The canoes used by the Indians are , made of red cedar, each from

a single log. Canoes of different sizes ire employed in the different

fisheries, the standards being about as follows:

Dimensions and crews of Indian canoes, Kedh Bay.

Fisheries in which employed.
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i

During 18S9 aiul 1890 the sealing vessels of Neah liay were seized

for illegal sealing. Ju 1891 they took 815 seals, which were sold for

$14,947, and in the following year 1,743 seals were killed, which

brought $10,537, Three vessels were used in 1891 and live in 1892.

Port Angelea.— ''i or to 1891 the fisheries of this port were confined

to the operations >; the Indians who live im the vicinity, but with the

growth of the j)lace during the years covered by this report more atten-

tion was given to developing the fishing business. A fishing and

canning company under the name of the Port Angeles Packing Com-
pany was organized in 1892, a small cannery was built, and $10,000 was
invested in the plant, riie business was started too late in the season

to do more tlian prepare for the ensuing year.

Two small vessels and several boats were engaged in the line and

gill net fisheries of this place, the catch, consisting of cultus-cod, liali-

bu , id salmon, being marketed at Port Townsend or Seattle, when
not sold locally. Fish of numerous varieties are fairly abundant at

most seasons of the year, and the port has one of the best harbors in

this region. It would therefore appear that with the further growth

of the country the fisheries will receive more attention. In 1891 and
1892 the following (|uantities of fish were taken by tlie fishermen of

Port Angeles and the immediate vicinity,includingsome Indian fisher-

^len of Elwha Creek, located miles west of Port Angeles:

1.
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PIEllCE COUNTY.
f

Tliis county (M'('ui)U's the liead of Paget Sound and lias as its fishing

center Tacoma, where most of the fishcriuen of the county reside and

nearly all of the catch is marketed. With the recent growth of the

city, the construction of a large cold-storage warehouse, and the invest-

ment of more capital in the industry, the outlook for the fishei'ies is

very encouraging to the fishermen, and th'> results of the business

present a considerabk increase since the last report.

The principal fisheries are for salunui, carried on witii i)ound nets;

for cultus-cod, halibut, and rockfish, Viirli lines; for tlounders, heriiiig,

salmon, smelt, etc., with seines; and for oysters and clams, with tongs.

The most impi>rtant f^iugle products are oysters and silver salmon.

During 18!»2 a firm largely interested in the llsheries placed the

steamer Fvanch Cutting in the business. This steamer was chiefly

used as a transporter, making f'cfiuent trips from Tacoma to the several

fishing banks of tiie sound and strait. The fishing seascm extended

from May ) to November L', during which time about 50(MK)0 pounds of

halibut, 50,(K)0 i>onnds of blackcod, and 75,000 poumls of cultus-cod

were bought from the fishermen on the lisiiinggrounds, in addition to

which the crew of the steamer caught about l.'0,00() jmunds of halibut.

On securing a fare the steamer returned to Tacoma, wheie the catch

was placed in cold st(U'age until needed. Fisliing fi)r halibut and the

other fish is done by a small licet of sailing vessels using hand lines.

Besides the halibut, black-cod, and cultus-cod brought in by the

steamer, this firm handled (;onsiderable (juantities ol" salmon, smelt, and

sturgeon. After aipplying the local »lcnuuid, the suri)lns catch was

l)acked in refiig< rator cars and shipped tr» points east of the Hocky
Mountains, '^ho sturgeon liandled came by rail fnmi (Jiays Harbor

the other fisn were caught locally. This was probably the first year in

which smelt were sent from tiie Pacific ( 'oast to the East. The business

of frec/^ing and shipi>ing fresh fisli to easteiii points promises a large

increase in the near future. In I.S91 one car, with 1M),00(» pounds of

fresh fish, was senteast. in 1802, up to the middle of December, eleven

cars, containing 207,309 pcmnds of fresh frozen fisii, liad beoi scnf,

while half a dt>zen car loatls still renuiiiied in storage, to be forwardetl

later.

KINO COUNTY.

The most imjiorfant fishing centei' of this cciiiity is Seattle. The
rapid growth in the population of Seatth-, t lie building of a cold storage

warehouse, and the establishment of new fishing firms have led to ii

threefold inciease in the fisheries of this county as compared with ISSS.

The salaion canning business of Seattle and vicinity iias fiuctuated

considerably m recent years. In 1880 three canneiies were opeiatcd.

During tljat season one wjw destroyed by fire, and the following year

another shared tlie same fate, and the third was closed. The cannery

destroyed in 1800 was bi rued during the packing season, but the

business was continued iu iv hastily provided temi)')rary building, the
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packiii}]: for the season beiiij;' necessarily inncli reduced, owing to the

interruption. A larj^e new cannery to rephice tlie loss by fire was con-

structed, and was tlie only one in operation during tiie yeais 18!)1 and
18!»2. The most abunchuit salmon taken in this county is the dog sal-

mon, which constitutes about five-twelfths of the cat<!h. vSilver salmon

is luixt iu abuiuhince, rei)resenting one-tlunl the ciitcli, while steelhead

and cliinook salmon, respectively, comprise one-sixth and one-twelfth

of the yield. In 18.S!) about three-eighths of the salmon catch of this

county was obtained l)y means of jiouiid nets, but iu the later years

the use of purse seines has been incueasing and pound nets have been

given up, so that in 18!»2 three-fcmrths of the catch was made with purse

seines and one-foarth with gill nets.

A tleet of snuill-sized schooners, built for the ii.Nlieries during the

years 1801 and 18',tl3, at once inaugurated the halibut fishery, and their

witch met with a ready sale at Seattle.

The business of shipping fish fresh in refrigerator cars is growing in

imimrtance. 81iipmeiits are as yet confined to fresh salmon and halibut

consigned mostly to ])oints cast of the Missouri Kiver, Each car carries

from 12 to 18 tons of fish. In 1890 six carloads, comprising 195,250

pounds of I'rcsh fish, were sent cast from Seattle; the fo. lowing year,

ninete<'n carloiids, aggregating (!90,210 jxtunds, were sent east. Tp to

l)ecend)er 1, 18!)2, live carloads, < quivaient tol21,5.">(> pounds, had been

sent, and it is probable that the shii)ments during the remainder of the

year would make the aggregate for the season fully eipuil to that of 1891.

The Puget Sound and Alaska Commcrciitl ('omi>any. of Seattle, was

the pioneer of the cod-fishing liusiness of that citj'. The linn began

operations in February, 1892, and on IMarcli 5 of that year sent the

sclu'oner Moonlujlit, of (i8 tons, with a crew of 17 men, on the first cod-

fishing trip from Seattle. The vessel fished in I'ering Sea and returned

to Seattle on August 20 with 175,000 ])()unds of suit cod. Soon after

being landed the fish were prepared in the tisual manner as boneless

cod and placed on the market. The success attending this lirst trip

and the favorable i<'ception accorded the ]irei)ared catch indicate that

the future may see this biisincss largely increased.

The pelagic fur-seal fishery has for many years received consttt«MMe

attention in Seattle. Of hiti^ more vessels and larger craft have bwn
engaged in this branch of the lisherics. During isjrj the vessels were

very successful in taking seals and in receiving goni prices iu th*

Lcmdou market, to which the entire catch wsss sent. At the efcwe of

1892 vessels were being overhaulccl and mado readv for an e.'^rly s(art

in .January, 189.'!, for Ihe dist^uit sealing-gromuls »&' the <'<»asi of J^pan.

SKAGIT COINTN.

This county is favorably locate^l with reference to the <'stiii\g grounds

of the Strait of Fuca and Strait of <ie<)rgia, and niU no doubt come

into ]>r(»niincnce with the fiirlher scttlem«*t<; of ti*- section, boi at the

preseni time it maintains no 1 ical lishcries, and i4w t>nl\ ^aitue ^hiefc
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entitles it to mention is tlie oftsliore cod iiahery carried on from Ana-

cortes, in tliis county. Dnring 1892 direct rail communication was
established between Seattle and this county, with the water terminal

at Anacortes. This town was one of many communities that the open-

ing of the railroad brought into existence. Up to the date of the visit

of the agent of the Fish Commission no attention had been given to

the fisheries, with the exception of the cod fishery noted.

In 1891 Capt. J. A. Mattesou, of Provincetowu, Mass., brought to

Anacortes the schooner Liz::ic ('olhy, which had for a number of years

been engaged in the Grand Banks cod fishery out of Provincetowu.

On the arrival of the vessel she was at once sent to the fishing banks
in Heriug Sci. Although the season was late when fishing began and
the operations were continued only twenty days, <Si"),(K)0 pounds of cod-

fish were taken and brought to Anacortes. On March 17, 1892, this

pioneer vessel in the cod fishery of Washington sailed from Anacortes

on her second trip to Bristol Bay, Alaska, returning August 'M with

364,000 pounds of codfish, whi(^h were caught in three months' fishing.

On the return of the vessel the cargo was stored under ])ickle in tanks

until needed. As occasion requires, the fish are dried on outdoor

tiakes, and prepared for market as boneless codfish. The fish are sold

in Seattle, l*ortland, and other cities of the west coast, and one car load

was sent to Boston, Mass.

WHATCOM rOTTNTY.

This is the most northern county of the Pacific Coast of the United

States. It lies at th« soutaorti entrance to tijc (iulf of (ieorgia and

just northeast of the Strait of Fnca, ;ui(l is of considerable importance

in connection with tlie fisheries. Salmon on their way to the Fraser

River i>ass the shores of this county, oft" which they are usuallj' found

about a mouth earlier than they are in the Fraser. The fisheries are

centered at Poinc lloberts, a military rescvation. Numerous varieties

of fisli are here found, but only salmt.i, kt the present time liave any

commercial importance. Previous to the establishment r*f a salmon

cannery at Point Roltn rts in 1891, all the fishing of the county Avas

confined to the |)«Tiod o'' the early run of saim(ni on their way to tlie

Fraser. At that tiiiMJ the <atch, of whicli no reliable report could be

procured, was n>ed hwady, and sold I' i ne canneries over the boundary

line, on the Fraser HI', t-r, aiid was much less tluMi in 1891 and 1892.

iMiring 1892 f>'. er lliree-fourths of the catch was taken by the 85

white men using ])urse ,-eines and ponud nets, and less than oue-fourth

by 100 Indian fishermen employing icef nets and gill nets. The reef

net, of which a diagram and description were given in the i)revious

report on the fisheries of this coast, is gradually going out of use, only

10 being \ised in 1892, against 20 in 1891. The proportional cpiantities

of salmon taken with the different kinds of apparatus are as follows:

Pound nets, two-tenths; purse seines, six-tenths; gill nets, one tenth;

reef nets, one-tenth. Silver salmon and skowitz or dog salmon are

taken by purse seines and gill nets; sockeye or blueback salmon are

h-:
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caught by pound nets, while all species are taken in small quantities

in reef nets. The averaf-o gross weights of the different species of

salmon taken at Point Koberts in 1892 were as follows: Blueback

salmon, 7 pounds; silver salmon, 7A pounds; dog salmon, 10^ pounds.

The prices paid to the lishermeu for these tish were 15 cents, 8 cents,

and (J cents, respectively. ,

The total (juantity of salmon taken in 1891 was 025,885 pounds, and

in 1892 1,043,500 pounds, all of which were caught and used in canning

at Point Koberts.
SAN JUAN COUNTY.

This county consists of numerous islands lying midway between the

island of Vancouver on the west and Skagit County on the east, in

the direct line of migration of the largo bodies of salmon on their way
from the ocean to the Fraser Eiver and other streams of the northwest

coast. While the opportunities for commercial ilshing for salmon and

other fishes are regarded as extremely good, the fishing iulustry is

insignificant. On Waldron Island some attention was given to the

taking and smoking of herring during the years 1891 and 1892, several

hundred thousand pounds of raw material beiug ut!!iz(;d annually.

After being smoked the fisli are ])acked in small boxes holding 5 or

pounds, and find a ready market in the cities of the Pacific Coast.

THE OYSTEll BUSINESS OP PUGET SOUND,

Native oyster beds are abundant in Mason and Thurston counties,

the beds iu Mason County being in Oakland Bay, Case Inlet, Totten

Inlet or Oyster Bay, and Hood (Janal, and those of Thurston County
ill Mu(. Bay near Olympia: .dl of tiieso bodies of water are tributary

to Pugct Sound, During the past few years mor»< attention has been

given to the nati /e beds of this region. The small seed oysters obtained

from the cull hf^ve been planted, and starfish found on tlie beds have

been destroy ;;a. In all cases in which some care has been bestowed on

the beds a gain in the output has resulted, while localities where the

beds have received no attention have generaHy shown a decrease, some
beds worked as late as 1889 now being abandoned. In past years

starfish have been very destrutttive to the mitive beds of Puget Sound;

of late the ettbrts to rid the beds of tliis injurious animal have been

increased, and de|»redations have been almost entirely prevented. The
beds arc exposed at low tide, at which time the starfish are gathered

by hand and ^vitli forkn, and used on tiie land for fertilizer.

In taking oysters in the Puget Sound i-egion tonffs are but little

used—in sonu- instan^-ftx not at all, the oysters being picked by hand at

low tide, and carri*^ to I^Hit.*, where they are culled, small seed oysters

and shells being ret nrucd to tlu beds.

Marked oysters are sent to Olympia, Tacoma, Seattle, and <»ther

I)oin(s, in htw-ks containing 115 i(*Miiids, equivalent to 2 bushels. I'rices

in 1889 were *.'} per sack, and iti IH91 a;nl 1892 iS2.."»0 per sack. The
oyster season is from September 1 to VI ny 1. T^o «»cks per day are

cousidered a fair quantity to be taken by >ue luau.
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Considerahle iiiti-rt'st is 1)(mii{>' taken in tlic ([iR'stum as to whetlior

eastern oysters will inopaj^afe or thrive in the waters of IMiget Sound,

It is reported tliat the experiment will soon be {•iven a trial by plantinfj

a consignment of oysters from tlie I'^ast.

The extent of the oyster industry of Tufiet Sound in the years 1S8!>

to l.S!>2, iiu'Iusiv', i>i shown in tlie followiu};' tables. Tlie number of

men engajied and the eai)ital invested in this industry show little

change from year to year, altliough theie lias been a sligiit increase, in

the <puintity of products, with a reduction in tlieir value. In addition

to the ])ersons shown in the table, tiiere were ])erliai)s as many moic

employed at odd times in connection with the industry, but tiu'ir

operations were too brief to entitle them to mention in tlie tables. In

addition to the quantities of oysters given for ]\Iason and Thurston

counties, about 10,000 bushels are taken annually from these counties

by lishermen living at Tacoma, to which place their catch is credited.

In 1892 small beds of a bivalve mollusk {I'htcunnnomia macroNchlsma)

of uo e('onomi<' value were found between Taconui ai,d Seattle, ('on-

siderable attention was given to this discovery, because of the extensive

notices in the press. By the iiewsi)apers the shellfish were almost

invariably designated as valuable beds of eastern oysters. Their shells

were about the size of a nu-dium eastern oyster. The soft ]»art of most

of them was of a bright red color, resembling fresh meat ratiu'r than

shellfish. The Indians of the sound have long beeu familiar w ith these

mollusks, and rejiort them as good for food at certain seasons and as

poisonous at other times. No exix^riments as to their \ alue for food

were made by the whi'cs, and the beds remain undisturbed.

Persons employeit in thv oyster induxlrij of I'lujil Sninid,

(Jotiiitics :iinl t'ltiiirvit'S.

lttn.<<on

:

I'liitrd StiiN's

I'liitod SliitL's (Indiiiiin).

C'liinii

France

.

Total.

Tliiirslon:

riiifiil Slates (ImliaiiH).

(ii'Huil total.

NnUvity.
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proi»ri('r()is:,iii(lol1i('('r.s complete ami iic(Mirate iiitorinatioii wasohtiiincd

directly rioiii tlio books of eveiy saliiion cannery in Alasiva, witlunit

one dollar of extra expense to the Government.

W'itl) tlieexc('i)ti()n of tlu^ con-siderablecjuantities of fish canglit and
consumed in Alaska by I lie natives, the accoini»anyin<;' tables represent

the entire food fish fisheries of Alaska. Tiie waters of that rejiion,

however, abound in many varieties of line food-fish to which 8car(M'ly

any attention has been f;iven. Sau Francisco firms enjrii^ed in the cod

tishery ])rocure their (;atch on the extensive lishiii;;- banks just olf tlic

shores of Alaska, on which tliey havc^ several stations. Their catcii

will be found in the .statistical tables of California, and the two vessels

in the same business from Washiniitou will be credited to that State.
f

HTATISTICS OF TIIK INDUSTUY.

The following,' tables show, for the years 1889 to 1892, inclusive,

the extent of the fisheries of Alaska. Tlio figures relate to ])('rsoiis

em])loycd; vessels, boats, ai)paratus, etc., used; and the quantity and

value of the catch

:

I'ertouH employnl in the JhUi i-Uh of Alaska.

How i-nijiloycd.
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barrels of salt tish worth $156,576. The persons employed in tliis

branch of the salmon industry and the capital invested therein iiic

uicluded in the figures given in the preceding paragraph and in the

tables which follow.

Persona employed in the salmon industry of Alaska.

T
$

YearH.
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large. One or two boats iitted with drag seines, u cabin on shore for living quarters,

a rough shed or tish house iu which to dress and salt the fish and for performiug siicli

general work us may be required in a limited business of this kind, will sufllco for

all purposes. Many of the well-established aalteries were first started in this luaii-

ner and have since grown to bo of considerable importance. Two or three men with

only a small amount of capital, if they are fortunate in selecting a good locality

where the run of salmon can be relied upon—for the success of the entire busincHs

depends upon the location—can, if they display the re(inired amountof energy, build

up a paying business. They of course must appreciate the fact that at least for

seven months out of the year they must content themselves with beiiag cut off niid

isolated from civilization, but the class of men who seek a livelihood in this remote

part of the world care little for social life, or, if so, the prospect which looms up

before them for making money is fully equivalent to any hardships of this nature

they may undergo.

Several small vessels manned by men of small means have, during the p 't fi^n-

years, made annual voyages to Alaska, spent the fishing season there, and in the fall

brought back the summer's catch. At first they temporarily located themselves liy

way of an experiment where it was thought to be a good position for carrying on

the business. If the experiment proved a success, the next year greater preparatiouH

were made, and in this way from a small beginning quite a number of valuable

plants have been established.

The greater part of the salmon put up at the salteries are caught in drag seines,

although a few are taken in gill nets and traps, but at most places where salterie.s

are situated the drug seine has been found to be the most profitable apparatus of cap-

ture, owing to the great number of smooth beaches where the fish can be easily lakeii.

There are. however, numerous bays, channels, and strains in Alaska where the purse

seine could be used to advantage. The reason why this style of net has not been

adopted iu places where it can be used is because the fishermen of the coast are iiol

experienced in handling it. In 1893 a mackerel purse seine was for the first time

used at Tongas Narrows, in southeastern Alaska. Previous to the introduction of

this seine the drag seine had always been used. Mr. Clarke, one of the owners of tlio

saltery established here, says that after a se.ason's trial he has come to the conclusiou

that the purse seine is superior to the drag seine, aiul during the next season he iutend.s

to employ several of them. The secret of Mr. Clarke's success in fishing for salmon

with a purse seine is in his knowledge of using it, which was gained by nearly twenty

years' experience in the mackerel and other fisheries in New England. Seeing no

reason why salmon could not be caught in the same manner as mackerel in places

where the bottom and general surroundings were favorable, he sent East for enough

twine to make a seine 150 fathoms long, 17 fathomx deep iu the bunt, and 14 fatlioins

on the wings, the size of the twine being 9 and 12 thread. It will be observed that

this seine is considerably deeper in proportion to its length than the ordiiiary

mackerel seine. The re.ison for this extra depth is that salmon, when they liiid

Ihemsrlves surrounded by twine, will, like mackerel, dive, but, us a rule, they will

only go down from 13 to 14 fathoms. By having the seine several fathoms deeper

than they generally dive, a school, when once surrounded, is pretty sure of beiuj;

caught. Mr. Clarke says he did not lose u single school during the summer.

The uttempt to catch the salmon in this manner being only an experiment, every-

thing connected with the 'lew method, except the seine, was crude. A seine boat had

to be built and the crew to man it drilled. The boat was manufactured on the spot

by men connected with the tishing station.

Mr. Clarke finds this method a much more economical way of fishing than with

drag seines. The bottom about Tongas Narrows is very rocky and drag seines are

frequently torn to pieces. This involves a great deal of labor iu keeping them in

repair, and besides the expense amounts to considerable during the season. There

being plenty of water here where the fishing is carried on, the purse seine never

comes in contact with the bottom, and the hardeiit usage it gets is the natural wear

and tear from handling.

i

I
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Two purse seines have been used for several years at Yes Bay. One is 300 fathoms

long and 17 fathoms deep in the bunt, and the other is about 100 fathoms long. The
larger one is used more frequently and is set from a sninll steamer. The superin-

tendent of the saltery at that point says it Avorks all right when be can get men
who know how to handle it. Purse seines have also been in use for two seasons at

Metlaktthtla, and with very good success.

Employes at tho salteries have, heretofore, been paid by the month, but a few

salteiB during tho past season gave their men a lay. Sixty dollars a month for

white fishermen and $1 a day for native help have been the established wages. It

is fast becoming the custom to pay so much per barrel to white iisliennen for all

salmon caught. At all places where this system has been tried it has given satis-

faction to both fishermen and owners. Ten cents a barrel is tho lay received. In all

fishing communities where fishing is performed on a lay much better results follow

than where stipulated wages are given. The constant expectation of good catches

stimulates the men with energy which wages have not the power to bring out. The
lishermcn know that what benefits tho proprietors likewise helps them.

All barrels used for putting up snlniou in southeastern Alaska are manufactured

lit tho snltories. Suitable wood being abundant, they can be made at a reasonable

lirice. During the winter months enough barrels are made to meet the demand for

the coming season. A cooper is an indispensable person about a salmon saltery, for,

besides performing his regular duties as a cooper, he is often called upon to assist

in various mechanical jobs, and is paid by the piece, or so much per barrel—8.5 cents

for making a whole barrel and 65 cents for a half barrel. At this price he can earn

good wages, for he is under no expense for board.

It being the object of every man owning a saltery to enlarge on the plant and in-

crease his business as rapidly as possible, several weeks of each year, before and after

the fishing season, are spent in building wharves if needed, erecting buildings, and

making such improvements as are required to keep a place of this kind in good order.

Many salmon saltcrs have gained n firmer foothold in Alaska than the mere busi-

ness of salting salmon would give them. They have branched out into general

trade, and have stores well stocked with goods of all kinds. In this way they have

drawn around them tho neighboring tribes of Indians who are ever ready to buy
nnd trade for such commodities as they require. The result of barter and trade

with the Indians has been to annually fill the stores with largo collections of furs.

Hear, fox, and deer skins are chiefly dealt in, the most of which are shipped direct

to San Francisco.

MANTTFACTUBE OF HEREING OIL AND GUANO.

According to the report of Mr. Paul S. Luttrell, special agent of the

Treasury J^epartment for the protection of the sahnon (iaheries of

Ahiska, a herring fishery of some magnitude was carried on iu 1892 at

Ivillisnos, Alaska, by the Alaska Oil and Guano Company. While a

con.siderable quantity of herring was preserved by salting, the chief

feature of the business was the manufacture of oil and fertilizer. One
hundred and twenty-two itersons were employed in various capacities,

of whom 93 were in the oil works and 29 on steamers engaged in fishing.

Of the fiictory employes 47 vere whites, 4 were Chinese, and 42 were

uatives. Four steamers, of GO, 42, 23, and 4 tons, respectively, were used.

The value of the i)roperty and improvements was $100,000.

During the year 93,000 barrels of herring were taken, from which the

following were prepared: 500 half barrels of salt herring, 1,000 barrels

of salt herring, 310,000 gallons of oil, 700 tons of guano. The oil, the price

of which at the trade centers was 25 to 35 cents a gallon, had an aggre-

gate value of $85,000. The value of fertilizer was $21,000, or $30 a ton.
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THE ATKA MACKEREL.

The few persons who are familiar with th's fish pronounce it one of

the best of tlie numerous food-flslu's found in the waters of Ahiska.

Its name is misleading in that the lish has no relation to the mackerel

family and does not resemble it in looks or flavor. While found at

numerous places in Alaskan waters, it has so far been observed most

plentifully around the far-distant island of Attn. This island is tlie

outer one in the Aleutian chain, and is the most western land belonging

to the United States. It is so far west that it might, with almost equal

propriety, be called east, being nearer the Asiatic shore than to any

other mainland. San' Francisco vessels engaged in trading or seal

hunting have from time to time brought back larger or smaller quan

titles of salted Atka mackerel, usually taken in the vicinity of Attn.

One of these vessels, the schooner Rosa Sparks, of 42.11 tons, with a

crew of 20 men, which was engaged during the season of 1891 in lishiuf:

and sealing, returned with 148 seal skins and 324 barrels of Atka mack-

erel. The latter found a ready sale at $15 a barrel. The captain of tlie,

vessel, Mr. S. L. Weatherbee, reports that his catch was made at Attn

Island, and furnishes the following statements on the subject

:

Atka mackerel are reported by the natives as reinaiiiiii}; in the vicinity of Atka

all winter, but do not reach Attn before April 10, from wliicb date up to Septeinlx r

tlioy are found among tlie kelp in fjreat abundance. Up to .Fnly tliey are very fiit

arid in tbcir best condition. The spawning season is in .Inly, at which time tlicy

grow thin and poor. The fish arc taken in 2.5 fathoms of water by Jigging, no bait

being required. Three or four hooks are fastened to;rt:thcr and placed in a mold,

into which lead, pewter, or some similar composition is run, welding the hook.s

together and leaving a shank that is polished up brightly to attract the fish; this

also serves as a sinker. These lines and hooks are put down through the; kelp,

amidst which the fish are feeding. Being attracted by the bright metal, to which

the hooks are attached, they swim around it in such numbers that their capture is

easy by simply drawing the hooks up through them, and rejicatiug the act so long

as a catch is desired. From 8 to 10 barrels a day have been taken by two men in a

single dory. Cod follow the Atka mackerel to this place to feed on them. The few

Atka mackerel that have occasionally reached San Francisco are always eagerly

sought after, and some fish have been sold at $20 a barrel. Seines or nets of any

kind could not be used to advant.-.ge, owing to the abuiiumce of the large kelp

among which the fish are always found.
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Halibut Fishing 

By: John A. Thomas 

Footnotes : Dr . Ann M. Renker 



• 
INTRODUCTION 

This document ~as ~ri~ten by John A. Thomas, a 76 year old scholar. Mr. 
Thomas is also a nat ive person from the Oitidaht (or Nitinaht) Tribe from 
southw!sttrn Vancouver lsl an~ . and learned Oitidaht as his f irs t language . 
In addition to Oitidaht, Hr. Thomas speaks t hi r teen other native languages 
f~ tht Wakashan language family, including Hakah, the sou~emmost language 
in thi s classification. His interest in the formal study of indigenous 
language and culture awakenedas he recuperated from a loggi ng accident which 
broke his back . This interest eventaully l ed Mr. Thomas to the ~niversity of 
Victoria, where he studi ed linguistics and earned his certification. 

Hr. Thomas has l i ved and worked in Neah Bay since }g78. Because he is a 
trained anthropologist and linguist , as well as a native person raised in 
the tradi ti onal manner, Mr. Thomas presents a unique combination of first
person experience with anthropological insight. 

The footnotes and introduction are written by Or . Ann M. Renker, who 
received her doctorate in anthropolgy in lg87, and is the current director 
of t he Makah Cult~ and Research Center. 



• 
One cannot say enough about th~ Makahs fishln!J hAlibut. It was one of 

t heir staple foods , and evidence of the halibut hoo~s dug up at Ozette bears 

out t he fact t hat halibut f ishing was done at least five hundred years ago , 

possibl ey for a l ong time before that.1 

Interesting data has turned up in my r esearch o~ the subject: the equipr.e~t 

used , canoes , fishing gear , materials used ; the technology is amazing . 

First we will look at the watercraft they used, that has been termed 

"Chinook canoe" by some writers. Compared to some other types of canoes , 

t here ' s none other t hant is more suited for the purpose of halibut fishing, 

t han those used by the Ha~ahs . Because the distance from shore is usually 

gteat , they had to be safe sea-going craft to venture that far; at least 

fi fteen to twenty miles off shore. These were two or three man canoes 

measuring about eighteen to twenty-one feet in length. The width at mid- ships 

was about five feet. They measureJ the Ci!not at its bottom; frO!•l stem to stern 

they had their own method of measuring things . They.had no yardsticks or 

rulers, so they used other means like an anmstretch (fatho~) . finger-widths 

as inches, etc.2 So, a halibut fishing canoe was three to three-and-one-half 

fathoms in length. 

There were specially trained men who were canoe makers, the knowledge of 

which was passed on from father to son , not only in the actual making of it, 

1. 1-lr. Tho:lcls is quite right in his supposition. 3,000 year old halibut 
hooks were recovered from the Hoko P.iver archaeological site, a pre
contact Ma~ah fishing site. Roth the Ozette anrJ Hoko archaeological 
Collections are curated by the Makah :lation ' s Tribal Cultural Center , 
The Ma~ah Cultural and Research Center. 

2. Each of these native forms of measure~ent has its OHn distinct na:t "e 
name. 



but 1l~o t he ~piritual and cere~nial prayers that goes with ft . like every

thing el~e the Ha~ahs d1d , there was a lot of preparation involved in tra ining 

to be 1 canoe maker. 

After the t rainee has passed certain preparations , he begins t o make 

his own t ools; because not all men have the same size hands, for instance , 

the sdze handle had to fit the hand just comfortable to use , because it takes 

1 l ot of adzing to ~uild a canoe. 

The cedar tree was cardullyselected , preferabley those t hat gro1'1 on 

rocky ground , producing finer grain wood than those grown at thick top soil , 

~ere the wood is coarser from growing faster . Every detail was observed 

in fin ishing the canoe , resul ting in a fine, efficient, and suitable craft 

for hal ibut fishing. 

The Hakah name for canoe is ~apac (cha-puts)3• Each different size of 

canoe were named for its use: whaling canoes were called ?u7u·ta.,sac (oo

oo- ta~-suts)4 , fur-seal hunting canoes were called yasapqsac (ya-shapk-suts); 

hal ibut fishin9 canoes were called ~-~·yuta·talsac-(shoo-~hoo-yulth-ah-tax

suts) or ~i~ibuq~sac (chi-chi - booksh- suts) , for instance. 

Equipment for Halibut Fishing 

Paddles- First we will look insidethe halibut canoe. One of the most important 

items was the paddle. Because of the great distances of the halibut ban~s. 

care was taken to making the propelling of the canoes as easy as possible. 

3. Each example of Makah language in this text is written first in the 
Tribe 's standardized orthography, a version of the International Phonetic 
Al phabet. This bi-uniqo alphabet (each symbol has one and only one sound 
referent) has been in use on the reservation since 1978. After the ~a~ah 
spelling, a paranthetical approximation of the English pronunciation follows . 
Occau'.e the M.llolh l .,n!JU•'!JC con~.:~ins m.lny sound~ which ilre not in thl' rnoll·.~ 
phonetic inventory, the English approximation cannot be as exact as the 
xar.ah spelling. Appendix A contains a key to the ~~kah AlphJbet. 

4. Each H.'lr.ah Mml' for a canor type can br lin9uiHically d1ssectcd. 11ddin9 



Paddl~ ~~ing was not too specialized. Each man made his own, because 

again , it was ~~~ade to fit t he individual 1~ho is going to use it. The she 

i s according to the l ength of his arm, which was measured by reach ing down 

to t he •handle• , with t he t op part of the paddle resting comfortably in the 

1 rm pits. This is t he •right .. len!Jth for his paddle above t he bl11de. The 

reason for this method of measuring is: when you are paddling , you will not 

be raising your arm to an unnecessary height i n stroking your paddle. The 

width and l ength of the blade was made according to the strength of the 

owner and the size of the canoe. They used longer blades for steering, the 

long blade used as a r udder. 

The material used for making paddles was also selected for its best 

performance. They used western yew wood because of its dense grain , causing 

the paddle to have a good resiliency when used. This i s necessary because 

at the end of a paddle st roke, the man gives it a sort of a jerk and holds it 

t here , causing the lower par t of t he blade to "spring" back , helping to give 

extra power to its propulsion . You could hold the handle of the paddle 

~~kah name for paddle is kata ·wa~k (tla-tah-wuh-chak). 

..... . 
···~ 

Bailers- Another important arti i e in the canoe was a wooden bailer. It was 

made from alder wood , which is softer than cedar and will not cause scrape 

marks in the canoe. Alder is ca l led ~~~sa · bap (kwahks -sah-bup) by the Ma~ah. 

an analytic insight into the Makah perception of reality through language . 
'u'u·ta.~sac , '\olhalin~ canoe' literally means "a contniner used to RO aftt'T 
sOI'Icthing \olhich 1 ives in the ocean", 1mose generic refercn::e is whale hunt in~. 
'u'u·t~·(whale huntinA).-sac (container). Halibut canoes have two possible 
na"~es, wh 1ch llterally translate to "container for going after halibut 1n the 
ocean" ~wyut - (halibut) , -a·ta.~- (f!oin!: after !'omethin~ on tltc ocea.n)·!':'IC 
(container) ln the case of su·~u·yuh·t~\sac, a.nil "a contalner for hahbu~ 
hshln~ 1 1nc'' in the case of ~i'eibuq~sac , ~i-(rcrlupl ication), ~ibuq·(rcfcr.:-rn:.:
to ~ihu·d ":~ hal !but hook") , ·sac (containt!l). 



The looks of it would hardly be guessed by the casual observer as to the 

purpose for which it was used. It looked like an oblong pyramid made from 

1 single block of alder or maple. The ends are inverted . The inside is 

carved to follow the lines of the outside , forming a flared out hollow. 

When you are using it, you don't fill ft with wa ter and dump one bailerful 

at 1 t ime; but rather, you pah a volume of water out by a scooping motion 

f~ t he bottom and sides of the canoe. 

A canoe bailer is called ~~k (hoo-chak). The size is about eight by 

four inches when you hold a bailer of this type upside down. There was a slot 

cut lengthwise on the botto~; a wooden peg was passed through , and a loop of 

cedar withe rope was fastened there. This loop was used to hold the bailer 

when in u>e. Men used to store or transport t heir bailers looped on their 

paddle handles . Like everything else , the bailers were tied down in the 

canoe , in case the canoe was swamped in a storm, which often happened. When 

t hat happens , they improvised the fresh water containers as bailPrs: these 

were rather large boxes. 5 

Hallbut ftshino ~ear- Jn anc1ent t1mes, the t ines they used were of dr;eo ~u11 

kelp stems. There were special places where these grow in the ocean. They 

hired men who were trained to dive deep to gather these. The average length 

was about three fathoms (18 feet). They cut off as much as they can , as long 

as they were able to hold their breath while under water. 

5. The '~kahs used bentwood boxes and baskets woven from ~ variety of forest 
products to replace the functions that ceramic vessels served in other 
Tribal cultures. These water-tight boxes and baskets could also be used 
as cooking vessels. Rocks heated in fires were placed in ba skets and boxes 
f illed wi th water. When t~e water started to boil, the food to be cooked 
was thro1~n in the vessel until t he cook was satisfied the food was prepared 
correctly. The 500 year-old Ozette Collection yeilded many such vessr.ls. 
includtng one box with a patch on t he botton; the patch rep~ircd a spot wher~ 
a hot rock had burned t hrough the cedar. 



-
They tied the kelps t ogether in sets of twenty wh ile still fresh. Then 

they put t hem on the roof to dry in the sun. 6 After it's dried just r ight , 

they put oil on i t (dogfish oil or sea lion oil) and let it dry again. They 

repeated t his process unti l the line was cured sufficiently and suitable for 

ust.7 Then they stored it in coils hung on the walls inside the house . The 

day before t hey were going to fish , they soaked the lines overnight t o get it 

nice and pli able . The l ength of these l ines were about sixty fathoms for 

halibut f i shing , hundreds of fathoms or more for black cod .8 

In recent times , when cotton lines and metal became available ,. the ~~kah 

f isherman quickly adapted to using these. Cotton line replaced kelp line , and 

metal replaced wood in the hooks , known as eibu ·d (chi -bood). 9 Wooden spreader 

bars became metal , stone sinkers became lead , etc. In the early transitional 

period , old timers preferred using the old-fashioned kelp line because it was 

easier on the hands and did not chafe the gunwale of the canoe , like cotton 

line , where you dragged t he l ine while pulling it i n. In Nitinaht, t hey 

called this l ine sada?bt (sa-da-bilth) and in Makah sad?~ (sad-alth). 

7. Thi s process is also used t o cure and strengthen the mussel shell blades 
used in whale hunting by Makahs in pre-contact times . The Ozette Collection 
contains numerous examples of thesecured mussel shell harpoon blades. 

8. Mr. Thomas ' information about the length of Makah fishing lines in pre
contact and early histL·ric times is supported by data from the diary of 
James Swan, which mentions fis hing lines as long as 280 fathoms (1680 ft.) 
in the entry of ~il 20 , 1864 . Other elderly male Makah f isherman also 
corroborate Mr. Thomas' information , especia lly in realtion to the black 
cod fishery . Black cod are known to prefer depths greater than forth fathoms . 

9• When the agents ,of dtheCNhea
1 

htGi ay Afgency ?,avethMaMakahkshpi tc
1 

hfordksth' sot . as tof 
turn t hem lnto goo , r s an armers • e a s r ppe e lnes rom 
the pitchforks and turned t hese metal pieces into halibut hooks.( 

6. " • •• On the roof" refers to the roof of a "'akah longhouse, the traditional 
architectural form of the •lakah , Ni tinaht, and other Tribal peoples . The 
Ma~ah people, as well as other speakers of southern Wakashan languages, 
preferred a form of longhouse termed "shed-roof architecture" (Mauger 19i8), 
where a slightly sloped roof served as a platform upon whlch halibut and 
other resources , such as bull kelp and mussel shell blades, could be cured 
and dried. In lleah Bay , the US federal government froHned upon t he cor.tnunal 
longhouses, where a nunl'Crof closely related famili es lived; photos in the 



Spreader Btr - The spreactr bar was about six feet long, made of western ye<~ 

wood. This wood was considered the most suitable for the purpose because of 

tts strength and its res iliency . It was about an inch thick, slightly thic~er 

tn the •iddle , tapered very l i ttl e to t he ends . The line was attached to the 

•iddle, centered so it wi l hang level when you held it up , in a perfect balance. 

The ~ibu·d (chi - bood) , the halibut hook , was hung on each end , and the sinker , 

qabi ·cawi• (ka-bee-tsaw-ee) was fastened underneath t he mid-center. ~hen was 

1 safety line wound around from the nain l ine of the ~ibu·d . leaders at the ends 

of the spreader bar; in case the spreader bar broke , you didn' t l ose your 

~ibu·d or fi sh . 

The Nitinaht name for spreader bar i s xa·~~ (tlah- kwalth) , same in ~~kah~O 

In modern t imes, t he switch was made of steel wire ; the length was t he same. 

This was a drastic change from the old stuff, which was every bit as efficient , 

to the new. They added s tuff like swivels and split rings , lead sinkers instead 

of stone. This was done very neatly. The metal could be soldered where needed, 

which also done away f rom wear and tear of the wood and fiber. This would last 

~~- ........ -~ Jn ... . .... .: ~~ ............. .. i .... r: • '· ... ' ·''"'"'"'- '"''esse···:. ... · 
o.,..o J'-*" ... , I _,.,.~._..,.,.. \,ooo •"'-,...~ ... '':J ""'"'- " "'•"''-'"'"' ' VII t> t".IUI 

~ibu ·d (chi-bood) ' Halibut Hook"- J.he ~ibu·d was made from old knots of rotted 

logs found in the wood ,11 called c~ta·'bc (tsahks-tah-bts) by the Oitidahts12 

10 . Some Ma~ah people prefer the pronunciation ia·k~it ( tlah-kwilth). 

11. The types of wood preferred for halibut hook sonstruction vary from person 
to person and time to ti~. Of the 285 halibut hooks recovered at Ozelle 
by 1975, 60:. were western hemlocl, 38': were true fir, and 2: were sHI.a 
spruce (rriedman 1975:170). As of 1/4/90, opinion about the best wood fo1· 



13 
This wu quarttrtd and ~:~easured to fonn a proper shape for a ~iw ·d. 

Afttr trimming to t he proper length and thickness, it was steamed 

by placing it inside a kelp stern; it was then placed into hot ashes by the 

fire overnight. Then they bent it to desired shape. When it cooled, they 

attached the barb . The space between the top part of the C and the tip of 

the bone barb was just so as your thumb, sideways , would pass through it. 

Making the metal ~ibu ·d was not unlike the wooden ones . Only , you 

heated 1t in the fire insteadof steaming it. It was shaped by regular 

•blacksmithK methods. 

Fishing Sanks 

Fishing banks were known by the fisherman for generations , passed from 

father to son. They had landmarks--spotting these ate exact locations, by 

lining up mountain peaks and rocks , even standing treesJ 14 

Such a bank is one called Swiftsure, located fifteen to twenty miles 

west of Cpae Flattery; about 13-15 miles south of Nitinaht Bar on the Canadian 

!;!~~. '!t':~~ t'!~~ ~! ::1::-:t , by ~:Jt~ th: ,..,.;~:~ :n~ !~i: ~i!i~:~! , ~~.;·?.:· • 15 

halibut hook construction varied. Some men prefer yew wood, · because it is 
heavier than other wood , and is said to sink better and straighter. Some men 
prefer hemlock, because it does not have a resin base to bother the f ish. 
Swan (1869) must have talked to men who retained this latter preference, because 
he notes , " • •. hemlock knots ..• are selected to those of spruce because there is 
no pitch in them t o offend the fish , which will not bite at a hook t hat smells 
of resin "(41) •• 

12. Mr. Thor,as h no·"' using the ~lakah and tHtinaht pronunciation of the Tribe's 
name. There is a regular phonetic correspondence between the sound of d , re
presented by /d/ in linguistic symbols, and the sound of n, represented by /n/ 
in the sa~ system, 1n the languages of the southern branch of the llill.ashan 
language family. Detailed descript1on of this phenomenon is available in 
Jacobsen (1968) and Ren~er (1987) . 
13. The shape Is very dist"ciive , a C-shape characterized as "an ox-bo1~" by 
Swan (1869:41). 



1•. The subject of fishing land~arks, celled bida·i in both Ma~ah and 
Ditidaht, is one which has rece ived little attention in the anthropological 
literature. Both Drucker (1951) and Arima (1983) mention the use of landma rks 
in establishing the l ocation of fi shing banks or the boundaries of hereditary 
proptrty. But, t he importance of landmarks in Makah fishing cannot be 
underest imated . In a world before compasses and sonar, radios and Loran 
devices , Hakah fisherman l earned to navigate to fishing grounds by watching 
groundswells , tides , winds , anci currents. For example, Hugh Smith , an 86 
year old Hakah fisherman and native speaker of the language , navigates to 
CO Mile bank using no electronic devices, and took a fishing boat out to 40 
Mile Bank in this traditional manner in summer 1989 . ~s a part of a Traditiona1 
Cultural Property Study funded by the National Park Service (Renker and Pascua: 
19B9) . Hr. Smith had t he boat skipper, another Makah fish erman , put the 
boat into ea·?adia~akt (tsah-ad-thla-chakt), a particular current which runs 
t o 40 Hile Bank and will bringyour vessel there faster t han if one elects 
not to use it. The existenceof this current is not general knowledge outside 
the Makah corrmunity · · · ' : 
ra -. ~-

As a part of t he 1989 Tradtional Cultural Property study , trips to both 
40 Mile Bank and Swiftsure, using the traditional navigational skills, were 
videotaped by the study team. The research team documented the ability of 
elderly Sati ve fish erman to navigate to these fi shing areas without using 
any electronic equipment.. rn both instances , the elder was able to navi g~ te 
to to the f ishing areas, and allowed the research t eam t o videotape their 
respective r ecitations of the landmarks which a fisherman uses to establish 
himself in t he exact mar~ position he desirP.s. 

15. The Makah and Nitinaht name for Swiftsure, A'u~u·?a ·, literally translates 
t o 'the dry place' (A'u~- 'dry' ) , ~ r eference to the fact L~t the area is 
shallower than its ~ill.C!S ,'.:;Mr. Thomas has pointed out , n:1tive fisheman 
had the opportunity to g-.wge t.he depth of the ocean floor via the lengths of 
t:.i~i;· k:.!r.- !Ll..:S. TI-.is i;..[v&mo~i...;,. t~uld alsu b~ U:t~, .iu csclcl it~CJJl ~v lcut~•ll£11~~ 
to establish a J'X)Sition in a fishing area . 

Fishennan in both the Traditional O.lltural Property study, as well as rese:trch 
conducted directly f or litigation p.rrposes, established the fact that the ~laka.'l 
oral tradition , as well as the Ditidaht tradition , isolates a number of different 
fi shing areas at S1~iftsu"e : a black cod area, a r ed snap!'er area , a halibut area, 
and a ling cod area. According to eac:l of the fisherman interviel>'ed , each 
f ishing spot had its ~~ set of lanamarks . It is interesting to note that 
non-Indian fishcnn:~n 70 years of age and older l>'ho fished in Neall Bay durin!; 
their youth attribute their success ~fishin~ local waters to the fact that 
~lakah fisherman taught their ·non-lndian counterparts the traditional lan~1rk 
and navigation system~ . 



• 
~did and I usedto fish for halibut out there in the 1920 's. We saw 

Mltah f isherman out t here . ~ dad knew s~e of them because we are rela ted. 

~ grand-aunt , •Y grandpa ' s sister , married in Neah Bay. Her Indian na~e was 

~ili? , ~ther of Jerry and Harry McCarty. We would fish t here along Slce 
15 

of t he Kakahs. At one t ime t he Makahs and Oitidahts were one Tribe ; we were 

not content with international boundaries; we considered ourselves of one 
17 

big Tr ibe , of one country! 

16. Linguistic evidence indicates that the l~kah and Nitinaht languages 
separated from a parent langoage as recently as 1000 years ago (Jacobsen: 
1979:776), while the north~ and southern brances of the ~akashan language 
family separated some 29 centuries ago (Swadesh 1953:26,41) . 

17· An event in contemporary world history generated much discussion on this 
point in Neah Bay. When the Berlin Hall crumbled at the end of the last decade , 
n~merous Makah and non-Makah people remarked tone that the Wall was much like 
the fntern~tional boundary that the US and Canada imposed on the Makah oen~le 
and all their linguistic, cultural and blood relatives in Canada . 

• 
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Whaling	  Equipment	  –	  Makah	  Language	  Program	  

Maria	  Pascua	  5-‐16-‐19	  updated	  with	  phonetic	  spelling	  

Makah	   English	  Phonetic	  (close)	  equivalents	  
a	   uh	  
a·∙	   ah	  
ay	   ai	  
aw	   ow	  
e	   eh	  
e·∙	   ă	  
ey	   ey	  
i	   ih	  
i·∙	   ee	  
iw	   iw	  
o	   ô	  
o·∙ oh	  
oy	   oy	  
u	   o͝o	  
u·∙	   o͞o	  
uy	   uy	  
x	   xh	  
x̌	   XH	  
q	   k	  
ɫ	   lth	  
ƛ	   tl	  \	  kl	  
Whaling	  related	  items	  

whale	  gear	  	  	  	  	  ʔuʔu·∙tax ̌yak	  	  (o͝o	  –	  oo	  -‐	  tuhXH),	  	  c ̌i̓c ̌ i̓t ̓apa·∙tax ̌yak	  (ch’ih-‐ch’ih-‐t ’uh-‐pah-‐tuhXH-‐

yuhk)	  

whaling	  	  	  	  	  o͝o	  –	  o͞o	  -‐	  tuhXH	  

whale	  fin	  	  	  	  	  ʔubu·∙sk	  	  (o͝o	  -‐	  bo͞osk),	  	  ʔubu·∙ck(i·∙)	  	  -‐	  o͝o	  bo͞otsk(ee)	  

harpoon	  barbs	   ca̓·∙kʷit	  	  (ts’ah-‐kʷiht)	  

harpoon	  blade	   kusowit	  	  (ku-‐sô-‐wiht)	  

whale	  buoy	  rope	   c i̓sqi·∙pab(a)	  	  (ts’ihs-‐kee-‐puhb),	  	  c i̓sqi·∙pub(a)	  (ts’ihs-‐kee-‐p	  o͝o	  b),	  	  	  root	  or

limb	  rope,	  c i̓stqi·∙pub(a)	  	  (ts’ihst-‐kee-‐	  p	  o͝o	  b)

cherry	  bark	  binding	  	   ƛ̓ix ̌a·∙ʔp̓aɫ	  	  	  (kl’ih-‐XHah-‐p’uhlth)	  

whale	  buoy	  floats	   tukʷaqapɫ	  	  	  tu-‐kwuh-‐kuhplth)	  

whale	  harpoon	  head	   kʷi·∙qa·∙pɫ	  	  	  (kwee-‐kahplth)	  

pitch	  treated	  harpoons	   ɫak$itawax̌	  	  (lthuh-‐k’ih-‐tuh-‐wuhX)	  

whale	  lanyard	  made	  of	  whale	  sinew	   	  	  	  	  	  ɫu·∙ksku·∙	  	  (ltho͞oks-‐ko͞o)	  

loop	  end	  of	  lanyard	  	  	   ƛiteyƛiš	  	  	  (klih-‐tey-‐klihsh)	  

Maria Pascua, "Whaling 
Equipment," May 15, 2019, 
Makah Language Program



rope	  to	  attach	  floats	  	  	  baƛska·∙pub(a)	  	  (buhtls-‐skah-‐po͝ob)	  

spruce	  gum	  sealant	  	  	  	  ɫak$itbis	  	  	  (lthuh-‐k’iht-‐bihs)	  

harpoon	  shaft	  	  	  	   dupu·∙yak	  	  	  (do͝o	  -‐po͞o-‐yuhk)	  

wooden	  plug	  for	  float	  	   ʔačska·∙pub(a)	  	  (uhchs-‐kah-‐po͝ob)	  

seal	  skin	  float	  air	  valve	  	   puxska·∙pub(a)	  	  (po͝oxhs-‐	  kah-‐po͝ob)	  

harpoon	  sheath	   kʷi·∙qa·∙pɫsac	  	  	  (kwee-‐kahplth-‐suhts)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

whaling	  canoe	  	  	  	  	   ʔuʔu·∙tax ̌sac	  (o͝o	  –	  o͞o	  –	  tuhXH-‐suhts),	  	  c ̌ i̓·∙c ̌ i̓·∙t ̓apa·∙tx ̌sac	  	  (ch’ee-‐ch’ee-‐t ’uh-‐

	   pah-‐tuhX-‐suhts)	  

beginning	  whaling	  season,	  March	  	   ʔuʔu·∙tax ̌paɫ	  	  (o͝o	  –	  o͞o	  –	  tuhXH-‐puhlth)	  

harpoon	  bag	  	   	   ɫaʔa·∙š	  	  (lthuh-‐ahsh)	  

traditional	  preparation	  	  	  hi·∙dasubač	  	  (hee-‐duh-‐s	  o͝o-‐buhch|,	  Makah	  custom	  of	  traditional	  

	   preparation	  of	  balancing	  one’s	  life	  spiritually,	  mentally,	  physically	  and	  emotionally	  in	  

	   order	  to	  accomplish	  tasks	  or	  goals.	  	  

traditional,	  ritual	  preparation	   ʔu·∙subač	  	  (o͞o-‐	  s	  o͝o-‐buhch),	  similar	  to	  hi·∙dasubač,	  but	  

	   used	  more	  	  specifically	  to	  naming	  the	  type	  of	  preparation	  one	  is	  doing	  (whaling,	  

	   sealing,	  etc.)	  

whale	  oil	  	  	  	   c ̌i̓t ̓apsit	  	  (ch’ih-‐t’uhp-‐siht)	  

blubber	   ƛ̓aba·∙s	  	  	  (kl’uh-‐	  bahs)	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

Other	  general	  items	  in	  canoes	  

storage	  basket	  	   ƛ̓apa·∙t	  	  	  (kl’uh-‐paht)	  

storage	  and	  water	  box	  	  	  	   ha·∙x ̌ʷi·∙dukš	  	  	  (hah-‐Xhwee-‐do͝oksh)	  

paddle	  	   	   ƛatawac ̌a̓k	  	  (kluh-‐tuh-‐wuh-‐ch’uhk)	  	  

bailer	   	   	   x̌uc ̌a̓k	  	  (Xho͝o-‐ch’uhk)	  

canoe	  mat	   	   c ̌i̓·∙ba·∙t,	  	  (ch’ih-‐baht),	  	  	  ɫici·∙wadub(a)	  	  (lthih-‐tsee-‐wuh-‐do͝ob),	  	  ɫix ̌aɫ	  	  	  

	   (lthih-‐Xhuhlth)	  



Record Office Transcripts, Vol. 
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Swan to Moore, Aug. 30, 
1889, "Fishing"

















Testimony of Charles E. Peterson, Makah, 
July 13, 1949, "Official Reporter's Transcript 
of Trial Proceedings," Makah Indian Tribe 
vs. Milo Moore, Dir. of Fisheries





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Amended Petition before the 
Indian Claims Commission of 
the United States of America, 
No. 60: Makah Indian Tribe v. 
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Land Rights and Other 
Property 

By Henry St. Clair 
(Yah-Kahl’-chup) 

Born: Abt. 1882 
Died: 14 February 1944 

Approximately 60 years old 

MCRC Interview Collection 

Henry St. Clair (Yah-Kahl’-
chup), “Land Rights and 
Other Property,” [ca. 1940s]



Land Rights and Other Property 
 

Henry St. Clair 
 
Topat may be a beach. It is what you call your own, fishing ground, hunting ground, beach. You 

own a little beach or a river or anything like that. Nobody else can fish or get driftwood where 

your topat is. Anything that drifts ashore, a whale or log, whoever finds it looks at the place and 

goes to the man who owns it and says, “You got a lot [sic] or dead whale drift ashore.” So the 

one to whom it belongs pays the man who came to tell him he has something ashore on his topat. 

They have names for every rock, and you name this rock and the other end of the place. There 

can be different places close together, but it is named, no matter if it is a small place. So they 

know where this man’s topat is and how far his topat is because every time he gives a party— 

and he gives a party once a year— he told the people, “I own this river.” So the whole tribe will 

know who owns this place. 

 And if someone finds and takes something that drifted ashore without telling the owner of 

the place, they have a fist fight over that. My grandfather told me there were lots of fist fights 

over the topat. When a man goes to the river owned by another man and fishes there, they don’t 

like it. They will break his line and take the fish he had caught and tell him to go home. That way 

the Indians used to be getting along fine. 

 When I was a boy they still use to mention that topat at the parties. When I was a real little 

boy, I remember one time a fir log drifted on the island. That was my grandfather’s topat. Two 

old fellows came in and said, “You got a good log on that island.” Next day they went after it. 

My grandfather paid these fellows for coming over there to tell him. After that when I got big, 

they used to brand the logs. And no more topats. 



 I think that was because we got mixed up with the Sues and Waatch Indians. They came 

over for school when they had the day school here. They moved over when there was no more 

boarding school. The Waatch and Sues people who would go out to the rocks, to the island, to 

the beaches. They would take that branded log. They used to have court, Indian court, over that 

for a while. That was done until a few years ago. Then these young fellows grew up and they 

don’t believe in respecting the brands. They just take a log no matter if it is branded. You find a 

lot of something on that rock or beach and you have to be there all the time and get it before 

somebody else does. 

 



. ,.. 
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The Tuna and the Pelican: History 

Henry St. Clair 

The people here knew the tuna because there used to be 

lots of it close in here many years ago. I think the tuna 

moved away. My father used to tell me there was some funny fat 

fish that used to be plentiful here. And that bird, the pelican 

-- my· grandfather told me, "Oh boy, that reef sticking out by the 

island used to be just like somebody had painted it white when 

they were · sitting on the rocks there." The pelican disappeared 

with the tuna and the herring too. He said when he was a boy, 

this bay used to be plumb full of herring. And there was 

another kind -- they looked like porpoise but were a little 

bigger than porpoise. My grandfather used to say they were 

plumb full in the bay here and to Tatoosh. The pelicans, the 

tuua, and this other kind disappeared the same time. My 

grandfather died old, and he told me he had never seen one tuna. 

rle had been travelling with my father out on the ocean. And 

the pelican had disappeared. The porpoise came in just once in 

a while. Sometimes they saw them out in the ocean. 

They used to make a bucket out of that bird, he said. 

They cut that lump out right in the chest and cut out the jaw. 

I think they split the jaw bill off and put sticks on both ends 

of it. They stretched it as hard as they could and dried it that 

way. And it measured, they claim, a full bucket. They used 

cross pieces for handle. They used that as a me asure when they 

were measuring oil. That bill was a full bucket. They called 

it c'iqw~kh. That was their measure for everything. I think 

it was the same size as the bucket we have today but I don't know. 

Cll) 

Elizabeth Colson Collection - 
St. Clair, “Tuna and the Pelican,” 
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They used to have common tin buckets and wooden buckets when I 

was a little boy. But I think it tield two gallons and a half. 

They made a measure for quarter and half and for three quarters 

and that bill was the last one. The old people used it when they 

were selling oil so they would know how much they had coming to 

them. That was when they started to sell mil here. There used 

to be a big whale house on the beach in front of where HM lives 

now. That was where they started to sell oil. The oil man 

couldn't cheat the Indians because they knew by that ~easure 

of their own how much they got for each bucket. Of course the 

. white man was measuring by the gallon, but they used their own 

bucket and knew the price and how much they were going to get. 

They also used to trade for oil. If my wife made lots 

of dried fish and we ran out of oil, she would go to RI's wife 

and ask her if she had oil. She would ask how many dried fish 

she wanted for this quarter measure. She would say two dried 

fish. That's the way it went all winter long. They traded 

each other for food. If they ran out of anything, they would 

go to the next house and ask them. That's why they had this 

measure, from quarter to a bucket. That bill was the main measure. 



~fc_wGcl 
Wi\fiktl:n' , the Whaler: History 

Dan Tucker 

This place, Neah Bay, belonged to the Nitinat who live 

across on the other side. They claimed all this place here, 

right here where we stand now. Right back here where my 

house stands there used to be a swamp and a cranberry patch. 

When they drained there, the water rose right up, two or three 
./ 

feet deep. They called it Kl~-sid-c'u-?es. This was across 

the creek. 

The Neah Bay people lived right below this point, 

about four miles from here. They had a little place north of 

the w&-?{ river. They called it W~-?~ Village. And back 
·/ 

of the point of this cape, they called it Ha~o-w~t. Below 

here about six miles, there is another creek. They called 
./ 

that C'u~s. Part of the Indian people lived there. And 

at the camp over there at Bahada point, there were a few 

Makah Indians. 

When it was fishing time, they used to move from 

· Bahada down to where they called Warmhouse. They dried fish 

The Nitinat they moved right down to Tatoosh Island. 

stayed there on Tatoosh when it was summer time, drying 

When the fishing was over, they would move back. They 

off the wide boards they used to use for their houses 

took them back to their winter place to use on their houses 

The Nitinat would stay over there across in Winter Time, 
/.; 

the Makah Indians stayed over at Baahda, Ha-co-?t 

I • 
I 
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This man went over to this little creek up here. 

He had something there. He was rubbing his body with some limbs, 

you know: five on the right side and five on the left side. 

He found this out from some people he met there. They were 

rubbing him with this. After that he was getting strong. 

He went over to the other side of Ozette, night time. 

They would be travelling four days and four nights without 

eating. He struck a little creek over there, the other side 

of Yellow Bank. About four miles the other side of Ozette. 

He got over there and he was sitting right there behind the 

stump. There was a man there, standing r:i,ght alongside the 

edge of the creek. He had a big long flatrock, about four 

feet square, and he was rubbing too. Pretty soon he saw a kind . ··f_~~~ .. _; .. 
':·=: 

of long black blanket right along side of it. He didn't look 

at the man. He was facing towards the little creek. He put · · 

his little finger out (fist closed, little finger · opened out). ····· 

The man didn't answer. He put the second one out, and . put th~ 

third one out. He didn't answer yet. And his fourth one rig}1t 

here. He said, ''I give this to you too,"he said. "You better 

give me my blanket," he said. The man grabbed the blanket and·-

put it on his back. That was a bear. 

A few days after that, the chief of this tribe, that 

was the father of Wac-?wa.c. He called his people over there to . 

his big house. ~hey had a meeting. He challenged the man 

who had well, what we call tamanamos. They challenged that 

fellow who had the giant strength in him. And he said, "Well, 

we'll go over there." They got five canoes ready, those big 

canoes they were using for the wars. Next morning they all 

··r·-; 
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went down and got ready and paddled over this way. There were 

about ten canoes that came over, those big canoes. They got 

around the point and landed over here. After that they challenged f: 

the man to a wrassling. 

This man cut out the edge of the platform in his house 

and sat right there, getting ready. He He challenged the 

man who lived there. The man who lived there said to his brother, 

"You better go over there. I don't want to do it." He wanted 

to have his brother wrastle with that man of the Ozettes. 

"You better go", lie said, this young fellow, "he challenged you. 

He didn't challenge me." So this man stood up, took his blanket 

off, and went over there. They started. Long ago they used to 

wrestle with the hands in the hair. They pushed each other and 

they got up on their knees. Maybe the Nitinat fellow got mad. 

He pushed the head too much and busted the skull. They stopped. 

They grabbed the one who got his s~l busted. They went off 

and took his body home. They went back to Ozette. This chief 

didn't say any word at all. 

The chief called his people again, right in his big house. 

They had a big party first~ 

even with that tribe. I want you people to go over there. I 

want you to take me over there • . I want to get even." The people 

d·idn' t say a word. 

The chief had a son, the same size as his sister. He 

had a mole on one side here at th€ end of his right eye. They put 

him on the Indian box they used to have and called his sister · 

~here. They used the comb they used to have made out of whale 

I 
J 
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bone and they combed his hair. The people went up there and 

looked at him. They didn't know which one was the man. He 

looked exactly like his sister. 

This was the early part of spring. "Well, we'll send 

whac-wh t over there", he said. Whac-wh twas getting ready. 

He got four mussel shells, long ones, broad ones. He ground 

them and ground them. They got a little basket so that he 

could put the mussel shells in it. He was ready to come 

over here. This whac-wh t didn't want his sister to come over 

here. That was why he was coming himself. They brought him over 

here. They landed over here and went up to the house. 

They are giving a party just like a wedding you know. And 

the chief here thought it was the chief's daughter. The one 

he had been trying to get for his son. But it was Whac-wh t. 

"Well, I'll stay there four days. If it is past four 

days, you people think of me that I died there. I will be back 

in four days," he said. He stayed there. They got along all 

right and only one old woman knew that this was Whac-w d and 

not his sister. After that, it was four days, and Whac-w d 

was getting ready. They used to have a fire at night. They 

put something up there alongside of it to get shade so they 

could sleep. And they covered over th$ front door, night time. 

Whac-whad opened it. He took out those little sticks they put 

in to keep the dpor closed. He pulled them out and he got in 

his bed again. He pulled that man a little off his pillow. 

There! And a little further. He was getting ready. He pushed 

his head out and he cut it and twisted it. 

I 
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Mayge the old woman was in the middle of the house. She 

heard it. There was something wrong. She heard it. And 

~c-wbot took the head and ran out. The old lady called out 
/ 

to the people that something was wrong. "I think it was Whac-what 

running away with something," she said. They fixed the fire up, 

started to make it bright. And they found out the game he 

had been playing. There was the man's head gone. They called 

up the people. They picked up the pitch wood they used for 

a torch. And the men went out with it. 

They had a little trail over the other siee of where 

Washburn's store is. It went up to the marsh up here. And 

~-what got up there and he ran to the beach. Just about 

halfway to this village here, to the water front, he heard 

bd i.n../ 1 f some o y coming. nuac-wh~t was hard y moving on account o 

packing the head, you know. He got up the big tree. Threw 

the head back of a stump, and went up the tree to save his 

life. He got up there, pretty near half way, and looked down. 

There was the torch light. It passed. Whcic-wh';)-t knew what 

they were doing. He counted how many were in the bunch. In 

the torchlight, forty of them passed. And in a little while 

they came right back 
/ 

and slowly. "Maybe Whac-wh:2t is way down 

there now," he said. And Wh~-wh5t kept on counting as they were 

coming back. Forty! He counted forty people. After that he 

came right down. He felt around for the head again and he got 

They got daylight over at Cu- z there. The people 

to take their blankets long ago and sit there looking at 
/ ' 

t kind of weather it was. One of the men knew it was Whac-wbJd. 
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"He's got something on his back," he said. It was low tide and 

Whac-w t was going down on the edge of the water there. He 

went on. He got close to Ozette now. 

There was a fellow looking out over that island on the 

beach at Ozette. He had pretty good eyes. "Whac-wh t is coming 

now. Maybe he got him all right," he said. That was the 5th 

day, you know. He came running. They all went up on top of 

the smoke houses and they started singing up there. He 

got there. He grabbed the head. He set the stick right in the 

ground and put the head right on the stick to face the way the 

sun rises. 

The Nitinat didn't say anything. They moved down to 

Tatoosh. The people from Baahada moved down to Warmhouse. 

The Ozette people didn't move down this way. They stayed at 

Ozette. They were getting ready again. They came down with 

four canoes. They went over there where the rocks are -- they 

call that place there Puget Palace. The White People call it 

Puget Pillar. It is 165 feet long, standing up outside the 

Cape there. And there they got two young fellows of the same 

tribe. These young fellows were shotting with the bow for the 

shag, shooting up where the shag stay in the rocks there. They 

got those two young fellows, grabbed them, and cut off their 

They tipped their canoe over and took the heads. They 

bodies there. And they went back. 

One man was sitting up where the lighthouse is now. 

y used to sit up there and watch to see if the whales showed 

• They would go out catching the whales. He saw four canoes 

·.I 
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going toward Ozette. He ran right down to th4 smoke house. He 

said, "Two young fellows got killed. There are four canoes going 

home." 

They were singing too going home. Now they had three 

heads. They were sticking up on a pole, you know. 

Next morning they saw a little canoe coming. The 

people were crying. They were asking for the heads of their 

sons. They had shells about as long as the finger -- we called 

them ci-di-ta-ka. They stuck them on eagle feathers so they 

would stick up in the water there at Ozette. They were asking 

for the heads. And they started singing. The Ozette people 

knew it was the people of those boys and that they wanted the 

heads. They said, "Those poor people! Better give the heads 

to them. They can't come alive again. Give the heads to them, 

the poor people!" he said. They gave them the heads and they 

went back. 

And next morning those people moved out. They moved 

right across to the Canadian side. They made a little place 

right over there. They moved to three places- Pla-ceLna, 

and Ni tinat ,· and over back of the lighthouse. This was the 

fault of Whac-wh t. He got the best of them. 

A few days later he saw a fire over there, this 

side of the lighthouse on the Canadian side. It was coming 

this way. They ~ad a big fire there and were eating those 

mussels before they came across. They were waiting for night 

before coming across. The Nitinats were going down to Ozette 

to return that trouble. 

That fellow they called the Hawk, and Indian fellow 
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at Ozette, he could see a long ways. He called the people there, . 

%Maybe the Nitinat are coming across," he said. "Yes, they 

are showing a big smoke on the right side of this lighthouse on 

Tatoosh. Let's get ready," he said. So they got ready-- ten, 

twelve big canoes. These hold about fourteen people. They 

pulled out. It was pretty near sunset you know. They were 

coming away toward the lighthouse at Tatoosh. They landed over 

there to wait for it to get dark. They were going right across, 

you know. And it got dark. They went across to hit where the 

fire was on the other side. They got over there. They landed 

at a kind of sandy point, on this side of the point, to hit the 

trail. 

The man went over there and looked and came back to 

the crew. "They are all sleeping now'', he said, uthey are all 

sleeping. They had some charcoal, you know, and they had oil 

with that. They rubbed t his on the face. They had the little 

· -eagle feathers, the white ones. They stuck these right at the 

back of the head. They got ready. "We' 11 put six canoes out 

there in case they try to go out in their canoes. Then we'll 

capsize their canoes. So we'll kill those people." Some 

of the rest were to hit on th~ land. They went over there. 

They had clubs, about two feet long, made of whale bone. They 

started hitting with that. 

When they got about half way to the fire, one fellow 

He looked at them. ''Different p~ople. They have feathers 

the back of their heads!" They got up. They pulled their 

~T~:~p~~ues out. Some of them got off in the canoes; some of them 

woods. Everytime the canoe pulled out, these 

I 
I 
I 

I 
! 
l 
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Neah Bay people turned the canoe over and killed them right there. 

They pretty near finished all those people. They came back 

to 02 ette. They stayed in Ozette two days. Then they wanted 

to go back again. 

They got over there at Nitinat. Nobody was staying at 

Kla-has. They had all moved down to Nitinat for what they 

called tamanamos. They were all singing and dancing. One 

young fellow didn't go because he couldn't call on tamanamos. 

He got up on a little alder, where they got water, and he 

heard something that shriek in the night time. That was a 

screetch owl right up in that little alder. He got up there. 

He caught a big rock, kind of sharp around. He listened again. 

And he threw the rock right alongside of that alder there. 

The young fellow hit him right on the end of the eye. 

And he fell down. The young fellow went in the house. He 

grabbed that pitch wood, lighted it, and went out with his 

knife. He looked at what he had hit. It was a strange man. 

His face was kind of black~ he had one stick on his back. 

He was ready for something. He had a bov-; stuck on one s i de and 

a bi g butcher knife on one side. 

The young fellow went over to where the party was, 

to where the tamanamos people were. "What do you people think 

of this head here?" he said, and threw i t right on the ground. The 

people stopped and looked. It was a Makah Indian. The man who 

· was giving the party said, "Well, you people stay here. Don't 

someplace. Stay here! The only way we'll be safe is to stay 

e." 

I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
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Another man went off to look for the fellow who had 

gone over there first. He couldn't find him. And the people 

had quit singing at the party. He went back. Then those 

people moved down further up, way down over at Nitinat Falls, 

and pulled their canoes right up the falls there. They went 

up to the lake there. They got to the lake and they stayed 

there four days getting ready again. They went over to this 

end of the lake Rnd were coming right down on the stream. 

It was night time. They were getting ready. They wanted to 

sneak up on the house. And someone fixed the lights. They 

set fire to the house. When they did that, some fellows went 

up on top of the smokehouse. They went right into the smokehouse 

and clubbed them there in the house. When they finished there 

they went out and went the other way up to the other bay there. 

They pulled the canoes up. They came out on the other side 

there at Ke-wi-c dxx. mhey killed lots of people over at 

/ v· 
Ke-wi-c~-dax. They came around there to Victoria. There were 

lots of people at Victoria. They killed lots of them over there. 

They got to that place the whites call Butcher Bay, but the 

Indians called it Wa-~-da ku-?-ku-?. They killed lots of 

people there. They went across to Elwa and killed quite a bit 

of people there too. That was the same trip. And now they 

were coming this way. They got over to Clallam there. They 

called it Si-ki-kox. They killed quite a bunch of people there, 

on the east of Clallam. And they came on. Nobody around here 

except the Makah Indians at Baahda over there. They went right 

around them and went home. They got there and next day they 

moved over here. 

• 
I 
I 
I 
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That's the end of it. That's how they got the land here, 

because Whac-wh t got the best of them. 

Addendum by W. Green: They were hurt because that man's skull 

was crushed, so they wanted to take revenge on all the different 

tribes. Whac-what took revenge and by scaring the Nitinat out, 

they got this place. When they moved up here, one chief would 

say, "I'll stay at this little place." He would stop there. 

Another would go on to the next place. That's how each little 

place was owned by a chief here. After the war was over, the 

different chiefs took over the different places in this village. 

The little place across the creek, that was owned by a chief 

they called K'al-cuk. This side of the creek had a different 

chief. 

The Nitinat got here at the time of the flood. People 

always tell about the time of the flood and how the different 

tribes drifted here and there. That's why the Quileute use the 

same language as the Skokomish. They understand each other, the 

same way we understand the Nitinat. The Nitinat language is 

almost like the Neah Bay language. And Taholas and Chehalis 

and Clallam, their language is pretty much alike and some other 

places too speak a ~anguage pretty much like the Clallam. 

They always say it was because of the flood. They drifted to 

different places'. I guess that's how the IV!akah got out to 

Ozette. But my grandfather used to say that the reason the 

Makah didn't drift off was that they had the rope twisted out 

of cedar. They tied it to the elderberry busN. And they had 

enormous canoes in which they put everything. I guess they wereL \ ~) 
n fh f7 d -ft -fo ~e- elder 6etj put},, C.\ · 

r~ /)a.I',•" q .{o (' 0... ltn\"' -h ~e ' . e..y le . ' )el rope .J - I I" ,.. . C\ ,;... ,\Mdv\ ..._ 
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Ancient Villages - +-/.S- L 

the Nitinat and they were driven from there by Neah Bay, Ozette 

and Sues, about three or four hundred years ago. That's why 

the Ozette and the Waatch had the right to go there and dry 

fish, because all of them helped to drive the Nitinat RRay from 

Tatoosh. So it used to be mostly Ozette Indians on the Island. 

Neah Bay went to Kledi~alDit for the summer. I stayed 

there :flinre or six times. My father had a great big smoke house 

there and my grandfather from Sues, my mother's father, had a 

great big smoke. house in Hachowat~ I used to be there too 

once in a .while but · r didn't like it so well down there because 

there is some kind of coarse sand on the beach. 

Many years ago they claim there was over one hundred 

people at Yellow ]3anks, mixed with Quileut·e. At Qzette, they 

claim it was eight hundred Indians. Down at Sues, they claim it 

was six hundred Indians. At Waatch it was four hundred. And at 

Neah Bay it was nine hundred. I think there were more people in 

Ozette .because they didn't count the children, so there must 

have b.een more than a thousand people ·living in Ozette. 

They started to die out when the smallpox came on America. 

Now today we are all mixed with Sues, Ozette, Neah Bay and Waatch 

Elizabeth Colson Collection - “Ancient Villages,”
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Lazy Boy : Hi stor y 

IJ[rs . Williams 

t" / 
Kla - kl a - ka-yuk was a great whal e hunter . ,, 
A poor widow had a boy . He was a l azy boy , worthl ess . 

1 / 

Everybody called hi m Bwik- buk-?i. That means "lazy ." 
/ 

His brother-in-law was Kli- kli-de- yu?. He too was a whaler . 

His name means , "The whale shoul d stop at a c ertain place all 

the time. " 

/ 
One time H\-rik-buk-?i went t o 1-lhere his brother-in-law 

had gust come home from whaling . Ahd his brother-in-law said, 

/ 
%Well, the only news i s that Hwik-buk-?i has hi s whal e going 

to the ocean ." And everybody l aughed . They said , "Yah ." 

That ' s the 1-lay the make fun of peopl e . They \vere making fun 

of him. 

That ki nd of touched his heart . He got a1.;rfully sorr y for 

his s ister. She was carrying t he bag t heyal ways had f or the 

whaling out fit, for harpoons and t h i ngs . She began t o cry 

she felt so bad at the way they treated her brother . She 

went to her mother ' s house and she called this boy . "Now , 

you sit here and I will tell you what you should do ." The 

only thing he used to do was s it by t he fire. His legs were 

all red from s it t i ng by the fir e all the time . 

That same evening he told his mother , "I '"ant you to 

shine up the harpoons . " His father l'i"as a chief and a whale man . 

He told her to shi ne up the harpoons and fi x them all up now . 

"I' m going t o make a man out of me . If I stay av-ray a long time , 

you will know I died . I' m go i ng to s tay until I make a man out 

of myself . 

Elizabeth Colson Collection - 
Williams, “Lazy Boy,” 
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And he said , "Mother,I am going to change my name. I am 

going to be called QWi- qWi- x ;lkx-ta-yJ_k." That was his name from ., -

his father. It means , "Going. Just going out ." 

He went out in the '\'loods with hismother . They were 

going to do what they did when they went out whaling to 

prepare for the trip. They ask some sort of a prayer and ta."k:e 

a good bath . Each one had a medicine ot :his own . His mother 

~ helped h i m. She said , "Don 't you eat now , my son . Don 't you 

eat." .. ;And they went out in the prairie . of _ Ozette. ~hey 

. . . -· . 

selected a deep pool of wELter in the st:J;'eam where th:ey do their 

' praying and getting i-:eady for .this endurance of what they are 

.. going to do . His mo:t.he r gave him a rub ba:th .with those ~eaves 
.. -

and just scorched, '. b.is back . Got al3.. the laiines~ , dff him~ 
~~ . . . ;-:· 

And he said, "Mother, . I'm goi:ng -to dive. I" .rn g;oing to go under 
. . .::·. ~ . .. :; 

and stay there for ,a l ong time ::·and 

place where .. tb,ey nev;er like ·to . go ._" 

find . out what' is under that 

-:- '· .;'/ . . . -· .. · .! ~· - . . . . . . . . . 

TheJ1ewas:.id~omething t.})_~r·e ':t.hat made. a noi,se, <a, rUl!iblii?-.g• 

. ·rt still do~:s . ; :'·sb~e ,:or :the bci~·~ h~~~ · ·h~aTQ_' _' i\ .there:_,r1ow . .. 
'!••:·-

was 

a new moon . 

And . while:~;,~h-~y were th~r.(?. ·, : 'tn:e ~'1noO'ri · came .up • ... It 

·They u$~·J""to ·gq ·:out on the . :~~w riio6n for. th.at kind 
. . . :~v· - , _._: "'·/· 

of work . He dove in the place they are ·pot supposed :: to go 

because· there i s SOJ?ething there. He wanted to be br9:ve. He 

told his mother to . go . avray and he was .going to dive under there. 

When he dove into, the water , · he saw' Titdged .iil. a sort of a cave 

a great big animal . All he could 51ee was tne back of it. And 

'-- when he came out; the blood came froJ!lhis nose and eyes and 

from under his arms . That was from the pr~ssure of the water . 
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After that he went home . His mother vlen t home and told 

him just to eat medicine all the time . Just medicine leaves , 

herbs. He lived on that before he went out . It was for so many 

days , but I don ' t know how many . 

His mother took out all this whal i ng equipment, got it 

ready, put i t in his canoe. And everybody d i dn 't want to 
/ 

go v'li th him. They laughed. They sai d , "Imagine ! Hvlik-buk-?i 

wants a canoe of men to go 1Alhaling vri th hi m." And they 

laughed . They joked about it. So he coul dn 't get a crew. 

His mother had to go . He only scared up s i x men and his mother. 

He couldn't get a full crew. A full crew was e i ght men . 

And they went, they were just going . He tol d his 

mother, "Have things ready at n i ght ." And at night he knocked 

at the wall . He said , ''Mother, Mother+ Have things ready . I 

won ' t come to you folks until I'm ready to go out. " I kind of 

kno,,r how the poor mother mus t have been excited . And she had 

everything on the beach . And the Indians want t o know where is 

Hwik-b~-?i. He hasn't shown up for a long time. And the day 

came. His mother got nettl es and brushed off the canoe with 

that all over. They s t arted out at daybreak . They were the 

l ast canoe out. 

They w·ent to Os-'dt. There was <:3- great big island over 

there . His mother had saved the bear ski n his father had had . 

T~ey watched the other canoes that went out. They d i dn ' t seem 

to have much success in spott ing a whale . But he clidn' t go 

very far and his mother shook the canoe . They neverR hollered 

in those days like we do now, "Hey , l ook at that!" They didn 't 

dare . He made a noise that he had seen it. He to ok hold of the 

.I 
J 
I 
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harpoon. It was a great sperm whale. The largest kind. He 

motioned to go near it. He stood up in the bow of the canoe. 

And he said, "Oh ho ho", he said. Bang! And it went right 

through. Just a little of the harpoon was showing. He was 

that strong . 

His poor sister was sitting and watching at Wa?tch 

all the time. And she saw a whale come up. They used to 

signal for help to the other canoes to : .Gom? near! And this 

man said to his mother, "No, d.on 1 t signal for help because it 

is stone dead. II He killed it right away. That w~s what ' he ' . 

had prayed for. That the first ·st-roke ·would kill .the whale~ 

They took the floaters and they fofuid .- the whale yras , paralyzed~, 
," .. ./ . 

couldn 1 t move. They ._put on th~ fio~ter.s and . sia~ted . towing 
' :;: 

it towards home. 
., 

:. ~·. -:.- . ·.:--

• ~-6 • -

·' ' .. . · . 

When they got · ishore ''~ th~Y, C·6:GddgJJ_J ';:.:~a,k;t any ~ U.se 
,· . :; . .' •. . :. 

of the whale because of blooi;l > , 

You are not supposed his 

stren~th the spear . went right through~ · ;se'i. .d{~d)::~~~~~~-: ~hrow it 
. ..., .· ·· 

. ·. ~' :·;f::7":;' 

away. His mother was disappointed about th:i,s ,WhEi.le _being 
./ . . . ; : :_ · .• -.:~_.,;:.·:~-.. ~--- · 

/ .. - . . ·; ·-·. ·.· · .. 

spoiled. But Hwik-buk-?i .s,a_id, ·:''Don't worry·; ~;i~bt_her. Next time 
" · .. . ~ . 

it will be good . " So right on the beach, he thr~ew it away. And 

next day he went out again and killed a whale tight in the bay, 

close in shore at Oz ette . . 

And you know., when this fiX Kla-kla...:do*yuk came' home 

. / . '· 
and found out that Hwik-buk-?i had thrown the whale away, he 

felt very cheap~ He got hold of his blanket. He w~pt and laid 

on his bed and put his b_lanket over his nead . He never said a 

·• . ~ 

·- ~' . 

• '":! •• 
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-vmrd . He was a shamed . 

Well, before the tide was -vmy out in the bay, they had 

the whale ashore . A very good one . He told his mother , 

"Don 't you boss on this whale . Let eve r ybody in the pl ace have 

as much as they can take, and don ' t you boss on it ." 

After that everybody came . "Can I go with you?:% 

"Can I go with you?" Before that, he couldn't get a cre·w . 

And Hwik-buk- ?i said , "No, we don't have r oom for anyone . 

But now we ' re go i ng to l eave my mother at home . And the six 

of us , we are go i ng to divide the work ." 

From then on he u sed to kill a whale nearly every .., / 

day. And now his name vvas QWi-qWix-ln..."k:- k"--yap . 
' .. 

And one day he went out. Eight canoes went out 
/ 

from Ozette , and Hwik- buk-?i was one of them . And he never ate . 

And he always braided his hair up on the back of his head , 

tight up here . And one day , i t was oh a v ery good day . And 

he told his sister , "Don't feel· bad about me . ·I saw a great 

big man in Lake Ozette, and he to l d me he I'I'Ould take care of 

me and punish those who made fun of me . He tol d me al ways to 

be brave . He told me that," he said . That fine day, everybody 

went out . 

That was the saddest day . He killed a whale . And 

he let go of the harpoon and gave it to a poor old fe llovr who 

never got an;y whale . And all at once , the -vrater began to be 

different . It was kind of circling around . They never knew 
/ 

what happened . But Hwik- buk- ?i was on shore first . ~Dd there 
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were great waves there . They could hardly come ashore . 

A canoe -,,rould come , just capsize , and ki l l everybody in it . 

Hwi k- bu_"k:- ?i got home safe . I!It s sister said , "Let ' s not go in 

right now. This can ' t l ast for ever . Let ' s wait . It will 

calm down . No use trying to make it to shore . " So they waited. 

And this Kle - kle- ka- dap didn ' t come home. They always 

claimed it -v;ras the whale that killed him . All the others died . 

All of them . Only Hwik-bu_"k:- ?i came ashore . 

That was the end of it . But Hwik- buk- ?i killed all 

the whales he wanted to . He got so rich , brave, a famous man . 

And that way , you shouldn ' t make fun of a poor man . 

That ' s t he end of it . 
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Interviewer: Josh Reid with Janine Ledford Transcriber: MaryJane Ides 
Interviewee: Alexis Greene Date Transcribed: 3/25/19 
Interview Date: 9/5/18 

Josh: “Okay, so we have it recording now. Why don’t you go ahead and introduce yourself, kind 
of who you are relative to who you are, and any experience that you might have that might be 
relevant for understanding what you’re going to talk about today.” 

Alexis: “My name’s Alexis Greene, I am…a teacher’s assistant at the Head Start here in Neah 
Bay. I am a…other than the humpback being brought up on the beach this last couple weeks ago, 
I have no experience with whales. I was on the beach in ’99 when they brought the whale and I 
do remember that a little bit. I was only about three-years-old, though, I was…but I do remember 
that-from what little I remember, I remember what my little brother was wearing that day…uh, 
so…but I don’t remember eating the whale. My mom remembers it, and she was telling us about 
it after this and uh…yeah I don’t really-other than this first experience I don’t really have any 
other experience with doing this.” 

Josh: “So Alexis, why don’t we start by you telling me- talking to me about when you first 
learned about the whale was going to be coming in…they found a whale, um, yeah…” 

Alexis: “I was at work. I’m a teacher’s assistant so the teacher-she’s the one I work with, she was 
coming back from her lunch break and I asked her-I was like, “Where did you go?” and she was 
like, “We’re going to go get a whale!”, and I was like…I thought she was joking because, like-
who just gets up and leaves and gets a whale?! Well, her husband-my cousin Paul, was on one of 
the boats and she decided to go. So that’s when I first learned about it, and then um…I didn’t 
think too much of it, because that’s all I heard, and then uh…I went about my day and I went to 
dance practice that night, and after dance practice and after dance practice I see a truck zip by 
and go down the road. I thought, “Crap, they’re going down there. Hopefully I can find my kid”, 
cuz my dad-he had him. So I go back to the house, and I’m looking for them, “Okay, their bikes 
are gone, they’re gone. It’s nine o’clock at night…” or whatever, like, “okay, I probably know 
where they’re at”, because my dad had called me at dance practice and he’s like, “Hey, do you 
have my backpack? It’s like a front pack for the babies?”, and I was like, “Yeah, it’s at my 
house.” And he’s like, “Oh wow, ok…” And I was like-I didn’t think-maybe he just wanted it for 
the next day, he didn’t tell me why he needed it. He was down there with the crowd-so I had to 
go find those guys. It was really cool, cuz the road to get there is kind of long. It’s a dirt road, I 
wanna say a quarter a mile or so. Well, we had to stop and park a ways away and I was walking 
over there and uh…I-it was really quiet, but as I got closer I could hear drumming and singing 
and I was like…at first I was really unsure of what I was getting into. I was a little bit nervous, 
and people talked about hearing those kinds of things and I wasn’t sure if I was actually hearing 
it. I got closer, it got louder and louder, and they were singing the “Whale [Killing?, M.I.] Song” 
and that’s uh-in 2010 when they had Journeys here they performed that song for everyone at 
protocol. So, since then we’ve practiced it and sang it and uh…it was really cool to be able to 
hear it as we’re walking up to the area. It got louder and louder as we got there, and when I got 
there down the beach they were still pulling the whale to shore. So, when I got there it was nine-
ish…and they were still trying to get the whale on the beach. And I found my kid finally -he was 
down there. My dad was helping the whale hooked up to the back h – actually, I don’t know 
what kind of tractor it was. Uh…yeah, that was when I first heard about it and when I got there.” 

Humpback harvest interviews, 2018 - A Green



Interviewer: Josh Reid with Janine Ledford  Transcriber: MaryJane Ides 
Interviewee: Alexis Greene  Date Transcribed: 3/25/19 
Interview Date: 9/5/18  
	  
Josh: “Great, so um…how did you know that this was the place that you needed to be at that 
moment?” 

Alexis: “You mean like, “How did I know where everyone was at”? Or…? 

Josh: “Yeah ,both…I mean, how did you know that it was important for you to be there?” 

Alexis: “Well um, I see – I drove down Front Street and I seen all these lights over where they 
were and I was like, “That’s where everybody’s at.” Nobody’s answering their phones-and I was 
– and no one was at my house, so-and it was, “That’s where they’re at, that’s why my dad 
wanted the backpack.” And so, okay…that’s where I needed to go. I don’t know, I was in the 
uh…I was at dance practice so I was wearing leggings. I don’t like wearing pants. I’d rather wear 
running pants or basketball shorts, so I went home and I changed and um…I don’t know, I felt 
like I just needed to change my clothes and um…just in case like, I didn’t know what was going 
on and I didn’t know what was going to happen tonight. So I went back over there and 
uh…everybody was there, they did their c̓i·qa and stuff. I don’t know, I just felt like I needed to 
be there.” 

Josh: “Mm hm. Great. So let’s see, so you’ve got us there down on the beach-they’re hooking the 
whale up to the tractor and beginning to bring it up. Talk to us about what the landing was like, 
talk a bit about the practicalities and protocols involved in welcoming the whale ashore.” 

Alexis: “So they were singing the “Whale Towing Song”, which is the bringing the whale ashore 
and the “Song of Appreciation” that is a “thank you” song. So I wasn’t there when they were 
singing, but those songs to me mean they were bringing the whale ashore and they were singing 
the “thank you” song…which is, we’re very appreciative of this gift. It’s going to feed a lot of 
people. 

[Alexis whispers, unintelligible] 

Josh: “And then, what about like then…getting the whale ashore. Tell me what that was like.” 

Alexis: “It was – it seemed so nonchalant at the time because everybody was just…like it was 
just like – it was just, it was so natural kind of. That’s what I mean by “nonchalant”; it was 
natural for everyone to be around and be right there. And for the kids – there were a lot of kids 
down there – and the kids weren’t in the way, like they knew where they were supposed to be. 
Like, they knew what was going on in their body; sometimes they just knew, “That’s how I’m 
supposed to act right now.” So everybody just stood back, with how many kids that were down 
there it was pretty mellow getting down to the beach.” 

Josh: “Yeah this was – this was pretty late at night. Uh, especially to have so many kids- “ 

Brian: “Well people have so many kids! I’m one of five – or, one of seven siblings. Then I have 
two of my own. My daughter’s dad has five, so she’s one of five as well so he was down there 
with a couple of his kids so they’re just everywhere.” 
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Josh: “Okay, so they hooked it up to the tractor, they’re bringing it in and uh- what else was else 
was involved with bringing the whale ashore?”  

Alexis: “Uh, they had these long [spreads arms apart, M.I.] underneath the whale and they were 
– so there were a bunch of guys down there helping, there were some trying to wrap the whale up 
to – [makes circular motions with both hands, M.I.] with chains, to help to bring it ashore. But 
they were also using the logs to help the whale from getting suctioned to the sand before they got 
it out of the water, so as they were bringing it up a lot of the guys kept moving the logs up as 
they could – as they were following it up from under the whale… so they could keep it from 
sinking down.” 

Josh: “Um…alright. So, whale’s ashore. How did the butchering, then, or…or were there more 
protocols that happened once it was really there?” 

Alexis: “There was more that happened, yeah.” 

Josh: “What were those?” 

Alexis: “So once the whale was actually on the beach out of the water, um, they…where did 
they…they started with…the chairman was talking about like keeping this off social media and 
being respectful of what was about to happen because c̓i·qas are very sacred – they’re prayers. 
They had the heads of families come up, I’m…these are…the heads of the families who came up 
to pray for the whale were um…not one hundred percent sure, but I think they were the ones that 
were the whaling families so – the ones- the whalers who came up to pray around the whale. 
And…everybody was praying at that point, they were praying to themselves. They killed the 
lights, they started doing their c̓i·qas and…it was silent out there. Well, besides – I don’t know if 
you’d ever heard a c̓i·qa before. It’s a little prayer song, they use a little rattle, and it sounds like 
a song. It’s in Makah language. Um…cuz that was the p – that was before butchering the whale. 
Then they…talked about what they were gonna do next. Uh, John Scordino had his workers 
down there and they were gonna do – run their tests and um, make sure it was okay to eat and 
stuff and the chairman let everyone know, “If at this time, if you’d like to go get a bucket a, 
whatever, to put the whale meat in…you guys can grab that” like, come back for whale meat. At 
that point, left - I tried to get out of there. There was a lot of people down there. They shut down 
the road, so I had to walk and I’m like, “I’m gonna get out of here before I get stuck in the mess 
of everyone leaving”. So I left and I back about, half an hour later and I got everything I needed. 
I grabbed um…I grabbed a couple pots and a Tupperware bowl,  and I grabbed – my little 
brother – I’m twenty-one, he’s ten, he wanted to be a part of it so I brought him down there with 
me. And then, Leroy went down with me, and my son was sleeping by then so he didn’t go back 
with me, and we got back down there. And they said we had an hour, so we tried to hurry up and 
they were coming up – people were leaving with the whale in like, half an hour so, of everything 
happening. So, as we were walking down there there were people walking out with blubber. 
Some people didn’t even need to leave – they were just leaving with it in their bare hands. And 
um, my brother wanted to – my brother Leroy, he’s eighteen, he wanted to…he wanted to leave 
right after we got [Leiland, her child’s name, needs spelling corrected, M.I.] because he was 
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really excited, and so I had to tell him, “We’ll just stay for a little bit.” And he was like, “Well, 
okay”, so we stayed for a little bit. But my dad told us we needed to get the whale on ice right 
away. And I was like, “Mm…we drive home from town with meat in our cars for like, eight 
hours” so I was like, “I’m pretty sure we’ll be okay”, this was just butchered…so, “Let’s just put 
it in the car, let’s see what they’re doing.” And he was like, “Okay!”, and Leiland [not sure of 
spelling, M.I.] was excited for it, to stay. And my mom came down next, she came down, and 
um…at that point a lot of people had left. They had gotten their meat and their blubber and 
everything, um…so there was a bunch of the whalers and their kids…one of the whaler’s had a 
son that was down there helping, and I just watched, like, for a while. And they started packing it 
up, people were packing it up and leaving with it, but there was a big pile that was just sitting 
there. And they were just handing it out like it was candy, so I was like, “I’m gonna take as much 
as I can cuz there are a lot of people who are not here to get the whale” so then, um…my fridge 
was literally full of whale meat. I didn’t keep all of it. I gave a lot of it away, a lot of people 
really appreciated that because they weren’t there and um…I went up and I was bringing the 
whale to the car and I looked down and I seen a couple guys standing there. Jo-Jo McGimpsey 
and Brandon Moss, and uh…who else was standing there…I think there was…oh, Spencer 
McCarty was standing with them, too. And I asked them, too, cuz everyone was leaving and the 
whale meat was piling up, “What are you guys gonna do with that?” And Jo-Jo starts telling me 
the process of like, “…as it keeps going on, we’re just gonna keep cutting the meat”…okay, “But 
there’s all the meat sitting there, what is the plan? Because I know there’s a lot of people who 
didn’t get to come down here.” He was like, “Oh, yeah, okay. We see what you mean, we didn’t 
think about that yet.” So they got one of the chairmen, I think it was Patrick Depoe, he was still 
down there – or, not the chairmen – council member, he was down there. Yeah, he was down 
there still, and they let him know, “Hey, we gota take care of the rest of this. Is there a…like 
where can we put it?”, and he was like, “Oh I’ll call the co-op, and we’ll get the totes down here 
and start packing it up.” So, he got that going and they started packing it up, and…a lot of people 
were still cutting up the whale and there were only a few people packing it up, so I went over 
there like [holds hands out, M.I.], “Load me up.” They were like, “What!?”, “Come on, I’ll pack 
it up there.” They just looked at me and I was like, “Come on, I’m not even joking!”,  and they 
thought I was joking at first. There wasn’t very many…there wasn’t very many other people 
down there, especially women, that were ready to load it up – it was all men. So I was, “No, I’m 
serious. I’ll pack some up there.” And I was barefoot and everyone was looking at me like, 
“What’re you doing?” Everyone was looking at me like, “What’re you doing? You’re gonna hurt 
yourself.” After a couple times, they’re like, “Oh, she’s got this”, like, “she’s strong, she knows 
what she’s doing”. But this was heavy! I was sore for like three days afterwards, but at the 
moment it didn’t feel like a lot, like, I had it…was probably a good fifty pounds that I was 
packing up to the totes.” 

Josh: “About how far away do you think the totes were from the beach where the pile of whale 
meat was? Or blubber…” 

Alexis: “Mm…probably like fifty feet, or thirty…I’m not very good at [distances? M.I.].” 
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Josh: “All right, yeah. Yeah. So, it largely was men down there doing a lot of the butchering, and 
then you were busy driving things-carrying things up to the totes. About how long were you out 
there that evening?” 

Alexis: “Uh…I got back out there around at about 11 PM, and then I was out there until about 
3:30-3:45 that morning and…and the majority of it was spent - I did help pack a majority of the 
meat up, like hold on…not that I did all the work, I packed a lot up there; I didn’t just do it one 
time. My coat was soaked with blood! So u…um…so, I kind of just waited for them to need help 
packing stuff up and then I was talking to other people that were there, cuz I had taken some 
blubber home, I had taken some baleen, I had took some whale meat…so while we’re down 
there, I was just talking to some people that knew what to do with that stuff. How to take care of 
it, and…and…” 

Josh: “Mm hm…so who were the people you were talking to who knew what to do with this 
material?” 

Alexis: “So, Maria Pascua was there and I asked her about the blubber and how she prepared it 
for – she let me know how to – like the steps to do the rendering of the oil and um…” 

Josh: “How did she describe that to you?” 

Alexis: “She said that, there were lots of different ways to do it, “…whatever is the way that is 
for you – this is the way that I did it” and so she told me that she um, boiled it for a minute and 
that made it easier to cut. Then she would take it out and cut off the extra – cuz there’s like skin 
– cuz there’s still skin on the other side. So she cut the skin off, she cut off the parts that aren’t a 
part – cuz like, there’s like tendons and different stuff on there so you gotta cut that stuff off. She 
said it made it easier to cut, and then you cut it like butter…you know how you slice up butter? 
You simmer it so it starts…so eventually it turns into oil, you just do it until it’s done and then 
with the extra stuff she said you could eat it or… some people turned it into, almost like a pork 
rind…and so, I didn’t really understand when she was talking about it, but then uh I was like I 
remembered that. And then um…I also asked a couple of other people, and they said about the 
same process of doing it. You just want to cut off all the extra – get all the blood off of it, get all 
the blood out of it, or else the oil will spoil faster and then I asked Donny Swan, he’s a whaler. 
He was there when they got the whale in ’99, and so I asked him about baleen and how to take 
care of the baleen that I got, and he said that dropping it in the water in like a potato sack so like, 
the sand fleas could eat the extra stuff off of it would take care of it- “ 

Josh: “That’s a good idea.” 

Alexis: “ – I asked a few different people; I asked um…the…I took the meat home, too, and I 
asked quite a few people how they cooked it before and they said, “ You basically cook it like 
you would cook any other meat, you can grind it up and turn it into ground whale meat and have 
spaghetti or you can put it in your- you can cut it up for stew”, you can cook it pretty much like 
any other meat you can get, so that was…I asked uh…there was too many people that I asked 
about that.” 
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Josh: “Now, have you had the chance to do any of that with the blubber, the meat, yeah-“ 

Alexis: “Yeah, so I got – I rendered the oil from the blubber I took –“ 

Josh: “And did you kind of roughly follow what they had said?” 

Alexis: “Yeah, but then I had…actually, um…so there was part of the whale that they took at the 
beginning. It was the saddle, and they took that and they do – I haven’t gotten a chance to ask 
how they decide all that and where they do their ceremony for that. It’s another “thank you” for 
bringing this to us. Yeah, well…but they brought me a piece of the saddle, and I almost cried 
when they brought it to me because I was like…it’s a big piece – like, it’s a big part of a whale to 
be like, “Hey, a couple of the elders felt like you deserved a piece of the saddle”. And I’s 
like…okay, that’s like…really cool. I was really surprised, and then I rendered that whale oil too, 
and I kept that separate from the other whale oil I rendered.” 

Josh: “Why did you keep it separate?” 

Alexis: “Just so…I know like, this is…from the saddle, and this is from the other part of the 
whale. They like, they thought I deserved this because I was there all night long and I went back 
the next morning. So, I thought that was pretty awesome to be able to receive that piece. And 
then um, the next morning…oh Friday, I didn’t cook any Friday because I was busy all Friday 
day. And then Saturday, I made my kids breakfast and…I actually hadn’t gone grocery shopping 
for a long time, I didn’t have a whole lot in my fridge– and I really wanted sausage, and I was 
like, “Well…there is sausage, but I don’t really wanna give you guys sausage.” So, I cut up a 
little of the whale, rinsed it off, I actually cooked them a little bit of the whale meat that morning 
and it tasted really good. It tasted like steak, and so we had whale for breakfast the next couple of 
days.” 

Josh: “About how long did you rinse the meat for?” 

Alexis: “Oh, I didn’t rinse it very long but I rinsed it periodically like every so often. So, when I 
say my fridge was full of whale meat, it was – you know those compartments at the bottom of 
the fridge for your fruits and vegetables – my mom had to take out the shelf above it because it 
was overflowing and then, there was another shelf with whale meat on it and the top shelf was 
blubber. The entire fridge was full of whale meat. It – it sat for the first day because I went back 
that Friday, so I didn’t have time to take care of it until after that was over and I…I just rinsed it 
for five minutes at a time, but um, there was…there was blood coming out of it. So I had to make 
sure that it wasn’t overflowing from anything. Um, but my mom had [“choice”?, M.I.] first, 
because I didn’t have enough room in my fridge. Um, she rinsed hers for about two hours and 
there was still blood. So then she soaked hers in the sink for about an hour in water and rinsed it 
out after that and then we froze it.” 

Josh: “So, talk to me about what the butchering was like on Friday because this was when you 
actually got in there and butchered – and, actually, before we dive into that let me uh - yeah start 
a new one here in a sec…” [End of Part I, M.I.] 
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Josh: “Okay, so we’re recording once again. So we’re recording so…uh, your experience 
actually butchering it on Friday.” 

Alexis: “So…at first they – I didn’t plan on butchering it. I went down there the next morning 
and I was dressed in nicer clothes, and I was like, “I’m just gonna bring my son…”, cuz he didn’t 
get to see it the night before as they were butchering it and, I wanted my son to see this – he’s six 
years old and if I remember when I was three…then he’s gonna remember this for the rest of his 
life. So I was like, “I really want him to experience this…”, and there really wasn’t a lot of 
people down there that morning. It was pretty early, it was 9:30 and so, uh…went down there 
and checked it out. They talked about flipping it, cuz they didn’t get to flip it yet. Uh, we…went 
– so we went down there and I was like, “Okay, well…there’s not really that many people down 
here, so maybe I’ll go change my clothes into something I don’t mind throwing away. And 
so…he’s like, “I don’t wanna leave, I wanna stay!” so I was like, “James, we gota go - I gota go 
change my clothes really quick”, so he was like, “Okay”. So we went to my house, we 
changed…we went back down there and uh…there was more people down there. And after they 
flipped it…” 

Josh: “Uh. How did they flip it?” 

Alexis: “Uh…the backhoe. We tried flipping it before by ourselves, but there was like twenty 
people lined up and it wasn’t going anywhere. So…extra – extra support! And after it was 
flipped, people were coming and going, taking what they needed and some of what they wanted 
from the bones. And…that’s all I planned to do. I found this rib bone and I was like, “I’ll just 
clean this up” then um…Maria Roberts was there – um, Gozales…Gonzales is her maiden name. 
She was there, and she was working for fisheries – er not fisheries, she was with John and she 
had all her knives and everything and she started cutting it up. And I was like, “Um…your 
pregnant Maria. Should you be doing this?” And she was like, “Yeah I’m doing this!” and I said, 
“Alright then, I’m gonna come help you!”. Then I was like, “Okay so, you probably shouldn’t be 
up here…can you go sit down somewhere…or can you help in a different way? I know you’re 
supposed to be working, but you’re really pregnant!” So, that’s how I got started butchering it, 
was it took a while, and we put it on the tarp. First we took all the blubber off and put it on a tarp 
then we started cutting the meat afterwards. I’ve never butchered anything before, so you kind of 
just…I don’t know how – I don’t know how anyone knew what they were doing, because like – 
we’d never - a lot of us had never done it before. Kind of…just like – kind of came naturally, 
too. Just …” 

Josh: “Uh huh. So you’ve never butchered a seal, or a deer…” 

Alexis: “I’ve seen a deer and elk get butchered, but I’ve never actually gotten in on it 
and…yeah.” 

Josh: “Kay…so what do you think was the most challenging or surprising part of butchering a 
whale?”  
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Alexis: “Um…getting through the blubber had to be the most challenging. Uh, I didn’t realize 
how thick it was. It’s really thick; so getting through that I was surprised, and trying to get it – 
cuz first there’s the blubber and then that’s attaching everything to the meat, so it was actually 
pretty tough and we had actual butchering knives and filet knives and…I don’t know…I couldn’t 
imagine how hard it would’ve been back in the day when we didn’t have knives. That’s where 
my mind went – have your knife, or your harpoon sharp enough! Has to be sharper than a knife, 
like – we could barely make it through there. So that was…that was pretty challenging.” 

Josh: “Uh, huh. Kay, um…so about how long  on Friday did stay down there butchering?” 

Alexis: “Um…til about five…I stayed until they buried the whale that day.” 

Josh: “Okay, so and that was around five-ish…” 

Alexis: “It was like…everyone was done around four thirty, I think and I stayed. I didn’t want to 
leave the whale by itself; for me, I think I could’ve – I didn’t have a lot going on that Makah 
Days so I kind of, I…uh, my son was with me down there all day and my daughter – she’s two, 
she was down there with us, too. So I didn’t want to – they were just gonna hang out – and that 
was my only priority was my kids, so they were just gonna hang out with me, and…they were 
fine.” 

Josh: “So what were the kids doing while you were busy butchering the whale?” 

Alexis: “Um…my son wanted to help – he wanted to get in on it, and I was too nervous to let 
him handle a knife, so I was – I had him pull…cuz we had the…a gaff hook, cuz we were pulling 
the blubber up to cut under that while we cut. He helped hold onto that for a little while, and then 
he…tried to help me pack. To him, he helped pack meat over – to him, he just had his hands on 
it. He really wanted to like – he’s only six – he was super excited and wanted to be right in there. 
He actually wanted to hunt a whale before any of this happened. Almost a year ago, he had made 
his own little harpoon and it was pretty accurate. He wad the rope, he had the…he was trying to 
sharpen it – my dad doesn’t let him play with knives either, and he – he hangs out with my dad a 
lot. So he was letting him – he showed him like, “Well, if you scrape it on the ground…” and use 
the rock like a – or the ground or like a rock on knife, or whatever, and you can get it sharpened 
so he tried doing that. He walked around with this for like a week! It was- it was like – it was 
pretty big [stretches arms out, M.I.]! And then my daughter, she was just…she was just – she 
was just around it. She was just playing, she’d come and would look at and ask what part it was 
or, “What’s that?” but for the most part she just – she didn’t mind what was going on. She was 
really nonchalant like, she’s two.”  

Josh: “So about how much meat and blubber do you think you’re keeping for your own family’s 
consumption? So, not the big piles that you took home and gave away, but the amount that you 
are gonna kind of eat off of in the next year or however many months.” 

Alexis: “I probably have about fifteen-twenty pounds of meat…and it’s really rich, so we were 
eating it a little bit – not all the way. And then for blubber, I have about five to six – no – so I 
have five jars from the saddle that I rendered and three from the other blubber.” 
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Josh: “So like, kind of like, these sizes…pints..” 

Alexis: “Pint. Yeah, they’re pints- “ 

Josh: “Um…okay, and with the blubber, did you end up rendering pretty much all the blubber?” 

Alexis: “Yeah, so I rendered the saddle oil at my mom’s outside and uh…when you’re done 
rendering there’s like these little – they look like, like fried halibut almost when you’re done. 
And so jokingly I gave a piece to my daughter and asked her to take a bite, and she did and she 
ate it. And I was like, “Okay, well I should probably eat it, too…”, you know-cuz I should see 
what this tastes like…and it didn’t taste bad! I took one bite, and I was like, “I’m gonna salt and 
pepper this.” So, it was kind of like-what she said, they turn into like, pork rinds almost. It was 
pretty cool…um, and then I had…I took home four ribs and I took home the baleen. That next 
day I actually took home more ribs, or I took home more of the whale [unintelligible, M.I.]…the 
ribs, and um, I buried the ribs at the beach to let the sand fleas do their job and then I put the 
baleen in the water. And so, that’s been in the water-what’s today? The fifth? So that’s been in 
the water for about eight to ten days, I’m gonna go check on it today-and then, um, same with the 
ribs.” 

Josh: “What do you plan on doing with the ribs and the baleen?” 

Alexis: “So the ribs…um, I’m not sure-my Aunty Becky wanted…but she gets to pick however 
much she wanted from the ribs. And um…I wanna-so, I wanted-they said that either-they said 
that some of the ribs you can’t really do much with them because they’re porous and so 
that…carving-wise and stuff that might be difficult. So I might just keep them to have them-if I 
can do anything with them I wanted to make a bone game set. And I took home some other 
pieces of bones that I’m not quite sure how they’re going to go either-um, I think it was part of 
vertebrae, like the spine of the whale. I cut some pieces off of that, I’m gonna try to do the same 
thing-just see how it would go after I get them cleaned and what they look like and stuff. Then 
the baleen that I have you can make rattles out of it. People up in Alaska have painted and carved 
on them for just decorative pieces but…I’m not sure-I’m not very artistic like that. I can figure 
out how to make a bone game set, I can figure out how to make a rattle set, but other than that 
I’m not quite sure so I was gonna let-I have some carvers in my family I could let just have them. 
Not sure yet.”  

Josh: “Yeah, that’s great. Did it seem like a lot of other people were taking um, some of the 
whale bone?” 

Alexis: “Yeah, there were-so there were…the spine, or vertebrae, the part [indicates with 
fingertips of both hands together small rounded space, M.I.] they’re like little square sections 
that I cut off of the whale. There were couple other people that grabbed some of that. There was 
people who took some of the jaw bone-the jaw bone’s the part that’s the most solid, and that’s 
the part they make their war clubs out of. So, there’s people-two people got to take both of the 
jaw bone, then some people were taking ribs that night. But other than that it didn’t seem like 
very many people. It’s a lot of work to get…that stuff off.” 
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Josh: “Yeah, okay. Uh…let’s see.” 

Alexis: “Cuz the one rib I found was just laying like somebody had left it, um…they were up for 
grabs, so I grabbed that one and I started with that piece. Then I turned it over and I was like, 
“There’s more ribs, let’s cut the rest of the ribs out of this thing.” I got three more, so…it was 
really hard to cut them!” 

Josh: “Yeah-okay. What did you use to cut them…to cut them off?” 

Alexis: “Um…the filet-there was a filet knife is what we used and a-I think it’s a Victorinox-or a 
Victorinox-like knife. But then we just-after you cut into it and get the-it’s like any other ribs that 
has like-almost like if you’re gonna eat barbequed ribs…you gota pull them off-pull them apart 
and stuff. And so we took it and after we cut it-all the meat around it off we pulled it over on the 
other side of the whale and just yanked on it. It was a clean break, though. The last two, cuz we 
only took three out that day but the first one was not such a clean break, um…but the two were.” 

Josh: “Mm hm. Hm, interesting. Um, okay so…well how did you know the whale was safe to 
consume?” 

Alexis: “Well, they told us a lot…to go off the way that the whale smells-and so, a lot of people 
thought it stunk but I thought it smelled like fish, which isn’t a bad thing because it’s in the 
ocean. Of course it’s gonna smell fishy-and uh, and then they really just told us to go off the 
smell of it. And then the fact that there weren’t any of the uh, flies…like the ones-I don’t know 
what they’re called, like the ones that go after everything decomposes? A lot of those weren’t 
down there when we started cutting into the other side that day, so we just took that home 
and…let the-we got another tote down there so we could take it to the co-op so more people 
could take meat home-and since I was giving away a lot, my mom brought me her cooler. She 
filled her cooler so she could take home. But yeah, we just went with the smell of it. It is gonna 
smell fishy and it’s gonna smell [puts index and middle fingers up on both hands in “air quotes”, 
M.I.] “bad”, but it’s not gonna like…I don’t know…” 

Josh: “It’s not gonna smell rotten…” 

Alexis: “It didn’t smell rotten, yeah.” 

Josh: “Okay, mm hm.” 

Alexis: “And then we thought about how long does it take for us to get a cow out here, at the-like 
this-like the meat at the store-how long it that gonna take for that to get out here after they 
butcher the cow? This was a-within the first day of the whale being dead. So…” 

Josh: “Mm hm…okay. So to you and your people, what is the significance of harvesting this 
humpback now?” 

Alexis: “What do you mean?” 
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Josh: “Why was it important that you were able to do this now-both to yourself, why was it 
important to you and also kind of-large-more largely, to your people…why was this important?” 

Alexis: “For me this was important, like I said, because I got to be down at the beach when I was 
three-but I was only three years old. If this hadn’t of happened, I would- I may not have 
experienced this. Like, right now we don’t have our treaty rights and stuff so it’s really up in the 
air whether this will ever happen again. And so for me I thought it was sort of awesome to be a 
part of it, and I was able to explain to my son-it was Makah Days and there’s all of these things 
to go do and he was like, “Well, I want to go do them”. And I said, “James, your sister is almost 
the same age that I was when I was down there, and this might not ever happen again.” And 
he…he’s six, and he was like...he- I don’t know if he felt my emotions, but he understood after 
explaining that to him that, “This is really important. This may never happen again, and you will 
want to be there.” And so, for me, that’s why it’s important. I hope it happens again, like…and 
so like, I took home meat. And so now like, I took home meat and so like, for the winter 
time…there’s lots of stuff going on-like, I’m a single mom. I don’t have like-not like I don’t 
have a lot of money, but now I have like-I have this whale meat like, that I just got to take home- 
like I didn’t have to go buy at the store. It’s just mine to keep, and um…I’ll have that for the 
winter to eat whenever I want or whenever I need to. And um, and still uh…eat whatever our 
ancestors ate, too, and how they used to do all this stuff is really awesome. And, for the 
community, um, I think it was really important cuz it’ll really show…it really shows a lot of 
people the same stuff that I was talking about like, they got to take their kids down there. They 
got to see and experience this stuff, um…a lot of people were surprised by the way that the 
whale tasted. A lot of people didn’t want to try it, they were hesitant…but then afterwards they 
were like, “Oh-wow. That actually tastes like…regular meat!” like, that is-and so-a lot of people 
didn’t know what it tastes like, so they were really nervous about it when I feel like we shouldn’t 
NOT know what a whale tastes like; we should know, and we should be able to have it in our 
freezers and there for when we want it…because my kids are picky eaters, and they actually 
really liked the whale. So, when people were hesitant I was telling them-because I actually 
cooked some up and then Saturday I brought it over…because we didn’t go anywhere 
besides…my kids danced after the parade at the gym, and then I went home and I made whale 
meat for lunch. And we went back over there and they were content, and I walked around the 
gym and people that I knew I let them try it and they were like, “Oh wow! Like, this is really 
good. What did you do to it?”, and all I really did to it was pan fry it in a little bit of olive oil, a 
tiny bit of salt and pepper and that was it. And everybody just snacked on it, like, that’s all my 
kids had for lunch that day-and there was no concessions at the gym but we had whale meat-so 
we’re good!” 

Josh: “That’s great! Um, is there anything else that you’d like to add? Is there anything else that 
you’d like to say or speak to that we haven’t covered here?” 

Alexis: “Mm…like…can we take this part off because I forget where we’re going or, like…” 

Josh: “Yep!” 
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[End of Part II, M.I.] 

Josh: “Um, alright so we’re back recording. Was there anything else that you would like to share 
we haven’t had the chance to talk about yet?” 

Alexis: “Well, the people I shared the whale meat with were-I kind of just asked anyone I ran 
into that day. Like, “Did you get whale meat?”, “Would you like to get some?”, “I could cook it 
for you”, or um… “If you want your own to take home, I can give you some.” So, not too many 
people wanted to take it home cuz they were…cuz they were busy, but they were like, “If you 
cook it for me I will try it.” So, I ended up cooking some for people and letting them try it and 
then um…when I offered it to my daughter’s grandma, she wanted some so I gave some to her 
and her daughters and they’re all adults-but I gave it to them to cook for them and their whole 
family and I um, I brought it over there. And I brought it to my cousin, Billy, and he-when I 
walked in, he had it uh…all of his fish out. I gave him whale meat for him and his family, and in 
turn he gave me fish eggs to keep and freeze for my family. That was-that was a good trade-and 
he kippered it, and he kippered some for me as well in a kippering barrel. And then um…I gave 
some to Jamie Parker and she’s…everyone wanted to give me something in return and most of 
the time I like-just, so like with the fish eggs like, he didn’t have room in his fridge for those so I 
was just like, “Okay, I like fish eggs. I’ll take them”, but it was like a gesture. As, “You gave me 
this, so I’m gonna trade you this.” Jamie also did the same and she asked if I ever had any…I 
think it was marionberry jam…? Um, she asked if I ever had any and she um, she’s like, “Well 
you gave me this whale meat, have you ever had this?”, and I was like, “No”, and she wanted to 
give me some jam. So I was like, to do this-to be able to do that kind of stuff…that’s just how 
our people are. They um, you give them something they’re going to give you something in return 
and I didn’t expect anything in return for this because I didn’t have to do anything to get this. So 
I just…this was a gift to them, but to get a gift back…is just, it’s kind of great. Just to see that 
that kind a lot of stuff is still alive today, that there’s people that are like, “You do me a favor, 
I’ll do you a favor”, like, “You’re giving me whale meat!”. I didn’t want anything in return, but 
it was really great for them to be able to appreciate and then give some of that back 
because…fish eggs, those are kind of precious! And, jam is also like gold-a lot of people around 
here make jam and they don’t share their jam very often unless they do a gesture like that! So, if 
they’re giving their jam away, it’s like…you gave them something really great. So, that 
was…that was great to be able to share it and then to be able to share something back…or not 
share something back, and I told them that was fine, too, “I’m not giving this to you to bring you 
to give me something. I’m bringing this to you to keep, like…to feed your family.” 

Josh: “Okay. Um…anything else?” 

Alexis: “The-so, I kippered some of the whale meat, and um froze it, you know-safe it for later. 
But so-I kippered some-or, I didn’t kipper it. I made it into jerky, and a lot of people were 
making marinades for their jerky and I didn’t use a marinade. I made old fashioned smokehouse 
jerky, like they would’ve-that’s how they would’ve done it-that’s the only way they would’ve 
done it way back when! Uh, so that was pretty cool and I actually got my wisdom teeth out, two 
weeks ago now. So when I did it, I couldn’t eat any and so I’ve been waiting to try it til my 
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wisdom-til they heal up, but my kids ate some of the jerky. It was really tough to eat, so they just 
chewed on it for a while. So, a lot of people give stuff like that to their babies-like jerky, and so I 
was like, “I can’t wait to give this to a teething baby!”, cuz um…yeah, they’ll give their kids fish 
candy but this is a lot tougher than fish candy. So, it’s not like your baby’s gonna choke on it or 
anything-this is, I feel like this is something they would’ve done when they got whales a long 
time ago is give their kids jerky to gnaw on…from the whale. Instead of all the processed foods 
and stuff people eat [“this is a non-processed one”? M.I.]” 

Josh: “So, one of the things-one of the patterns I’m seeing in what you’re saying is that um…you 
keep pointing back to trying to imagine what it was like for your ancestors to, say, cut a whale. A 
number of times you said, “I made old-fashioned jerky”, “not that stuff that’s marinated and 
fancy today”. Um, why is it important to you to reflect back-to try to experience what your 
ancestors might have experienced?” 

Alexis: “It…it’s all part of keeping our culture alive and um…yeah, I just-I really wanna-[takes 
phone out of back pocket to look if it’s ringing, M.I.] oh, that’s not my phone.” 

Josh: “It’s upstairs.” 

Alexis: “Oh um…important part of keeping our culture alive and I…I don’t know just…it’s, it’s 
really important to me to keep our culture alive because, we’re in 2018 now and a lot of people 
are losing their culture in other places and…um, my dad-when we were younger-and I was just 
an little itty bitty child, I used to speak Makah fluently…and um, by the time I got to preschool 
and kindergarten and afterwards, I had to lose some of that because I had to learn to speak 
English. So, it’s just been important to my dad to keep our culture alive. It’s important to me, just 
because it’s like-it’s our roots and it’s where we come from. It-like, going to dance practice, 
nobody-everybody that’s going to dance practice, they want to be there. NOT to practice, cuz we 
already know the songs-they want to be there cuz it makes their heart feel good and I mean it’s, it 
really does. If I’ve had a bad day and I know that dance practice is tomorrow, and that’s what I 
know I get to go do, it makes me feel like really good…and so, butchering the whale brought up 
a lot of emotions and um…like, I felt really, like I don’t know. I felt really connected to my 
culture, it really was-it really was a good feeling to be there. To be a part of it; to have uh, elders 
tell me-tell me that-with the gesture of giving me the saddle, like I was like, that I was like-I 
deserved it. I was important, and it was-that meant a lot because that, like, I didn’t try to…I 
wasn’t like, “I’m gonna go get a piece of the saddle!”, I was like, “I’m here, I’m gonna help; I’m 
gonna be a part of it.” All of it was just…I don’t know. It was just a feeling in my body that was 
just like, it makes me feel good and it-our culture, too, it helps a lot of people come out of bad 
places like-it’s really powerful. It’s hard to describe the feeling but it just makes your heart 
happy and makes you feel better.” 

Josh: “Mm hm. Great. Thank you, Alexis.” 

[End of Part III, M.I.] 
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Josh: “Okay-got it recording, so why don’t you go ahead and state your name and kind of your 
position in the community…give basically a quick overview of who you are and your 
experience.” 

Brian: “Hello, my name is Brian Wilson Parker, and I’m a fisherman. Fishing is my occupation 
and is what I like to do…and cuz I’m a fisherman-hope it’s a door’s up to doing a lot of things in 
community-cultural things; volunteer firefighter in the medical community. That’s basically it, 
there.” 

Josh: “Mm hm. Great. So Brian, tell me about learning about the finding of the whale.” 

Brian: “Learning about the whale was a text from uh, Greg Arnold about the goings on in the 
Straits out there. There could be a gray or a humpback whale coming in, which was really 
exciting to hear. Got another one, confirming that first text and then um, texts started coming in 
pretty frequently after that about what was going on.” 

Josh: “And what were some of your initial reactions to hearing this first coming in?” 

Brian: “Very excited-very excited to have a humpback, and that we’re going to have it-that we 
get to have it on our beaches-was really exciting for me personally, because over the years we’d 
thought about-you know, we’re restricted to gray whales. We had a gray whale, and did some 
things with it as far as rendering it…but a humpback I was always curious on because their 
eating habits are so different from the gray whale. That always-seemed like to me personally, 
that the humpback would be a better eating whale just from the fact of what they eat. So, I 
always wanted to have one-to hear that we were going to get one was really, really exciting.” 

Josh: “So where had you heard about humpbacks being a better tasting whale, a better eating 
whale, maybe a tastier whale…just a different kind of taste?” 

Brian: “Just took it upon myself and what we had from the gray whale, what we experienced 
from the gray whale…a couple of gray whales and, and just seeing the-cuz we worked a lot with-
I don’t know if I can say, “we worked a lot with” them…but we interact a lot with the 
humpbacks a lot. We fish together, we’re in the same zones. They’re eating herring mainly, and 
krill, and we’re right there right alongside them right there. Our target’s the schools of herring 
for the salmon, so we’re interacting almost. It always seem like just uh-they would’ve been a 
better eating whale-I was curious about that. That’s how come I was excited to hear about that. 
That curiosity’s gonna be uh…resolved. I was really excited about that.” 

Josh: “Have you had any memorable experiences on the water with humpbacks?” 

Brian: “Oh, yeah. Yeah we…one story I tell is commonly-the most frequently, almost year to 
year, we fish all day together along with the humpbacks; we’re interacting with one another 
constantly-to the point of having them tangled up in our fishing gear-doing some real damage to 
some of the stuff. The really cool thing about it is in the evening times on the a calm night, even 
if we have to run a distance from where we were fishing, when the sun goes down and it gets 
dark, the humpbacks will come around the vessel and they’ll start to lay up-they’ll actually lay 
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just outside what the downriggers in the water…laying off of our trolling poles. They’ll actually 
lay just inside the trolling pole and outside the downrigger, and sleep there during the night and 
you can hear them breathing and blowing air-and the funny thing is, that they don’t have good 
breath! So you gotta deal with their breath coming into the cabin at night! But we interact all the 
time it seems like…they’re always there and we’ve always been there right alongside them and 
vice versa.” 

Josh: “Great, so I want you to describe what the landing of this particular humpback was like.” 

Brian: “The landing; so I wasn’t there for the landing, we were busy singing cultural songs. So, 
soon as we’re done there of course, the phones started blowing up and texts were coming-we 
needed to get to where it was taking place. It was dark time by then, by the time we got out there 
they were still pulling the whale up the beach with the tractor so we didn’t miss too much of it. It 
was just really exciting to see-there it was and there it comes, and we were going to be able to 
butcher it.” 

Josh: “Would you talk a little more about the singing of the cultural songs that you were 
involved with beforehand?” 

Janine: “Dress rehearsal [singing for dress rehearsal for Makah Days-always on the Friday 
before, M.I.]” 

Josh: “Yeah, alright. Let’s pause this for just a minute.” 

[End of Part I, M.I.] 

Josh: “Okay, we’re going again. Thanks, Brian. So, as the whale’s coming up-as it’s coming to 
shore, what were some of the ceremonies and protocols involved with welcoming the whale 
home?” 

Brian: “Ceremonies and protocols: well, we were building up good numbers down there…we 
was excited-we wanted to sing a few songs down there. We didn’t have-we weren’t ready for 
that, just something that took place. We didn’t have our drums, or our rattles…what we normally 
would have had on such an occasion. But, some of our guys had a drum. We wanted to sing a 
song. We were happy, we wanted to sing something. So we sang our “Towing the Whale Home” 
song, just sang that. Everyone was all excited to sing that, so we sang that a couple of times…the 
“Song of Appreciation”, the “Makah Song of Appreciation”. Everybody really likes that song, 
it’s a good song-really brings a good feeling. We broke out into that song-just made everyone 
feel good, so appreciative time that the whale was giving up its life and coming to our beaches, 
so we felt that those songs were appropriate for the occasion, so we sang those ones.” 

Josh: “Great, um…the “Towing the Whale Home” song, how long has that song been around? Is 
this a family-related song, or kind of more of a...?” 
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Brian: “It’s a general Makah whaling song for towing the whale home. It’s been around, I think 
it’s been since-I believe it’s been since-before 2010, ’99…some time in that era. We picked up 
the song and started using it about ten years ago.” 

Josh: “Ok. Uh, were there any other kind of practicalities involved with bringing the whale 
ashore, you mentioned there was a tractor used to pull it up. Could you talk a little more in detail 
about bringing it up the beach, how you guys were trying to position it, reasons why…” 

Brian: “Uh, we had brought a whale in there before-Cotton and them, it was a small gray [gray 
whale, M.I.] and…have already done a butcher in this area before, so when we brought this one 
in-we wanted to do it in the same area again. It’s a good location, a pretty secluded 
location…away from the village, and uh…we wanted to get it up above the tide line, and the 
tides were fairly high, and, low at that point. So we wanted to get it up as high as we could so 
that when we could get to butchering right away-cuz Makah Days was the next day. So, we had a 
lot of work to do during the night-wanted to get it done during the night, cuz then the village was 
full of tourists and visitors, so…we wanted to get as much done as we could, so…and, that 
location’s just really good. Quick, uh…don’t have much more to say about it.” 

Josh: “You mentioned that this is a spot where you’ve brought whales up before; the small gray, 
which was-when was that?” 

Brian: “We tried looking back-cuz we referred back to that cuz we took pictures, so we were 
trying to remember that time. It had to have been before ’99; not one hundred percent sure when, 
but right around then…but maybe ’97, ’98…it could’ve been very close to that. So, it was a real 
small gray-Cotton and Marie set a net…and it was brought in there.” 

Josh: “That’s right…I do remember hearing about that; and I think it was before 1992.” 

Brian: “Yeah, yeah-it had to have been before then, yeah, so…” 

Josh: “Okay, and then…so, you guys had landed a small gray there before the ‘99 hunt-you 
brought the humpback in at that spot-have other whales come in to that spot? Have you guys 
brought in other whales at that spot before?” 

Brian: “Uh, there was one more whale brought there. It was a…I can’t remember the type of 
whale it was…it was a small one-“ 

Josh: “Was that the minke?”  

Brian: “The minke whale, yeah-” 

Josh: “About four, five years ago…” 

Brian: “Yeah, we just got in there just to get the bones and…we didn’t do nothing with the 
material there, but we wanted the bones and stuff and…so, that’s another good place. We take 
care of them there and bury em’ there, leave the bones around there…and the smell is confined 
to just out there…” 
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Josh: “Okay, good. So, you’ve addressed why that particular spot is particularly good; little away 
from the village, but close enough…kind of avoid the smell, a good place to bury it- “ 

Brian: “Yep.” 

Josh: “-things like that, uh… alright. I’d like you to talk a little about the butchering of the 
whale.” 

Brian: “Uh…butchering of the whale…it’s just…after we were done-we did a few more 
ceremonies prior to the butchering-passing up a major ceremony. We had the tractors running, it 
was evening time-it was night. So we had generators down there with a lot of lights going so we 
could all see what was going on-lot of [unintelligible] going on, lot of [unintelligible] going…so 
it came to be that, this whale’s here. It’s where we want it on the beach, and it’s time that we take 
our time to give thanks for this whale’s life coming to our shore. So, we shut down all the 
generators, turned off all the lights, shut down the tractor, took all the outside noise away, so it’s 
just us; qʷidiččaʔa·tx̌ and the whale. And we did some praying ceremonies, “thank you” 
ceremonies-honoring the whale for coming to our shores and giving up its life, and we are going 
to take care of the whale in the most honorable way we could. So we sang a few c̓i·qa songs, got 
some eagle down [blowing? M.I.], did some uh, good praying for the whale for giving up its life. 
And we’d like to just to like to [just take him down at the bay], we got him and take care of him 
some, and feed our village and…that always took place prior to the butchering. That always took 
place prior to the butchering. When we started butchering we turned all the lights back on and 
uh…told everybody, “If you gota go home and grab something, grab a container, whatever you 
want cuz we’re gonna start butchering it”, and our chairman announced that “this is a community 
whale and that all the pieces would go to divvy up to who wants it in the community, so, go grab 
your bags, grab your containers, and come on back and we’ll start butchering it.” I was excited to 
hear, I didn’t have anything with me, so I ran home and grabbed a big cooler and came back and 
by that time they already had a good majority of the blubber off one side already, and they were 
taking some of the meat off. I was excited to see that, I was really excited to see that our young 
men stepped in at this point and had taken over some of the butchering; back in ’99 or before 
‘99, we had to do a majority of the work-we thought, “Oh we’re going to be busy tonight!”, but 
our young guys jumped in there it was good to see! And a few of our young ladies were right in 
there, taking the meat off, taking the blubber off…went and grabbed our chunks of blubber and a 
few chunks of meat, stored it away in the cooler, and just got busy butchering the whale for the 
rest of the community.” 

Josh: “Mm hm. Let’s see, there’s a couple of follow-up questions I was to ask here; who led 
these praying ceremonies, the “thank you” ceremonies, the putting down of the eagle down…?” 

Brian: “When that all falls in place, we have-there are certain people who know there are certain 
rules. Certain people come down with their stuff, ladies come down with some eagle down. Greg 
Arnold voiced out what was going to take place. He’s a good voice for that, everybody looks to 
him. Spencer McCarty was there, too, he’s a big voice for it-for the goings ons. Maria Pascua 
was there to lead in our language, to give a thanks in our language-help us thanking that whale to 
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express in our language what she was saying. He kind of just, voiced out how things were going 
to go down- “ 

Josh: “-“he” meaning…Greg?” 

Brian: “Greg-sorry! Greg, I mean uh…” 

Josh: “How do you think the young women and young men knew it was their time to dive in and 
uh, and take part in the butchering and not just sit back and watch it happen?” 

Brian: “I think just pure excitement; these guys are young, aggressive young guys…they just 
wanted to jump in and be a part-and so I think they just did. Sheer excitement and no one’s 
gonna say, “Yea”, or, “Nay”, they wanna do it… just get in there and take part in it. They just get 
in there and take part.” 

Josh: “So what kind of tools did you guys use to do the butchering?” 

Brian: “We had some…I think, and I’m not one hundred percent sure, but I think Donny Swan 
had some butchering tools for taking the blubber off-really fast, really efficient. And then we just 
had our regular-our regular halibut knives, that we use for halibut fishing. Those worked really 
good. Those are our tools that we mainly pretty much used. We had one guy that was constantly 
sharpening knives. That was his job.” 

Josh: “Okay, uh…about how many pounds of blubber and meat do you think you and your 
family got?” 

Brian: “Uh the meat I’d say…roughly, about seventy pounds-eighty pounds of meat. Blubber, we 
might’ve got twenty-five, thirty-five pounds of blubber.” 

Josh: “Mm hm. To me that sounds like an awful lot. In our earlier conversations you were like, 
“I think I’m gonna have to ask for more the next time a humpback comes down!” 

Brian: “Yeah, a little bit more! You know how it is…we were all saying, “When the next one 
comes in, we’re all gonna be rubbing elbows for that meat!” 

Josh: “How did you know that the whale was going to be safe to consume?” 

Brian: “Well, we heard that they were doing tests on it to see if it was safe to consume. I think 
that just the sheer excitement of having it there…to hold off…some people just were already 
eating it down there on the beach. We actually…didn’t dig in to eating it ‘til the next day in the 
evening time. Might’ve been the next day in the evening time-if not Saturday-it was a busy-
might’ve been Saturday. Might’ve been a whole day later. Cuz Makah Days was coming up and 
we went and got all our stuff and put it on ice and stowed it away [unintelligible] and even 
actually start rendering the blubber and stuff. So yeah Sunday we spent all day smoking the meat 
so that’s a couple of days out. But we wasn’t too worried about whether the whale was good or 
not. I think if it really was terribly wrong that they found it, that there’d be an alert that would 
gone out pretty sound, pretty fast.” 
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Josh: “So what did you do with the seventy, eighty pounds of meat and twenty-five, thirty-five 
pounds of blubber? What did your family do with it-“ 

Brian: “We did three rounds in the smoke house with the majority of the prime meat 
[unintelligible] back strap, and we had a lot leftover so we just wrapped in, in the same way we 
take care of our elk-which is wrap it in Saran wrap and butcher paper and froze it. But we got 
lots in the freezer for consumption…and the blubber was all sliced and diced and rendered up. 
We got six quarts of oil that we got-which is good too, we never did know how much blubber to 
take in the amount that we might consume in a year so now we know that the amount of blubber 
for a guy to take is about six-six quarts of oil…that’s about five for myself in my family for 
consumption of oil for about a year-if we have to…depend on it for a year.” 

Josh: “Could you talk a little more about the rendering of the oil, a little more about the details of 
kind of…precisely what you did.” 

Brian: “What I did with my blubber-it was kind of a big square chunk of blubber…I just sliced it 
in thin slices and, uh, going from the blubber to the skin so then it flopped over, then you gota 
piece of blubber with the skin on the end then I just cut those sections into small six and eight 
inch sections then I cut the skin off the top of it then I just cut the skin off the top of-don’t want 
to mess with the skin. Then I just diced up all of those sections were small enough-one and a half 
to one inch cube, then I just put it in a pot over a burner and rendered the oil out.” 

Josh: “Did you put any water in the pot first? Or did you just pop the blubber in the pot and 
started cooking it down?” 

Brian: “No just…popped the blubber in and just slowly started cooking. First little bit of oil 
doubled into another round of oil, and tripled, then quadrupled until the oil was bubbling up over 
the top of the blubber and just let it cook there for a while…after a while you just turn the burner 
off, let the bubbles come down and then pour the oil off through a cheese cloth into a jar. There 
you have it. It’s really nice, it got the color and texture like Wesson oil; it was like a good sweet 
oil, had a real super mild taste to it…real nice, different than a what I remember from the grays-
and a lot more milder than seal oil, which has a fishy taste. Which is good! But this is just really 
good, pure oil.” 

Josh: “So to you and your people, what is the significance of harvesting the humpback whale 
now?” 

Brian: “Hm, I would just-I would say we got to see the difference between the humpback and the 
gray. We got to see the rendering difference, we got to taste the difference in the meat. So what I 
heard from a lot of people that I’ve talked to was that the humpback is a way better whale to eat-
to be munching on. Never seemed to have-haven’t heard of too many people rendering the 
blubber yet, so I don’t know too much news on the comparison between the humpback and the 
gray from aside personally what we tried rendering on the gray. The humpback produced more 
oil, from the thickness of the blubber.” 

Josh: “So, why is this whale important now?” 
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Brian: “Well, it’s been eighteen years since we got to do anything with a whale, so to get this 
now…it’s just, there was a lot of youngsters who weren’t even around or were just too young to 
even experience what we experienced in ’99. So the importance of this now-having it on our 
beach, doing our ceremonies, doing our butchering, being who we are as the qʷidiččaʔa·tx̌. We 
got to take some of the knowledge from this whale, and the teachings we got from those ahead of 
us-who aren’t even here anymore-and got to pass those on down to another generation. It wasn’t 
the full on spiritual hunt-it wasn’t the full on taking of the whale by our men in the canoe, but a 
lot of the aspects of how you take care of a whale, what you do with a whale, was-what felt good 
to us, in my generation, was that we got to pass that down to another generation…which feels 
good.” 

Josh: “How about um, so…now let’s think about the relevance of coming up right before Makah 
Days? How did it shape Makah Days this time around?” 

Brian: “It’s just…it’s just a good feeling. You know, this is MAKAH DAYS-this is our day of 
celebration. There’s already a lot of pride and goodness that comes from Makah Days and make 
us feel proud for who we are and you know, the history that Makahs gone through to even have a 
Makah Days-but to have a whale on Makah Days that’s just a boost of the pride level of that as 
to who we are and our existence here in our [unintelligible, “home town”? M.I.]…” 

Josh: “So, was the whale then served during Makah Days? Who got to participate in enjoying the 
whale?” 

Brian: “Anybody that wanted a piece of the whale, just come and get it as you may; I don’t know 
if uh…other people took pieces and served it to their guests. I don’t know where it went or how 
it was taken care of but, uh…I know once word got out that the meat was really good, they were 
taking some and putting it in totes-the blubber and stuff in totes and storing it up in the cold 
locker. I think we had [unintelligible] quite a bit. As soon as the word got out that the meat was 
good, the meat was gone! People were wanting some-we said, “Well, there’s some up in the totes 
up at the co-cop cooler.” It was on ice there, yeah.” 

Josh: “So the uh, the whale meat, the whale blubber it was then-these were just gifts to…kind of 
whoever came, whoever wanted them?” 

Brian: “Whoever wanted them. So now we have some stored away, and we’re gonna do a 
rendering-hot oil rendering class, just with the blubber-none of the meat. For those that are 
interested, and you know…want to get a word out-want to get people interested in how to render 
the oil. So we want to be confident in how to take care of it and what to do with it.” 

Josh: “That’s interesting, who do you think is going to lead that rendering class?” 

Brian: “Bobby Rose, and Polly McCarty…I believe so.” 

Josh: “Mm k, uh…so how does the harvest of the humpback relate to current efforts that you 
people are engaged in to try to exercise their treaty rights to whale?” 
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Brian: “Uh it’s…I think it might put more on the table. Maybe broaden our…our fight I guess for 
the grays, but maybe now shift a little focus on the humpbacks. Not be limited to just gray 
whales.” 

Josh: “Is there anything else that you would like to add that touches upon on any of this, but even 
goes a little further?” 

Brian: “Mm…I just-just it was a really exciting time, and if you want to talk a “bucket list”, I’m 
glad that this whale came and was able to try it out. You know it was curiosities that was always 
there, and that they been cured there now…and you know, it was a small ceremony on the 
saddle; the saddle was always reserved for the harpooner. He takes that and does a ceremony 
with it, and uh, we did that ceremony and just uh…handed that down to one of our young men to 
take care of that. So, he was in…in uh, training. But he took it to heart and went to uh, the 
harpooner of the ’99, and he was asking questions about how to take care of the saddle and what 
to do. There’s like a four day ceremony. So, I was really happy to see that a younger generation 
got to see what to do with the saddle, how to take care of the saddle, and the whale’s not 
[unintelligible]…to me, that was really good to see. That we were able to see that we were gonna 
be able to pass that down after eighteen years of wondering if we were gonna be able to carry 
[unintelligible]. This whale did a lot of good for our people-a lot of good teachings came from 
this whale, so…” 

Josh: “Janine, do you want to follow-up?” 

Janine: “Um…when you were cooking the blubber-“ 

Josh: “Speak up.” 

Janine: “When you were cooking the blubber, how long did you-how long until you saw that oil? 
How long do you think you kept it on the heat?” 

Brian: “I believe just maybe little over an hour-low heat, wasn’t high heat. You hear the blubber 
start boiling down in there. Just keep stirring it, and the more oil that got in there, the easier it 
started duplicating-you know, quadrupling.” 

Janine: “So you say it was one inch cubes you were putting in the pot?” 

Brian: “Like one, one and a half inch cubes.” 

Janine: “And then, how many-how deep was it in the pot when you put it in there? I mean, like, 
did you have-“ 

Brian: “We started out with a pot about with a [shows rounded space with hands, M.I.] it was a 
regular pressure cooker pot. We put about [puts hand one over other to show depth of about eight 
inches, M.I.], wasn’t sure how much to put in at first. It was cooking and might’ve been too high, 
so the bottom ones were sticking. So, we were fighting to get those ones to quit sticking. So once 
those quit sticking and started rendering oil, then it just started getting easy and easy…and we 
got quite a bit of oil and it seemed like, the blubber that in there would protect the blubber…um 
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from the blubber sticking. So, we put some new blubber on the old blubber just to check it out to 
see if we could really make it any quicker. So then we had-we put it in that deep [shows hands 
one over the other to show depth of about twelve inches, M.I.] of blubber, and we rendered all 
that up. Now, it didn’t get any easier-we didn’t get any more oil out in comparison to the amount 
we put in there. So we figured, just about this much in the pot was perfect [shows hands one over 
other to show space of about six to eight inches, M.I.].” 

Janine: “Do you know where about on the whale the blubber came from that you used?” 

Brian: “That had to have been from…not all the way on the belly [shows with hands his left 
lower side on his body showing vertical rectangular area from lower rib cage above his hip, M.I.] 
just midway on the whale, on the side.” 

Janine: “Okay, cuz I’m kind of curious if where it comes from depend- affects the yield, that 
sounds like good blubber is what I’m saying.” 

Brian: “Yeah! Yeah it was.” 

Janine: “It was a good spot to take it from!” 

Brian: “Yeah, I didn’t see for sure cuz they’d had already got a good amount of it peeled off by 
the time I got back to get my piece so…” 

Josh: “About how long do you think it took you to get six quarts?” 

Brian: “Oh, just a little over two hours.  

Josh: “Huh, okay.” 

Brian: “Yeah, a little over two hours.” 

Josh: “Anything else?” 

Janine: “[Unintelligible].” 

Josh: “Great, Brian, thank you so much. Great, alright.” 

Brian: “You bet! [Unintelligible].” 

[End of Part II, M.I.] 
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Josh: “Alright. So we’re recording. Why don’t we go ahead and have you start by introducing 
yourself; tell us a little about who you are, you’re experience, and your position within the tribe.” 

Janine: “Okay, my name is Janine Ledford. I am fifty-one-years-old, I have four children, and I 
am the director at the Makah Cultural and Research Center, and I live on the Makah Indian 
Reservation.” 

Josh: “Okay, great. Tell me a little bit about learning about the finding of the whale. Of the 
humpback.” 

Janine: “Well, on Thursday-it would’ve been the twenty-third I believe, of August…is the 
Thursday before Makah Days is when we have dress rehearsal, dress rehearsal starts at seven 
o’clock. So I went into the community hall and somebody was right at the door and they said, 
“They’re bringing in a whale”. You know it’s just one of those things where you go, “Wow, 
amazing!”, and I learned that a fishing boat was towing a whale in uh, I knew we weren’t 
actively hunting a whale-hunting whales, and then within a little while it was described as 
uh…struck by a freighter, somewhere along those lines and we had a couple fishing boats out 
there working to bring the whale in and that it was a humpback whale and they said it could be in 
on our beach in about an hour and we were right at the beginning of dress rehearsal so we 
thought, “We better get this taken care of!”-the dancing at the hall because a lot of singers-or, a 
lot of people including singers, would want to go to the beach as the whale-as the whale was 
brought in. So I learned that, you know…right away that night, and the word spread through the 
hall pretty quickly. People were happy, smiling, and talking about the whale; you know, hoping 
that it would be fresh and that it would be good, that we could butcher it up and eat it. So it’s 
amazing how good news travels fast, whether it’s electronically or buzzing-you know that word 
“buzzing through” the building where a bunch of people were. Yeah…” 

Josh: “It’s interesting-so, it was about seven o’clock in the evening that you first heard about-“ 

Janine: “That I first heard, mm hm.” 

Josh: “-about this, but, cuz one of the-as John was talking it was around ten in the morning, or, 
nine in the morning-it was pretty early that he came across the whale and communication kind of 
started that it took until seven to helped to really kind of spread a little more a little wider…” 

Janine: “Yeah! I wasn’t-I wasn’t aware before that. I mean, sometimes you…yeah, hear it 
before-if you’ve got a cousin, or a brother, or an uncle that’s involved…but I didn’t. I was busy 
with dress rehearsals and busy with, well, it was a very busy day-and so I didn’t-I didn’t run into 
very many people for probably…three thirty and seven and didn’t-I’m not one of those people 
that checks…yeah, I don’t do a lot of social media checking or anything like that. Yeah.” 

Josh: “Ok, so, talk to me a little about the landing. What was that like?” 

Janine: “I was not there at the landing that night. I didn’t-I had something that I couldn’t get-I 
couldn’t get down there that night after dress rehearsal. And so, I’ve heard it described and 
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we’ve recorded it a bit, too. So, I’ll jump forward from that and um, talk about the next day. So I 
was uh, I knew there would be more butchering-I knew that it would be hard to take care of it all 
in that night-given the late start, you know, it didn’t land-it didn’t come in right at eight o’clock. 
It was a bit after that, I believe, when it did get to the beach-so just knowing, just thinking back 
to ’99 and the hours that it takes I realized that um…I would be part of the second shift for 
butchering and, as it turned out, you know-um, or as it typically turns out the second shift is 
usually the “thinner crew”; the crew that um, everyone is excited about it initially but then, when 
it comes to the harder work of finishing up…sometimes people-if they put in a lot of hours in the 
beginning shift-in the first um, and they’re too tired to jump back into action and so uh…I went-
anyway, started making calls that morning. I called the vice chairman, and then I called our 
marine mammal biologist to see what’s was going on. I went to take a look and nothing had 
started up yet, and I learned that they were going to bring some heavy equipment down there to 
roll it over because they actually had it on its side…on the one side, and they had done the 
butchering of that side that was up the night before that they needed to um, get something down 
there to roll it over and that they-when they did that-after they did that we couldn’t start up so I 
went down there, had to do a couple things-then I went down there, and it had been rolled over 
and started in on the butchering. And um, there were-um, a few…it was actually mostly women 
on that second shift. Um, there were a number-quite a few men involved on the shift the night 
before, and um, one of the young women that was there with us on Friday had also been there the 
night before. A young Makah woman, and also John Scordino, our biologist. And so um, we 
went to work and I-and uh, cutting off the blubber and setting it aside and getting to the meat and 
cutting the meat and having it set aside and then arranging to have it brought up to a tribal 
facility with refrigeration so that people could pick it up. Some people were picking it up from 
the beach, and then some of it was being brought up-brought up to the plant and stored in a cold 
storage area, and then as we were butchering it we were eating it right there. The blubber…you 
know, if you can cut it into a nice little thin slice and uh, chew on it and it tastes very good; kind 
of a buttery…I like the blubber raw, and I like the blubber cooked. And I have to say, I really 
liked humpback-it’s a nice flavor. And I had uh, also been interested in trying humpback because 
we had eaten a gray-hunted and ate a gray whale in ’99 and then there was a whale that we were 
able to butcher and eat in 2000 that came ashore at Ozette on the beach adjacent to the Olympic 
National Park. Not sure if that was on or off reservation, but anyway it was right down there at 
Ozette and they butchered that one up and distributed it. I didn’t go down there and butcher that, 
and that was a little bit of a fatter gray whale than the ’99 gray whale and then this one was good. 
It had quite a bit of fat, and then was tasty; it appeared to be very fresh, the meat was good and 
the blubber was good and so people would come down to the beach and help-and you, know I 
had-I was working for a while with a really sharp knife, it’s hard to keep the knife sharp. It’s 
tough to cut blubber-we had one woman who was just sharpening knives non-stop. We handed 
her-she would come grab the knife from us, and she would give us a knife or two-and it was just 
this-she was just constantly in motion sharpening the knives. And for a while I had a really sharp 
knife that someone had just brought down there and so I was just cutting thin pieces off and 
people would just come down there-everybody seemed pretty interested in trying the blubber 
right there like that. Many of us had eaten blubber before and meat before but um, anyway, I 
think it’s delicious.” 
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Josh: “Okay, uh so…can you describe in a little more detail like literally how your team tackled 
the butchering of this whale?” 

Janine: “Yeah. So the whale would’ve been um, sort of on its stomach but already on the side 
that had been butchered so the uh, one side that we were working on…what you would do is cut 
a one inch strip [places hands apart about a foot wide in front of self, M.I.] let’s say you already 
worked with this blubber [motions area to left with hands vertically, M.I.] that had been stripped 
away to your left and then you worked to your right [moves hands in vertical motion in front of 
self, M.I.] and cut a slice in the blubber about one foot away [motions with right hand up and 
down vertically, M.I.] and uh cut all the way down and then you’d cut uh the top part near the 
ridge [motions with right hand horizontally with left hand down to left, M.I.] and then put a hook 
in it [closes fist of right hand and pulls with it toward self, M.I.]-there were some gaff hooks and 
then they would…somebody would be at the end of that gaff hook and they would pull it 
[motions over right shoulder, makes pulling motion with both fists closed, M.I.] and then often 
sort of an easy way to approach to take with it would be to have one person on either side of that 
blubber [holds hands flat with palms inward fingertips pointed toward one another, M.I.] strip 
and then cut it down away from the-or, so you’re cutting-separating, cutting that connective 
tissue right next to that layer of blubber [motions with fingertips toward each other, palms 
inward motioning downward, M.I.] and then cutting all the way down and then cutting through 
again a horizontal piece at the bottom [motions with palms inward, fingertips touching, right 
hand motioning horizontally near tabletop, M.I.] so you might have a piece-you might take a 
piece off, depends where on the whale-I’m gonna say five and a half feet long maybe, six feet 
long and maybe a foot wide and then you have to bring it over and it’s heavy! A strip that size of 
blubber is very heavy. It’s heavier than you would think. And so then we would pile it up over 
there and then we would cut the meat, so once we got a number of those strips of blubber 
removed, we would move it to this…what, I would call it the “back strap area”; kind of below 
that ridge on the top [motions with right hand horizontally, M.I.]and it’s just a nice, it’s just a 
prime part of the meat. And then there’s also meat lower than that but it’s uh, it’s a thinner piece 
between two pieces of connective tissue, I guess. It would be between yeah, between the ribs and 
layer of blubber-so it’s gonna be uh [motions with hands palms toward each other., M.I.] …not 
quite as free and clear as that big, big piece under the ridge [motions with right hand horizontally 
in front of self, M.I.].” 

Josh: “So the blubber pieces were about one feet wide, five-ish feet long-about how thick?” 

Janine: “So uh, let’s see [spreads thumb and index finger of right hand vertically and left hand 
horizontally, M.I.] the blubber-the real clear, dense layer of blubber would be about three inches 
thick and then about I want to say, maybe, towards the top-by the ridge-would be about another, 
about two inches beyond that [motions with right hand thumb and index finger, then horizontally 
with palm downward, M.I.] and then you get that softer, or that connective tissue that you 
separate out that you cut off. So, I would say about, from anywhere from three to five inches 
depending on where it is.” 

Josh: “And then how thick around do you think that backstrap piece was?” 
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Janine: “Oh, that was [places left hand over right, palms facing about eleven to twelve inches 
apart, M.I.]-I would say it was probably say about eleven inches, no twelve inches…like that, 
and then maybe about uh, eight inches thick-about twelve inches tall and then it ran a 
whole…quite a ways [motions with left hand palm facing to right, motions horizontally with 
right hand to right, M.I.]. You know, I wasn’t paying that good attention so I’m gonna say at 
least-I don’t know, ten feet. Or you know, it’s a nice-nice section of really good meat, yeah. And 
maybe more, because I don’t think I paid attention to it as it got closer it got to the tail so maybe 
it’s-it’s you know, smaller toward the tail and then all the way up until you get that…where the 
head is and in fact, it must be. I don’t know the dimensions of the head and the tail-I believe it 
was a thirty-one foot whale.” 

Josh: “Yeah, yeah. That’s what John recalled. Yeah, all right, so you guys had this system set up 
where you had taken off big pieces of blubber then tackling the meat. People were coming down 
to the beach and picking up pieces and you were delivering pieces up somewhere else for cold 
storage-“ 

Janine: “Right, right. People came up-came down to the beach and picked up meat and picked up 
blubber and then um, we also had it transported. Somebody went and grabbed a truck with some 
totes in it and then transported it up to the cold storage so you could get it as a tribal member 
right off the beach or you could get it up there.” 

Josh: “Mm hm, and what-what was the most surprising part of butchering this whale for you?” 

Janine: “Well, um…both how hard it was in some areas to separate that blubber from the 
connective tissue; you really wanted a good knife. So, I was surprised at how physically hard 
some of it was and then how beautifully the other parts sliced where the meat was. It was not 
hard to cut-when you’re not cutting gristle, when you’re just cutting meat. It’s-it’s nice, it’s easy. 
So, some parts of it were very difficult to cut and some really easy and I…I don’t know what I 
expected but I-yeah, I don’t know what I expected. And then, um, it was nice to see some of the 
young people involved. I know a woman in her early twenties really, really worked hard. I know 
that a crew of men and some women the night before worked very, very hard. And even a young 
kid down there, he was probably about nine years old-I mean, he was even helping us. We told 
him, “Come over here and hold this hook”, the gaff hook, you know. A kid can hold, you know-
can hold onto a piece of wood and use his weight to lean back. You know, and so-cutting would 
be too hard for a kid, but he can still be put to work.” 

Josh: “About how big was your butchering crew.” 

Janine: “I would say for the most part there was a…John, me, Rebekah, Alexis, Alexis’ mom 
Theanne helped out, too, and then the knife sharpener. So about six adults working hard-I’d say 
about five adults working hard, because Theanne was kind of coming and going-and she fed us; 
she brought us plates of food because Makah Days stands-foods stands were going, were 
operating. And you know, you don’t even realize you might be getting hungry! And she showed 
up with some plates of food and we all took a little five minute sit-down break and shoveled in 
the tacos-the carne asada that she brought us and then went back to work. Um, and so-and that 
was a help; someone feeding you is uh, critical and so, I would say about five and a half people. 
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And you know, you need…strong people. Even just moving that blubber after it’s cut off is a big 
chore and then the proper tools are important. I wanna say we make due with what we have, um, 
but it would be better to have…to have been…even more prepared. I think it was-it taught us we 
have a lot of work to do to be ready for the next whale that comes in and that you should always 
have a butchering crews organized. You shouldn’t be always calling and texting and getting 
people to come down and you know, you should almost have it kind of pre-you know, pre-
planned out. Yeah.” 

Josh: “Kay, and before this whale, whatever kind of butchering experience have you had?” 

Janine: “Not really-not much. I mean, you know, we’ve all cut seal and fish. I didn’t work on 
butchering the whale in ’99. I had a younger kid, and um, I didn’t work on butchering that whale 
so I guess I hadn’t really cut up any whales before so um…it was fun. It was really-it was 
a…really exciting to be able to do that. I had always been curious about trying humpback, and 
um, now I know-it’s a delicious whale! And hopefully their numbers are going, you know, are 
healthy enough to be able to be removed from the endangered species list and hopefully we’ll be 
able to add that-add it to the list and pursue hunting humpback whales. Traditionally, we hunted 
a lot of humpback whales; and both knowing that they were preferred, and knowing what they 
eat, it was um…it makes sense. It tastes…they’re delicious, they really are.” 

Josh: “Great. So, how did you and your crew, and other people around the whale uh, know or, 
feel pretty strongly that this was safe to consume? That this particular one was safe to 
consume…” 

Janine: “Um it-it, smelled and felt and tasted fresh. They described how warm it was when they 
first started cutting it. Knowing that when they started cutting it that it was-it, it hadn’t been dead 
long enough to think that it would be a concern from what I could tell. So, there was no way of 
knowing absolutely and um, I ate the blubber knowing that there was nothing-it tasted good; I’ve 
had blubber before and it tasted like I would have expected-like what I expected. And so, there 
wasn’t any way of knowing-but because of that just tiny bit of certainty this time I only ate the 
meat cooked-I didn’t eat the meat raw. The last time we had the hunt in ’99, I also ate the meat 
raw, too. And um…I’m sure I would’ve been fine eating the meat raw but this time, I just chose 
to cook it. Yeah…” 

Josh: “Okay, um…so, too you and your people, what is the significance of harvesting this 
humpback now?” 

Janine: “Well, I think it’s-I think it’s important for us to stay connected to whaling and 
butchering and eating whales. You know, um, we made a decision to resume…to reclaim that 
part of our culture to, you know, exercise that treaty right that we reserved and um…it does 
make sense to “occupy” those rights, if you will. Somebody else said that recently, and I think 
it’s a good thing, and well, knowing that we’re proceeding…that we’re moving through this 
process and that we will eventually be out there hunting whale, it makes sense to be…to be 
prepared and have crews, and tools, and freezers, and recipes, and all those things, sort of there 
rather than…you know, going back to a hunt after nearly twenty years of…of waiting. So it was 
important, I think and again we all are curious about the humpback-you know, about humpback 
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whales. So I feel like-I mean I don’t wanna say that I’m certain that it meant something as far as 
a “message” to us, or anything, but I do think that for our young people to stay connected…I 
know there are people-young people, who have been wanting to hunt whales every year and 
haven’t had that opportunity. And this isn’t the same thing as hunting a whale, but it-it is 
something…it’s actually something. You know, it’s consuming-it’s preparing and consuming 
traditional food, you know, it’s good for us; it’s very nourishing. Um, so it’s…it’s allowing us to 
connect with our-our elders and our youth and everything in a way that’s important.” 

Josh: “Mm hm. So would you go as far as to say that this is kind of an important part of food 
sovereignty?” 

Janine: “Uh…food sovereignty is sort of a newer term, and I would say…I mean, I think many 
of us stick to the term, you know, uh, “exercising treaty rights”; but yes, “food sovereignty”, it’s 
the same thing right? It’s basically you, as a community, and we as a legally-legally defined 
community making decisions about what we choose to harvest and what we choose to consume. 
Not just um, being on the receiving end of Kraft, or, you know whoever those producers…you 
know, the food producers-what they push towards you and um, so I would say: yes, it’s 
important. You know, it’s so much-there’s so much that people look at these days regarding uh, 
foods, and traditional foods, and unmodified foods and it’s not just that-it’s not just about the 
nutrition it’s broader. It’s much more, really, and uh…so I think this is timely and, you know, 
how incredible that it came to us right before Makah Days! You know, just-you think you’re 
busy. You think you’re busy with your kids and your family, and dancing, and canoe racing, and 
all of a sudden you realize, “Oh!”, you can get busier. You can do more. You know, you can 
handle it. Um, and so…and it-and it connects. It allows people to step up and work really hard. It 
allows them to prove to themselves what they’re capable of, um… and then it allows people 
who, again, enjoy traditional foods the opportunity to experiment and create, you know, I mean 
we know that even one hundred years ago they were doing all kinds of things with whale meat. I 
mean, whale blubber is maybe not as um…maybe you can’t do quite as many things with whale 
blubber, but we were-we just heard of lots and lots of recipes with meal meat that people were 
having fun with-experimenting with. You know, a hundred years ago.” 

Josh: “Kay, so how much of a…about how many pounds of meat and blubber do you think that 
you personally took home?” 

Janine: “I would say I probably took about, and actually splitting with somebody else, I think it 
ended up being-I probably only ended up…okay, why do I keep starting over-with about ten, 
twelve pounds of meat after what I share and then more than that of blubber. Maybe um, maybe 
twenty-oh no. More than twenty-five pounds of blubber. Th-forty pounds of blubber or more. 
Think it’s that, it’s really, really heavy. And I did-I rendered some of the blubber to oil. And it 
was really…you just keep talking to people about what ways work best for them, and then just 
recently what I would call a low temperature or, what somebody was calling “a low 
temperature”, I would define as a higher temperature-a medium temperature as far as rendering 
the oil. So I was like, “Oh! Maybe that’s-“ you know, “-maybe that’s part of the trick.” And I 
was using electricity rather than gas, and different pots that you might use for pressure cooking. I 
used-I have a pressure cooker, but I didn’t use that pot um…those tend to be heavier. Not all of 
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them, but the one I have is heavier, and then they used a propane crab cooker and I don’t have 
one, but I’d like to get one. And I did get some-someone gave me some pots and pans that they 
used for oil rendering before, and I thought that was great. So, I did freeze some. I rendered 
some, and I froze some. Um, but my yield was pretty low compared to what I’ve heard from 
some people and then I-I have it in the refrigerator, and I would like to strain it with cheese cloth 
before I do the seal on the jars, uh…but it’s fun. It’s a fun thing to do. You know, you just kind 
of think, “Huh, my great-great grandmother would have been doing this same thing maybe with 
different tools but, doing the same thing…” 

Josh: “Uh so, what was your process for rendering the blubber?” 

Janine: “Well I did what they call a “wet boil”, where they use a little bit of water in the bottom 
of the pan and then threw in chunks of blubber but, before I threw them in there-cut them up. I 
actually took the bigger chunks-probably about five inch square blocks with the skin on and then 
I would put them-I put them in a boiling- “ 

Josh: “Actually, let’s go ahead and pause it here.” 

[End of Part I, M.I.] 

Josh: “Okay, got a new one going. Let’s start over with the describing rendering process.” 

Janine: “Okay. So, I did two-I rendered oil a couple different ways, actually. I started off with 
big squares of blubber, probably about five inch chunks with the skin on, and I threw it in boiling 
water-in a big pot of boiling water-for just a couple of minutes to kind of soften it, make it a little 
bit easier…well, it doesn’t even really soften it. It changes it…the nat-the consistency of it, and it 
makes it uh, easier to cut-it does make it easier to cut uh, and then from there I cut the skin off, 
taking about an inch below the skin-about an inch below the skin because that would show the 
blood vessels after you did the cooking or the, you know, the submersion in the boiling water. 
And then uh, then cut it up into little chunks and then…I did a wet boil, where I put a little water 
in the bottom of the pan, and then I threw those chunks of blubber in there, and I also did um-it 
in the oven in a pan. So I did the same process: cut it into little chunks, and then just putting it in 
the oven at a low temperature. Now, back to the boiling one; I put it on a pretty low heat and just 
let it kind of simmer. I think I should’ve cooked it at a higher temperature than that-not too high, 
but a little bit higher, because it took a long time to get anything that resembled liquid at all and 
at first, you can’t even tell that it’s oil because it just looks like of white. Like, white liquid…um, 
and not until you let it settle can you notice that, “Oh yeah, this is oil-this is good oil”, and you 
take it off of the heat. And then, in the oven, I put it at a low temperature and at first the 
temperature was too low and it was taking a lot time. You get a little bit of oil forming at the 
bottom of the pan, it’s like, “No, this is…this is forever”, so I turned it up a little bit. So I 
rendered it both of those ways, and really ended up with a, only about three pints of oil; but I 
don’t know exactly how many pounds I used to begin with because I froze some and then I 
worked on some, and I did attempt to put it in the clam grinder…but it wouldn’t really grind it, 
actually it ground it a little but it was picking up some of that black residue from the grinder. 
Anyway, I thought, “You know what? I’m not gonna mess with it”, so I started and I stopped 
that one-and I used my smaller food processor and tried to chop it up in that and it uh, didn’t 
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work very well doing that, either. So it’s just back to the cutting board and the knife; I use an ulu 
and a knife-I use them interchangeably when you’re cutting the uh, smaller pieces with the ulu is 
nice because you can get your weight above it, and then with the knife the blade-you’re having to 
sharpen it all the time, and then your weight’s not above it-it’s at the end of it. So, uh, I’m 
excited to do more oil-because I think I’ll do it a little differently and it’ll be more efficient.” 

Josh: “Does it seem that other people who have tried rendering their blubber that they’re also 
going through the same “trial and error” process?” 

Janine: “It seems like it, it seems like it…people have a couple different ways, or their favorite 
way-or they’ve only done it…yeah, one way. So I think it’s just a matter of uh, just trying 
different things with the tools that you have. Some people don’t have the gas burners, some 
people don’t have the big pans for the oven, or big uh…pots, you know. So I just think it kind of 
depends, you know, I think it would be great to have more blubber to work with and in no time, 
or, you know, in a bit of time…we’ll all be adept.” 

Josh: “Mm hm. Kay, so how does the harvest of the humpback relate to the current efforts the 
tribal nations is engaging in to exercise your treat rights to whale?” 

Janine: “Well, I think it shows…we’re proving to ourselves the interest is there and that there 
really-it’s important to share and pass on information regarding butchering, and rendering, and 
cooking. Um, I don’t feel obligated to prove this to anyone else, but I think to ourselves it shows 
us-it strengthens our internal resolve really; it makes us see that it’s not just a few people here 
and a few people there…it’s really the tribe that values this, that embraces the value of whales to 
the culture. Uh, and then-and then like I said, it let’s us see what we need to figure out-how we 
need-what we need to equip ourselves with, how we need to organize and plan…even better. 
We’ve just been in this holding pattern so long, and it’s…it’s hard.” 

Josh: “Could you talk more about the difficulty-the “hard”, you know…like what you finished 
with there?” 

Janine: “We have people who uh…who are gone now, who wanted to participate in whale hunts 
and uh…so, it can take away from a whole generation really, when we are…when we’re denied 
this. I have a son who’s living on the other side of the country and he was here, and he was on 
the west coast, and for those years when he was very-and he still is-very strong, and very 
capable…but his generation hasn’t been able to do that. And uh, I’m hoping that they will, and I 
have two other sons and, um…we’re-we do expect it, you know, and it really is strengthening for 
a tribe. I don’t ever-I never say that…we should be whale hunting in order to, uh, exercise more 
discipline, but I do think there is something to the discipline involved with whale hunting that 
makes for a stronger community and, so that’s excited to think we will be able to…focus that 
way again? Knowing people have purpose and focus, and it’s something so healthy and so…you 
know, so-I mean, you know, a whale can feed a whole community and allow people to express 
their generosity and their discipline and-you know, we have a wonderful group of people here 
that we-that we live among. As Makahs, we’re-you know, we’re proud of how we conduct 
ourselves; but this will allow us to…really allow us to return to what’s important.” 
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Josh: “Kay, so thinking about um...one of the statements that you said, that “a whale can feed a 
whole community”, demonstrates the generosity that is a core part of being Makah-how did this, 
then, factor into Makah Days?” 

Janine: “Well, you know, because um…I think-I think people were sharing and getting access to 
blubber and meat in their homes and sharing it because there’s…something called the 
Endangered Species Act, which has an endangered species list which includes humpback whales, 
it wasn’t cooked down on the fire where we were cooking the fish. It wasn’t handed out or 
shared publicly like that, it was more shared amongst the tribe you know, and at Makah Days we 
have neighboring tribes-you know, people come from other reservations and Canada to visit and 
it wasn’t really…I didn’t see it-and maybe I’m wrong. I didn’t see it openly shared 
with…although I do know that people were smoking the jerky and kind of sharing it publicly like 
that, you know, and letting everybody taste it and so, I guess there was some of that going on. 
Maybe I just wasn’t there at that time. And I think that we were all a little bit cautious, you 
know. We have the right to this, we are eating this, we’re embracing this, but we uh…you know, 
I think some of us are just cautious; we’ve agreed to go through this long process of getting a 
waiver from the Marine Mammal Protection Act, we don’t want to slow that down anymore-it’s 
been eighteen years! That’s a long time, so, if it means consume it with a bit of discretion then I 
think that’s…kind of how I was looking at it. I don’t know if there’s been widespread discussion 
or, you know, real full-on agreement, um, there’s no shame in butchering and eating whale. In 
fact, it’s the best thing to do rather than just let it rot on the beach. We’re-where hundreds and 
hundreds of people are able to benefit from that. There have been studies that the importance of 
these enzymes and amino acids and how they, um, you know-how we, as a people, had…uh, had 
that as a part of our diet and uh, it’s been unavailable to us for so long because of non-Makah 
action. So uh, yeah, it’s just about time that we reclaim that.” 

Josh: “Okay, so we’ve covered a lot of ground here. Um, is there anything else that you’d like to 
address?” 

Janine: “You know, I don’t think so. This is…this is…something that we needed. Uh, and 
I…it’s, maybe it’s given me the hope that I didn’t even know that I needed, that I’m looking 
forward to the next gray whale-the next humpback whale that comes our way. I think that there’s 
enough discussion that we’ll prepare ourselves; we should assume that this can happen at any 
time-and we know a bit of organizing helps you be that much more prepared, but given it was a 
bit of a surprise we still did fairly well. We did a good job, at um, at taking advantage of that 
whale and making the most of it.” 

Josh: “Okay. Well thank you very much, I think we’re set.” 

Janine: “Yeah, great. Okay.” 

[End of Part II, M.I.] 
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Josh: “All right, so we’re recording. Why don’t you go ahead and introduce yourself: tell us who 
you are, your position within the community…kind of a quick overview of your experience.” 

Jonathan: “Uh, okay. I’m Jonathan Scordino, I’m the marine mammal biologist for the Makah 
tribe, I’ve worked here since 2007, and uh…so I have a lot of experience here with the tribe. 
Prior to the tribe, I worked at NOAA for a couple years doing marine mammal research and 
another stint of about six months doing more policy side issues. I had my Masters at Oregon 
State doing sea lion research, and my undergraduate research-or, undergraduate degree was at 
the University of Washington in a Bachelor’s in fisheries and a Bachelor’s in wildlife sciences.” 

Josh: “Great. Uh, so Jon…why don’t you tell me about the finding of the whale? How did that 
unfold?” 

Jonathan: “So there’s a lady by the name of Kasey [spelling for this name?, M.I.] Woodside, and 
I don’t know who she is [unintelligible, M.I.]…but she uh, reported to the uh, Cascadia Research 
Collective. So, she called them, it looked like about 8:30 in the morning saying she reported a 
whale right outside the kelp at 8470 Highway 112 Sekiu, and so she had some photos-really 
distant, just looked like a…a blob sitting above the surface. So I got this email that I didn’t see 
immediately that Jessie Huggins from Cascadia Research Collective-she wanted to see if I could 
get out there to assess the situation and I happened to be on the water heading that way 
anyway…so I was out there for a survey [“for gray whales”?...unitelligible, M.I.] so it worked 
out. I was able to go that way and check out the whale and uh, you know, assess the 
situation…you know uh, take a good look at the whale and figure out what was going on.” 

Josh: “And what was that initial assessment?” 

Jonathan: “Uh, so coming first on scene it looked a lot fresher than you would expect. Normally 
when you see them at the surface you see the skin has sloughed off and the, you know, you can 
definitely smell them and uh, this one was…the skin was all intact, it looked in great shape; even 
the eye looked bright, where normally the eye gets pecked out first by the birds and things 
so…there wasn’t any signs of scavenging yet. There was no signs of uh, you know, no smell 
related to the whale, uh…anymore then how a whale normally smells. And uh, yeah…it’s in 
good shape. One of the first things I noticed when we first got to it was the jaw-the lower jaw 
was hanging funny in the water. So as the waves went on-wasn’t much of a wave, just a one foot 
swell or something in the water-the body would undulate while the jaw would move separately. 
The whale was lying on its side with its left side up, and so it’s the rostrum-the dorsal ridge of its 
nose-and stuff is line with the water, and then jaw was hanging down deep. So it looked like, in 
the water, something had damaged its-its uh, jaw. It’s interesting I didn’t see any obvious signs 
on the outside of ship strike or other trauma. The skin looked clean and, you know, nothing that 
made it very apparent that something had broken its jaw so yeah-I didn’t know if it was on the 
other side if something had hit, or what but- “ 

Josh: “Okay, uh-at that point were you pretty confident that it was a ship strike that had likely-“ 
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Jonathan: “Yeah. As confident as you can be, because I mean, without seeing any of the bruising 
or skin damage you can’t tell if it’s post-mortem or pre-mortem: when. But you know that 
something happened to it, and so that…you can’t ever…say definitively something like that 
happened or now, getting into it-looking at all the signs of what-what’s going on. So um, it looks 
suspicious of a ship strike right, and uh, would be the best way to say it. It wouldn’t ever be 
something I would ever record in a…like, in a final report saying, “it is definitively a ship 
strike”. I would say uh, “it looks like it could be a ship strike”, and if someone wanted to put that 
into a database it would have…it would have to be interpreted differently-then a necropsy you 
know it is, right? So that’s-[“we’re testing on the water”?, unintelligible, M.I.] so…to see and 
look at such.” 

Josh: “Had there been any reports of a ship having struck a whale?” 

Jonathan: “No. No reports.” 

Josh: “Okay. What size of ship would it take to strike a whale and break its jaw at this point?” 

Jonathan: “Uh, I don’t know. A lot of it’s going to depend on velocity, and size, all of those 
different factors go together. It’s a…so, I don’t know.” 

Josh: “Okay, uh huh, okay…yeah. I don’t know either. It’s why I’m- “ 

Jonathan: “Yeah. I know that, on the east coast, they found that ship strikes…when the ship is 
traveling either fifteen or-over twelve or fifteen mile an hour, are more likely to result in 
mortality of a whale and because of that they put in uh, speed zones for the big container ships 
and such that are coming into Boston harbor because they’re going through critical zones for the 
Right Whale.” 

Josh: “But it’s going to be a pretty sizable ship…than if it was a bay liner or- “ 

Jonathan: “If it were-if it were like the Coast Guard cutters that are, you know, forty footer and 
traveling fast-I think they could induce that damage. I think they would know it, too.” 

Josh: “Yeah, right.  

Jonathan: “Whereas the big ship could hit something that solidly and not know it, right? So that’s 
were it a smaller boat, there would’ve been a report. The person would have known. So yeah, 
with these big ships, you imagine them hitting logs and water soaked logs and stuff…I don’t 
know they’d have a very good feel of it. It’s not uncommon for them to-to come to the, uh, 
terminals where they’re taking their supplies with uh, big Fin Whales wrapped around their 
bows. Even a big Fin Whale or Blue Whale is not noticed by the shipping…you know, I wonder 
if it affected the fuel economy-you think it would uh, if you could go back to their records and 
figure out what you picked up in the fuel economy but I’ve never seen a report saying that 
they’ve gone back and figured that out.” 

Josh: “Hm. Okay, so what were you doing out on the water that day? Who else was with you?” 
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Jonathan: “Uh, I was doing a marine mammal survey. I had Lanie, uh, Keyes; who is an intern 
doing the Summer Youth Employment Program, Summer Youth Opportunity Program-I forget 
which way it goes. Is it SYEP now, or SYOP?” 

Rebekah: “I don’t know, I think it- “ 

Jonathan: “EP? I think it’s SYEP, I think it’s Summer Youth Employment Program now, so she 
was with that-I had my wife, Adrianne Akmajian, she’s the marine ecologist for the tribe and she 
was a good person to have on board. Prior to working for the tribe, she did a lot of work with the 
Washington Park and Wildlife for stranding response for marine mammals and then uh, did 
stranding response for us for a number of years. I can say it now-I can try, I might get in trouble 
later-I think it was four years. Uh, let’s see, uh…who else was on board? I think I had one more. 
Oh yeah, I had…hm, I think I had Angelina Woods, who was one of my interns with a different 
program. We were funded through Bonneville Power Administration, that was…was out 
internship “cologist”, some internship program.” 

Josh: “Okay, great. So once you had encountered the whale, kind of made your initial 
assessment, then what happened?” 

Jonathan: “Uh, once I realized how fresh it was, I contacted the tribal council and see if they 
wanted to bring it in. I informed them that it was in good condition, that it was fresh, and sent 
them a picture of the eyeball, because it just…you just don’t see that in a dead animal. As they 
die you see scavenging for one, but also the eyeball sinks deeper into the- into the skull, and so it 
a clear sign that this was a recent death just on outward examination. Uh, an-and I mean, the 
backstory of that one is we had a whale that had been caught in a drift gillnet I think, two weeks 
prior, or, a week prior or something like that that had died in the drift gillnet and we had plans on 
taking that one to shore to utilize and so I already knew, you know, that the community was 
already excited to get the whale to shore and that we had support of council to get the whale to 
shore. And so it was…in this case, where there’s a dead animal floating that uh, yeah, I thought 
there were be a [unintelligible, M.I.] and the council would be supportive of getting that animal 
to shore. And once I got their support, that they wanted that whale to shore uh, then I- I contacted 
Kris Wilkinson [need spelling verification of name, M.I.] from NOAA-she’s their-the regional 
stranding coordinator, and I informed her that uh, the tribe was gonna take- the whale was in 
good condition and looks to be a ship strike and that we were going to take it to shore, do a 
necropsy, and then let the community utilize it. So, and we had previously had discussions with 
her about the whale that had died in the net, which we unfortunately were not able to bring to 
shore because uh…that whale sunk while it was in the net-sink in the net, and everything with it. 
So, that one we were not able to recover, while as this one we had the opportunity to.” 

Josh: “And so…what kind of discussions, negotiations needed to happen with somebody like 
Wilkinson to get NOAA on board with doing this? Especially kind of thinking back to this 
experience two weeks earlier-a lot of that groundwork were ever even laid…” 

Jonathan: “I didn’t even open up negotiations. I just informed them, right…I think the tribe has a 
treaty right and there is no rational reason that they should be held from using a dead animal. 
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And I think the point from where I informed them…the many hours that it got to the beach, if 
they really had a problem they could come back and tell us something but, if you ask NOAA to 
do something then they will get paralyzed and they will try to contact their lawyers because I 
think that they’re thinking that they will be putting out a formal letter or something saying, “You 
can use it”, or what-not that would probably be subject to them getting into a lawsuit or being 
vulnerable in that way. But, being that I informed them that there wasn’t anything they really had 
to do; I just told them that it is the tribe’s treaty right, they can gather and…Kris did recognize 
that this was within the tribe’s U&A, so, “Okay”. You know, that was…we kind of recognized 
where each other’s positions were and that was as much discussion as we really had.” 

Josh: “And is this something that you’d say has changed in the last-I don’t know how long-you 
know, kind of the federal position on this?” 

Jonathan: “Uh so, I think that the federal position hasn’t really changed, but it hasn’t-they 
haven’t been very uh…assertive of it. So, if you look at the 2008 [“EIS”(?) need acronym 
verified here after year, M.I.] it says that there uh, “no hunt alternative”, that the tribe would still 
have access to “utilize whales” that had washed onto the beach, and such and such so, that had 
already been our position that the tribe can use these whales. Uh, and they made that statement in 
EIS [need acronym verification, M.I.]. I asked them about that directly, they got all squirmy 
about it and so…um, I don’t know if they were really firm on that or if they put that in there…I 
don’t know. Anyway, if they think they can analyze uh…the Makah hunt and say, if there’s no 
hunt they can utilize the whale-they should of course be able to utilize whales that are dead. Uh, 
so yeah, in this case it was one that-nice, fresh animal, a good [“animal”? Needs verification, 
M.I.] to utilize.” 

Josh: “Okay, so no push back from the feds about being able to do this?” 

Jonathan: “Nope, nope. No push back.” 

Josh: “Great. Uh, so…let’s see. So you contacted Kris, then, and then what happened?” 

Jonathan: “Uh…let’s see. I tried to tie a rope off to the tail of the whale. That failed. Uh…” 

Josh: “How did you do that, did you get in the water?” 

Jonathan: “No…I had a grapple hook on board that I used for disentanglement of whales. Uh, 
that I had a buoy attached to that that I attach to it so I can put a transmitter on so that if I see an 
entangled whale, free swimming, I can attach a grapple to the gear and I can put a transmitter on 
so that we can [“go off then”? Needs verification, M.I.] and do something for the whale. 
Anyway, so I figured if I could get the grapple to hang over on one side of the whale then I could 
use a bow hook to go underneath the whale and go up, right? Um…didn’t work out that well, uh, 
the grapple seemed to tangle with either kelp or itself and tangled around the whale so, yeah. I 
couldn’t get to it underneath it, and I couldn’t retrieve it because it got stuck on the whale and I 
tried to tow it underneath the kelp and it got really tangled up in the kelp with those long flippers 
and uh…so it’s really stuck in there, and uh…and I had to leave my grapple because I couldn’t 
get it off, and I knew that it was getting towed away anyway. So I was in contact with people at 
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that point knowing that it was going to get towed by somebody else, because I have towed a 
whale previously to shore and in doing so I tore my radar [“stanch]? Needs verification, M.I.] 
down to my floor. So I knew not to do that again. So, you know I-you live and learn. So I’m not 
towing whales ashore on my boat again, so [unintelligible, M.I.]- “ 

Josh: “Mm hm. About how far out was the whale at this point?” 

Jonathan: “Mm, maybe a hundred yards from shore. Right on the edge of the kelp.” 

Josh: “Oh wow, so pretty close in.” 

Jonathan: “Yeah, it drifted right up into the kelp. So it’s like, thirty-five feet of water.” 

Josh: “Huh…” 

Jonathan: “Yeah. I don’t have my notes with me but…” 

Josh: “Okay, and you mentioned that uh-that you were in contact with someone-how did this 
unfold?” 

Jonathan: “Well, I knew that I wasn’t going to tow it so I needed to get into contact with people 
that were willing and able to tow it. So I contacted uh…oh I-uh, contacted one of our council 
members who uh…Depoe. What’s his first name?” 

Rebekah: “Patrick…” 

Jonathan: “Patrick Depoe and, so he has a large fishing boat that uh…would definitely have the 
horse power to tow the whale efficiently, and he was going to team up with one of our other 
fisherman that had a small skiff that could get up close to the kelp and get a line on the whale. 
Um, unfortunately they weren’t able to get out until three or four o’clock in the afternoon and 
this was like ten in the morning. Um, but you know, I kind of left that as is because I was like, 
“Okay, you guys get it to shore as soon as you can”, but I don’t know who-who was gonna be 
able to do it and I continued on the survey and I talked to Joe Peterson, who’s our groundfish 
biologist-and so you know, he knew of the situation from (I don’t even remember talking to him 
about it, but somehow we talked about it) um, and…so he ended up talking to one of our other 
fisherman, uh…uh, Paul Greene, and talked to him at the store and he decided that he’d go out 
and pull the whale loose. And uh, yeah, so I can’t-I’m…not a [unintelligible, M.I.]-I know some 
of the people on board with…but yeah, so they went out in one of their boats to go tow it off. Do 
you need that part of the story, too, or do you need to talk directly to- “ 

Josh: “Yeah, I would love to hear your-your side of that.” 

Jonathan: “So, what I know is that…I think there were three people onboard. You guys can 
correct me [unintelligible, M.I.] if I [unintelligible, M.I.] just three? So there was 
Joshua…what’s his last name?” 

Rebekah “Jimmicum.” 
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Jonathan: “Jimmicum. And then uh…” 

Rebekah: “Hazel Greene.” 

Jonathan: “Hazel Greene was on there? I didn’t know that. And then Paul Greene and Joe 
Peterson, right? Were the people onboard?” 

Rebekah :“That’s all I know…” 

Jonathan: “Okay. I didn’t even know who all was there. And so, they got to the whale and found 
it in the kelp, and they found the part that was important to me of course-that my grapple had 
drifted away…you know, I had attached the buoy to it and somehow it drifted away. And I had 
said to grab the buoy but they decided to deal with the whale first, and I was like, “No. Get the 
grapple first.” It’s an eight hundred dollar piece of equipment, right? Anyway, so they did that 
part first. So uh, so they decided to work on the whale first that they have as much problem as I 
did because it was really bound into some really thick bull kelp and um…you know, bull kelp 
was used as fishing line for the tribe and uh…it’s-it’s a really strong material. And if you bunch 
it up with many, um, stems it’s very hard to work with and then you take the whale that’s very 
heavy to begin you put its pec fins, which are very long such-you gota pull at the right angle and 
you’ve gota…you’ve gota get a good wrap on the end. And, I think they tried a few different 
approaches to pull it loose. It took quite a few hours to actually get it loose off the kelp. Um, I 
knew they tried tying off to the pectoral fin and-because it was up toward the surface, they tied it 
off there and tried to pull it out-and I don’t know if that was their successful route. I know that 
Joshua got into the water…and, and…to get a tie on the tail stock of the whale. Um, so I don’t 
know when they-what approach worked out for them to be a successful approach for them to get 
it loose but, you know, obviously they did get it loose. Then they started towing, um, I actually 
think they weren’t underway to actually be towing it to shore until closer like…four o’clock, 
then they actually broke free of the kelp. And then, uh, they met up with uh, with uh…Robert 
Moss, Jr? Or, is he a third?” 

Rebekah: “I’m not sure.” 

Jonathan: “They call him “Rib”. 

Rebekah :“Yeah.” 

Jonathan: “Anyway, they met up, and he runs the Sea Hunter and he attached to it with his boat 
and that one’s a commercial trawler, and so that’s just-you know, more torque on that engine to 
be able to tow it. But even with that, I think they were only making one to two miles per hour. I 
think for a while they were fighting against the current; it was an incoming tide, you know-I 
think the tide turn…I’m not gonna tell you the time, because I’ll say it wrong. Um, but they were 
fighting against the [“ebb”? Needs verification, M.I.] tide turn, and it took a long time to get to 
shore. I think we didn’t have it come in to the beach area ‘til, nine-ish? Eight thirty, nine?” 

Rebekah: “Just about, just when it was dark…yeah.” 
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Jonathan: “The sunset’s right now about, eight twenty, something like that. Anyway, yeah, just 
after-just after sunset. Yeah, yeah. You gonna look up the sunset?” 

Rebekah: “Yeah, I got a picture of it…” 

Josh: “You don’t have a time stamp?” 

Rebekah: “No, I don’t have a time stamp.” 

Josh: “Okay. It finally came to shore right after sunset-ish.” 

Jonathan: “Well, “get to shore” and “onto shore” are not the same thing. So, we…we had the 
whale brought in to an area called the “Boom Beach”, which is a…uh, where the breakwater 
meets Neah Bay and, uh, there used to be a boom there for loading logs into-into ships.” 

Rebekah: “Fifty [unintelligible, M.I.] 

Jonathan: “Yeah, so that was when there-so it had gotten in at that time. They still had to tie it up 
and bring it in closer. So they had gotten into that beach, it-it shallows out really quickly and-
yeah or, gradually you know from a long distance so that-like, like it’s a real gradual…and it gets 
really shallow in there. Um, and so, you know they have transfer from the trawler to another boat 
back to the “kwi- “… “kwikwisp-“…how do you say that one?” 

Rebekah: “How do you spell it? “Kwis…?” 

Jonathan: “Ah, anyway, so they transferred back to that, though, which was the original boat so 
they could get it closer. And once it was too close for them, for them to…the people to do 
anything, too, I think one of the guys jumped off the boat there and started walking it to shore 
with ropes, to uh, to try to pull it to shore. That was kind of cool. We had a bunch of people walk 
out in the water to help pull the whale in, that’s a little silly-they’re all wearing pants-they’re 
gonna be all soaked and then they’ve still got hours of cutting to do. Yeah, anyway, they got out 
there in all their clothing and started…started pulling it-“ 

Rebekah: “It’s after ten [needs verification, unintelligible, M.I.] 

Jonathan: “Yeah. So, they worked as a team and they were heaving it as close as they could, and 
once it got as far as it feasibly could with the number of guys that were pulling which was 
probably, what? Twenty guys?” 

Rebekah: “By the time it got in. Maybe a little less than that?” 

Jonathan: “It started as less, but I think people gradually joined on. Uh, maybe about twenty. 
Fifteen, twenty. Then uh, then-then they ran the rope to a big front end loader, which we’d called 
in from our roads department to help-to help bring in the whale-“ 

Josh: “Okay, so John, let me pause you right there because we’re coming to the end of this 
one…” 

Jonathan: “Okay, yeah. Okay.” 
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Josh: “Then I’ll initiate a new one.” 

[End of Part I, M.I.] 

Josh: “Alright so Jon, we’re recording again. Uh, and so we left off and talked about how a 
group of about twenty-ish men walked the whale-“ 

Jonathan: “One woman: Stephanie Peterson.” 

Josh: “Okay, uh…walked the whale in about as far as they could get it and the rope was attached 
to a front-end loader-“ 

Jonathan: “And you know, I don’t know if that was as far as they could get it, or as far as they 
needed to get it to get the rope to the front-end loader. Um and, yeah, so they could start pulling 
it to shore with the heavy equipment. Yeah, and then…was it Brian Gagnon...was running 
the…the uh, front-end loader. It was really helpful for him to come down and, you know, we 
appreciated him doing that because it helped make that process probably go a little bit quicker. It 
was a bit of a challenge leading up to pulling the whale in to make sure that we had the ropes and 
that we had all the materials present because, um, it something that should be captured in what 
you’re doing right now is that…this is different than a whale hunt that you planned for a whale to 
be landed. This was people being contacted when everyone was released at noon that day 
because it was a tribal holiday for Makah Days. People were enjoying Makah Days event, and so 
people who came out were being pulled away from those events, pulled away from the family 
who came in from out of town who came in for the event, and uh…so it was really nice of him. 
He came out, he gave us his time to do that-to pull in the whale. Um, and so there was a bit of 
trial and tribulation trying to get the whale pulled up as far as they could, you know, the things 
you can imagine…trying to tie off appropriately, or trying to uh, uh…pull without breaking, or, 
when it breaks, adapting. Those sort of things, so they got as far as they could. It broke, and then 
they switched to some hay wire, um, to pull it in the rest of the way and still had some issues 
with the chains they were using to attach the hay wire the uh…to the front of the front-loader. 
But they uh, they successfully brought it in and uh, that was really helpful, and uh…so for me, 
one of my things I had to do with the whale-I should probably go back to when we were on the 
whale in the water I collected from the skin, and I collected from the blubber. Uh, because I 
didn’t know for sure that we were bringing it in, but we wanted to know what group this whale 
belonged to. So there are at least three different breeding groups that utilize our area as a 
breeding ground for humpback whales. There’s the Hawaiian population, the Mexican, and the 
Costa Rican. Hawaiian was delisted from the Endangered Species Act, um, I don’t remember the 
year, but recently. The Mexican group was down listed from endangered to threatened, and 
Costa Rica was maintaining the listing as endangered. And uh, I think it was mainly maintaining 
that listing because they didn’t have very good data published for it; they only had a couple data 
points for showing what the population was doing, but my recollection was that population was 
growing just like the other ones, so I was a little surprised they didn’t down list at least especially 
if their main threat since they listed was unregulated whaling back in the 1970-you know, prior 
to the 1970s. That’s not an issue in today’s environment, so I was kind of surprised that they 
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maintain that listing. But they did and so we needed to know which group it comes from 
because, uh, it’s a ship strike yet it’s human caused mortality. NOAA wants to assess the impact 
of human caused mortality on this population. And so, the skin sample you can…run genetics, 
and if my recollection serves me right, um…you can’t do assignment tasks. You can’t 
definitively say, “These genetic code is from Hawaii versus Mexico”, but you can look at the 
frequency of the different haplotypes and see it’s much more likely to be from here versus there. 
And so, the skin sample we collected will be provided to Southwest Fisheries Science Center, 
they are going to analyze it. And, I guess then we’ll find out what definitively an answer they’ll 
get from that. The other way to figure out what stock a whale is from is to do photo ID matching, 
and so, if you have matching photos from both the breeding ground and where you are at you can 
match them to the breeding ground. And I think past studies, or recent studies as of yet, they 
were able to successfully match ten percent of the whales that are photographed in the 
Washington area to breeding grounds. So that would stress to me they have very good coverage 
on the breeding grounds to make that comparison, and given that this was a small whale the odds 
of photo ID wouldn’t [unintelligible, M.I.] unlikely.” 

Josh: “When would you get those get those results back?” 

Jonathan: “From the-we already got the results back from osteology, but…we haven’t gotten the 
results from the genetics-from my knowledge, I don’t think that has been sent yet. Those samples 
went with, um, Jessie Huggins from Cascadia and so, um, she-she sent-she’s sending those in to 
labs. So I don’t know that those have formally been sent yet.” 

Josh: “Mm hm. All right so back to-great; that’s-that’s really helpful information to know a little 
bit about behind the scenes science side of that.” 

Jonathan: “Okay. Yeah, well, and I-” 

Josh: “So then, uh, we got about as far as now the whale’s up on the beach and it’s-roughly what 
time is it then?” 

Jonathan: “Ten. Ten o’clock.”  

Josh: “Okay.” 

Jonathan: “I-there is of course ten thousand things going on at the same time while we’re doing 
that, so um, so I had to-prior to the whale coming to the beach I had to organize all of our 
uh…gear to respond. Make sure we had our knives; make sure they’re sharp, that we have lights 
on the beach, that we have generators, we have…uh, uh…we have formula set up for the 
samples we take, we have bags set up for the frozen samples that we have. All of those things set 
up, meanwhile I have my daughter getting ready for the Makah Days talent show with her 
buddies doing…having the dress rehearsal and then all that going on at the same time, and then 
uh…Jessie Huggins with Cascadia Research Collective volunteered to come out and help us out 
and she’s really experienced with necropsy. And outside of our area, Cascadia Research 
Collective kind of takes the research lead on whale necropsies in the state. And so I was like, 
“Yeah, I’ll take her and her experience to help me out”, because uh, it’s-it puts me in an odd 
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position when people ask me, “Can we eat this whale?”… “I don’t know”. The uh…I felt much 
more comfortable knowing that the animal was ship struck, because there are diseases that 
whales can carry that are transmittable to people. Uh, so we wouldn’t-I don’t want to be in a 
position where I’m, “Yeah, we’re good to go”, when it’s just not…I haven’t seen, say, a lesion or 
something and not know what I’m looking at-not having that experience to be able to say, you 
know, “Maybe we should hold back and or, you know, wait ‘til we get some histology results or 
something to know better what we’re doing here.” So anyway, it was nice to have her come out. 
You know, she started driving out at four o’clock. I thought the whale would be on the shore in 
no time. She was coming out from the Olympia area- “ 

Josh: “Okay…” 

Jonathan: “-fortunately or unfortunately it took a long time to get the whale to shore and, um, so 
once it was ashore we had her help with the necropsy. So now, then that’s where we were; the 
whale’s on the beach, and we’ve got it up as high as we can-and while we’re taking it up as high 
as we can, one of the things I did not prepare as well as I should have is that my camera uh-my 
[“extra”(?), needs verification, M.I.] camera for taking ID shots uh, the battery was dead. So I 
uh, talked to Joy…Cooke, who was out, you know, on the scene and asked her to take the 
photographs for me of the flukes and we also photographed the dorsal hump. Unfortunately, we 
were a little slow in photographing the dorsal hump; you know, one of the traditions of the tribe 
is to put eagle down on the whale and so, I think what we learned from this is when we have a 
gray whale on the beach I need to get the photographs before they do that because the eagle 
down covers the uh, the markings that-that you need to focus on for the photo ID. So that was a 
learning experience, um, you know…there are some things I think when we are whaling we are 
going to have to think through a sequence of events. And some of those things we can just take 
care of in the water, or we can just rotate the whale in the water and such and get the 
photographs we need. So…” 

Josh: “Okay, um…let’s see. When…?” 

Jonathan: “Then it went into the ceremonies-” 

Josh: “Okay.” 

Jonathan: “-to…to bless the whale and such and there’s some…uh, you know, speeches made 
and such about the whale and…there’s going to be people who are much more knowledgeable 
about those things to talk to about the, uh…you know. I’ll just say on my end, it was fun to be a 
witness to that; to an event that most people don’t get to witness, where you know, we had the 
road blocked so the general public couldn’t be there. So yeah, the public can’t witness that and 
being a non-Makah it was fortunate to be able to witness that and to see everybody’s excitement; 
watch all of the kids run up and touch the whale, so it was…it was fun. So after they did the 
ceremonies, and c̓i·qa and such, that they-the tribe needed to do we di-well, first we did 
measurements. Again, overall body length and the girth…normally we do this whole stream of 
measurements like, the blowhole to the eye, the blowhole to the anus, and all this type of stuff, 
and it’s like w – I-I vetoed us doing that, so I was like, “We’re not gonna wait for all of these 
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when we’re- “ I don’t know how we’re going to use all of those measurements. I’ve never-I’ve 
never seen those measurements used-actually, I’ve seen one publication where they used all of 
those and that one people said, “Eh, it doesn’t really hold water. We can’t really compare this…” 
you know, from the 1960s or ‘70s they were comparing it to a 1910s paper; they were doing the 
same measurements but there’s variability like, if I go to the anus you go to the middle…you go 
to the front of it to get the back…and if you’re looking for differences in ratios for body size 
from one thing to another, just having somebody different doing the measurement and these 
inconsistencies probably cause as much difference as maybe you see in the population. I didn’t 
see the value in that, so we just went with the total length and the girth. The girth is valuable 
because you get, um, body condition; you get an idea, um, how-how much girth the whale has to 
how much fat its put on it-because just the blubber itself, it can stay rather constant uh…if the 
whale’s in good condition or poor condition because its kind of structurally pools in place but it’s 
the oils and the stuff underneath it that’s kind of building-anyway, girth is one of those body 
measurements that’s great for body condition. So, we did that and then Jessie and I focused on 
looking at that jaw, because that’s what we had seen in the water…I showed Jessie my photos 
and stuff to do that, so we’re looking at that and Jessie did a great job at really getting in there 
and-and diagnosing things. The bottom left jaw was broken-broken clear through and, when it 
broke, it looks to have broken up and punctured with the break of the jaw-the, the end of the jaw 
coming back-uh, anyway the-it came through free enough that it punctured into the roof of the 
mouth. So that had to be a lot of force right there-not only came loose but got jammed in and-and 
caused lacerations in the roof of the mouth. There were krill in the baleen, suggesting the animal 
was probably actively feeding at the time it was hit and it had, um…what I found interesting was 
when we took the jaws off the other side, people were doing a lot of work trying to clean the 
muscle off the bone and all that connective tissue. But on the side where was hit, it probably hit 
with enough force that all that was just clean; the bone was clean, there was nothing 
holding…none of that connective tissue was still holding the bone, so the shock wave of that 
cleared the bone off which is, I mean, for anybody that’s ever tried cleaning bone off it gives you 
some perspective of how much force that probably was.” 

Josh: “Yeah, so it’s either a smaller vessel moving really fast- “ 

Jonathan: “Or a big boat.” 

Josh: “Probably a big boat.” 

Jonathan: “But, I mean, I yeah-I don’t like saying things I don’t know definitively so I- “ 

Josh: “Mm hm. Okay, uh, let’s see. So do you know what the girth and body length 
measurements were? Are those things you can-” 

Jonathan: “Mm…it’s thirty-one feet, six inches long [unintelligible, M.I.]” 

Josh: “About how old do you think the whale was?” 

Jonathan: “Mm, it was a juvenile. I [unintelligible, M.I.] say it that way. That was one thing that 
people tried to pin me with, “How old is it?” – “I don’t know.” Uh, it wasn’t an adult, right? Um, 
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I would guess it was probably one, two years old- was a young animal. Um, I have not yet 
looked up the growth curves on the humpbacks to see if there’s something to give you 
confidence-to give me confidence to say the age for it, so, for humpbacks I-for gray whales I’m 
more confident on it. For humpbacks I guess my familiarity gives me the ability to know where 
to look and how to look rather than memorizing it, because you know, that’s not what I do- “ 

Josh: “Yeah, right. Yeah, yeah. You can look that-for somebody else to look that stuff up-“ 

Jonathan: “Yeah, right. It can be looked up. So, yeah, but it was a juvenile; some of the barnacles 
on it were just barely erupting and such. They weren’t like, really big established barnacles. You 
don’t see the barnacle scars that you see later in animals. Yeah, so some of those…anatomical 
things we were looking at didn’t look as…it wasn’t a mature animal.” 

Josh: “Mm hm. Okay, you mentioned that you did a girth measurement and doing that is 
important to roughly assess the body condition- “ 

Jonathan: “Right.” 

Josh: “-in doing so, what was the uh, early conclusion on the body condition?” 

Jonathan: “It was in good shape. We knew that, and then uh, as we got into the animal we could 
really tell that it was in good shape. Like the heart had like an inch-inch and a half of fat around 
it, which is really fatty. That animal had that and was in great condition, you know, the fat-it’s 
kind of different for humans I guess!” 

Josh: “Yeah. We don’t want that!” 

Jonathan: “Yeah. Mm kay, pretty clear that it was in good condition. As you were cutting into it, 
any sense of perhaps of how long it had been dead up to that point?” 

Jonathan: “That’s the other question people like to pin me with, uh…” 

Josh: “Not so much to pin you with, but just to get a sense of how one assesses condition of a 
whale.” 

Jonathan: “I depended on Jessie for getting that answer and-and, she was guessing twenty-four to 
thirty-six hours.” 

Josh: “Okay, mm hm.” 

Jonathan: “And we know it was long enough that the whale was able to bloat and get to the 
surface [unintelligible, M.I.]…so, you know, it sounds like [unintelligible, M.I.] but it’s hard to 
[unintelligible, M.I.]. Well, I should say this: the internal organs on that whale looked better than 
I’ve seen on any of the necropsies I’ve done and Jessie was telling me that they looked better 
than any necropsy she’s done except for one that she responded to and it was alive on the beach, 
and it died, and they started necropsy twenty minutes later. Right, so that one was the only one 
she’d see that looked nicer than um…whales and all dead animals go through a process of 
autolysis, where um, the body will start to putrefy from the inside where the bacteria and such 
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begin breaking down the tissues. And the warmer it is on the inside, the faster the process can 
speed up, right? So if you’re sitting out in the sun at this point, the process’s going to go faster, 
but also, if you’re a bigger animal the heat is more trapped inside your body and doesn’t get out, 
so you get faster putrefication of your-your internal organs. And, if you’re a whale, and you’ve 
got big girth and you have a thick blubber layer that’s very insulated-that’s great insulation for 
you, it’s gonna be even faster. So, normally we get inside a whale and it’s all mush-all their 
internal organs are mush and we can’t get anything worth collecting for histology because the 
cells have broken down enough that uh, we can’t really assess why a whale died. If you think 
about the 1999-2000 gray whale event (I don’t know how many whales washed ashore), I think 
there was only two or four that were suitable for histology. So, um, it goes fast. To think that this 
animal was in such good shape-you could see the lungs, and they were so firm, the spleen was so 
firm in there…it was just really fresh.” 

Josh: “Hm. Interesting.” 

Jonathan: “Yeah, I don’t know, but I would guess that it was less than twenty-four hours. Yeah, 
at least when we reported to it. When the report came in I think it was about nine thirty, it was 
definitely less than twenty-four hours. That’s my opinion, I-I haven’t done enough whale to go 
back and calibrate that to know- “ 

Josh: “Yeah, yeah. I can see how that would be tough to know-to pinpoint. Okay, so…Jessie’s 
kind of, quick assessment then, was that this was a pretty fresh whale. How does-how do you go 
about trying to assess that it’s fresh enough to consume and use?” 

Jonathan: “Uh, so my opinion on that was that it’s up to the people who were going to consume 
it, I could tell them that it’s fresh; you know, all of those conditions that you know, you see it’s 
fresh-you can cut it and blood pours in different areas. Um, and I could tell them that it looks to 
have died from a ship strike, right? Um, but that’s the extent of what I can say on a stranded 
animal and, so…I tried giving [“giving the message”(?), M.I.] that it’s not up to me if they eat it, 
you know-how-if it’s good enough. It’s going to have to come down to a personal decision, 
because that’s-you never know, right? That the animal could have been vulnerable to a ship 
strike because of disease, right? Or, it could’ve been vulnerable to a ship strike because there’s 
so many contaminants in its system that-but, I don’t know those things and I wouldn’t know 
them until the histology results were back. Uh, yeah…” 

Josh: “Okay.” 

Jonathan: “…which didn’t show anything, so-in fact it showed that “this animal drowned”, in the 
histology results, which I find a little bit odd and I wanna [unintelligible, M.I.] send it to a 
colleague of mine [unintelligible, M.I.] in the study of the whales that were killed in Norwegian 
whale hunts to see if that sign of-of drowning is what you also see when you do a “bomb 
method”, an immediate [needs verification, M.I.] it’s an immediate death of a whale because, 
yeah similarly, they end up having a lot of water come into the lungs to look like drowning but-
but, the death was probably…I’m-I’m sure the trauma caused the death, you know? So not only 
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was the jaw broken, but as we cut back further it looked like it spider webbed the skull where it 
connected, too. So that-that was some power of impact.” 

Josh: “Yeah, huh. Um…let’s see, I’m just looking back through some earlier questions because 
you’ve addressed quite a few of them. Um…” 

Jonathan: “I’m trying to work out an order, too, to keep you on your toes.” 

Josh: “Oh, yeah! Let’s see how we’re doing with time here…good. Uh so, to you and the 
Makahs, uh, what is the significance of harvesting this humpback now?” 

Jonathan: “Uh…I mean, I’m not Makah. So that’s outside of that, but uh…for me, it was 
important to me to see people’s excitement about utilizing the whale. I think it helps 
invigorate…me as I worked on-on stuff to help the tribe to get the hunt back, because it’s…um, 
you don’t get to see that very often. You don’t get to see the excitement in the community and 
the joy people have in having the whale [unintelligible, M.I.], normally what I see is I’m cutting 
up a dead animal-people are like, “Uh, that stinks! How are you do that?”- you’re culture to do 
this stuff, right? I just happen to be the guy who works for you guys doing this, so-so it’s nice 
seeing that there are so many people in the village who will jump in and cut-you know, the whale 
and um…I think it was great for us to have a learning experience about what tools we need to 
have at hand for when we do have a whale on the beach that we’ve hunted. I think it was really 
good for people to have experienced how fast that blubber dulled down a knife, so you 
understand what you need for…having enough knives on hand, so it’s-it’s not just the number of 
knives you’re cutting with. You need those knives, plus the knives your having sharpened as 
you’re rotating those knives out because you can’t do just, the uh, just the small set of knives and 
how big of a crew you need, and just how much energy it takes to-to cut a whale. You know, in 
1999 it was a lot of uh, um…frustration…I guess you could say, or, insults expressed towards 
the tribe because of how much of the whale they utilized and I helped butcher that one, too. And 
people were still complaining about how much was utilized and uh…yeah. I think in the future 
we wanna make sure that uh, we process it as quickly as we can-you keep the meat as fresh as 
possible, and you uh…um, you avoid that public perception of wanton waste. And I think people 
are used to fishing for bluegill or something are used to the amount of meat that’s next to a 
vertebrae and are, “Wow, that’s a quarter inch thick of meat right there. That’s more than I get 
off my bluegill”, uh, but cutting it off a whale that’s not very much.” 

Josh: “So, Jon, we need to um, switch to a new file here.” 

Jonathan: “Okay. I’ll s- “ 

[End of Part II, M.I.] 

Josh: “Okay, uh. Excellent, we’ve got a new file going again. Okay, so, it seemed that one of the 
big important pieces here was that this was kind of like a “dry run”; a practice run-kind of 
learned a lot about what needs to be put in place.” 
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Jonathan: “It’s true-but a practice run that nobody was expecting, right? When we haven’t, um, 
know that we’re gonna do it and purchase the gear-we didn’t, “Ah, we need “x”, “y”, and 
“z”…”, you know, we didn’t go up and observe the Eskimoes as they butchered theirs, or what 
not. We didn’t talk to people who were more involved with butchering ’99 and say, “Okay, well 
what do we need? How do we be prepared?”, this was a trial run where, um, everybody just kind 
of shows up on a whale and uh…yeah, making do with what, I brought, and what they happened 
to have in their cars-because you know, there was a couple people I was able to get ahold of and 
they brought this one long knife there. Uh, but, the uh…you know, there was some common 
sense things we just didn’t have ready, like uh-totes for the meat and blubber, tarps for when we 
take the uh…uh, stuff off the whale so it’s not getting sand on it. I happened to have a couple of 
tarps in my truck, but it wasn’t that I’d planned and put them there. I just happened to have them 
there. Uh, and…so those type of things that you’re-yeah, you…you know that you should have a 
ton of tarps, and even a broom so that you’re sweeping off sand before you put things on. Things 
that you-we wouldn’t have thought of um, the 1999 whale was so long ago that uh, most of the 
people can’t remember the details of, of…what happened and how and such. And so, yeah-yeah, 
it was really beneficial to be able to do that but, I think another aspect of it is that it’s been so 
long since the tribe hasn’t been um, well… “refused” isn’t the right word. There’s been such a 
bureaucracy through…through the waiver process that-that the tribe has not had the access to 
whale. Um, that I-yeah, I think it was good to…almost prove to the outside world, too, that when 
you have a whale it’s all going to be consumed. I see people’s stupid comments online 
[unintelligible, M.I.] I see people’s stupid comments online that, “the tribe’s not going to utilize 
this whale”, this and that. I think that if they observed anything of this whale the other night and 
everybody’s stories about how they cut it and packed up all the meat, you know, that was utilized 
and brought to people such that other people didn’t have access to it or were grumpy about 
it…yeah. I think that if they knew that, they would have a different perspective on it…on things. 
Yeah.” 

Josh: “Great, yeah. So how does the harvest of this humpback relate to the current efforts of the 
tribal nation…you know, that the tribal nation is engaging into exercising their treaty rights-you 
touched a bit on this…” 

Jonathan: “See, I wouldn’t say they “harvested” this one; uh, this was more like “gathered” this 
one. This was an animal that was dead, right? So, so “harvest” would be like, you’re going out 
and-I mean, when you think of harvesting a whale, you’re thinking of a hunt. This wasn’t a hunt. 
Uh, yeah-and, and I don’t think that this can get lost that this is a treaty right, too, to gath-to 
utilize what the sea provides; you know they have fishing rights, they have hunting rights, they 
have gathering rights and uh. Yeah, this is-this is something a little bit different. So, sorry, go 
back. Go back to the original question.” 

Josh: “Um, how does…no actually. That was-that was an important point to make. Um, so how 
does this relate to the current efforts for the tribal nation in exercising their treaty rights to 
whale?” 
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Jonathan: “Uh…I don’t think it is. Uh, so the current-the current stuff is gaining the right to 
hunt-to actively hunt, which is different than utilizing something that was accidentally killed by, 
you know, human activity. You know, we’re looking at a redemption of culture-or, resumption 
of culture, um, all the actions that lead up to training for a hunt, to the uh…reading in all the 
texts how-there’s Waterman, or-or Swan, or…there was a lot of process. A lot of process 
involved, and a lot of that process, there’s a of culture involved in that process. And a lot of 
revitalizing that process is that culture, getting that cleanliness…that purpose, or however they 
worded that-that, that could be very beneficial to the community. And having all those people 
work together and hunt, I think, is very beneficial to a community. So, I think all these aspects of 
it: this has nothing to do with it. So I think um, you know, the waiver process is a um…very 
bureaucratic process, it’s…it’s I think separated from the use in a lot of ways. The only way I 
think this is helpful is being able to prove that the whale’s is going to be utilized. There’s still 
that passion in the community-to be able to utilize whale. You know, there’s-there’s been a 
strong counter-culture in the U.S. since the 1970s, you know, “Save the Whale”, “You can’t use 
whale”, you know, “They’re a sacred animal” type of thing, you know. And so, I think it’s good 
showing that the tribe hasn’t fully adopted that, you know, mantra…and have maintained that 
they’re not only interested in the whale as-as an animal that they think is a “neat animal” and 
such, but also part of their culture, and utilization, and subsistence, that they had secured in their 
treaty, so…” 

Josh: “Great. So is there anything that you’d like to add that we’ve not had a chance to discuss?” 

Jonathan: “About this whale? Um…hm, I think it’s been kind of fun seeing how people are, you 
know, utilizing the whale. You know, processing the blubber and utilizing the meat. I had done a 
project with an intern this year trying to-to looking at how to process blubber uh, to make whale 
oil and it happened to be from a minke whale that had been ship struck and that we dragged to 
that same beach. Uh, a number of years ago. Do you know what year that was?” 

Rebekah: “Uh…” 

Jonathan: “It was fall of Josh’s senior year, right? Or was it junior year?” 

Rebekah: “So was it this…[this same(?), M.I.] whale [unintelligible, M.I.]?” 

Jonathan: “The [inintelligible, M.I.] whale was the [unintelligible, M.I.] before right? So this was 
that little minke…” 

Rebekah: “[unintelligible, M.I.] his senior year in 2014…” 

Jonathan: “2014- so it was either 2013-2014.“ 

Rebekah: “-that other one came in in like, 2012 or something like that.” 

Jonathan: “Oh, is that right? I don’t remember. Okay, so I just had that blubber sitting in my 
freezer and um, you know, in a short-in a short-term internship program, six week program 
um…with the last three weeks-four weeks, the kids had time to work on an independent research 
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project. I had one kid focused on processing the blubber into oil, and what I wanted-what I 
wanted him to do was to compare the Makah approach to [unintelligible, M.I.] to see if like, 
more modern techniques would improve our yield of oil. You know, improve the yield, but also 
more be in-tuned to what supplies we have now compared to then, right? And, the descriptions in 
texts are awful, you know? One paragraph would say, “Ah, they boiled up whale blubber.” Okay, 
what does that mean? Oh, and then one of them says, “They boiled the whale blubber”, and the 
next sentence said they took-took the parts that had been boiled, that could be utilized…they 
took those out and then they saved them, or smoked them or whatever, and they put it in a pot of 
water and boil it. So they’d saved water in second sets, but not the first, which made me wonder, 
“Are they boiling in the oil? Or are they boiling in the water?” right? And then, you just couldn’t 
tell, and then I looked at the Yankee whaling approach and-and their stuff wasn’t very well 
documented. Apparently, I just-I learned this morning that “Moby Dick” has just long section on 
that, and I never read “Moby Dick”, so…um, I guess this whale just gets [unintelligible, M.I.]-“ 

Josh: “It’s all just pretty detailed.” 

Jonathan: “It’s pretty detailed on how the [unintelligible, M.I.] were done?” 

Josh: “Yeah, it is. Yes.” 

Jonathan: “So I’m probably going to have to read that. I just read this little snippet this morning 
that made it sound more like they did a dry render, where they just put the blubber into a pan and 
then-you know, you got the oil started from that and then you add your other blubber to it so it 
boiled in the oil which makes more sense-“ 

Josh: “That’s more like Brian was describing.” 
 

Jonathan: “That’s exactly what Brian described, yeah. Whereas my intern did a wet render 
technique where we just put enough water in the bottom of the pan so the stuff wouldn’t stick to 
it. And then that water boils off and it’s just cooking in the oil, um…anyway. So there’s all these 
modern tools available that people can use to improve yield like, a slow cooker might actually be 
a really efficient tool to render the oil. People have been using that for processing lard and tallow 
and such, and so there are a lot of similarities in those things, so uh-anyway, I’ve been enjoying 
seeing how people are processing the blubber. Especially since I’ve tried investigating it myself, 
and then uh…and then hearing the different ways to cook the meat and the different ways to 
express the flavor. I think we need to reach out to the community and tell them, um…uh, best 
ways to cook the whale meat…so talking my Norwegian friends at whaling meetings, I learned 
that if you overcook minke whale it tastes like liver. Um, but if you-if you cook it the right 
amount it tastes really good. If you go beyond that it tastes like liver, and I’ve been hearing these 
different descriptions from people who apparently I think, have never tried liver, because they 
say things like, “It’s a nice sweet meat; it tastes really good” and some people say, “Yeah, it was 
nice, but it had this really strong after taste of like, clam”, and I was like…yeah, thinking, “Yeah, 
I bet you overcooked it.” So, it’s just kind of interesting to hear that and uh, yeah, you can’t quite 
replicate what was done historically. The Makah don’t cook in the same way, right? You don’t 
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have a bentwood box that you’re adding-I was reading a description, I think it was Jewitt’s stuff 
was that, everything was boiled. There was no imagination; everything was boiled. Which makes 
sense if all you had was a wood box to cook things in. You add hot rocks-if you, just added hot 
rocks with the other things, you’d probably burn it but if there’s water there it would diffuse that 
heat so it wouldn’t burn. Anyway, I found that kind of interesting. Kind of fascinating. Also, the 
other things you might want to know: on the histology findings there were no, uh…abnormalities 
in any of the internal tissues except for the lung, which suggested drowning. Um, yeah, it was-
and then the stomach, the stomach was absolutely full of water, like it had just gulped you know, 
a big-you know, was in the process of…which would make sense if it was lunge feeding which 
would make that jaw available rather the rostrum. The impact was on the lower jaw, it had to 
probably be lunging at the surface, and that’s pretty consistent with the krill in the baleen and-
and uh, the break in the lower jaw, and then the stomach was full of krill. So, it’s uh…interesting 
in that aspect. Um, yeah…we’ve shared the photographs with uh, some colleagues were here 
doing different work from Oregon State University were just out for about, twenty days in 
August doing satellite tagging of humpback whales and so they took a lot of photographs of 
whales for photo ID. And so we can compare-unfortunately, with the whale tail being lifted by 
the crane, you get a really good picture of the side hung low, but the side that-the side that was 
like, the tail was folded over and it was blocking the picture of the full fluke. And if we can 
match to-if they can match to that, then maybe we can have a better photo to match to the catalog 
from the other place. But, like I said, it’s a young animal; and the calves and such don’t seem to 
fluke often…so the odds of getting a match wouldn’t be really well, especially since like a ten 
percent match in general, and you take it a calf it had to-or, or, a one to two year old, it had to 
have been photographed in these last two years to have a possibility of having a match. It’s not 
an animal that’s been here for forty years, all that time to have collected a photograph, 
so…yeah.” 

Josh: “Great. Uh, Rebekah. Is there anything that you wanted to ask about?” 

Rebekah: “I don’t…think so. I find the timeline on that whale a bit frustrating…” 

Jonathan: “We started cutting about eleven, because there was an hour of ceremonies- “ 

Rebekah: “It was-it was, yeah. It was after eleven, because I left at about that time.”  

Jonathan: “We had a crew cutting until four fifteen in the morning, or four o’clock and then 
the…we had to roll the whale to be able to cut anymore and uh, and so then we-we got…I think 
there’s still twenty-thirty people there, right? And these are not people planning to be there. The 
person that was, kind of taking the lead on cutting was uh…what’s his name? Donnie…” 

Rebekah: “Donnie Swan…” 

Josh: “Was he the one with the big knife?” 

Jonathan: “Uh, at times.” 

Josh: “Somebody had said-Brian had said, it was Donnie’s blade.” 
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Jonathan: “No, it’s not Donnie’s blade. It’s Bill Monette’s blade. But uh, there was two-there 
was two long knives brought. I don’t know where the other one came from, but one was Bill 
Monette’s that was started with. He’s the high school shop teacher, so I think it was a high 
school shop project that they put it together. Uh, yeah.” 

Rebekah: “[unintelligible, M.I.] 

Jonathan: “I think it was Reggie Buttram’s, wasn’t it…2014?” 

Rebekah: “2014 was the [unintelligible, M.I.] on Josh’s birthday.] 

[Rebekah hands phone to Jonathan to look at photo, M.I.] 

Jonathan: “Was this-this one was the minke.” 

Rebekah: “It wasn’t the s[unintelligible, M.I.]?” 

Jonathan: “No.” 

Rebekah: “What was the s[unintelligible, M.I.] whale? Earlier?” 

Jonathan: “I know that he went out, too, with his dad and uh, and they had a bunch of interns at 
the time. So that was probably-“ 

Rebekah: “2014 was-“ 

Jonathan: “2002?” 

Rebekah: “Was 2014 was the minke whale when you did the blubber- “ 

Jonathan: “Mm hm.” 

Rebekah: “So that was [unintelligible, M.I.]…” 

Jonathan: “Yeah, a…you can see the difference in this one [points at photo, M.I.]; the skin is 
sloughing, and stuff like that. But that one, I think we still could have processed the blubber. The 
meat wasn’t good…but, if you read like, Jewitt’s text that uh…uh what’s that book called?” 

Josh: “Adventures and Sufferings.” 

Jonathan: “Yeah. That he talked of a whale that was struck in a really lean year, and that it was 
lost and that it was recovered much later and it was really putrid and awful and they ate it. Right? 
So, it didn’t sound desirable to eat, but it sounded like you can utilize things that are even far 
gone and so that was…something that I think gets lost, but I think you can use the oil even 
longer. Right?” 

Josh: “Yes. Yeah.” 
 
Jonathan: “And I think the texts have become even clearer on that, so…yeah. I wanted to do 
research projects for a while-see if I could link with somebody that works at the FDA or 
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something, you know, does uh-food quality. You know, to check in when different things rancid 
to check and see if I can leave a whale on the beach and take sections off and process it, and then 
figure out how long it can be there before it’s-‘cuz the cell walls will be breaking down inside 
there that might make it bad, too, the oil.” 
 
Josh: “Yeah. It probably depends on the type of whale- “ 
 
Jonathan: “Oh yeah, out in the sun- “ 
 
Josh: “-out in the water-“ 
 
Jonathan: “Temperature.” 
 
Rebekah: “How long can you hang a piece of meat in Mexico?” 
 
Josh: “Yeah! Yeah, we talked about that earlier. Okay.” 
 
Jonathan: “Okay [unintelligible, M.I.]” 
 
Josh: “Well, John. Thank you so much.” 
 
Jonathan: “You’re welcome.” 
 
Josh: “All right, let’s get this off.” 
 
[End of Part III, M.I.] 
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Josh: “All right, so I’ve got it recording. Why don’t you start by introducing yourself, talking 
about who you are relative to, kind of, your experience and your position here in the 
community.” 

Maria: “Okay. And…looking at you, looking at this? [points toward Josh then the camera, M.I.]” 

Josh: “Either is fine.” 

Maria: “Does it matter?” 

Josh: “Nope!” 

Maria: “Okay. I’ll look at you.” 

Josh: “Yeah, and right now I’m checking the audio levels.” 

Maria: “Oh, okay. Is it okay? Are those okay?” 

Josh: “Yep. Yep, so go ahead.” 

Maria: “Okay. My name is Maria Parker Pascua and uh, my parents were Gene and Dorothy 
Parker. My grandpa was Tom Parker, who had been out as a young boy on a whaling venture 
with his dad. His dad was Wilson Parker, uh, who was a whaler and head person down at Ozette 
where my grandpa grew up in his boyhood days until he had to go to school. So…and Wilson 
descends from c̓aqa·wiɫ, so he was a…a whale hunter and generations back (I don’t know how 
many) before him.” 

Josh: “Uh, so tell me about um…tell me about when you learned about the finding of the 
humpback.” 

Maria: “Let’s see, I think I had a text message and I was just excited at the time. I didn’t know 
what time the whale would arrive, but I knew that we would need to be ready to be at the beach 
when it arrived and so…we were busy getting ready for Makah Days and I had to put aside some 
of the other things I was doing because this was way more important for uh…the freshness of the 
whale and uh…so we went to the beach by near the end of the breakwater. And so, we were 
there and waiting for the whale-they were towing it in, and they had a…machine there to tow it 
in, but it broke once and uh…I kind of wish we did what we did in ’99-where there were so 
many people down on the beach because of Makah Days. They were uh, filtering how many 
people-I mean, who could be at that beach. And so, we…we didn’t pull it in by hand like we did 
in ’99 we just readjusted the machine and uh…gradually towed it in. And so, we sang a whale 
towing song. We did talk- just a group that was there, “What do we do? We need to welcome 
this whale here to the beach”, so we did the whale towing song and that was held in common 
with all whaling crews so we did that one. And then we also sang the “Song of Appreciation”, 
just to be thankful of this uh, whale’s life and then what it will become for all of us in all its 
different aspects; meat, blubber, skin, sinew, whale bone, baleen…all of that! Yeah, so…” 

Humpback harvest interviews, 2018 - M Pascua
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Josh: “Okay, with the landing…can you tell me a little bit more about some of the different steps 
that you guys took with welcoming and honoring the whale um, maybe discuss who took the 
leadership on that? How that unfolded…” 

Maria: “Uh…I don’t know all the people that were involved so I’ll probably miss some people, 
but uh-we were talking about a…just quickly in the group that was moving together to sing. 
There was-there was a some…there was some singers like Joe McGimpsey, Greg Arnold, Brian 
Parker, but there was also um, John Pritchard, that I called up my-a couple high school students 
that I knew…the whaling song-they’ve graduated now-but Dan Kilmer. It was getting kind of 
dark, I’m sure I can’t remember everybody that was there, but I know there’s a lot of people that 
know those songs so the song leaders just went ahead and started it and everyone just joined in. 
Mm hm. Yeah…” 

Josh: “How about kind of all the efforts that uh… bringing together equipment and gear that you 
thought that you guys would need for landing and butchering the whale?” 

Maria: “Oh, I think that the tribe was prepared because they had heard earlier and our fisheries 
and biologists and all-you know, people already had…there was one high school student 
um…let’s see. Levi Swan, Donnie Swan’s son, he had a blubber cutting knife that he made in 
shop class. He described it to me, too, anyway so he had that. I don’t know if there was another 
knife, but my husband and I (in the 1999 hunt) we didn’t realize that we would be shut down for 
nineteen years and so we went (after the 1999 hunt) we-he had a friend who makes knives and 
tools. So he asked him to make uh, blubber cutting knife and-which just slices it. I don’t know 
the names of the knives…there’s one that’s fanned out, so that after you make the cuts and then 
you can push down in between the meat and the blubber to get the blubber to get close-get close 
in-shave it close in to get as much blubber as you can. So, we did that. We went home and got 
the tools that we had, or, the knives that we had. But, we brought it back to down to where they 
were butchering the whale, just to make it go faster. Right? And my cousin, Greg Arnold, we 
didn’t stay you know, we had things to get ready for Makah Days so the butcherers…he just 
said, “Oh I’ll bring it back to you when they’re done”. I think he stayed very late. We only 
stayed until about 2 AM-I don’t know the time that it arrived on the beach that we…I…I 
didn’t…” 

Josh: “Yeah. I think Rebekah had a photo that showed it coming in around ten-ish.” 

Maria: “Oh, awesome! Ten, okay. Yeah…so, even though it wasn’t taken by us as in, hunting it, 
it was towed in by our own fishermen. So, Paul Greene’s boat on lead and then…so I just think 
that the towing song was a good one, a good choice, and so that’s what we did.” 

Josh: “Okay, um so…how did you-how did you and your family then uh, get cuts from the 
whale?” 

Maria: “Uh, Nate Tyler, the tribal chairman made the announcement about how the whale died 
being hit by a ship and that uh…so he said this whale would be divided among the community 
and we-and when we went to the beach, we already brought a garbage sack. You know, 
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something to put it in. It’s pretty big! So, uh, other people might’ve brought other things, too, I 
don’t know. I saw totes there I think, um, so we were ready and we had done some…oh, like in 
1999 I helped to cut blubber. I had a shift, we all did shifts and so I knew what it would entail. 
So, but we didn’t process there. My husband and I, we just took a piece of the meat, a chunk of 
the blubber, and um…because of Makah Days and the things we were doing, we kept it on ice a 
couple of days and when we had more time then we just rinsed the meat and soaked the meat. 
And then we sliced the meat and vacuum packed, and the blubber-we froze that. I have a busy 
weekend because I teach, but I also-because I teach the language classes in the high school, I 
also want to have the kids experience rendering oil. And so it’s something that I want to do part-I 
have enough, I have enough I think, that I can bring a couple of chunks to the school after we 
defrost and I figure out, you know, put it in my plans…for a day to do that. Most likely outside 
with uh…yeah!  

Josh: “Yeah, I think so!” 

Maria: “Yeah, so Get a propane burner, and that kind of thing.” 

Josh: “Uh, right. Right. When you-when you rinsed the meat, how long did you choose to rinse it 
for?” 

Maria: “We ran water on it for…mm, I don’t know how hours, but it still seems to have a lot of 
blood in it and that’s what we noticed before-from the process before. However, that was a gray 
whale. So uh, the humpback whale, you know…I’m not sure about the differences in processing 
that, but that’s what we did. We just ran water on it, we also (the next day) we soaked it in some 
salted water. Just like baking soda, just [unintelligible, M.I.] and then, so, I was thinking to a 
long time ago…I mean, we had of course, fresh water but also the salt water. So, uh, helps draw 
it out. So we did, so we soaked it for a number of hours. I didn’t keep track, like half day or so, 
and then we rinsed it again with fresh and then we sliced it, and then we vacuum packed it. We 
want to smoke some of the meat, but we also want to try the meat in different ways within our 
household. I had other people’s creations. We had someone who did, kind of like, a regular 
pepper type jerky and…I think another person, I don’t know, might’ve been garlic salt. I don’t 
know remember what it was, but it was really good. Yeah I tried both of the ones that I tried, the 
people had already processed.” 

Josh: “How do you think it compared to, say, the gray whale from ’99? Kind of the taste of the 
meat, or whatever you’ve had the chance to try so far.” 

Maria: “Mm...I had a piece of the ones the-the ones that we had was uh, pretty much came from 
the-the backstraps so it was very red meat. Although I haven’t tasted or cooked that, that’s one I 
said we vacuum packed and froze and I don’t know…I didn’t-the meat that I tried from other 
people, it was very good and it wasn’t very fatty. Um, but I know down below of course you get 
more of the fat in the underside of the whale. So, I think I would treat that most like what you 
would do with other meat: beef, or deer, or elk, like just like…like just make it  into a stew or 
something else because you know, because of the…you know, the fatty tissue.” 
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Josh: “About how many pounds of meat and how many pounds of blubber do you estimate that 
you-that your family, picked up?” 

Maria: “Oh, I don’t know. We didn’t weigh it, I didn’t even think about that. I just know it was 
hard to carry; I was carrying it and carrying it up the beach in a sack, so, we have a-maybe 
a…one foot by two feet maybe of blubber and then probably two feet by-it might not have been, 
you know…maybe six inches by two feet. It was a strip of meat, I didn’t weigh it.” 

Josh: “Okay, yeah, I was just curious. Uh, so to you and your people, what is the significance of 
harvesting this humpback now?” 

Maria: “I would say, you know, for us I think it was like an awesome gift just before Makah 
Days. For us, as a people, and I also think of it as healthy. The food that it brings to us is healthy, 
I think the significance of it has yet to be seen over the course of the next year-even the next 
year. So, with uh, say the bones, we have carvers that carve bone and do really well with that. So 
who knows what else will be created from what they use that for, and I think that will be seen 
later after the bones are…the tissue and everything will be off of that and they’ll be able to use it. 
So, I think it will-people will-enjoyed…uh, like on Facebook, people here in Neah Bay were 
trying different things, and it is a process ‘cause we live in the time that we are in now, and 
people are going to try various recipes with it. But I think that it’s a healthier meat to eat. Mm, 
and…I just think, uh, the other thing that was very nice in terms of our people here…we didn’t 
have to fight media, or worry about protesters or that type of thing and-and then how it was hit, 
that was a Makah vessel that hit it. So, so, there was nobody um…that I know of that was 
unhappy with it. I just think that it’s healthy for us; both for uh…physically-especially the 
blubber, the oil different people are rendering oil, and that’s what we used before butter to dip 
food. It is just uh, it doesn’t have the fat that isn’t good for you. This is better. I think culturally, 
and even mental health-wise, I think it’s a good thing. ‘Cause when I teach-I taught a chapter on 
whaling in my class years before we had the 1999 whale, and it was so awesome to experience 
that and the way with the…you know, gotten by canoe and um, the way we did it in ’99 was so 
precise and quickly done, and this whale here, the kids today…I mean, they’re-in 1999, you 
know we have young people you know who don’t have a memory of that right? The school kids, 
they were just too little. So it was nice to have all of the families and children on the beach, even 
though it was late at night there were many people who brought their families. And so, the kids 
uh…of this generation today are able to say, “Oh, we saw this, we participated in this, we 
benefitted from it.” And uh, not just something talked about-that it’s not in their visual…in their 
mind.” 

Josh: “Yeah, not abstract.” 

Maria: “Yeah, yeah.” 

Josh: “So you mentioned something. There’s a phrase I want to follow up on here where you 
said, “[…] this was an awesome gift just before Makah Days”. Can you talk more about the 
significance of this whale coming just before Makah Days?” 
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Maria: “I think because Makah Days is our celebration for uh, U.S. citizenship, for when we 
received the U.S. flag, and up to that point, we were considered…we were a part of the War 
Department, right? And so, we were in a different type of category though we were the first 
people of this place. We were not considered U.S. citizens, so we didn’t have the rights and 
freedoms that being a U.S. citizen brings to a person. And so, Makah Days is a celebration for 
being able to express ourselves and to gather, and so…first Makah Days we were…we could 
freely do our dances and speak our language and um, enjoy ourselves-express ourselves. Where 
before, it had been pretty severely subdued-and even the bone gaming, we couldn’t even bone 
game. People had to sneak away to do that-had to sneak away and potlatch, and uh…thankful 
that we never stopped potlatching even though there was a law against it that we were-we’d just 
go out to Tatoosh Island and the Indian Agent couldn’t follow us out there, so-unless he hired an 
Native canoe in order to bring him. Anyway, it was nice celebrating Makah Days…the whale, to 
me, was such a beautiful gift to the whole tribe because, uh, we were celebrating our culture, our 
way of life, and our way of expressing ourselves. The whale was the most important thing in our 
culture, um…and so, what a-what a great gift! What a way to celebrate being Makah, to have a 
whale the day before the Makah Days celebration was to kick off. So…” 

Josh: “Okay, we should probably wrap this up. I know time is tight, we are at the twenty minute 
mark.” 

Maria: “Okay.” 

Josh: “All right. Well, Maria. Thank you so much!” 

Maria: “You’re welcome! All right. Kay.” 
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Josh: “So, we’re recording. Uh Rebekah, why don’t you go ahead and introduce yourself. Tell us 
a little bit about who you are, your experience that-or, experiences that might be relevant to what 
we’re talking about today.” 

Rebekah: “Okay. My name is Rebekah Monette, and I am forty-nine-years-old, enrolled Makah. 
I work at the Makah Cultural and Research Center in our Tribal Preservation and Research 
Office. Uh…I am…mother of two biological kids and two adopted kids, and that becomes 
relevant when we talk about experiences with whales and how that might…be relevant to what 
you’re now-my younger son was very active with working in with marine mammals. He worked 
for the tribe on a couple of occasions as a marine mammal technician. Uh, drift whales were 
something that he did pretty regularly, working with either um…harvesting bones and other 
materials from the whales, as well as assisting them in necropsies with Jon Scordino-marine 
mammal program…for the Makah tribe.” 

Josh: “Great, so uh…tell me about learning that there was a whale coming in.” 

Rebekah: “Yeah. As it happens, uh, after listening to Jon yesterday, I was actually at Washburns-
uh, when Joe Peterson had run into Paul Greene. I was there to get some sockeye from Paul 
Greene, because they’d been out sockeye fishing previously that night and it was the end of the 
season, so we were making sure we had some final fish to put away for the seas-for the year. Um 
so, in any case, just kind of by-standing with the discussions that Paul was having as well as um, 
overhearing a phone call from my brother, Dan, to his son, Paul, talking about bringing the boat 
back out to tow the whale in. So, that was how I was initially alerted to it and as, you know, 
having previous experience with it just kind of keeping it to myself. You know, not really 
knowing what was occurring with this whale-um, that was just…kind of laid quiet for the better 
part of the day and then, um…at my volleyball practice-Paul’s wife is one of my assistant 
coaches and she was unable to make it to volleyball practice because she was out assisting with 
that whale that day on the boat with her husband, Paul. At that point, I knew that they were 
bringing that whale in to shore, and I still didn’t know at that time whether or not this was-you 
know, what type of a harvest this was going to be and so I still went about my day for a little 
while. And, when I was-I came back in from visiting with my daughter’s sister and I thought, 
“Well, we’ll go take a look and see if they landed it yet”, and uh-knowing where they would 
bring it and I came across a police officer locking that road, restricting the access. So um, 
anyhow, he let us through and we went out to that corner and Polly Debari was there and had a 
little brief discussion with her and, just kind of waiting on the beach and more and more people 
just started to flow in, even though at that point it probably was still an hour or two maybe, 
before they were getting it in.” 

Josh: “So around seven-ish.” 

Rebekah: “Yeah, I think so. And um then, seeing the influx of people coming I’m like, “Well, I 
don’t wanna leave”, and not be able to-‘cause I had a great parking spot and I had three little 
girls under seven with me so I didn’t want to walk, you know, that far out in the dark. So we 
stayed and we played at the beach and ran into, you know, the girls’ older brother. So, these are 
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all kids that are in three different households. So it was kind of nice that we had all of these 
households together on the beach for this event, um, and uh…let’s see. There was just a lot of, 
kind of, excitement that was building I would say with the community-we saw the different folks 
show up-and having had the experience with Josh and the whales on the beach, this was different 
because it seemed quite obvious at this point that this was going to be a harvestable whale that 
was suitable for eating as opposed to the rotten whales that he was normally dealing with. In 
which case, he would only have a handful of people coming to assist with that type of work. 
Yeah, that was a great moment of excitement. It was Makah Days-Friday, so everyone seemed to 
be in, kind of a light-hearted mood to begin with, um, celebratory I guess. What else was I 
supposed to get at?” 

Josh: “Um let’s see so, that really addresses kind of, when you first heard about the finding of the 
whale and coming down to the beach…so go ahead and describe what the landing was like.” 

Rebekah: “Okay…a little bit mixed; so they um-there were several boats off-shore. My brother’s 
smaller boat, the Natalie Rose, a thirty-six foot boat and the Sea Hunter, that-when it got to be 
more shallow the Sea Hunter couldn’t come in any closer to shore. You could see, it was still 
dusk, so you could see the whale near the boats and the kids were able to see it, you know, from 
offshore from a ways. And you saw…you know, a group of people-maybe three or four initially, 
go out into the water to transfer the lines from the boat to shore, um, but it’s pretty shallow there 
and they were having difficulty kind of moving the whale through the water at that point. So it 
kind of caused a number of other people to go out into the water, um, you know unplanned-just 
wading out to help. So you saw a little bit of a similar um…movement of people like we had in 
the 1999 whale, just at a smaller scale. So you saw people stepping in because they could see 
there was help needed, not because they had any kind of assigned jobs. I think the initial people, 
you know, were part of that fisheries program-Stephanie Peterson was out in the water, which 
again because this wasn’t a hunted whale, the roles were not quite as defined, I would say as if it 
had been a hunted whale. And…” 

Josh: “Was some of the challenge of getting that whale in because it was so shallow? Was that 
why it was hard to maneuver the whale?” 

Rebekah: “Yes, yeah, it’s very shallow there was probably drag much earlier.” 

Josh: “Okay. So, roles weren’t as well defined. Everybody was just kind of pitching in and 
helping out.” 

Rebekah: “Pitching in and helping-for instance, you saw Stephanie in with the men pulling the 
whale up, which probably wouldn’t necessarily be the case in a hunted whale, where you would 
have a little bit more defined role playing at that point. They had brought the lines in and got 
them connected to the frontend-loader, the piece of equipment they had at the beach. Even that 
was kind of a…wasn’t an easy process because I don’t think they had the right…necessarily, the 
right lines or equipment to deal with it. And um, you know, so it took some time to actually pull 
that in; it was just kind of a lot of standing and waiting, and it kept getting darker and darker, so 
it was harder to see. Fortunately they did bring down some lights and a generator then um, they 
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could have better capacity in the working area. When they got the whale finally on shore 
enough-you know, the excitement kind of-still very much building at that point, we had a lot of 
younger children on the beach as well…nobody was prepared for it. So, I don’t think there was a 
lot of explanation going on as to what you should do, or how you should be around the whale. I 
think, you know, the Makah Tribal Council did a good job in requesting people to be respectful 
about the ceremonies that they were planning on performing and requesting that that be held to a 
standard of, um…sacredness, I guess? So it wouldn’t be just shared and obliterated on social 
media. And, so far I think people have done fairly well with that part; that you’re not seeing 
recordings or anything out there. But the news traveled still, pretty quickly, on social media out 
from that event. The tribe did do some blessings on the whale, which again is different…I’m 
really not sure, if it wasn’t something that wasn’t hunted. We didn’t go through the ritual 
preparations in terms of taking a life, and it wasn’t a life we took, but one that we were happy to 
utilize and make use of. So it was good to see, and again with the variety of people that were 
down there, it was uh…I think it was again, important to have that experience prior to hunting a 
whale because I think it shows us a little bit more about how some folks are going to be lacking 
in a little bit of that information and it will be good to be able to educate them so that when we 
do take a life in that way that it will be well-respected and that those ceremonies will be, you 
know, adhered to in a proper way. Part of I think, of what this whale, I think with…you know, 
unplanned practice run was really um, a blessing and the fact that it was a humped whale-a 
humpback whale um, kind of makes it more special because that’s not on our “take” list right 
now even though we know it was preferred. It’s given us an opportunity to, um, taste it and 
consume it and understand the differences between the two. So I thought that was…to me, that 
was a really exciting part of that whale coming in.” 

Josh: “Um, can you talk a little more-in a little more detail about some of the ceremonies and 
protocols?” 

Rebekah: “In terms of…” 

Josh: “Of welcoming this whale ashore…” 

Rebekah: “Welcoming the-this whale in…? I’m not sure I’m gonna do that justice. They 
welcomed this whale ashore in the manner we had done previously with the hunted whale, uh, 
and…and I’m not gonna do it justice just because of my personal feelings of whether that was 
necessary or appropriate, um…I’m glad that they did it, though, because it give…again, 
everybody that was there the opportunity to witness it and ask questions about things they don’t 
know. Um…that part I think is very, very good. Mostly-I saw a lot of young people on the beach 
that day; and so these are people that were either really young when the ’99 whale came in, 
possibly too young to even remember it. And so that was…you know, in looking around and 
watching folks and how they were receiving it, that’s what I noticed was that there were a lot of 
younger folks that were very excited about it and, you know, probably hadn’t had the 
opportunity to partake at that level in the past.” 
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Josh: “Kay, um, okay let’s see. So the whale was on shore, the protocols had been done. So, talk 
to me a little bit about, kind of, the beginning of cutting into the whale. What were some of the 
next things that happened that evening?” 

Rebekah: “Yeah, so…that part was harder for me, because I had several things going on; I had 
three young children with me…ages four, five, and seven, and by the time that they got the 
whale on shore and completed the protocols, it was probably eleven o’clock-ish. Maybe even a 
little bit after that, eleven thirty maybe…and um, my kids were really tired-and in terms of 
ceremony, that was the other part. It was nice to be there with my three little girls and to be able 
to talk to them about how they should behave, and what they should be thinking about, and, my 
seven-year-old daughter was really…great-I love that they look at creatures from the ocean as 
food source. And, so, even though she was very tired and she wanted to go home, we were 
leaving before they cut up the whale. And her question on the way as we were walking off the 
beach, a little bit in protest was: “What about dinner?” We were leaving without anything for 
“dinner”, and she was not pleased about that part of it…uh, and uh…I forgot what you were 
asking when I went backwards…” 

Josh: “Yeah, so the-no that’s interesting-so, so…to describe kind of, the beginning of the 
butchering.” 

Rebekah: “The cutting of the wh-and so…so uh-this is what I was worried about. So, as you 
know I lost my son, Josh, who was nineteen, who worked in the marine mammal program. And 
this is what he did-and so um, I had been on the beach with him several times when he was doing 
necropsies and…that became very emotional for me…as I considered that loss uh-and that this 
would have been a whale that he would’ve been highly involved in and that he would’ve been 
one of the people that [unintelligible, M.I.] in all parts of that. And so, in part I was glad that I 
had the girls that were very tired and needed to go home and go to sleep because I didn’t think 
that emotionally I could be on the beach and be in the right state of mind for that. So we left, as 
they just started to do the measurements things that were typical for the necropsy. I of course 
remained very interested, and was checking social media to see, you know, as those first posts 
started to be [unintelligible, M.I.], you know, in the early morning hours I think is when I started 
to see them. And it appeared that people stayed down on the beach until four in the morning 
doing the butchering and um…so, I was-I was happy to hear that that occurred. And I assumed 
that I would find somebody with some of the meat at some point in time. So, the next day as 
things started out, uh…we found out that they had taken um, meat and blubber up to our filet 
plant that the co-op runs, but they have the big freezers and large totes. And they had uh, put 
some aside that folks hadn’t taken yet, and Janine and I (in the midst of trying to get fish 
together) we went and chased down some down. We brought up our large coolers, and put them 
in the backs of our nice cars. We went up and picked up both blubber and meat so, that was 
great. Um…then I went down and picked up the fish from Paul, that’s how that whole…fish 
from the day before-“ 

Josh: “Right. Right, kind of closing the circle-“ 
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Rebekah: “It was, yeah, closing the circle. We had more fish to deal with that night, I guess. 
That’s confused: fish the day before, we still had to smoke the fish the next day. We talked a bit 
more with Jon Scordino the next day, to see what still needed to be done, and there was still 
more butchering to do on the other side of the whale, because they weren’t able to turn it over 
that night. And uh, so the next day they were able to get the right equipment in the right position 
to turn the whale over, and butchering on the other side needed to be done. And at that point, I 
didn’t have my daughters with me, and Janine and I went down and just started to butcher with a 
little direction from Jon Scordino on, you know, where to make the cuts and how deep…that sort 
of thing. So that was a first for me. Josh had done it a lot of times previously. We were kind of 
set in on roles, that was part of that role playing…previously…you know, my role is not…that, 
but in a way uh, we had had discussions in the past about hunting and-and, the importance of 
traditional foods…and uh, and you know, for me…I had always known that taking a life wasn’t 
really what I could do, but I was totally fine with butchering, and processing, and eating, and 
consuming the foods. And in the discussion that we had he said, “But would you if you had to?”, 
and I said, “Of course, I would” uh, but he was the one that was the hunter in our family, and that 
was something that I was reliant on for food. And so with this I kind of, you know, had to realize 
that I don’t have that capacity in my household right now and that, you know, to be able to 
partake in some [unintelligible, M.I.] I should be…doing some other things, and so that kind of 
allowed me to go through uh…and-step into a role that he’d previously did with the butchering. 
So, Janine and myself, and Alexis Greene (who is my niece), and Jon Scordino-there was another 
fellow there, I think his name was…Kevin…I think it was Kevin Della was there with his wife, 
initially, but they left a little early on. And then, Sarah Johnson, Glenn Johnson’s daughter were 
there that day. So it was just a smaller group, which was better for me, and the…you know, in 
the event that I wasn’t emotionally stable-I guess I would prefer for that to be kind of a smaller 
group of people. Um, and in a closer group I would know all of these people, except for Kevin, 
pretty well. The beautiful thing, too, about butchering was Alexis was there with her two 
children, who are very young. I believe James is…I believe is six, and Lorraine is two, I believe. 
Um, and Sarah Johnson had her young child, who is not yet two, on her back-you know, while 
she was sharpening knives for us so…it was really uh, I thought…kind of a beautiful picture of 
you know…what could be for our future.” 

Josh: “Mm hm, okay, let me take a break here and start a new file.” 

[End of Part I, M.I.] 

Josh: “Okay, so we’re recording again. Uh, so Rebekah, tell me about, kind of, the physical 
process of the butchering. Kind of, what that was like. For you…” 

Rebekah: “Um, what was really interesting…um, and was very quickly evident: that you should 
have the proper tools. By the time that, you know, we were butchering the next day, which 
would have been Friday, the large knives were gone-they were not on site. And so we were 
butchering with much smaller knives, and that was a challenge. With some of them it was really 
obvious when you had a very dull knife in front of you, and the knives um…dulled fairly 
quickly. Just the quality of [unintelligible, M.I.] that we had there were not necessarily the best. 
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Kevin had purchased a knife from Washburns maybe that day, I think, and came down. That was 
the best one that we had, so the ones that had the good edge, you know, went through the blubber 
pretty easily. It’s definitely not a process for a single person to do; it was definitely, you know, 
working as a pair was easier when you’re uh, flensing off that-the fat from the meat 
[unintelligible, M.I.] in those cuts, having somebody pull against the blubber. So, we were taking 
sections that were maybe a foot, to a foot and a half wide [places hands palms inward about one 
foot apart, M.I.] and, you know…in hindsight those strips were a little too long um, because they 
were awkward to maneuver and carry afterwards. They would’ve been a little bit nicer in blocks. 
But um, having-again, having the right tools and-and stuff available would be nice. I’m a little 
bit envious of the Alaskans who get to butcher the whale on snow or ice and have, you know, a 
clean place to put the items afterwards. So we were on the beach, so sand was an issue. Um, you 
know, we had a tarp that we had to kind of, walk around to put things on the other side and then 
the issue of having your totes and things readily available um…was another thing that could’ve 
been improved upon. So we did, we removed sections of the blubber off of the whale, and 
typically in a two or three person team because we had the smaller knives. We had one person 
kind of pulling back the blubber as we kind of flensed the blubber away from the meat, and in 
some cases we worked from both sides-just depended on who had the sharper knife and the angle 
that you were, that you know, that you had on the whale. So we had, you know, several groups 
working; Janine and I were often on the same area as John, and um, Alexis…were in another 
little section, and were making good progress at it even with our smaller knives. And as we, you 
know, it was interesting to…again, look at the anatomy of the whale, and you know, pulling back 
the blubber [right hand in fist swings downward, pulls toward self, M.I.] and getting to, more of 
the…sinewy area uh, with the connective tissues that ran through the top of the meat. Uh, you 
know, and those were tougher areas to get through, and as we got down to the meat, to the red 
meat sections, you know, we were taking out pretty large-enormous-community sized roasts 
[places hands apart palms inward about three feet apart, M.I.] off of the whale and, you know, 
being able to see like with other mammals we’ve got the backstrap area and uh…some very good 
eating parts. And of course, we were, I think trying to be a little bit observant of not wanting to 
puncture into the guts and um…you know we came across the lungs and were able to just see 
inside to you know, kind of see inside the creature to see what even…makes them move and 
float I guess. Um, so that was good and-and, one of the striking things about the process and 
what kind of gets to that question of, “How did we know it was safe to consume?” There was 
um, was a cut that I made that was up uh…kind of below the lung area, as I put my hand inside it 
was still warm. So, that gave me an idea of how fresh this actually was, the fact that it was still 
warm on the inside…was enough I think to me, that it was still consumable in addition to Jon’s 
discussion of how well the whale looked on the outside. Uh, I wouldn’t have any way to judge 
quality of the organs. Uh, not necessarily, because I don’t have that experience, but I know that 
certainly describes freshness to me! So, yeah…” 

Josh: “Okay, uh…let’s see-“ 

Rebekah: “And smell! I know the difference between a rancid whale-I have that experience 
between what smells bad. Uh, I grew up on the water and, my dad and my brother are fishermen. 
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We both grew up on a boat and, by the time we were pretty young, and spent time as commercial 
fishermen as teenagers and a little bit as an adult, as well. And so, we’ve been coming across 
whales out on the water. You know, they had odor-I was so impressed by my dad at one point-
we were out and he…we were just driving. He said, “I know there’s a whale out here 
somewhere”…”Where?”, we couldn’t…you know, his nose told him that there was a whale 
around. He could smell the breath of the whale, so they have-they have an odor just in general. 
So this one had…the general whale smell, just without-you know, without the rancid parts that I 
know of far too well.” 

Josh: “Mm hm, okay. Uh, about how much meat do you think that-or, meat and blubber, do you 
think that you…you took home for your family to eat on for like, the next year or so?” 

Rebekah: “Oh boy…” 

Josh: “Just rough estimates.” 

Rebekah: “Oh my goodness. In pounds?” 

Josh: “Mm hm.” 

Rebekah: “Probably…well, this is a trick question, because Janine and I shared bags! Uh, so, 
meat that I took home in my freezer-I probably have maybe twenty…twenty-five pounds, 
maybe. And, blubber, which I don’t have in my freezer Janine has it in her freezer-which we will 
take care of together when we have time. This whale didn’t pick a great time to show up on our 
shores in terms of what my schedule and availability is for taking care of it, so-blubber…I bet we 
took home…I want to say, eighty pounds. I’m not sure, that would be a good comparative 
discussion to have with Janine.” 

Josh: “Yeah, it has been interesting hearing people try to estimate that.” 

Rebekah: “Yeah, the cooler was manageable…um, I don’t think it’s more than that. I think it’s 
less than that, ‘cause the cooler was-was manageable. We were able to carry it without too much 
distress, I think. And we had two of the larger coolers and a smaller one.” 

Josh: “And, did you take any of the whale bone home?” 

Rebekah: “Um, Alexis (my niece), we helped her cut out some ribs she was-she was planning on 
taking. I will probably receive one of those as well as some baleen. She stayed that first night and 
helped, and that was one of the things that she talked to me about there was, she had me in mind 
when she took some of that…kind of, in honor of Josh, that would-might be important to me. So 
yes, it’s not cleaned yet, but after. She’s going to be more kind to me than Josh! It’ll kind of 
smell better than others I’ve seen so… “ 

Josh: “Yes, she talked about how it’s been buried and soaking in water for like eight to ten days. 
She’s going to check-give it some more time.” 
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Rebekah: “Yeah, so it’s been…you know, questions from her in terms of like, “What do I do 
with it now?’ um, those are some of the things I do know a little bit about. Unfortunately, I do 
feel um…sorry and regretful that I didn’t do more of it directly with Josh, because he had a lot of 
his stuff figured out. He knew, uh, so much more than the rest of us because he was actively 
partaking in and learning about whales on a daily basis. I cannot think of a day in the last few 
years that didn’t go by that we didn’t talk about whales. That was really an important thing to 
him; he planned on becoming a whaler, he’d took on preparations for that and um…and again 
was actively learning on nearly a daily basis about whaling, whales, whale hunting gear-
equipment, ceremony, rituals. Everything.” 

Josh: “Can you tell me how he was going about learning this information?” 

Rebekah: “Yeah. He was really great ‘cause-‘cause I…feel like he broke through some of the 
barriers in the community. A lot of families…hold information within families. Josh was able to 
cross those barriers, and he worked with a lot of different people inside the community in 
learning and a lot of that was kind of prompted by his language classes that he was taking at the 
school with Maria Pascua. And he-you know, then had went to Dartmouth to study linguistics, 
because it was his passion to bring back Makah language to spoken fluency. Um, in doing so, he-
you can’t study Makah language without also learning more about cultural practices and so, I 
think that was kind of an initiation of some of his, um, quest for knowledge and he also worked 
with people like Spencer McCarty, who is a relative. Um, my dad, my uh-my brother, and people 
like Greg Arnold and Brian Parker. Uh, Greig Colfax, Kimm Brown…if there was something 
that somebody knew, he would go and-he loved to talk to people, and he just picked up whatever 
kind of information. He typically would surpass people in what he knew, because he was also an 
academic person and he would kind of take it up another level and look at the biology behind 
things and uh, you know, physics and how things might work and how it could be improved 
upon. That was his nature. He would also use social media-I like to call it “stalk people”! Uh, 
you know, but hunters; people in Alaska who were whalers and who process the foods on a 
regular basis, and who work with hides and sewing, he could learn on so many different things. 
He, uh…you should probably turn that off.” 

Josh: “Okay, sure.” 

[End of Part II, M.I.] 

Josh: “Uh, so we’re back recording. So, what is the significance to your people now, for the 
harvesting of this humpback?” 

Rebekah: “Uh, that’s a great question because we’ve been through this process of dealing with 
the federal government for the exemption from the Marine Mammal Protection Act to resume 
our whaling traditions and rights. I think that it’s important to…both our community to see that, 
in fact, young people (especially) still have a very big interest in using utilizing whale as a 
traditional food in their diets. That part I think is important for a growing part of the community 
to see, um, so that it will be supported when we get back into the hunting part of it. I think it’s 
important for the government side, again, to see that again-same thing. And that, in fact, it’s not 
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what is untouted [intended word(?) needs verification, M.I.] within the non-Makah community 
as a need to…they see it as a need to kill, versus a need to consume, and that part I think is really 
important to be seen outside of our community that it really isn’t just the hunt that’s important to 
us. That, in fact, the food resource is important to us. I really-I really think that that is trending in 
the community anyways with the idea of “what is health” and “what is healthy”, and the capacity 
to eat things that are not processed in…I guess in the crazy ways that you might grow cows and 
chickens with growth hormones and other things, I think realize-unfortunately realizing that, you 
know, there are some pollutants within this type of mammal that stores contaminants in its fat. 
That is a concern still, but those things, you know, can be tested. Uh…I think we can have a 
better idea about that, but it’s not really that [“conflated”?” M.I.] growth hormones and things 
that you see that impact our kids and put them into early pubescence and that type of trend that 
you see. That there…I had another thought, that occurs frequently these days, uh…” 

Josh: “The importance to your people with having this humpback now. You’ve talked about-a 
little bit about how it’s important for the community to see this interest in the youth, it’s critical 
obviously for the government to see this. I really liked what you had to say about the non-
Natives and how they focus too much on the killing aspect of it, and this really highlighted the 
importance of the consumption. Um, and it really gives Makahs the opportunity to kind of 
express what health means and what healthy foods are.” 

Rebekah: “Yeah, so I’ve been involved in several surveys within the community over the years. 
Um, I’ve been a surveryer for the household whaling surveys on numerous occasions that we’ve 
done to provide information to the International Whaling Commission of our needs. And, that is 
one thing that I do think…having-having it in front of you is different than thinking you have it 
in front of you and, so, the importance of having that right now as we’re turning the corner 
hopefully and we’re much closer to a resumption of whaling. It just gives us the practice; the 
practical part of utilizing it, it takes out some of those questions on whether or not: “Will I like it, 
or will I not?” You know, a lot of these younger people have not had the opportunity to taste it, 
or they don’t remember. So, my kids, um…were five and one when we got the 1999 whale, and 
my five-year-old was not very-you know, in his mind, he did not want to eat the whale-general 
rule, you try it. Uh, my one-year-old at the time, which was Josh, he didn’t like meat. If you were 
to give him-you know, at one, was no big deal, but if you gave him a piece of burger or chicken 
he would not eat it and he was one and a half. So, you know, he had teeth and was an eater at that 
point, but he would spit it out-he did not eat meat. The five-year-old got the meat and he liked it. 
It was great, I have his homework leftover from that that shows, “What are your favorite 
foods?”, and then it’s got pizza, and then whale meat, and then hamburgers and uh…um, it might 
be beef stroganoff or something. There were a few things listed then, I think there were five and 
whale meat was at the top and he used to ask me, “Can I please have more?”. But we only had, 
you know, a very limited amount at that point. Certainly less than what I have now, you know, 
because that was ceremonially consumed, much to the…um, misinformation from the outside on 
that where they said it was wasted; it was not. And, the one-year-old, Josh, who would not eat 
meat ate that heartily, and those are really unbiased opinions on the quality of food. So I do think 
that, again, to have the opportunity to have it-to know that it will be useful, to know that it tastes 
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good. Um, that you can-that there aren’t really big mysteries about how you can prepare it. I 
think that’s another kind of, misnomer, where people aren’t sure that they know how to cook it 
because they haven’t had the opportunity. This has given folks the chance to, um, experiment I 
guess, on some of those avenues, and it’s been fun to see because you get a lot more information 
from social media now where people are putting out, “Hey!”, you know, “look at my whale 
tacos!” Whatever it is that they’ve made with it, and some pretty great looking meals that have 
been posted about it on Facebook, looks like they’ve done a nice job, and great feedback about 
what the taste is. So…” 

Josh: “Mm hm, mm hm. So, would you like to address how this humpback is significant to you?” 

Rebekah: “To me-I think I’ve-I’ve done that, um…a number of things I’ve touched on so far, but 
um…you know, I’ve focused so much about what surrounded the loss of my son and his hopes 
and dreams to be a whaler, and to have our community more actively participating in a 
traditional hunt, and just the overall sense of utilizing traditional foods to be healthy. When…so, 
we adopted these two little girls that we brought into our household around two thousand eleven, 
and one was…we brought in at two thousand eleven, and the other one was two thousand 
twelve-born. And I became very fatigued, just dragging, and I honestly thought it was just taking 
care of two-you know, an infant and a toddler and I was old for that! But um, when my hair 
started falling out I’m like, “Okay, there’s something else going on”, so I went and saw a doctor 
and my vitamin B and D levels were very low and I started to get some vitamin B injections at 
that time, which definitely made me feel better. And I’m like, “Wow, this is not just these kids-
there’s a deficiency”, which in fish…um, but I had stopped commercial fishing for a number of 
years by that point and wasn’t getting, you know, regular fish in my diet. So, around that time, 
Josh is coming of age to do those things, and he took it upon himself uh, to make sure that I had 
fish. And he started hunting and uh, gotten elk, deer, fish, and you know, he asked me, “Can you 
buy a freezer? I’m planning on doing this. We’re going to need storage to be able to do this.” 
And we did, and he did. And before he left for college, he’d made sure that my freezer was full-
and I mean full. And I didn’t need to keep on having those vitamin B injections; my levels came 
back, my health rebounded and…and then, we lost him. And…I was…you know, very 
traumatic…your sense of time, and needs is very much thrown off. Um, I couldn’t eat and 
couldn’t sleep and um…I had these two little girls to take care of. I had to figure out…how to do 
those bulk basic things. My stomach wasn’t taking it, I didn’t desire it, and it literally took about 
ten seconds to figure out the answer to the question ‘cause I had a freezer full of food, and it was 
important to my son to be healthy and for me to be healthy, and I didn’t want his efforts to go to 
waste. And so…interestingly, at that time other people were trying to feed me. So it wasn’t from 
my freezer, and a lot of hamburger and things that my stomach wasn’t tolerating well. So when I 
got into my own food, my stomach did tolerate the fish and it did tolerate the elk, and that was 
how I was slowly able to get on track with the eating-general, just general health. So, those 
supplies have been depleted, and it’s been a year and a half and um…we-we went through that 
food. So, this was a first year-I’ve had to get sockeye from my nephew and then, also Janine and 
I purchased some from a few different fishermen ‘cause my nephew wasn’t out early in the 
season and we were concerned we wouldn’t get any again. But uh, some of Josh’s friends bring 
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me halibut and so-I still, you know, repopulating my freezer with other things. I’m not sure I’ll 
get elk this year, and so, you know the whale isn’t-what I got of the whale isn’t nearly elk size, 
but it’s something. And uh, that is really important to have, and also have for my girls and, so, 
they like seal meat and so I suspect they will be equally fond of the whale meat. And-and it also 
[“gives me” (?), M.I.] also [unintelligible, M.I.] head start into dealing more with the blubber, 
because that’s one thing I’m not…Josh did the rendering of the oil, I didn’t. And that’s 
something I needed to learn how to do, so it’s-it is good to have right now and, I will say, I do 
think that the humpback whale blubber tastes better than the gray whale blubber. That bonus.” 

Josh: “Um, is there anything else that you would like to address that we haven’t had a chance to 
discuss?” 

Rebekah: “Can’t think of anything off-hand.” 

Josh: “Okay.” 

Rebekah: “[unintelligible, M.I.]” 

Josh: “Okay, Rebekah, thank you so much.” 

[End of Part III, M.I.] 
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Dan Greene: “My name is Dan Greene, it is October 19th 2010.” 

Josh Reid: “Great, Dan, thank you for joining me today. I think what we’ll do is we’ll start with 
some questions on the current whaling issue. Do you support the tribal efforts at reviving 
whaling? Why or why not?” 

Dan Greene: “I absolutely support the efforts to revive Makah tribal whaling. When I was a 
younger teenager, I used to participate in the set net fishery-started when I was thirteen years old. 
And, in the course of that fishery, we would catch seals, and elders around the village like the 
late Isabell Ides would ask for the seals…and she would do them on shares. So, we would get 
half of the seal meat and half of the seal oil. But we had to sneak them up the beach to keep them 
away from the federal government enforcement agent. When I was fifteen was my first 
encounter with national marine fisheries enforcement, I was skinning a seal…when I was fifteen-
he saw me at my house in my backyard and him and another agent came and said they had to 
take the seal away from me. I looked at him, I said, “No, you’re not taking the seal[1]. I’m not 
letting you guys take the seal.” The guy asked me how old I was, I told him. He laughed, went 
back and he gave me a warning citation. We ended up being friends, but it was that whole point 
of this was a treaty right for Makah of whaling and sealing and here we are had to hide them 
from public view and elders were at risk of also getting them taken away. 1979, John McCarty 
caught a whale in his set net and the federal government wanted to prosecute him for it. There 
was a big fisherman association meeting to talk about it and there was over 40 fishermen there, I 
was I think 17 then sitting in the back of the room and Clifford Johnson called out and said, “Hey 
you, young fella in the back. You know how to read and write?”, I said, “Yeah.” He said, “Come 
here, we want you to draft a letter to the Tribal Council.” So the whole part of the Makah Treaty, 
and what things that Makah saved for ourselves, nothing that was given to us, but a right that we 
reserved for ourselves in the treaty was pretty much-I was educated that way at a young age. We 
went through, you know, that process. In 1982, I was a police officer. The federal government 
raided Greg Colfax’s smoke house, at dinner time. He was sitting with his young children at the 
dinner table. They came and they stole his artwork, they stole the meat out of his smoke house, 
they took his seal oil from the shelves. That created a lot of anger and bitterness in me towards 
National Marine Fisheries Service at that time. So, in 1986 I ended up in Tribal Council. I forget 
exactly which year, I believe it was 1987, Hughie Smith and Hamilton Greene came to Tribal 
Council and asked for two things, he said, “One, we want the council to change the Makah 
Tribe’s name back to qʷidiččaʔa·tx, and two, we don’t want to hide our marine mammals 
anymore.” And so I was tasked with that, that was my task that the council assigned to me to 
head up and spearhead trying to regain the rights to access those marine mammals. And so I’ve 
working on that since 1987.” 

Josh Reid: “So from 1987 until 1999, how did you go about helping the tribe regain the ability to 
access their marine resources-to hunt whales?” 

Dan Greene: “In 1987, seals and sea lions were not endangered. So it was fairly easy to get 
National Marine Fisheries to back off on any enforcement of the Marine Mammal Protection Act 
in regards to seals and sea lions. Gray whales were on the endangered species list; and for us it 
was a real toss up-do we want to challenge the endangered species list? There’s some good 
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things we like about the endangered species list in regards to getting the environment cleaned up, 
so, we have resources to harvest. So at that time we chose not to challenge the endangered 
species list, but to go through the process of…once the stock had recovered to a healthy level of 
delisting it and using that process that was available. And that’s what we ended up doing, and it 
took a while. Ten years or so, before the gray whale was delisted. As soon as the gray whale was 
delisted from the endangered species list, we went forward with the harvest plan. 

Josh Reid: “What were some of the steps that Makahs took to, I guess engage the federal 
government or some of the international agreements that the government has made after the 
delisting to basically do it within the framework of what is out there-what the government 
already has in place?” 

Dan Greene: “We started at home with the heads of families and elders here in the village, 
especially ones who were really close to the last Makahs that actually went whaling. So, 
naturally went to the whaling families first, but we included as much of the tribe as we could. So 
that was the first step. We were a bit naiive in thinking that we didn’t have to go through the 
International Whaling Commission process; we really believed that we weren’t going to do that, 
people didn’t want to do that. We had no standing at the International Whaling Commission-the 
United States did. It wasn’t part of us. We had a treaty with the United States government, not 
the rest of the world. To us, the government agreed to protect our right to whale, but National 
Marine Fisheries-or, NOAA I mean, back in D.C., asked us…very politely, which was a pretty 
key thing! They asked if we would go through the International Whaling Commission process. If 
it was not successful, then we could choose a different course if we wanted to. So the tribe did, 
the tribe decided to allow the federal government a chance to walk us through that process.” 

Josh Reid: “How involved were you in that process at the point in working with the IWC?” 

Dan Greene: “I believe the first two years I was hands-on the lead spokesman for the tribe in that 
process. We were successful in getting an allocation of up to five gray whales from the 
International Whaling Commission for a period of four years I guess.” 

Josh Reid: “What’s your sense about continued IWC support? You mentioned that there was a 
quota of five whales per year for the next four years, those four years have obviously gone 
by…is this a process that Makahs will need to undergo once again with the IWC or is everything 
pretty much tied up on that end?” 

Dan Greene: “I haven’t been involved in the last five years or so, so I wouldn’t really know the 
particulars on that.” 

Josh Reid: “Right, okay. From your perspective, why is an active whaling practice important 
today?” 

Dan Greene: “One is to keep our culture alive; I think Clifford Johnson, Jr. had one of the best 
examples I can think of. As a young boy, he went through whaling training, even though there 
was no whaling on the horizon. Many of the young men his age did the training. Champ 
McCarty comes to mind. But Clifford said he used to think his dad was crazy, “Why am I doing 
all these things? Why am I doing these whale dances and this preparation, and all these things 
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with the culture?” And then when this opportunity came up, he knew. He said, “Now I know 
why. Now I know why we have to keep our culture alive.” That’s a big part; it’s hard to put into 
words the spiritual part. The closeness the tribe felt with each other, I mean the whole tribe, we 
felt like one tribe again. I think a lot of modern problems we face today would be minimized if 
we could actively whale hunt again. I mean everything from health problems-being able to eat 
our traditional foods that…thousands of years, our bodies became adjusted to. Diabetes, arthritis, 
things that never used to be here with Makah, we all get now. I think getting back to some of our 
traditional foods would be a really good thing for the tribe.” 

Josh Reid: “From the time of the late 1920s to 1999-you touched on this a little bit, Makahs 
weren’t actively whaling. You mentioned that some of the young were still training as whalers, 
they were learning some of the songs and dances, are there other ways that the whaling tradition 
was kept alive during that time period when Makahs were not actively whaling?” 

Dan Greene: “Other than the training techniques and the songs and dances, I think the oral 
history continued to be passed down. I remember hearing Hildred Ides telling one of her 
daughters that, “You know, your wealth-the family’s wealth comes because of hiška being a 
successful whale hunter.” So you know, people…when their small they get told they come from 
a big family because they come from a successful whale hunter. I know the tribe did harvest 
porpoise later, you know, much later into…in the time I can think of a few individuals who 
actually had harvested porpoise when they got a chance. In that way those things weren’t-it’s a 
much smaller animal but the thought that, “There’s some good food right here”, they would still 
take it.” 

Josh Reid: “I think what I’d like to do right at this point is I’d like to transition into some of the 
historical themes and issues, and I’d like to start with one of the points you brought up just now 
about the importance of oral histories-of elders telling the younger generations these oral 
histories tied to whaling. What were some of the oral histories that you heard about Makah 
whaling in the past, especially things tied to hiška?” 

Dan Greene: “Well, I’d heard things in the past about a lot of the bigger whaling families, but I 
always was told Makahs were wealthy pre-contact because we were the oil barons of the 
northwest. We traded for arrow heads, we traded for canoes, we traded for all kinds of 
things…we traveled to Port Townsend pre-contact to trade with the in-sound tribes. That’s why 
Makah was so wealthy. From some of the elders on Vancouver Island, the late Carl Edgar, Sr., 
he said they would love to see when the Makahs were coming up because that meant a lot of 
food was going to hit the beach. And then whoever owned the beach got their cut of those 
whales. And they said Makahs always used the big harpoons, because they had big hands-a lot 
bigger hands than the guys on the island. We’re always told those kind of stories-hiška, the 
stories about him were, he had so many whales on the beach in one day that the beach was black. 
That’s a lot of whales. That he was a very successful whale hunter. Uh, ba·basit, so many whales 
in one day…he called across to-straigtht across to Port Renfrew and had Pahcheedaht come over 
and help partake in the resource. The oral history part-it also was to keep the young kids from 
misbehaving. I mean, they always got told, “Look, you come from a big whaling family. You 
need keep yourself clean; you have to keep yourself clean, you’ve got to be ready in case you 
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have got to go out hunting.” I remember Spencer McCarty used to tell us that when he was 
little…that he was, you know, keeping-you know, no fighting, no misbehaving, etcetera. I just 
remember-he’s older than me, but I remember him saying those things when he was young.” 

Josh Reid: “What do you think is one of the best, strongest, most important, most powerful, 
whaling story that you were told that you want to make sure that other generations of Makahs 
hear about?” 

[End of segment “a”] 

[Beginning of segment “b”] 

Josh Reid: “Okay, so Dan once again what I’d like to hear are some of these specific whaling 
stories, whaling histories, that really stick out in your mind.” 

Dan Greene: “I think one of the stories that relates directly to my relatives that always stuck with 
me, was that when hiška was whaling and a whale got away from him and it washed up on 
another village’s beach. And he told those people that they could keep the whale, but he needed 
his whaling gear back. There was a disagreement, and the whaling gear was not being returned. 
And hiška went ahead and retrieved his whaling gear through means of force. So it resulted in 
using physical force to get his whaling gear back. And to me that always told me the reason that 
story was told to me, was that whaling was really important. And the ability to go and harvest 
whales was really important, and important enough that-if you had to, to have a physical 
altercation to retrieve your whaling gear so you could continue doing this activity. It was that 
important. That was a story that always stuck with me.” 

Josh Reid: “What are some other stories that have stuck with you that show the importance of 
whaling, or even some of the humorous ones that you’d reference?” 

Dan Greene: “One of the funnier ones that Isabell Ides told me, she said that Harold Ides was one 
of the younger whalers-one of the last ones. She said that they went out and they couldn’t get the 
whale, the crew all got together and they were trying to figure out why they couldn’t get the 
whale. When Isabell would tell it in her voice, it was real funny she’d looked at me and touched 
my arm and she told me she was pregnant. Which was-abstinence was something whalers were 
supposed to observe. That was one of the funnier ones, especially the way Isabell told it.” 

Josh Reid: “Are there some other ones that are coming to mind?” 

Dan Greene: “I can think of the Anderson story; I don’t know if I should tell that one! The 
reason we got a kick out of it is you know that song said that his foot got tangled up in the line. 
And his song you know says something like he was underwater for three days. It was a scary 
experience for him. But when we actually went on the whale hunt-when the harpoons were 
thrown from the chase boat…Wayne Johnson was standing on the coil of rope! That’s why we 
thought it was kind of funny. So we teased him it. That one was kind of why it related from the 
past to the present; same family.” 

Josh Reid: “So it seems that some of these stories-some of these histories also teach some very 
practical skills, or practical things to keep in mind like, “Don’t stand on the coil of rope”. 
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Dan Greene: “Yeah, I think that’s the whole thing with the oral history is they were teaching the 
next generation and constantly trying to improve.” 

Josh Reid: “Do you have information on some of the whaling names and the meanings and 
stories associated with specific names that could be shared?” 

Dan Greene: “No, I don’t.” 

Josh Reid: “Okay. All right, now you yourself have spent a lot of time on the water, I’m sure that 
you’ve learned a lot of your skills at being successful on the water from some of these stories. 
That’s kind of the purpose of them. What do the stories have to say about marine navigation 
techniques, weather prediction, basically the ability to stay alive and succeed when you’re on the 
water?” 

Dan Greene: “I have nowhere near the knowledge that the two generations ago had, my 
grandfather specifically…so I have only limited knowledge of what, you know, my grandfather 
and Hughie Smith and people like that have shared with me. They knew the currents of the ocean 
like it was their backyard, because it was like their backyard. They rode out in canoes out into 
the ocean. So when you’re going in a canoe, I did learn you’re going in a canoe…you’re learning 
the roadmap of the ocean. You can tell by the swells, by the currents, etcetera, where you are. I 
started in a small boat, twenty-five horse motor, and I learned the ocean then-I learned the 
currents then. I knew that when I get to a riptide I’m off Anderson Point. You know, when I get 
to the next riptide, I’m getting close to Skagway. When the water starts bumping in all 
directions, I’m right off of Tatoosh. So you learn those things in the smaller, slower boats. I think 
even fisherman today, I can think of Dean Parker’s…he has a 117 foot boat now. He still gets in 
the current that gives him the quickest push out into the ocean. He still brings his boat out into 
that current, even though he has the big thousand horse power boat. He’ll still put it in there to 
get an extra two knots…two knots of speed. With Hughie Smith, when we went out halibut 
fishing on the old Makah…which is you know, now claimed by Canada, we were approached by 
DFO. You know, Department of Fisheries and Ocean, Canada. Hughie told him he’d been 
fishing there for since-nineteen whatever, and the guy saluted him and left…left us alone! But he 
made me put the boat in that current to get to that fishing ground. Those kind of things I think are 
fairly common knowledge in our fleet; which current to put your boat into to get you to where 
you want to go the quickest. Whichever direction you’re going, whether you’re going west, 
south, north. We do know those currents and we do know where those riptides are. I think my 
grandfather, when we were fishing to the east…and he told me, the riptide off Hoko gets real 
bad. And he’s speaking from a canoe’s perspective; but it was bad enough for a19-footer, that 
you know, we could see it one wave after another started coming over the boat and my 
grandfather said go out and around. And we did, we went out and around and it was flat. So 
those kind of things that got passed on, where fresh water comes up in the salt water. Those are 
things that I learned from my grandfather.” 

Josh Reid: “That intimate knowledge of this marine space-how far east, north, out to the west 
and down the coast do you think that that went? How far did that knowledge allow for the 
Makahs to really take advantage of these marine waters?” 
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Dan Greene: “To the east I’ll start there; Port Townsend was a trading hub, we were always told 
Port Townsend was one of the main pre-contact trading hubs for all the tribes in the Puget Sound 
area. And Hamilton Greene had one of his main camps with his-would have been with his father, 
at the Dungeness. So at least, at least that far. I remember Muzzie Claplanhoo said that one of the 
big things was…they would run down to the Dungeness Spit to watch-when the Makahs would-
that the Jamestown would run down to the Dungeness Spit when the Makahs were coming, to 
watch the Makahs pack their canoes over the Spit. So that was one of the stories she had shared. 
To the north, it goes way up. The Makahs traveled way up-we were up in Ahousaht helping them 
butcher a whale. They started singing a song, my son was sitting by me and he knows the 
language a lot more than I do, and he said, “Dad, those are Makah words.” And they got done 
singing and they said, “This is a Makah song; we don’t know when it was left here, it’s been here 
a long time.” But it was brought there and left. As far as going north, we know that they at least 
went up more than halfway up Vancouver Island. The fishing grounds, 40-Mile Banks, etcetera, 
those are pretty far up the Vancouver Island coast. There was a story told by one of the 
Canadians across from us, and he explained the protocol for how those grounds were accessed. 
Basically, it was Makah fished there whenever they wanted to and then he listed the protocol 
behind that. And that was from his view, and he was a member of the Canadian band directly 
across from us. West, it’s wherever the resources were. Harold Ides talked about “Blue Water 
Bank”, a Makah word that translated to “Blue Water Bank”, and you’re talking 60 miles out. Fur 
seals, some of the other whales…100 miles out. And then I think once you’re out in the open 
ocean-north, south-there is no limit. You can follow those currents, you can follow the break in 
those currents where all the feed stacks up, once you’re out there you can follow it. I followed 
one of the currents from Spike Rock all the way into Barkley Sound, just wanted to see where it 
was coming from. And you can do it; once you’re in the open ocean, you can do it.” 

Josh Reid: “Yeah this is great; a couple of follow-up questions here. When you and your son 
were up in Ahousaht, and heard the Makah songs. When was that? Approximately.” 

Dan Greene: “I couldn’t think of the year. I think maybe Spencer McCarty or Theron Parker, 
they were also there…Polly-Polly was with us. They might know the year of that one.” 

Josh Reid: “Kay. So it’s something like the ‘90s? Was it before or after the ‘90s?” 

Dan Greene: “I’m trying to think if it was before or after the whale hunt! It was either before or 
after.” 

Josh Reid: “Okay! Well, great. I think we’ve narrowed it down. Okay, another one of the follow-
up questions I have here…you mentioned one of the Canadian Indians shared a little bit of the 
protocols for fishing in the Makah halibut banks. I’m assuming protocols for Canadians gaining 
limited permissions to do this; could you tell me a little bit about those protocols, what they 
specifically were, how they operated, any of that kind of information would be very helpful.” 

Dan Greene: “It would be better to get it directly from that gentleman, because we recorded him, 
we actually took a deposition from him. What I remember of what he said was that-and we’re 
talking about areas that are 40-Mile Bank from here, which isn’t 40-Mile Bank from there, and 
basically the banks that are right in the front door of Ditidaht or Nitnat. We are talking about 
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these areas that are closer to Vancouver Island than they are to here. The protocol was Makah 
would fish there whenever we wanted, and Ditidaht would fish there when they wanted to. 
Pacheedaht would ask permission from Ditidaht who then would ask Makah, or, qʷiddiččaʔa·tx, 
if it was okay if they went and accessed those grounds. So that was the protocols if it was…they 
would ask the tribes in order, then they would ask Makah for final approval. So each tribe would 
go up the line, eventually it was Makah-would give final approval for them accessing those 
grounds. He said, disagreement over those grounds were about 300 years ago. After that, it was 
no more disagreements.” 

Josh Reid: “All right…” 

Dan Greene: “Yeah, I don’t know if Tribal Council would give you permission for that section of 
that deposition-and it’s from their view, so it’s not ours!” 

Josh Reid: “Okay, great. So let’s see. In this last question, you started to bring us back even 
further in history by mentioning the disagreement over the grounds 300 years ago, and things 
were settled then. I guess what I’d like to do is find out some of the histories that go even further 
back, potentially. So one of the questions that I would like to ask you is how Cape Flattery 
became Makah territory.” 

Dan Greene: “That I don’t know. I was always told that we were here.” 

Josh Reid: “Were there any contests from other people trying to take Cape Flattery away from 
Makahs? And if so, what are some of the stories related to that?” 

Dan Greene: “The only two stories I can remember is…one where someone from the north came 
down with the intent of raiding Makahs’ villages, and Makahs left one of them alive and put 
them in a canoe and sent them back and told them to tell them, “Don’t ever come here again.” 
That was one story I remember. I remember another story that there was a raiding party coming 
toward Neah Bay; and the Makahs knew they were coming, they hid their canoes in a hollow 
rock out in the Cape and let them come by, and then came in from behind them. The 
disagreements were usually small-trade, I think was what I was always told the coastal people 
traded with each other. That was the main thing, it was only in more modern times with non-
tribal members. First, Europeans glamour-trying to get the conflict stories going. I was always 
told there were key tribes trading in the Sound, and Makah was a key coastal tribe and we kind 
of controlled trade on the coast. It was a pretty lucrative time, I think all tribes had a fairly good 
time with an active trade network.” 

Josh Reid: “What about kinship networks? You know, connecting Makahs to other tribes.” 

Dan Greene: “We were related closer with Pacheedaht and Ditidaht-same language group. But I 
think arranged marriages were practiced late into after contact, after treaty times, early 1900s 
even. I think Ruth Claplanhoo said that was the last arranged marriage she could remember. If 
your daughter is married into a different tribe, you’re not ever going to go to war with your 
grandkids. I think predominantly, trade was the big thing. There must have been a real strong 
kinship, because they said the Haidas were coming down the coast one time. Ditidaht came to 
Neah Bay and said, “We need help”, and they all got together and they went up the island to 
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meet them-up the island before they got to the villages down on the lower part of the island. The 
thing I always found unique was the really far northern tribes; Tlingits, Haidas…some of those 
people would have stories of having interactions with Makahs in terms of disagreements and 
skirmishes. You know, that kind of proved Makah was-traveled pretty far on the ocean, pretty far 
north to have those kinds of stories. Where, some of our neighboring tribes don’t have stories of 
interacting with them, but they do have them with Makah.” 

Josh Reid: “Do you remember any of these stories, more specifically of those interactions with 
the far northern tribes?” 

Dan Greene: “No, because it was from their side! It was about how they beat us up and chased us 
back to the south…that was the context of the story, was that they had to beat us up and send us 
back home. But, we had to be up there then!” 

Josh Reid: “Right, which is a long distance. In canoes.” 

[laughter] 

Josh Reid: “How are we doing on time for you?” 

Dan Greene: “I’m fine.” 

Josh Reid: “Okay…so once non-Natives come into this area and once you get the rising power of 
governments trying to control Native peoples on both sides of the borders…what efforts did the 
government make to preventing Makahs from going to Vancouver Island or Canadian Indians 
from coming to Cape Flattery, and how well did those turn out?” 

Dan Greene: “I think at the beginning, the government was really successful at that; you know, 
they tried to turn us into farmers. To me, they took our men off of the ocean and I think they 
were pretty successful at that-at really limiting our tribe’s ability to continue with the way of life 
that we’d been doing for thousands of years. Whaling was over-harvested, halibut was over-
harvested, sealing was over-harvested, the three biggest things for Makah were over-harvested 
and no longer available to us. Then taking the kids out of the homes-shipping them all off to 
boarding school. To me those were the key things that really disrupted our way of life. That’s 
why the tribe always fought forever on trying to get those things reestablished, through the 
claims case and whatever mechanism they could come up with. The people knew we had to get 
those things done. One of the locals-the Markishtum family donated the land to get the school 
put here to quit getting our kids taken from the reservation. They knew-the older guys knew, we 
had to hold onto these things, without them we were going to struggle.” 

Josh Reid: “So, when do you think it became difficult to visit friends and relatives on Vancouver 
Island, to prevent Makahs from just going back and forth as they had done for generations?” 

Dan Greene: “I don’t know about the pre-or, when my grandfather was young. I know that when 
I was young, it was pretty difficult getting back and forth. And we went through a time when it 
was fairly easy in my life time. We’d just jump in the boat, go across, Coast Guard didn’t care. 
We’d bring people back and forth like we used to-for potlatches, Makah Days celebrations, then 
9/11 happened and things changed again. It’s back to where it’s difficult to go back and forth. 
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You know, you have to go get on the ferry, go through customs, drive around…so it’s not a forty 
minute boat ride now it’s a pretty long process. So I think it’s disrupted again wherein say in the 
‘80s, 90’s it was fairly easy.” 

Josh Reid: “How did that impact Tribal Journeys this summer?” 

Dan Greene: “There is no impact on this summer-we just did it! Yeah, I think there wasn’t any 
strict enforcement on those things. People just went across, people went over and helped get 
them and bring them across.” 

Josh Reid: “Was that just customs and immigration decided to take a hands-off approach or were 
there specific steps that say, the Makah Tribal Council went through to try to avoid problems or a 
little bit of both?” 

Dan Greene: “I don’t know.” 

Josh Reid: “Let’s see, we already talked about that…and that. I’m wondering if, you have any 
information about what any of the oral histories have to say about deaths at sea.” 

Dan Greene: “No. No, I just, I do know that my grandfather-that’s where he wanted to die. And 
my dad copied that, he said, “When I die, put my arms around a big halibut and send me to the 
bottom”! So…but I, don’t uh…I don’t even know of any story of anyone actually dying out in 
canoes-in modern day boats, it happened. But not in canoes, I don’t know any stories of anyone 
being lost in a canoe.” 

Josh Reid: “Now I’d like to sort of transition to kind of another area of questions here; how is the 
sea important to Makahs both presently and historically from your perspective, the stories, and 
the histories that you’ve heard?” 

Dan Greene: “Well historically of course, it’s always been our land. It’s always been looked at as 
being part of our land, and the only reason that we would be here in this location is because of 
the ocean. If we wanted a big river-there’s no big rivers here, we’d have to be somewhere else. 
There’s basically really small rivers or big streams, depending on how you look at it. This place 
is really unique for its access to abundant ocean resources. So that-historically, today the same 
thing holds true. Nothing’s changed. We live primarily off the ocean. If something happens, 
whether it’s an oil spill, dead zones because of global warming, we’re in trouble-because the 
main economy is still the ocean.” 

Josh Reid: “Then here’s something that’s been on my wish list for a while: is getting some of the 
names of some of the important marine features-I’ve seen some of the great maps where some of 
the features right along the coast are named. Is there a Makah name for “The Big Eddy”?” 

Dan Greene: “I don’t know.” 

Josh Reid: “I’ve asked that of almost everybody.” 

Dan Greene: “I can…uh, can I ask…? Hughie Smith would’ve know. Hamilton Greene 
would’ve known.” 
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“Josh Reid: “Hmm mm, yeah…” 

Dan Greene: “Even Frank Smith, people I learned the old halibut technique from, like Frank 
Smith and Hughie Smith…Frank wanted to keep that old traditional alive of how to fish halibut 
the traditional way. So he always drilled it in me, made me bring him out, we’d go do it and 
we’d do film-film it. And he told my son when he was dying, said, “Keep your hook shiny…”, 
he wanted him to keep doing it that way. But I don’t recall anybody using that word, but I know 
what you just said in English was used a lot; “The Big Eddy”.” 

Josh Reid: “It seems pretty clear from what you’ve talked about with, you know, from what 
some of the old timers knew about the currents, the swells, and the riptides that they would’ve 
understood what was happening with this eddy…that there was an understanding for what it did 
for that whole kind of marine environment. Okay. What about a word for, all of Vancouver 
Island?” 

Dan Greene: “No, I’m not very well versed in the Makah language. My son knows way more 
than I do!” 

Josh Reid: “Right, right…” 

Dan Greene: “My daughters do, too!” 

Josh Reid: “Mmm hmm, okay. I guess before we wrap up here then, is there anything…any 
histories that you would like to share that don’t relate to anything that I’ve had a chance to ask 
you about. Basically, what did I miss…that you would want to make sure gets recorded?” 

Dan Greene: “No. Nothing I can think of.” 

Josh Reid: “Okay. All right. Thank you very much, Dan. I think we’re done for today.” 
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Josh Reid: “Okay, so today is the 18th of May, 2009, and I’m here with Dale Johnson and I’m 
going to ask him a few questions about the Makah relationship with their ocean. So, I’d just like 
to start with a general question here: Dale, how is the sea important to Makahs both now, and in 
the past?” 

Dale Johnson: “Well I think the sea, or the ocean, was considered to the Makahs more their land 
than the land was. You know, most inland peoples…the land is very important to them. To the 
Makahs, the ocean was important. That’s not to say that we don’t-didn’t have land that we claim, 
but the ocean was-that’s where our livelihood came from, that’s where we spent most of the time 
is on the ocean. So…uh…” 

Josh Reid: “And is it still like that today, do you think? How has that changed in say, maybe the 
last fifty years?” 

Dale Johnson: “Well everything changes, you know so peoples’ values change, ideals 
change…but I still think that all Makahs consider themselves fishermen…and people of the 
ocean. I mean, that’s where…I mean, like now everybody’s suffering with the recession. You 
know, everybody’s having a hard time. Well we went through that in the ‘30s, too…where they 
had a big recession, but in a place like here the Makahs-I mean we always have the ocean. We 
always have low tides to where we could get seafood from. Until the waters started getting 
polluted, we never would have to go hungry because of what was available to our people from 
the ocean…so I think it’s still-that’s if you think of yourself as a Makah, you think of yourself 
like I said you know, fisherman and a hunter of whales and seals. So that’s the way it’s been, 
that’s the stories we heard when we were kids. So…I mean, guys talk about when they used to 
row out in their canoes hunting seals until they was outside a…outside of sight of land, you 
know…” 

Josh Reid: “How far out would that be, out of sight of land?” 

Dale Johnson: “What they thought the distance was?” 

Josh Reid: “Yeah.” 

Dale Johnson: “I’m really not sure. I never really…we never had to pay much attention to that. 
Because when we started fishing I mean, we got our radars, we got our GPSs, you know-so we 
don’t look for landmarks anymore like our father did and our grandfathers did. But they used 
their landmarks, and they would get outside of land and I mean-you’d always know which way 
to go to get to the beach. I mean, you go with the swell to hit the beach, you go with the swell 
you get close enough to see your landmarks then you know how to get home and a lot of the 
landmarks that uh…that I’ve heard some of our old-timers talk about is the peaks of the snowy 
capped mountains. The high mountains in the back they could see from way out there, that’s how 
they found some of the fishing banks was by the-by looking at those landmarks and lining them 
up. Even the close…I mean, I used to fish with my uncle when I was a kid and we’d be fishing 
for salmon and he’d say, “Well, we’ll go get some halibut. Bring some halibut home”, so he’d 
run out and this is close to Tatoosh Island. He’d look down the coast, and then he’d look down 
the straits, and look down the coast and, “Okay, here’s the spot. Put it to the bottom.” Pretty soon 
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we’d be catching halibut. Until we drifted too close to a reef that he knew of that I didn’t know 
of, but he’d say, “We’re too far now, we gota move back up or we’re gonna hang up”, just by 
going by the landmarks. But how far out? I don’t know.” 

Josh Reid: “So you mentioned some of these marine navigation techniques; kind of triangulating 
yourself with landmarks, looking up the strait, looking at some of the peaks over on Vancouver 
Island, some of the peaks over on the Olympics…when you got outside of, or beyond the sight of 
land, what were some the navigation techniques that Makah fishermen and hunters used?” 

Dale Johnson: “Well I think, generally the swell always goes to the beach when you’re on the 
ocean. If you go with the swell you’re going to hit the beach somewhere. If you get close enough 
to see your landmarks, you know where you’re going to hit and you can change your direction to 
go…so you don’t go too far south or too far north. But if you’re in the straits-if you go with the 
swell, you’re going to go way up sound-you gota go in the trough to hit the beach. Just gota 
figure out…in general you can-if you been in the area, you can kind of tell when you get in the 
straits. I don’t know how you tell, but you can kind of tell that you’re in there. But you’re in 
there-I mean, ‘cause I fished out there without radars and without LORANs and stuff like that 
and I’ve missed Tatoosh Island by guessing at the angle of the swell. I fished for like, four days 
in the fog and picked the angle of the swell I wanted to do to get back to Tatoosh, and I figured 
forty-five minutes running with that boat that I had and I could-should be able to hear the horn. I 
didn’t one day: I didn’t hear it. So I ran for another ten minutes, didn’t hear it. Run for another 
five minutes, I figured I gota be in the straits. I’d have missed it-otherwise if I was south of it, I’d 
have hit the beach. But uh…north of it-so I figured I was in the straits. So I just turned into the 
trough and run with the trough, hit the beach and then followed my way back in so…that’s 
how…that’s how some of us used to get back into the beach when we didn’t quite know where 
we was at.” 

Josh Reid: “Right. So, the importance of that swell…ok, what about weather prediction skills? 
You know because when you go out onto the ocean, you generally want as favorable of 
conditions as possible; at least, maybe that’s just my assumption. But you know, when you’re on 
the land-you know, how could…you know, some of the older fishermen know what weather they 
might encounter and whether they should just stay home today and wait for things to improve? 
Beyond what was happening on land, or on the beach, knowing that something was brewing out 
to sea.” 

Dale Johnson: “I guess we had people that could look at those things in the sky and the 
temperature and whatever of the air, and the direction of the wind, but in our day you listen to 
the radio. So, we never needed to try to really study the weather. But you know if it’s blowing 
southeast, you better stay on the beach. That’s one of the worst winds out on the ocean; she’s 
coming southerly and starting to move over to the southeast, ain’t much use…ain’t much sense 
in going out. But other than that, we’ve always relied on the radios. And not the U.S. forecast, in 
the ‘70s and the ‘80s we listened to the Canadian forecast, if it was gonna blow fifteen to twenty, 
we’d add the two together and get thirty-five and decide what we had to do. So…so as far as 
knowing what the weather was going to do; I imagine there was people that can look it up and 
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see the colors in the sky, the direction of the wind. Some people probably can tell the moisture in 
the air, but…it’s a guess just like the weather man used to guess I think, so…as far as I’m 
concerned anyway. I’m kind of color blind anyway, so looking at the color of the sky didn’t help 
me a bit!” 

Josh Reid: “So those were some of the basic techniques that people would use to track-make 
those weather predictions.” 

Dale Johnson: “Yeah…” 

Josh Reid: “Kay, then getting out on the water-especially thinking about older stories in the past, 
what do oral histories have to say about dangers at sea specifically related to whaling, and 
sealing, or fishing? You know, and I’m really kind of trying to, you know, push back as far as 
possible…was the sea seen as a very dangerous place-a place to respect, a place that you 
understood the rules pretty well and you were fine…what were some of those older stories, what 
do they show?” 

Dale Johnson: “I’m not sure exactly what you mean; I don’t know if I can answer that. But, 
uh…respect is the main thing, though. You can’t uh…you can’t just think you’re tougher than 
the ocean and just go when you want to go. You had to have respect for that water, if you-if you 
didn’t you’d get in trouble and uh…other than that I’m not sure…what uh…what you mean….” 

Josh Reid: “Are there older stories about sealers getting lost…dying…at sea…or whalers? Like 
any groups that might have been blown far, far out to sea and came back several years later? Or 
[none at all]…?” 

Dale Johnson: “I’ve-I uh…I remember hearing stories like that, but I can’t recall them. It 
reminds me-has nothing to do with the weather or anything-but, there was one guy that would 
leave out in his canoe out into the straits. He’d be gone for years, and then pretty soon he’d come 
back. But he’d be out in the straits and he’d hook up with one of the ships that was leaving. He’d 
go with that, be gone for a couple of years. But as far as, safety practices…I’m not sure I can 
remember exactly what your question was about other than uh…” 

Josh Reid: “You know, thinking about safety-what were the safety precautions that people took 
in earlier times to kind of increase their chances of having a successful hunt or making it back to 
shore successfully…” 

Dale Johnson: “I don’t think I could answer that. I don’t know, other than you just had to know 
the ocean; you had to know the currents-you had to know the tides-where the tides-how the 
currents moved on the flood and how the currents moved on the ebb, because they move 
different. You got the currents that is different speeds in different areas. You get back eddies in 
close to the beach, and some places you have to hug the beach, and some places you move 
out…” 

Josh Reid: “How far north do you think that kind of Makah knowledge stretched? Maybe 
because that sounds like very detailed knowledge, along these very specific places on the coast.” 
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Dale Johnson: “I would think that north and west I think it would extend a long ways. I mean, 
even in the ‘70s-in the ‘70s we had a guy break down right out in front of Neah Bay. He was in a 
19 foot open boat, with a 20-horse Mercury on it. Our buddy was fishing with him on a Saturday 
afternoon-evening…one guy pulled his gears, didn’t have radios, compasses, signaled to his 
buddy, “I’m going in”. The other guy started cranking his gear up. So Bob went home, went in, 
sold his fish, pretty soon…Clint’s wife come on over to his house, “Well, where’s Clint?”, 
“Well, he should be right behind me”, “Well, he’s not home”, “Well, he’s down the dock”, “He’s 
not at the dock, his boat’s not at the dock”. It was dark, it was in November. So Bob went down 
to look, he wasn’t there. So our guys that had the bigger boats-they had some 36-foot boats then, 
they went out looking. Coast Guard went out looking. Wind come up, rain come. Rain was going 
horizontal to the water, you couldn’t see 10-15 feet in front of you. Those guys went out looking 
out in the straits…Sunday morning we get together out the Air Force base, we get a search team 
together with the Coast Guard, Air Force, and our guys. They had planes out looking for him, 
boats out looking for him, we was walking the beaches looking for him or signs of his boat. And 
Monday, the Coast Guard was ready to call their planes off. He said, “We’ve covered 
everything”, and so we said, “Well, how far did you go?”, and they looked and they said, “We 
went this far”, and we said, “Well, you didn’t go far enough”, and they said, “There’s no way 
that they could be any farther”. And when we had to argue with him, “No, you’ve got to extend 
your search pattern”. So they agreed to extend it. Not as far as we wanted them to, but they did 
extend it. And uh Tuesday morning, the plane spotted the boat. He was 54 miles due west of 
Tatoosh Island. And they found him on the very corner of their end of the search pattern, and the 
cutter got to him like 4 o’clock that afternoon. He was okay other than sore knees, because all he 
had was a little cover over the bow of the boat. You know, those open boats just have that little 
deck. That’s where he spent most of the time. Except it was so-that Saturday night, it was so 
bloody rough that he thought, gee…you know the waves are so steep-you know you get out in 
the straits here and that’s some nasty-you can have some nasty water. I’ve heard guys that been 
in every-Navy guys that been in every ocean in the world and they claim that this part here, there 
isn’t anything worse than the weather right out here. So his boat was, he’d get on one side he 
thought it’d tip this way and then it’d lean and he’d get right over on the other…kind of like on a 
sail boat, you know. He did that most of one night the first night out. So, that was-that happened 
in the ‘70s. He went 54 miles out, so you gota figure-we’ve lost other people that had to have 
gone farther than that. They either end up in Canada, and made their way back once the storms 
quit. But as far as knowing how far they went, I don’t know; but you think, that one instance and 
you gota believe that isn’t the first time that’s happened. It isn’t the first time, and that’s because 
the guy’s motor broke down. What you gota figure guys have been caught out there with a canoe 
with just paddles, where they wouldn’t be able to get back until the wind let them get back. So 
you know that with that current, this one and that, Puget Sound and the straits starts flushing out, 
there’s one heck of a current that takes you out. So uh, as far as distance, I know it had to be over 
54 miles!” 

Josh Reid: “Makes sense!” 

Dale Johnson: “I think we’ve had Makahs all over out there, at one time or another.” 
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Josh Reid: “Of course! Yeah, yeah…okay. That’s a great story, way…way in the back earlier 
there wouldn’t have been cutters and search planes out there looking!” 

Dale Johnson: “No there wouldn’t! He’s gota get back by himself-that goes-then all he’s got is 
his own strength, and his knowledge of the ocean, and some of the landmarks, in order to get 
home.” 

Josh Reid: “Yeah, so that’s where really relying on that pattern of the swells will bring you back 
to land and you’ve gota figure out where you are with the landmarks…” 

Dale Johnson: “But back in those days, though, you had a breeze that come up-westerly wind 
that come up and they had sails on their canoes then. They didn’t to paddle all the way back, they 
just have to wait for the storm to leave and then in the afternoon the wind comes up and that 
helps them get home.” 

Josh Reid: “What do the oral histories have to say about the use of sails? This is one of those 
questions where some sources say, “Oh, the Makah, they didn’t have sails until the Europeans 
came and showed them to them”, and there are other sources that talk about uh, “The Makahs 
had sails predating the arrival of Europeans”. What do the oral histories have to say about sail 
use?” 

Dale Johnson: “I don’t know. But I do know they said we never had gill nets, either.” 

Josh Reid: “Right!” 

Dale Johnson: “Then they found one at Ozette, you know that was 500-years-old. So people say 
a lot of things, and you just have to find something that proves it different. So, I mean, it doesn’t 
take much imagination to stand up and open your shirt and know what the wind’s gonna do to 
you! But I can’t believe that people-I mean, there was sails back hundreds and hundreds of years 
ago. So you can’t tell me that somebody finally comes here and says, “You guys gota use a sail 
in your canoe”, oh my gosh! That’s just a bunch of-I won’t say what I think it is.” 

Josh Reid: “Yeah! I think we’re thinking the same thing. Well let’s see, let’s move on here. What 
do the oral histories have to say about Makah connections and relationships with people and 
villages on Vancouver Island? And this could be a big topic…” 

Dale Johnson: “Well, the languages are basically the same. The songs are the same, Makahs are 
Nootka people, they’re not Salish people. The Nootka people are on the island, we’re the only 
tribe in Washington State. So all our ties are with the people on the island. So, we’re the same 
people, and that and the marriages always went back and forth. I mean, there was a man-I don’t 
know if in your research you must’ve come across a man named Charlie Jones from Port 
Renfrew. He was related to my father-in-law’s family, and he come across, and he was 103-
years-old, and he-he told-explained the family history and how his family was related to the 
Claplanahoo family on this side. I think Mary Ann is coming tomorrow, well-could expand on 
that. He told-explained how that relationship came about, through a marriage and I don’t 
remember who it was. His aunt and my father-in-law’s grandfather or something like that, I’m 
not sure who it was but there was a marriage that took place…from-I’m pretty sure it was a 
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woman from Port Renfrew and a man from Neah Bay that were married. So there’s always been 
and always will be close ties between Makahs and people on Vancouver Island.” 

Josh Reid: “And what efforts did the governments-whether it be U.S. federal, Canadian, or state-
Washington State, or British Columbia-make at preventing Vancouver Island people from 
coming over here, Makahs going over there, what kind of oral histories are told about efforts 
made to prevent that or kind of inhibit it in some way?” 

Dale Johnson: “Well, I don’t know of any laws or regulations that they put down other than the 
government outlawing our naming parties-I guess they call it a potlatch party, or whatever. 
That’s what brought people over. That’s what Makahs went over there to these different 
parties…the government didn’t think that was right. They tried to stop that from happening. If 
you stop the gathering, you stop the people from coming over.” 

Josh Reid: “How well did that seem to work?” 

Dale Johnson: “Oh my understanding is from talking mostly with my in-laws; they used to go up 
out of Neah Bay and up the river-and have their-Tsooyess River or somewhere away from the 
village and still have their party. So they used to have to leave to do it. Some people in the 
village reverted to Christianity and didn’t take part in that. A lot of people held their traditions 
and kept going with it, but they had…they did so in fear of going to jail because that’s where 
they’d go if they got caught. So they’d had to leave the village to do it and-was my 
understanding-of hearing talk of…” 

Josh Reid: “Let’s see, let’s go ahead and move on then. Before the 20th century, did Makahs ever 
allow non-Makahs to fish at Makah fishing sites, and if so, under what conditions?” 

Dale Johnson: “Before the 19th century-before 1900s?” 

Josh Reid: “Before the 20th century-uh, before the 1900s…or maybe right there at the turn of the 
century-the nineteen teens-before really the state became involved with cracking down on 
fishing. What were some of those protocols and rules that Makahs…or that you would’ve heard 
older Makahs talking about?” 

Dale Johnson: “Well the only thing that I’ve heard is there were intermarriages that allowed non-
Makahs to fish in our area, and I’ve also heard that permission could be obtained from the 
Makahs to fish in their areas. That’s all I’ve heard, I really don’t know much more than that. But 
I…to go a little farther, as far as giving people permission and people just coming in and 
fishing…I think, ya know, we’ve had teachers that come in here to teach at our school and I’ve 
met people that have come to Neah Bay-before they’ve come to Neah Bay, they’d always read 
up on Makahs to know kind of what to expect when they got out here. And everything they’ve 
talked about after we’ve gotten to know them was…known as a fierce people. They were strong, 
fierce, and they protected their land and their waters if they had to. Which goes…to say that, it’s 
hard for me to believe that-in our, you know-you’re talking ocean areas…we’ve had the Boldt 
Decision that defines some areas. I can’t believe that in treaty times, before treaty times-that any 
tribe would fish off the front of one of the Makah villages. And according to the boundaries set 
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by Judge Boldt and from the so-called uh “experts” on Indian history…on the south, the 
Quileutes fished above the Ozette village and the Klallams fished Tatoosh. There’s no way that 
I’ll ever believe that the Makahs would have allowed people to fish there at will, without their 
permission to fish there.” 

Josh Reid: “And they would’ve only gained permission through some kind of kinship tie or 
working hard to gain that permission in some way.” 

Dale Johnson: “And I don’t think that that let them claim that as their area…fishing, like the 
government says “in common” with the Makahs. I don’t believe that. I think back in the day, you 
fished where you was strong enough to fish, and everything you read about the Makahs is they 
were a strong people and they protected their-I mean, you can see it in the treaty negotiations and 
in the treaty how strongly they felt about their waters and our areas where we fish. I have a real 
problem with the boundaries on our…described in the Boldt Decision.” 

Josh Reid: “So you feel that the way the boundaries were decided in the 1970s through the Boldt 
Decision-it allowed non-Makahs to claim more rights than they would have had?” 

Dale Johnson: “Yep. And I believe that-and one of the reasons I believe that, the uh…historians 
or whatever you want to call these experts in the Northwest Indian areas that they said, “Well 
show me something in writing that tells me that they didn’t…show me something in writing, this 
is something I’ve read back then”, this is what they read! So, in their opinion, because of this is 
what they read, this is what they believe. But if the Makahs are out here and they’re not very 
sociable people with non-Makahs, who’s gonna write about these people when you got peoples 
over here that’s living among…White people-and they can tell them anything they want? So that 
gets written down in the history books. Right or wrong, and this is what people read and go by! 
There isn’t that much written about Makahs-that much written about ‘em because we’re in an 
area that was hard to get to, and…weren’t that sociable!” 

Josh Reid: “Sociable at times, on your own terms-but not necessarily in some of the other ways!” 

Dale Johnson: “So I think based on what was written in the day from these people that talked to 
the other tribes in this area, they said what they want because there was nothing to contradict it. 
Nothing written to contradict it. But then again, I go back to the common sense. Common sense 
tells me that there’s no way that these people are going to come over here back in the day and 
fish in front of one of our villages without a problem happening.” 

Josh Reid: “So, the Boldt Decision was one of those points where it seemed to give rights-Makah 
rights away to others. Are there other moments in history where something happened all of a 
sudden Makah fisheries were opened up to others?” 

Dale Johnson: “Well, it’s just like-I’m not sure what you mean by that, but I know that Swiftsure 
grounds was the Makahs’ grounds. Our guys would go fishing out there in canoes, the White 
long-liners would wait until…they’d watch them canoes go, and they’d go, and as soon as they’d 
stop and started fishing-they’d start laying THEIR gear. The draggers did the same thing when 
they were allowed to take halibut with their drag gear, but they’d waited until our guys started 
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fishing and that’s how they’d find those areas and started fishing ‘em. I’ve heard stories from our 
guys, I mean…there was one guy hooked onto one of those long-lines, and it was in shallow 
water maybe 20-19 fathoms of water and he got hung up on his line-and they were hand lining. 
He hand-lined the bite of that long-line up, and mmm…a halibut was on there, so he just started 
taking the halibut in. The long-liner comes over, and at that time…could have been in the ‘40s-at 
that time they had one boat that would take five or six canoes out with him, towing them…some 
would go on deck, some of them would get towed…” 

Josh Reid: “A Makah owned boat?” 

Dale Johnson: “A Makah owned boat.  

Josh Reid: “Yeah.” 

Dale Johnson: “So the guy on the boat-when the long-liner came over to get after this guy- the 
guy on the boat stayed in between him and the canoe. Was circling around-stayed in between til 
the guy in the canoe decided he had enough halibut out there and then he just let it go. That was 
just one of those instances that those guys used to talk about-some of those old-timers talked 
about.” 

Josh Reid: “What were some of the other conflicts some of the Makah fishermen had with White 
fisherman around that time period or earlier that you might have heard some stories about?” 

Dale Johnson: “Off-hand I can’t remember. I just know the gear conflicts on the halibut grounds 
that they talked about most of the time. Probably because there was a specific area, Swiftsure 
Bank was one of the best areas and that was where everybody wanted to be. Salmon was all over, 
you know, so…but Swiftsure was the best spot I’d say.” 

Josh Reid: “Okay, uh let’s see…let’s shift gears here, and wrap it up with a discussion 
about…why don’t we talk about the current whale-whaling issue. I guess what I’d like to hear 
from you…do you support the current efforts of reviving whaling? And if so, why? Why is it an 
important issue to the Makah people today?” 

Dale Johnson: “I do support the whaling. I believe that…I also don’t believe we should be just 
whaling for ceremonial and subsistence. Just like the salmon, just like the halibut, it was always 
a way for the Makahs to make a living. I think that we sell our halibut, we sell our salmon, we 
should be able to sell our-what we don’t need of our whales. We should be able to hunt seals, we 
should be able to sell the seals. We need the seal oil, and what we don’t need, we should be able 
to sell. That’s…I mean, if you read some of the letters-the correspondence that was written back 
in the 1800s, those old-timers I mean they stated then, “Let us hunt our whales, let us hunt our 
seals, we won’t need nothing from you. We can be a rich people. Just let us do what we’ve 
always done”. I think-and I still believe that. There’s nothing wrong with it. I can’t see anything 
wrong. I mean, everybody says, “You can hunt a whale, but you can’t sell it”. I mean, what the 
heck? That’s what we’ve always done. All the records show that. So…” 

Josh Reid: “So whaling-the active whaling practice is important for the-you feel, for some very 
clear commercial reasons.” 
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Dale Johnson: “Yeah.” 

Josh Reid: “Why do you think that it’s also important for some of the ceremonial and subsistence 
reasons for Makahs today?” 

Dale Johnson: “Well, I think just the um…as far as the ceremonies go, if when we get whales-the 
whale that we did bring in…it brought back-I mean, it brought a gathering of people. Tribes from 
all over came in when that whale-when we had that dinner with that whale meat. And it just 
brought back the sharing of the catch, or however you want to say it, with other people. That’s 
how it used to be, I mean even with salmon the first catch was always shared with people you 
know, you didn’t sell your first fish. So, I think it’s something that uh…events happen when you 
get a whale and it starts bringing back songs and dances and-we call it parties, you know? White 
people hear “a party” and they think a drinking party. Here, you know we have a party and some 
of our parties last til 4 o’clock. They think, “Man, you guys must’ve been drunker n’ heck!”, 
well that’s not the kind of party we’re talking about! A naming party, or wedding party, or just a 
gathering to have fun and sing their songs-and sing our songs and dances and stuff, and it-that 
brings that stuff back. I think…I believe.” 

Josh Reid: “So from the 1920s until 1999, I’m thinking from when the last whale was hunted 
around 1928 or so, to the most recent one…how was the whaling tradition kept alive among the 
Makah when they weren’t actually out hunting whales?” 

Dale Johnson: “I really couldn’t answer how it was kept alive, other than through the stories and 
people talking about how it was; who hunted them, when they hunted them. But uh, well I was 
talking to one old-timer and he said when he was a little boy, there was a whale right out in the 
middle of the straits, towards the middle of the straits. There was a Canadian canoe after it, the 
Makahs were after it. Two canoes, different tribes but the same people, though. So, they was 
racing to get the whale. He said the Canadian crew got too excited and they moved up on it, they 
got up on it, and they actually harpooned it. But they were too far, he said they were too far up 
on it when they harpooned it. They didn’t-they couldn’t back up far enough off of it, so when the 
tail come up it smashed their canoe. So, the Makahs picked their men out of the water, then went 
and got the whale they harpooned and took it home! But you hear stories like that, and you hear 
how the old-timers used to talk about it…I don’t know any other way-maybe other people know 
more about it than I do. And they probably do, I don’t know much about it, but I’ve heard stories 
like that and other than that, and the pictures you see around…the harpoons that people have 
had…so…” 

Josh Reid: “What are some of those other whaling stories that some of the old-timers have told 
you? Like the one about the Canadian and the Makah canoe racing for the whale is a great one. 
What are some other ones?” 

Dale Johnson: “Well, I mean you just…you hear about them getting towed quite a ways out you 
know and having a long pull back in. You hear those kind of stories, you know and uh…” 

Josh Reid: “What do you think one of the longest-how many days do you think it took to pull the 
whale back?” 
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Dale Johnson: “I have no idea, I don’t know.” 

Josh Reid: “Three or five…ten days?” 

Dale Johnson: “I don’t…I don’t know.” 

Josh Reid: “Yeah, I mean I’m thinking back to the other story you told about getting blown 54 
miles out…” 

Dale Johnson: “But uh, I guess if you know the currents and stuff and know how to use the 
currents to help you get back, that might have helped them. I know…my grandfather told me one 
time about two canoes leaving Ozette-has nothing to do with whaling, but has something to do 
with navigation. He said two canoes left Ozette and they were heading for Waatch, and one 
canoe just went outside, just headed up the beach like this-shortest distance between two points 
so to say and he said the other guy went out like this; way out this way, and then come back this 
way, and he said, “This guy beat us”! Going and he traveled a lot farther, but he knew the 
currents. So, so I don’t know…I have no idea how far out they could’ve gone and had been taken 
out that way. I just-I haven’t heard…I never heard anything [indiscernable]…” 

Josh Reid: “Great, uh…can I ask you a quick question about the 2007 hunt? Okay, uh what do 
you think happened with the 2007 hunt? Why do you think they went out to take the whale? How 
does…how do you feel it was handled? Whatever you’re comfortable talking about with respect 
to that.” 

Dale Johnson: “Yeah, let’s turn that thing- “ 

[End of interview] 
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Josh Reid: “Alright, so today is the nineteenth of May and I am here with Dave Sones and I’ve 
got a few oral history questions that I will be asking him. So Dave, I guess what I would like to 
start with is something very general about…uh how-how do you see the sea, the ocean as 
important to Makahs both in historical times in the past and presently?” 

Dave Sones: “Well, I guess what I have been taught over my history is that the ocean was 
probably the most important resource that exists for our tribe.  It is where, you know most of all 
of our food came from; most of all of our ceremonies were based around. That uh…just, you 
know, and the history of what I have been taught is that the ocean was more important than the 
land to us as we are a sea people more than a land people and that’s the history that has been 
expressed to me. Historically, I think today uh…because I have been manager, a fisherman and 
continue to fish and manage today, that it’s still the most important part of our culture that we 
have and a part of our economy. It uh, represents probably as much employment opportunity on 
the reservation as anything else that we do here. And subsistently it is critical to um our…um 
practice of sharing harvest with our family members, elders-is still an important part of the 
culture here that we bring fish to-to our elders and when we have extra we spread it around and 
share it with the community; as um I think is real vital to our diet in just providing subsistence 
throughout the community, our direct families and then you kind of spread it around as you can 
from there.” 

Josh Reid: “Right.” 

Dave Sones: “And I see it just as important today to us as it has been to-to our ancestors much 
more difficult I think today to deal with because of the layers of bureaucracy and all the interests 
involved. You know we have so many; we have international agreements now, and then our 
states and interstate and federal state relationships that are much more complicated than our 
ancestors had to deal with. Uh, we worked through it quite well. I think uh our tribe because of 
our location uh, here at the northwest tip of the Washington State we deal with so many different 
species and Makahs are probably the most involved in anything from marine mammals to 
shellfish to salmon that migrate from Alaska to California to Puget Sound that all pass through 
our front door. And the different species, Pacific Whiting comes from Mexico goes to uh-uh 
Canada and passes through international, farmed halibut, much the same way. It keeps us 
involved as a tribe in managing those resources and um, keeping our peoples’ interests 
represented there is a big job for the Makah tribe.  

Josh Reid: “Mmm, hmm. And do you see that this importance uh, will obviously be continuing 
into the future?” 

Dave Sones: “Yeah, it’s critical that we you know continue to keep our children involved not in 
just the fishing aspects of it but protecting the rights that we have both legally, biologically…and 
it’s also important that we as tribal members who are there doing it now press on to our youth 
that you know, we have an obligation to protect these things and practice but we also have an 
obligation to our cultural teachings of sustainability and maintaining these resources for the 
future. Not only for our own impacts on it, but the impacts that other people have on these uh-
resources that could affect their uh-sustainability in the future. And probably the, you know 
within our UNA or our area of management, which is the west coast, primarily, we do have some 
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impacts from Alaska and Canada that uh we’re in fairly good control of that, you know? We can, 
uh I think the Pacific Fisheries Management Council, which I work on are very uh pro-
sustainability first, conservation first and then your fisheries are taken right out after those goals 
have been met. The scary part I guess is that the issues of global warming and climate change-
things that are way out of our control. We just simply not going to be able to say that we want 
this changed because it is so big and it is so overwhelming that I don’t know what we can do 
there. But other than monitor-make sure that we’re trained to see if those impacts are actually 
directly affecting us in our resource management, in our practices, in our health, and diet, with 
the resources that we consume that uh they remain health for our future generations also.” 
 
Josh Reid: “Okay. And you talked about the cultural understanding or the cultural perspective on 
sustainability. Uh…what were you taught, about that? Uh, what’s your perspective on that 
culture, on the Makah understanding of sustainability? How is it done, why is important beyond 
just the obvious reasons?” 
 
Dave Sones: “I guess the first thing I always impressed me most about what my elders taught me 
is that these resources are limited. You know, it seemed like Western civilization came in and 
they were so vast and they were so huge that we could never overexploit these resources. But we 
were always taught early on, you know, man’s impact to these resources are very real and we can 
overharvest if we are not careful with…and look at the resources as-uh as a limited, limited thing 
and that we should only take what we need which is uh-a little different then-uh, I think for 
Makahs a little more unique because we were traders we did trade up and down the coast, so we 
just didn’t take what we ate plus we took what we could trade, but at the same time it was guided 
by those principles of sustainability, and conservation, and understanding your resources. When 
is the breeding season? When is, the uh-that you don’t harvest into? How much do you take to 
uh, to maintain-uh the population and…and uh-not overharvest was just-uh values that were 
instilled in us pretty, pretty young if you were in the fishing business. To take care of the small 
fish that you release and not, you know I was taught not to smash them over the deck and you 
know, the stink and this thing is getting in my way, but to take care of it, it’s your future and 
release it so it can come back to you and be utilized in the future I guess for the future is just 
some of the basic things I learned as a young man fishing and how to protect and maintain your 
resources. But always conscious of the fact that if we’re not careful, we’ll over-harvest our 
resources and our confidence in knowing where those balances are was always brought to our 
attention when I was young. And as you are not out there to kill, kill, kill. That there is a limit 
and there is a certain amount of responsibility we have to maintain the resource that, um…I think 
was instilled in us all when we were young as fisherman. At least, that’s what my uncles would- 
taught me and my grandfathers when I was growing up…in fishing and the basic fundamentals 
that we can over impact these resources if we’re not careful.” 
 
Josh Reid: “Mmm hmm. And uh where do you think uh, just that basic understanding of the idea 
that humans can, you know, impact this resource in such a negative way? You know again 
thinking about the difference between the typical western perspective-ah! The ocean is vast-there 
is plenty there and this deeper Makah understanding that there are actually limits. Uh, any idea of 
that understanding that there are limits might have come from? Any histories about, “Oh wow 
the limit is hit we need to uh..”?” 
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Dave Sones: “Not, I think it was just the sense that they had about their resources and that they, 
you know if they saw a decline that the uh-the ocean is vast and its huge and it’s hard to know if 
you’re having what kind of impacts you are having. But they seemed to understand that if you 
just met your needs and you watch the resource, you observed and its actions, and what is the 
population doing? Is it more abundant in one year that in another? Which I think they learned 
that there’s natural fluctuations in species and populations. But you get into a smaller scale thing 
like a river, you know? Where you virtually could take all of the resource out of it. A small 
system gives you more of an understanding of how to look at that resource and your impact to it. 
On the ocean, it’s just so huge it’s hard to know, but it seems like they just understood intuitively 
that if you’re cautious and you take what your needs are and meet your goals of what your 
harvests levels…I guess, I don’t really have that much history of how our families establish with 
what they might want to take per family. For something with whales I know they established 
certain numbers with-uh each of the families. You know, with salmon it would be hard to I know 
with halibut; there was this conscious understanding that you don’t over-harvest. Then be real 
observant of what the resources is doing on an annual basis.”   
 
Josh Reid: “Mmm, hmm. So you mention that there was a quota, that there were quotas on 
whales per family then essentially per whaling family...” 
 
Dave Sones: “From what I understood…I mean, I didn’t really have-this is what some people 
express to me that certain families would have a certain allotment of whales and that was what 
they expected to take with. Whether they took them or not was kind of determined each year, but 
it was based on some type of balance of the resource and how much the families took is all I 
know about it just based on what I gathered from our older people. Just that common belief that 
you only take kind of what you need and you must understand your resource in order to impact 
it.” 
 
Josh Reid: “Were you ever told like, how many whales?” 
 
Dave Sones: “No, not-not, specifically.” 
 
Josh Reid: “All right, just this notion that there is this limit that we should observe…” 
 
Dave Sones: “Right, it’s just not a wide open kill until their gone!” 
 
Josh Reid: “Right, a concept!” 
 
Dave Sones: “Yeah, until they go by for the year…but there is a limit that you would restrict 
yourselves to.” 
 
Josh Reid: “Okay, great. So thinking about some of these historical-or some of these marine 
practices-you know, let’s go ahead and start with whaling, what are some of the oral histories 
you have heard about older whaling practices? Um, whether it would be methods or uh…certain 
protocols that might’ve been followed or observed, uh…what oral histories would…” 
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Dave Sones: “I guess the most common thing we all understood, you know, the whalers are the 
leaders of the families, typically. Um, they are the ones-the harpooner is the one who put the 
equipment and the crew together and was responsible for distributing the whale to the family and 
other community members, and then pretty much owned the whale when they harvested it. The 
spiritual practices of going out and cleansing themselves was always well understood, and each 
person kind of had their own personal process for doing that, their secret place that they brought 
themselves to and cleansed themselves and all into respect for the animal and a safe-uh safe 
harvest that they don’t get themselves killed out there. You know, it seems the more pure you 
were, the more thought you put into the whole process, the more effective you were going to be 
at getting the whale and the more safer it was gonna be by just putting that much energy and 
thought into what you were doing I guess was the more common things I guess that I understood. 
Knowing the species that you were harvesting was important; whether it be a gray whale or a 
sperm whale or a, um…a humpback whale, they’re going to react differently-so you know, they 
understood how each species-what time of year it would pass through, what time of year it was 
breeding, calving. The weather was very critical, I think, to any fisherman-whales in particular 
because they could be pulled farther offshore than any other fishery that we had. We had weather 
people that just, you know, who could read the weather like they do with computers and models 
today! These guys could read the clouds and the water, the winds, and just understood weather so 
well…it was so critical to their safety out there that these were things that were-you kind of 
commonly understood were real critical to the success of the hunt.” 
 
Josh Reid: “So thinking about that deep level of knowledge uh, then…do you remember any of 
some of the specifics some of the knowledge tied to a gray whale, or a humpback, or a 
sperm…specific to how they might react?” 
 
Dave Sones: “Not particularly, because we didn’t actually get to spend the time with the people 
who actually had the…would actually hunt. Mostly what the older people told me about was how 
quiet you have to be, how stealthy you have to be with any of these species. They’re easily 
spooked-if they’re spooked, you’re not going to catch them or they’re going to hurt you if you’re 
not careful. But, as far as…I think they held closely their knowledge of what they held 
specifically about a species, or how to approach it. Each whaler had his own method, and 
knowledge about how to be successful at harvesting them.” 
 
Josh Reid: “And then uh…thinking about kind of, a similar question related to the weather 
prediction skills-what were some of the things that might predict, maybe, a storm was coming: 
“Maybe we should just stay off the water for a little while?” 
 
Dave Sones: “One of the basic things I learned early on was looking high into the atmosphere 
and looking at the cloud formations, and if you’re seeing what they call “Mare’s Tails”, the 
clouds are wisping out…the clouds are high aloft, the velocity is high aloft-and that’s going to 
settle down and hit in the lower area that-once you start seeing those high clouds moving, that 
you better either get back to shore or uh…”Let’s not go out until this passes.” Was kind of one of 
the common things about weather moving, and the building of the seas and, you know, because 
you might not see the wind directly where you’re at but it could be out 200 miles pushing the 
seas up. You watch the development, the direction of the waves and how high that they’re 
getting, were some of the more simpler ways to know-of knowing the weather. But I think we 
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lost some of that, too, through transition over time. We had weather people that were very 
specific about understanding weather conditions and would kind of be your broadcaster, you 
know…for “Well, do we go today or not?”, and he’s like, “Well, I don’t know it’s not looking 
good, I think we should wait”…and that was an art in itself, I think. Something that people 
specialized in, that were the real true predictors of longer-range forecast than just the obvious 
that you saw just out in front of you; certain weather conditions are driven by tides and currents, 
times of the year and that type of things I think-that are real specific that these people understood 
that we-I think we’ve probably lost over time. All this stuff kind of went away in time through 
the period of transition between our cultural age and our modern age-that uh, now computers and 
models have replaced. From the stories I heard from the old people was these guys could predict 
weather like a week out, you know, and know just by looking at the conditions and the time of 
year that they knew when it was safe for you to go because sometimes they could get pulled 100 
miles off shore for species to hunt. You better have a pretty good weather forecaster! In a canoe, 
to get that far offshore and be safe and get back home.” 
 
Josh Reid: “So in going, you know, and traveling sometimes 100 miles offshore to hunt whales 
or seals or whatever else you might be looking for out there…what were some of the navigation 
techniques then, that people used in earlier times?” 
 
Dave Sones: “A lot of what I understood was on clear days you can still on clear days see the 
mountain points, so you can use triangular you know, uh…direction. You can see this mountain 
point here, and -uh, Mount Olympus, a very important marker because you can see it from so far 
out there. What is that? Uh, ten or twelve thousand foot level. But you get 40-50 miles offshore 
on a clear day you can still see there are mountains sticking up on the horizon, and there are 
mountain ranges on Vancouver Island that are very important for navigating and then, just 
uh…knowing the direction of the waves and the timing of the waves gave them some sense of 
distance and direction-knowing which way the weather may be coming from. Uh, mostly visual 
aids-markers that they could see to align-line their position up. Very specific to banks and areas 
they wanted to fish. They would use that method to identify where their location was on the 
ocean.” 
 
Josh Reid: “And that works up to about 50 miles?” 
 
Dave Sones: “About 50 miles…yeah, then you start losing over the curve of the horizon and it 
gets far. So then, you pretty much-just wind direction and wave direction I think. You know, 
“How do we get back to get back to shore?”. As if a northwesterly or a northern wind is pushing 
or something, you’re just going to follow the coastline-you won’t come in. But if you know it’s 
coming from that direction, then I go across the way-this way, that I’ll get back to shore. You 
had to really pay attention to which way the weather was coming from and the direction of the 
waves in order to figure out beyond vision of sight which direction. You didn’t have a compass 
to go by, but you did have the action of the ocean to follow to know which way was home.” 
 
Josh Reid: “And so, again, this is this...is an example of this deep local knowledge of the 
environment. What about things like currents? How well were some of the larger ocean currents 
understood?” 
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Dave Sones: “You know, I really wouldn’t know. I think the people who would’ve known that 
stuff then were very knowledgeable about it. You get the, what they call the Japanese 
Current…warm water that comes up from the south. All these things they seemed to understand 
prior to contact, but uh…like I said, so much of that was I think lost in the transition of time. 
And some of this stuff was so held closely to the vest, because it was knowledge only certain 
people acquired through their family and passing on those traditions to the next generation-they 
weren’t willingly giving this information to researchers that came in or people that are trying to 
get that information. Or even pass on to their next generations when certain gaps in the language 
and disruptions with the peeling the kids off to school-you know, just kind of threw a wrench in 
a lot of that knowledge being-I think, transferred on to the next generation.”  
 
Josh Reid: “And what about the Makah understanding, especially in older times, of some of the 
other marine features like, say, the Juan de Fuca eddy? You know like, from an oceanographic 
perspective when you study oceanography you learn that these big upwellings are very important 
places for fishing and for the gathering of marine life. What would the Makah understanding 
have been of something like that big upwelling process?” 
 
Dave Sones: “I probably couldn’t give you a-you know, other than they knew…that that shelf 
was one of the most productive areas along the coast because of the upwelling. For myself, to go 
out there, you just see this change when you get out to the edge of the continental shelf and it 
comes to life; the whales are there, the birds are there, the feed is there. You know, it’s just like 
a…I’m sure they, you know, recognized that when they got out there, “Wow, this is just a whole 
region of life out here that’s caused by something…”. But for me to comment on what they 
knew, I really wouldn’t know, I mean other than just the obvious experience of being out there 
and knowing this is a whole other ecosystem when you get to that shelf out there that I’m sure 
they were very conscious of it and understood when it did what it does-when the currents shift 
from the north, you know they move north during certain time of the year then it all shifts and 
goes south. All that stuff I’m sure they were conscious of and aware of, but as far as passing that 
on…somebody like Pug or something might, you know, be more knowledgeable about stuff like 
that than what’s been passed down to me.” 
 
Josh: “Yeah, do you know if there was a specific Makah name for that upwelling area?” 
 
Dave Sones: “Not that I know of. I’m not much in the language, though.” 
 
Josh Reid: “All right, let’s see. So we talked a little bit about what some of the oral histories and 
stories are that have been passed down to you about whaling, what about some of the stories 
about sealing?” 
 
Dave Sones: “Most of the stories I’ve heard about sealing was you know it was, uh…right up to 
modern day-I mean, a lot our elders had to have their seal oil. So they were always-seals were 
out when I was a kid, I grew up out at Tsooyess and Isabell and Harold lived just down the-Ides-
lived down the road from me and they always had something in the smoke house and I never 
went to go down to their house without having to eat seal oil and dried fish. So I got kind of 
weaned on it pretty young! For them it was constant; you know, they always had to have it 
around. But uh, historically…you know I uh, understood that uh, you know it was a big money 
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source not only for not only the European trade but trade in the tribal fur trade. You know those 
furs were nice and warm, the fur seal you know was a prized pelt that uh…we were good at 
harvesting and tanning and utilizing for clothing-that it was always valued even pre-contact-that 
particular resource. And that you had-one thing that I was always taught to understand was that 
you had specific people that hunted these resources; like a whaler was a whaler, and a sealer was 
a sealer, and a halibut fisherman was a halibut fisherman. We were kind of categorized at 
expertise in our field, so that’s what we concentrated on so…but that may have changed when 
the Europeans came and you know, fur seals became valuable that everybody kind of went there 
because there’s a living to be made there. Or halibut when it became valuable, now we all 
become halibut fisherman because it’s a way of making a living like we do today as fisherman 
out on the ocean. We’re not compartmentalized. We’re pretty much…we all chase whatever 
resource we can try and make a living from. I’m sure that kind of changed as the marketplace 
went the way it did with selling these products on a broader scale than just your regional trade 
market. It really changed how people approached harvesting, because fur seal I know in certain 
times was a really valuable product to the community and really made our lifestyle pretty 
comfortable! As a kid, I guess, when my mom went to the University of Washington and I was 
able to go through a lot of her books that she had through Native Studies and what struck me was 
how well off we were back in those times and then to grow up back in the ‘60s as a kid and see 
how impoverished Neah Bay was. There wasn’t a lot of job opportunities-Crown Zellerbach and 
the Air Force were really the only two job opportunities here-we had very little tribal 
government, it was just a little tiny building sitting over there. The school, of course, was all 
non-members operating as we are changing today. Just to see how poor we were compared to 
how wealthy we were must have been just culture shock to the people who went through the two 
transitions of, you know of actually being in the…you know, you’d see pictures of our people all 
dressed in nice suits and clothes-looked like they were well-off. Went through the ‘60s and you 
went through the-we didn’t have HUD or anything like that, just little ransack-ramshackle homes 
and just, poverty was everywhere. To go through that I imagine, for them, was pretty 
devastating. For me, you didn’t know any different, you grew up with that so this was the way 
life is! So I don’t see it any different. But to come from such great wealth to such great poverty, I 
can’t imagine what that must’ve been like for their generation to experience that. I wonder 
why…what-how did we get messed up here? Even prior to contact, we were wealthy. You know, 
we traded all over the place and were really well-off, and even through the transition as halibut 
and whale oil, and fur seal hides and otter hides, and all those became valuable on the world 
market we retained that wealth and then when all that went away, there was nowhere else to go. 
As you can see today we’re not a big gaming tribe. We were as wealthy as the Pequots back in 
the turn of the century, and we’ve kind of maintained that culture here, too! I think it’s that we 
don’t want to be gamers and we don’t want to be, you know, nuclear waste dumps or any these 
things you get offered all of the time. It’ll make you rich overnight, but what kind of legacy are 
you leaving your children…has been something we try to keep focused on. The ocean, and trying 
to-you know-provide opportunity for our people to fish, and pursue natural resources or cultural 
resources, things that keep us more in our traditional way of living but trying to become…create 
the wealth that gaming has created I don’t think we’re ever going to get there. But uh…you 
know, if as long as it’s keeping our people working and we can maintain enough of the resource 
out there to keep our people interested in pursuing the ocean as a way of living, that’s what I 
think we all kind of lean towards as a community is pursuing those types of things. From a-you 
know, a past councilman and manager, I hope to see us expand here. Not only looking at our 
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little box, but what other opportunities do we have in the maritime industry. You know, shipping 
and tugboat opportunities, how can we get our kids interested in maintaining that life on the sea. 
There’s a lot more to the sea than catching a fish-there’s a lot of opportunities out there that we 
try to work to expand those opportunities for our youth and steer them towards the types of 
educations that they need to um…take advantage of those ocean resources beyond our 
boundaries. And that’s not unheard of of our people-used to go up to Alaska and fur seal up 
there. And you know, the guys like Hughie Smith, who’s not with up anymore jumped on a sail 
boat when he was a young gun, sailed all over the world as a merchant marine…you know, and 
seemed to be good for his life to get that world experience and kept him in the maritime industry. 
And just-there’s other things we can do that I hope we kind of expand, but it’s hard to get people 
to leave the reservation for very long! We really love it out here! If you drag us away too long, 
we’re always looking back, “I want to get back home somehow…” If you can leave for six 
months, and come home for six months, that might work for some…some people. Kind of like 
being in the Navy or something…find the opportunity for them there.” 
 
Josh Reid: “So all of this labor and the sea-whether it’s whaling, sealing, or more recent 
commercial fishing, uh…what’s the Makah sense, or what were some of the stories that were 
told, about how dangerous this work might’ve been and what you had to do to temper that danger 
so you didn’t get yourself in trouble out there?” 
 
Dave Sones: “I think uh…well respecting the sea and how powerful is, is something you were 
taught as a young person. Just water itself is a dangerous thing. Messing around on these rivers 
when you’re little kid can get yourself killed real easy. So you learn to respect the power of 
Mother Nature, and be smart about it. Use common sense, and don’t do things that, you know are 
going to challenge your ability to survive-the weather is always a dangerous thing, so we were 
taught to watch the weather very closely. And just the fact that you’re in an environment that is 
dangerous is-just be conscious of everything that’s around you; what’re the waves doing-just 
using your fishing gear can get yourself hurt, too. Be smart about how you use your equipment. 
A lot of real common sense things, but if you don’t have them, it’ll get you killed in an instant 
out there. And growing up with it, you know, training your children how to use the equipment 
and be safe. Even in this modern day age, stuff can still get you hurt, in particular the fishery I’m 
in-trawling, people can get killed fairly easy if they’re not careful about what they do. Just the 
sense of respecting Mother Nature and what she can do to you-what I…I love this day and age of 
weather models and stuff! Because I sit there, and it’s gotten so much easier now compared to 
just fifteen years ago when I was looking at NOAA weather radio and I can get a couple days of 
weather. Now I can look out and project, make my own assumptions and be my own weather 
man because the tools that we have now are so much…valuable. It has made it so much safer for 
our people to be out there. But if you’re not paying attention to that kind of stuff, you can get real 
fast or get caught out in a storm and you’ll be gone. And if you look at our history of…we’ve 
lost very few people to the sea out there, with as much time as we spend out there that uh-
because we’re good about teaching our youth how important it is to respect the sea and watch 
what it’s doing. Know when to come home, know how to use your equipment safely, and just use 
your common sense as your best tool; if it don’t look right, it ain’t right! Don’t question things 
that don’t look like they should be questioned has been a big part of our success of our people 
coming home all the time.” 
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Josh Reid: “Yeah, that’s been something that has also struck me; is just how, looking back 
through all these archival documents just how few Makahs have really gotten themselves in 
trouble out to sea. Uh, you know because of how much time that is spent there. You would think 
that there would be more accidents, there would more deaths, more people lost but there…” 
 
Dave Sones: “Yeah, when you look just at statistics you know, like with just driving cars…you 
know it’s dangerous if you spend enough time out on the road out there that the same would 
apply on the ocean. And then usually we watch out for each other a lot, you know if we fish 
around each other-we keep an eye out on each other. So we work as teams out there, too, to make 
sure our safety is uh, looked out for. If you get these young kids that don’t know what they’re 
doing, you don’t be afraid to tell them, “Get your crap together-and get your boat straightened 
out before you get back out here”. You know, we were always taught that safety comes first. You 
as a captain, even if you got a little boat, you’re a young guy, and you got two other people or 
another person out there-their life is in your hands and you have an obligation to bringing them 
home more than yourself! You got another life you’re responsible for, not just your own. So 
don’t do stupid things that you might do by yourself. You’ve got other people-other family to 
consider…that was something I think all of our-as I was growing up fishing it was nice to have 
the elder guys out there with us. You know, watching the weather, “We better get in, it looks like 
it’s changing”, even though the radio says one thing…they can read the water. Roll up the gear 
and get in, because the weather’s changing. We all take off and, just having that guidance out 
there was always really nice. So I try and…I’m not that old yet! I try and share that same sense 
of looking out for each other with the other fisherman. It’s not competitive when it comes to 
safety and making sure we all get home. And we stick kind of close to each other. Usually our 
fleets are fishing around each other, so if somebody’s boat does have a problem someone’s pretty 
close to you. You’re not just out there by yourself, or you let people know when you’re going to 
having to run off and go check this area out, you check in with people and let them know where 
you’re going and that’s where you’re going to be. So, they know where you’re at and if you have 
trouble, where to find you…help you out. And that’s been a big-real success, too, I think. And 
not only just our safety, but in our fishing power, too. We share catch information and, you know 
for a long time it was competitive against non-tribal and other tribes in our fishing efforts and as 
a team we were far more effective fishing together as a group than independently and 
individually by ourselves. Which is something a little different, I think now it’s changing with 
the non-treaty fleet, they’re not as competitive because they are on…you know limits that each 
of them can catch but, in the days of “get all you can in the boat, and screw the other guy”, that, 
you know you didn’t have those kind of uh-values instilled in looking out for each other’s safety 
and making sure. It’s just get out there and make-you know-“I hope that guy breaks down so I 
can catch his fish”, kind of mentality! Where know you look at it and, “Gyah, I hope he don’t 
break down-his whole life could…business could go under, or somebody night get hurt or 
something…” is the way people think about it today. This is the way the resource is balanced 
now.” 
 
Josh Reid: “And did you ever hear any histories about particular accidents or catastrophes at sea 
involving Makahs?” 
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Dave Sones: “Well, in my family we have a song-“Love Song”, that my grandmother did that 
uh…because our great-grandf-great-grandfather went out whaling and didn’t return for a long 
time…” 
 
Josh Reid: “And who is this?” 
 
Dave Sones: “Landes Kallappa, and Alice Kallappa…and she wrote the song, and sang ‘til he 
came home and she basically just stayed on the-stayed out there singing until the canoe returned. 
And quite some time went before l they got back, but they did return safely-got caught in a storm 
and got blown off the grounds way south and it took them a long time to get back home. But they 
did return safely and she stayed and sang until that canoe got back to the beach, and…a historical 
story that’s part of our family-one of the songs in our family is related to that.” 
 
Josh Reid: “How long were they out there?” 
 
Dave Sones: “I think it was over a week. So…so you know, usually they’re not gone for more 
than a day or two. Especially um…you didn’t get too far offshore, but it was a while. A lot 
longer than you would ever normally do, but the storm pushed them so far away…and 
communication, you couldn’t hit the beach and say, “Hey, I’m calling home to let you know I’m 
okay!” You could probably paddle a canoe faster than people could run up the coast to deliver a 
message to the village! But if it was storming, that was a form of communication too, was little 
runners would run on foot and get a message to the next village, get it up to the next village and 
pass on information that way. But other than that, not much catastrophe other than 
uh…historically, and within our own times. You know we’ve had a few accidents-close calls; 
people almost sinking and stuff like that. But um…historically that would be the only one I’d be 
knowledgeable of.” 
 
Josh Reid: “Okay, great. I guess what I’d like to do now is uh…uh I guess I’d like to go ahead 
and wrap it up here uh with, uh-I’ve got another one coming again-go ahead and wrap it up with 
a discussion about the current whaling efforts. And so we’ll just kind of start with a pretty basic 
question: Do you support the tribal efforts at reviving whaling? Why, or, why not?” 
 
Dave Sones: “Well I’ve been supportive of…you know, in the…for me personally, in the ‘70s I 
wrote a little essay when I was in school in Seattle thinking that, at the time, I’m never going to 
see whaling come back to my community. And I think it’s something-at the time uh, was 
important that it did come back. It was the most important cultural part of our people and for the 
experiences I was going through, that uh to me it was critical to see it come back….I thought I’d 
never see it. Not with the “Save the Whales” campaigns; they’re dead, and going to die, and 
nobody’s ever going to go whaling again, and even if they come back we’re never going to let 
this happen again. So my thinking then was that, I don’t think I’m going to see it in my lifetime, 
but I sure would like to see it in my lifetime, just the cultural hunt. I don’t care about any of this 
commercial whaling or any of this stuff, just to see the culture come back and the opportunity for 
us to practice it. And this was in, you know, when I was in high school in the ‘70s. So I got into 
fisheries management and you know, was there for a long time and we got the opportunity to see 
the D-list on the gray whale come about. So it was like, “Wow, maybe this might happen in my 
lifetime!” So, that was a very big part of what I did for my work for the tribe was getting the-
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going through the process of the IWC, getting the international whaling quota-and just trying to 
figure out all the steps that we needed to go through in order to make this a reality. So to me it 
was really critical that, uh…I-we see it come back. So I pursued that with all of…energy and 
effort that I could put in it through my job. I…uh, because there were so people involved…my 
position was just want to see this come back. I don’t care about making half a million dollars a 
whale. Whatever started playing into it within the community, and kind of upset me a little bit 
because I thought it kind of threw us off track to what I thought was important was getting the 
cultural aspects of it back and practice. And I was working down the road with all of these 
environmental communities, and they could accept that. But when it came to throwing this 
wrench in of this commercial…you know, “They’re just going to sell these to the Japanese!” Just 
threw us totally off track, and then brought in all of this opposition that I don’t think we 
would’ve seen if we just would’ve just stuck to the cultural aspects of it. Even if it is our right to 
pursue a commercial harvest if the resource allowed it. To me, that just wasn’t important at the 
time-wasn’t going to be my gaming! You know, purse, or whatever! I just want to go whaling 
and get our people back into the uh-practice of the cultural aspects of it-I thought was so much 
more important. So to me, and today, I think that’s still the most critical part of it-of why it’s so 
important to us is the culture and our children getting the sense of how important these guys 
were-that whale to our community; their practices of purity, and spirituality, and physical 
conditioning, are really important these kids understand how important it was to our community. 
At the time we got the whale, it was great! I mean the whole community came together, the kids 
were ecstatic. They were having all kinds of fun with this stuff! To see all this excitement in the 
community…the media was kind of a 3-ring circus, but I think that added to some of the interest 
the kids took in it, too, “Wow! We’re on TV!”, and, “Gees we’re internationally famous”; kind 
of brought some pride and some interest in them, too. To me, I thought it was a 3-ring circus, 
you know-but we couldn’t avoid it. I tried you know, to keep the media out. This is a spiritual 
practice and we don’t cameras staring down on it. You know, we don’t do that to churches and 
other religious sectors. This was just too big media stuff that we not going to be able to keep 
them away, so let’s try to work with it, was kind of the mentality. So, you know I’ve just been 
kind of frustrated with the whole process of going through the whole Marine Mammal Protection 
Act and getting into the sense of uh…the “court of public opinion”, as some people would put it; 
if the people say it’s not right, than it shouldn’t be right. That’s not the way treaties work. 
They’re governed by law and they’re governed by what we preserved, and we’re only governed 
by conservation. If there is a conservation issue, then we would definitely take that into 
consideration. There’s not a conservation issue, it’s a moral issue that people on the outside are 
struggling with and they’re just throwing out these road blocks to you know, drag it out as long 
as they can and that’s really frustrating for us, you know, for us and for myself to get to a road 
block like that. And I think through some of my history of being in government, I went through a 
program that asked, you know, tribes: “What are the barriers to our success and achieving where 
we want to go as people and maintaining our cultures and our economies?” And to me, I think, it 
is the federal statutes and congressional laws stand in our way and so many different things-
aspects of our practicing our way of life that stops us more than anything-and this is the prime 
example, is the Marine Mammal Protection Act, which has no relative bearing on the 
conservation of the species or should have any impact to our treaty right to practice it. But here it 
is, getting drug through the courts and stopping us from doing what we legally should be doing. I 
guess to me, is just really frustrating-is hard to…hard to deal with, but at the same time, my 
always-feeling was…if we go through the hoops as difficult as they are, if we go through the 
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IWC and follow all the legal steps that are required of us that uh…we have the confidence that 
we have done all that was asked of us and try and convince the public that this is a cultural thing, 
it is important to us, it’s not hurting anything by taking a few whales out on the ocean and uh-it’s 
actually really important to us that people need to understand that. And I think that we’ve 
worked hard to try and change that mentality in the public by following the rules and being true 
to what we said we were trying to do: this is a cultural thing, we’re not out there trying to make 
millions of dollars selling whales to the Japanese, although some people think that’d be 
cool…but to me, the culture comes in far more important-and people to understand why it’s 
important to our culture is way more important to me than anything else we’re doing with the 
whole process. You know, this frustration has been hard but I understand it-and I know with each 
struggle we’ve gone through with salmon and halibut, and black cod. With every one, it’s been 
the same process that we’ve had to go through because somebody’s always fighting us; it was 
salmon fishermen when it came to salmon, it was halibut fishermen when it came to halibut. 
Salmon took us all the way to the Supreme Court! It’s the same thing here, it’s just that animal 
rights activist groups are the “fishermen” are fighting the fact that we want to practice this. It’s 
no different to us; it’s just a different group of people. So, we’ll win; we’ll prevail over time, and 
patience is hard…but for me, I think once we get through all the hoops, in twenty years from 
now it won’t even be an issue anymore. The public will understand we’re doing what we’re 
doing-just like we salmon fish today and halibut fish…and we work more with these groups 
today than we ever have! Our adversaries are our best-friends now because we both have 
interests in sustaining and maintaining those resources, and I think you’ll see the same with 
whaling that the animal rights advocates-or, at least ocean resource advocates-are going to see us 
as an ally not a threat to the resource because of the cultural value-interest and values that we 
bring to the management table and the importance that we put on uh…sustaining these resources 
when you got Japan and Russia and Norway that may want to split off. They’re getting frustrated 
with the process and may break that whole management system down, which is a detriment to 
the resource-that’s something that these groups don’t understand that we do understand, is that 
you’ve got to work with them. You know, because it’s the only little management form that we 
have and if we lose it-it’s just back to wide open, “Gees, now what do we do? We’ve got a 
hundred Sea Shepherds trying to run around in chaos all over the ocean out there…” 
Compromise means…some compromising is going to mean that the resource is better managed 
and maintained and I think they’ll see that in the end and I that’s what the common sense the 
tribe brings to that process is that you’ve got to compromise a little to get something and we’re 
doing it like crazy through this process! But in the end, we’ll see that Makahs are going to be out 
there doing what we’re doing. People will actually respect what we’re doing. We’ll respect what 
we’re doing, and that the resource will be far better off because we’ve got a player now that is 
going to be influential in the international process because we are harvesting-the federal 
government, you know, what they struggle with is they somehow-they feel they’re going to be 
put in the position of…not compromising their position as non-commercial whaling but 
uh…hypocritical in the fact that, “Gee, let these Indians kill whales, but you tell everyone else in 
the world that they can’t.” Well, that is hypocritical! And let’s be real, and fair about if this is 
what certain cultures feel like this is what they want to do for food, and they’re not hurting the 
resource, um…manage it, and allow them to do it, is part of the compromise of living in this 
world. You can’t tell them no, you can’t make Indian people eat cows-even though we do. And 
they can’t tell us we can’t eat cows, because they don’t. But we live in balance with respecting 
each other’s rights, and I think that’s what it’s going to come down to…the modern portion of 
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what we’re dealing with. But what worries me is more time goes by, we see more kids get back 
in heavy drugs and not…being as attuned I guess to the culture as during that time period. You 
know, they were really focused on it and how important it was. Now we’re seeing some of these 
heavier drugs creep back into our community-the Oxycontins and methamphetamine, and things 
that you hope this pursuit will put an end to-because they just see something more important in 
life than just being high and having fun…and getting themselves killed if they’re stupid. You 
know, all of these things that you learn out on the water become life. Life history-life 
experiences that you use in everyday life, that’s why I want to see this stuff come back. And as 
far as the 19-or the 2007 deal: I think it was a huge mistake. I think it set the tribe back, I was 
opposed to it when I was in council and I fought it all the way, “Let’s not lose our nerve here, 
and our patience and jump off into doing something that is illegal because it’s just going to set us 
back”, and I think it has. That was my position on it.” 
 
Josh Reid: “All right. Well, I think we’ll conclude this. Thank you very much.” 
 
Dave Sones: “All right. Thank you, Josh.” 
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Josh: “Ah there we go.” 

E: “Testing…1, 2, 3, 4.”  

J: “Yeah, I hear something. [laughs]” 

E: “You hear something? Okay, so?” 

J: “Alright.”  

E: “Lead on.”  

J: “Sure.”  

E: “Whatever, whatever you-whatever process…whatever process you’re using.” 

J: “Okay. Eh, well I guess Ed if you could go ahead and uh and kind of state your full name for 
the, our recording.   

E: “Edward E. Claplanahoo.” 

J: “Great! And today is October 13 and it’s just about two o’clock and I am talking here with Ed 
about uh, Makah marine space.”  

E: “It’s an interesting subject.”  

J: “Good! Uh, so Ed I think what I will do is I will go ahead and uh start with some questions 
that go further back in history and then we will just kind of work our way forward and we will 
get as far as we will get today and uh I am sure I will be coming back out here soon and we will 
continue our conversation. Uh...” 

E: “Okay. I don’t know how much information I can give you on going back, but I will give you 
what I got.”  

J: “Great! And if there is any question that I ask that uh, you don’t feel that you don’t want to 
answer for whatever reason just uh let me know and we can move on. Um...” 

E: “If I don’t want to answer it, it’s just because I don’t know.” 

J: “That sounds great! Alright, uh well lets see, I guess I’ll start by asking you how did Cape 
Flattery become Makah territory?”  

E: “Well as far as I know, as far as oral histories has told me was that at one time we were on 
Vancouver Island because we are the most southern band of what used to be called Nootka tribes 
and we are now known as the southern band of the Nuuchahnuulth nations; and that’s all of the 
villages on west of the Vancouver Island. And in some time in history, they tell me that that we 
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were on Vancouver Island and a big mudslide came down and buried our village. And so we got 
in our canoes and as uh, one people and came across and landed in Neah Bay and occupied this 
part of the world. And as far as I am concerned we have been here forever! Even though there... 
‘cause nobody knows where this village was located. It had, I think it had a name of …of 
“Classet”. And that was on Vancouver Island. But nobody knows up there now where this 
village was. And that’s how we-how I feel that we came to occupy, uh this part of the world. 
And as far as carbon dating goes and everything it all goes back even about 3,500 hundred years 
ago that we got proof that we were here. So…it and then it Ozette mudslide was carbon dated 
six-hundred-years-ago there about so and we go back to the time Columbus discovered America 
and that we were already here and occupying this part of the world. And-and the things that we 
with Ozette left us, you know we got the uh gives us a great deal of pride in seeing what our 
ancestors left us. They left us a whole lifestyle; they left us a way of living. And uh, then oral 
history have it when the first sailing vessels in 1600s came up the coast and got up to this part of 
the world they ran out of oil. And oil was, was an essential part of keeping up their health and 
when they got up this far they ran out of oil, and…and uh, we came the first international traders 
of this part of the world because we started…when we got up here and we found out that we had 
whale oil, seal oil, and we had not an abundance but we had enough of it to become known 
probably throughout the traveling world at that time that if you get up to northwest and get to the 
people by the Cape a place called Cape Flattery you’ll find oil. And that trade went on until the 
late 1800s when the oil fields in Canada and in the United States were developed, and then uh 
the whales got put on the endangered list and that put us out of the whaling business. And that 
was always, probably around the 1900s in that era.”  
 
J: “Great. I like to take us back to the uh an interesting point that you brought up here talking 
about the time uh when the Makahs were out on Vancouver Island and you mention that there 
was a mudslide there- “ 
 
E: “That’s what oral history; that people in Canada and our people say. You know that although 
it’s hard-hard to put dates on, it’s hard- “ 
 
J: “Of course”.  
 
E: “-to put time frames on these things but you know oral history is like, at Ozette the oral 
history says that’s a burial site…and but they didn’t know why, until you know, we started 
excavating and found out that it was a big mudslide that buried that part of the village. So it’s 
pretty hard, but you do know that oral history is pretty strong and that we were on Vancouver 
Island and we are the most southern band of those people-we speak the same dialect uh, and so 
when we go across there we can…we can understand them. Uh, although the farther north you 
go the dialect changes and it becomes more difficult for us to understand, but nevertheless it is 
the same dialect. And if you learn to understand the language, you can understand what they are 
talking about. And I have been able to do that, but I don’t speak the language…but I do 
understand it; and I had to become an interpreter for the elders as I was growing up in the 
community. And so, you know, you know oral history is pretty strong but that we came from 
Canada at one time or another and I guess the proof is that we-again I say, we speak the same 
language, we hunt the same way as they did and things like that. And I guess as far as whale 
hunting goes uh we are the only tribe that that’s got it written in our treaty-uh, that we had the 
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right-reserve the right to go hunt, and whale and fish in our, you know, usual and accustomed 
places. And the usual and accustomed places- “  
 
[End of first part of transcription 9:28]  
 
E: “[counts in Makah language] cakwa·ʔak, ʔaƛ, wi·, bu·, šuc̓̌! [counts in French, with some 
missing numbers] Un, deaux, trois, quarte-neuf!” 
 
J: “Okay! Alright so we will call what we started with “round one, and this will be “round two”. 
  
E: Okay.  
 
J: “Uh, so Ed we were talking about uh…the mudslide on Vancouver Island and something that I 
am curious to know about because I’ve read just a little, like hints of this in different places. Uh, 
I’m curious about the oral histories that tell us about what caused the mudslide?  
 
E: “No, no. We got no idea, no concept whatsoever-just that oral history said that our village was 
on Vancouver Island- “ 
 
J: “Right.” 
 
E: “-and a mudslide in some time of the year came down, buried our village, where at…nobody 
has been able to tell me and anything they say is that the village name might have been 
“Classet.” Because that is, they were part of our, our history has Classet in it. And so, that’s all I 
know.” 
 
J: “Okay.” 
  
E: “I can’t, I can’t delve into details because I don’t think I was ever given any…details.”   
 
J: “Okay. Alright, well let’s see well I like to follow up on one of the other issues that you 
brought up in uh concerning the previous question. You started to tell me a little bit about the 
arrival of Europeans in the Pacific Northwest. Talking about how-“  
 
E: “Right…” 
  
J: “-by the time they got up here they were out of oil and that they uh and they started 
participating in uh oil, in the oil trade. One of the other issues that I am interested in with the 
arrival of the Europeans in this time period here at the end of the eighteenth century uh, is of 
course is the arrival of Captain Cook in Nootka Sound.” 
  
E: “Right.” 
  
J: “Are there any oral stories or histories about Makahs going up to Nootka Sound and meeting 
with Captain Cook or trading with his vessels?”  
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E: “If it..no. As far as I know, any trading-they came to Neah Bay. And, eh uh the only thing that 
I know is that the Spanish were in eh, Nootka Sound and it was during that time that the 
Commandant for the Spanish uh ordered one of the ships and the captains to come down to Cape 
Flattery area, and I am not sure what the name went by but it ordered to build a fort in Neah Bay  
to monitor. The purpose of the fort was to monitor the travel of the English vessels up and down 
the coast or into Puget Sound. Because at that time there was a big battle going on between uh 
the Spanish and the English to what to do with the Oregon Territory. Uh and they tell me that’s 
where they uh…the, the Spanish wanted boundaries where they are now. The English wanted to 
come down and go down and go down as far South as California; and had to put in the 
boundaries for…for this part of the world. Well, in the end the Spanish won out. And then in 
1819, the Spanish relinquished or sold the right to this-Oregon Territory to the United States 
government. And they tell me that-that there was uh, a phrase that was coined in the-during that 
era, “54-40 or fight!” Which meant that they wanted the boundary the way it is, or we will fight. 
Well, I don’t think there was ever any battle, but the Spanish won out and eventually sold out to 
the United States. And that’s about as far as I know.”   
 
J: “Okay, and are there any oral histories about uh, te·tuš’s conversation with John Meares. He 
would have been the first British trader that came into Makah waters uh in 1788 uh and te·tuš, at 
least what the documents, what Meares records tells is that te·tuš and came on his boat and said, 
“You’re now in my territory!” And uh so I am wondering if there any oral histories about uh this 
first encounter that you might know about?”  
 
E: “Nothing.” 
  
J: “Okay.”  

E: “I’m out on that!” 

J: “I could-I could tell you a lie, but that wouldn’t work.” 

J: “Alright, well thank you!” 

E: “But, but we were specific-our people, and as far as I know we have always been specific as 
to what we wanted and what we were going to do and I think when…when we wrote the Treaty 
of 1855 it shows how specific we were of what our wants and needs were going to be. This was 
later on in the years, but I think it shows-that treaty shows-how our people thought, and what 
their thinking was as far as what they wanted to keep…what we needed to subsist.” 

J: “And what do the oral histories have to say about that treaty itself; you know, both the 
negotiations and just how important some of these items were that were being protected within 
the treaty, within the Makah perspective?” 

E: “I think that uh, that everything that was in the treaty was something that our forefathers felt 
was very important to our survival-and we needed all of those things that they put in the treaty in 
order to survive. We had to be able to hunt whale, we had to be able to hunt seal, we had to be 
able to go out into the ocean to get our salmon, we had to be able to go out into the ocean and get 
our halibut, and…we had to be able to traverse around the countryside here to get our-our deer 
and our elk, you know our meat as we needed to subsist. I think all of those things was-is very, 
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very important to the people that were negotiating with Governor Stevens. That’s why our treaty, 
I’ve felt, is one of the strongest the treaties in the United States.” 

J: “Okay, and how well has the federal government done in honoring that treaty?” 

E: “Well, I think that the…I think they tried to make farmers out of us, but I think the land they 
left us to make farmers out of us was not suitable for farming. So, about seventeen years later or 
eighteen years later, they increased the reservation to uh…it’s present size uh, and…I don’t think 
there was any more pressure to try and make us farmers any more. The only thing they tried to 
do was suppress our culture and that part of our heritage, of what our forefathers left us. And 
they tried to suppress us from speaking our language and said that was a heathen thing to do. So I 
think they tried to do what they thought they needed to do in order to make us civilized…so-
called “civilized” nations. But, I don’t think they were successful, because in the end I think we 
won out because we were so…set on what-on what we wanted to do and where we wanted to go, 
and we’ve always been that way! And I’m just hopeful that…that our-our generations, and our 
future generations will…remember that and read the treaty and what it left us, and-and get that 
type of thinking going.” 

J: “So, how do you feel that the treaty is still an important document to today’s Makahs?” 

E: “I think it’s-I think it’s becoming more important. I think they’re learning what’s in the treaty, 
but my dad always told me: “The treaty is important, but what’s in the minutes of that treaty is 
more important.” And so I-I’m a firm believer in good minutes; good tribal minutes, so that we 
know what the intent was when, whenever an issue come up, we can go to the minutes and say it 
was the intent of our forefathers that we have that right to go whaling and it’s specifically in 
there, and it’s in the minutes…so therefore those two jive then, I don’t think there’s any question 
as to what our forefathers left us.” 

J: “And then, I’m curious uh-if there are oral histories that tell, I mean, the minutes are fairly 
short. I mean, I’ve read the treaty negotiation minutes, and it’s just a couple pages; primarily 
what Governor Stevens is saying, but there are some great phrases and words that were captured 
in those minutes. But I’m curious of what oral histories tell us about additional information that 
wasn’t included in the minutes.” 

E: “I can’t think of any. I really can’t think of any.” 

J: “Okay.” 

E: “Because I’ve always just-you know, I’ve always stressed how important…because it was 
always stressed to me, the importance of the treaty and the importance of the minutes of the 
treaty. But nobody has ever talked about what may have been left out. I think that-I believe that 
uh, the federal judge…when he said, “When you interpret the Indian treaties, I want you to 
interpret them in the broadest sense possible because of what they wanted and due to the 
language barrier, that existed at the time of the negotiations.” So sometimes, when you go to 
federal court they’ve got…to kind of read between the lines; what isn’t there, but was the 
intent…what was the intent of all of this? What was the intent of some of the big statements that 
were there? I guess that’s how I feel.” 

J: “Let’s see, I’d like to shift gears a little bit. Uh, and I’d like to-I’d like us to discuss the federal 
process of allotment, and one of the things that I’ve noticed- is that it appeared, and I’ve found 
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some information on this in the records…is that there were two periods, or actually, three periods 
of allotments. There was an earlier one in 1892 where every family got ten acres that were salt 
water access, then that allotment was voided because the agent was corrupt and yanked out. And 
then in 1907, there were new allotments with a ten acre piece and then about a year or two after 
that were the timber allotments, or, the beginning of the period of the timber allotments. I’m 
wondering what, uh…what oral history has to tell us about the process of allotment.” 

E: “Oh, I can’t think of anything that oral history had to say about the allotments: I can’t think of 
anything.” 

J: “Okay, let’s see- “ 

E: “Because I think the allotments that-that I knew of was all done in the 1920s, and the reason I 
say that is that, my dad…his dad, gave him an allotment on the Front Beach in the village of 
Diah and…when his-when he, when my dad and mother got married, he gave that to him. But, 
when the Indian agent came through in the ‘20s he found out, well what happened was, my dad’s 
mother said to him, “I want…to build a cabin in the northwest corner of your lot, because that’s 
where I want to die.” And my dad says, “Okay.” But when the Indian agent came out to grant the 
allotment of the village at that time, he gave it to the eldest person on the lot. So that lot got 
divided to-it got taken away from my dad, and given to all his brothers and sisters, and, that’s the 
way it is yet today.” 

J: “Well, so there- “ 

E: “That’s-that’s the only thing I know about the allotments.” 

J: “So it sounds like the agent came in and kind of overturned family decisions that had been 
made about who got to live where, or stayed where- “ 

E: “That’s what I think.” 

J: “Okay, I was wondering what the oral histories have to tell about some of the various Makah 
Indian agents, or, Indian agents that were assigned here to the reservation. Um, I’m curious to 
know were some of the agents supportive of, kind of, certain Makah practices or cultural 
elements-obviously, you’ve already said some agents were very oppressive and tried to, you 
know, curtail language and ceremonies…” 

E: “Only one I can remember was is that there was an agent whose name was Dodge that was 
very suppressive of what we were, what we were doing and how we were trying to hold onto our 
culture and our heritage and…he was very, very…what, he’d go to many ends to try to suppress 
us until 1924 when we went-when we were moving around to try to celebrate Makah Days, they 
went out to Tatoosh. And I guess it might’ve been a-a, mini tidal wave that hit the, hit where they 
were going to have the celebration. They had all their potatoes and everything buried under the 
sand, and then this tidal wave hit and just drowned out the fires and floated away the potatoes. 
And after that, uh…uh Dodge said, “If the Makahs want to go to that extent to celebrate their 
heritage I will no longer…I will no longer suppress them.” 

J: “Really? That’s interesting that’s what it took for him- “ 

E: “That’s what it took for him to finally adhere to…whatever-whatever he was trying to 
suppress!” 
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J: “Hm, okay. So how did the agents, like Agent Dodge, go about trying to suppress Makah 
culture and livelihood; what were some of the extreme actions, or just even, daily actions that he 
took?” 

E: “I think the uh…he appointed uh, the police and he indoctrinated the police to monitor the, the 
uh…people that were trying to practice the culture and they would go to extremes to under dodge 
his orders to watch where we were. Watch where the families would go, then they would go to 
that part of the reservation and try to suppress it. That much I know.” 

J: “Right.” 

E: “And I guess, the one…one example I would use was there was a-they were going to…there 
was a celebration or something at the village of c̓ayas, or Tsooyess, and uh our people had look 
outs and the look outs spotted one of Dodge’s people coming towards where our people were so 
they all disappeared and pretended to be asleep when the man got there. He found nothing, so he 
had nothing to report. So when he left, they got back up and finished their celebration.” 

J: “And who were-who were the tribal police? They were Makahs?” 

E: “They were Makah-I don’t want to name some.” 

J: “No-and I don’t need names. Um, what were some of the incentives to work for Dodge?” 

E: “I’ve got no idea, unless it was-I guess, you know some of the incentives that I think…were 
that, okay what happened in the signing of the Treaty of 1855, when Governor Stevens said, 
“Who is greater amongst you?” And, they answered in unison, “There’s none greater.” So 
Governor Stevens said, “Well, you have to have one greater, so I’m going to appoint c̓aqa·wiɫ as 
your chief, your head chief.” Then some of the writings, what do you call it? You talk about 
history and certain aspects of history…they said that, uh, they give them a paper called 
“skookum paper”, and in his writing he said, “They value this when we give them that, because it 
gives them the designation of a chief.” And that’s the way a lot of the way our chiefs got their 
names, of who they are and what they’re supposed to represent in that era-because I do have in 
my possession that when Captain Jack was given one of these, and when he was…became the 
head of our family in that era-because the Indian agent gave him that, that “skookum paper”, and 
that-one of my friends gave me a copy of that. I don’t know where I got it now-I got it in my 
archive somewhere!” 

J: “Right, right! And Captain Jack, we’re talking about the same individual who sometimes turns 
up in the history records as “Flattery Jack”? Or, is…are these two different people?” 

E: “I think they’re two different people.” 

J: “Okay, so when- “ 

E: “But, but Captain Jack is I think the one that had all of the…early schooners. I think that’s 
what…” 

J: “Okay so, that would be then, “James”…perhaps?” 

E: “Probably James.” 

J: “Okay, alright. So that would’ve been around the 1890s, or so; 1880s, eighteen hundreds…” 
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E: “1880s.” 

J: “Okay, and the “skookum papers”; I’ve done a little bit of language study, and “skookum” 
oftentimes means “false”, or…right? Or-or-or am I mis…misremembering, or is that…” 

E: “I don’t- “ 

J: “Or does-or does “skookum” mean, “strength”?” 

E: “Strength”.” 

J: “Okay.” 

E: “And so that when you gave-“ 

J: “Oh that’s right-“cultus”is uh…” 

E: “I think it’s Chinook.” 

J: “Yeah that’s right. These are Chinook Jargon words.” 

E: “Right.” 

J: “And “skookum” means “strength”, and “cultus” is what I was thinking that means kind of, 
“false”. 

E: “Right.” 

J: “Okay, alright. So a “strength paper” to show that they were…” 

E: “That’s what they would give out.” 

J: “Okay, and uh…any idea how Makahs would’ve felt about uh, c̓aqa·wiɫ being appointed by 
Stevens as kind of the head chief, in that highest position?” 

E: “I don’t…I don’t recall anything that-that’s challenged it. I don’t recall anything, because 
down through the years uh, when we talk about who’s eligible to be, say, our chiefs uh…they 
always go back to the descendants of c̓aqa·wiɫ.” 

J: “Okay..hm.” 

E: “So, that’s all I know.” 

J: “Kay, uh…I guess one of the other questions I wanted to ask you about, here related-thinking 
again to the same ways that the government, or steps the government to inhibit, or suppress, or 
oppress Makah practices-curious, what steps did the Indian agent take at preventing Makahs 
leaving the reservation?” 

E: “Well, they had the Coast Guard here, and I think the Coast Guard was used to-to, uh, 
suppress our activity on the ocean like uh-when they stopped us from whaling, uh the Coast 
Guard was one that-that was at the entrance of the harbor and Makahs said, “We’re going to go 
whaling”, and the Coast Guard says, “No.” Uh, but when we-when we challenged that in court, 
they denied that they ever suppressed us, but my mother said they did because they used the 
Coast Guard to stop us. That’s all I can answer on that one.” 
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J: “Right. Around when would that have been…would you guess?” 

E: “I would say, some time in the 20s because my dad had a story that he was taken out to 
the…to the sealing grounds by a mother ship in 1920. Which tells me that they were still sealing 
then, but then a storm came up and the mother ship waited for my dad to come back to the 
mother ship so they could come in and the mother ship left because they felt they were 
endangering themselves by staying out there. So they left him there. And so, when my dad and 
his nephew got back to the point where they left the ship, it was gone. So my dad told his 
nephew, “We won’t worry about it, we’ll just wait ‘til morning-morning we’ll find out, set our 
bearings-set up our sail, and sail home.” So which, they did. Next morning they woke up, and put 
up their sail, by mid-afternoon they were going by Tatoosh and Tatoosh wired the village of 
Neah Bay that there was a boat going by with-a sealing going by with two people in it, so the 
people in Neah Bay was happy because they weren’t lost at sea.” 

J: “Right…great. And the mother ship, uh, was this a Makah owned vessel then?” 

E: “Yes. I’m not sure what the name of it was. But he did-my dad always told the story, so…” 

J: “So that would have probably been a gas-powered boat at that point in time?” 

E: “Yes.” 

J: “Okay. And then uh, we’ve already talked a little bit about um…you know, my next question 
deals with the oral histories have to say about Makah connections and relationships with peoples 
and villages on Vancouver Island; you’ve already talked about how, you know the Makah…after 
that mudslide came you know, across the strait-came across the strait to Cape Flattery…how-
what do the oral histories have to say about the continuation of those connections?” 

E: “It’s always been-always been there.” 

J: “Right.” 

E: “We’ve always had that connection, because we’ve always been able to intermarry; lots of 
intermarriages in the ‘20s, and the teens, those eras. And probably, fixed marriages, according to 
my parents and there was a lot of freedom to go back and forth, and we had the-pretty good 
freedom to do that. Even in recent years, uh…although I think that theres…there’s some 
movement because I think that there’s uh, passports and things like that-identifications to prove 
who we are. I don’t know if that will limit our-our travel back and forth, but I do think it will 
limit it to the point that it will have those unable to have those may be restricted. I mean, that’s 
just a thought on my mind.” 

J: “Yeah, no. That’s a thought that a lot of other people have expressed uh...a lot of different 
indigenous groups all along that U.S/Canadian border.” 

E: “Right.” 

J: “You should hear the Haudenoshaunee, the Mohawks, they get really excited about these 
passport controls. But I’m thinking back, kind of more in your parents’ time. Um, I’m 
wondering…I mean, obviously in the records I’ve read through I’ve seen a lot of evidence of 
Makahs going across the strait, people coming over here from Vancouver Island all throughout 
the mid-to-late 19th century, but then in the early 20th century I’m finding fewer accounts of that. 
Was there a period like in the early 1920s and ‘30s when it became difficult for Makah people to 
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go across the strait when somehow the governments were trying to prevent people from going 
back and forth?” 

E: “Well, when we signed the Treaty of 1855 there was a phrase in there that said that…that we 
would refrain from going back and forth, but I don’t think we ever adhered to that. I think that 
we continued to go back and forth, because of marriages and-and how, how things were; we’re 
one. There was uh, my mom told me a story of a broad jumper that was broad jumping for one of 
the leaders of the Makah because this guy wanted a wife. And, he broad jumped and got far 
enough that he got a wife from this guy.” 

J: “And um…I’m sorry, was the man from Vancouver Island and the wife was Makah? Or the 
other way around?” 

E: “The other way around, the man was Makah-and this man was jumping for him, and he won 
the wife for the guy. But we’ve always, we’ve always…I can’t think of a time when there 
was…not freedom back and forth, because I can remember as a young man and a kid we’d 
always have a celebration on the Fourth of July, and always had a celebration on Makah Day. 
And, you always knew when Makah Days was coming because these nice, clean ships would 
come in from Vancouver Island loaded with people on the decks coming over to help us 
celebrate.” 

J: “Uh huh, and how long would people stay when they came over? Like for something like 
Makah Days?” 

E: “About a week, about a week, and then they would start going home.” 

J: “And then when you were that age, did you go up to Vancouver Island.” 

E: “No, no. I never went up to Vancouver Island until I was probably in my 40’s-38’s…30, well, 
in ‘65 was my first venture across the straits. Uh, in Port Angeles and went up and visited the 
reservations on the other side of the island, opposite from uh, our ancestral people. We went and 
visited the people on that side because I was trying to…think about Makah Days, and what 
Makah Days used to be. And the first thing that came to mind was water sports; well, in the big 
fire in the ‘50s that destroyed all of our sealing canoes, we lost our water sports. And so, when I 
had the opportunity to go to Canada to see if I could entice some of their people to come down to 
put a demonstration on of their 11-man war canoes, I was successful. So they still-they still come 
down, every Makah Day we have canoes from that-from that “society”, I guess you might say. 
From the people on the east side of Vancouver Island that had the 11-man war canoes, and we 
still use them, and they still come down, and we still go up.” 

“Right, right. So during that time there were plenty of Makahs that crossed the strait north, just 
you didn’t go until you were a little older.” 

E: “Right.” 

J: “Okay.” 

E: “No, they always went across. They used to come across, give invitations to these secluded 
spots because they were secluded at the time. And our people would go up by boats and-and visit 
these, uh…how do you say it? Isolated…villages. And there was a lot of them, and then in the 
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‘60s the logging roads opened up and they used to go on the back roads and go across, by ferry 
and go to these outlying villages and go to a party and go visit their relatives. And they still do.” 

J: “Yeah, yeah. I can think of several people I know who have married someone from Vancouver 
Island-have those connections.” 

E: “It’s surprising-I’ll tell you what’s surprising about this interview.” 

J: “Mm hmm?” 

E: “What’s surprising about this interview, maybe by your demeanor-you have indicated to me, 
that you have done a lot of research and some of the things that I’ve said is only give…how do I 
say it? Give strength to what you already know.” 

J: “Oh, I think there’s going to be a lot of strength that I can find-there are already some very 
interesting issues that I have seen here and that story you told about your dad still going out 
sealing in the 1920s, but from a mother ship…because the government worked really hard to 
confiscate those boats and prevent it. Yet, Makahs were still able to-of course, figure out ways of 
circumventing these efforts.” 

E: “Well, they told-I think we filed a lawsuit I think in the ‘60s-we filed a lawsuit for the loss of 
sealing. And, when we filed our suit, the government said, “We didn’t stop you, you can go out. 
You can go sealing, but you’ve got to leave Neah Bay in your sealing canoes and you’ve got to 
paddle out to the sealing grounds. You can’t use a motorized boat to get there.” That’s what they 
told us.” 

J: “Right, right. Yeah, there was an interesting petition that I ran across in the federal archives 
where, it would have been right around 1898 or so, and uh…Jongi would’ve been one of the 
people who signed-who was behind the petition, or maybe even James still at that point, and they 
were like, “Oh! You’re requirement is certain death for us to go so far out”, and they made a 
really strong statement about the importance- “ 

E: “That must’ve been James, I think, because Jongi uh…I don’t think Jongi would’ve been old 
enough at that point.” 

J: “He might’ve just been…yeah, I’d have to look back through that. But it was an interesting 
document. “ 

E: “Because I’m not sure, but I think Jongi was born in the late 1880s, somewhere in that era.” 

J: “Hm, okay. Yeah, yeah.” 

E: “Yeah, ‘cause he’d a been just a-so it could’ve been James. But Jongi was an influence 
throughout the years because I think he had a lot of oral history in his head.” 

J: “I think he did, and there are bits and pieces that I’ve found that speak to it.” 

E: “Jongi, and uh…Jim Hunter, I think had a lot of-had a lot of oral history in his head. Those 
are probably the two most. I had an opportunity what I called, “Uncle Charlie”, Charlie Jones 
from Nitinat-no! From Renfrew. And one on my first interviews with him, oh…probably early 
‘70s, and we went across because we were trying to tie up our relationships and oral history and 
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he…pretty knowledgeable and he explained to me how the Allabush family was related to their 
tribe and that was because of intermarriages that occurred. I don’t know when.” 

J: “And so this idea-you just mentioned trying to, kind of pull together these oral histories. Of 
people on Vancouver Island and Makahs here. Can you tell me a little bit more about those 
efforts?” 

E: “Well, my dad always-always said, “I’ve got a relation, and I want to go find him.” So, I think 
in the early ‘70s I took my dad across to Vancouver Island, and we went to the Indian nations 
in…in uh, Nanaimo to locate what he considered was his relation-and was he still alive? Well, 
we found him and he-he uh, he was from Nootka, but he married into this other tribe and was 
living in close to Nanaimo. So we went down there and found him, and he could-he could tell us 
stories about what happened in the early years of dispersion of songs, and he said that the first 
uh…can’t think of the guy’s name! A prominent name; he’s a big chief up there…” 

J: “Like, Wikaninish, or…? Or Maquinna?” 

E: “No, you’re close;.” 

J: “Ah.” 

E: “maqʷi·na. maqʷi·na came across and he claims this guy that my dad wanted to see, he said, 
“I was with maqʷi·na-“, second maqʷi·na-and he said, “we dropped of songs in different 
villages”, and some of the songs he could recall that he’d left in certain places. So that was still 
really strong in that era of that gentleman, he lived to be one hundred and fifteen. Uncle Charlie, 
he lived also, the same era and he lived to be, again one hundred and fifteen.” 

J: “Just think about what he’d seen: that’s what always strikes me about some of these 
individuals!” 

E: “I was not very-not very smart; I never got one of those things [indicating to recording device] 
to bring along with me-record everything they were telling me, you know?” 

J: “Yeah, yeah. With the dispersion of songs, do you remember kind of how far maqʷi·na and uh, 
and-and this other person went? I mean, they came down to Cape Flattery, did they go down 
further south? Or into Puget Sound, or just further back around…” 

E: “I think they went into Puget Sound and went into east coast of Vancouver Island.” 

J: “Mm hm. Do you know how far they would’ve gotten into Puget Sound?” 

E: “No I don’t.” 

J: “Okay…” 

E: “But I do know that to travel in my parents’ time, in probably say the early 1900s-I always 
have to say that I marvel at what my mother and my dad-how they seen the travel, when they 
first started traveling they would travel by sealing canoe and they would go to the hop fields in 
uh, in uh…Puyallup. And they went by canoe. Later years, they went by steamer to, to 
uh…Seattle, and then by buses or trains to the hop fields, because that’s where they went to earn 
their extra money.” 

J: “Right, right. Do you know how long they would leave for?” 
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E: “No I don’t.” 

J: “Any idea how long it would take to get from Neah Bay to Puyallup in a sealing canoe?” 

E: “No, I don’t. I imagine-” 

J: “Okay. Weeks?” 

E: “I don’t think-“ 

J: “I have no idea, I have no concept- “ 

E: “-so, because they could go from here to Victoria in a day and that was usually how they 
went: from here to Victoria, and across from there to Port Townsend to a village called 
Chimacum, or Port Hadlock-that was a changing point, and from there they would go down-I 
don’t know, maybe it took another day or two to get to the hop fields.” 

J: “Mm hm, yeah and would they-would they stay for any period of time at any of these interim 
places like Port Townsend or Chimacum?” 

E: “I think Hadlock was an important place for them to be. [Janine Ledford walks in, Ed 
addresses her] Yes?” 

J.L.: “I’ve got this for you,” 

E: “Thank you.” 

J.L.: [to Josh] “, and then Maria will be here at 3:30, which is about…twenty minutes-yeah.” 

J: “So, then I’ll wrap things up in about fifteen minutes.” 

J.L.: “Okay, so she’ll probably just-just come straight in here. And this is Jorge, I don’t know if 
you know [murmuring]” 

E: “Hello, [address to Jorge indistinguishable].” 

Jorge: “We’ve had salmon together.” 

J.L.: “Usually do.” 

J: “So what I’d like to do is shift gears here, and ask you to talk about uh, kind of the current 
whaling issue because a lot of my motivation for the work that I do is try to help people 
understand-try to help me understand, what is going on with the current revival of whaling here 
in Neah Bay and uh, you know…curious to know-think I know the answer to this: Do you 
support the tribal efforts at reviving whaling and, you know, if so why or why not?” 

E: “Well, you know when the whale came off the endangered list in uh, probably say 1993-er, 
yeah, in that era the federal government came to us and said, “Makahs, you have it in your treaty 
that you have the right to go whaling, now the gray whale has come off the endangered list; what 
are you going to do?” So, our council said, “Okay, we’ll go to court, and we’ll reaffirm our right 
to whale”, so they did. The government said, “Yes, you do have that right.” Little did we know 
that we had a younger generation that was waiting for our council to get back from the courts and 
they said, “We want to go whaling.” So we had to go back to court again and say, “United States 
government, we need to go whaling. We’ve got young people that need to go whaling.” So the 
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federal government said, “Okay, what we’ll have to do now is we’ll have to go back to the 
International Whaling Commission, because they are the ones that regulate the whale. So they 
went back and, of course they had to find a quota, and they come to an agreement between 
Russia and uh…and Alaska Natives and they, and the Alaska-Russia Natives said they’d give up 
five whale for one beluga with uh…the Alaskans. So we got a quota, but then the International 
Whaling Commission said, “If you’re going to go whaling, you need to establish a whaling 
commission; you need to put down the rules and regulations of how this hunt is going to be 
achieved. Above all, you can’t go out in a manner that your ancestors did. You can’t go and do 
what your forefathers left you at Ozette.” They left us a style of whaling that we knew nothing 
about, but never-the-less, it was there. So they said, “You will not go out and harpoon a whale in 
a manner that your ancestors did, and you’re not going to kill the whale in the way your 
ancestors did-but you’re going to have to do it in a safe and humane way.” What that really 
meant was, that we had to kill the whale…with a gun. And, not let it die a “natural death”, you 
might say, in a manner that our ancestors left us and oral history says, “Yes, this is the way we 
did it; this is the way we hunted”-now we’ve got to change our way. So, about that time a man 
from University of Maryland came to us and said, “Okay, International Whaling Commission 
says you have to shoot the whale-kill it. I’ve got just the gun. It’s an elephant gun.” So we said, 
“Okay, we’ll look at it”, and our whaling commission got in line, they made up rules and 
regulations-what people had to do in order to get a position in the canoe. And they had to be fit; 
they had to be drug-free, alcohol-free, people survive in the water…all kinds of little things we 
had to do to get out in the ocean-and they did that. The one thing that we had the hardest time 
with the younger generation was the word…now, what am I looking for? Not religion.” 

J: “Spirituality?” 

E: “Spirituality. Yeah. They said spirituality was a private thing. So we didn’t push it, but 
nevertheless when they went whaling, and things weren’t going right…and to me, it was 
embarrassing to watch them on the ocean-try to harpoon a whale. So I talked with a younger 
generation man and, “What’re we doing wrong? What I see is not right.” So he said, “Well, my 
observations were from a research ship that you can get into the whale and you don’t throw the 
harpoon. You thrust it.” So, “Okay, well next time they go out whaling, you need to be out there. 
Get into the whale and harpoon it.” After they harpoon it, they had a man with a .50 caliber gun 
and a bullet that we had worked with for about five years to perfect it because they-they set up a 
range, and shot a bullet into the water and found out how it strayed. So we had to design a bullet 
that would go straight once it left-once it left the firearm. Once we got ahold of that, and our 
boys were able to go out-and the spirituality they said was a private thing, but then they started 
thinking about that. So they invited an elder of the community to go out and talk to them about 
the spirituality of the hunt. So this man went out there and talked to them, and convinced them 
they needed to get spirituality in there. So, in the old days uh…people on the hunt would go to 
the-would go to the headwaters of the creeks and the rivers, and they would fast and pray and 
bathe in the cold water. And their believe was, they were going to bathe in the cold water, they 
were going to get rid of the odor-the human odor, so that when they go out in the canoe the, the 
whale wouldn’t smell them because they were pure. They were able to get right next to the whale 
to thrust the harpoon, shoot it-but in the mean time, we had the environmentalists out there. 
Green Peace, following them around like a hound and trying to disrupt the hunt and they were 
pretty successful in what they were trying to do. So we had to outsmart them. Once they got the 
spirituality in, and once they got all the requirements what our ancestors left us as far as, you 
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know-the hunt was concerned…uh, they went to the ocean by a, by a different way. And uh, by 
the time the-the environmentalists found out we were out there, we already had our way. But in 
the mean-time, they got the spirituality built into their hunt and they were able to out there and 
the whale says, “Here am I. I’m here-I’m ready to sacrifice myself to you, so that you’re able to 
bring your whale home.” And they did.” 

J: “So why is an active whaling practice important for today’s Makahs?” 

E: “I think it’s a way of understanding how our forefathers lived, and they wanted to live that; so 
therefore, it’s important for the hunt.” 

J: “So what do you think happened with last year’s hunt?” 

E: “I think that…they got impatient, because they felt that maybe things weren’t moving fast 
enough. And, were going to take things in their own hands. And I think they went out with good 
intentions, of going out into the ocean, but once they went out into the harbor and four whales 
went by…and says, “Let’s go get that one.” When they did that, they violated all the rules and 
regulations from the tribe saying we would fire no bullets in the straits, that any bullets fired 
from the .50 caliber would be fired out in the open ocean. So, they violated all the regulations 
that we had set up-that they had set up-because it was a whaling commission and each of the 
people that were in there were members of the whaling commission. So they violated their own-
their own rules. They went out and tried to hunt, and they didn’t know how. They didn’t know 
how to kill the whale. They didn’t know how to shoot the whale, they were popping bullets and 
everything else into the whale, which eventually killed it…but, not the way it was supposed to be 
done. So, I guess our attempt; our first endeavor to go out whaling in the ocean will probably be 
in 2010 or maybe as late as 2011 in order to get the boys trained and get all of the rules and 
regulations-again posted, and we want everyone to see that we are abiding by the rules of the 
International Whaling Commission. And I think that’s…what we have to do, even though our 
treaty is not with the International Whaling Commission, our treaty is with the United States 
government. The United States government has acquiesced the whale hunt-the right to hunt 
whale, to the International Whaling Commission and they are abiding their set of rules.” 

J: “Mm hmm. Okay, well I think we’ll go ahead and stop here for today as we’ve got Maria 
coming in, and I should probably get ready for her. Um, okay well thank you very much, Ed. 
And I guess I am going to stop it here.”  
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J:  “Ok so we’re recording, and Greig if you could go ahead and state your full name.” 

G: “Greig Arnold.” 

J: “Great. Alright I think what we’ll do then is we’ll go ahead and get started with kind of some 
of the earlier type of history questions I’ve got and as time allows we’ll come up to the current 
whaling issue. If we don’t get through things, then we’ll try to follow up with another interview 
at some point in the future. Ok. So I guess one of the things that I’d like to start with this 
morning – oh, and today is the 14th of October 2008 -so I guess one of the things I’d like to start 
with is this idea of kind of where…I mean I hesitate to use the word “creation story”, because 
there is so much baggage with that and that kind of limits ideas, but I’m wondering I’d like to 
know something about what the oral histories have to say related to where Makahs came from 
and how they got to Cape Flattery and if there are any kind of stories related to that.”  

G: “Well we’ve always been told that we’ve been here since the beginning of time. You know, 
there is a reference between the stars and there’s a story I’d heard at some time between…about 
the stars and the dog meeting and people coming but, we have always just maintained we’ve 
been here since the beginning of time.”   

J: “Ok. And what can you tell me more about this relationship with the stars and the story of  
[cannot distinguish the rest of the question]?  

G: “You know I don’t know I just remember an old guy telling me about it. We never went into 
any depth about it I know that the stars are ancestors; those are all from people that have been 
through this planet and now that’s where they are at.”  

J: “Ok. One of the, you know kind of taking a look at the different Northwest Coast societies and  
some of the stories that have been told one of the common elements that I see in several stories 
and there are some things that I’ve seen related to Makahs about this too, is the idea of a flood of 
some kind and I’ve read both ways where people get scattered from Cape Flattery and end up in 
other places or the floods brings people down from Vancouver Island to this area. I’m wondering 
if there are any stories that you know about this flood notion?”  

G: “Well you know that, yeah I’ve heard stuff about it that the flood has moved people the 
Quileutes come from in-sound close to Port Townsend-they got out here. Some of our people 
went north too, on Vancouver Island is what I heard. And then some of the people were able to 
tie their canoes up to and sit it out.” 

J: “Ok, and I’m wondering if any of these stories talk about what causes these floods?” 

G: “Sure, a tsunami; an earthquake.” 

J: “Right and is there any idea about what perhaps what the explanation is for what causes the 
tsunami or an earthquake?”  

Arnold interview by JR, Oct. 14, 2008
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G: “You know, I-there is something about an “Earthquake Foot” guy, you know I some guy that 
causes a tremor. I never talked to my grandparents about it, so I don’t know what their thoughts 
were about it.”   
 
J: “Ok, any stories about relationships between thunderbird and earthquakes or tsunamis?”  
 
G: “Never heard thunderbird involved in it. Thunderbird and lightening, you know, and thunder 
and storms and that kind of stuff…but I’ve never heard any kind of relationship between the 
flood and thunderbird.”  
 
J: “And anything about maybe actions that people do that cause these types of kind of, natural 
catastrophes so to say?”  
 
G: “Hmmm…not that I can think of right at the moment. It’s something I’ll think about, though, 
back in the back some place somebody might have told me one time but right now I can’t think 
of anything.”  
 
J: “Yeah that’s one of those kind of loose threads that I see bits and pieces of, “Oh my God, I 
wonder what the oral histories have to say about that.” Ok. So, then Cape Flattery has always 
been Makah territory. One of the ideas that I’m taking a look at is how people have competed 
over or tried to take Cape Flattery of Tatoosh Island away from Makahs, or they came and kind 
of took it over briefly and then Makahs fought them off and pushed them out. I’m wondering 
what stories you could tell me about that contestations over Cape Flattery, Tatoosh Island, any of 
the fisheries especially in the ocean.”  
 
G: “Just the battles you know the wars between the Makahs and the Elwhas, wars between the 
Quileutes and the Makahs, wars between Makahs and tribes on Vancouver Island you know in 
defense of the property.”  
 
J: “Right, and was the defense of the property just kind of the village sites or was it also extended 
to some of the marine waters?”  
 
G: “Oh absolutely the marine waters, you know the fishing locations are property, so if you 
found a fishing hole and you were a chief that was your property. People asked permission to go 
there, and as they went there and caught fish then they shared their catch with the owner of the 
property.”  
 
J: “And so you mentioned here that chiefs, if a chief found a fishing spot that then became his 
property; were there any other ways that that property became kind of under the ownership of an 
individual? Yeah, this is a pretty important piece of what I take a look at notions of property 
especially notions of property on the water.”  
 
G: “The rules about those things are: that if you don’t follow the rules, something happens to 
you. You know they become - they are the judge, the jury, and the policeman of the time. So, 
they can apprehend you, they can prosecute you, and they can give you a sentence; that was their 
authority.”  
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J: “So I guess one of the things that I’m trying to kind of understand, are some of the details 
about property on marine waters. Was it like property-was property tied to actual specific marine 
locations, or was it specific species, or a combination of those?”  
 
G: “Locations…is my understanding. And then there was common use areas, but locations are if 
you had a fishing bank, and you go there and then you share that information with whoever 
you’re wanting to share it, but they have to then share with you.”  
 
J: “And so something like a fishing bank would that be owned by one chief? Or would that be 
divided up between several individuals?”  
 
G: “You know? I...certainly depending on how powerful a guy is, he can bring rule on it...I’m 
sure it changed over time because well one individual-one personality is stronger than somebody, 
a predecessor, but certainly he’s wanting to train his family as well as he can about their inherent 
right. So, as much of that is past down as possible…so and whether or not they are strong enough 
to hold it, or what kind of alliances they made within their village. I think it is a fluid thing; and 
its not one size fits all.”  
 
J: “So it kind of depended on the resource, the individual who held it, and kind of the conditions 
of the time; all of those can change.” 
 
G: “And over a two hundred year period!”  
 
J: “Right. Yeah, so you talk about the idea of strength to hold it, how did a leader show his 
strength at that time? And I’m kind of thinking as much kind of pre-contact and the early contact 
time period.”  
 
G: “Certainly how well he treated the people that followed him if he treated them well, he was a 
pretty strong guy.” 
 
J: “So if he treated them well then they would support him when somebody else would challenge 
his right and term of ownership.”  
 
G:  “Absolutely.”  
 
J: “Ok. And so how would a leader go about treating his people well?”  
 
G: “Well making sure they had shelter, food and water the; basic needs of human life, and you 
know if you have that and then everything else just follows.”   
 
J: “So are there any stories that talk about kind of why people would support a chief, like why 
would this power get concentrated into one individual?”  
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G: “Well, in heredity you know at some point somebody was strong enough to gather a bunch of 
people, and that could’ve been thousands of years ago. The magic of the person being able to 
seek rites, get rites, to be productive, and fearless.” 
  
J: “So where would this kind of supernatural, magical power and strength come from?”  
 
G: “From prayer, from the Creator. From some objects, or things found that have additional 
powers that are placed in your path for you to take with you, or to for you to…you know…you 
recognize.”  
 
J: “Yeah, it’s like you had to have kind of that power to recognize that that object was 
powerful…”  
 
G: “Yeah.”  
 
J: “…and could be of value.”  
 
G: “Yeah.”  
 
J: “One of the things that you mentioned was that some of these fishing locations were 
individually owned, but there were also kind of common property areas. Could you give me 
 an example of one of the common property areas?”  
 
G:  You know everything I hear about Swiftsure, that’s you know, some place where people go 
and harvest halibut that people were denied…that although, if you didn’t go ask, somebody may 
ask or take issue with you being there.” 
  
J: “So Swiftsure was one of these common property areas, but there was usually probably 
somebody that you would need to at least check with beforehand. Would that be just if you were 
Makah, or if you were definitely not Makah-someone from Vancouver Island or Quileutes?”  
 
G: “You know, I talked to old fisherman and I’ve never got the sense and I don’t know who they 
would check with that-they don’t check with the Nitnats, so I you know…I just don’t know, I 
don’t know-but I know that there were a lot of people that used that fishing ground.” 
  
J: “So people also from Vancouver Island would come and use those ground too?”  
 
G: “Yeah.”  
 
J:  Ok.    
 
J: “So what were some of these-so Swiftsure was one of these fishing ground that several 
different peoples used. What’s an example of one of the Makah fishing grounds especially in 
marine waters, that only Makahs had a right to use and if somebody else came and fished it, they 
got themselves in trouble and had to kind of pay the price?”  
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G: “Umatilla Reef, Ten O’Clock Bank, locations right off-what they call it “Table Top”, right off 
of Tatoosh.”  
 
J: “And of those, which one is going to be kind of the furthest out into the ocean?”  
  
G: “Oh, latitudinally, longitudinally?”   
 
J: “I’m thinking like distance off-shore.”  
 
G: “Oh, hmm. About…I suspect the Table Top is probably. I don’t know, I’d have to look at a 
map.”   
 
J: “I’m always looking at the maps…”   
 
G: “Yeah. Umatilla’s pretty close, too.”  
 
J: “And where approximately…where is Table Top?”  
 
G: “The…southwest of Tatoosh. A little bit southwest of Tatoosh.”  
 
J: “And when you’re on the water, how does someone know that they are at say, Table Top?”  
 
G: “Back then you know, they watched the tide. They watched how the water would run in 
certain locations, and then they had landmarks so if you had an island, and a rock, and a tree, and 
a something or other and a point you can triangulate it…then that give you the location.”  
 
J: “And then, what about fishing areas that well, maybe not fishing areas, but how would Makahs 
who were out on the waters, say, far enough off-shore that they couldn’t really rely on the 
landmarks per se, or if its cloudy and foggy and they can’t rely on the landmarks, how would 
Makahs locate where they were? Like navigation?”  
 
G: “Well swells…how the swells run, how the current runs, and then old guy told me you know 
that they could go seven peaks-they could see a mountain seven peaks-tops then you go further 
out, till you get to where you can only see one peak.”  
 
J: “Okay yeah, ‘cause that notion of kind of locating yourself exactly on the ocean for people 
who aren’t familiar with the water, that’s a very challenging concept to think about.”  
 
G: “Yeah, it’s a big place!” 
  
J: “Yeah it is! There’s a lot that can go wrong when you’re out on the ocean. With some of these 
fishing locations, do you know any of the older customary names for them?”   
 
G: “No, I don’t.” 
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J: “Okay. Alright, let’s see then. I guess I’d like to kind of shift gears here, and I’d like to ask 
you some questions about some various Makah leaders, some of the ones that show up in the 
earliest documents-and the two that are-I guess let us go ahead and start with te·tuš and, I’m 
wondering what the oral histories have to say about him.” 
   
G: “Just that he was a real powerful guy; he controlled the tip of the peninsula.”   
 
J: “And what is it about him that made him so powerful? How was he able to control the tip of 
the peninsula?”  
 
G: “Well, all those elements that were listed above you know. He was good to his people, he had 
a resource that there were plenty of and he allowed his people to work the resource.”  
 
J: “That being the halibut beds?”  

G: “That and seals and whales and you know all the shellfish in the area.”  
 
J: “And then Tatoosh shows up prominently in several kind of accounts logs-ships logs and 
what-not, one of the kind of most dramatic ones is his initial confrontation with John Meares, a 
British navigator and trader who came in, who as best as I can tell seems to be the first non-
Native to enter Makah waters. And I’m wondering if there are any oral histories about that 
confrontation that exchange between the two of them?”  
 
G: “Not that I’ve heard of, no. Everybody’s pretty far away from that. You know the…I’ve never 
heard any. None of my grandparents ever mentioned that, so I don’t know any stories about it.”  
 
J: “Moving on then to a leader after te·tuš, that would be who the documents call “Flattery Jack” 
and I’m wondering what stories you might know about him?”  
 
G: “I don’t know much about him at all.”  
 
J: “Ok-wondering what stories or what histories identify who these histories identify as other 
important leaders, say up to the mid-nineteenth century or so are there other leaders that the 
stories talk about instead?”  
 
G: “Well, c̓aqa·wiɫ... “ 
 
J: “Ok, and?”  
 
G: “David Fisher, a guy named David Fisher. Chestoqua [Anglicized spelling on docs, or 
često·qʷaʔ, maybe…may not be a “raised “w” after the “q”] then there’s a guy named Kalchote 
[Anglicized spelling on docs, maybe ka·lču·t ], a guy name Landes Kallappa. That’s just a few.”  
 
J: “And then for each one of these individuals-lets start with c̓aq̓a·wiɫ, what was he kind of 
known for, or known as?”  
 
G: “He was a whaler.”   
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J: “He was from Ozette, right?  
 
G: “Uh huh.”  
 
J: “What about David Fisher?”  
 
G: “He’s from di·ya [Anglicized spelling, Diah].” 
 
J: “Yesterday Maria was telling me that one of the things that she knows about David Fisher was 
that he travelled; like ended up in Africa at one point. Is there more that you could tell me 
about?” 
 
G: “That he spoke five languages or something like that! He was pretty well versed, and had seen 
quite a bit of the world in his lifetime.” 
 
J: “What were some of the languages that he spoke?”  
 
G: “Gosh...now, this is my mom telling me this; she would be upset! That’s something I would 
have to think about. I think Spanish and...you know, English and Makah, and I would suspect 
Chinook Jargon, but I don’t know for sure and after that I don’t know.”  
 
J: “And he had seen a lot of the world…how did he go about doing this? What were some of the 
types of kind of people that he traveled with, or vessels, or occupations?”  
 
G: “He was on sailing rigs, he shipped out.”  
 
J: “Just kind of as a deck-hand, or as a whaler, or a hunter, or a pilot…?”  
 
G: “He was a hunter; you know, a sealer. And he sealed, and he whaled, both... “ 
 
J: “What was the time-frame for David Fisher?”  
 
G: “Something like-you know, I don’t know exactly…but it was between 1850 and 19-
something-or-other...” 
   
J: “And did David have other names that he was known by? I mean obviously –“ 
 
G: “He had Indian names...”  
 
J: “Right do you remember some of those names, see I’m trying to figure out who he is in some 
of the documents that I’ve taken a look at.”  
 
G: “Um....I’m going through my families...”  
 
J: “Right...”  
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G: “deybasi· [spelling needs checked on; Anglicized to Dabussy in docs, maybe?] I think is 
David Fisher’s name.”  
 
J: “Ok.”    
 
G: “Ummmmm.”  
 
J: “deybasi·?”  
 
G: “Gosh, I’d have to again go back-it’s been a while since I’ve listened to…I’ve got a tape of 
my grandfather, in there he talks about it and its just...”   
 
J: “Alright, anything else about David that you can think of at this point?”  
 
G: “No.”  
 
J: “Ok, često·qʷaʔ ?  
 
G: “He come from di·ya [it sounds like Greig may be saying “Diaht”/ “Deaht”, Anglicized also 
as “Diah” or “Deah”] is the son of Peter Brown, and somebody that you know…that people went 
to for stuff, you know, he’s in today’s…when we do potlatches, their family…it’s the second 
family up in doing songs.” 
  
J: “Who is the first family up?”  
 
G: “Claplanahoos. And those are kind of interesting. This stuff I want restricted.”  
 
J: “Ok, hold on...” 
 
[Josh turns recording off to let Greig speak off-the-record] 
 
J: “Ok, so Greig-what I’d like us to do then is get back to get back to this notion of power and 
what made the Makah powerful, and how were they able to preserve some of that power?”  
 
G: “Certainly you know that our relationship with the resource, and having the resource available 
to us and for us to flourish as a people but even more importantly that communities got together 
and they actually talked about issues, and I was told that they did the majority or consensus votes 
to determine direction of their actions…and boy, if you got that happening-go into any bar, and 
kick the hell out of anybody. It’s pretty impressive, ‘cause everybody believes and everybody 
wants something to happen whatever the decision is ‘cause everyone is in on it and that’s what 
makes us strong we see remnants of that occur still today. There are still things that people go 
like, “Holy crap, look at these Makahs there doing they can do just this!”, and that’s because we 
all had some say about it, and all believed that the action so if you wanted to get a war party 
everybody believed we should get a war party-holy criminy, it would come!”  
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J: “And so, I’m thinking I’ve done a lot of reading in history and anthropology of Northwest 
Coast societies, and there seems to be one camp that really I mean it almost seems to be a 
simplified notion of politics and societies that I keep seeing in these documents-in these 
secondary sources and books about stuff and they talk about, you know, one camp says, “It was 
the village, it was the village”, and villages rarely kind of collaborated into a larger identity…but 
I’m pretty dissatisfied with that description. Those same people then say larger identities tribal 
identities didn’t really come about until the times of the treaties when villages were then lumped 
together as, “Makah”, for example. Yet, it seems that there are that there seems to be some type 
of pre-tribal identity that predates the treaties, like the notion of the 
qweeqweedeeya…deecheeaht-am I coming close to that? The “People of the Cape”?”  
 
G: “qʷiddiččaʔa·tx, yeah…” 
 
J: “I’ve just seen it written. You know-but that seems to, you know, and I think of when Tatoosh 
confronts Meares on the water in 1788, he has 400 warriors with him and I’m thinking those 
have to be people from multiple villages. That’s not just Tatoosh’s private army. And so I’m 
wondering if you can tell me a little bit about what the oral histories have to say about Makah 
identity kind of before the times of the treaties; was it just kind of village? No, or yes?”  
 
G: “Umm, you know, certainly about holding a territory is location; common language, common 
culture is another…then marriage, you know, having relatives that are located in other locations 
in other villages, and again the village is a pretty fluid thing. Villages in just the winter time are 
that; you know people only stay, like, four or five months based on and then soon as they can get 
out they start moving to other locations for other resources, but umm you know the ocean is a big 
highway, and it held-doesn’t hold, much restriction. Even more interesting is that there are trails 
that lead to Ozette, and you’re able to go there from here and it was a pretty good trail my 
grandfather-he got to walk it when he was a young man. And so, they used to send runners if the 
water was too bad, then they would send runners by land. So, you know, it was a way to 
communicate, and you know again, it’s about gathering the resources and the human resources to 
do to make a decision to do something. So, it depended on how big the issue is how big it would 
get.”   
 
J: “So then some of those big issues would then be time when multiple villages would come 
together?”  
 
G: “Sure, yeah.”  
 
J: “So, were there any instances where villages on Vancouver Island would then, bond or 
combine with Makah villages to kind of confront some issue? 
 
G: “I can’t imagine it not happening because we all have relatives in Canada, or, what is now 
Canada, but I can’t think of an instance that I have been told about.”  
 
J: “Ok. Alright, I guess what I’d like to do is to come back to these two last leaders that we were 
talking about before we paused the tape, Kalchote?”  
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G: “ka·lču·t, he was a di·ya guy who I don’t know much about him I just know that his family’s 
still here that they’ve got songs that they haven’t used in a long time and songs kind of tell you 
what rights they possessed. So soon we’ll get to hear them; you know, it’s been a while since the 
last time they were done. I was really young, you know, really young…so you’ll be able to say it 
kind of says what they belong to; what kind of things they have access to, he was always an 
important guy in the village, and when people talk about people here its him they bring up as a 
guy that had good advice.”  
 
J: “And then Landes Kallappa?”  
 
G: “Landes he’s kind of a legend for his prophecy.  He was out of Tsooyess [c̓uyas] I don’t know 
much other than that about him, I know that his family are now starting to do stuff again…pretty 
good. hiška [Hishka], there’s another guy named hiška.”   
 
J: “Hishka…”  
 
G: “hiška, another Wyaatch [waʔac̓̌] guy, big family-they have many people. He was a pretty 
important individual for that village.”  
 
J: “And all of these individuals…some of them are obviously names that I recognize like 
Kalchote [ka·lčo·t], Tsaqawilth [c̓aqa·wiɫ], Chestoqua [“često·qʷaʔ”, or, “često·qʷi·ya”?, check 
spelling], these are kind of mid-19th century, second half of 18th century on, right?”  
 
G: “Yeah...”  
 
J: “Hishka [hiška] is, I think…is another name. Okay, thinking about the mid-19th 
century…what do-I’m curious to see what the oral histories have to say about the Treaty of Neah 
Bay. You know, some of these people you know, were important named individuals that at least 
I’ve seen in the treaty negotiation notes. I guess what I’d like to know about is a little bit about 
how the oral histories describe with the negotiations with the understanding of the treaty, 
especially with an understanding of the treaty that might not be captured in the written 
documentation; brief notes that do exist about that?” 
  
G: “Four languages, maybe five. Klallam, English, qʷiddiččaʔa·tx [Makah language is 
“qʷi·qʷi·diččaq”], Chinook...”  
 
J: “So Klallam, English, Chinook, and there was...”  
 
G: “Makah, qʷidiččaʔa·tx…qʷi·qʷi·ddiččaq. So, that kind of says what we understand about 
what was being said!” 
  
J: “Right!”  
 
G: “And the guy that’s doing the interpretation is Klallam: “No, they only went this far,” that’s 
what he said, “honest.”  
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J: “Okay, there was a story that somebody told me about Tsaqawilth [c̓aqa·wiɫ] taking, or 
refusing to even sit down and talk to the negotiators, until he had taken Governor Stevens out in 
a canoe on the water and impressed upon him the importance of…the ocean being Makah 
territory, is that a story you’re familiar with?” 
  
G: “You know I’d never heard that, but it doesn’t surprise me you know as one of his most 
important things-you know, my grandfather was like, you know, I asked him what he did for a 
living, “Fished.” That’s all we do, that. What we ever do is fish, and so that you know sets the 
stage about the ocean is everything out there is important, and it’s about life here.”    
 
J: “And that was an importance that people like c̓aqa·wiɫ were trying to communicate to the 
treaty negotiators?”  
 
G: “Yep. Yeah you know, it’s funny that I wonder how much about the property of the land, you 
know, that wasn’t expressed because that was the main object for the United States to possess. 
So, but I wonder how much of that was not interpreted or slanted, so that people didn’t realize 
how important it was that we possess, or that we live with, everything in the area that we are able 
to control.”  
 
J: “So both land and water resources?”  
 
G: “Right.” 
  
J: “Land and water property.” 
  
G: “Right, because the two you know; you’ve got to have berries, you’ve got to have canoes, 
you’ve got to have houses…so you’ve got to go to those places where you have good wood to 
provide those resources, and the ocean provides all the food. So yeah, I don’t know but those are 
questions in my mind that because the negotiations were so slanted. The other part is that they 
made a point about retaining rights to fishing shell fishing whale seals that was there food stuff 
and that the unclaimed land I wonder what they, I suspect they you know pretty vast out there. 
1855, you could imagine that there would be a huge influx of people at some point. You know, 
but I think it’s interesting; certainly the ocean was the focus of our making sure-that, and boy we 
sure used that, that’s an important facet of our lives, yeah.”  

J: “In that bit of your answer there you mentioned something about wood. Where did Makahs 
really get some of their best wood?”  
 
G: “From the forest...”  
 
J: “Yeah but I mean, yeah…yeah, I set myself up for that!”  
 
J: “I guess the question I’m trying to get at is, you know, one of these issues I’ve tried to trace is 
exchanges. Who exchanges what. And one of the things that I’m noticing is that there is an awful 
lot of wood that comes over from Vancouver Island, and a lot there’s also been a lot of kind of 
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stuff that’s been written in the twentieth century about how Cape Flattery is not exactly the best 
place for wood especially some of the bigger pieces for war canoes and stuff like that.”  
 
G: “Right.”  
 
J: “So I’ve read a lot about that.”  
 
G: “The canoes out here: all made from wood from the forests around here. So ya, ya, ya, ya, ya, 
there’s wood here and you can make things from the wood from the forest, back then...you know 
the wood along the coast is all wood blown. You know, very short very…because of the amount 
of wind and the velocity of the wind that we have, but you get inside the interior in the little 
valleys along the river bottoms-yeah, there it is. Even out there there’s creeks, we still  
have a canoe out in the woods that’s a nice little twenty-foot guy that somebody didn’t finish, 
that you can go and look at the...where it was taken out of the tree, you can see where the tree 
was felled, and you can see how he got it up to that point. You can see trees that were taken 
down with stone tools out in the forest, you can see standing trees that have had planks removed 
off ‘em. Still…those things still exist out there.”  
 
J: “Because definitely the current literature that is out there always seems to continually 
emphasize, of course, the wealth of the ocean but that there isn’t as much wealth on the land. 
That things like timber, got brought over from places like Vancouver Island.”  
 
G: “All these houses are made from wood. We didn’t get the wood from Canada to build this 
stuff here, you know. You know, and again, whale oil is a big commodity, and so we are trading 
pretty heavy across there and if you’ve got a nice canoe-get a canoe; it’s uh, cars or cars.” 
  
J: “Yeah the road wasn’t in until 1939…” 
 
G: “Yeah that was it. That was your means of, or walking. That’s it. You wanna go someplace, 
you go by canoe or take a hike.”  
 
J: “Yeah and that kind of makes me think about another issue that I’ve seen in kind of more of 
the primary documents. A lot of agents and Anglos that came out here some of the first things 
that they would inevitably describe was how isolated Cape Flattery was, but then when you start 
reading through their letters or diaries and documentation…it’s filled with information about 
people coming down from Vancouver iIsland, Makahs going up there, people going into Puget 
Sound, boats and vessels coming in, traders and merchants all coming up. So, Cape Flattery 
isolated?” 
 
G: “It’s a perspective. 
  
J: “Exactly.” 
 
G: “You know if you’re coming out of Boston...and you just can’t run down to the store! People-
still, that’s a vision of this place...”  
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J: “Right: the northwestern-most part of the continental United States...”  
 
G: “Can’t go to the store after 7, oh my gosh...it is primitive here!”   
 
J: “Right, right! So, thinking about then the fact that Cape Flattery was not and, in many ways 
still is not, isolated because it’s this issue of perspective. What were some of those networks you 
know, circa the mid-nineteenth century, that connected Makahs to other peoples and 
communities outside of Cape Flattery?”  
 
G: “Certainly you know commerce is the key to all that, what resources you have to trade and 
again, fish and whales and seals and humans; all viable, you know everything going east here has 
to pass this point. So, everybody who’s going south, everything going up and down the coast 
goes right past here, and so we control lots of stuff and a key even the military recognized that, 
“We better put some guns out there!”  
 
J: “And so building on, then, that commercial network and the key aspect of Cape Flattery’s 
location, there would be other networks like marriage and family?”  
 
G: “Sure.” 
  
J: “Social networks and potlatching, and you know, bringing songs from Vancouver Island and 
vice versa…places like that.”  
 
G: “Uh huh.”  
 
J: “Returning back to the treaty, there’s potentially a question that could take the next forty-five 
minutes to discuss. How has the federal government honored or failed to honor the treaty over 
the last one hundred to one hundred and fifty years, especially thinking about it from the 
perspective of kind of, what you were talking about before: What got left out?” 
  
G: “Certainly, you know a treaty is about law and then and then it’s about interpretation of that 
and I think that, what do they say? “The devil’s in the details”? The details are still being worked 
out. So, you know then it is about slanting whatever the information is you know to prove that 
the…deal was the deal, you know. I always think about the fishing issue and you know, it was 
salmon and then it was we had to fight over black cod, or it was halibut, and I’m going like the 
word is “fish”. “Fish” guys...and finally one federal judge got it, and determined, but we were 
always in court taking care of the details of that treaty and finally it’s like, “Yeah, it’s fish guys.” 
And then it’s about management, and they the right to…so if you go to PFMC and they control 
all the fisheries along the coast from here to California and the states are represented the feds are 
represented, and then the government is represented, and then tribes are represented. So there’s 
this many on their side, and there’s that many representing the tribes, so you know...” 
 
J: “It’s loaded in one way...”  
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G: “It appears to be...it’s kind of an interesting-so, so we still do…do the negotiations, but again 
you know it’s about science or the best guess they have about population to determine that, and 
who possesses all that information. The guys that have the most. So!” 
  
J: “And so how is the treaty still an important document today to the Makah Nation?”  
 
G: “You know... it’s what gives us the ability to live here on this in this location. I think it’s 
hugely important. My uncles always said, “Whatever you do, protect the treaty. Protect the 
treaty. Protect the treaty.” You know, it was their-they hammered that into me, “Protect the 
treaty”, so when we ever got into fights, or we’d get into fights to make sure we’d protect the 
treaty, it’s a huge document. It gives us our land base and it gives us access to the resources that 
our forefathers had set aside for us. So…and a thing to remember is that, it’s our responsibility to 
make sure that those resources are available for all the generations to come; that it’s just not now, 
it’s forever. And people talk about fisheries management for twenty years, this is about two 
hundred years, this is about four thousand years. You know, this is about life for us; and so 
making sure that perspective is passed on.”  
 
J: “Right, so the idea of responsibly management when did that become important to Makahs?”  
 
G: “When they first got here, whenever that was.”  
 
J: “It’s always been important?”  
 
G: “Always been; you know if you don’t have any fish to eat, then you’re not gonna be here.”  
 
J: “And what were some of the ways that Makahs exercised and expressed responsible 
management?”  
 
G: “You only take what you need you know we’ve always been told that, never take more than 
you need don’t waste anything, if you’re gonna take a dear take it and eat everything, if you’re 
gonna take a fish take it and eat everything and you let everything else go.”  
 
J: “And were there any kinds of protocols that were in place to manage that…to make sure that 
people only took what they needed?”  
 
G: “Oh you know there was training that it’s set upon you since you were a kids you know 
you’re out fishing with your folks, or your uncles, or your family, and they’re telling you, “This 
is what you need to do.” You go to these rocks to collect seafood, “This is what you need to do”, 
you take some from here, and you go over here, and you take some more-but you never take too 
much, only what you need for that moment and then you pay attention to what’s happening there 
don’t ever deplete it.”  
 
J: “So this idea of paying attention to what’s happening in a very specific fishery, whether it’s for 
shellfish of fish, was it just kind of watching the population of these?”  
 
G: “Well, it’s...”  
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J: “The resource…?”  
 
G: “It’s being in the environment-understanding the environment; that you’re living with it, and 
it’s not a foreign place, and that you understand that you know about this group of mussels on 
this rock that there are 4000 years of knowledge of what’s happening to this food. So yeah, it’s 
all passed down. One way or another, and it’s-there wasn’t a disconnect ever from teachings, or 
our experiments, or observations from long ago to...”  
 
J: “So it’s the accumulation of that Makah knowledge, and it sounds like it’s very specific, not 
just kind of this general wishy-washy, “Yeah, Indians are ecological saints” kind of garbage, but 
it’s very specific to, like you said, that possible...” 
 
G: “A resource, yeah it’s...” 
  
J: “…that set of mussels, that salmon fishery...”  

G: “Yeah.”  
 
J: “And how-I’m curious if you could tell me a story about one of those specific examples where 
you got that information from your father, or grandfather, or mother, or grandmother...”  
 
G: “My uncles.”  
 
J: “What would have been one of those earliest lessons that provided you with?”  
 
G: “Oh good grief! You know, berries on the bush or clams on a beach, you know...everything. 
You go any place and you do anything, and they are teaching you about everything. I mean roots, 
and sprouts, and everything! They’re always passing information on.”  
 
J: “Right, and when they were passing this information on to you were they also talking about 
their experiences as boys learning this information from their parents, grandparents, or other 
family members?”  
 
G: “Yeah, sure. You know, I learned from my great-uncle, or learned from my grandfather, or 
learned from my friend, or you know there’s numerous…”  
 
J: “Alright. I’d like to shift gears here a bit, and I’m wondering if there are any oral histories 
about the process of allotment. What I’ve seen so far in the documentation-one of the earliest  
accounts I’ve found was something about an 1892 allotment, where a family or heads of 
households, received 10 acre allotments with salt water access but the agent who organized those 
allotments was removed about a year or so later for fraud. Removed by presidential order, and 
those allotments were then voided, and then allotments came out in the early 20th century and 
then subsequent ones after that and there was more of a focus on agriculture then timber. I’m 
wondering what the oral histories have to say about allotment, because that’s a pretty 
complicated set of processes that I’m trying to get from the documents it’s not always clear.”  
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G: “You know it’s certainly allowed people that didn’t have, to have. So there was some interest 
in that; the authority had but the laws have changed now, so you just couldn’t kill somebody 
because they were abusing your-otherwise something was going to happen to you. So as the laws 
changed, then people that didn’t have rights began to have rights, and those are kind of the things 
that I’ve...that people talk about the allotment business...”  
 
J: “But the notion of kind of owning some type of authority...”  
 
G: “I own from this end of the beach to this end of the beach, and this end of the beach to this 
end of the beach, now you don’t and all these other people have something to say.”  
 
J: “About their parcels…”  
 
G: “Yeah... but those people that got parcels that was a big deal and you know it’s that 
Westernization of that “taming the wild savages”...”  
 
J: “Civilization. So, is there any…I’m wondering if the oral histories discuss-I’m wondering 
about this earlier allotment that was then voided and then tensions rose up from that...”  
 
G: “Nothing about the earlier. I’ve never heard any oral history about that. The only thing  
I’ve heard about is that this allotment here in this village that-because people were moving up 
here how people got to have their houses in the places they got ‘em. That’s kind of…but nothing 
about-again, it wasn’t a big issue for everybody because the traditional form of government was 
still in existence until after then. As soon as the treaty, then you know then it’s still in  
existence until up until the early part of the 19…1911, or something like that when these early 
lots-start to get to see some change. But they’re still doing business the old way, “Let’s all get 
together, let’s have a discussion”, and you know again, they got guys who are policeman starting 
to do the enforcement to having to not have the authority they used to have over the area they 
used to own so.”  
 
J: “Any idea why it was kind of around the time of the 19-teens that things started to sort of 
clampdown and change? Why the federal government kind of had perhaps more power  
to enforce some of these laws? From the 19-I mean, 1850s, they wanted to enforce some of these 
things but they just didn’t, or, couldn’t.” 
  
G: “Well I guess they were embroiled in a war. They couldn’t decide if they wanted to be a 
nation, and once that was over they had other focuses you know healing and then expanding and 
taking from everybody else still... so I think, you know, their focus was, you know, someplace 
else and then it gets refocused again to what’s going on here. But, certainly in the Puget Sound 
they’re continuing to have a presence and their presence spills over into here, and again I think 
we’re on the radar screen because of the resources that we have and the demand for food; and 
we’re selling oils, we’re selling furs; you know we got things. We’ve got an economy going that 
they’re like, “Holy heck, what are these Indians doing with this money?” 
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J: “Yeah that’s definitely something that I see, and I’d like to kind of skip ahead here with this-
with this sealing issue. I’m wondering what the oral histories have to say about sealing during 
the 1870s, ‘80s, and ‘90s up until the end of the twentieth century?” 
 
G: “Big bucks! BIG BUCKS. We were-we knew how to do it. We are the champions at it... from 
here to Alaska...”  
 
J: “Mm hmm, and with-what did Makah families do with this money?”  
 
G: “Spend it...”  
 
J: “On what types of goods?”  
 
G: “Well you know, all of a sudden you don’t have to cook in a box no more; you go get your 
kettle, you’ve got a rifle, you got you know all the...commodities of modern…whatevers...you 
know? So you know, you start seeing housing changes and motors in boats. Whatever makes life  
a little more pleasant.”  
 
J: “And during these times when I mean some of the statistics I’ve seen…over $40,000, just from 
a few months of sealing for Makahs that were out doing that. And it’s clear that they are 
purchasing modern, you know what’s called “modern tools and equipment”. Were there other 
ways that the money was channeled into more kind of say customary goods and issues?”  
 
G: “Oh sure potlatches. Huge potlatches, you know, people are distributing their wealth they 
want to be sharing what they have; the crews get theirs, their family get theirs and the guys that 
have money, you know make sure that everybody gets a taste. Otherwise, you know the weight 
of the village comes upon them, so…and again that’s trained behavior you know, sharing is an 
important part of living here in this economy.”  
 
J: “And then, what kind of hit did Makahs take at the turn of the century when the government 
really cut off sealing? I mean, obviously they went from making forty-grand a year from that 
activity to…” 
 
G: “Sure. I’m thinking, you know, they went fishing and they went back to doing that and so it 
certainly you don’t make as much money but you learn how to live with what you have…so the 
philosophy in this village: just enough. Have just enough, good enough. It don’t matter if you 
have any more: “I got what I want, and I work really hard to get this-but I don’t need all that”.  
 
J: “So they pretty much just transferred-I mean, they had schooners and, you know, lots of gear 
and they just transferred that to halibut and salmon fishing?”  
 
G: “Yeah. Or, I don’t know what they did with those things. Some of them were taken by the 
government and some were affected other ways, you know, sold them if they didn’t need them 
and you know they go back to doing things the way they been taught how to do them, so I... it’s 
like anyone that has any money; you have it for a while, and then you don’t have it and then you 
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just do what you can do and you know it gets back down to: Can you eat are you happy? So 
that’s pretty important. I think those were the important parts to living here.”  
 
J: “Right, right: Do you have those basics taken care of, as long as you get out and do it.”  
 
G: “Yeah you know the guys say that during the Depression, nobody knew there was a 
Depression here; they’re doing what they’re doing...” 
 
J: “I’m wondering what the oral histories have to say about some of the Indian agents who were 
assigned to the reservation, you know, many-dozens have come and gone, some for just a  
year some for six or seven years...”  
 
G: “Some they really hated. Some they…you know, weren’t so bad but they were just that Indian 
agents... and you know people that they didn’t like made decisions that they shouldn’t be making 
and, you know but that was the government oversight business and they certainly knew how to 
work them if they didn’t like you, and they did what they could. But if they like, you like if they 
tried to understand you know they’re people; that’s all they wanted to be was treated with 
respect, and real different from having a group of people making decisions and then having one 
guy tell you, “This is the way it is, and if you don’t do it this way then I’m gonna bring my boat 
and my army here to make you”. And then, you know that indoctrination process of getting the 
children civilized-eventually, that those things take effect on kids and they’re seeing change so.”  
 
J: “I’m thinking about some of the specific agents who were some of the ones who were 
remembered as being particularly good or helpful or understanding?”  
 
G: “In the history?”  
 
J: uhuh.  
 
G: I can’t think of anybody in or in the oral history that we ever sat down and I know they’ve 
mentioned guys, but I can’t think of who they are and they would be the only people that my 
grandparents would…yeah they... I couldn’t give you names ‘cause I... from the oral histories, 
no. They just-agents are agents. From the stuff I’ve seen, you know Swan is pretty big, Webster 
he’s…Henry? He’s pretty big...you know I-again, nobody else has talked about anybody...”  
 
J: “What about those who stick out and are named as being particularly awful, especially...yeah, 
particularly awful ones?”  
 
G: “You know, again: agents are agents, and you know, I think I don’t have any sense of any oral 
history that any one is particularly...” 
  
J: “No one kind of stands out...”  
 
G: “No I... they all view them as all not very helpful, that they all have authorities that they 
didn’t have and weren’t…that they imposed those authorities on peoples that had the authority.  
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J: “Any histories detailing agents who were removed? And what were some of the causes for 
removal? What steps did Makahs take to remove agents?”  
 
G: “You know again... my mother and my grandparents, they never talked about it and even the 
old people here...there was some old ladies that used to talk about having to go to boarding 
schools and whatnot, but they never talked about the complication stuff you know, so I can’t...”  
 
J: “I’m wondering if the histories talk at all about the efforts that the government-either federal, 
or state, made at preventing Makahs from leaving the reservation? I mean, you know, earlier we 
talked about how the highway – how the ocean was like a highway and trails connecting villages. 
What efforts, if any, did the government attempt to make at limiting Makah movement?”  
 
G: “Well, certainly the treaties as you know: not to trade with Canada, so they’re trying to say 
you know, “Wait a minute, those are not your relatives and we’ll start divorcing you from that”. 
There was a philosophy of, you know, and talk about people moving around and that they 
wanted people to go see civilization, so I think that’s another…so you don’t live what-how 
you’ve been living, you want to live like everyone else in the world. So, you know, shipping kids 
off to boarding schools, you know, putting guys on schooners. And so, I think we had a little bit 
of both: “Don’t do this, don’t interact with these guys-you can’t kill any more of these guys, you 
can’t exercise your authorities over your properties without us being involved.”  
 
J: “Yeah, I mean I’m just kind of curious about-I guess, one of the issues I’m trying to get at with 
my project is how Makahs saw the water and how non-Makahs, specifically Anglos, saw the 
water either as a border or a boundary or a facilitator for movement.”  
 
G: “You know, the ocean is the highway; it’s non-restrictive only in bad weather, and that 
allowed us to go wherever we want all the way up the Upper Columbia, you know, north 
to…north, to northern California, to wherever! You know, we’ve guys are not afraid of this 
ocean. They knew about this ocean, they knew how to get around on it, so it was only-we had 
guys go to Hawaii for crying out loud. You know, and...”  
 
J: “Okay...one of the questions that I’m trying to also get some answers to relates to the 
hardening of the international border, and this is still one of the-I guess one of the biggest 
unexplored portions of my own project. Did-I mean, there are these networks that we talked 
about that crossed the Strait of Juan de Fuca, was there any point where it became increasingly 
difficult, or more difficult, for Makahs to go across, or for Vancouver Island tribes to come?”  
 
G: “Right after the Magnuson Act.”    
 
J: “And how did the government go about enforcing this?”  
 
G: “Oh, both governments; U.S. and Canada.”  
 
J: “I mean, were they putting boats out on the water…?”  
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G: “Oh absolutely, they-you know, across the boundary and you “go have breakfast on the 
Queen”!” 
 
J: “Right.”  
 
G: “Interesting-there’s an old guy and he went halibut fishing, and I he was an old guy at the 
time. He was fishing in part of Swiftsure Bank and, a Canadian cutter came up on him and asked 
him, “You know where you’re at?”, “Sure I know where I’m at, I’m on the fishing grounds,” 
“Well, how do you know that?”-this is the old guy telling me this, “See that rock there on that 
point there?”, and he had another set of landmarks, “That’s where I’m at on the ocean.” And they 
lined it all up, and sure enough that’s where he was at and ‘cause he was an old guy he-they went 
“Okay”, and he give them a halibut for them to eat and he continued fishing and come home and-
but anymore, young guys…they take your boat, and go to Victoria, sit in jail, and “have 
breakfast on the Queen. And, you know the…truly, it’s about two big governments negotiating-if 
you look at the boundary on the eastern coast, the Grand Banks…you know, the line goes this 
way on the east coast, it goes this way on the west coast, and that cuts out our fishing area. You 
know, where fishing 40-Mile Bank-[Kings] on the 40-Mile, now we can’t. Can’t even cross the 
boundary...”  
 
J: “Now, if you were fishing on the Canadian side-you were young, and you ended up in 
Victoria…how about if you just traveled across to visit to attend a potlatch to visit relatives? Was 
that allowed, or did they also-were the governments cracking down on...”  
 
G: “Well again, those are a lot of places they went to-Nitnat, and no custom guys ever, you 
know...so yeah, we’d go across I been up to across to Tofino, and Ucluelet, and Clayoquot, 
Ahousaht-never seen a customs. So, if you’re just going-I’ve never…and nobody’s ever stopped 
me from just going. So my answer would be, if you are just going it’s not an issue. But if you are 
engaged in commerce, than it’s an issue.”  
 
J: “So it kind of depends on what you were doing. So when was the first time that you went up to 
Vancouver island? I’m wondering if that’s a momentary event that you remember, and what it 
was for, who took you, how you went there…?” 
 
G: “You know...I can’t tell ya. I’ve been there for potlatches, I’ve been there for mostly for 
potlatches...went up…met my family from across…those-those are the real reasons for going and 
then…business; for some-when I was doing this a lot of that. Probably just to go see relatives, or 
attend potlatches, were my first times I went there.”  
 
J: “Right...and how did you get there on your parents’, uncles’ boats?”  
 
G: “I been on fishing vessel…fishing vessels, or fishing vessel and cars, so I’ve done both 
ways.”  
 
J: “What about Vancouver Island people coming down here; how often do they, or especially…”  
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G: “As much as they can! Yeah, they come quite a bit, you know, I knew a lot of people that 
used to come for potlatches here...”   
 
J: “And have those crossings and interactions decreased over time, or did they sort of increase 
and decrease and pick up again with the emergence of Tribal Canoe Journeys?”   
 
G: “You know, I think that there are a group of younger people that just don’t travel near as 
much as the old guys used to, but-oh, I knew a lot of them old guys, but they are all passed on 
now...they’re…not as-doesn’t seem to be as many all the time as there used to be. But if you go 
up and you invite them, they’ll come... and they’ll come here.”  
 
J: “Any idea why that’s changed, why some of the young people don’t?” 
 
G: “Well, not as many of them are marriages so your family don’t...the connections are getting 
further, and further, and further apart.”  
 
J: “Why do you suppose there aren’t as many marriages across the straits?”  
 
G: “Well, I don’t know. Opportunity to meet people I suppose; where people’s families would 
come to visit here, bring their kids, so then kids get to know kids and that kind of stuff. And 
again, it’s the economy how long you stay…what’s important. Life’s sped up you know; we can 
be here for a weekend, or maybe a couple days and where before, I’d be here a week maybe a 
month depending on…so at that point you really get to know people...”  
 
J: “Right, yeah because in the earlier documentation I do see accounts of people-Makahs going 
up there and spending a bunch of time, and vice versa you know-but obviously, that doesn’t 
happen today...”  
 
G: “Not much.”  
 
J: “Right. Okay, well I think we’re at a good stopping point here. Yeah...we’ve gone through a 
good amount of stuff. Let’s go ahead and pause it here, we’re right about at 12 o’clock.”  
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Josh Reid: “Okay, so today we’re here with John. It’s the 19th of May, and I have a few questions 
that will start to kind of launch off our discussion. So John, I guess what I’d like to start with is 
kind of a very general question about what you have taught about how the sea and the ocean-
about how that is important to the Makahs.” 

John McCarty: “Well even going right back to the treaty, like when Stevens was negotiating with 
various chiefs…I distinctly remember one old chief saying that, like, we gave up lots of land, but 
we need the ocean. If we do not get what we have been doing in the past years, like all of the 
whales, the halibuts, the salmons, all of the products that have come from the sea…if we do not 
continue in that order, we will become poor. That’s what I distinctly remember about that one-
and then my growing up…I’ve fished halibut with my father in the ‘40s and ‘50s and we did 
have that right-more rights than we have today because we had no quotas. They just opened it 
May 1-May 31st and we caught all we could catch, and we had our halibut banks we could go to 
and what was good at that time. I guess the halibut commission was a little more lenient then 
they are here today and even the…must be the issues between the different tribes and the 
different users of the halibut that uh-we can’t take home the halibut like we did when we were 
fishing in those days. Because in those days, the season was over May 31st-we could go out and 
load up our boat plumb full. They didn’t care how much you caught and bring it home, and that 
was your subsistence-for your own use, and they didn’t count it. Where, today, they count every 
halibut you catch even undersized one. So, going right back to that old chief-he was right. 
They’re taking away our halibut. They count every little halibut that comes aboard today, 
whereas before you used to be able to catch a whole boatload for your own use. They’d put you 
in jail today if you did that…if you did that!” 

Josh Reid: “Right, don’t help yourself!” 

John McCarty: “So we are getting poorer with those fisheries regulations.” 

Josh Reid: “So how do you see the sea…the ocean as continuing to be important to Makah 
people in the future?” 

John McCarty: “Let’s look at it right today. Today, we’re in a recession. Everybody knows that; 
you just look at the TV, we’ll try to downsize it says, “Well, we’re not at the bottom yet” then it 
says, “We’re at the bottom of that recession; it’s not going to get any worse”, but how I see 
it…it’s gonna get worse. See, the economy for me if I didn’t have my fishing…I’d be like that 
old chief. I’d be real poor if I didn’t have my opportunity to go out there and catch that fish, and 
November 21st I’ll be 75 and I’m still fishing-and I’ll continue for as long as I can. Because 
that’s-look at our social security. They say that’s gonna run out in 2020 0r 26 or something. No 
more left, after I’m gone probably. I don’t know how long I’ll live…that long. That’ll be gone, 
then what is there? That’s the only thing that supplements me today is the fish. I couldn’t live on 
my social security, I don’t think anyone can. There has to be some sort of after plan besides 
social security, because I retired probably three times and I don’t know how many boats and last 
time I sold all of my boats give away all of my gear-crap, and then I went and bought another 
one! So I really depend on that fishing, and I’m really lucky I grew up with a father who knew 
how to fish and a brother also who know how to fish. So, I in turn learn from them so I can 
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maintain myself probably quite well today…through the ocean. Not working in Neah Bay, 
there’s no jobs. Not with the tribe, it’s all political there!” 

Josh Reid: “Sure we’ve both heard lots of stories.” 

John McCarty: “Mmm hmm.” 

Josh Reid: “So historically these marine practices like whaling, and sealing, and fishing have 
been very important to Makahs both for subsistence and commercial purposes, and you’ve 
already talked at length about some of the wealth that could be brought to families by that and 
earned through these practices. What are some of the oral histories that have been told to you and 
that you remember from some of your family members or elders that you’ve talked to that dealt 
with whaling? What were some of those old whaling stories that they would’ve told?” 

John McCarty: “Well, I’ve got a couple of them. Whaling stories, okay. Let me introduce who I 
am. Okay, my name is John Arthur McCarty. John is from my grandfather John McCarty, and he 
was the chief of Waatch when they came in and removed all chiefs. So, they named him John 
McCarty, that’s who I’m named after, and the other one-was Arthur’s my middle name, who I’m 
named after my other grandfather on my mother’s side. Now, my grandfather John McCarty, he 
was a great whaler. Besides being chief, he was a great whaler. He was-today, he’d be more than 
a millionaire at his time, because he used to give Native parties that would last a whole week! If 
that was today’s standard of money, it’d probably cost like $20, 000 to feed-how many, a 
thousand people for a whole week. Feed them from morning all day all night, I mean it was an 
endless party that went from 1 o’clock-2 o’clock in the morning, and get up and eat and start 
partying again! He’d do that for a whole week, and when he-when the bureau come in and said, 
“Well, you can’t be chief no more”…well he had three wives, “You’ll  have to get rid of two of 
them, keep one”-I often wondered about that. How in the world he going to choose? He can’t 
hurt these women, because we’re kind to our womans-they’re family. He can’t, “Ah! You’re 
good looking, you’re going to be with me!” He just sat there and he says, “Okay, you three go 
outside the longhouse. Between the three of you, you decide which one will stay, and the other 
which one will stay will come back-and I will be satisfied.” That’s what he did. He was a great 
whaler, and what I was coming to was these other two had to leave, he gave each one of them 
enough money to last them the rest of their lives. They could live forever and as long as their 
lives and live comfortable, that’s why he was really a rich man because of whaling and probably 
sealing. My father came behind him-my father was a whaler, and a sealer. So he learned all these 
things from his father. They knew they were in the best position to be in where there is money to 
be made-and the whale, and the whale oil, and the fur seals and the furs from the seal…and my 
grandfather was a great canoe builder. He could build his best canoes, and so they had 
everything. They did quite well with their whaling and their sealing. Yeah, and like my brother 
told me-this is the story, my father I think he was like 5’11, 180-190 lbs and he’s extremely 
strong and that shaft you seen out there…the fur seal shaft and barb like this, well this barb cut 
through the water this way. And how he threw that, and he had a rope on the end of it, he’d 
throw that it’d go straight-not up in the air and go down on him. He threw it right straight where 
that bottom one would cut in the water and it’d get the seal just right where it would penetrate 
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the seal right in the right place. If it didn’t they’re fierce; they’re hard to kill, and if you didn’t 
harpoon them right, then you really had a fight on your hands.” 

[End of segment “a”] 

[Beginning of segment “b”] 

John McCarty: “…west, west by west-north, and I was right on. But I was about-where I figured 
where I was probably about five degrees off, because if I would’ve went directly, I would’ve 
ended up coming right straight through the ocean where the United States and Canada was. I 
would’ve been right straight through the middle, but I hit Canada border about fifteen miles from 
where the United States would come. So I really came close after sailing all night.” 

Josh: “Yeah, you must have been relieved to see that land and recognize where you were at and 
see how close you were.” 

John McCarty: “Mmm hmm-didn’t know where I was! Didn’t know if I was in Canada or United 
States.” 

Josh Reid: “Right right. Okay. Well let’s see, where we were at before the machine kind of, 
pooed out on us here…you were talking you know, kind of about your family and you’d 
introduced your grandfather, Hyooshka?” 

John McCarty: “Uh huh. Hish-kuh [hiška].” 

Josh Reid: “We’d figured out that your father was born in 1877, and uh…yeah so, I guess yeah-
where we left off we were talking about sealing and I’d asked you where your father went 
sealing. And then realized the tape had died!” 

John McCarty: “I think he-he was sealing off Ozette. There must have been prevalent seals down 
more down towards Ozette then there were up like here and the Cape. There was probably lots 
down there, so they’d go sealing right from Ozette-get them right off the beach because they 
could go in the ocean. Pretty easy. Yeah.” 

Josh Reid: “Did your father ever join any of the schooners that would’ve gone further out, or 
further north or further south?” 

John McCarty: “Seem like he did, but uh-he didn’t talk too much about it. But I think he did. 
Yeah, but he didn’t talk too much about that experience.” 

Josh Reid: “And uh, all his stories related to sealing and the stories your brother had told you 
about sealing…he was always sealing with a spear and all that. Did he ever go sealing with a 
shotgun or use some other types of methods?” 

John McCarty: “No. Nope, never did. Strictly their cultural way.” 

Josh Reid: “Uh huh. Why do you suppose he made that choice?” 

John McCarty: “Well, I think that was probably just brought onto him through the economy of 
the furs, where at that time they were getting lots of money for furs. That was the way they were 
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doing it at that time was with the spears, and then I think after a while that fur trade petered out 
just like the whale oil petered out, and then that’s what they were using at that time. Yeah, and 
then if they…they didn’t probably-there was probably no trade for the seals after they got the 
guns and stuff. So they, at that time they were just using the spears when my father was seal 
hunting. Yeah.” 

Josh Reid: “Then uh, what stories did your father tell you about, you know things related to 
marine navigation. You know, kind of knowing exactly where you are when you’re out at sea. 
We talked a little about it while the tape was off about how to know to follow those swells.” 

Josh McCarty: “You know, they really didn’t talk about it…okay, I’ll just go through the stories. 
Okay like, my father’s whale hunting-okay they pretty much knew where the whales were in the 
paths, but I guess there were certain places. One time they’ll be over here, another time they 
might be over in the mouth of the Straits, or usually they were just straight out of Makah Bay-
straight out. My father said they’d leave like dark time, 8-9 o’clock in the evening. Paddle all 
night, and by the time daybreak come, they be right out in the middle of the whales. And, how 
they figured that out is beyond me. But they paddle out there, and this is how he’d put it. They 
were just lousy with whales at that time; so when they got done paddling at daylight, they’d be 
right amongst them, and just take your pick. And then, that was for the whales. But for the 
halibut-see I fished the old way with the halibut. You see these chiboods [čibud], Indian hook? 
Well, I fished with those with my father. I could never figure out how those guys had figured all 
of that out themselves, and I’d been on the water most of my life and they’d leave here 2 in the 
morning. Dark-Swiftsure is 12 miles away and it could be dead fog, middle of the night. They’d 
end up right there. Twelve miles away, and the bank’s probably only this big, and they’d have to 
go all the way here…and they’d get to the bank right from Neah Bay! They’d be right there!” 

Josh Reid: “Morning would come and there they were…” 

John McCarty: “Yup, daylight would come and they’d be right there! Then uh, they’d always 
have one young guy throwing-see they got sinkers about 8 lbs or 10 lbs, depended how strong 
you wanted them to be: 8 pounders usually with the number 72 line, threw the spreader over 
there-hook on each side and big sinker in the middle. Throw it over, it’d go down there and they 
could tell whether it was half or little over half-they could tell by the line how much was there. 
They hit hit bottom and they knew, “Oh! Here we are, we’re here!” They could tell by knew by 
the depth they were right on the fishing grounds. These guys they could…like I said, it could be 
pitch black, could be foggy…but they could land right on that halibut ground. I used to see my 
pop, he’d go out there and sit on the log right out on Front Street there and how all the old guys 
would be sitting there. They’d be looking at the formation of the clouds at Canada, and they says, 
“Well, I think there’s sunshine tomorrow. Probably 15 mile an hour wind”, they’d know! Which 
way the wind was gonna blow, how much it was gonna blow, or if it’s gonna be sunshiny or 
what by just the formation of the clouds over in Canada. I tell you, these guys were amazing. I 
used to observe them, and just like-I fished with them. Well, I’d get on their boat and I’d go 
down and go the sleep. I’d wake up, we’d be there. But I’d look around think, “Gees, dead fog. 
Wonder if we can find it”, they’d be right there. They says, “Well, not much here-should we go 
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catch black fish?”, so they’d move to another grounds over there where there’s black cod. They 
knew where to go, then they’d change gears-then they’d catch black cod. Well, let’s mix it up 
then we’ll sell some ling cod, too. So they’d go over there and this other place and drop their 
lines and get ling cod. I mean, they knew where to go, even today they got these LORANs and 
everything else, but they just knew! I observed it. Yeah, and it always amazed me, even today. 
What amazed me more like…okay, like-my grandfather, Arthur…I don’t know if he ever went to 
school. But he could build a boat. He could put an engine in there. Shaft, transmission, and 
everything, make it run, and…I worked for two engineering companies and I couldn’t do that! 
You know? I was a draftsman for [Todd] Shipyards! I couldn’t build a boat like them, and they’d 
build a good boat. My father was a boat builder, too. Mm hmm.” 

Josh Reid: “So all this deep knowledge of these local spaces and how to use them you able to 
really witness and see them.” 

John McCarty: “And they utilized everything on-hand, like those days-today. They knew how to 
lay the ribs-put down the plank. Plank it all up. They knew how to do that. How they ever 
learned, I don’t know. But they did. I had about 4-5 boat builders in Neah Bay, and that was 
1910-15, 20. And that’s when they started building boats. They thought, “Well, it’d be a lot 
easier if we had a boat with an motor, we can get there better”, you know so-they’d build one!” 

Josh Reid: “The boat building companies, or areas, or shops where they’d do this…were these 
Makah-owned? Were they owned by outsiders who employed Makahs to do this?” 

John McCarty: “They just built them themselves.” 

Josh Reid: “So these were Makah-owned, Makah-run.” 

John McCarty: “They just-in the backyard, they just laid the keel and put up the ribs and start 
planking. They used to have just car motors in there. Yeah, they’d put old Chevrolet, Ford 
engines…Hudsons. Yeah, they just build them themselves. Like I was wondering how-I could 
never believe what they used to accomplish. No! I mean like, I’m not really educated but I did go 
to college and I did work in two different drafting companies-corporations, but I couldn’t do it 
with [the laymans] did and accomplished. Yeah.” 

 Josh Reid: “So when did fishing become noticeably more difficult out here?” 

John McCarty: “Oh boy, right after the Boldt Decision.  

Josh Reid: “Well, as far as fisheries regulations. But uh, when was there a lot of competition 
from non-Indian fishermen out here? When did that really begin?” 

John McCarty: “Probably after the middle of the ‘70s.” 

Josh Reid: “Mm hm, is that when Canada really started to crack down on fishing north of the 
border?” 

John McCarty: “Mm, more or less. Yeah, because I know they’d watch us. That was our good 
trolling place, too. Let alone gill netting for sockeye.” 
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Josh Reid: “So thinking about those border connections between Neah Bay and Vancouver 
Island, what stories did you hear about ways Makahs connected to and related to, interacted with 
Nuuchahnuulth peoples of Vancouver Island?” 

John McCarty: “Mm hm. Just like my cousin Hughie, I think he would’ve been 90-suum now. 
Probably way over 20 years older than me. He talked about being in Canada and…where the 
Makahs used to…well the Makahs, I don’t know…seemed like the Makahs went anywhere. 
They used to fish in the Canadian waters long time ago. Lot of the Canadian waters where the 
land is now and the Canadian waters got Makah names for some of their fishing grounds, yeah! 
Yeah like the one that would be little bit southwest of Nitnat, where there’s a whole bunch of 
halibut. They call that bank-there’s so much halibut-that the halibut’s swimming on top of the 
water. That’s the Indian name for it. There’s lots there. Yeah, but it says that in Makah. Yeah.” 

Josh Reid: “What’s the Makah word for it?” 

John McCarty: “I can’t-I don’t know.” 

Josh Reid: “I’m trying to remember-I think I’ve seen something about that like 
[suɫsuɫ…indecipherable pronunciation]” 

John McCarty: “Man, there’s so many halibut there that they’re swimming on top of the water. 
That’s what Hughie said.” 

Josh Reid: “Kay, so there was that customary ground off of Nitnat. What were some of the other 
customary grounds that are now on Canada’s side of the border?” 

John McCarty: “Oh, well it’s that-it’s mostly halibut grounds. It’s all halibut mostly. Because we 
had all our own salmon in our own rivers. Our Hoko, Tsooyess, Waatch. We didn’t have to go 
anywhere for salmon, we just-that was our halibut grounds. Yeah.” 

Josh Reid: “Okay, and then with those grounds on the north side of the border-of course there are 
also, you know, people living over on the west coast of Vancouver Island. What were some of 
the connections like between Makahs and some of the Nuuchahnuutlth people on Vancouver 
Island?” 

John McCarty: “How was it like? Like friendly, and stuff like that?” 

Josh Reid: “Like, yeah, and what were some of those connections?” 

John McCarty: “Well, like, okay. Just for me-like my grandfather married a lady in Canada. And 
they come from a chief, Tate family. I was talking to a chief up there when they were going to 
make a museum in Port Alberni, I guess they visited here, had lunch at the senior center. He 
says, “What’s your name?”, “John McCarty”, and he says, “Oh”…we started talking, I told him, 
“I got relatives over there, too” I says, “Come from the Tate family, my grandfather was John 
McCarty, hiška, got Lizzie Tate from Nitnat”. He says, “Oh yeah that’s right,” he says, “because 
she’s come from a chief family, gota come from a chief family to marry into”, they won’t go on-
if their a chief family they won’t go on and marry a slave. Yeah. He said, “That’s right”. So, I’m 
well-known up there. Yeah, we used to visit up there probably quite often when I was fishing 
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with my brother. That was before that line was on there, and half the time we’d be fishing in 
Canada all the time. When it’d storm, we’d run into port and they’re always friendly with us. 
Because we’d just go in there, sometimes there’d be a house there by the water. They’d row out 
there and get us and invite us to supper, so we’d eat with them. We’d always have good friends, 
friendly relationship with Canadians, yeah. We used to fish up there all the time, in those early 
‘50s.” 

Josh Reid: “Yeah, and did Vancouver Island Indians come down here into Makah waters to 
fish?” 

John McCarty: “I don’t think so!” 

Josh Reid: “Mm hmm! Why do you suppose that’s the case?” 

John McCarty: “I think it’s probably our fish over here, but the Makahs could go anywhere! 
They were tough.” 

Josh Reid: “So an issue of power and being able to…uh, to use it.” 

John McCarty: “Yeah…” 

Josh Reid: “Kay, well let’s see…” 

John McCarty: “Oh, I got a call from my son. He’s just now leaving Port Angeles.” 

Josh Reid: “Okay…” 

John McCarty: “I thought he would be here by 3:30, so uh…” 

Josh Reid: “Okay, so we’ve got a little bit of time…” 

John McCarty: “Oh yeah, we’ve got lots of time.” 

Josh Reid: “I wasn’t sure how we were doing here.” 

John McCarty: “Okay, then I guess what I’d like to do is uh…is talk a little bit about some of 
these you know, treaty issues. I guess, from your perspective, especially things you would’ve 
heard from your father-what were some of the frustrations that your father had with the federal 
government, say, in the early 20th century? Did he ever talk about some of the challenging issues 
he had to fight against, or some of the changing they tried to make that he didn’t agree with?” 

John McCarty: “Probably the biggest one that-biggest issue I guess the Makahs had at that time 
was like the Hoko River and the Hoko Bay fish-they said we didn’t belong. And, we’ve always 
fished the Hoko. It just, goes back in history, that it was a place to go where there’s lots of fish. 
The Hoko River was just abundant with fish. So much fish you’ve-in my time, I seen lot of fish 
in the Hoko River. It’s all gone now. But there is-you could just see them bubbling up, going up 
the river. Hundreds, thousands, going up, you never see it no more. Yeah.” 

Josh Reid: “And who was telling you didn’t or you shouldn’t be fishing Hoko River?” 
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John McCarty: “Oh, probably Washington State Department of Fisheries. Tell you a funny story; 
my grandfather, Art, he had one of these boats he made and I think he was a…purse seining 
Hoko Bay. He had his little purse seine and his little boat, and Washington State Department of 
Fisheries come up behind his boat like that [dragging noise on tabletop] and was talking to him 
and uh he says, “Well, I think you’d better go, can’t fish here”, he says, “I gota gun”, and he 
shows grandpa his little 30.30 or whatever they had. Grandpa Art went in the cabin, he always 
had a big gun…I think it was a great big .10 guage, one of those long tom things that was about 
that long! He says, “I got a bigger one.” He looked at him, and he just went away! Grandpa Art, 
he was big, and he had a great big voice. Because he used to be the diver for the whale, when 
they was hunting whales-he’d be the one dived down to sew the mouth of the whale, so he was 
big and strong and had a great big voice. And I didn’t know why he had that big voice, he was 
hard of hearing because he was underwater diving all the time and watered his eardrums long 
time ago! He always come eat with us and I asked my mom, I says, “Who’s this old guy, always 
coming here to eat?”, she says, “That’s your grandfather!”. He’d be talking loud all the time and 
you could hear him laugh a whole block away because he didn’t know how loud he was, and 
when he’s talking to that fisheries man he was really loud, “I got a bigger gun!” Showed him his 
long tom and he’s [indistinguishable].” 

Josh Reid: “So what were some of the actions fisheries took to keep the Makah out of the 
Hoko?” 

John McCarty: “Oh, I can’t remember how many times we went to court but I know our court 
papers are probably that tall. Probably 2-3 stacks of them. For every kind of fisheries that we’ve 
ever fished, all through the year for centuries and thousands of years we’ve fished all these 
different fisheries, all our ancestors fished them and everything, every time there’s another 
one…there’s a court case. Court case for the salmon at the Hoko, court case for the salmon out 
there, court case for the halibut. I mean, we’ve got court cases about every fish there is to fish, 
and we have to prove that we did it even though we’ve been doing that for centuries. And to me, 
here’s my view of this, okay…when Moses was running around the dessert for 40 years looking 
for the Promised Land, the Makahs were right here! They were hunting; they were seal hunting, 
whale hunting, halibut fishing, catching the salmon, and we had a society that had our prominent 
chiefs and our…uh, the way we should live-and the order, people would keep order. We had all 
our protocols and how we should live and we had a society that was really kind and gentle and 
just lived by the earth. And they take it all away from us like they did today, and we’ve got so 
many regulations that we can’t even…just like, I’m mad-I went out to the council the other week 
and I says, “Gees, the black cod season’s already over, usually I have about 80 lbs of halibut in 
my freezer, now I don’t have any!” I says, “I want a subsistence/ceremonial”, they says, “Nope, 
you can’t have any John”, I says, “What? It’s my halibut, my ancestors been fishing them for 
three thousand years!” I says, “Now I can’t even have one halibut!” That’s what bothers me.” 

Josh Reid: “So those regulations that came down…” 

John McCarty: “Right!” 
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Josh Reid: “What were some of steps that the state fisheries department took at preventing 
Makahs from going out and fishing especially in your father’s and your grandfathers’ time, what 
were some of the actions that state fish wardens took to try to stop Makahs?” 

John McCarty: “Uh, hmm…I don’t know too much about that, because see they didn’t start 
counting fish until after the Boldt Decision. See, before, they just opened up in May and closed 
in September. You could just go and catch as many as you could catch. But after the Boldt 
Decision, then they said, “50/50”, that’s when you had to start counting the fish. So, that’s when 
it ended. Right there. Yeah.” 

Josh Reid: “So before that, it was still relatively open…Makahs could go out there…” 

John McCarty: “Yeah! You could just go out there, they opened in May closed in September. 
Catch all the fish you could catch. Yeah. And then, my days, there were no boundaries; used to 
fish up Canada and all over the place. Got tired of that, go down to La Push and fish in La Push, 
and I fished everywhere.” 

Josh Reid: “Right, and by “the boundaries”, you’re talking about the quota boundaries with the 
halibut fisheries?” 

John McCarty: “The quota, and yeah…and the boundaries between the United States and 
Canada, and we have a 38th parallel down there-not the 38th, but where the Makahs go out west 
and up north, and then you’re in Quileute country. Before, we used to go down there and fish 
with the Quileutes. Used to go up the river and…I did that with my brother for years, went down 
there and went fishing down at Quileute. Fish out of there for a while, go to Canada, I mean, we 
just traveled around to wherever we wanted to fish. This is for salmon, yeah.” 

Josh Reid: “Did you need to gain permission from Quileutes when you were fishing down 
there?” 

John McCarty: “No! They were always happen to see us-they all know us. Well, I’m part 
Quileute, too, that’s one of my…chief’s wives. So I got relatives in Quileute.” 

Josh Reid: “So when you say, you’ve got a little bit of Quileute in you and it’s one of the chief’s 
wives, are you talking about hiška again, and his three wives?” 

John McCarty: “Yeah.” 

Josh Reid: “So one of them was Quileute, where were his other two wives from?” 

John McCarty: “Canada and here.” 

Josh Reid: “So the Canadian one was Lizzie?” 

John McCarty: “Mm hm.” 

Josh Reid: “Okay, all right. And then the one that was here, what family was she from?” 

John McCarty: “Hmm…that, I don’t know. Never did figure that out. Just remembered the name, 
I forgot the name now.” 
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Josh Reid: “Okay, um…and then, your uh-hiška, he was a whaler. Was he also a sealer? Did he 
go out sealing?” 

John McCarty: “He probably didn’t have to, he already had his riches, and he made enough 
money doing the whaling. He didn’t have to do anything else.” 

Josh Reid: “Right, right.” 

John McCarty: “But, pop had to I guess.” 

Josh Reid: “Things were changing that…uh huh, kay so he had to go where he could make a 
good living.” 

John McCarty: “Mm hmm, yep.” 

Josh Reid: “So then your grandfather, Art, on the other side of the family. Was he younger than 
hiška?” 

John McCarty: “Oh, yeah.” 

Josh Reid: “Significantly so…” 

John McCarty: “Uh huh, yep.” 

Josh Reid: “And then, is uh…and he probably would’ve had only one wife at that time.” 

John McCarty: “Mm hm…” 

Josh Reid: “The government had already come in at that time and cracked down and changed 
things…and where was his wife from?” 

John McCarty: “I just remember, probably from…could’ve been from Ozette, because my 
mother was part Ozette. Yeah. Now all I remember her name was Holmes. My mom’s mother. 
That’s all I know about it. Didn’t go into too much about mom’s mom, just Arthur. I didn’t know 
her, never knew her. I just knew the old man was Arthur Johnson, because he lived a long time. 
He was old.” 

Josh Reid: “Did you hear any stories from your-and, and your father, where was his wife from? 
Where’s your mom from?” 

John McCarty: “Ozette.” 

Josh Reid: “She’s from Ozette, okay.” 

John McCarty: “Did you father tell any stories about how your grandfather, hiška, met his wife 
from Vancouver Island?” 

John McCarty: “No. See, I probably could’ve had a tremendous amount of knowledge if my 
grandfather didn’t become a Presbyterian minister. See, they went a lot of Indian stories…he just 
told me the funny ones and all those, those little Native children’s stories. Yeah.” 
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Josh Reid: “When did your father become a Presbyterian minister?” 

John McCarty: “On the tape, he was talking about it right then at the ’29-30s when the deep 
Depression was, because he used to travel to Idaho and uh…study. Then he went to study in uh, 
Winona Lake somewhere.” 

Josh Reid: “Mm hm. Yeah, it would have been good to hear some of those stories 
before…before all of that was changed.” 

John McCarty: “Mm hm! Yeah” 

Josh Reid: “Um, let’s see. I guess, some of the other questions that I’d be curious to hear if you 
have some stories about…do you have any stories related to allotment? From the process of 
allotment, and how well that went or didn’t go, or…?” 

John McCarty: “Yeah, but it’s probably not about…okay, let’s put it this way; like, the poor 
Makahs only got 10 acre allotments. You go to Quinault, Yakama, or any big tribe, they all got 
80 acres. We got stuck with 10, which is in little 7 mile squares of land that we got, and I think 
that was only because we said, “We don’t want your land, we want the ocean-if you take the 
ocean away from us, we’ll be poor. We don’t want the land”. So they just give us, what I figure, 
they just give us 10 acres where actually we should’ve got 80 acres and if this-if they gave us 80 
acres with allotment, that we’re given that before they stopped giving them out, we would’ve 
been a big reservation. Huge. It might’ve…how far into our ceded land would’ve getten, but it 
would’ve been a lot bigger then we’ve got today if we did get the 80 acres like we should’ve 
instead of just 10. Yeah, and…that’s one reason that bothers me how they restrict us on our 
fishing, when, actually what we gave up the land to fish. If we kept the land, we would’ve been 
billionaires; look at the trucks that travel between here and Joyce. Everyday, there’s 50 trucks 
running back and forth, back and forth. Over $200,000 a day, they’re packing the logs off from 
these lands between here and Joyce. How much money is that being gotten everyday…it 
should’ve been ours, not…it should’ve been our logs being paid for! And how many generations 
of loggers been from here to Joyce-and Rainier Camp, which is a huge camp, and Crown-
Zellerbach was huge, Physt camp, forget what they called that, and Merrill&Ring-huge. How 
many millions and billions of board feet of timber did all of these companies get off of this land 
that should’ve been ours? That’s billions of dollars, and that’s what bothers me, “Well, they say 
your fishing rights?”…well, go ask that chief he says, “You’ll make me poor if you take my 
rights away from me”. We should’ve kept the timber, would’ve been billionaires.” 

Josh Reid: “But there were also timber allotments at some point out here on the Makah 
reservation. Weren’t there? Like, smaller [40] acre timber allotments?” 

John McCarty: “Yeah…no, they’re all 10. They’re all 10 I think.” 

Josh Reid: “What did…what did people end up using once they sold that timber? What did 
people end up using that money for?” 

John McCarty: “Who knows. Spend it, I think. Just like the Quileutes.  
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[laughter] 

John McCarty: “Drive their car, run it in the ditch, and just go buy another one! Yeah, no. They 
buy good cars, good houses.” 

Josh Reid: “Okay, well I think we’ve wrapped up most of the historical type questions. What I’d 
like to finish up here today with are kind of some questions related to the current tribal efforts at 
reviving whaling. So I’ll just start with a very general question here, do you support the tribal 
efforts at reviving whale hunting and why or why not?” 

John McCarty: “Mm hm, okay I’ll go right back to the beginning. One of my little cousins, Dan 
Greene, he was…what do you call it, Fisheries Director at that time when the gray whale was 
being brought off the endangered list. He asked me he says, “What do you think, John? Should 
we go after the whale and be whale hunters?” I says, “What do you mean?”, and he says, “Well, 
it’s off the endangered list, if we wanted to we could probably go whale hunting” and I says, 
“Yeah” I already knew the treaty, “It’s right there, our ancestors were great whale hunters, and 
like my father and grandfather”I says, “ Let’s complete the circle, Dan. Let’s go after the whale”. 
I don’t know, I like the whale when it was eaten  there at the gymnasium there at the school. Had 
it several different ways and it was good. I could see it in the diet. I think, probably that…I’m all 
for getting the whale. Not because we did it all in the past, but I think it’d be good for the 
economy today. Like they take my halibut away-I says, “Give me a whale any way!” So, they’re 
taking away all the fish, might as well have a whale. Yeah.” 

Josh Reid: “By good for…you said, “good for the economy today”, you mean like for basic 
subsistence?” 

John McCarty: “Yeah, the subsistence. Yeah…the whale is worth a million dollars today. They 
say we can’t sell it or probably never could, but…wouldn’t take many whales to be rich! Like 
my grandfather.” 

Josh Reid: “What do you think are some of the biggest challenges to making that happen, once 
again?” 

John McCarty: “Well, like these biggest opponents we got there-like those guys in Joyce, I don’t 
think they…they don’t understand culture, they don’t understand uh…us, where we’ve been here 
for all these years and being dominated and taken over by a different culture and told, “This is 
how you’re going to live”. Having to fight for, now it’s the whale. Well…when, it’s all in the 
end. It’s all the things we have to go through like we had to do that for the halibut and the salmon 
and everything else. Like I said, it’s costing us millions of dollars to do what they’ve done for 
thousands of years, which is a bunch of bologna to me.” 

Josh Reid: “Okay, well I think we’re set. John, thank you very much for taking the time to speak 
with me today. And uh-yeah, it was great.” 

John McCarty: “Mm hm. Thank you.” 
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J: So, I’m here with Maria. It’s the 13th of October, and it’s already 4 o’clock. And, I guess to go 
ahead and get started, Maria, if you could state your full name into the microphone, and then 
we’ll get moving.  

M: “Okay. My name is Maria Pascua.” 

J: “Okay, great. Alright, so we’ll just go ahead and start with the current whaling issue. So I 
guess what I would like to know first from you, is do you support tribal efforts at reviving 
whaling, and why or why not?”  

M: “Yes, I support tribal efforts at reviving whaling, and the reason that I do is because it is our 
treaty right, it’s our..and prior to the existence of a treaty, it was our way of life, and I think that 
the type of diet that we had is a lot healthier for people. The type of oil that’s in the whale and 
the seals... I just think overall it’s a... you know, if the species... as various species become a 
sustainable resource, I see no reason why we shouldn’t be able to continue with our whaling 
traditions.”  

J: “And thinking about the kind of tribal efforts at reviving whaling, I’m just curious, what’s 
your take on having it be a tribal hunt versus family hunts?”  

M: “My take on that is... yeah... I think that even if you do a tribal hunt, I mean with a crew 
that’s organized by the tribe, there will be several family members sometimes either within the 
canoe or closely knit to the canoe crew in some way. So either way, I don’t think it’s going to 
involve families. And even a long time ago if a family had a whaling crew, it wouldn’t always be 
just their family because you’d have other people who were trained to do various positions, or 
who developed a knack for something and then they were... you know... through their ability 
were... became a part of a crew or through the friendship with someone on the crew because 
there had to be a high level of trust and working together in a whaling crew.”  

J: “Thinking about the difference between the 1999 and 2007 hunt, what do you think happened 
in 2007?”  

M: “Impatience for the... all of the tangled-up mess of paperwork that is just stopping the whale 
hunt itself, you know, there is just so much paperwork involved, and I think because it’s not 
happening in a timely way, people just become impatient, and so I think that’s kind of what 
happened. But, I think it would be better to ask... if you’re doing these oral history questions, if 
you get a chance to talk with any of those people direct, I don’t know what they can or cannot 
say at this time. But anyway, my opinion of it is just that people have various, I think, ideas 
about what should... like what level... a treaty right is a treaty right, but nowadays it’s so 
controlled by so many other structures – social structures out there, and political structures – that 
it’s not just like... as simple as it could be if we, you know, if we just went to the sovereignty of 
the treaty and not all these other layers.”  

J: “What do you think are some of those layers that are complicating... kind of a more 
straightforward understanding or implementation of treaty rights?”  

Pascua Interview, 2008
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M: “Well, you could just take it literally, and say, “I have this right to do it,” and then bypass 
maybe some of the other allocations of, like say even fishing, you know because there’s no 
allocation of whales right now, I mean other than ours, but... that if someone didn’t pay attention 
to the time frames that you can fish, you know, which is sometimes regulated by state fisheries 
within... and then sports... the sports fishery, and all of that, that if you’re not paying attention to 
that, you have a treaty right to fish, but if you’re fishing at a time that’s not allowable anymore,  
then you’re... you end up in trouble. You know, same with hunting and that kind of thing. So, I 
just think that makes it more complex because you can’t just go and do a subsistence hunt or 
something like that without notifying several layers, or I don’t know what all “okays” the 
process, but there are just so many layers, marine sanctuary, the parks, all of that.” 
  
J: “So, from about the 1920s until, you know, really the 1999 hunt, that would be the period 
when there was no active whaling being practiced, so how did the tribe maintain their whaling 
traditions?”  
 
M: “Oh, without whaling? I think more like in just oral stories about whaling. Whether they be 
like a tribal story, or it could be a history... an actual historic event, or it might be through art. I 
think art... it’s never died through art; it’s always... whales are portrayed in every way, to the 
symbol we have on our flag as a nation to a design in a basket. You know it’s just predominance 
all over... fronted.”  
 
J: “Yeah, the symbol that’s on the flag, that’s Thunderbird whaling... pulling up a whale. 
Where... can you tell me more about where that artistic motif... the history behind that artistic 
motif?”  
 
M: “I think it’s been... it’s continued, I think, for many years in various forms, like when the first 
schoolteacher was out here in the... oh I don’t know when he first... he drew a copy of what he 
saw, and that was in the like late-1850s or maybe 1860s, and it had the two lightning snakes by 
it, and the thunderbird, and the whale. And then... then you see that, I mean, on people’s curtains, 
on their drums, on the dance curtains, on the shawls. So, I think it’s continued for many, many 
hundreds of years – thousands of years, maybe – and even on the Ozette wall planks and the 
whale fin, and the ceremonial... the case on... in our museum that shows the whale fin. That has a 
Thunderbird and a double-headed lightning serpent on it. And so that’s three to five hundred 
years old, approximate. But how I think it finally was put on our stationary and flag was through 
a young person. The tribe wanted to actually fine-tune it, and so Bobby Rose was the person who 
designed the one that’s on our flag currently.”  
 
J: “And about when was it that he did that?”  
 
M: “She.”  
 
J: “She –I’m sorry.  
 
M: “Oh probably 1970s. She was a teenager. Yeah.”  
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J: “Okay. Well I guess then what I’d like to do is kind of take us a little further back, and would 
you like to talk about Makah creation stories?” 
  
M: “Oh, can I go back once more to whaling, though?”  
 
J: “Yes, of course.”  
 
M: “I forgot to mention that in the 1790s when the Spanish were here, there was one of the head 
man on Tatoosh Island who drew a picture of a thunderbird while he was on one of the vessels. 
And I don’t know where that image... if it’s still preserved or if it’s in a museum in Spain... but 
he did talk... try to explain... of course, they didn’t understand each other well, but he tried to 
somehow show his ideas. Even back then, you know, there was that image drawing of a 
thunderbird, so I think that’s a bit before James Swan, so... about a hundred years, so....”  
 
J: “I’ve seen Swan’s sketch, and I know that there’s a much longer history of that. Okay. Alright, 
so... moving onto this idea of a Makah creation story, or creation stories, realizing that there are 
many different versions that people, you know, tell and believe, and all are passed down from 
one person to another. What can you tell me about Makah creation stories?”  
 
M: “Just that I think that it varies from storyteller to storyteller, and that there are some stories 
that I wouldn’t call them a creation... I wouldn’t classify them. I don’t like classifying the stories. 
But there is... there are several stories that have elements of creation in them, and so like for 
some of the features – the geographic features – there’s various stories that talk about why that 
rock is like it is, or why that geographic feature is that way, and it’s usually in the time before... 
it’s like kind of like the time of the “animal people”, or when animals and people could talk.”  
 
J: “Right. So like pre-Transformer, pre-transformation.”  
 
M: “Yeah. So there are stories that talk about things like that. There are other tribes that tell 
stories, too, about us, or they have their own way of what they think about why we’re here, or 
that kind of thing. So, I say it just kind of depends on the storyteller and, you know, the elements 
in the story. I think it’s really funny how... I can’t remember which book I was reading, but we 
have a really goofy guy in our stories. His name is qʷe·ti· and he’s a mischievous little guy, and 
he... sometimes he’s a hero, but a lot of times he’s doing the wrong thing or playing tricks on 
people and getting in trouble and that kind of thing. He’s... you know, whenever you mention his 
name, people kind of just laugh ‘cause they know what he’s like. He’s just kind of an 
entertaining character. Just because of classifying them under creation and stuff... we have one 
story where qʷe·ti· creates things. He makes mountains and rivers and stuff, and so – I can’t 
remember which anthropologist it was – but he made a deduction that because qʷe·ti· made these  
things, he must be God. So, in it, he says the Makahs... the god of the Makahs is qʷe·ti·, and it’s 
just hilarious because it’s so... so far from... [laughs], you know, not even the name we... not 
even close.” 
  
J: “And, how would you spell qʷe·ti·?”  
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M: “qʷe·ti·? The Makah alphabet, you’d use a glottalized “q” raised “w,” an “e” with a dot, “ti” 
with a dot following it. qʷe·ti·.” 
  
J: “And the dot goes above the “e”?  
 
M: “It goes to the right. Sort of a mid-dot to the right of the “e” and to the right of the “i.” qʷe·ti· 
--it just lengthens it all.”  
 
J: “Kind of close.”  
 
M: “Good. Yeah... yeah, you’re alright.”  
 
J: “Yeah, but I try to take the time to get some of this... to get some of this accurately because 
there are so many just assumptions that are made on all sorts of things. Should I pause it?”  
 
M: “Yeah... [but didn’t pause]”  
 
J: “So, I have this same kind of conceptual difficulty sometimes with terminology because I find 
a lot of the terminology that I have been raised in – especially within the academic world, I think 
of it in that term – so things like “creation story,” it’s a term, but it’s not the best term, or even 
the accurate term, or the right term, what would be another way of thinking of these stories?”  
 
M: “Well, it depends on what is being created, I guess. So, if you’re creating the geographic 
features, then maybe it would be like how the rocks were formed, or how the natural world was 
formed....”  
 
J: “So, something more specific?”  
 
M: “Yeah, because when you think about creation of people, that could be a whole other thing, 
more like maybe transformation maybe, as opposed to creating it from something. I don’t know. 
So, yeah... it’s a hard one, isn’t it? It’s difficult to... I don’t think they fit into some of the 
categories that people try to “can” them into.”  
 
J: “And that’s always, as you can see, that’s always been kind of a challenge that I’ve found, 
trying to meld what’s the standard in the academy into what makes sense... and specificity is 
usually key. So thinking about then the notion of “transformation,” I’m wondering what stories 
are told, or an example of a story that is told about the transformation of Makah people.”  
 
M: “I don’t know of one that specifically... I know there are other tribes that tell stories about 
what they say, and for where we came from or how we came to be, it’s interesting, because there 
are things about people dying and then becoming part of the universe or the stars or the... be 
coming celestial, whereas how we came to be, I don’t know a specific story.”  
 
J: “One of the interesting... one of the interesting stories that I’ve seen, you know, oral histories 
that I’ve seen, here in the Northwest region of several different peoples – and there’s at least a 
reference to this somewhere in the Swan diary about a flood bringing people... there’s both 
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reference to a flood bringing people to Cape Flattery from Vancouver Island here and then also a 
flood that scattered people from Vancouver Island, I’m sorry... from Cape Flattery out, I’m 
wondering what you can tell me about these types of flood stories?”  
 
M: “Just that... like I said, it depends on the storyteller. There were things that I had heard about 
the water coming in, and people drifting, and then some that didn’t drift that had tied up to... had 
tied up long, long lines, and so they stayed in this area. Then I had heard that some Canadians  
had drifted here, some from Ahousaht, not here but down towards Ozette, and that they just 
ended up staying there instead of going back. So there are stories like that, and then some on 
Vancouver... and then other bands on Vancouver Island... which I don’t know what happened 
after they drifted, like people from here drifting over there, and then did they come back, or what 
happened? It’s not clear to me. But I would imagine being canoe people and once the waters 
abated, that you’d either come back unless you liked the new place you were at. Everyone had to 
rebuild, so it might have been a while, or they might have just ended up just staying and 
becoming a part of another community, another tribal group.”  
 
J: “Do some of the stories about these floods, do they talk at all about what perhaps caused the 
floods?”  
 
M: “I don’t know.”  
 
J: “I guess I’d like to move on to the question about how Cape Flattery became Makah territory, 
which is a loaded question itself. So I’m just interested to hear what you have to say.  
 
M: “When was it not? [Laughs] I don’t know. I think how it became Makah territory... I just... I 
think that we’ve been here a long, long time, and so I just think that this whole area.... There 
were times other groups tried to take over and were driven off... Native groups and non-Native. 
So, and to me, if you’re in a place and this is where your family and your people are, you defend 
your place if you feel like it’s in jeopardy, or that kind of thing. So, I just think that... I’ve heard 
of wars going on here, going way back, and probably, like I said, to defend family and places...  
resources, what we have here. So....”  
 
J: “By defending... or when you say defending of resources, what resources are you talking 
about?” 
 
M: “Well, there are tons of resources here, from land resources to shellfish to other marine 
resources: seals, whales, fishing, halibut.... You can go way out for fur sealing and for 
halibut...really far out. So, our area was really strategic, probably current-wise and Tatoosh 
Island because you’re right at a place where you can either go out or go into the strait... I mean 
it’s just really strategic, I think. Or even going up north or going up west more to hit other areas, 
so I think that defending resources is not only just the things that you consume and eat, but also 
your household: your children, wives... your people.”  
 
J: “So, who were some of the people that tried to take this place away? For now, I guess for 
answering this question, let’s think from maybe pre-Spanish times.”  
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M: “I don’t know how old some of the stories are that I’ve heard; I have no idea. But I know that 
we had to ward off Quileutes before, and I know that we had to... we had some relations with the 
Klallams.... Well, I think there was always that, where you.... It’s so hard to define, I think in a 
way, your social... what socially makes up a tribe because of the way the government put blood 
degree on everybody and said, you know... it makes you marry within your tribe, and we didn’t 
do that. We used to look for a spouse from another tribe but of the same status, and it was 
common to know several languages. I think our people were able to get around easily because 
they could communicate in other tribal languages. If you had a wife from a neighboring tribe that 
didn’t speak Makah, but she understood, and the kids growing up would probably learn some of 
her language... then I think it was just common. So, we had fights with the Klallams, even 
though we occasionally had marriage ties with them. So there was that. And the Nitinats, and the 
Cowichans, and the Haidas... and... I don’t know if the Aleuts came here. I know they came 
along the coast, but that’s just from reading written history. I don’t know about what they did 
specifically here. But I have definitely... know of Haidas, Cowichans, Klallams, Quileutes, and 
Nitinats.”  
 
J: “So, the Haidas would have been the farthest... coming from the farthest direction, and this 
would have been in the pre-encounter, pre-contact – or what’s typically called “pre-contact”– 
times, what brought the Haidas down here?”  
 
M: “I don’t know. They kind of.... My understanding is they would go around on quests to 
enslave other people, and I don’t know what else they took, but I know that they would try to 
take slaves, enslave people. They didn’t come here and live though, to take over your land area. 
But they came marauding around. I don’t know why they came.”  
 
J: “I guess what I’d like to do now is shift a little bit, and ask about some of the early Makah 
leaders, and by “early,” I’m thinking of that documentary side... some of the earliest leaders that 
we see appearing in the documents, people like Tatoosh and Flattery Jack, and other important 
leaders. The ones that seem to continually appear in the documents are people like Tatoosh and 
Flattery Jack. So, let’s start with Tatoosh. What can you tell me about him?”  
 
M: “Well, some of the things I know of from reading about it. I know from some of that that he 
was head person. But, again, that’s where it’s a little deceiving is that people think of a chief, 
they think of one person. But there were usually several head people per village. So he was the 
one that was of the ča·di·ʔatx, and that’s what we call Tatoosh Island –ča·di·, ča·di·ʔatx is the 
“People of Tatoosh,” because there was a group of people that lived over there. We didn’t have 
the boundaries that are today with the U.S.-Canadian border. And so they were...he had people 
over in Canada where he held respect for his status, I guess, and ownership of certain resources 
or areas. So, just in what I’ve ever read about him, it sounded like even all the way up to 
Esquimault Harbor, he had people who recognized who he was. In the Spanish documents, they 
say that they were like under him. And I don’t know if they perceived that right because those 
are Salish people there, and were they just showing him respect, so it looked like they were 
subject to him according to what they perceived. Because I don’t know that he was over all of 
those people there. I just think that maybe he was honored because people recognized him. Oh, 
he’s a head person, and we’ll treat him like that.”  
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J: “Yeah, I think the Spanish account you’re talking about is the Valdez account, where Tatoosh 
goes on the vessel with them...”  
 
M: “Mmhmm.... He goes up there....”  
 
J: “...to guide them to his village, at least that’s how...”  
 
M: “...that’s how the Spanish perceived it.”  
 
J: “And one of the things that strikes me about that account is the intimate knowledge that 
Tatoosh has for some of the water spaces and currents and best routes along that whole southern 
coast of Vancouver Island, and it’s just very fascinating to think about the depth of knowledge 
that is more than just what’s here around Cape Flattery.”  
 
M: “Well, yeah, because I think that it-just saying around Cape Flattery-I mean, we navigated all 
the way up there and all the way up north to the top of Vancouver Island to some of the Kwakiutl 
villages, and then all the way down to the uh…Chinook area, so-and then inland; even upriver 
and inland to where the Yakamas, and Klickitats, and those people are. So we-and this was early 
on, yeah…so, I think that we just…that was our highway back then, so I think that we just knew 
all the turns and the waterway. Yeah…” 
 
J: “So what I’m hearing from you is kind of the thought that I’ve also-it’s a conclusion I’ve come 
to I guess a long time ago…this notion-one of these things people say when they ask where the 
Makah live, and you know it’s a question in point-most common in the United States, which 
heightens more of a sense of isolation and you know, what do the oral histories have to say about 
isolation? Were the Makah isolated?” 
 
M: “Mobile; big time. Yeah. I think we were well-known, because even when Lewis and Clark 
came through and they were they were trading whale meat with the Clatsops, I think. They asked 
where they got it, and they said they mentioned the Makahs. And, of course, we get called a 
different things in various-I mean, there’s a million different names-but it’s us, that they’re 
talking about because we traded down on the Columbia River all the time. Had a marriage there 
with one of our ladies married there, and that’s the only one I know of-probably was more, but 
that’s the only one I know of. So, there were ties there. Yep.” 
 
J: “Right, right. So that would’ve been one of the peoples at the mouth of the Columbia River-
around when would’ve been that marriage, around when would have been that marriage, 
approximately?” 
 
M: “I don’t know…mid-18’s maybe? She’s listed on a Chinook role, and she’s listed as a 
“purchased bride” not a…not a slave, you know like through “bride purchase”; that would’ve 
been an arranged marriage. You can’t “purchase” a bride unless you had, you know, that 
approval and a big-what it takes to do that.” 
 
J: “Yeah-the resources, the prestige, the authority…” 
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M: “Yeah.” 
 
J: “All right, so-so we talked a little about Tatoosh, do you have anything, you know that the oral 
history’s taught or spoke –“ 
 
M: “Oh, there’s a family here that has that name on the male side. That’s always continued; so a 
descendant here.” 
 
J: “Kay, what about Flattery Jack?” 
 
M: “His name was ya·laq̓ub [is it a “k” or “q”?] and he is…again, I’ve just had things I’ve read 
about, in terms of oral history people remembered him. Like, when I interviewed elders they 
knew-and the name continues, there’s a man here with his name, ya·laq̓ub. I just always found it 
very amazing, like they said, he was very feared by people and that he could muster four hundred 
fighting men like that, and then so I’m thinking pre-smallpox and all that-and I’m thinking, 
“What an amazing thing”, because if you think about four hundred fighting men-if even half of 
them were married, then think of the population; if they all had three or four children, it’s pretty 
amazing when you try to guesstimate how many people were in his village or did he-or, did he 
coordinate a couple villages? He could get them together “like that”, then maybe he just-maybe 
ther was just a huge village. But what I know of-his place was by what’s called-we call it, 
x̌aki·dit, the present town area of Sekiu. So Makah territory, even though there’s “Clallam” 
there, sometimes it crosses over-the different villages along the way; where there’s more of a 
mixture of…there’s a predominance of Makah or that kind of thing…” 
 
J: “Right. And that would change over time of course, too. It’s also interesting that outsiders 
called him “Flattery Jack”, as in Cape Flattery, yet his territory…his physical 
[indistinguishable]…” 
 
M: “Well his genera-it’s hard to say what generation’s being talked about because his- “ 
 
J: “That’s true.” 
 
M: “-he could’ve been-he could’ve moved into that location, but I don’t know when he was first 
ever mentioned in documents. You might know, but he was, excuse me, he was residing in Neah 
Bay and was more by the Cape-Flattery…maybe that’s why he ended up getting that name or 
where-maybe it was that ship coming by, and stopping at Neah Bay. There was signal fires, there 
were ways to let people know that someone was here. There was even runners on deer trails who 
were-were the fastest runners of the tribe to bring messages, so it could be that he was here and 
he was just at Sekiu at a camp-“ 
 
J: “Right!” 
 
M: “Yeah! It’s really difficult to say but I think I read that…or I think I read something about 
that, that his village was all the way over near Clallam Bay.” 
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J: “Okay, then thinking-kind of, moving from these leaders who show up in these documents, 
I’m curious what Makah oral histories have to tell us about some of these early encounters with 
Europeans and European-Americans. I mean, of course there’s the 1788 encounter with Meares, 
and he’s generally seen at least from the documentary perspective as the first European, or 
European-American to actually enter Makah waters. Were there others before that?” 
 
M: “I don’t know. I think that in stuff I’ve looked at I always wondered if we ever sided that 
Greek vessel-one they talked about them naming Juan de Fuca in 1592. I wonder about that-“ 
 
J: “Or, if he had got this far!” 
 
M: “And, Cook, he talks about charting Cape Flattery and did we have connections with him, I 
don’t know…so, I would think that we might have, and this would be in an offshoot way in that-
when Cook was in Friendly Cove, and we had marriages there-when word would get back to us, 
so that maybe there was a Makah woman who made have first-hand seen him, but was now 
considered a part of mo·wačʔatx [check Makah spelling; Mowachaht, Anglicized spelling] tribe. 
And so uh…but I don’t know really any stories about him other than that they tried to tell him, 
“Go around”; and he said he thought they were saying their name, and then he called them 
“Nootkans”. So the first one I’ve ever found was about Meares, yeah.” 
 
J: “And do you-are there any other oral stories or histories talking about Makahs going up to 
Friendly Cove when Cook was there? Like, hearing that, you know, Cook was up there…people 
were interested in trading-Makahs went up there…” 
 
M: “I don’t know…” 
 
J: “…to uh, trade directly…” 
 
M: “I don’t know, and I don’t know how many days he was in port there but I do know we had 
signal fires with the Nitnats for various things. Mostly it was to invite them over, the signal fire 
was on Tatoosh Island, so it was clearly visible on a clear day if you needed to signal somebody. 
It wasn’t how Plains Indians do smoke signals, or that kind of thing-it was just a bonfire-that 
kind of thing, and…but I think the “Indian grapevine” was very well in place back in the day. 
Yeah. Big time.” 
 
J: “Yeah…yeah. That’s one of the things that always strikes me is, you know, Europeans are 
taking their time to get down the coast, but not a lot of time, and news of…whatever, has arrived 
long before they have. That’s something that always, you know, strikes me is evidence of a lot of 
this connection…traffic…” 
 
M: “So if he was there in their cove for any amount of time-“ 
 
J: “[It was like a] a month…” 
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M: “-then I think it would be possible for a canoe of Makahs to come up there but, I don’t know 
what he has-if he knew like, could tell the different people groups apart and if he ever wrote 
about us; I don’t know.” 
 
J: “Yeah, the closest I’ve come-and this is something you might be able to help me kind of, sort 
out, he does identify strangers who come. And these are people who are from outside of Friendly 
Cove. How far outside…sometimes he’ll say from the south, and it’s usually talking outside of 
what he called Nootka Sound. And at one point he talks about a group of people who came and 
they had a scar across the bridge of the nose, and then in the-I think in the 1840s in the Wilkes 
expedition when he’s twiddling around, he notes that “George”, who he identifies as the chief, 
has this same scar-“ 
 
M: “Yeah, I’ve heard of that.” 
 
J: “-and says it’s the scar that whalers-prominent whalers-had the right to wear. And that in his 
estimation, the Makahs were the only ones who did that.” 
 
M: “Mm hmm.” 
 
J: “Do you know anything about these scars? Or, just kind of the same-” 
 
M: “I’ve only heard of it. No, I don’t know. I’ve just-I’ve read about it is all, and I don’t know if-
you know, who Cook saw-if it was Makahs, it’s probable. And, if he was there for that length of 
time then it would be easy for us going across to Nitnat, hearing from Nitnats who heard from 
Clayoquots, who heard from whoever, that there was a trading vessel there and we were always 
interested in trading. Always.” 
 
J: “I’m curious if there are any oral histories about Tatoosh’s encounter with Meares.” 
 
M: “I don’t know of any oral histories, just like probably the same thing that you read that they 
didn’t want him and they were firing pitch arrows at him-fire arrows. Yeah, and they were 
dressed for war. So, um…and it makes me wonder what he didn’t say in his journal; like, did he 
provoke someone? I wonder what happened, because normally I think that we would like to 
trade. But you hear different things about different people like, for example, [Grey], you know 
blowing that Clayoquot village away-that uh, that one village-and we also had marriage ties with 
Clayoquot; and I think word gets around, you know. So…” 
 
J: “Yeah, ‘cause I know from Meares’ account he talks about you know, kind of uh…you know, 
some of the facial paints-you know, glittering sand that different peoples wear. And if I’m 
remembering correctly he describes that Tatoosh and his four hundred warriors-there’s another, 
odd…interesting how that number keeps coming up-uh, came out to greet the ship and the 
warriors had, I think red and black and Tatoosh was just black. What do those colors signify?” 
 
M: “Well, that is war: when you paint up for black. And uh, the mixture of red and black I’m not 
sure. If it’s just red, then it’s something else it just depends on what-but if it’s a mixture of that, 
I’m not sure of.” 
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J: “What is the just red?” 
 
M: “It’s the ʔicayaq, it’s like a “Healing Society”, self-healing like-you know, it’s hard to 
explain that one-yeah!” 
 
J: “I’ve seen some James Swan’s [stance] at that.” 
 
M: “Oh, you know, it’s yeah-it’s hard to explain. But yeah, there’s other dances and things that 
have black paint, but when it comes to war they would blacken their faces and wear boughs in 
their hair…and then we’d be in war canoes, so like that number-four hundred-war canoes usually 
held about twenty. So that’s interesting to think about that, too; number of canoes…that’s a lot of 
canoes…” 
 
J: “Right. Yeah, it seems pretty clear that that there was [indistinguishable]…” 
 
M: “He might not have known, too, that like Neah Bay, Wyaatch, Tatoosh-there’s three village 
right-that could come together quickly. Or, rather quickly anyway, because there was no 
breakwater here then, it was straight out. So…” 
 
J: “So I’d like to move ahead a little bit-“ 
 
M: “Sure!” 
 
J: “And I’m wondering what the oral histories have to say about the Treaty of Neah Bay, and 
what-what I’ve read the treaty, I’ve got the negotiation notes, and I’m wondering what the oral 
histories have to say to tell a more complete picture of that. Maybe some of the separate events 
or incidences that might have been happening at the same time that didn’t make it into those 
treaty negotiation notes-because the notes are rather abrupt.” 
 
M: “Yeah, they’re a translation of Chinook Jargon.” 
 
J: “Right, right. I mean there were actually multiple levels of translation; it’s inconceivable to 
think about how that actually took place. But I’m wondering what the oral histories have to say 
about the treaty, or the treaty process…things related to that.” 
 
M: “The only thing I’ve done on treaty is like, I had someone work on translating…how would 
the treaty sound if the points were covered in Makah. So, we did that and then we-then I’ve done 
some work on Chinook Jargon to try to translate it into Chinook. Just so some of that could be 
shown, you know? On the negotiation, it’s different; I’ve never read those and I don’t know…I 
turned it into like a radio drama for my class so people do parts and can get the feel of people-
you know, what people were perceiving based on the…oh, just trying to converse in Chinook 
and just trying to get the picture of what’s happening to them, you know? And most people I 
think, just in general, think that most of the points that were covered in the notes of negotiations-
they let people say their piece, but the treaty was already written a certain way and even though 
it was like “negotiations” apparently, a lot of it was already a done deal. But it-in expressing 
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some of the things, I think a big difference is the marine mammal and fishing rights that are 
uh…different than other peoples’ treaties and I think because it came up so often in the 
negotiations, over and over…but over and over, too, they said, “I want the place where I live”, 
and some of them were living on Tatoosh-[door creaks] we’re getting locked in-and the people 
there had to leave Tatoosh. We didn’t get the islands back until the ‘80s, 1980s. Yeah, so big 
miscommunication-I mean, they didn’t-they did not really listen to the concerns even in the 
negotiations part because I think it was a push just to get them signed; get the treaty signed, so 
they could open it up for land divisions. Yeah.” 
 
J: “So, kind of a…this could be a big question. What do the oral histories have to say about how 
the federal government has honored, or failed to honor, the treaty?” 
 
M: “I think just that the federal government in so many instances hasn’t followed through, hasn’t 
upheld some of the-majority of the treaties and uh, there were disappointments along the way. 
Like, it took several years for it to even be ratified and we had problems even in-between that 
time. We had a incident with a neighboring tribe that didn’t get looked into and so we took it in 
our own hands-“ 
 
J: “Are you talking about the-the, the murder of qʷaɫqʷa·ɫalabey [check Makah spelling], Swell?” 
 
M: “Swell. Mm hm. So, even though they knew what was said, our people felt like they were 
going to try to abide by agreement but nothing was happening, and it happened again in another 
incident with a squatter who was squatted out at Tsooyess and there was problems there-it was so 
hard, people did not come to Neah Bay. We were not accessible except for by boat so, the one 
head guy there would go out to the straits and wait for a passing ship to try and get word to 
Washington to try and resolve the problem, because the problem-the treaty said that we would be 
at peace with citizens. And so, there was altercations happening that he didn’t want it to blow up, 
but he didn’t have any support. Because there was-I don’t know, it was just crazy. The then the 
first batch of annuities that came, and it was always crazy-spurs and things, that I think that 
people just had, over the years, disenchantment with the way things were happening; how we 
were treated, with the treaty and the agreements even up to today.” 
 
J: “The mention that you have about the squatter at Tsooyess, that’s-I think that’s new to me. I 
don’t think I’ve run across that [indistinguishable]…” 
 
M: “Oh we’ve had sever-things like that, even at Ozette it-” 
 
J: “I mean, I know about Webster-you know, his little cabin scheme out here. But uh, what more 
can you tell me about squatters on the reservation?” 
 
M: “Well, there was one there and I think they finally had to call-finally someone responded to 
the letter that was sent out. I don’t know how many days happened in between, it was a long 
time, and finally that person had to move. And then another time at Ozette there was a family 
there that had a place, and they went to go pick hops, and if you left your area unattended for a 
month, someone else could come in and squat. I mean, that was the-and I don’t know what year 
it was, these are things that I’ve heard-and so, when they came back from picking hops, there 
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was someone living in their place, and they had to leave. ‘Cause those people took a claim out on 
it, and scooba-dooped.” 
 
J: “So the Ozette examples, picking hops…probably the 1880s, ‘90s, turn-of-the-century…” 
 
M: “Probably, yeah. But I mean, how long had they been there!? It was Ozette Lake, and even 
though Ozette Lake-I think that we really, I mean the first treaty line was horrible. They were 
going to have us live on the rock, you know, basically-and then the rest, I mean they wanted to 
move Quileutes in with us you know, holy smokes. And then, um…yeah. It’s just crazy, it’s 
really crazy. And then Ozette Reservation you know it’s so teeny, just teeny, and we used all of 
the-we went all the way down to Cape Johnson. You know, that’s pretty far; that’s one of our 
fishing grounds is Cape Johnson. That’s way down south! Yeah.” 
 
J: “So how is the treaty still an important document to today’s Makah Nation?” 
 
M: “It’s what we politically function on today, I mean, that’s what our agreement is and I think 
we really hold it important in that we know our ancestors were trying to look at, “How can we 
live as the years go on?” And so, I think they tried to secure different things for us, so I think that 
our people hold the treaty highly even though we know there are so many glitches and that’s our-
when you think about how the treaty is pre…you know, any kind of county, or state, any of those 
type of things, and it’s the supreme law of the land, we really need to see that agreement with the 
government and just continually fight for things that should’ve already been a done deal but 
it’s…it’s difficult. So I think people, even when you look at names people see, “Oh, my ancestor 
was one of the people that signed”, and that-but there’s some that have an “X” by them that they 
say, “Well, they never signed”. In the oral histories they know they didn’t, the person said: “No, 
I refuse”, but an “X” shows up on the document. You know?” 
 
J: “Was Swell one of those? [indistinguishable]” 
 
M: “I don’t know. I don’t remember which one it was. But I know it was someone that did not. 
In their family’s oral histories they said, “No, he didn’t sign it.” And he told his family that, and 
yet his-there’s an “X” there, you know…so, oh no.” 
 
J: “How are we doing on time?” 
 
M: “Probably should get going I guess, but uh…on here, you mention other important leaders 
and there’s people I think about I don’t know if you have time to-if you want that, or you want to 
try to make another interview time?” 
 
J: “Yeah, well why don’t we do this: why don’t we…can we talk about the other important 
leaders now, and then kind of wrap it up there and then save the rest of these for another time?” 
 
M: “Okay. Well there-there’s so many important people that it’s really hard to narrow it down, 
because just sitting here I can think of already-and someone else, but anyway the-I’d say since 
treaty times one of the people that came into being, quite often, is c̓aqa·wiɫ. And he was well 
known for his whaling and his leadership, and then I hear the things about-like I’ve heard of a 
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man named wayk̓ub [check on Makah spelling], also from Ozette and he-I think for some war 
feats, maybe…just for his abilities I think, as a warrior. And there’s was a Kallappa, Kallappa 
family-they had people out at Tsooyess, and they’re other leadership can go in other ways 
besides just war; you know, leading the people [Maria addresses someone coming in]-are you 
ready? Oh! I have to lock up, okay-” 
 
[indistinguishable murmuring] 
 
M: “[to person at door] No, I’ll do it. Yeah. Um, let’s see…” 
 
J: “You-you were talking about the Kallappas.” 
 
M: “Oh, yeah! That uh, there was a person who was a-had a-was like a, prophet. And so, I think 
they were well-known in that way, and maybe more in spiritual leadership, in various ways. 
There’s people that were at, like, di·ya [or was this a run-on-need to check intentions or name 
here?] and ʔu·dayʔi, those two were at di·ya village. Then I’d say, gee there’s so many, but 
there’s one called ƛ̓isi·t, ƛ̓isi·t was one who, I don’t know about him necessarily as a leader. I 
think he was probably known to be one of the first mixed people, and the name means that. It 
means, “Light-Skin”, “Light Body”. Yeah, I don’t know how long ago he was, I kind of think 
maybe he’s the one that came from the Russian…uh, capture, yeah.”  
 
J: “That was on my brain; when you first mentioned it, I was thinking [indistinguishable]…” 
 
M: “Mm hm. Yeah, so I think that’s …so. And then there was a fella named yawasi· down at 
Ozette, he also was a…I don’t know specific things that they might’ve been known for, other 
than the name was very well-known. Uh, there was an Indian doctor named c̓uyiʔi· [check 
Makah spelling, might be “w” not “y”], or “Young Doctor”, and he’s more recent but he was 
well-known for his leadership and just retaining and continuing cultural activities-at whatever-
any Indian agent was different how much they oppressed and how much they allowed-but he 
continually carved, he continually sang, and that kind of thing. So, those…those people I think-
there’s probably more! But these things I think you can see probably in writing; like-like Swell, 
and Peter, and ones Swan talks about…and there’s others like, q̓i·tap; he traveled a lot and he 
went to Africa. I mean, he went all over. So there’s people that-“ 
 
J: “Who’s this one?” 
 
M: “q̓i·tap, David Fisher-he travelled on-and I always hoped to find, maybe on some ship log, 
some reference to him. But, the thing-the crazy thing about our-how our names are, we have 
sometimes four or five names in a life-time, so what name did he use at that time is another 
interesting element and could they write it or did they just name him “David”? You know, when 
did he get that name? By an Indian agent, or by a ship? I don’t know. So, anyway uh-“ 
 
[End of recording] 
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J: “Okay, so today is the 19th of May and we are here with Mary Ann and Charles Claplanahoo.” 

M: “Claplanahoo-Martin.” 

J: “Claplanahoo-Martin, right.” 

M: “Or, [Martin, right].” 

J: “Okay, uh, and I am going to be asking them a few questions here. Alright, uh, I guess a large 
portion of my research you know, the documentary side has really dealt with your family 
specifically people Jongi and his father James and…even his adopted father who shows up in the 
records as “Captain John”, um who was a friend of James Swan. And I am wondering what 
stories you guys have or would like to share about Jongi, or James, or even going back further to 
Captain John or other Claplanahoo family members? Um, I guess that’s where I’d like to start 
this morning.”  

M: “What would you like to share, Pug?” 

P: “You know, when grandpa went by the bay area, he was only twelve. Twelve-years-old, I 
think he said...aboard the Loti one of the sailing schooners. He cried when he went by, you 
know? And uh, they were headed down the coast for Oregon, California and then across to Japan 
and then back…God, you know, uh he said there was uh…ten canoes on eight schooner plus the 
crew you know that is in the canoes for harvesting seal, fur seals. You know that’s what they 
were after. And uh, I guess they used the old Damascus steel shot gun. Sometimes they would 
overload the shot guns and the steel would come under out. Yeah, black powder, black powder 
jobs. You know? Um, everything this was homemade: shells, all the skinning gear what they 
had; tons and tons of rock salt to take care of the fur seal hides. You know, when they’d go to 
Seattle to off load. Yeah, an eleven month trip, I think he said-average.”  

J: “Mmm, hmm. Yeah and so, uh who would take them out sealing?” 

P: [Speaks to Mary Ann] What’d he say? 

M: “Who would take them out sealing?” 

J: Who-who would, uh-who own these ships who would take Makahs out sealing?” 

P: “That was Captain-“ 

M: [Mary Ann interrupts Pug] “James?” 

P: “Captain Jones’ boats, grandpa’s dad. He owned three of them-four of them, actually. The 
Dart wrecked on uh Vancouver Island. Shipwrecked, I guess. So we lost one boat-it was a little 
one. But the three big ones made it okay, you know?”  

J: “Uh, huh. And which vessels were those?” 

Claplanhoo-Martin & Claplanhoo Interview by JR, May 19, 2009
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P: “They were...I think, 300-350 feet in length. Three-masted schooners.”  
 
J: “Uh, huh…and what were the names of those boats, um the big ones?  
 
P: “The Lottie, Deah, and the Waatch.”  
 
M: “I believed that it was James who owned the first schooners.”  
 
P: “Yeah?”  
 
M: “And then after that, it was my grandfather-our grandfather, Jongi, who owned three and 
purchased them himself.”  
 
P: “See, this thing here it uh [Pug pulls out a document] It uh, it lists the crew members of one of 
them. That’s real fine print! You got to got to have a magnifying class to read it!”  
 
J: “Yeah, yeah.  
 
P: “That is back in the 1800s when this place was still a territory, you know?  
 
J: “Mmm hmm. Yeah, yeah, this uh, this is from the uh Fur Seal Arbitration Records-”  
 
P: “Yeah…” 
 
J: “Uh, and when they come out and talk to…” 
 
P: “It was done in San Francisco, was where they had it.”  
 
J: “Yeah, yeah. So, Makahs went down to San Francisco to give their depositions?”  
 
P: “Yeah, the-they see they made a deal with the Japanese and the Russians to quit their seal 
hunting, their first seal hunting, you know? And, they stopped us. They made a treaty with the 
governments, you know…but they never paid us. The Japanese and the Russians got paid.  
 
J: “Mmm hmm. Were there any stories about…Makahs like James or Jongi, especially Jongi I 
think in this time period uh, applying for this money to be reimbursed for the loss of sealing 
rights?”  
 
M: “Jongi did.”  
 
J: “Uh, huh. And, and what was his experience like in trying to get that money?” 
 
M: “It was just utter futility. He was uh, never able. To have the government, uh…pay for the uh 
confiscating his three schooners. Oh, the reason I say that it was um…James, and not John, is uh 
qʷi·stux. Are you knowledgeable of qʷi·stux? Well, the Claplanahoo and qʷi·stux merged 
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through marriage. And when the wedding took place, twenty-five tribes were invited, and how 
they paid for the uh-wedding, was through what they earned from sealing. James earned twenty 
thousand dollars to uh, buy the gifts and…uh have the food prepared. And uh, so it was uh 
James. I gathered that from James Swan…this information. James Swan was a man who was 
here for twenty years, where so many eh people who wrote books were here for maybe, off and 
on, just days.  
 
J: “Right.”  
 
M: “But uh, James Swan lived among the Makahs for twenty years and retired to Port 
Townsend-never went back to his home in Massachusetts. And it’s through his dairies, that 
uh…the information of grandpa buying his schooners was James and Mary Ann visiting James 
Swan in Port Townsend, around Christmas time. And they brought him gifts, and they informed 
James Swan that my grandfather, Jongi was in Seattle to purchase another schooner.”  
 
J: “Mmm hmm. Wow, let’s see. A lot, well I have a lot of uh interest, there-there is a lot of 
interesting information there that you were talking about. I guess, one of the first things that I 
would like to hear about uh is more from…uh you guys, about the Claplanahoo/qʷi·stux 
marriage. I actually spoke with Dale Johnson yesterday, and he mentioned this, and he said, “Oh 
you need to make sure that you ask them about, about that marriage!” As he had heard some, 
some great stories, but thought that you guys would be much more knowledgeable about that. 
Hmmm...so what more can you tell me about that marriage? The merging of those two families?”  
 
M: “I believe from the history of the Makahs through our grandparents-“ 
 
P: [Pug interrupts to Mary Ann] Yeah.  
 
M: “…and my parents. My grandparents carried on the tradition of the oral history in their home, 
and that was recorded by uh Reverend Baldwin from the Presbyterian Church. He made 
recordings of this. qʷi·stux, who was Charlie Jones, back in…maybe around 1970, I have the 
recording that he made. Explaining to our family, “This is how we are related.” James 
Claplanahoo, and qʷi·stux’s niece…it was arranged for them to marry. At that time, when there 
were difficulties with other tribes, uh…being a chieftain and marrying to another chieftain family 
strengthened each other and would decrease friction or wars. And um, the proposal was 
accepted, and the Claplanahoos went to uh, Pachena, where the marriage took place. And, first 
let me go back to how they prepared; when a marriage was planned, and they invited twenty five 
tribes for this wedding…what they did according to qʷi·stux-Charlie Jones-was this is how many 
are invited and the way they did that was, a wise man would go-a representative-to each tribe and 
invite. When it was accepted, a stick represented so many people, and they would put it in-tie it 
in a bundle and put it in a large basket. This would help them to know how many gifts they 
would buy, such as blankets, and how much money. At that wedding, they gave each twenty 
dollars in gold, and they gave the blankets. They would have witnesses from Makah or 
Claplanahoo, and would have witnesses from the Pachena’s. When they went-the Claplanahoos 
went to Pachena for the wedding, it was their custom that you camp not too far away, you would 
not go directly to the Pachena camp where they lived and you would stay there for four days. 
And I believe at that time, it would be arranged that the canoes would come in, with singing. 
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And, I have seen the film at the Victoria museum, where they used the thunderbird and the bear 
at the bow of each canoe and that told people where they came from. With my grandmother, one 
way that she was represented, and that they knew where she came from is the na·ni·, which is the 
bear and the thunderbird for Claplanahoo and…um when they did go to the Pachena camp, the 
wedding lasted for eight days. That’s our tie to qʷi·stux. We’re also tied to the Nuuchahnuulth 
from James marrying Mary Ann. I’m sorry, I’m…I’m mixed up um, with what I told you with 
qʷi·stux: Captain John married qʷi·stux’s niece.” 
  
J: “Okay.”   
 
M: “James married Mary Ann, George. She came from Ahousaht.”  
 
J: “Okay. Charles, do you have anything to add about this-about these unions?”  
 
P: “Yeah, yeah…you know we got a war club over here in the museum-it’s got fourteen notches 
on it. Some of them were, I believe, from the Spaniards and some from the other tribes around 
here-the Elwhas and LaPush. I guess we was a pretty war like people a long time ago. You 
know-no foolin’ around! And them tacks that used to be on that harpoon that my grandpa had-
there were tacks off of Spaniard ships that wrecked or were destroyed over here in the bay. 
That’s where the metal come from…some of the metal they used on the harpoons-come from the 
wreckage of the Spaniards boats after they chased them away from here. You know? Yeah.”  
 
J: “Right. Um thinking, uh…thinking back to when the Spanish were here in Neah Bay and the 
Makahs chase them out. Uh, what oral histories are told about that event, that incident?” 
 
P: “I’m living right there where part of that Spanish fort that used to be on the west end, you 
know, and where the veterans’ park is at now. And uh…they had a little trouble with Spaniards 
foolin’ around with the Makah women I guess that’s what caused all the trouble. You know? 
They drove them away.”   
 
J: “Mmm, hmm. Yeah, mmkay. Um, let’s see…so much here. So thinking also about, uh, you 
know the Makahs driving off the Spanish. They weren’t the only ones that the Makahs had to 
confront and push out of their land or out of their ocean territories and ocean spaces. Uh, what 
else can you tell me about times or incidents where Makahs protected their territory, and their 
ocean areas, and resources from other people, whether they were uh other Indians, or other non-
Indians? When are some of these times, and what are some of the stories that are told about 
those?”  
 
P: “You know, grandpa was tellin’ me our reservation used to run from Salt Creek, up here up by 
Joyce. The west used to be all ours, at least at one time it was. And the Bureau of Land 
Management sold it for .25 cents an acre…all the property that was ours.”  
 
M: “That is also the information that, yes, I believe to be correct. Again, that was carried down 
through our grandparents. They did war with the Elwhas. And uh, the Quileutes if they infringed 
on our accustomed fishing areas. It was not only the uh, the tribes in this area but it was also the 
Nuuchahnuulth. And uh, and I believe the warring continued for many years. And the one who 
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came down here who began to say, “This is Diah, and we are going to stay here.” Before that, 
they lived at the Cape. And Diah decided to make us stand for, right here at the Neah Bay site. 
This is where they had access to the fishing and the whaling, and it was-was him who decided to 
come to Diah and where are here to stay. They also even warred with uh Ozette; you know, the 
bands? After the other bands saw how well they were doing at Diah…also wanted to be here. So, 
yes they did uh wage war with their own bands, but the outside tribes also for their uh, sealing 
and fishing. And as I say, part of the reason that they merged or married with other…uh, 
chieftain families and the Nuuchahnuulth, was to strengthen the tribe at Diah...uh rather than 
constantly rage war.”  
 
J: “Right. So, you were told, you were told then that families moved from the Cape Flattery 
villages here to Neah Bay and Diah was the one who brought them here and made that decision 
to…uh locate here. Before people, before they made that move…where did they…where did 
Makahs come from to get to Cape Flattery?”  
 
M: “I’ve never talked to this with Charlie, but my understanding…I believe they came from 
Nuuchahnuulth…from the flood. Um…” 
 
J: “What can you tell me about the flood? And what, and how it brought Makahs here?”   
 
M: “The only thing that I was-that was related to me by my parents and it came from our 
grandparents. As I said, eh the tradition of oral history was…uh, continued with my 
grandparents. Um…ask your question again.” 
 
J: “And so...what did they-what did they have to tell you about the flood?”  
 
M: “That the uh…flood carried the people here from Nuuchahnuulth and brought them to the 
Cape, and others were spread out to the Tsooyess, Ozette, and the Baahaadah and Wyaatch. And 
as I said, at first…uh, I am not sure I am pronouncing right, but Diah, were first at the Cape.”  
 
J: “Okay, and were there other people there living here at the Cape or occasionally using this 
area before the flood?”  
 
M: “I would have to honestly say, I do not know. Do you Pug?”  
 
P: “What?”  
 
M: “Do you how long have the Makahs been here? Do you believe that the Makahs were always 
here or were they carried here?”  
 
P: “We have been here for a long time. A thousand years maybe or more”.  
 
J: “Mmm, hmm. Were there other people living here before the Makahs came? And then the 
Makahs needed to push out?”  
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P: “We scattered out different little, little uh…villages. You know? The Wyaatch, the Tsooyess, 
the Ozette, the Half-Way Creek. You know…”  
 
M: “I don’t think...” 
 
P: “We pretty much well scattered out the one tribe. You know?”  
 
J: “Right.” 
 
P: “Yeah.”  
 
M: “I do not believe that there were other people here before the Makahs.”  
 
J: “Okay, alright. Um, oh-did you have something to add?”  
 
P: “No, no.”  
 
J: “Okay, um alright, so we talked a little bit about qʷi·stux and the Claplanahoo family and the 
connections uh between Makahs and qʷi·stux’s family there. What other connections drew 
Makahs and various Nuuchahnuulth peoples together? How else are Makahs connect to 
Vancouver Island peoples and families?” 
 
P: “We’re pretty close related I think to some of the Canadians, Canadian families…and uh, did 
a lot of training with inland Indians; dried fish and stuff like that, you know, they go across the 
mountains and do some trading for…” 
 
J: “Makahs would go across?”  
 
P: “They did trading, trading trips, you know-seafood.”  
 
J: “Mmm, hmm, and who would-who would lead those trips across the mountains?”   
 
P: “I don’t know how they made it. They must of found a way through the passes, you know…”  
 
J: “Right…” 
 
P: “They went to the Yakamas, you know. Traded dried fruit over there. They had dried fruit, we 
had dried fish. You know?”   
 
J: “So t- for Makahs to go and trade with the Yakamas uh…how, do you have any idea what the 
route would have been?”  
 
P: “Eh, I don’t know.”  
 
M: “I don’t know.”  
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J: “Yeah. Would have they uh, gone down to the Columbia River and then up the river or gone in 
through Puget Sound and then actually hiked their way over some of those passes? Are there any 
oral stories that talk about that?”   
 
M: “I am not aware of any stories of how they did travel to Eastern Washington.  You can 
always surmise that they were an ocean people...”  
 
J: Right.  
 
P: “Yeah.”  

M: “So uh, so probably that how they did a lot of their traveling; mainly.”  
 
J: “Yeah, yeah. Then who came to Cape Flattery to trade?”  
 
M: “Oh, many...Russians. Uh, Spanish, English, uh Japanese also came here. Um, with the 
English from what I have read, uh some of it was from Jewitt’s diary of him being a prisoner for 
being a prisoner of Maquinna for three years and um…again James Swan’s diaries where um, 
Swan was asking Captain John about Jewitt’s narrative song and he explained to Captain John 
that he gathered the song was a war song. That’s what Jewitt said, I guess. And he was corrected 
by Captain John who said, “We do not have war songs.” He believed that Jewitt’s narrative song 
was a wedding song. Which I am very aware of, that we have wedding songs or gift giving 
songs. Um, and Captain John, also relayed it to Swan at that time that, “don’t worry, Nootka…”, 
who is-which is Maquinna, “will be here in a few days and you can ask him.” So because of the 
marriage that took place whether it was Bettina-qʷi·stux and Ahousahts because of Mary Ann. 
Uh, yeah it’s related that twenty canoes would come at a time for parties given by the 
Claplanahoos.”   
 
J: “Mmm, hmm. Mmmkay, so we have Pachinahts and Ahousahts coming over, uh and then 
people from Nootka Sound also regularly came down?”  
 
M: “Oh yes, see it was not only our grandfather, but it was Grandma Lizzie who was tied to 
Alberni. So it was on both sides…”  
 
J: “Right…” 
  
M: “…that we have ties with Nuuchahnuulth.”  
 
J: “Mmm, hmm, and did then people further north of Nootka Sound like Kyoquats come down 
here also, or Makahs go up there?”  
 
M: “Oh, I believe they did.”  
 
P: Grandpa went up as far as Metlakatla, Alaska you know, party.”  
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M: “In fact, when I would go over and help my grandparents with, uh cleaning their home. That 
grandpa, when I was through, would sing, sing some uh uh songs for me and he would tell me, 
“This song comes from Sitka, Alaska.” So they did travel quite distances. Mm hm.” 
 
J: “Right. And how far south would uh, would the Makahs regularly travel? And I am not 
thinking sealing as in sealing off of California, but especially like to attend parties, family events, 
uh for their own trade purposes. How far south do you think Makahs went?”  
 
M: “On Vancouver Island…I am terrible with directions, I’m terrible!”  
 
J: “Just south of Cape Flattery, I’m thinking.” 
 
M: “Um…they did travel on a regular basis from uh, the Victoria area to Ahousaht…Ahousaht” 
 
J: “Mmm, hmm. And then did Makahs on a regular basis go south from Cape Flattery, like down 
to Quileutes, Quinaults, the Columbia River or further south?” 
  
M: “Yes, one of the men that was uh, with the Claplanahoos for whaling-he was Quileute, and 
his name was uh, Charlie White?”  
 
P: “Charlie White, yeah.”  
 
M: “He was from Quileute, and he whaled... 
 
P: “And [he whaled with his dad?] [indecipherable]” 
 
M: “…with the Claplanahoos.” 
 
J: “Mmm, hmm. And when would this have been? Was he whaling with Captain John or with 
James?”  
 
M: “I believe it must have been James. Um, you know just thinking back on the dates eh, there is 
a recording that James Claplanahoo caught a whale off of uh…Bahaadah. And somewhere 
around ’63, and also recorded that James uh killed a whale off Hoko. So that’s why I believe 
Charlie White must have been in that area-era, with James.”  
 
J: “Mmm, hmm. Yeah, okay. So regular connections with the Quileutes.”   
 
M: “Mmm, hmm.”  
 
J: “Yeah, Charlie White-is it Charlie White? A Quileute whaling with-with uh the Claplanahoos. 
 
M: Mmm, hmm.  
 
J: “Uh, any connections with the Quinaults?”  
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M: “I never heard any stories related- “ 
 
P: “None, I don’t think.”  
 
J: “Okay, alright.”   
 
P: “Yeah.”  
 
M: [Mary Ann addresses Pug] “Did you?”  
 
P: “No, I never heard nothing about that. Nope.”   
 
J: “Okay…um so Quileutes then, it sounds like occasionally Quileutes…um were allowed to join 
Makahs on whaling expeditions. Uh, did Quileutes join Makahs on sealing expeditions?”  
 
M: “I don’t believe I have ever heard of Quileutes…”   
 
P: “Never heard of it, no…”  
 
M: “…joining Makahs for sealing.”  
  
P: “Grandpa used to call ‘em river-river fishermen! ‘Cause they stayed-they never got on the 
ocean, you know like we did.” 
  
J: “Okay.”  
 
P: “Yeah, that’s why their canoes are narrow. River, river canoes, you know?”  
 
J: “Mmm, hmm, and did Quileutes ever join Makahs for fishing up in this area?”   
 
M: “No, I believe the Makahs fought…   
 
P: [Pug interrupts Mary Ann] “No, they knew better they stayed- “   
 
M: “…for their grounds.”  
 
P: “…away from our territory.”   
 
J: “Right?”  
 
P: “Yeah.”  
 
J: “Mmmkay, uh so let’s think about then, some of the people to the East like the Klallams and 
the Elwhas. Uh did they ever join Makahs on whalings, sealing or fishing expeditions?”   
 
P: “No, no.”  
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J: “Mmmkay. Did they ever try, and Makahs had to push them out?” 
 
P: “No they stayed-they stayed away from our territory. They had a lot of fights, battles with the 
Elwhas.”  
 
J: “Right…”  
 
P: “Yeah.”  
 
J: “Mmm, hmm. Okay, so thinking about once again these connections to Vancouver Island. Uh, 
was there any-was there ever a time where either the Canadian government or the U.S. 
government tried to prevent Makahs from regularly traveling to Vancouver Island or 
Nuuchahnuulth people from coming down to Cape Flattery? Where there any government efforts 
at trying to- “  
 
P: [Pug interrupts Josh] “They, they didn’t bother...” 
 
J: “…stop that?” 
  
P: “…they didn’t bother the fisherman. When they go over the Canadian side, they could come 
over here, we didn’t bother them. You know? It was pretty much open.”   
 
M: “And I do not believe the government tried to-tried to uh prevent that, I don’t believe.”  
 
J: “Mmm, hmm. Mmmkay, so it seems like Makahs have always been able to go back and forth 
across the strait and- “   
 
P: [Pug interrupts Josh] “Back and forth between here and Canada…”  
 
J: “…vice versa. Okay, um was there ever a time when it became difficult to visit friends and 
relatives on Vancouver Island?”  
 
M: “I don’t believe so.”  
 
P: “No, there was no special dates. I don’t think there was.”  
 
J: “Okay.”  
 
M: “The uh, again how uh I have some information are from relatives that visited from 
Nuuchahnuulth from Alberni, they were relations from Ahousaht, from Pachena, and they told 
me that they would come here to visit my grandparents and be at their home for anywhere from 
one to three months…”  
 
J: “Right?”  
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M: “…so it was because they had a long distance to travel. So, no I don’t believe it was ever 
made difficult” 
 
P: “Oh, it was in the early uh 1900s when the Canadians outlawed the big potlatches, when the 
different tribes would gather. You know? Uh…they outlawed it, so that put an end to the pot 
latches. The big ones, you know? Too many people went broke, I guess throwing the parties! 
You know? Yeah.  
 
J: “Okay.”  
 
P: “That was the early 1900s, I think when they outlawed the potlatch.”  
 
J: “Mmm, hmm. Okay, so some of the Canadian laws then made it less inviting, we’ll say, for, 
for people to come over to Vancouver Island.” 
 
P: “Yeah…”  
 
J: “Were there ever any American laws that seem to cut into- “  
 
P: [Pug interrupts Josh] “No they never bother the Canadian did they?”  
 
J: “-some of those Makah practices?”  
 
M: “Oh yes!”   
 
J: “Okay…”  
 
M: “They did, Pug!”   
 
P: “Yeah? Oh, yeah!”  
 
M: “They oh- “  
 
P: “Yeah…” 
  
M: “-tried to prevent the Makahs from continuing their culture whether it was their religions, as 
Charlie said, their “parties”. But they, yes…they worked very hard at that. My grandparents 
would go to the uh…island to continue with their singing and dancing. So, yes the uh 
government did work very hard an uh, uh having the Makahs do away with their religion…uh 
their culture. You know, it went so far as to try to change their names, and many Makahs, now I 
believe have names which are uh, they’re not Makah names. They tried with the Claplanahoos to 
change their name to James rather than ƛe·pli·ʔe·naʔu and, uh they fought for that and would 
refuse to change their name. So, oh yes the government did work very hard at [laughs] trying to 
erase everything that the Makahs were.”  
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J: “Mmm, hmm. Okay. And uh among the Claplanhoo family who were some the uh kind of 
family leaders that fought back against some of these efforts?”  
 
P: “Well then, I think Grandpa was the last one…wasn’t he? Last hereditary chief, Jongi. Yeah, 
that was end of the long line of chiefs, you know?”  
 
M: “But it was also Captain John. I believe Captain John was…he fought, uh…so much of what 
the government people were here to do with uh, also the Makah way of-standards of behavior, 
which we did have. And, they tried to tell John, for instance, Elwhas killing a Makah and they 
said, “You stay out of this,” meaning, the Makahs, “we will handle it.” And Captain John only 
gave them a period of time and said, “The matter has not been taken care of”, and the Makahs 
prepared to go to Elwha and seek their revenge. Yeah…that it tells of them preparing with 
singing and the, uh…as the canoes pulled out, and the women would beat on the roof of the 
longhouses and they sought their revenge and killed the people who thought…they thought 
killed the Makah. And uh, John-Captain John, was very influential and a fighter.” 
 
J: “So there’s a long family history of keeping these cultural practices and beliefs alive, and 
fighting back for that. These incidences you’re talking about with Captain John leading this party 
over to the Elwhas to uh…punish the people who had murdered the Makah, who was the Makah 
that was killed?” 
 
M: “Hmmmmm!” 
 
J: “Was it the one who was known as “Swell”…?  
 
M: “Yes!” 
 
J: “…waɫwaɫalac̓abuy I think is the name he provides. And what was Captain John’s relationship 
to Swell?” 
 
M: “You know, I have no idea about that [refers to Pug]. Do you know?” 
 
P: “I don’t know either.” 
 
M: “You know, he believed it important enough that…giving the government so much time, “If 
you are not going to take care of the matter, we will”, and he did. So I…no, I would not be able 
to tell you the relationship between John and Swell. I’m glad you brought that name up-it 
just…it wouldn’t come to my head!” 
 
J: “And I know in that incident another Makah leader who uh, figures prominently in this James 
Swan refers to as, I think, ko·bec̓i·? What’s ko·bec̓i·’s relationship to the Claplanahoos?” 
 
M: “You know, we have that written down some place and that information was from my parents 
because the oral history being told at my grandparents’-and I remember who gave the oral 
history. His name was Sibby [asks Pug], what was his real name? What was Sibby’s real name?” 
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P: “Who?” 
 
M: “Sibby.” 
 
P: “Hmm…you got me there.” 
 
M: “But…is he a Lachester? Sibby…? I don’t remember at all. See, with the culture was carried 
on at my grandparents’ home, which was recorded by Reverend Baldwin and in some of those 
records that Mr. Baldwin did you could hear us in the background and I remember who was 
there. It was Sibby and Luggie, and uh…Charlie Swan, and Alec, and uh…Horus-“ 
 
P: “Horus Claplanahoo-“ 
 
M: “Horus was my grandfather’s brother, and Molly. Molly Claplanahoo-“ 
 
P: “Molly was in there too-“ 
 
M: “They were-they gathered at my grandparents’ home on a regular basis to keep the songs 
going and the oral history. So, I do have that some place…of the relationships. Like uh, Aaron 
Parker-I’m not sure if he works here or not, but my grandparent-my parents, always related to me 
that Aaron Parker is the true hereditary chief from Ozette. That Aaron’s father was Oday 
[ʔodey], and Oday’s father was Randolph Parker. Randolph Parker was brother to my 
grandmother, Lizzie. Um…but going back to Sibby! I think they’re Lachester, I’m not sure.” 
 
J: “Okay, alright. Returning to this uh, something we talked about a little earlier…to the 
government-the U.S. government making it difficult to practice certain Makah activities and 
beliefs, trying to change names…were there some Indian agents out here who were much, much 
worse than others who really came down hard? And what-I’m wondering what some of the 
stories are that are told about some of the Indian agents and then, vice versa, were there other 
Indian agents who were supportive of Makah practices or activities?” 
 
M: “Again, my parents gave a name that he was absolutely the worst, and I cannot remember 
what the name was and again, I do believe we have it written down. When my mother and father 
would talk to us-my sister and I, Jean, were there to write everything down. But I-from my grand 
– from my parents, now…I don’t believe any of them went out of their way to help the Makah. 
Um, and that’s – always my parents related to me. That’s why our grandfather, Jongi, had a deep 
distrust of the government people. Uh, that was just because of the past history. So, um…when 
you asked the question about, “Who did fight for the Makah?”, it was very clear that Captain 
John did, but it was also grandpa, Jongi. He fought for years…for the Makah. And again, from 
my parents, wrote many letters to Washington, D.C., and um…he carried on the battle for his 
confiscated schooners for years and it just uh, didn’t help. But yes, he was a fighter.” 
 
J: “So thinking about those confiscated schooners, how-how were they taken away? Did the 
Coast Guard come in here to Neah Bay? Were the schooners confiscated at sea?” 
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P: “They pulled them up on the beach right next to where I live. That’s where they rotted. They 
couldn’t hunt anymore-no more sealing you know. So they pulled them up. I think…Margie 
Chartraw’s got pictures of those schooners when they were anchored right in front of the house 
where I live now on the west end of the bay. There was about a dozen schooners there; three of 
them are my grandpa’s, way before the break water was put in there. You know must’ve been 
still a – territory of Washington, then. Yeah, they pulled them up on the beach and that’s where 
they rotted. Yeah, ‘cause we used to play in them when we was kids.” 
 
J: “So they must’ve decided, “These schooners are only used for sealing, and take them away”?” 
 
P: “That’s all. Yeah…” 
 
J: “No opportunity to convert them to maybe, halibut fishing or…?” 
 
P: “No, they were too big for that. You know, yeah. They had the big ocean-going canoes for 
that; going off the Cape for fishing halibut, salmon. Yeah we had big ocean-going canoes, big 
ones. Yeah.” 
 
M: “The sealing, I believe was-came to an end around the 1890s but my grandfather continued to 
seal as far as the Bering Straits. Uh, that’s where he was very knowledgeable about Alaska, also, 
is because that’s where he sealed after it was stopped in this area by the government.” 
 
J: “And how long did he continue to seal in the Bering Sea?” 
 
M: “Well, I can’t remember the exact date when the uh…the government seized his schooners, 
but he sealed up until that time. So I believe that was over, twenty years he sealed-himself. That 
does not include James, also.” 
 
J: “Okay…” 
 
P: “I think the dates are already in there, in this piece of paper right there…” 
 
J: “Yeah, yeah…” 
 
P: “…when they were fishing ip on the Pribilof’s, on the Aleutian chain-it’s all in there, yep.” 
 
J: “Yeah, yeah…okay. Then once the schooners were taken away, did Makahs find other ways to 
continue sealing? Maybe not up in the Bering Sea, but in coastal waters?” 
 
P: “Yeah off Swiftsure Bank and Umatilla Bank down off Ozette, you know. Yeah, that’s what 
the big sealing canoes were used for. Ocean-going canoes. Yeah.” 
 
J: “So once the schooners were taken away, they went back out in the ocean-going canoes in 
local waters- “ 
 
P: “Yeah, they just pulled them up on the beach, you know. Couldn’t use them anymore.” 
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J: “Then once the schooners were taken away and Makahs were not sealing for commercial use 
anymore, what did families like the Claplanahoos turn to, to uh…start providing for 
themselves?” 
 
P: “You know, they had to go to hand-lining. Halibut, you know. Ling cod. Stuff like that. I…I 
was trying to remember how many men those schooners had. I imagine they had 30-40 to a 
schooner, you know, because they were big ocean-going schooners, you know? Employed quite 
a few people-three big schooners, you know. After sealing was over, they had to go another way, 
so they went to the halibut fishing; hand-lining or long-lining, you know…uh, was a way of 
living, making a living.” 
 
M: “And I’ll even bring this up; they had to turn to other sources of making a living like logging, 
and farming. That’s what the government did to the Makahs: “You’re not ocean-going people 
anymore, you will be farmers”, and grandpa tried that. Where Charlie lives now, that’s where I 
grew up for a short time. With…my grandfather had a barn there, and uh…we had the usual farm 
animals-cows, horses, and uh…chickens, and yes! He tried that, too. Until he couldn’t…manage, 
any longer with that.” 
 
J: “And with farming, it was primarily livestock? Not so much trying to grow various crops, but 
more grazing animals and then selling the meat…” 
 
M: “Hmmm…my grandparents did have as I said, the cows and horses, but what they grew on 
the area right behind Charlie is they only had a few um…uh, a crop and that’s just what would 
grow here; peas, potatoes, and uh…carrots. And there really wasn’t much else-“ 
 
P: “Heck, we didn’t have a road into Neah Bay ‘til 1939. They made a dirt, gravel road one-way 
road…nobody had any cars anyway to use the road! Horse drawn wagon, and horses you know. 
Before the war started you know, ’41. Only communication we had from Clallam Bay to Neah 
Bay was an old uh…telegraph line. My grandfather and Luke Markishtum maintained that 
telegraph line, that was our only link to the outside, you know, ‘til they got the road in here.” 
 
J: “Mm hmm, so the end of sealing was really the big turning point, right…right there at the 
beginning of the 20th century.” 
 
P: “Yeah! Really…” 
 
M: “Very difficult time…” 
 
P: “Yeah.” 
 
M: “…to take a people from the ocean and turn them into farmers!” 
 
J: “Okay, when Makahs started doing commercial halibut fishing…uh, did the Claplanahoo 
family then start buying gas powered boats and going out to uh, do fishing, and how far out 
would they go? Was it only in local waters, or did they start traveling regularly again up into 
Alaska to fish for halibut?” 
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P: “See we had the-what they call the c̓̌ibud; it’s the fore-runner or the circle hook, that was 
especially made for catching halibut-used octopus for bait. You know, and uh I don’t know what 
the line was made out of. But they had a lot of fishing line…” 
 
M: “How far did they fish, Pug?” 
 
P: “Huh?” 
 
M: “How far did they fish for halibut?” 
 
P: “Went off the Swiftsure Bank-it’s fourteen miles off the Cape, and Umatilla Bank’s about the 
same. Maybe sixteen miles off the Cape. So, west headed toward LaPush…and it’s shallow 
water; 30-40 fathom water so, it’s shallow…that’s where they got their halibut. The fishing camp 
used to be on Tatoosh Island, summer time for drying fish, you know? Must’ve dried tons and 
tons of fish to pull through the winter, you know…for the whole tribe, you know? Yeah, they 
didn’t have no refrigerators in them days so they had to dry it to keep it, you know?” 
 
J: “So in the early 1900s when Makahs started, uh…doing commercial halibut fishing, where 
would they go to sell their fish? Did people come here to buy it, or did Makahs take it over to 
Port Townsend, or Victoria, or even down into Seattle?” 
 
P: “It was sold to Seattle markets, mainly. Port Angeles markets, you know...” 
 
J: “And when did…when did the competition-when did Makahs start to get competition from 
non-Indians on their customary halibut banks?” 
 
P: “Right before the war started, that’s when they started long-lining. You know, thousands of 
feet of line with hooks, you know…didn’t take long to whip out the fish, you know, all that gear 
in the water.” 
 
M: “But, when did the non-Indians start fishing here?” 
 
P: “Right before the war; 1941.” 
 
M: “Right before the war?” 
 
P: “That’s when they introduced the long-line fishing over here; those spools of line with 
thousands, and thousands of feet of line and hooks, you know?” 
 
M: “And that’s how, uh…Zita, she was my uh, grandfather’s daughter…she married a-George 
Johnson. And he was here to fish. So yes, maybe that did start taking place at that time; around 
1940, or you know…and they were coming from the outside to fish here.” 
 
J: “And were these primarily fishermen from Puget Sound, or maybe even fishermen from 
Oregon or California?” 
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P: “A lot of ‘em come out of Seattle, Port Angeles, Poulsbo…salmon were always-“ 
 
M: “Excuse me, I’m going to have to move [murmuring]…” 
 
J: “Yeah, it suddenly got nice; imagine that.” 
 
M: “It did!” 
 
P: “Don’t see the sun very often!” 
 
J: “Okay, let’s see. I guess one of the other questions that I would like to talk about uh, and ask 
you to address…what do the oral histories have to say about whaling-let’s start with whaling in 
older times. What are some of the stories that are told about Makah whaling from the eight-from 
the 19th century, early 20th century?” 
 
P: “See, my grandpa killed the last whale I think that-in 1907, whenever the World’s Fair was in 
Seattle…he harpooned the last whale, you know? But before that, I guess grandpa’s dad done a 
lot of whaling, you know…that was in the early 1800s, you know. That harpoon we had there 
had a hundred and forty-two notches in it; that’s how many whales they killed over a hundred 
and fifty years, you know? That was just the gray whale.” 
 
M: “Pug, do you still have the Claplanahoo harpoon?” 
 
P: “No. Somebody took it about two, three years ago.” 
 
M: “That’s what I thought.” 
 
P: “Lost our harpoon, and the harpoon heads-the bag, the war club is over here in the 
museum…it ended up, that’s the one grandpa’s dad used I guess. That’s one with the fourteen 
notches on it.” 
 
M: “I remember going to my grandparents’ home and when you would go through the front 
entrance, his drum was always on the right-hand side on the wall. And on the left wall was where 
we saw the harpoon and the gear hanging below that. That’s what I remembered, until my 
grandfather died…was that’s where he had the whaling gear. The Claplanahoo whaling gear was 
used several years ago when the uh tribal council took that to Washington, D.C., and that’s-was 
for the express purpose-they wanted to begin fighting for the right to whale again as per treaty. 
The uh, harpoon because of Pug’s friend in the Coast Guard, wasn’t it also on display at the 
Victoria museum?  
 
P: “Yeah.” 
 
M: “And um…it’s never been on display with our own people. It was used to…the-with the right 
to whale again. But it has never been a part of this museum on display; which I find…infuriating, 
that I think-the Claplanahoos were used at that time for the right to whale again because it’s in 
the history-that the Claplanahoos did whale. Not only by oral history, but we had the whaling 
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gear, and Pug had the whaling gear from our grandfather. Also the war club, and what I have are 
pictures that Pug let me take of the relics and he sold the uh, war club to the museum and that 
hasn’t been on display either. So uh…I’m just going to have questions coming up later about 
that.” 
 
J: “Right, right. Okay, so…alright. I guess then, I’ve addressed most of the pretty specific 
questions and one of the questions that I would like to finish up then, with, is this notion of the 
treaty. And I’m wondering what oral histories are told about the treaty negotiations, and what 
roles did Claplanahoos have in those treaty negotiations in 1855? That would’ve been when 
Captain John was alive.” 
  
M: “Dry…no I’m sorry, I’m not able to see well. The treaty at that time, I believe, was 
represented by both sides; the uh, head chief of the Ozette was my grandmother’s great-
grandfather, and here-in Diah, it was Claplanahoo. They were a very strong people who fought 
not only for the land, but for the way that we lived. And if, not for them at that time…we’re-as a 
people, we just have the life that we have had for many years if it were not for those people who 
fought at that time to keep our way of life.” 
 
P: “One of the Claplanahoos was on that uh…treaty, treaty signing-the one that was made 
between the government when it was still a territory yet. Don’t know which Claplanahoo it was, 
do you know, Mary Ann?” 
 
M: “I can’t…I have that written at home…” 
 
P: “Was it John? Was it grandpa? 1855 Treaty? Yeah, one of the Claplanahoos signed it-yeah.” 
 
J: “Mm hm, would that have been Captain John?” 
 
P: “That’s who I think it is, I’m not sure. Had to have been, enit Mary Ann? Grandpa would’ve 
been too young!” 
 
M: “Oh yeah, grandpa [murmuring]…” 
 
P: “And then I think my grandpa would’ve been too young to sign then, you know. Had to have 
been Captain John that signed it. Not too long after that, Washington become a state, you know.” 
 
J: “And how is the treaty still important today?” 
 
P: “Ooh…got me there.” 
 
M: “To me, why the treaty is important today…that it’s given us the land that has been good to 
the Makahs for so many years and the treaty that the signers fought for-because they were a 
strong people, gave us so many more rights than tribes like the Elwha and so many tribes who 
did not have a treaty. Makahs held out for that. Because they believed that was right to fight for 
it. We…I think if we were a people who did not have a treaty-I can’t even begin to think what 
the lives would be like without that-without a land that we could call our own? You can see what 
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happened with the other tribes who did not have a treaty. I think uh, when that decision was 
made-with the Boldt Decision-tribes who did not have a treaty, and never fought for it, rode on 
the coat tails of the Makah leaders who did fight for it. And because of our strength of our 
people, you can take a look at what we have. A right to whale, which the Makahs lived with from 
the beginning, and the sealing and all the sea life that gave us our living. Other tribes ended up 
with a very small place to live, and yet they do have this-quite a bit of the fishing rights and 
clamming and all that that goes with it that the Makahs fought for. So I believe the only way that 
they were harmed was that they ended up with very little land, and uh…but otherwise, it seems 
they benefitted from the Makahs leaders fighting for our way of living. So uh, that’s how I feel 
about our treaty is that they…the Makahs were strong; had strong leadership and uh, I’m very 
thankful that they were strong leaders-that it gives us our way of living today.” 
 
P: “Yeah, huh…” 
 
J: “Okay. Alright, well I think that concludes our time today. Thank you both very much. 
Alright.” 
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 commodious harbours, almost unrivalled facilities for import and
 export, it would seem to require but a little well-directed exer-
 tion of energy and enterprise to make it the seat of a flourishing
 colony.

 'rhe island is situated between the parallels 48? 20' and 51?
 nortll latitude, and in west longitude between 123? and 128? 20';
 its coast trends in a north-west an(l south-east direction, its
 extreme length from Cape Scott to Point Gonzalez being 270
 miles, with a general breadth of from 4() to 50 miles; its greatest
 breadth is 70 miles, being from Point Estevan, at the south en-
 trance of Clayoquot Soun(l, to Point Chatham, at the llorthern
 extremity of Discovery Passage; its least breadth, namely from
 about 20 miles south of WAroody Point to Port Bauza, is 28 miles.
 There are, however, several places in which the arm3 of the sea,
 running inland from opposite sides of the islalld, approach very
 closely to each other. In the north, for instance, born Beaver
 harbour to Koskiemo, the extrelnity of an inland loch, running in
 immediately opposite, the distance i3 onlv 8 miles. Florrl the
 Alberni canal on the u!est, to Valdez inlet, called by the nativses
 Saatlam, on the east, the distance is only 22 miles; again, in the
 extreme south, a rough journey of about a nliles brings the pe(les-
 triatl froln Sanetch, on the Canal de Haro, to the end of Esquimalt
 harbour on the Straits of Fuca; and from Nitiolat, between
 Barclay Sound and Port St. Juan on the south-west, in a day and
 a half the saxrages pass over to the valley of the Cowichin in the
 south-east. The general aspect of the country throughout the
 islarl(l from the seawar(l i3 peculiarly uninviting. Dark frowning
 clifEs sterllly repel the foaming sea, as it rushes impetuously against
 them, and beyond these, with scarcely any interval of level land,
 rounded hills, densely covered Wit]l fir, rise one above the other in
 dull uninteresting monotony, oxrer these again appear bare moun-
 taills of trap rock, with peaks jagged like the edge of a saw, a
 veritable Monserrat, forming a culminating ridge, which tnay be
 said to run with little intermissioll, like a back bone, all down the
 centre of the island, from the northern to the southern extretnity;
 nor does a nearer approach present one with many more favourable
 features in the aspect of the country.

 '1he whole centre of the island-as fal as it has been at present
 explored-may be said to be a mass of rock and mountain, arld of
 the little available land which is found in llatches along the sea-
 coast, by far the greater part is densely covered with tilnber, the
 removal of which would be so laborious as to make the bringing of
 the sai(l land under cultivation scarcely a profitable undertaking.
 The little open lan(l which there is, however, is in general rich, and
 lla(l the British Government thrown the island open to the exel-
 tions of individual enterprise, the greater portion of Such open laild
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 would doubtless, ere thiss have been settled. It is not, however,
 always that the wooded land is capable of cultivation along the sea-
 coast; on the contrary, the reverse is the rule; the greater portion
 of the land on the southern, and nearly all on the western coast, as
 far as it has yet been examine(l, consisting of barren rock, barely
 affiording sufficient holding ground to the stunted timber with
 which it is covered.

 The geological structure of the island corresponds with its
 pllysical aspect. The prevailing formation is that generally
 known as the gneiss and mica-schist system: these rocks pro-
 duce a broken and rugged surface, without being attended with
 any picturesque effect. Along the sea-coast on the eastward,
 from Nanaimo to Sanetch, the principal surface rock is sandstone
 of the coal formation. From Sanetch to Esquimalt gneiss prevails,
 diversified with beds of dark-coloured limestone. Westwards of
 Esquimalt mica slate occurs, whilst from Rocky Point to Port St.
 Juan the principal rocks on the sea-coast belong to the clay slate
 and greywacke systems, interspersed however at intervals, few
 and far between, with cl;ffis of a white coloured close-grained sand-
 stone.

 These strata of sandstone Iie generally tolerably level, with a
 dip of about 7? to the sz)uth, they are covered with beds of
 lightish yellow finely larninated clay, of ftom 100 to 20 feet in
 thickness, over which is generally to be found a layer of from 2 to
 4 feet in thickness of rich black vegetable mould; the sandstone
 beds do not occur often on the south coast, seldom extend at a time
 for more than 2 miles along it, and in no case that I know extend
 beyond that distance into the interior. At Soke harbour the rocks
 on the east side are a coarse-grained highly-indurated greywacke,
 interspersed with crystals of hernblende and iron pyrites; on the
 west side a tolerably level bed of sandstone reaches to a distance
 of about 1 mile inland; at the back of this rises an atnorphous
 mass of hornblende schist, which reaches an elevation of 700 feet.
 Ascending the bed of Soke river, we pass for a mile and a half
 through the sandstone strata, these again give place to greywacke.
 About 42 miles up, a dyke of greenstone runs across our course,
 over the irregular traps or steps in which the river precipitates
 itself in a series of foaming cataracts: this irruptive mass runs in
 a north-test south-east direction, and is about 2 miles in thickness.
 ARer passing it, the slaty formation again presents itself, the qua-
 lity being a close-grained chlorite slate of a bright green colour.
 The stratification is not clearly defined in tllis rock, but the general
 dip may be about 30?, the direction being to the south-west. At
 10 miles up the river we come to a beautiful blue fine-grained
 argillaceous slate, with the cleavage very clearly and regularly
 expressed. I'he surface of these rocks has been so broken and
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 distorted by some great subterranean convulsion, that the apparent
 plane of stratification is sometimes horizonta], at other3 quite per-
 pendicular to the horizon. Some 3 miles beyond the commellce-
 ment of this formation, we come to a trough of greywacke .slate,
 containing a lake of about 6 miles in length, and with a general
 breadth of a quarter of a mile. On either side of this, with little
 or no level land intervening, rise steep lnountains to a considerable
 elevation one of those on the eastern side leaching an elevation
 of 2015 feet. The sides of this mountaill are so entirely covered
 with detached blocks or fragments of granite, that it is impossible
 to see below them any solid foundation; on the top a level plat-
 form extends for some 300 feet in an oval shape. Althou;h the
 rock contains aggregated crystals of quartz, felspar, mica, and
 hornblende, atld no laminated structure is apparent, I am in-
 duced to call it a granitic variety of glleiss, partly because conti-
 guous mountains decidedly exllibit the structure of the gneiss
 formation, and part]y owing to the almost total absence of sil or
 any earthy substance grleiss being a rock of much slower decom-
 position than granite proper: I have not illdeed seen any pure
 granite on the island, except ill detached blocks lying on other
 rocks along the sea-coast. These erratic blocks, sometimes of
 granite proper, butluore fiequently of syenite, are to be met with
 all along the sea-coast, in cubical masses of from 6 to 20 feet in
 thickness; they g;enerally lie close to the sea shore, within a few
 yards of high-water mark; smaller blocks of similar quality are
 also found in the illterior, frequently on the tops of the lower hills.

 From the above particular account may be deduced a tolerably
 accurate idea of the general geological formation, on the south
 coast of Vancouver Island. It is, however, difficult to convey upon
 paper a correct impression of the interior, the sight of which, seen
 from the first eminence that he aseends, causes to the explorer a
 hopeless elongation of visage. The prevailing rocks iil the higher
 parts of the island are gneiss and mica schist, irl the lower glWey-
 wacke alld clay slate, the whole being interspersed and intersected
 in every direction by dykes of greenstone and hornblendic trap,
 the upheaving of which has produced such a distortion and dislo-
 cation to the surrounding strata as to give to the whole the ap-
 pearance of a vast boiling mass which had been suddenly cooled
 an(l solidified in its bubbling position. The hills are steep and
 rugged; the valleys narrow and shallow, the rocks are sometimes
 bare, sometimes covered with a scant growth of timber: but in no
 case, that I have seen, does the surface of the interior of the island,
 either in its nature or its position, admit of being applied to any
 more useful purpose than to furnish matter for the explorations of
 a geologistX
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 From these regions, which are wild without being roTnantic, and
 which, from the absence of any bold outline, Ilever approach to the
 sublime or the beautiful, the traveller loves to descend to the
 smiling tracts which are occasionally to be met with on the sea-
 coast. In one of these Victoria is situ, and it is from a visit
 to it, and its neighbourhood, that tourists deduce their favourable
 ideas of the general nature of the island.

 2. History of Settlement and Population.

 In 1843, early in the spring of the year, the Hudson Bay Com-
 pany first effected a settlement in Vancouver Island. They landed
 about forty men, under charge of Mr. Finlayson, and in a very
 short time constructed a picketed enclosure, containing the build-
 ings usually appropriated by the Company to the storing of goods
 and to the accommodation of their servants. They landed at Vic-
 toria, called then by the natives Tsomus, from the name of the
 tl ibe which lives there: here they met with no opposition from the
 Indians, and, as soon as they had finisiled their buildings, they
 commenced bringing suflicient land under cultivation for the sup-
 port of the establishmerlt.

 As in settling there no idea was entertained by the Hudson
 Eay Company beyonel starting a fresh trading post with tive
 Indians, the establishment remained in statu quo Ulltil the year
 1849, whell the granting of the whole island to the Company
 opened out a fresh field br their exertions, and about this tilne,
 viz., in the commencement of the year 1849, there were some 80
 acres in cultivation rollnd Victoria. 'rhe draft of the charter for
 the granting of the islan(l to the Conlpany was laid before Parlia-
 ment in August, 1848, btlt the grant, however, was not eonfirmed
 until the corllmencement of tlle year 1849; and it was then gieren
 to the Hudson Bay Company under con(lition that, within five
 years, they shoultl have established satisf:actory settlements on it for
 the purpose of colonization.

 l'he conditions under which the Company proposed establishing
 a colony were as follow: They were to sell land at the price of
 11. per acre to all intending settlers, who were moreover to be
 obliged to bring out five me1l at their own expense, froln Ellgland,
 or other British possession, for every 100 acres which they pur-
 chased, being at the rate of one anan for every 20 acres, no single
 individual coming out was to be alk)we(l to pulchase more than 20
 acres. Of the money arising fitom the prcJceeds of the sales of that
 land, lSs. 6d. in every pound sterling was to be applied to tTle benefit
 of the colony, only ls. 6d. in the pound being reserved to the (:om-
 pany to remunerate them, a3 it were, for their undertaking the
 agency of the disposal of the land. Colonists were to be allowed
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 to work any coal they might find on payitlg to the Company a
 duty of 2s. 6d. per ton, and a duty of lOd. pels load was to bepaid
 on all timber exported. In June, 1849, the first batch of colonists
 under this system arrived, and they consisted of eight men brought
 out by mysclf; and from that day to this not a single other ind?-
 pendent. colonist has come out from tEle old country to settle in
 the island-all the other individuals, who have taken up land,
 having been in the employ of the Company, and blought out to the
 country at its expense.

 In the Harpooner, in June, 1849, there were brollght out by
 the Hudson Bay Coznpany eight mirlers to gork their coal mines
 at Fort Rupert, at the northern end of the is]and, who were to be
 paid a certaill salary, from 501. to 601. per annum, and, in addi-
 tion, were to get an extra allowance for every extra quantity of
 coal they got. 'rhere also came out in the sa.me vessel two addi-
 tional labourers to the Hudson Bay CompanyXs establishment.
 Orl my arrival in the islan(l all the land in the neighbourhood of
 Victoria and Esquimalt, which comprised some 40 square miles
 and contained nearly all the available land then known, was rew
 served by the Hudson Bay and Puget Sound Companies. AIatch-
 ousinS distant 11 miles from V;ctoria, was pointed out to trle as
 the nearest unclaimed spot on which I could settle; not approving
 of which, as there was neither a harbour nol lnill-power there, I
 was recornmende(l to proceecl to Soke, distant 26 miles.

 The ship N5orman AIorrison, in 1850, brought out about eigllty
 SOIJ1S, who were entel ed as immitrallts. In 185 l the Tory arrived
 with about 100 hired labourers. Of these partiess shipped as
 emigrants, the majority find their way to the opposite American
 side; and of the 400 men who have been imported in all during;
 the past five years, about two-thirds may be said to have deserted,
 one-fifth to have been sent elsewhere, and the rexnainder to be avt
 present employed on the island. By the Hudson Hay and Puget
 Sound Companies there are at presetlt employed 45 at and in the
 neighbourhood of Victoria, 37 at Nanaimo, and 20 officers an(l
 men at }'ort Rupertt

 The populatiorl of the Islan(l in the end of the year 1853 was
 about 450 souls, men, women, and children; of these, 300 are at
 Victoria} an(l between it and Soke; about 125 at Nanaiino; an(l
 the remainder at Fort Rupert.

 3. Distribution of Land, lMature of Soil, Crops, Climate.

 The gross quantity of land applied for in the island up to the
 end of the year 1853 was 19,8()7 acres and 16 perches, of which
 10,172 had been claime(l by the Hudson Bay Company, 2374 ly
 the Puget Sound Compalltr, and the remainfler by prPvate indi-
 duals. These lands may be classed as follows:-
 VOL. XXVII. T
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 1. Land registered without any payment beint, made
 thereoll .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 9,829 0 0

 Of this 7120 acres have been registered by tlle
 Hlldson Bay Coml>,ally, the remainder by private
 individllals.

 2. Lan(l ret,istered and dellosit pai(l thereon of a dollar,
 {r 4.s. 24. ,ver acre, the clainlants binding themselves
 to forfeit that deposit, or pay up the full y)rice of
 11. per acre on receivinC the proffer of title-deeds .......................................... 1,211 2 0

 Value received 784Z. lSs.
 A11 this land is claimed by private individuals

 and occupied by the same, ten in number.

 3. Land for which the full price of lI. per acre has been

 paid .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8,766 2 16

 Value received 87665. 15s. 19,807 0 16

 C)f this land 1696 acres 2 roods and 16 perches are occupied by
 intlividual settlers, ] 6 in number; 973 acres claimed by absentees
 and unoccupied; 471 acres occupied by the agents of absentees;
 3052 acres reserved by tile Hudson Bay Company; and 2574
 acres occupied by bailids of the Puget Sound Company, 4 in
 number. Altogether, under the three above classes, there are
 53 difFerent claimants of land, about 30 of whom may be said to
 be bona Jide occupying and improving their land. The system of
 paying a deposit of I dollar per acre, only lately introduced, has
 now been abolished, and parties have to pay at the rate of ] l. per
 acre previous to occupying their claims.

 Of the whole 19,8()7 acres claimed or occupied as above, there
 are only between 480 and 50t) acres now, at the end of the year
 1853, actually in cultivation. All the land now under cultivation,
 with the exception of some 30 acres at Soke, and about 10 acres
 at Matchousin, is withill the sections of land originally claimed by
 the Hudson Bay and Puget Sound Companies. The soil under
 cultivation is sometitnes a rich vegetal)le mould, in other places a
 clayey loam, and in others somewhat sandy. It produces excel-
 lent wheat crops. Mr. B.aillie has raised 44 bushels to the acre
 ofF some land which he farms for the Hudson Bay (:ompany,
 about S miles from Victoria. Heavy crops of peas have also been
 raised in the same place. I myself, at Soke raised excellent
 crops of wheat, barley, oats, peas, beans, turnips, and potatoes;
 Swedish turnips in particu]ar did remarkably wel], and produced
 a very heavy crop. I imported all the seed, except for wheat,
 peas, and potatoes, from Van Diemen Land, through the Sand-
 w-ich Tslands. In all arable portions of the island the land is
 favourable to the pro(luction of green crops of every description;
 vegetables also grow particularly well, and esculent roots of all
 sl)rts attain a great size. Oats have generally been a failure,
 probably owing to their having been sown too late in the season.
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 The climate, as usual on the coast of the Pacific, is divided
 into two seasons of dry and rainy, or, as Pere Accolti, the Jesuit
 priest of Oregon, expressed it, "Huit mois d'hiver, et quatre
 d'enfer ," he added two months, however, to tlle winter for the
 benefit of Oregon. On Vancouver Island it generally rains and
 snows fiom October to March, and during the rest of the year a
 parching heat prevails, which dries up all the small streams. In
 the commencement of autumn dense fog;s prevail, enveloping
 everything in obscur'lty, and preventing, as I think, the rays of the
 sun from having a due vivitying effiect on the crops. These fogs
 also tend to absorb the dews which wou]d otherwise fall; the
 consequence is, that all the crops which are not taken in early are
 apt to be parched up, and run to straw for want of moisture.

 Although the thermometer sometimes reaches a heigllt of 'S0?
 and 92?, tilat is, only during the few hottest days in August, the
 usual thermometrical range during the dry season is frorxl 60? to
 80?. The natives all along the coast have a oustom of settillg
 fire to the woods in summer, which doubtless adds to the density
 of the fogs, and increases the temperature of the atmosphere. I
 have never seen a drop of rain fall from March till October; the
 seasons, however, are uncertain. Last year there was a very
 severe winter; a great deal of snow fell, and the Hudson Bay
 and Puget Soun(l Companies lost a considerable quantity of sheep
 and cattle, whereas (luring the winter of 1853-4 there have not
 been above 20 days of rain and snonv alto^,ether.

 The prevailing winds alont the coast in winter are from the
 south-east, varying from that to the south-west, and with occa-
 sional heavy northerly gales; the prevailing vvinds in the summer
 are from the north and north-west. Generally speaking, the
 climate is both agreeable and healthy; and rlot a single death
 that I am aware of has occurred among adults from disease during
 the six years that I hase been acquainted with the island.

 4. Trip round the lsland, comprisinq description of Coal Mines,
 and all other Establishments.

 The most northern station occupied by white men is Fort
 Rupert. This post, situated on Beaver harbour, on the north-
 east corner of ttle island, was established by the Hudson Bay
 Company in 1849 for the purpose of working the coal which they
 were led to suppose existe(l in large quantities in its vicinity, as a
 quantity of superficial coal bad been worked there by the Indians,
 svhicb, however, was of loose alld open structure, interspersed with
 slate, and of so inferior a quality that they have not yet been able
 to find a market for the whole of it. All effiorts to find workat)le
 coal under the surface at Beaver LIarbour have hit}serto pl oved

 T 2
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 totally unsuccessful; clnd the cotlntry in the neighbourhood hcls
 been so thoroughly examined by Ml. Gilmour, that there appears
 little reason to hope for any further discoveries in that quarter.
 A shaft was sunk to tlle depth l)f 90 feet by the Messrs. Muir, the
 miners who were first sent Ollt from Scotland hy the Hudson
 Bay Cornpany; they principally passed through sandstone an(l
 stlale, and passed through one or two little seams of coal, thfe
 thickest not above four inche3 in thickness. This shaft was con-
 tinued by Mr. Gilmour to a (leth of 120 feet, until llse struck
 the whinstone rock, when he gave up farther search as hopeless.
 Another bore was sunk (lirectly at the bclek of Fort Rupert to
 a (lepth of 4Xi fat!homs. Two otl-ler bores were sunk behind Fol t
 Rupert, towar(ls the interior; one some 4 miles to the north-west,
 where the borers were stopped by loose quicksand at a depth of
 30 fathoms; another two miles to the south-west to a depth of
 40 fathoms; again 10 miles distant fiom Fort Rupert, along the
 sea-coast, two bores were sunk through sclndstone to depths of
 47 and 47& fathoms respectively, without any signs of workable
 coal; these were sunk at solne distance back from the shore.
 Close to the shore two pits were sur)k, one 17 the other 30
 fathorns. Nearly all these bores were sunk down until the whin-
 stone rock WA3 struck, and in none of them were they successful
 in discovering any workable seam of coal, cllthough several small
 veins were passed through, the tlickest not exceeding 6 inches.
 There are now no miners at Fort Rupert, and the establishment
 consists of 20 officers and men. As the Indian trade there is unim-
 portant, and as it was principally fixed on with a viemJ to the coal,
 it is probable that it will ere long be abandoned.

 There is some very fine timber in the neighbourhood of Fort
 Rupert gnd a considerable quantity of it has been cut for ex-
 portation as spars and n-lasts for vessels. Coasting along Van-
 couver Islanll to the south-east, a canoe or steamer will lead us
 throu,h Johnsorl Strait an(l Discovery Passage to Cape Mudge.
 This strait is almost impassal)le to a sailing vessel, except with
 great danger, as a tremendous ti(le runs, and there is no good
 anchorage nor place of shelter along the coast. Cape Mudt,e
 was lately found by Mr. Pemberton to have been placed, in charts
 previously constructed, 14 miles too far to the westward. In its
 neighbourhood the savages report some prairie-land, but I am
 not aware of any having ever been seen there by a white man. The
 coast froul Beaver harbour to Cape Mudge, and for some miles to
 the sollth, appears rocky woodland, quite unavailable for purposes
 of settlement. Fifteen nliles south of Cape Mudge we come to
 Point Holmes, where there are some 10 or 12 miles of rich open
 prairie-land close to the coast, ofEering probably a more favourable
 field for "agricultural " settlement than any other section of lalld
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 which has as et been discovered on t}le island. South of this
 tlle coast again assumes its nattlral sterility. Between this
 and Nanaimo we come to Valdez-Inlet, called by the natives
 " Saatlam." This may probably become a p]ace of some im-
 portance, as it i.s the nearest point to the end of the Alberni Canal,
 said to run from Barelay Sound on the opposite or west coast of
 tlle islancl. No favourable place for settlement offiers itself on
 the coast between this and Nanaimo, in lat. 49? 1S', lon^,. 123? 45'.
 Here the Hudson Bay Company has established one of their
 most flourishing posts. The coal at Nanainlo was first discovered
 by Mr. Joseph M'Kay, in M av, 1850, who was directed to it by
 the Indians of the neighlsourlsood. They had seen a small seam
 on Newcastle Island, about 8 inches thick, and mentioned having
 seen some black stuS on the land opposite, called Commercial
 Inlet. This proved to be the outcrop of the Douglas seam, vwhich
 was there only about 32 feet thick, tlle remainder being worn
 away by denudation; its general thickness is from 6 to 7 feet, with
 from 8 to 10 inches of fire-clay rullning through the centre; the
 dip of the Douglas seam is 45?; its direction is to the south-
 west.

 On the 15th September, the same seam, called the Douglas
 seam, was discovered on Newcastle Island, and the Itldians soon
 got out 200 tons. A pit was commenced by Mr. Gilmour, with
 10 regular miners, on the 17th September, and a shaft sunk to
 a depth of 50 feet, being throllgh 12 feet of alluvium, 8 feet of
 sandstone, and 30 feet of shale; the situation of the pit is at
 the north-west extremity of Nanaimo harbour. Here they struck
 another seam of from 6 to 7 feet in thickness, lying on conglo-
 merate; they are now regularly working this seam in several
 parallel galleries, extending to a consi(lerable distance, alrea(ly
 under ground. The seam here runs nearly leve], with a dip of
 only some 7 degrees to the south-vYest; the greatest quantity of
 coal that has been raised from it was at the rate of 120 tons per
 week with 10 regular miners.

 The same 3eaxn, "the Douglas," which was worked by the
 Indians on Newcastle Island and (Somrxwercial Inlet, llas been
 discovered by Mr. M'Kay, who plied the pick and shovel inde-
 fatigclbly in search of it, cropping out on a peninsula at the upper
 end of Nanaimo I-Iarbour, to this they are working a gallery
 oll a level from the beach, and have already progressed several
 yards with it; the gallery is some 6 feet high and 4 or 5 feet
 broad. It i3 solid]y lined and roofed with squared timber; they
 excavate at the rate of about 1 yard per diem, one miner picking
 and propping, and two shoveling and carrying the dirt, &c., away.

 \0tork has thus been done at four diffierent places: by the Indians
 at Newcastle Island and at Commerc.ial Inlet, and by Ininers on
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 the peninsula above mentioned. These were all on the same seam
 of coal which is called the Douglas; the greatest thickness Ethich
 has been anywhere seen of it is 8 feet, its aYerage may be 6;
 it is distinguished by containing 8 inches of fire-clay, and in the
 lower part of it are some 7 or 8 inches of cannel coal. In the
 other seam through which the pit is sunk, and which is the only
 one now worked, the coal is of a precisely similar quality, though
 without the fire-clay. Doubts having been entertained as to
 whether all these seams were not ident.ical one with another,
 though raised by various causes, in diffierent places, and at different
 elevations, a bore has been sunk close by the pit to endeavour to
 discover uthether the other seam, cal]ed the Douglas, does not exist
 below; they have already gone through soine 16 feet 9 inches of
 cotlglomerate, and 45 of soft sandstotle with layers of s]ale; they
 then reached a coal of siTnilar quality to that in the Douglas seam,
 and after boring 20 inches through it came to a fire-clay, through
 uhich they had gone 12 inches when the writer of this letter left
 on the 20th l)ecember. These strata lie at a corlsiderable incli-
 nation, and are nearly similar to those which overlie the Douglas
 coal at Commercial Inlet, wbich are as follows:

 Conglomerate, 20 feet; siliceous sandstone, 8 feet; shale, 2 feet;
 alternate layers, shale and sandstone, 14 feet; sandstone, 2 feet:
 shale, 1 foot 4 inches; sandstone, 2 feet; sl-lale, 4 inches; sand-
 stone, 4 feet. Total: 53 feet 8 inches.

 It is therefore probable that the coal which has been reached ill
 the bore will be found to be identical with the Douglas seam, in
 which case there will be two seams, each of an average depth of 6
 feet, overlying each other, at an interval of from 50 to 60 feet.
 The pit is situated within a few yards of the water-side, and vessels
 drawing 16 feet water can anchor close to it; the LIudson Bay
 Company have brought out an excellent engine, by which they
 raise the coal, an(l pump out such water as is accumulated in the
 pit; they are not much trotlbled with water, and all the pumping
 that is necessary does not keep the engine goin8 above a quarter
 of the time.

 It is the opinion of the head miner, that coal may be found
 anywhere, within a circumference of 2 miles from Nanaimo, at a
 distance of 50 feet below the surface. Altogether there are few
 places to be ulet with where coal can be worked as easily and
 exported as conveniently as from Nanaimo, and it will be the
 Hudson Bay Company's own fault, if they do not make a very
 profitable speculation of their possessions there.

 Altogether about 2000 tons of coal have as yet been exported
 from Ai anaimo, of which one half may be said to have been worked
 and loaded by Indians, the other worked by the miners. The first
 coal exported from the pit was brought by the William to San
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 lSranciseo, in May, 1853; it. is sol(l by the IIudson Bay Company
 at Nanaimo at eleven dollars per ton, the Indian womell bringing
 it alongside the lJessels in their canoes. At Sall Franeisco it now
 (January, 1854) sells at 28 dollars per ton. The greatest objeetion
 is that it burns too quickly, and leaves behind a good deal of slag,
 whieh makes it difficult to keep the furnaees clean; it is, houever,
 a very strong rich eo?11, and full of sul)hurous matter.

 Nanaimo altogether is a flourishing little settlement, with about
 125 inhabitallts, of wllom 37 are working men, the remainder
 women and ehil(lren; there are about 24 ehildren at a school
 })resided over by Mr. Baillie. There is good anehorage all over
 the harbour, whieh is commodious, and sheltered from all winds;
 there is a rise an(l fall of 15 feet at spring tides, and of about 12 feet
 at ordinary times; it is an exeellent plaee to lay up and repail
 vessels; tlle bottom is in general a soft mud. About 24 houses
 have already been put up by t.he Hudson Bay Company, and
 several more are in proeess of ereetion. For food they are prin-
 eipal]y dependallt on the lndians, who bring sometimes as many
 as 63 deer in a day from S;ehesatl or Jarvis-Inlet, situated a little
 to the north of Nanaimo, and opposite to it on the main land.
 'rhe land in the immediate neighbourllood is poor and sandy, but
 there is a prairie about 2 miles of of some 3 or 4 uliles in extent,
 on wllich the soil is rich and the surfaee tolerably level. The
 Company have claimed 6()()0 aeres, which may be said to include
 most of the avai]al)le land in the neighbourhood; all the remainder
 is eovered with timl)ers and although there is no open land, there
 may be some 2 OI' 3 miles of land which is level, between tlle sea
 eoast and the mountains. At the south-west extrenlity of the
 harbour, a river flows in; it is about 50 yards wide at the mouth,
 with an average depth of about 5 feet, and a current of 4 knots
 per hour. About 7 lniles north-west of Nanaimo along the eoast,
 is another exeellent harbour, ealle(l ' Tutuis,' where also tile
 earboniferous strata prevail, and tllere is a seanl of coal, reported
 by the Indians to be some 4 feet thick.

 South of STanaimo there are 3 ranges of islands, running
 parallel with eacll other, between the mainland of Vancol1ver
 Island, and what is general]y lai(l down as such on all charts
 hitherto published. rI he channe]s between these islandsare too in-
 tricate for a sailing vessel of large size to attempt wvith any
 certainty or security. The outer otle, iletween 2 ranges of islands,
 is probably the best; it ex)ands occasionally into open bays, some
 4 miles wide, but is twice contracted illtO narrow channels, through
 wilich the tide runs with frightful velocity. It is quite a mistakerl
 (though general) idea that there is good anchorage throughout
 these inland passages. I can only ?ay from experience that I
 foulld no l)ottom at 20 fathoms in any part between Nanainlo and
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 Sanetch. As a general rule, wherever the navigator can see a
 clay bank on the shore, he may there be certain of finding anchor-
 age; where the shore is rocky, anchorage is uncertain. The bottom
 throughout these passages is rocky and uneven, and in the narrows
 the ccurrellt sets a vessel toxvards the rocks, without her helm havingX
 any power to guide her away from them.

 There is no available land between Nanaimo and Sanetch, a
 distance of 40 miles; all the sea-boar(l consists of rocky woodland,
 and the mountains come down close to the coast; there are some
 spots on the opposite islands which might be brought under culti-
 vation, the whole, however, is at present densely covered with
 timber. Sanetch is a long arm of the sea running inland some lO
 or 12 miles; there is not good anchorage, the water being deep,
 the arm, however, is perictly land-locked, sheltered from ail
 winds, and by going close to the shore vessels may anchor in
 tolerably shallow water. Within 400 yards of the shore in many
 places there is no bottom at 2() fathoms; the country all around is
 (lensely wooded; tllere are 3 or 4 small prairies; perhaps, taken
 altogether, some 3 square miles in extent. 'l he savages are nume-
 I'OUS, but quiet and peaceable, and any one settling among them
 would find them very useful. Within an average distance of a
 mile all round the arm the mountains rise in a perpendicular
 manner, which quite forbids all hope of a settlement in the interior.
 At the north of the arm, however, on its northern shore, the
 Cowitchin River discharges itself. Tilis is the largest river aet
 known on the island, and flows through a long narrow valley COll-
 taining a ;ood deal of open land, and a considerable portion of
 availal)le woodland. About 3 rniles up the river there is an
 extent of some 10 or 12 miles, by perhaps half a mile broad, on
 either side, of rich open alluvial land; this tract, next to the land at
 Point Holmes, i3 tlle most extensive uninterrupted tract of avail-
 able open land yet seen on the island. About 20 tniles up, the
 Cowitchin R;ver, in the month of May, is 160 feet wide, and from
 3 t-o 4 feet deep, with current at rate of 3 knots per hour; there is
 a little level and some open land occasionally appearing on its
 banks here; the soil, hovfever, is poor an(l useless and overflowed
 by the water in winter. 'rhe river takes its rise from a large lake in
 the centre of the island, it runs in a south-westerly direction, the
 source of it is not many miles from Port St. Juan. From Sanetch,
 rock and mountain again take up the sea coast until we arrive at
 Gordon Head, some 15 miles to the south, when the presence of
 c]ay cliffis on the beach betokens the probability of some available
 land existlng in the interiol: from here to Victoria across the
 distance is only 6 miles ) round the coast it is consideral)ly longer.
 Tn the-neighbouthooul of Victoria there are altogether about 7
 square miles of open land on svhich the great nlajority of settlers
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 above alluded to are located; besides the open land, there may be
 in the district of Victoria about 10 square miles of available wood-
 land. Victoria itself is situated on a small but well sheltered
 harbour; the entrance is intricate and the harbour cannot be said
 to be suitable for large vessels; the village consists of some 60
 houses, principally log cabins. Withill a pallisaded enclosure are
 the stores of the Company, and buildinos appropriated to the resi-
 dence of their usual clerks, chief traders, &c. Besides these, their
 chaplain the Rev. R. J. Staines resides here, in addition to his
 clerical duties, he and Mrs. Staines keep a school for the education
 of the children of the officers of tbe Company; this school is exceed-
 ingly well managed, and is calculated to have a most civilizing influ-
 ence on the future prospects of the island. At Victoria also resides
 Mr. Douglas, chief factor of the Company, and governor of the
 island.

 About 6 miles westward of Victoria is the harbour of Esquimalt;
 a safe and commodious harbour for vessels of all sizes, and com-
 bining the advantage of stlfficient shelter, with that of an open
 entrance, into which a line-of-battle ship might beat without
 difficulty.

 Between Victoria and Esquimalt may be altogether 200 acres
 of prairie or open land, on wllich three bailiis of the Puget Sound
 Compally are established; they have little or no lan(l under culti-
 *ation at present; 25 acres will, I think, cover the total quantity
 between the three; they have, however, erected good substantial
 farn-bui]dings of wood, and probably next year will have brought
 a goo(l deal more land under c.ultivation.

 There may be about 350 acres of prairie or open land in the
 neighbourhood of Esguimalt harbour to the westward; all the
 remainillg land between it and Alatchousin is woodland, in some
 places itnprovable, but generally 51vorthless.

 Rounding \Villiarn Head, where there is a little patch of open
 lan(l, occasionally hrowsed on by sheep belonging to the Puget
 Soun :1 Company, we come, at the distance of five miles westward
 of Esquirllalt, to Matchousin, where we haxre some 620 acres of fine
 open land; generally speaking, however, the soil is poor and sandy,
 and neither ploduces grasses nor crops with much luxuriance.
 Matchousin is an open roadstead, sheltered from the north-east,
 but open to the south and west: there may be about 11 acres now
 under cultivatioil ill the open land there. At Matchousin is the
 vestige of some ancient encampment, which an antiquary of enthu-
 siastic imagination might call a very proper agger or vallum, with
 its corresponding ditch or fossa. The agger is soulewhat worn down,
 but the fossa is clearly discernible some 12 feet in depth and 15
 in breadth, extending in an oval form, round three sides of what
 probably was an intrenched camp, or castra estiva of the S)aniards;
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 the fourth side is occupied by a steep clay cliS abuttino on the sea
 beach. The Indians llave no traditiotI concerning it, and not being
 at a good fishing station, it is more than probable that it was occu-
 pied by white men. One or two other such remains of ancient
 camps exist along the south coast, but we have neitller tradition,
 history, nor internal evidence to guide conjecture as to the original
 purposes for which they were formed. On leaving Matchc)usin,
 dreary rock again becomes the order of the (lay on the sea coast,
 and leads us round Albert Head into Pedder Bay, a nice safe
 little harl)our, running about 3 miles inland, at the head of it are
 two small streams, and just sufficient available opell land to svwzear
 by. On the west si(le of Pedder Bay is a fine open prairie ex-
 tending nearly across to Becher Bay. It contains some 70(:t acres,
 and is intexspersed wlth oak trees; the soil is rich and it is well
 watered, there being several spriIngs throughout it. The lalld is
 level, and consists of a rich black mould, some three feet in depth,
 with a subsoil of yellow clay lying upon mica slate.

 Rounding Rocky Point, or Bentinck Island, uTe come to Becher
 Bay. This is an open bay, abollt 22 miles wide at the entrance,
 and the same in depth, surrounded by the most hopelessly desolate-
 lookin and useless rock and mountain, which it is possible to
 imagine. In a small bight at the western extreluity, where a little
 basin of sandstone exists, traces of coal have been discovered and
 some small pieces of coal found Oll the surface; zzO seam of coal ilas
 as yet been found; even if it exists at a]l, its extent tnust be very
 limited, ancl it must be at a very great angle of inclination. An
 enterprising fisherman from Orkney has established himself llere,
 and last summer put up and exported 300 barrels of salmon, which
 he had traded from the Indians, and cured himself. 'l'his with 150
 more barrels traded in the same place by the Honololu Packet,
 constitutes all the salmon, the produce of the island, which has
 hitherto been exported from it. 'lthe Company have sent some
 frozu San Juall Island; a few hundred barrels, sa.y 30() on an average
 yearltt; and they e:xport 2000 barrels from Frazer River to the
 Sandwich Islan(ls, but they have not as yet [lovvever exported any
 that I am aware of from Vancouver Island.

 In Becher Bcly there is a good anchorage in 16 fathoms of
 water, behind an island opposite the Indian village: shelter rnay
 be had there from all winds. Leaving Becher Bay, or as the
 natives call it (Shuchwaetsin, and proceeeling along the coast, bome
 6 miles further to the Brestward, we come to Soke Harbour, passing
 meanwhile, as is too frequent]y the case in Vancouver Island,
 along the coast of a region, vvilich, if it colltain not some unheard-
 of mineral wealth, is really not worth the ink alld paper which it
 would take to describe it.

 On Soke HarlJour the author of this paper originally established
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 himself. He brought about 35 acres under cultivation, raised a
 small stock of cattle, horses, pigs, and pou]try, and built house3
 for himself and men, with a barll, farm-buildings and a saw-mill.
 He found the soil produce abundantly, when cultivated, any crops
 that can be grown in Scotland or England; he found no difficulty
 in establishing a friendly intercourse with the native tribe of
 savages, who were only about 60 in number. For two years he
 resided there, a solitary colonist; he then let his farm on lease to
 some of the men he had brought out with him, and went to visit
 a far coulltry. On his return, he found his land thrown out of cul-
 tivation, and the greater part of his property de3troed; the
 remainder he immediately disposed of, arld finally abandoned the
 country.

 Soke is as perfectly sheltered aharbour as it is possible to conceive.
 The entrance is sonlewhat intricate and vessels will generally have
 to warp in and out; with a south-west breeze a essel h()vever
 can sail in without ditliculty. A long sandy spit runs almost com-
 pletely across the entrance, leaving only an openillg of 300 yards;
 in this are three rocks, which, however, whell known are easily
 avoide(l; the harbour runs northward for about two miles, with a
 brea(lth of about half a mile, it then contracts to a narrow passage,
 and then bends round to the east, where it expands into an open
 sheet of water, some 3 miles lont by 12 or 2 broad, with a depth of
 from 4 to 6 fathoms nearly all over it. There are several shoals
 ill the outer harbour: there is abar with 20 feetof water runlling
 across just outside the entrance, alld it can scarcely be said to be
 adapted to large vessels. 'the Lord AVestern, however, drawing
 19 feet of water, loaded there last summer mrithout difficulty. The
 general depth of the harbour is froul 5 to 10 fathoms. Along the
 eastern shore there is little or no available lan(l. At the extremity
 of the sheet of water above mentioned are the debris of a saw-mill
 built by the author of this sketch. Following the shore of the
 harbour we come to no available land urltil half way to the Indian
 village, which is situated at the bend above mentioned; round it
 are a few hundred acres of availab]e woodland. At this pOillt the
 Soke river di3charges itself, which takes its source from two lakes,
 one about 12 miles in a direct line to the north, the c)ther about
 25 miles up, there are a few patches of open meadow-land near
 the mout.h ofthe River, Otl which tile Indian3 grow considerable
 quantities of potatoes. Small canoes can go up the river to a (lis-
 tflnce of three miles; there is a little level land along it at intern al3
 for that distance, consisting of a rich alluvial soil, covered u-ith a
 magnificent growth of timber; this land, however, where it exists
 at all, merely extends for a few yards back from the banks of the
 river, and beyonA the whole country is utterly unavailable. From
 the mouth of tlle river all along the west coast of the harbour the
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 land is rich and level, and though at present covered with wood-
 land, may doubtless some day be brought into cultivation. Near
 the entrance of the harbour, and running from it, across a small
 peninsula to the straits, is a small prairie of 315 acres, with an in-
 dustrious Scotch family, who carry on a little farmirlg, and supply
 piles and spars to shipping for the San Francisco market. The
 soil on the prairie is a rich black vegetable mould from 3 to 4 feet
 deep, with a stiff clay subsoil, resting on sandstone, and the sur-
 rounding woodland also consists of very rich soil. The extent of
 available land, altogether, in the neighbourilood of Soke Harbour,
 is very limited. Five s(luare miles, of which 3:30 acres in all are
 open land and the remainder tolerably level woodland, will cer-
 tainly comprise the whole. There are about 30 acres under culti- vation.

 'l'he timber round the harbour is very fine and of several varieties;
 there are no less than six varieties of fir, an(l one of pine (Mollti-
 cola), fbund iligh up the river; the timber suitable for piles near
 tlle harbour is nearly exhausted, a la-rge quantity, however, still remains suitable for spars or square timber.

 On leaving Soke, the eye has again to encounter rocky wastes,
 until after proceeding a distance of some 14 miles westward,
 where there is a little level woodland alongthe sea coast. Traces
 of coal have been found on a small river called by the natives
 Quaachuka, which here discharges itself into the Straits. The
 sandstone strata prevail along the coast here for some miles, and
 the quality of the sandstone is precisely similar to that found at
 Bellingtlam Bay; the colour is light and it is fine and close-grained;
 it is interspersed with small seflms of coal, few of which are as
 much as an iIlch in thickness. Up the river, several detached
 pieces of coal, or rather of lipute, closely approaching coal, have
 been fouild lying on the surf:ace, but the source from which they
 have come has not yet been discovered. Underneath the sand-
 stone strata is a very renlarkable fossil bed, the fossils are large
 and in perfect preservation, they are imbedded in a strongly in-
 durated reddish clay. Among the fossi]s are terebratula reticu-
 laris, spirifer striatus, productus semireticulatus, and other fossils peculiar to the lower carboniferous strata.

 From Soke for a distance of some 4S miles, there is no appear-
 ance of open land or prairie, neither with the above exception is
 there any available woodland, until arriving within 10 miles of
 Port St Juan, the mountains couling down close to the sea-
 shore. Here they trend of a little to the northward, leaving a
 tract of level woodland, some two miles broad, betweeil their base and the coast.

 Port St Juan is a fine harbour with excellent anchora.ge of from
 3 to 5 fathoms all over it: it is, however, much exposed to the south-
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 west. It runs abotlt 4 miles inland and would make an excellent
 fishing station; the fish there being numerous and in great
 variety. Sturgeon, turbot, salmon, herring, cod, and flounders are
 caught by the natives. There is good shelter for vessels round a
 point OT1 tlle eastern side of the harbour, towards its northe
 extremity; but there is no prairie land round Port St. Juan. l'hse
 tirnber is very fine, and suitable either for piles or spars.

 On a raised sea beach, with scant sandy soil, extending with a
 breadth of from 300 to 500 yards all along the north-east end of
 the harbour, there is a consi(lerable growth of coarse grass, which
 would affiord good pasture for black cattle.

 A fine seam of coal has been discovered between Port St. Juan
 and (Sape Bonilla. It is however almost worthless, as, though it
 crops out on the sea coast, there is no shelter forves3els near it,
 and no possibility, except at considerable expense, of making av
 road between there and Port St. Juan.

 At Port St. Juan there is a native population of about l 50, calle(l
 the Patcheena Sinatuch, who are a quiet race, living by fishing,
 and favourable to intercourse with the whites.

 Twenty-five rxliles westward of Port St. Juans we round Bonilla
 Point, and emerge from the Straits of lFuca into the open sea. A
 strong current sets alon^, the coast in a north-west direction, par-
 ticulatly during winter; so strong is this current that in making
 the coast in the month of Octobel, the Lord Western, a British
 silip, was in two days carried 43 miles to the westward of uthere
 ker reckoning placed ber Northward of Point Bonilla, is an in-
 land saltwater loch, to which, however, no passage practicable for
 vessels exists from the sea; there is merely a narrowX shallow
 entrance, for canoes and small boats. In the interior it expan(ls
 some two or three miles in extent, and runs inwar(ls for several
 miles; from its extreinity a passage exists to the Cowitchin Valley
 to which the savates travel in 1l days. Round it are settled
 some 300 savages calleel the Nitteenatuch or Nitteenats. They
 are expert whale fishers, and in one season killed as many as 24.
 There is very little available soodland round this locality and on]y
 a small patch of open land extending to some 40 acres.

 Fitteen miles northFTard of Cape Bonilla is Cape Carrasco, the
 southern point of the entrance to Barclay Sound, a spot concerning
 which all Indians in general, and lSlattery Jack (chief of the
 Macaws) in particular, seemed to have delighted in telling the
 nost atrocious falsehoods, to the ears of admiring investigators.
 No white man had visited Barclay Sound subsequent to Meares in
 the beginning of this century until the arrival of a smal] Americar
 vessel in the summer of 1852. This vessel in one week loaded
 with 120 barrels of salmon, which the natives brought alongside irl
 their canoes. On its being visited by the author of this sketch, in
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 the spring of 1853, in the Honolulu, all accounts of the beautiful
 prairie-land, with which its shores were sclid to be adorned, turne(l
 out to be entirely fabulous. Suspicions were tllrown even on the
 existence of the Alberni Canal; it is to be hoped, however, for the
 sake of the good report of the resources of the is]and, that these
 latter suspicinns may l)e fc)un(l by more coulplete explorers at some
 subsequent date to be without foundation. One thing is clear,
 not an iota of confidence is to be placed in Indiall l eports, whether
 pro or con.

 Barclay Sound is a broad bay open to tEle south-west; its breadth
 at the entrance is about 15 miles and it rulls inland with nearly
 the same breadth to a distance of 17 miles. A number of rocky
 islets stretch across the entrance, leaving, however, two broad open
 channels, both towards the south-east side: one of these channels is
 about 1l miles broad, it is close to the eastern shore of the sound;
 the other is about 34 miles broad, and is a little farther to the
 north-west; it cannot be mistaken, being clearly visible from the
 outside, an(l also distinctly luarked by a very singular rock, with
 onlv three fir trees on it, appearing precisely like the three masts
 of a vessel. 'rhe channel is immediate]y to the north of this rock,
 an(l the sound is ulc)re open after enterillg within it. There are,
 however, a few islands interspersed all over it, most of them in-
 habited by small fishing families of the savages. There is anchor-
 age near all these islets, with ^,ood holding-ground, but the water
 deepens su(ldenly, and vessels in search of anchorage have to stand
 wery close in-shore. The Honolulu anchored in ten fathoms water
 within 60 yards of the beach, under the lee of arl islan(l called
 Satchakol, about two miles within the Ship-Rock above mentioned.

 On the eastern shore, about 4 tniles from tlle outside, there is a
 small inlet, called by the natives " Tsuchetsa," with a small tribe
 living on it; the chief of whom is called " Klayshin." The inlet
 is about 300 yards broad at its entrance, and branches out into
 two arms from 70 to 80 yards wide each. The first of these arms
 extends in an easterly direction for about one mile and a half,
 sometimes narrowing to a breadth of 40 yards, sometimes expand-
 ing to 200, it ends in an open bay 500 yards broad. The land
 on either side is broken and rocky, though not high; there appears
 little soil, and tlle timber is stunted and scrubby. There is no
 open land either on this or on tlle other zlrm, which runs in for
 about a mile to the south, parallel with the shores of the sound.
 The lan(l on either sidfe of that arm is level woodland, but the
 soil is not rich, and the wood worthless, being principally stunte(l
 Canadensis. The Indians declared that there was no otber arm
 of the sea, running inland from Barclay Sound, and the author
 a}vproached close to the supposed position of the Alberni Canal,
 without seeing any signs ot sucl-l an opening; he was prevented
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 making a minute examination by darkness comint on, but from
 what he saur, he believes the allocation of the Alberni Canal to be
 an error. Generally speaking the country all round Barelay
 Sound is broken and rocky, thickly covered with useless wood, and
 unfit for cultivation or settlemell. In the c.ountry of the Schissa-
 tuch, there are some clay cliffs on the coast, similar to those oll
 Puget Sound, but the hills come close down to the water si(le, anfl
 there cannot be a great extent of level country, if there be any at
 a11. There is no tluth in reports which hslve been circlllated of
 there being coal on Barclay Sound; the Indians, however, describe
 some coal as existing at Munahtah in the country of the Cojuckle-
 satuch, some three days' journey into the interior, at the back of
 Barclay Sound. The coal is described as a searn four feet thick,
 cropping out from the top of a high hill: its y)osition, from the ap-
 pearance of the country, can scarcely be a place from which it
 would be possible to export the mineral. The inhabitants of Bar-
 clay Sound may be about 700 in all. The) are a poor miserable
 race, are very much divided both into tribes and small families.
 They are a harmless race, and live altogether by fishing, having
 few bows arld arrows among them, and scarcely any rxluskets.
 Even the young men have a singularly old and worn appearance,
 and they are generally speaking of smaller stature than their neigh-
 bours the " Nitteenats." At the back of Barclay Sound, on a
 small river, about two days' journev into the interior, live the only
 inland tribe whose existeIlce is known of in Vanc(auver Island.
 They are cal]ed the "Upatse Satuch," and consist only of four
 families, the remainder having been killed by the Nanaimo
 Indians. The inhabitants of Barclay Soun(l have nothing among
 them worth tradin; for, except during the fishing season.

 About 7 aliles to the south-ea3t of Barclay Sound, an(l between
 it and Cape Flattery, is a bay which has never yet been mentioned
 called by the natives "Cha(lukutl." Tiis bay is about 3 milts
 broad, and runs back a considerable distance. A rocky barrier
 runs across the entrance, leavillg a channel only about 100 yards
 broad, which nc) vessel should attempt to enter for the first time
 without having an Indian pilot. At the upper end of the bay rtlns
 in a fille river, about 200 yards broad at the mouth, and there
 is a frontage of about 3 miles of fine level woodland, running
 apparently a considerable distance illlclnd. The bay is about
 8 miles deep, and its shores are inhabited by one tribe abollt
 400 in number. The natives of Vancouver Island, on the south
 coast particularly, have a name for every point and promontory;
 these being the parts which present themselves most prominently
 to them as they coast along in their canoes. In Soke Harbour
 every little point to which a white man would not dream of giaring
 a name has its separate appellation, and the names, as in Guelic,
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 generally signify something either eonnected with the face of the
 eountry or with the tribe who inbabit it. In this llabit of giving
 name3 to pOilltS, and leaving the indentures of the eoast, or bays,
 without names, these savage aborigines present a remarkable
 eontrast to the Arabs; who travelliIlg on holsebaek, ancl by land,
 take notice principally of the valleys and plaees where tley may
 proeure water, passing the points of land unnotieed. Of this a
 striking instanee nlay be seen in the nomenclature of the shores of
 the Dea(lSea, where every " Wadi," or valley debouching into ttle
 indentations of the shore, has its navme; whereas the neighbouring
 " Ras" or point projecting out into the sea is oftela left without a
 name.

 The rlext harbour north of Barclay Sound is Claaoquot, where
 there are established 3000 Indians, vvho are anxious to trade with
 the whites, but as yet none but Amerieans have been among them.
 A bar with from 4 to 6 fathoms on it runs aeross the entrance to
 the h?trbour. There is good anehorage inside, and shelter from
 all winds; the arm runs a eonsiderable distance into the interiol,
 but there is no open land that I am aware of, and the surface of
 the woodEan(l is rocky and broken. Clayoquot is distant about
 65 miles from Port St. Juan. From this northward to A5ootka, there
 is no land along the sea-board that has the appearanee of being
 available for ally useful purpose. Nootka Sound is a large arm
 of the sea, eontaining several small sheltered harbours; thele is
 llO open land near it, and but little available w(lod]and. The
 Indians are numerous arld sometimes hostile; tbey seized an
 Ameriean vessel in the summer of 1852, but did not molest the
 erew.

 At Nespod, a little north of NootkaZ eoal i8 reported bv the
 Indians. Nespod is called Port Brooks on the eharts.

 At Koskeemo north of Nesl)od, and opposite to Beaver Harbour,
 a seam of eoal, 2 feet in thiekness, has also been discovered, but neither
 from its situation or nature ean it be worked to any advantage.
 There are tllree arms in Koskeemo, in either of whieh there is
 good shelter and anchorage for vesse]s. Immense quantities of fish
 are eallt,ht here by the Indians. Between Clayoquot and Nootka
 I omitted to mention Port San Raphael or Aehosat, which iS
 a bight of the sea, running inland 3 or 4 miles. There is no
 alrailable land near it, the water is deep, but elose into the inner
 end there is anchorage near the shore and good shelter.
 From Koskeemo round the north to Beaver Harbour there is

 no land that we are aware of fit for purposes of colonization or
 settlement, the coast is rocky, though not high, antl a vessel would
 do well to keep clear of it in inter. A very heavy sea is con-
 stantly running there, and thele is no known Slarbour to whicl
 vessels can put in for shelter.
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 It wi]l be thus seen that the most favourable places for settIe-
 ment are to be met with OIlly on the east and south coast; the west
 coast, north of Barc]ay Solln(l, has all a lnost unfavourable aspect,
 and even within Barclay Sound we have only Indian reports at pre-
 sent tc) trust to, for there being land of a nature fit for settlement.

 The Indian population of the whole island is stated at 17,000;
 tlley are in general favourably disposed towards the whites, and
 with pl oper superintendence are capable of being made very
 useful; they all live by fishing, but take kindly to any kind of
 rough agricllltural employment, though their labour is not gene-
 rally to be depended on for any continued period.

 'l'he lands, at present surveyed by the Hudson }3ay (:ompany,
 are included in a line, which may be taken from Sanetch to Soke
 Harbours; the quantity of land surveyed in detail is 200 square
 mileb, of which one-third is rock or unavailabie, the remainder is
 principally woo(lland. The proportion of open land will be seen
 om the above remarks, where all that is known is mentioned, and
 bears a very small proportion to the woodland; but where it exists
 at all it is alrnost invariably rich; and the uoodland, where it is at
 all level, is richer than the plairie ground, from the increased
 quantity of vegetable deposit.

 5. Veyetclble P-oductions and l!Gatural Histowsy.

 The Flora of Vancouver Island is poor, and no new varieties
 of plallts l-ave been discovered in the country. The open prairie-
 grotlnd, as well as the patches of soil which are met with in tile
 clefts of the hills, are principally covered with the camass, a small
 esculent root about the size of an onio, with a light-blue flower,
 tne Camassia ssculenta of botanists. 'rhe camass constitutes a
 favourite article of food with the savages, alld they lay up large
 quantities of it for winter consumption, burying it in pits in the
 ground in the same way as they keep potatoes. This root has
 strong astringent qualities; the saages prepare it for food by
 digging large holes in the ground, throwing in hot stones, on top
 of the stones placing quantities of camass, and covering the whole
 up with sticks axld mats ulltil the root is sufficiently baked. rl'he
 carnass diggin^, is a great season of " r eunion" for the women of
 the various tribes, and answers with them to our hay-rllaking or
 harvest home.

 The Gualtheria shallon, called by the Cana(lians "salal," is,
 llext to the camass, the most common plant in Vancouxrer's Island;
 it is a small shrub bearing a dark-blue berry, a little larger than
 t.he cranberry. The berry is very sweet an(l wholesome, and the
 savages are very folld of it; it is called Ivy them kungehc)lls, and
 it generally grows on dry an(l poor soil.

 The Arbutus uva ursi is another plant whicll abounfls on the
 \'OL. XXVII. U
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 low hills, and, as its name implies, toc,ether with the salal con-
 stitutes a favourite food of the bear; the leaves of it are dried by
 the natives ansl smoked in their pipes, mixed with tobacco, when
 they can get it; the mixture is not unpleasant to smoke, and aGts
 slightly as an opiate.
 In the marshv gl ounds in particular districts is found the
 Equisetum hyemale, or as the Canadians call it, " 1a Pre]e." This,
 in the scarcity of natural grasses, and in the absence of artificial
 substitutes, forms exce]lent footl for th< cattle in winter. They are
 very fond of it, and will desert their pastures and make paths of
 several miles through the woods to places where it is to be met
 with. Several varieties of Campanula and Lupinus are found in
 the woods and low grounds, and most fruits generally cultivated
 in Great Britain abound, both in the low lands and hill sides,
 wherever they can find any soil to support them. Among these
 may be mentioned the strawberry, black currant, gooseberry, and
 raspberry, a small valiety of crab apple, and a small black wild
 cherry. It must not be omitted to mention that the potato is
 almost universally cultivated by all the savage tribes on the
 south of Vancouver Island, as ^ell as on the opposite mainland.
 They have had this valuable root for a long time among them, but
 as it is nevez found except among tribes who have been at some
 time in the habit of trading with the whites, it is most probable
 that it has beell introduced among them by early traders, and that
 it is not indigenous to the courltry; the qualities vary according
 to the nature of the soil; tlley are, however, generally speaking,
 of the kinds ordinarily cultivated in Europe, and of these are
 eight or nine varieties; the root generally i3 of a larger size than
 that attained by any potatoes cultivated in Europe. Potatoes
 and dried salmon form the staple food of all the natives who can
 procure thenl, the camass being hy them considered more as a
 delicacy. They consume little animal food, being too lazy to hunt
 for it, except during winter, when they capture in nets and shoot
 great quantities of wild-fowl.

 Two species of bear are found in the island, the black and
 brown; such of the natives as have muskets occasionally kill them
 and bring their skins for barter to the IJudson's Bay (Jompany,
 they are numerous in most parts of Vancouver's Island, the flesh
 of the bear is very coarse, and the foot is tbe only part of the
 animal, which, if well cooked, can be eaten with satisfaction by a
 white man, unless he be very hungry.

 Of deer three species are to l)e met with, the Cervus elaphus
 or elk, the Lencurus, or large white-tailed deer, and a smaller
 species of black-tailed deer. The flesh of the elk is good nourish-
 ing food, that of the other kinds of deer is ta.steless and insipid,
 and contains but little nourishment.
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 Black and white wolves infest the thick woods, as also a small
 species of panther, but none of these are very numer()us. Squirrels
 and minxes ale found everywhere in great numbers, and both
 land and sea otters are occasionally to be met with; the latter i8
 ollly found on the north coast of the island; the animal is generally
 frorn 4 to 8 feet lon^,, reaching, however, sometimes to a length
 of 12 feet, and its fur is very soft and delicate, being by far the
 most va.luable of that of any aniInal found on tlle north-west coast;
 it is gellerally of a jot black colour, though sometinles it has a
 slightly browrlish tillt. Sit,ns of the beaver have occasionally been
 seetl by old tra)pels on Vancollver Island, but the animal has
 nexer actually ben met writh. Altogether there are very few
 anitnals producing valuable furs on Vancouver Islar.d, and I
 should conceive tlle value of the fuls actually trapped and trade(l
 on the island cannot exceed 401. per annuln.

 Of bir(ls, they haYe the '15etrao obscurus; the male a beautiful
 biral of blu;sh colour, rather lar^,er than the Scottish grouse r he
 ha3 a loose outer tiero.t like that of a turkey, of yellow colour,
 which he inflates when lle utters his peculiar cry. This cry, some-
 tl ioC like that of an owl, is heard at a long distance; in uttering it
 while perched on one of ti}e lofty fir-trees of the country, l}e fie-
 quentls souilds his death knell, as the creeping savage, lured bt
 the mrell-known sound, is guided by it, in iliS approach to his beau-
 tiful victim, whom, howesrer, he never attempts to bag unless he
 sits quietly to receive him: the savage, althollgll he hAs a very
 quick eye, never dreams of t;king a flying shot at either bird,
 beast, or man.

 Here is also another species of grouse, the Tetrao Richar(lsonii,
 and the drum partridge completes the varieties of feathered garx}e.
 rrhe Obscurus is found in the highest glounds like the ptarnligan
 of Scotland; the othertwo varieties fiequent the low woods; none
 of them are found in numbers and it takes a very good shot, and
 a still better walker, to ztlake up a game bag of three brace
 in a day.

 Of small birals, there is the Mexican woodpecker, and a large
 misshapen species of bulfinch-note it has none; and indeed aves
 lrocales may generally speaking be said never to be rnet with on
 the west coast of Aulerica. Tile settler in these parts misses
 equally the lively carol of tlle larli, the sweet cheerful note of the
 thrush, and the melancholy melody of the nightillgale; still more
 will he of gelltle mind, as he wends his solitary way through these
 distant wilds, feel impelled to hanker after the pleasures of society
 and to lon^, for the chatm of converscltion with tlle fair daughters
 of his country.

 Of aquatic birds there is a xtast variety. They have the Scaup
 duck, the An3er (>'anadensis, the golden ette, tEle common mallard,
 the teal, tlle crested grebe and numerous others. T}ley completely

 u 2
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 cover the lakes and inland salt-water lochs in winter, but alto-
 gether leave the country in summer. There is also a large species of
 crane which frequents the marshes and open ground, and furnishes
 " material " for capital soup if you can bag him; they are, however,
 very shy. A sportsman will also occasionally kick up a solitary
 snipe; these latter are, however, extrernely rare and migratory;
 they are never met w-ith except during a few days in the bebin-
 ning of February.

 There are several varieties of fir in the woods. There are the
 Douglasii (brene braccata) and the Grandis, which are the most
 common; the forirler furnishes material for excellent spars; the
 latter is a soft wood, very white, and open in the grain, it is diffi-
 cult to season it, and, from the irregularity of its growth, is cross-
 grained, and does not make goo(l timber. The Canadensis, the
 Mitis, and the Alba, which flourish vvell wherever there is any
 depth of soil, all make excellent timber, but are none of them
 adapted for finishing work. There is also the large red cedar of
 America, which grows into a noble tree; the Abies nobilis, and tlle
 Cupressus thyoides. The largest and most picturesque tree of the
 fir tribe in Vancouver Island is the Nobilis; it is not, however,
 often met with; growing only in rich alluvial bottoms, and in no
 place that I have seen conlreniently situated for export. This tree
 sometimes reaches a heigllt of 250 feet, with a circumference of
 42 feet at the butt; the bark is from 8 to 14 inches thick. The
 white maple grows in all the low woodlan(ls, and is abundant, but
 never reaches any great size. AYllerever there is any open prairie
 land two killds of oak, the Quercu3 suber clavigata and another
 similar species, Romewhat darker in the bark and harder in the
 quality of the wood, are found; the quality of the wood of both
 these kinds of oak is hard an(l tOUgll, and they are excellent]y
 adapted to form the knees and tilnbers for vessels; the tlees,
 however, are small and scrubby, and hide their abashed heads
 before the towering Coniferae by which they are surrounded. A
 large species of Arbutus grows on the sea-coast and on the banks
 of rivers, it grows to a height of from 30 to 40 feet, the bark is
 smooth and of a bright-red colour, the wood is hard and white
 and takes an excellent polish. Only one kind of pine has as yet
 been found on the island; the Monticola. I have only met with it
 near the source of the Soke River, and there in a position where
 it never could be made available for either use or export.

 The above-mentioned kin(ls of fir all grow to a great height,
 from 150 to 200 feet and upwards, wherever the land is at all
 level, and where there is any depth of soil; generally speaking,
 however, the quality of the timber of Vancouver Island may be
 said to be of an inferior description, and, with the exception of the
 cedar, much more adapted for spars or piles, than for lumber or for
 any finishing work. 'rO the spectator from the sea-board, the
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 island appears one mass of wood; by far the greater portion,
 however, of that wood which so pleases the distant eye is utterly
 worthless, as well from its nature as from its position. The trees,
 chiefly Abies Douglasii and Grandis, which form so impressing an
 appearance "en masse," when examined in detail prove to be
 mere crooked stunted scrubs full of knotty exc.rescences, and,
 except in the few lowlands previously mentioned, they grow on the
 sides and tops of rocky hills, where it is surprising that they can
 m(lintain their own footing, and from whence, owing to the singu-
 larly broken face of the country, they may wave defiance to the
 attempts of any engineer to dislodge them.

 AmonO the natural productions of Vancouver Island the native
 hemp must not be omitted. Specimens llave been sent to England,
 and on its quality bein, tested it was founci to be superior to
 Russian hemp. There is no great quantity of it g:rowing on the
 Island, it being more properly speaking; a natural production of
 the banks of Frazer River, on the opposite (British) mainland.
 There is, however, llO doubt that it might be very extensively cul-
 tivated in Vaucouver Island, aIl(l in its cultivation is probably
 the way in which, next to salmon fishing, the labour of the native
 poplllation might be most profitably employed.

 6. Ethnology.

 The native population of Vancouver Island, which has been
 roughly estimated at 17,000, is chiefly composed of the following
 tribes:-

 North and EASt Coxts. SOUt71 Coast. - Wdst Coast.

 (In order in which they (II1 order in which they
 stand from North to stand from East to (In order 111 Whlch they stand from
 South.) West.) South to North.)

 Quackolls ......... 1500 Tsomass ......... 700 Nitteenats .. .. .. 1000

 Newittees ......... 500 Tsclallums ......... 75 Chadukutl ...... 500 Comuxes ......... 400 Sokes ......... fi0 Oiatuch .. .... 100

 Yukletas .... .. 500 Patcheena .. X 100 Toquatux .. 100 l
 Suanaimuchs 600 Senatuch . . X Schissatuch . . 200

 Cowitchins ......... 3000 Upatsesatuch .......... 25 0 700*

 Sanetchs .... .. 800 Cojuklesatuch 150
 Other smallerX 200 Uqluxlatuch .......... 125
 tribes . .. 1 Clayoquots ...... .. .. 3000

 Nootkas 2000 Nespods 100 Koskeemos 800 Other small tribes 465

 7500 935 8565

 Total .. .. .. 17, 000

 In the names of these tribes the " ch " is invariably pronounced as by
 the Scstch.

 * Inhabitants of Upatseea, or Barclay Sound.
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 From the above list it will be seen that by far the most powerfut
 tribes live on the west coast or on the outward sea-board of the
 island. Of these the Clayoquots are the most numerous and
 poxverful; their sole intercourse with the whites hitherto has been
 carrie(l on through the medium of Brother Jouathan, who for the
 ]ast three or four years has been peaclling on our preserves an(l
 trading oil an(l salmon from the natives situated at a distance
 firom British establishments. They (the Clayoquots) are, how-ever,
 fiiendly disposed? and profess tllemcelves extremely <wnxious to
 traffic with King (;eorge instead of with Boston, " which latter,"
 say they, "cheat 118 amazingly." On a late occasionn when a
 British vessel, the Lord Western, was shipwrecked at Achosat, a
 little to the north of Clayo(lllot, tlle crew were tre;lted in the kinllest
 possible manner by the Clafoquots, who fed and took care of
 them, until a vessel was sent to theil rescue. Of the above-
 ulentioned tribes, tile Comux and Yukletah fellows, being savage
 uncivilized dogs, are the only tribes nn the north and east coast,
 amongst whom a boat's crew of half a dozen white men, if well
 armed, might not trust themselves alone. On the south coast the
 tribes are all perfectly friendly, and with tlle exception of the
 Patcheena Sellatuch accustorned to daily intercourse with the
 whites. A single armed man may safely go alone among them.
 On the west coast, a small vessel on a trading expedition has
 nothing to fear from any tribe but the Nootkas, who are awkward
 customers and not to be trusted. Not long ago they took possession
 of a small Yankee vetse], sshich had gone in there to trade, seized
 the goods, anal made prisoners of the crew, until they were
 ransomed by the crew of another vessel (also a Yankee) then
 tradin^, with the Clayoquots. The tribes who have establish-
 nents of white men fixefl among theIn are as follows: the
 Quackolls (Hudson B.ly (:?ompany coal establishment, at Fort
 Rupert; which, howeverS will shortly be abandoned); Suanairnuch
 ( EIlldson Bay Company's Nanaimo coal mirles); the Tsoma-s
 ( Hudson Bay Cnmpflny's f:actory of Victol ia); and the Sokes
 (smXall settlement founded by author of this sketch).

 The lands of the Sanetch, Tsomass Tsclallum, an(l Soke tribe3
 have been purchased from tllem by the I-Iudson Bay Company
 in the name of the British Government, leaving to the natives only
 a few yards of ground reserved around the sites of theia vil]ages.
 The tribes were paid in blankets for their land; generfllly at the
 rate of a blanket to each head of a family, and two or three irl
 addition to petty chiefs, accorcling to their authority an(1 ilnport-
 ance. The quantities of blankets given to the various tribes were
 nearly as fol}oxss: to the Tsomass or Sougass 500, to the Sanetch
 300, to the Tsclallum or Clellum antl Soke Indians togetiler (zbout
 150 total 950. The value of the blanket may be about 5s. in
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 England, to which if we add 100 per cent. profit, we have a value
 of lOs., or two (lollars and a half nearly, as the price at WhiC}l
 they were sold in the country in 1849-50, when the distribtltion
 was made:-1000 blankets at this rate does not seem a large price
 to pay to the aborigines for some 200 square miles of land) but
 it was fully an equivalent for what the land was or ever woulel
 have been worth to them.

 Four distinct languages may be said to prevail among the
 natives of Vancourer Islan(l, and the?e foul principal languages
 are disided into a lrariety of dialects, so that each petty tribe
 speaks a patois of itS OWll, almost, if not quite unintelligible to
 its nearest neighbours. From Cape Scott to Johnston Strait.3
 the northern or what may be called the Quackoll language
 prevails; from Johnston Straits to the Saaletch arul the eastern
 language is spoken, the base of which is the Cowitchin, from
 Salletch to Soke, the Tsclallum ol Clellum lallguage is used
 with very slight variations, the root of that language being that
 spoken by the Tsclallums or Clellums, whose principal abode is
 oll the American shore opposite to the southern coast of Van-
 couver Island, from which they l)robably originally invaded and
 peopled it; from Patcheena or Port St. Juan again we find another
 and totally diffelent language, which extends thence with several
 varieties of dialect all along tlle westerll or outward sea-board, as
 far as Clayoquot; from svhence to (:ape 03cott, a language similar
 to the Quackoll prevails. These bur principal languages, the
 Quackoll or northern, Cowitchin or eastern, Tsclallum or southerll,
 and Macaw or western, are totally distinct from each otiler, both
 in sounll, forlnation, and modes of expression. The CowitcElins
 and Tsclallums can, however, understand each other occasionally,
 though with difficulty; the Macaws and Quackolls can neither
 understanal each other, nor can they make themselves understood
 by any of the other tribes; the Macaw language is not unlike that
 spoken by the natives of the Columbia Rivel.

 A few of the numerals of the Macaws and Tsclallums are sub-
 joined with a view of showing how totally distinot the languages
 are from each other

 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

 Witteenat } tStwk aklile chee ko kukkits chechpatl
 g selallum nitsa chissa chlench enoss tlkatchis tchun

 7. 8. 9. 10. 100*
 Nitteenat atlpo atlasem tsawasern chluch umbakkuttl
 l'sclallum tsokwas tats tukwh oppen nazowitch

 The other numerals are formed from these in the Tsclallutn
 language; in $he Nitteenat, they merely say so many tens, &c,
 as Xleuchilehav 30, tatsilsha, 80, &c. No affinity has hitherto
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 heen discovered between any of these languages, and any others
 spoken by the inhabitants of other parts of the world; and
 besides the languages above mentioned, there are hundreds
 of other varieties; along the north-west coast of America, eYery
 petty tribe generally speaking a dialect altogether peculiar to
 itself. Their habits, inasmuch as they all exist by fishing and
 pass the greater portion of their time in canoes, are nearly silxlilar.
 Nearly a11 the above-mentioned tribes, as well as all others on the
 north-west coast, are at valiance with each other, and annually
 indu]ge in petty wars and predatory expeditions formutualanrloy-
 ance, and for the purpose of procuring slaves. Their feuds are
 chiefly hereditary, but sometimes also spring out from an occurrence
 of the moment. Sometimes, though not always, two neighbouring
 tribes have made an alliance offensive and defensive with each
 other, an(l keep up their friendly state by annual meetings, and
 interchange of presents; this circle of amity however seldom
 extends beyond the two tribes nearest to each other, and some-
 times the two nearest tribes are those which are in most deadly
 hostility to each other.

 Slavery is common among all these savages, the prisoners of
 war being invariably either enslaved or decapitated. Wars how-
 ever have become much less frequent among them since the arrilral
 of the white man in tilese parts. Decapitation used previously to
 be a favourite amusernent; they cut of the heads of the prisoners,
 and placed them on poles as ornaments in front of their villages,
 where they remained as long as wind and weather permitted.
 Generally speaking the natives of Vancouver Island, particularly
 of the southern portion, are by no means courageous: their cha-
 racter may he described as cruel, blootlthirsty, treacherousn and
 cowardly. 1'hey are ready to receive instruction, but are incapable
 of retaining any fixed idea. Religion they haYe none; they believe
 in no future state, neither had they, until some Jesuit missionaries
 came among them, any idea of a Supreme Being. They are,
 however, superstitious: they believe in the existeIlce of spirits, and
 are lnuch addicted to omens. Each tribe has its Tomannoas, or
 juggler, whose business it is to perform certain incantatiolls then
 any one of the tribe is taken ill; these principally cosist in per-
 fol milg various ridiculous antics, accompanied by sin^,ing and
 howling, not unlike the dancing dervishes of the E;lst; the cere-
 molly is accompanied with uluch noise, as the beating of boards,
 the knockillg of sticks tot,ether, &c. Some of their ceremonies are
 of a disgusting nature; I think there is no design in any of them,
 nor anything worthy the inquiry of an ethnologist.

 As will be seen from the foregoing list, by far the most llumerous
 tribes are, with the exception of the Cowitchins, those which are
 situated on the western coast; the western tribes are also the finest
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 formed and tallest race of men, and as a general rule on both sides
 of the island,, the farther north we go, the finer men we meet with, as
 vvell in form as in stature and in itelligence. The stature of the
 tribes on the south coast is diminutive, varying from 5 feet 3
 inches to 5 feet 6 inches. Towards the north of the island amons
 the Clayoquots and Quackolls, men are frequently to be met with
 of 5 feet 10 inches and over; allel still fartller nortll, in Queen
 Cil.arlatte Island, it is not unusual to see mell upwards of 6; feet
 in height, and stout in proportion. There also savages are to be
 met with with lightish hair, and when well washed of altnost a
 florid complexion. The colour of the hair of the natives of Vancou-
 ver Island is invariably either black or dark brown; it is coarse
 and straight, and allowed to grow to its full length, fdlling over the
 neck, and forming not unfrequently the sole covering to the head
 of the savage in all weathers. Some few wear a llat shaped like a
 mushroom, or lampet shell-fish; it is made of twiste(l cedar bark,
 or sometimes of hemp. Their features are those which generally
 characterize the North-American Indian-long nose, high cheek
 bones, large ug]y mouth, very long eyes, and foreheads villanously
 low. The physical development of the upper part of their bodies
 is good; they have broad siloulders, an(l deep urell-developed chests.
 rrheir limbs are generally small and misshapen, probably from their
 being constantly in the habit of being so m.uch crarupe(l up in their
 canoes. Their only general dress is a blanket, made either of a
 coarse material woven by the women of the tribe from the wool of
 the white dogs, which are attached to every Indian encampment,
 and are annually shorn for the perpose or in some cases it is made
 of the inner bark of the cedar, torn into small strips and plaited to-
 gether, and trinamed with the fur of the sea or land otter. Some
 have no other corering but a bear-skin with their arms thrust
 through the arms of the skin, all however who can, now clothe
 tElemselves in some portion of the European costume; and of it, a
 shirt is considered quite sufficient to coonplete the toilette. The
 women were dressed precisely similar to the men, viz., wrapped in
 a dirty blanket, with the addition however of a killicoat suspended
 from the waist in front, like a Highlander's purse. 1'his garment
 solely cons;sted of about seven narrow strips of red or blue cloth, or
 of cedar bark, al)out an incll broad, hanging loosely in front to about
 half way down the tiligh, anci joined toc,ether at the top by a piece
 of seaweed or of t.wisted cedar bark, by which they were bound
 round the waist. Now, both darnes and demoiselles have, among
 most of the tribes, been enabled by trade or otherwise to adopt the
 chemisette and gown, made of navy blue cotton, in which they look
 sufficiently hideous objects. The women of Vancouver Island
 have seldom or ever gcrod features; they are almo3t invariably pug-
 nosed; they have however frequently a pleasing expression, and
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 there is no lack of intelligence in their dark hazel eyes; they are
 more apt to receive insttmetion than the other sex; they are ready
 with the needle, naturally industlious in their habits, and of their
 own accord weave very ingenious patterns from the coarse materials
 above enumerated; they perform a11 the cooking work, and cut up
 and dry the salmon caught by their savage helpmates; where
 there are no slaves ill tlle tribe or family they perform a11 the
 drudgery of bringing fire-wood, water &;c.; they take readily to
 the lighter portioll of agricultural labours, in the service of the
 white man, and I make no doubt that with proper managenlent,
 under we]l educated members of theilX own sex, who would take a
 pleasure in illstructing them, a great and permanent improvement
 might be effiected, both in their physical and in their lnoral con-
 dition.

 The colour of the natisTes of Vancouver Island is a reddish
 lxrown, like that of a dirty copper kettle. The features of both
 sexes are very much disfigured by the singular custom prevalent
 among them, an(l among all nations between them and the Colum-
 bia, of flattenirlg their heads. This is eSected during infancy, M hen
 the cilild is a few weeks old, and u-hile the sku]l is yet soft, by
 placing three or four pieces of the inner bark of the fir or cedar on
 the top of the forehead, and binding them tiglltly round the head:
 here they are left until the desired distortion has been thoroughly
 effected. T}lis process completely flattens the forehead, and indeed
 flattens the whole fiont face; the effect is hideou3, and it is a
 question whethel it does or does not interfere with the intellect of
 the child. I am inclined to think it does not, as the brain is not in-
 jured, though its position in the head is ulldoubted]y altered. This
 ilnportant process once over, an Indian baby is amost independent
 little fellow, and a happy individual withal, if we may judge by
 his scarcely ever being lleard to cry or sob, or to express his grief
 in the many ways usually chosen by other mortal babies. Swathed
 in his covering of soft bark, and bound tightly up in an outer case
 or hammock of stronger barl;, he is suspended by a hempen string
 to the extremity of olle of the lower boughs of an overhanging fir
 or cedar tree; an(l there, while his nzother strays to a shorl distance
 through the woods in quest of roots or berries, the gelltle zephyr
 rocks him to sleep, and sings to him a sweet lullaby, as it murmurs
 through the leaves of his natural bower. He is soon able to trot
 about, and to accompally his heedless parent, either in her wood-
 land rambles, or as slJe scrambles over the rocks, or svades through
 the shallow water, seeking for the shell-fish which form a principal
 artiele of their food. As soon as able to hold the fish-spear and
 paddle he has them in his hand, and anon the father becomes his
 instructor, and teaches him to y)rovide hitnself with the simple
 necessaries of his life. They have no marriage cerernony, but as
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 so(ln as they arrilre at the age of puberty, they take 1lnto them-
 selves a wife, if they can afford it, i.e., if t.heir father can buy one-
 for tbem; and subsequently they add to this olle, an unlimited
 number, accorcling to the nutnber of their blankets. Polygamy is
 prealent; gellerally speaking, however? it is only the chiefs of
 tribes, or heads of families, who have more than one fair one in
 their harems, an(l tiley sometimes have as many a eight or ten.
 'rhe common merl of a tribe, generally spezlking, cannot aSord to
 purchase more than one wife, and to her they not unfiequelltly
 become attached, from living constantly together, and paddling
 about in the same canoe, &c. The ordinary price of a wife is ten
 blankets and a musket; chief's daughters, however, sell somewhat
 higher. Freqllently little girls of 5 and 6 yearsold are bollght up
 by intending ithers-in-law for a few beads, and brought up with
 the tribe into whtch they are bought, until fit for marriage, and
 consequently fol sale by the old rascal who has bought them, to
 some of its members, at advanced prices.

 All the savages of the north-west coast are great gamblers, and
 will stake their blankets, their canoes, and even theil wives on the
 hazard c)f the turning up of one side or other of a piece of cut
 sood, which is their die. They have several games of chance, and
 in their natural state gambling may be said to be their prewailing
 vice. They are not Nomads, but have fxed habitations. Each
 tribe lives together, within a large palisaded enclosllre, formed
 generally of stakes or young fir-trees, some 12 or 13 feet hi^,h,
 driven intc) the ground close together. These palisaded enclosures
 are sornetimes lOO feet long by <0 broad, Ol larger or smaller
 accordillg to the size of the tribe; tlley are generallt roofed-in
 with large slalas of fir or cedar, and ill the inside, each family
 arIange tl)eir own mats, whereon to sleep; these mats are made of
 ce(lar bark ol of lushes plaited, and wilen they move on visits, or
 from one fishing station to another, they pack them in their calaoes,
 and thus carry a complete house, in their oun wa.y, abDut with
 tllem; some of the mats they fix up abote them for shelter from
 the rain, and the remainder they place on the ground under them;
 for a short time, these mats fornz a very go(d shelter fxom the
 weatiler. Nearly every savage possesses a bow of yew, an(l arrows
 tipped with jagged fish- bone; the use of them, however, has been very
 generally sulvplanted among all the tribes by the muskets of the
 ISudson Bay Company, of which a great, nl1mber are annually
 traded, and gi\Ten as payment for labour. 'The bows they have
 are short; when they fire they hold them horizontally, an(l they are
 not generally very expert in the use of this, their natural meapon.
 Fishing is their principal pastime, as we]l as their principal means
 of livelihood, and the salmon season, in the months of August and
 September, is their great annual jubilee: they catch the salmon
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 with nets, spears, and hook; the nets are square in shape, and
 made of the hemp grown on Frazer River; they sink them be-
 tween twn buoys on one side, and their canoe on the otheI, and
 placing tllem in the run of the fish, haul them up suddenly when
 they see a shoal passing over thern. Their spears are of various
 kindsn the most common is a long stick, split into a fork at the
 bottom, others they have tipped either with barbed iron, or with
 jagged fish-bone: whicll tip being ]003ely bound on, but fastened
 otherwise to the shaft by a long string, comes off when a fish is
 struck, and allows it to play. Their hooks they get from the white
 man, and their line is made of a long coil of the root of sea-weed,
 or floating wrack.

 In October and Nosember the herrings freqllent the bays in
 great numbersS alld are caught by the natives with a long stick
 with crooked nails on it, with which they literally rake them into
 their canoes. The herring is precisely similar in quality to that
 caught on the west coast of Scotland, tElough soznemhat smaller in
 size. There are seven dierent kiIlds of salmon; the genel;al run
 of theil size is abotlt thirty to the barre]; some fish are, however,
 lnuch larger, and indeed are as fine both in size and in quality as
 any ?almon in the world; they are sometimes caught of a weight of
 50 or 60 lbs.

 A5Thales frequent the coasts during the ordinary seasons of bay-
 whaling in these seas. A few right whales are captured by the
 natives of the west coast, who attack them in several canoes at
 once, and tire them out, and so slaughter them, by driving into
 their bodies, whenever they appear ahove water, a number of darts
 with air-bla(lders attaclled f they tow the careases to the shore, arld
 try out the oil into wooden tubs ly means of heated stones. Whales,
 however, are not found in sufiicient numbers on these coasts to
 induce a regular whaling vessel to coule there in guest of them.

 Whatevet diffierence there may be in the languages of the
 various tribes of Vancous er Island, and however great their
 hostility one towards another, in one characteristic they almost
 universallt agree, and that is, in the general filthiness of their
 habits. Nv pigstye could present a more filthy aspect than that
 afforded by the exterior of an Indian village; they are always situ-
 atell close to the water-side, either on a harbt3ur, or some sheltered
 nook of the sea-coast, or, as in the case of the Cowitcllins, on the
 banks of a river; they are generally placed on a high bank so as
 to be difficult of access to an attacking party, and their pOSitiOIl iS
 not l-mfiequently chosen, whether by chance or from tastev in the
 mo3t picturesque sites. A few round holes, Ol sometimes low
 oblong holes or apertures in the palisades, generally not above
 three feet high, constitute their means of egress and ingress: they
 sel(lom move about much on terra firma, but after creeping out vf
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 their holes at onee laullch their canoes and embark therein. A
 pile of eoekle-shells, oyster-shells, fish-bones, pieces of putrid meat,
 old mats, pieees of rag, and dirt and filth of every deseription, the
 accutnulation of generations, is seen in the front of every village;
 half-starved curs, cowardly and snappish, prowl about, occasionally
 howling; and the savage himself, notwithstandint, his eonstant ex-
 posure to the weather, is but a lnoving Inass eovered with vermin
 of every deseription. Generally speaking, when not engaged ln
 fishing, they pass the greater portion of their time in a sort of
 torpid state, lying inside beside their fires; the only people to be
 seen outside are a few old women eleaning their wool, or making
 baskets. Sometimes a ^,roup of determined gamblers are visible
 rattling their stieks, and occasionally some industrious old fellow
 mending his canoe all the canoes bein^, invariably hauled up on
 the beach in frollt of the village. The filint, of a shot, or any
 unusual soun(l, will bring the whole crew out tc) gaze at you; they
 first wrap their blankets round them, and then sit down on their
 hunkers in a position peeuliar to themselves; they are doubled up
 into the smallest possible cornpass, Witil their chin resting on their
 knees, and they look preeisely like so many frogs erouehed on the
 dunghill aforesai(l. Most tribes, besides the main village, whieh is
 plaeed in some sheltered spot, have a fishillg village, in a more
 exposed situation, to whieh they resort during summer, and the
 fislling grounds of some tribes extend to a distance of several miles
 from their fixed habitation. l he Tsoznass, for instanee, have fish-
 eries on Belle-Vue Island, solne 15 miles distant fiom their winter
 village. And the Cowitehins and Saneteh both have fishing
 grounds at the mouth of Flazer River, on the opposite side of the
 Gulf of Georgia. To tllese fishing stations they emigrate in the
 salmon season, with their wives and families and all their goods
 and chattels, leavint, their villages tenanted by merely a iw old
 dogs, who fill the air with their doleful ululations, and either live
 b)J hunting during their masters' absence, or, as is more frequently
 the case, die of hunger.

 Each tribe has a burying-ground cllosen generally on some
 bare rock vis-a-vis to their villages; thither they carry their dead,
 and bury them in some square wooden lsoxes, on the top of which
 they place large heavy stones; they bury them in the crouched-
 up sitting posture \1vhich they generally occupy during life. A
 blanket is wrapped round them, and with them are buried all the
 valuables, bows, arrows, pots, kettles, knives, Ac., which they
 possess while in this world, the boxes which contain the bodies are
 not imbedded ill tile ground, but ale melely placed on the top of
 it, or on the rock, as may be, and covered with stones, there is
 generally some grotesque figure painted on the outside of the box,
 or roughly sculptured out of wood an(l placed by the side of it. For
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 some days after death the relations burn salmon or venison before
 the tomb: this, say they, is food for their departed brother, who
 would ottlerwise feel hunger. This, and the custom ot burying
 the arms and goods of the deceased with him, would imply a
 belief in some species of future state: one thing i3 certain, their
 ideas of a futule state are very vague, and they stand in no awe
 of it. I have stated somewhere above that tl}ey believe in no
 future state, because, notwith3tanding some si;ns to the contrary,
 several natives of various tribes have expressly told me, as far as
 tlleir own belief was concerned, tllat they did not believe in anv
 such state, an(l that wllen a rnan was once killed the sum total of
 his race mras numbered, or, as tiley expressed it, he was "hoy,"
 i. e. {inished. Otbers ac,ain, thouth comparatively few in llumber,
 will tell you, that all t.l-le men that a nlan lsills go before hiin to be
 his slaves in tl-e next world. The fact is they have no fixed idea on
 the subject, and eclcil sa^rage starts whatever tlleory harmonizes
 best with your Illantler of questioning hiln. The analogy whicll
 the rudely carved figures t)y the sides of their sepu]chral boxes
 bear to our sculptured tombstones and monumental brasses, shows
 how great a similitude exists e^Jerywhere in the natural customs
 of the various races of the great family of man.

 Almost the only interesting cu3torn ullich prevails among the
 3a^age races of Vancou^7er Island is the fasting ceremony which
 precedes the reception of a youth among the " ?aSg,E0l>7 or warriors
 of his tribe. For some days previous to this important event, lle
 retires alone among the low hills near the sea-coast, and carries
 small stone3 up these lsills, which stones he arranges in small
 circles on the top of them. If this ceremony llas any mealling, whieh
 I onuch doubt, no white man has hitherto been able to fcltholn it.
 After having retnailled among the hills as long as hunDer will
 allow him, generally from tllree to four days, the youth retutns to
 his village, provides himself with a knife, and rushes up and doun
 the village, brandishing the said knife, and wounding with it some
 of those who come irl his way, he M orks himself u, to a state of
 phrenzy, foam3 at the mouth, and after a time sinks exhauste(l.
 'rhe Tomanous, or medicine-man of the tlibe, tElen takes llim itl
 hand, and, after a short series of clsoral howling and rapping of
 sticks and paddles together, the younker is duly declared to be a
 man anzl a warrior, and to be fit to take his place at the council
 fire of his tribe. His f:dther then takes measures to proviile hiril
 with a wife, and presents him with a toga or blanket, in which he
 struts about with all the pride of newly acquired (lignity. tiitherto
 liS garments have been sufficiently easily supplied; generally, for
 the first four or five years, no ade3ition is made to the provisions
 made by nature in t}at de:)artment, except such as smoke and
 dirt acoumulate; by-and-bye a little s}Jred is added bom the
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 skirt probably of the parental garment; perhaps after this a sllirt
 may be coveted by the younker, but generally llis clothing is
 solllewhat precarious until, as aforesaid} tEle dignity of the toga is
 accorded.

 The custom alluded to above is evidentltr merely the shell of
 some ancient usage, the pith of whic.h has been 103t (a fate common
 to most traditions) by the stupidity or forgetfulness of intermediate
 generations. The savages are chary of their information on the
 subject, and make a great secret and mystery of it; probably,
 however, as in some more civilizeel secret associations, there is
 little more to impart beond what is generany known.

 A remarkable habit prevails among <t11 tie natives of Van-
 couver Island: tiley uill never melltion the name of a dead lnan
 after he is dea(l; they consider it ill-omened to (lo so i. e. one of
 their own tribe: everathillg that belonged to him also they cotlsider
 uncloan.

 On tlle C(31umbia Rin7er instead of the boxes above referred tos
 they use the deceased's canoe as a receptacle for his body in its
 final mundane resting-place; these canoes are hurlg on the tlees
 at celtain sites all along the river; they contain all the deceased
 warriors valuables, together with llis bow alld fish-spear. Rum
 and the lifle llave so we11 done their work in eladicating the
 aborigines of Oregon, that these lofty pine trees with their
 ill-omelled fruit, are nosY the sole esi(lence to be met Witil of the
 existence of upwards of 100 villages mrhich formerly lined the
 banks of the Colllmbia. Two miserable tribes are now the sole
 occupants of th? banks of the river for a dibtance of 250 miles hom
 its mouth, and these two are now rapidly disappearing from tlle
 face of the eartll, and makinO room for its occupation by their
 WhltY brethren. It appears decreed that the wl-lite and red man
 are never to live in amity together; the history of the coloniza-
 tion and settlement of every portion of North America is but a
 continued chron;ele of foreible occupations; it matters little whether
 the means employed be arms or negotiation, the poor saYage i3
 nvariably in the end driven out of his patrimonyf axld the negotia-
 tion merely consists in the dictation of certain conditions by tile
 more powerful, wh;ch the weaker has no cEloice but to accept; and
 which condition3 are violated by the invader whenever it suits his
 convenience, or whenever he wishes a more extended boundary.
 Hithertcx, in Vancouver Island, the tribe3 who have principally
 been in intercourse with the white man, have found it for their
 interest to keep up that intercourse ixl amity for the purposes of
 trade, and the white adrenturers have been so few in number, that
 they have not at all interfered with the ordinary pursaits of the
 natives. As the Colonsal population increases, whicil, however,
 it is not likely to do very rapidly under the auspices of the
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 Hudson Bay Company, the red man will find his fisheries occupied,
 and his game, on which te depended for subsistence, killetl by
 others: the fisheries wi]l probably cause the first difliculty, as all
 the tribe3 are singularly jealous of tlleir fishing privileges, and
 guard their rights with the strictness of a marlorial preserve.
 Collisions will then doubtless take place, and the 1'sclallum and
 the Cowitchin vvill be numbered with the bygone braves of tlle
 Onei(la and thfe Delaware.

 Tile natural duration of life among the savages is not lon<,,
 seldom exceeding fifty years; indeed a grey-haired man i3 very
 rarely seen; this may be partly accouIlted for by the horrible custom,
 universally prevalent, of the sons and relatives killing their parent
 when he is no lon^er able to suptvort himselE. Sometimes the
 wretches commit this parricide of their OWIl accord unquestioned,
 but generally a council is held on the subject, at which tbe
 Tomanous or medicine-man presides. Shoul(l they decide that
 the further existence of the old man is not for the benefit of the
 tribe, the judges at once carry their own sentence into execution,
 and death is produced by strangulation by means of a cord
 of hernp or sea-weed. Not less horrible is the custom, very
 prevalent among the women, of enlleavourillg to extinguish life
 in ttle woonb, froul this and other causes premature births occur
 with great frequency. The object of the creatures w()uld seem to
 be partly to save themselves from the pains of chil(l-birth, and
 partly to avoid the trouble of brin^,ing up a large family; from
 whatever reason it may be, the native Indian woman sel(lom
 becomes the mother of more than two, and very rarely indeed
 of more than three, little sas-ages or savagesses xvhilst, on the
 other han(l, the halE-bred woman is a]most invariably extremely
 prolific.

 The union of the white man with the North Artletican savage
 has seldom if ever been attended with good results; the ofEspring
 insariably }ossess all the faults of the savage, rendered only the
 more acute by the admixture of some slight additiollal intelligence
 from the white parent; the men are passionate and vicious, the
 women stupid atld ill-tempered, and instances are rare of eitl-ler
 sex doing justice to the seeds of instruction which are plentifully
 scattered among thetn by missionaries of various persuasions.

 'rhe savages have a name for every flower, for every tree, and
 for every herb OIC the field; even the male and female of various
 plants are frequently distinguished l)y them by different denomina-
 tions: to this knowledge of the names they hokl an equally general
 knowledge of the uses to which the plants tnay be applied, and
 this knowledge they make use of not ollly in healing (liseases, but
 in preparing and administering the nlost subtle pOisolls. An
 obnoxious mealber of a tribe is frequently carried away by means
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 of poison, and the employlnent of such means accords well witl
 the cowardly, but at the same time cruel nature of the savage.
 Isheil code of justice is wlike that current "among them of old
 time an eye for an eye alld a tooth for a tooth." If blood is shed
 retribution is quickly cal]ed for, but the avenger's arm is speedily
 stayed by a gift of hlankets; indeed, I have known instances where
 the head of a tribe summoned his band to demand vengeance
 for a murder committe(l by a neighbour on one of his humble
 depelldants. rrhe neighbouring chief, intimidated, offiered to
 surrender the murderer to be dealt with as the avenger pleased:
 but no that was not vrhat he wanted-he had come expecting to
 receive blankets as compensation, and blankets he wou](l have.
 Where, however, one of the chiefs own farnily has been killed
 it is another aSair, and blood must flow to quench the feud: some-
 times base blood is accepted, and if so, an additional peace offering
 must be made. Not long ago the son of the Soke chief stabbed
 in anger a relative of the chief of the Tsclallums of Chuchwaetsin;
 the man died of the injury, his compatriots made a great clamour,
 and swore that nothing but the life of the Soke chief and that of
 his son would satisfy them. Instead of the chieffis son, a poor
 Ukletah slave was accepted as the propitiatory victim, and some
 canoes and blankets were thrown into the bargain. The miscreants
 carried their poor victim in triumph to (Chuchwaetsin, among
 sliouts and yells and t.he firing of guns and pistols; arrived at their
 village, they carried him from their canoe into their pallisaded
 enclosure, and there they kept him for two days bound on the
 ground, cramminS just sufficient food down his tl-lroat to keep him
 alive. Having sufficiently enjoyed the poor creature's lnental torture
 (for be knew he was to die, and the suspense must have been dread-
 ful), they proceeded to the last act. Two mell held him, while
 another cut his throat over a pail or tub, in which they caught and
 preserved the blood; the head was then severed from the body, and
 placed on a pole as all ornament in front of the village; the
 trage(ly thus over, the savage brutes besmeared themselves with
 the blood of their victim, and conceived that they had done a
 great action; for some weeks afterwards they were in a grea.t
 state of excitement, and daily ainted themselves with the blood
 as lollg as it lasted.

 In such transactions as these the real natllre of the savage shows
 it3elf experience has proved their nature to be indelible can it
 then be wondered at that the civilized nations with whom they
 have been brought into contact have preferred their extirpation
 to any amalgamation with such truculent villains ?

 Amongst the peculiarities of the native tribes of Vancourer
 Island, it may not be amiss to allude to their national dances,
 which are of two kinds - one in which the whole tribe join, singing
 VOL. XXVIt. X
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 s1S they dance, the other in which the performance is confirled to
 two or three chosen individuals: in the former the perforrners
 arrange themsellres in a circle, in the cemtre of which one or tu o
 foremen stalk by themselves; their business it is to lead the step
 and the chaunt; their dance is simply a jumping up and down,
 with both legs from the ground at the same tixne, which movement
 tlley accompany with an incontinent bralldishing of arms (for when
 they (lance, like the mo(lern Highlanders, they are generallv armed,
 though sometinles for the arllls bunches of feathers are substituted).
 Sometimes the jumping is dispensed with, and the dance resolves
 itself into a mele waving of the body to and fro, keeping time to
 the monotonous chaunt, with wllich they accompany themselves.
 There are several various chaunts, but the dancirlg is in all cases
 much the same; these chaunts generally consist of five or six bars,
 varying but slightly from eacb other, t};ey beat time in the middle
 of the bar. The chaunts are so arraIlged as to be made use of as
 paddle songs. When in their canoes they sirxg them frequently,
 keeping time to them by beating their paddles at eac.h stroke
 against the sides of their canoes. Melody they have none, there is
 nothing soft, pleasing, or touching in their airs; they are not,
 however, wit.hout some degree of rude l)armony, though it must be
 confessed that neither the music nor the dancing of these savages
 hath any charms whatever for the senses of civilized Inen. llle
 dance and the chaunts are both somewhat similar to those in use
 among the modern Greeks. When these savages dance they are
 always painted either with black or vermilion, they do not paint
 their bodies, but only their faces; the women, besides painting their
 faces, draw a line of red down the centre of their ilead, where their
 hair is parted. Generally both men and mromen have the centre
 cartilage of the nose bored through, and a piece- of the inside shell
 of the muscle fixed to it, svith a piece of wire or string; the use of
 ear-rings of the same material is also common among them.
 Sometimes the women join in the dances, as mentzoned above, but
 more generally they form a separate circle, and chaunt atld jump
 by themselves. The second description of dance referred to is
 much more interesting. A small screen is huvng up acroks the
 corner of a tnat hut or palisaded enclosure; two fellows get behind
 it, and emerge on a signal being givetl by the master of the- cere-
 monies; tbey are generally youths, they are not armed, but have
 bunches of feati}ers in their hands their halr also being plentifully
 stluck with feathers, and their faces painted all over. Sometimes
 they wear a black rxlasl<. They first move round each-other with a
 slow movement, something between a step and a crawl, chaunting
 the meanwhile, and accompanying their chaunt with occasiorlal
 howls or whoops; the pace then quicken3 and is diversified lsy an
 oocasional jump; one l)arty acts the conqueror whilst the other
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 personates the vanquished, one pursues and the other retreats,
 tbe former waving his hands over the latter; both move round in a
 circle, and as they occasionally turn and face each otller, their
 movements are not destitute of a certain pantomimic grace. When
 they h;lve nearly exhausted themselves, the master of the cere-
 monies, who has also been cllaunting all the time, shouts out
 " \Vaklay," and the dancers then retire behind their screen to
 take l)reath for a fresh performance.

 Althougil blankets now form the current coin among most of
 the tribes, previous to the advent of the white man they had a
 certain currency of their osvn, which currency still exists, and
 among the remote tribes forms tlle prevalent mode of exchange.
 The COills they made use of Yvere the little oblong shells, about an
 inch long arld two lines thicli, found in the harbour of Clayoquot,
 and also in other bass along the north-west coast of the island;
 these shells are sometitnes made up illtO belts, sometimes into
 broad necklaces for the women; they set a great value on them,
 and I conceive they are synonymous with the belts of wampum,
 made use of by the north-eastern and prairie nations.

 These customs of presenting belts of wampum in token of friend-
 ship, and of e]ecting a certain mall in the tribe to the office of
 Tomanous or juggler, are the only two points of similarity which
 have occurred to me as existing between the savage of the north-
 west, and his red brothel in the east.

 The llabit of tatooillg the legs and arms is common to a11 the
 women of Vancouser Island; the men do not adopt it.

 All attempts to introduce the truths of the Christian religion
 alnong these savages harre hitherto proved abortive. " Celui qui va
 planter les semences d'instruction dans le cceur sauva2,e, a choisi
 un terrain vraiment steril," such was the remark made to me b-
 Pere Cheroux, a Jesuit priest, and he grounded his remark on
 reason and experience. The Cliketats, amongst whom his labours
 were wasted, are one of the mnst intelligent tribes of Oregon, living
 on a small tributary of the Columbia; they have geveral traditions
 among them, none, however, of any value to the ethnologist, and
 they are in the llabit of reciting fables, somewhat after the manner
 of Gsop's fables, of which tbe following may be taken as a specimen.
 " A fox, once upon a time, saw a kingfisher skimming over the water,
 and, ever and anon, bare]y touching the surface with its WillgS, and
 then rising again. I am a stronger animal than that bird, says the
 fox, and I think I am equally active; I will, therefore, try whether
 I cannot perform the same feat. He accordin^,ly takes a run, to
 give the greater impetus to his spring, and jumps upon the water;
 but instead of skimming over the surface, he sinks to the bottom
 and is drowned." This, say they, is a sign that no one should attempt

 x 2
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 an action which he is not qualified to perform. The moral, in
 short, answers with them to our " ne sutor ultra crepidam.'^

 But to return: all efforts to convert these savages have been in
 the end unsuccessful. \hat Elliot an(l Brainher(l coulzl not per-
 manently accolnplish, other more recent and equally zealous mis-
 sionaries have faile(l to effect; the savage breast seems incapable
 of entertaining any fixed idea; they lend a ready attention in the
 first instance to the exhortations of the missionary, but, like the
 seed which fell upon stony ground, it bears no fiuit, an(l all that is
 learnt is never practised and is very soon forgotten. The efforts
 of Pere Lamfrett, a priest of the order " I)es Oblats de Marie,"
 were unceasing; at first he was all enthusiasm, " plus que je vois
 ces sauvaOes, plus je les aime," said he. The savages were amused
 with the pictures which he showed them illustrative of Holy Writ,
 and were somewhat pleaseed with t.he sacre(l songs which he taught
 them. Sorrle of the lzsomass women learned with(ut much diffi-
 culty to chaunt portions of the service of the Catholic Church, an(l
 he instituted among them the ceremonies of haptism and of mar-
 riat,e, without at all, however, making them comprehend the true
 nature of these institutions. \hen they found there was nothing
 to be made by their attention to his harangues, their attendance
 gradually flagged; and when the fishint, season came, all his
 converts, male and female, evaporate(l, and preferred the pursuit of
 salmon to that of religion. On their returll, they were more
 obdurate than ever; the charm of novelty had disappeared; dis-
 gusted, he (leclared that they were " gates par la compagnie,"
 and determined to try his success among a tribe who had had less
 intercour3e with the white man, and whose souls he incied woul(l
 not be so much absorbed in ideas of filthy lue,re; he accor(lingly-
 shifted his tent from among the Tsoonass to the Cowitchins, a
 powerful nation who had the reputation of being great warriors,
 and who had very little commerce with the whites. They received
 him gladly, indeed he went anlong them at their own invitation,
 and they came with an escort of 20 canoes to fetch him. At first
 he progressed wonderfully; in two days he baptized upwards of
 2000 ot the tribe, and in a subsequent day he married 700 of
 them. At the close of the day the worthy Padre's hands were
 actually tired with the action of sprinkling the holy water. He
 thought he ha(l discovered a taste for sculpture among them, and,
 with his religious instructions, he intended to teach them the fine
 arts, andto have schools which should rival those of Italy; he also
 intexlded to teach them to make bricks, and to cultivate ttle ground
 in the European manner. The poor Padre"s hopes were, howevez,
 raised only to suffer a proportionate (lownfall; they listened with
 avi(lity only so long as he had a blanket or a fish-hook to give
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 them; when his supplies were exhausted, so also was the patience
 of his hearers; or, as he himself expressed it in the jargon, " haelo
 iketa, haelo tilekum," " no goods, no men." As had been the
 case with the 'rsomass, so his Cowitchin collverts could not with-
 stand the temptations of the fishing season, and the month of
 August left hinl preceptor to only a few old women. Subsequently
 the Cowitchins, finding that he received no fresh supplies of goods
 to distXribute among them, sent to the neighbouring chief factor of
 the Hudson Bay Company, to beg that lle might be removed or
 otherwise they would kill him. Thus terTninated P'ere Lamfrett's
 missionary campaigll. He was a man full of zeal for the church,
 but during the whole time he was among the savages he nevel
 succeedecl in eradicating any evil custom, or in introducing any
 rlew good one. It is true, for a time, he pelsuaded some of the
 clliefs who had a plurality of wives, to put away all except one;
 he did not succeed, however, in many instances in effiecting tllis
 at all, and when he did the benefit was questionable. E. g.:
 Freezy, a chief of the Tsomass, had two wives; one old and a little
 passee, to whom he had been marlied several years, and by whom
 he had a family; the other young and y)retty, and to mhom he
 had only been married a few weeks. On being told l)y the worthy
 Padre' to put away one of his wives, which does he discard ? The
 latter one, to whom he could not be married, according to the law
 of the 51vhite man, having already been married (by the Padre) to
 the other? Notabitofit. Heretainshis freshmistress; and
 discar(ls his old wife, the partner of his yOUth and the mother of
 his {dmily. TlliS iS otle of the many instances of the want of
 success of any attempt to cram religion red hot down the throats
 of tl e savages.

 Some of the wretches will, from the hope of gain, affiect an atten-
 tion to tl-le religioIl of the Chlistian, which thev do not actual]y
 feel, but I am convinced that no permanent impression has as yet
 been made otl the savages of Vancouver Island, although a bisho
 of the Catholic Church, an(l three or four priests, sorlle of ther
 Jesuits, are constantly labouring in the good cause. One of these
 priests is of opinion that the Cowitchins worship the slln; I think
 it hoBrever itllprobable that so grovelling a race should have chosen
 so noble an object of worship. 'Lhe contemplation of almost any
 religious beliet tends to expand the mind, and to elevate our nature
 by fixing a portion of our ideas upon nsore glorious objects than
 any coIltained irl this world. Nothing can be more low, groYelling,
 and brutisll than the ordinary ideas of a savage, as far as he gives-
 them expression, they appear to act more from instinct than fiom
 leason; there exists among thertl no traditional traces of any pal-
 ticular religious belief which has been held by their forefathers;
 neither, beyond a few miserab]e su)erstitions, and a childishbelief
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 in omens, hazre I been able to discover any signs of a belief in the
 interposition or su:)ervision of a higher than mortal power. It *vill,
 I think, be conceded as matter of history, that the fi uits, if any, of
 missionary labours in North America have perished with the
 labourers. If therefore the rapid spread of a (loctrine be taken
 as evidence of the favourable interpooition of tlle Deity in support
 of that doctrine, it perhaps is not illogical to ponclude from the
 fact, that the blessing of success has not atten(led the labours of
 God-fearing, zealous, and intelligent men, in their constant en-
 deawours, during a period of two centuries, to introduce the pure
 streatns of Christian doctrine, amid3t the mu(ldy waters of savage
 unbelief; that, therefore, it may be the will of God, that these
 savages shoul(l remain in their unconverted state.

 A nation of men without a religion appears to be an anomaly;
 still the experience of some years, among the north-western savages,
 has impressed me with the opinion that theae being3 have no reli-
 gion; and that, for some inscrutably wise purpose, the Almighty
 Ruler of the Universe has decreed that they shall fulfil the daily
 course of their lives, with the laws of nature for their moral code,
 and with no higher motive of action than that which is furnished
 by the impulses of instinct.*

 7. Trude.

 Annexed is a statement of the trade of Vancouver Island during
 the year 1853. The number and tonnage of vessels is exact; the
 nature of the cargoes is also minutely specified; the Yalues are a
 close approximation, if not quite exact. Vessels merely bought
 up generally suffiesent to pay for their cargoes, either in goods or
 specie. All the trade bona fide with the lsland has been between
 it and San Francisco, the cargoes of salmon exported in the
 Hudson Bay vessels to the Sandwich Islands having been from
 Frazer River. The fisileries all along the outer coast of the
 Island are no doubt excessively valuable; salmon abound in every
 inlet tllat I have mentioned, to an extent almost unknown in any
 other part of the world; herrings, also, are so nuInerous as to be
 caught by the natives wilh a sort of rake or long stick with crooked
 llails fastelled on it. Cod has also been caught at the mouth of
 t}e straits an(l within them; also mackerel on the north of the
 IslandX

 There is a csod bank also in the Gulf of Georgia, near Nanaimo;
 and at Frazer River, in the short space of a fortnight, during
 AUgllSt, the Hlldson Bay Company put up about :!000 barrels
 of salt salulon. Hallibut alld sturgeon are caught in large quanti-

 * See also, ' Incidents of Travel in Vancollver Island; ' by Paul Kane, Esq., of
 Toronto; in the Canadian Journal, July, 1855.-ED.
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 ties by the natives, both of C:ape Flattery and at Port St. Juan.
 The Sanzlwich Islan(ls supply markets for fish to a limited extent,
 but 23an Francisco an(l the Spanish Main would consume any
 quantity that could be sent down to them, and fish in barrels
 might also profitably be exported to Austl alia.

 'rhe fisheries, coal, and timber undoubtedly form the principal
 resources of Vancouver Island, as its nature is not at all adapted
 to pastoral, and not to any extent for agricultural purposes; still
 a farmer, who thoroughltT understood his business, and who possessed
 within his own family the means of labour, would undoubtedly do
 well there.

 Wheat was selling at three dollars per bushel, butter one dollar
 pel pound, and other produce in proportion. Piles are so]d to the
 shipping at six cents per foot, squared timber at twelve cents;
 spars also fetch 12 cents without being squared, as they are diffi-
 cult to get out of the woods.

 In the annexed list of imports and exports (pages 31S, 313),
 the cargoes of two vessels of the Hudson Bay Company, arrived
 from England, the Norman Morrisson and the Otter, are omitted,
 their value being unknown to me; as also the cargoes nvhich the
 Norman SIorrisson and Mary Dare took home to Eng;land. \Vllat
 they brought out, however, was principally supplies for their own
 servants, Victoria being a depot fUr all their posts in the interior;
 and what they exported may be said to have been altv)gether the
 produce of these posts) and of the coasting voyages of the steamer
 Beaver alon^, the mainland; they therefore can scarcely be in-
 cluded in the commerce of the Islalld.

 8. Opposzte coast of North America.

 Tlle mainland opposite Vancouver Island is much similar to it
 in appearance: the general aspect, if anything, is more forbidding.
 On f razer River there is a considerable tract of low pasture land
 on either side, wllich might be made available for the bree(ling of
 ca$tle. There ale some four square mi]es of open land in the
 neighbourhood of F^ort Langley, mrhich is situated some sixty miles
 up Frazer River, and there is also a tract of Iand, a few miles
 squal e, in the neighbourhood of Point Rol)erts, close to the boundary
 line. Along Thompson River, at a distance of about 'g00 miles
 from the sea coast, there is a magnificent extent of pasture lan(l
 reachin^, alollg 'rhompson River; it may be said to extend from
 Frazer River to Lake Okanagan, at one of the sources of the
 Colunlbia River; this iS the only fine tract of land as yet known
 on the British mainland in these regions. It may comprise some
 300 miles, all of it nearly excellent open pasture; there are, how-
 ever, no means yet known of getting to it, except up Frazer
 River, and from that up 'rhompsoa River. Thompson River
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 Clearatlce. nage. Name of Vessel. Destination. Import. Export. Value Value

 List of Importations and Exportations to and from Vancouver Island, with the Tonnage of the Vessels, and the approximate
 Value of the Cargo.

 1853.
 Jan 2
 ,, 13

 , 13

 ,, 14

 ,, 14

 ,, 15
 ,, 15
 ,, 15
 ,, 15

 Feb. 17

 ,, 28

 ,, 28
 Mar. 8

 ,, 16

 ,, 24
 ,, 24

 Apr. 9

 ,, 9
 ,, 23
 ,, 26

 May 17
 June 17

 .

 X s 1

 , 22
 ,, 26
 ,, 27

 July 4
 , 5

 Dollar

 . .

 1 > 000

 4, 500

 1 ,000

 1, 800

 2, 000

 3,000
 . .

 . *

 . +

 * .

 * .

 * -

 .

 . *

 * .

 * .

 . .

 1, 000
 500

 10, 000
 . .

 3, 000
 . .

 2 000
 * .

 2 000

 .
 Dollars.

 * .

 1, 500

 500

 500

 2, 500

 1,800

 2 ,000

 10000

 .,

 13,000

 . .

 . .

 . .

 . .

 . .

 . .

 4,000

 . *

 3,000
 0

 1, 000

 1,500

 1,100
 .,

 1,400
 . .

 l,V00

 . .

 Beaver (Steaxner) ..
 Aurelia .. .. .. ..

 Honololu Packet ..

 Mary Taylor, .. ..

 Trillmph .. .. ..

 William .. .. ..
 Mary Dare .. .. ..
 Beaver (Steamer) ..
 Vancouser .. .. ..
 Ditto .. .. .. ..

 Beaver (Steamer) ..

 Alice .. .. .. ..
 Beaver (Steamer) ..

 Norman Morrisson

 Beaver (Steamer) ..
 Recovery .. .. ..

 Mary Dare .. .. ..

 Mary Taylor .. ..
 Ditto .. .. .. ..

 Honololu Packet ..
 Vancouver .. .. ..
 Ditto .. .. .. ..

 Rose .. .. .. ..
 Cadboro .. .. ..
 Joseph Warren ..
 Alice .. .. ..
 William .. ..
 Cadboro .. .. ..

 Coasting .. .. ..
 Valparaiso .. .. ..
 Soke and San Fran-\
 t CiSCO .. .. .. .. j

 Ditto .. .. .. ..

 San Francisco .. ..

 Oitto .. .. .. ..
 Nisqually .. .. ..
 Frazer River . ..
 I)itto .. .. .. ..

 Sandwich Isles .. ..
 J Nallaimo, Vallcouser I

 1 Island .. .. .. f
 Coasting .. .. ..
 Ditto .. .. .. ..

 London .. .. .. ..

 Coasting * . .. ..
 Ditto .. .. .. ..

 San Francisco .. ..

 Port Townsend ..
 San Francisco .. ..
 Ditto .. .. .. ..

 Frazer River .. ..
 San Francisco .. ..
 Ditto .. .. .. ..

 Frazer River .. ..
 San Francisco .. ..
 Nisqually .. .. ..
 San Francisco .. ..
 Coasting .. .. ..

 Ballast .. .. .. .. ..
 Spars (16,000 feet) .. ..

 Timber (2000) .. .. ..

 Oysters .. .. .. . * ..
 JCranberries, salmon, lum-\
 t ber, and potatoes .. ..
 Coals and piles .. .. ..
 Merchandise .. .. .. ..
 Salt, &c... .. .. .. ..
 Ballast .. .. .. .. ..
 Salmon .. .. .. .. ..
 (Merchandise for Hudson}
 ll Bay Company .. .. t
 Merchaxldise .. .. ..

 Jfi'urs and wool for Hudson }
 t Bay Company .. .. J

 Merchandise . .. ..
 Goal, salmon, and cran-\
 t berries .. .. .. .. .. J
 ;terchandise .. .. ..
 Salmon and oil . .. ..
 Squared tiInber .. .. ..
 Salt .. .. .. .. .. ..
 Coals and fish .. .. ..
 Piles and squared timber
 Flour . .. .. .. .. ..
 Piles .. .. .. .. .. ..
 Merchandise .. .. ..
 Piles .. .. .. .. .. ..
 Merchandise .. .. ..

 109
 252

 92

 *5

 180

 204
 148

 109
 184
 184

 109

 45
 109

 52g

 109

 154

 148

 75
 75
 92

 184

 184
 200

 74
 250
 45

 204
 74

 * e w

 Specie .. .. .. .. ..

 Merchandise and specie

 Ditto .. .. .. .. ..

 Ditto .. .. .. .. ..

 Ditto .. .. .. .. ..
 Cattle and horses .. ..

 .. ..

 .. ..

 .. ..

 .. ..

 .. ..

 .. ..

 {Merchandise for Hudsonl
 \ Bay Company .. .. .. J

 .. ..

 .. ..

 * * . *

 .. ..

 bpecle .. .. .. .. ..
 Ditto .. .. .. .. ..

 Sugar and salt .. .. ..
 .. ..

 Specie and merchandise
 * * . .

 Specie and merchandise
 .. ..

 Specie and merchandise
 .. ..

 Q

 -

 ce

 b:

 .

 >

 -
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 ,, 20
 Aug. 10

 ,, 20

 ,, 20

 Sept. 3
 ,, 6
 ,, 10
 ,, 21
 ,, 23

 Oct. 5
 ,, .5

 ,, 26

 ,, 28

 ., 28
 Nov. 5

 ,, 17

 ,, 21

 ,, 30

 Dec. 2
 ,, 6

 ,, 16

 ,, 24

 Tons . .

 92

 148

 244

 184

 200
 92

 204
 154
 157
 45

 300

 530

 244

 45

 200

 244

 45

 249

 244

 157

 148

 92

 8223

 Honololu Packet ..
 Mary Dare .. .. ..

 Otter (Steamer) ..

 Vancouver .. .. ..

 Rose .. .. .. ..
 Honololu Packet ..
 William .. .. ..
 Recovery .. .. ..
 Archimedes .. ..
 Alice .. .. .. ..
 Senator .. .. .. ..

 Lord Western .. ..

 Otter (Steamer) ..

 Alice .. .. .. ..
 Rose .. .. .. ..

 Otter (Steamer) ..

 Alice .. .. .. ..
 jDutchess of San Lo-\
 l renzo .. .. .. .. J
 Otter (Steamer) ..
 Archimedes .. ..

 Mary Dare .. ..

 Honololu Packet ..

 San Francisco .. ..
 Ditto .. .. .. ..

 Coasting .. .. ..

 Fort Simpson .. ..

 San Francisco .. ..
 Ditto .. .. .. | .
 Ditto .. .. .. ..

 Sandwich Islands ..
 San Francisco .. ..
 Puget Sound .. ..
 San Francisco .. ..

 Ditto .. .. .. ..

 Coasting .. .. ..

 Nisqually .. .. ..
 San Francisco .. ..

 Nisqually .. .. ..

 Coasting .. .. ..

 San Francisco .. ..

 Coasting .. .. ..
 San Francisco .. ..

 London .. .. .. ..

 San Francisco .. ..

 Speeie and merchandise
 Flour and pork .. .. ..
 J Merchandise for Hudson z
 X Ba) (Jompany.. *. ..J
 JMerchandise, fiour, and l
 b pork .. .. .. .. .. J
 Specie .. .. .. .. b .
 Merchandise .. .. .. ..

 Ditto .. .. .. .. ..
 .. ..

 Merchandise .. .. ..
 .. ..

 * - b

 Merchandise .. .. ..

 .. ..

 * . ......... . .

 Merehandise .. .. ..
 JWool for Hudson Bay t
 t Company .. .. .. .. J
 Saaved lumber .. .. ..

 Merehandise .. .. ..

 .. ..

 Merchandise .. .. ..

 Pork and merehandise ..

 Sawed lumber .. .. ..

 Salmon and squared timber
 Coal .. .. .. . . ..

 .. ..

 Merchandise .. .. ..

 Piles and squared timber
 Salmonandsquared timber
 Piles .. .. .. .. ..
 Salmon .. .. .. .. ..
 Coal .. .. .. .. .. ..
 Ballast .. .. .. .. ..
 Coal and squared timber
 JPiles,salmon,and squaredt
 I timber .. .. .. .. .. J
 {Merchandise for Hudson)
 ) Bay Company .. .. J
 Ballast .. .. .. .. ..
 Piles .. .. .. .. .. ..

 Ballast .. .. .. .. ..

 * . . )

 Spars and piles .. .. ..

 . . . v

 Coal .. .. .. .. .. ..
 [Furs, wool, and specie, for
 J Hlldson Bay Company,
 | London ........
 Coal .. .. . ..

 1, 000

 5, 500

 . .

 9,000

 600
 1 ,000

 1,500
 . .

 1, 500

 . .

 . .

 3,000

 . .

 1 ,000

 . .

 500

 1 ,000

 . .

 3 ,000

 3,000

 2,600
 2, .500

 . .

 . .

 1 ,000
 1,500
 1, 000

 10,000
 2, 5(80

 . .

 5,000

 4,000

 * }

 . .

 1,000

 . .

 . .

 1, 300

 . .

 2,000

 3
 -

 b
 Ge
 C:

 -

 o
 3

 g

 s

 1,200

 1, 200

 64,600 71 ,900

 Mem.-The value of the E2>ports as above is made up of the following different articles:-

 Coal8 ...... .. 1,492 tons. Spars .......................... .. .. 22,000 rtmning feet. ................ Oil (rhale and fish) 200 barrels. Cranberries ...... 150 barrels. Sawed lumber 10,000 stlperficial feet. Oolachnus .. . .. 150 Ditto.

 Piles .. .. .. 128,800 feet (running feet). Oysters .. .. .. 1,000 bushels.
 Squaredtimber 16,500 cubic feet. Salmon ...... .. .. 3,540 barrels.
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 314  GRANT'S Description of Vancouver Island.

 runs into Frazer River, at a distance of about 200 miles from
 the sea coast. Along the Gulf of Georgia, opposite Vancouver
 Island, and witllin the numerous inlets which exist there, no avail-
 able land is known. The natives, it is true, report large extents of
 open moulltain pasture ill the neighbourhood of Tchesatl or Jarvis
 Inlet, on which browse numbers of a species of large white goat
 u ith short straight horns. The extent of this open country, if it
 exist at all, must however be very limited, from uhat we can see
 of the configuration of the neighbourinffl country. Jarvis Inlet is
 situated nearly in latitude 49? 50' and 50? north.

 Between Burraral Canal and Home Sound, a. e. on the southern
 shore of Hollle Sound close to the entrance, a small seam of coal
 has been found, lying in sandstone; the sandstone strata are of
 consi(lerable thickness, the quality of the stone is similar to the
 sandstone of Bellingham Bay, being hard, white, an(l close grained.
 No workable seam has as yet been discovered here? that which
 was seen having been only a few inches in thi(kness; it is very
 probable that further exalnination may lead to a discovery of the
 same seam of coal, underlying the sllperficial strata, as that which
 is found in Bellingham Bay. The coal-field of Bellillgham Bay,
 which is within the Arnerican possessions, beint, about 20 miles
 south of the boundary line, is by far the most valuable deposit of
 coal which leas as yet been discovered on the north-west coast;
 several seams have been seen cropping out of the surface, of a
 thickness varying from 6 inches to 16 feet: the largest, 16 feet in
 thickness, is a magnificent seam, the whole of it is sound workable
 coal even at the surface, and doubtless, a3 they follow the seam
 deeper, it will l)e found to improve in quality. A portion which
 had been taken from the surface (about 60 tons) had beell carrie(l
 to San Francisco, where it was found to burn well, and to be a
 strong coal for steam purposes, its power in evaporating water
 being consi(leI able. This large seam lies between layers of very
 close grained light coloure(l sandztone; it crop3 out on the sea
 beach, and there is a good anchorage in 31 an(l 4 fathoms water
 close to it. The greatest objection to the working of the seam is
 the large angle of inclination at which it lies, it being inclined in a
 south-east direction witll a dip of at least 45?. It was first dis-
 covered by two workmen who were felling logs for a neighbouring
 saw-mill. In passing a tree on the side of a bank which had been
 torn up by the roots, they lloticed portions of coal adhering to the
 roots, and OD further examination, under the roots whieh had been
 torn ul), tl@y found exposed the outcrop of this fine seam several
 feet in thickness. Being resolved to make the most of their dis-
 covery they lost no time in making the particulars public, and sent
 such glowing descriptions to San Francisco, accompanied by speci-
 mens of the coal, that a competition was irnmediately raisedy arld a
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 GRANT'S Description of Vancouver Islatld.  315

 race ensued between two or three parties, who were anxious to
 arrive the first in the field. The claim was s()ld for some 10,000
 dollars, but the parties who llad bought it, Yankee-like, were
 merely speculators, and had neither money enoll;h to pay for their
 purchase, nor to work the mine. Two or three bubble companies
 have since been formed, none of wllom have as yet been able to
 bring the mine into practical operation.

 Another Mining Company, called the Puget Sound Mining
 Association, was formed to work coal on an adjoinin^, claim: they
 commenced two or three seams, the largest of WhiC9I was about
 4 feet in thickness; this however also was a bubble company, and
 frozn want of funds and of managemerlt were unable to carry on
 their business. They we!re upwards of fbur months loading a small
 brig. Altogether about 140 tons of coal had been exported from
 I3ellingham Bay up to 1st January, 1854.

 Bellingham Bay is one of the finest harbours within tlle Straits
 of Fuca; it is perfectly sheltered from all winds; there is good
 anchorage all over it in from 3 to 10 fathoms, and thele is ample
 space to beat in an(l out.

 A small river, called the Summy River, runs into it, up the
 banks of which there is some little rich alluvial soil thickly wooded.
 It is probable that the Surnmy is identical with the Samalkaman
 River, urhich take3 its source near Lake Okanagran, and passes
 through a fine prairie country near its source. The land all roun(l
 Bellingharn Bay is poor and sandy, there are two small prairies,
 about a sqllare mile each in extent, the remainder is thickly
 wooded with fir and cedal; a few scattered Yankees, about tweIlty
 in number, al e settled round the bay, and some water-power in the
 south-east corner has been taken advantage of to put an excellent
 saw-rill, witll two gangs of saws, in operation.

 18his locality llas l)een mentioned as the probable terminus of
 the Great Western Railway across the Continent of America;
 tlais circumstance and its valuable coal deposits may make it a place
 of some importance; it is also a good fihlng station; the nature of
 the soil, houever, by which it is surrounded, and the very sulall
 extent of level land in tlle neighbourhood, forbid the probability of
 its ever being a flourishing agricultural settlement.

 The American population of the Ileighbourhood of Admiralty
 Inlet and Puget Sound altogethel is about 600. In the beginnillg
 of 1849 there was not a sin^,le American settler around the waters
 of Puget Sound: about that time the American Government sent
 a Company of Artillery there, to pave thetway for settlert ent., alid
 since then ea.ch year has added a few to the numl)ers of the
 sett.lers who flock in, both by the O^>erland route, across the Rocliy
 Mountains, and also by sea fiom San Francisco; until now, in 1854
 there may be about 600 who liave come.
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 A(lmiralty Inlet is probably one of the most extensive inland
 arms of the sea in the world; from the entrance of the Straits of
 Fuca, at Cape Classet, it may be said to be one vast sheltered har-
 bour. Admiralty Inlet, however, properly speaking, including
 Puget Sound, which is at its southertl extrenlity is about 90 nziles
 in length: t}ere is ailchorage all over it at a depth of water seldom
 exceeding 30 fathoms; there are severa] small harbours on most of
 which thfe Americanshave commenced sxall villages, or as they
 call them cities the largest settlement is Olympia, consisting of
 log-houses, and containing some 300 inhabitants; it is situated at
 the extremity of Puget Soulld; it is not well situated for trade,
 a large mud flat running out in front of it, which is left high and
 dry at low water; no vessel of large alraugllt of water can approach
 nearer than a distance of at least half a lrlile. There is but little
 prairie land in the neighbourhood of Olympia; the whole probably
 will not exceed 300 acres.

 Next in importance to Olympia comes Steilacoom. This is the
 locale whele the military are stationed, to whom the guardianship
 of tbe northern portion of \:Vashington territory is intrusted; a few
 straggling log huts have sprung up around those which have bee
 appropriated as barracks; the soil is poor and silallour, the sub-
 stratum is a col(l clay overlying a mass of shitlgle several feet in
 t}lickness. At the bacli of Steilacoom is a tract of open prairie or
 grass land runlling with little interruption all the way back to the
 Cowlitz River; its length njay be about 75 miles, with a breadth
 vartring from 1 to 3 rtliles; the whole northern portioll of it is Yer
 poor soil, and indeed is quite useless except for pastoral purposes.
 fIere the Hudson Bay Company had their principal cattle and
 sheep establishment: their factory is at Nisqually, some 8 miles
 distantfrom SteilacooIll. In 1849 theyhad here about 7000head
 of cattle and sTleep with some 600 horses; the cattle had princi-
 ally been driven ovelland from Califzrnia, the original sheep had

 been imported from England, antl the horses collected frorn tlle
 various saYage tribes of the north-west; they still keep up their
 establishment, which is superintetlded by Doctortl'olmie as well
 as circumstances mill allow; the Hudson Bay Company have,
 however, lost a gl eat quantity of stock lately from want of sufficient
 hands to look after them. Brother Jonathan alsc) takes a stray
 shot at them occasionally with his rifle, and has appropriate(l n(lt
 a few in that and other wavs. Tile wool from the sheep is annually
 exported to England. 'l'he Hudson Bay Company have a few
 acres of land under cultivation, but it produces little or nothing.
 The Arnericans are gradually closing round the Hudson Bay
 Company, and will no doubt eventuall- succeed in ousting tllea
 from this corner of their territery.

 Besides Steilacoom there are two or three little American
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 rillages along the shores of Puget Sound, one of which is called
 Scatl, another Newmarket: the population of all, including Steila-
 coom, does not probably exceed 150 souls. The soil all along the
 shore of Puget Soullcl is poor and gravelly, and there is little or
 no open land with the exception of the large prairie above men-
 tione(l. The pasturage is of an inferior quality, an(l altogether its
 capabilities as an agricultural settlement have been very mucl
 overrated.

 A considerable trade in piles, squared timber, and lumber, is
 carried on svith San Francisco, and altogether there are 16
 saw-nills, steam and water, erected on the soun(l and its tribu-
 taries, including Hood Canal, Port Orchar(l, &c. lnhere is
 magnificent water-power on the NisquallJr River which Yankee
 Doodle has not been slow to take advantage of, generally speak-
 in>, however, the country is badltr supplied with water-power, anel
 indeed, except at Nisqually, at Bellingham Bay, and perhaps on
 the Sinahomish River, there is sca.rcely a stream to be met with
 capable of turning a mill-wheel, which rllns all the year round.

 Following round the western coast of Admiralty Inlet, we come
 to the entrallce of Hood's Canal, a long inlet running several
 miles almost parallel with Admiralty Inlet, but diverging a little
 to the westward; no arable land has as yet been discovered irl its
 neighl)ourhood; but there are two or three small settlernents, and
 two steam saw mills constantly at work.

 Next we come to Port To^ nsend, a fine harbour, at the entrance
 of uhich is another slnall American village, consisting of some 20
 inhabitants. Here the foulldation of a customhouse has been laid,
 and there are some 5 miles of rich l)rairie land in the neighbour-
 hood. Port Townsend bids fhir to be one of the most thriving
 little towns in the district.

 Oppo3ite Port Townsend is Mthidbey's Islan(l; an island of some
 40 miles in length, by from 1 to 4 in breadth, lying in the centre of
 Admiralty Inlet nearly north and south; on it some 30 Americalls
 are settled, there is a good deal of open prairie land, and the soil
 is superior to the generality ot what is to be met with on the
 shores of Puget Sound; it is, h(lwever, cold and sandy, and the
 island is badly supplied with water; there is no good anchorage in
 any part of it, although vesse]s may find sheltered anchorages
 along the coast according to the direction of the wind. l here are
 not above 10 acres under cllltivation on W0thidbey's Island. Honv
 the families settled here manage to exist is a perfect puzzle to an
 Englishman; indeed the subsistence of the American settlers all
 along A(lmiralty Inlet and Puget Sound is sufficiently precarious.
 Salt pork, salmon, and potatoes form their principal articles of
 diet. A few l)arre]s of salmon are put 1lp on \\rhidbey's Island in
 summer and sent to oan Francisco; about 200 barrels are, llowever,
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 probably the extent of what has hitherto been exported. A
 singu]ar phenomenon is to be observed otl the western shore of
 Whidbey's Island: toxvards the southern extremity, smoke is seen
 issuing from the ground on the beach in front of a steep c]ay bank
 some 150 feet high; on examination all the clay around i8 found
 to be baked to the consi3tency and hardness of a brick and is
 redelene(l in colour; the ground for solne distance is heated some-
 times so as to be unbearable to the touch, at other times only
 slightly. I conceive that the smoke and heat must be caused by
 the combustion of some subterranean bed of coal to whicll mater
 has been introduced. Ne coal has been disconfered on Whidbey's
 Island; it is probably at some considerable distance under the
 surface. The shores of Whidbey's Island, as indeed of the whole
 of Puget Sound and Admiralty Inlet, are lined with the yeliowish
 white clay cliis peculiar to the country; it is seldom that any
 rocky substratuln is apparent. At Nisqually the bed of coarse
 shingle mrhich underlies the clay has been bored through to a
 depth of lS0 feet without any rock being found. Satldstone strata
 ocour on the southern coast of tbe Straits of FucaS opposite to
 Vancouver Island, and coal is reported to have been discovered
 in the Valley de los Angelos on tlle Elwha River.

 It is remarkable that strata of the coal formation, containing
 fossils precisely similar to those found in Vancouver Island and
 the opposite prairie lantl, as Terebratula reticularis, Productus
 semireticulatust an(l Spirifer striatus, have been met with as far
 south as the latitude of 30?, and about 200 miles to the eastward
 of the Colorado River.

 To return to the coast of Admiralty lnlet, some 10 miles to the
 north of P(lrt Town3end is Port Discolrery; this is another arIn of
 the sea, affording good shelterfor shipping; the water is deep and
 the shores broken and rugged; there is good land in the neigh-
 bourhood, and Port Discovery is merely saluable as a timber sta-
 tion, the wood in general is large and lofty, and suitable for masts
 and spars, as well as for piles and lumber, there are merely a few
 log huts on Porb Discovery, where some ten people are employed
 with their oxen in hauling out spars and piles br the loading of
 vessels.

 The next settlement we come to is Dungeness, which is
 nearly opposite to the south-east exetremitzT of Tancouver lsland.
 Dungeness is a roadstead sheltered frorn the west by a long
 shingly spit running out some 2 miles. At J)tlngeness some half
 dozexl Arxlerican families are congregated. The timber here is
 lrery fine; tllere are some 4 miles of prairie land irl the neighbour-
 hood, and there is a considerable extent of leve-l woodland, the soil
 of which is a rich black vegetable mould. Il process of time
 Dung;eness may become a thriving little settlemexlt; it can how-
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 enrer, never be an important station for shipping, as where there is
 shelter the water is very shallow, and vecsels with a heavy draught
 of water cannot approach within 1* miles of the beach.

 Between Dungelless and Cape Classet, the white man has not
 hitherto intruded on his red brother. There are no good harbours
 along this extent of coast, althourh there are two or three places,
 as the False Ness and Clallum Bay, where a 51essel might find
 shelter from the west and south. Neeah Bay close to Cape Classet
 is the only anchorage worthy the name of a harbour: hele a vessel
 ay lie in safety sheltered from almost any winds.
 The whole northern coast of Oregon, as far as it abuts on the

 Straits of Fuca, has an extrernely inho;pitable look. Snowy moun-
 tains, one of which rejoices in the name of Mollnt Olympus, rear
 their jagged peaks to a height of some 13,000 feet, and form a
 sufficiently picturesque coup-d'eil to the spectator as he views
 them frorn Vancouver Island. Between these an(l the sea, low
 rugged broken hills interpose a barrier to cultivation or settlement;
 no prairie land is to be met with. On the banks of the Elwha,
 however (opposite Bentinck Island), a considerable extent of rich
 alluvial soil thickly covered with woodland gratifies the eye of the
 explorer, and on some little clear patches tllere, w-heIe the sub-
 stratum is a rich bluish clay, the natives cultivate the fiIlest
 potatoe3 perhaps to be met with in any portion of the north-west
 coast.

 It is said that a pass exists up the Val de los Angelos to the
 CChihaelas River and Shoalwater Bay, thus communicating with
 the Columbia Valley. Tlle existence of such a pass is, how-
 ever, very problematical, and the unbroken contour of the moun-
 tains gives no external indication of it.

 Explorers in the Elwha country are recommended to be very
 careful of the natives, and on no account to go alone, or, if in
 company, unarmed. The author hiinself once got irlto serious
 lifficulty with the Elwha tribe, having crossed over from Soke to
 obtain some of the Equisetum h-emale, which grows on the banks
 of their river, as fodder for his cattle during winter. They are a
 wild savage race, wllo are at war with all their neighbours, and
 not always unsuccessfully, as sundry ghastly trophies in front of
 their village indicate mith horrible distinctness. The ElFhas are
 probably a blanch of the Tsclallums or Clellums, indeed they
 speak tbe satne language.

 A\lith the exception of the Elwha country, the whole of the
 south coast of the Straits of Fuca is inhabited by Clellums, until
 we come to NTeeah Bay, where the country is owned and inhabited
 by Macaws, who speak a totally diflerent language.

 It is a singular fact, that in each diffierent tribe a difEerent
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 physiognomy is clearly traceable; the diSerence is slight amont,
 neighbouring tribes, and amounts to little more than the various
 sllades in a family likeness; a stranger might pas3 it over, but it
 is readily detected by the habitue of the country.

 The above hastily written sketch will be bund to contain a
 tolerably exact account of Vancouver Island, &e., as far as it is at
 present knoven; the particulars given are all the results of personal
 observation, and the statistics onay be depended on as tolerably
 accurate, if not precisely correct. It will be seen that Vancouver
 Island pocsesses in it3elf several resources, which, if developed by
 a free peop]e, under firee institutions, would tend to make it a very
 flouriching colony.

 The high price of land, when equally good land can be got for
 one-fifth of the sum in Oregons has prevented numbers of people
 from settling there, who were otherwise favollrably inclined to
 do so.

 In the spring of 1851, Mr. Blanchard came out as governor of
 the island; he remained little more than a year, when he resigned,
 being in very bad health. His loss was very much to be regretted,
 as he was a gent]eman in every way qualified to fulfil the duties
 of his position, with credit to himself and with prosperous results
 to the collntry ourer which lle was appointed to preside. The
 present ,overnor has been very successful ill his management of
 the native tribes, whom it is his policy generally to conciliate; on
 one occasion particularly, when one of the Cowitchin Indians had
 shot a white man, lle thoroughl effected the object in view, that
 of putlishing the guilty for the outrage committed, without causing
 any unnecessary bioodshed.
 A prison also has beexl built of wood.
 The examples of Oregon and of California furnish us with

 proofs that the rapi(l growth of new countries is best fostered by
 ving scope an(l encouragement to the exertions of individual
 enterprise, and the progress of a country will be founded on the
 surest basis when that country shall have been settled by bodies
 of inclependent freeholders accustomed to rely on themselves for
 support, and when the benefit of free institutions shall have given
 to each indilridual an interest in the general prosperity.
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Whale Hunting and the Makah Tribe 

 

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

 

The Makah Tribe requests a status quo catch limit of an average 

of four gray whales per year, with a maximum of five gray whales 

in any one year.  This level, which was approved by the IWC in 

1997, 2002, 2007 and 2012, reflects the Tribe’s cultural and 

subsistence need for up to five whales per year.   

 

The contemporary Makah Tribe was formed through the 

consolidation of five traditional Makah villages during the 

early years of the Makah Reservation.  The Tribe’s request 

honors this tradition, and asks for one whale per village.  The 

Tribe’s request is also based on a calculation of the per capita 

amount of meat, oil and blubber that five whales would provide 

for the community as measured by the number of Makahs living on 

the reservation today. 

 

The Tribe’s Needs Statement presents information pertinent to 

the continuing cultural and subsistence need for the Makah whale 

hunt in two parts:  a cultural component and a nutritional 

component.
1
   

 

The cultural component demonstrates that whaling has been an 

essential and defining element of Makah culture and identity for 

at least 1,500 years, and remains so today.  It contains seven 

sections.  The first section, Cultural Abstract, briefly 

discusses the anthropological framework that surrounds Makah 

culture and language.  The second section, The Whaling Culture 

of the Makah Tribe, describes in detail the prominent place that 

whaling has always occupied – and continues to occupy – in Makah 

culture.   The third section, Makah Whaling: Pre-Contact through 

the Present Day, discusses Makah whaling through time.   

 

The fourth section, The First Gray Whale Quota Period (1998-

2002), describes the IWC quota2 that enabled the Tribe to conduct 

its successful 1999 hunt.  The first IWC quota was based on a 

joint request by the United States and Russian Federation in 

which the Makah Tribe demonstrated a need for up to five whales 

per year.  This section also summarizes the results of the first 

Household Whaling Survey on the Makah Reservation, which was 

                                                 
1
 The Tribe’s marine mammal biologist, natural resource policy analyst and 

attorneys assisted in the preparation of this updated Needs Statement. 
2
 The Needs Statement uses both “quota” and “catch limit” to refer to the 

limits on aboriginal subsistence whaling in Paragraph 13 of the Schedule.  

Current usage emphasizes the term “catch limit.” 
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conducted in December 2001 to understand the opinions of Makah 

tribal members about the whale hunt and whaling-related 

activities.   

 

The fifth section, Makah Whaling 2003-Present, describes the 

Tribe’s whaling activities since the first quota period.  This 

section contains three sub-parts which discuss: (1) the Tribe’s 

commitment to sustaining its whaling culture through management 

and research activities pertaining to gray whales and other 

marine mammals; (2) the continuation of whaling-related cultural 

activities within the Makah community; and (3) the domestic 

legal impediments that have kept the Tribe from hunting gray 

whales since 2000 despite the IWC’s approval of status quo catch 

limits for 2003-2007, 2008-2012, and 2013-2018.  

 

The sixth section, The Makah Reservation in 2018, provides up-

to-date information on the Makah Reservation’s demographics, 

subsistence resources and other information pertinent to 

understanding the Tribe’s continuing need to hunt whales in 

2018.   

 

The cultural component concludes with a seventh section, The 

2018 Household Whaling Survey (HWS IV), which describes the 

results from the fourth Makah Household Whaling Survey (Renker 

2018).  The Tribe commissioned this survey so that current, 

objective information about the Makah community’s sentiments 

regarding the whale hunt and whaling-related activities would be 

available for this Needs Statement.  The survey was used to 

generate a quantified opinion profile about whaling within the 

Makah community, which continues to demonstrate overwhelming 

support for whaling as an essential component of Makah culture 

and identity. 

 

The nutritional component of this statement is presented in one 

integrated section.  It presents research and information from a 

field of nutritional science termed nutrigenomics, which 

establishes the unique genetic relationship between indigenous 

people and their diet prior to contact with western, non-

traditional foods (Ordovas 2006, Kaput et al. 2007, Fumagalli et 

al. 2015).  This component also presents seminal, long-term 

research conducted by the U.S. National Institutes of Health 

which proved that a tribal diet that includes non-traditional 

foods (like processed and refined flours and sugars) and deletes 

traditional foods is linked to devastating, chronic illnesses 

such as diabetes (DeMouy 2002).   
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Drawing on that research, the nutritional component presents the 

theory that the prevalent occurrence of certain chronic 

illnesses and conditions in the modern Makah community is the 

result of a lack of whale-based food products.  Further, the 

nutritional component shows that greater health in the Makah 

community could result from reintroduction of whale-based food 

products into the regular diet.  Nutritional research that links 

cardiovascular health to the consumption of n-3 polyunsaturated 

fatty acids (PUFAs) found in marine mammal oil (Bang Ho et al. 

1971, Dyerberg and Bang Ho 1979, Parkinson et al. 1994, Dewailly 

et al. 2001, Siriwardhana et al. 2012) is also included. Such a 

revival would be easily integrated into traditional reciprocal 

exchange networks among Makahs and the Makah Health and Wellness 

Center’s programs as has the reintroduction of other traditional 

Makah foods and medicines.  

 

Together, the cultural and nutritional components demonstrate 

the following points: 

 

1) Makahs have hunted whales for subsistence purposes for at 

least 1,500 years before the present day.  Documented Makah 

subsistence use of whale products extends back another 750 

years,
3
 during a period in which Makahs used drift and stranded 

whales before developing hunting technology.  The historic, 

ethnographic and archaeological record conclusively demonstrates 

that whale products formed a central – and likely the dominant – 

component of Makahs’ traditional diet for over two thousand 

years.   

 

Makah whale hunting was disrupted in the late 19th and early 

20th centuries by the devastating effects of European diseases, 

forced assimilation, and the near extermination of gray, 

humpback and other whales by non-Native commercial whalers.  

This led to a hiatus in Makah whale hunts from the 1920s to the 

1990s, a relatively brief period in the context of the Makahs’ 

reliance on whales for over two thousand years. 

 

By the mid-1990s, the Eastern North Pacific gray whale 

population had recovered to a level that resulted in its removal 

from the United States Endangered Species Act list.  The Tribe 

immediately sought to resume whaling and worked with the United 

States government to obtain IWC approval of a gray whale quota.  

Consistent with the International Convention for the Regulation 

of Whaling and the United States Whaling Convention Act, the 

                                                 
3 Archaeological research continues in this area. Recent excavations suggest 

that Makah subsistence use of whales began earlier.  (Wessen 2012). 
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Tribe’s hunt is for subsistence and cultural purposes only and 

prohibits the commercial sale of edible whale products.  In 

1997, the IWC approved an aboriginal subsistence quota that 

reflected the Makah Tribe’s needs and, in 1999, the Tribe 

conducted its first successful hunt in seventy years.  The Makah 

community joined in celebration of this event and welcomed the 

use of whale products back into their homes, communal ceremonies 

and daily lives.      

 

2)  The Makah whale hunt is essential to meet the continuing 

subsistence and cultural needs of the Makah community.   

 

Makahs have drawn their subsistence from the ocean since time 

immemorial.  Gray whales are a predominant component of the 

ocean resources that have always sustained the Tribe and cannot 

be replaced by other resources.  This was true for thousands of 

years and, if anything, is even more true today.  For example, 

halibut, salmon and other ocean fisheries vary in abundance and 

are now subject to national and international management 

restrictions, fluctuations in productivity, and the demands of 

other harvesters.  The increasing variability in catch limits 

diminishes the reliability of these and other marine resources 

on which Makahs have always depended.  Other environmental 

pressures, such as oil spills, changing ocean conditions (ocean 

acidification, hypoxia, and temperature increases), red tides, 

pollution, and other factors beyond the control of the Tribe 

exert additional pressure on the ability of the ocean to meet 

the Tribe’s economic, subsistence and cultural needs.  And, for 

many in a community suffering from high unemployment rates, 

alternative sources of subsistence remain limited.  Gray whales 

are an abundant and reliable resource that have provide 

substantial nutritional benefits for millennia and that cannot 

now be replaced by other traditional marine resources. 

 

Furthermore, for at least 1,500 years, whale hunting and the 

associated activities of processing, preparing and eating whale 

products have had important ceremonial and social functions in 

the Makah community, in addition to their more obvious 

subsistence benefits.  The Makah whale hunt established a social 

order for Makah society, governing wealth, status, marriage 

preferences and ceremonial displays.  Makah whalers, or headmen, 

were at the top of the social order because they could offer 

prestige, protection and resources to kin and non-kin members of 

their longhouses.  The community-at-large also contributed to 

the success of the hunt by processing, preserving and preparing 

whale products for use by the community. 
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Makah elders and professional anthropologists trace the decline 

of the social and physical health of the Tribe to the 

elimination of the whale hunt and its associated ceremonial and 

social rigors.  In the community household survey conducted in 

early 2018, 95.8% of respondents expressed the view that the 

Tribe should continue to hunt whales.  Some of the more common 

reasons respondents gave for this view were that whaling is part 

of the Tribe’s treaty rights and culture (it is “who we are”), 

that it provides healthy and good food for the Makah community, 

that it is beneficial for future generations, and that it 

connects modern-day Makahs with their ancestors. 

 

The revitalization of the hunt provided Makahs with an 

additional mechanism to connect traditional Tribal values about 

health and spirituality to modern life.  This was particularly 

important after generations of Makahs had been subjected to 

government policies – commonly implemented through boarding 

schools – designed to separate tribal members from their 

language, culture, community, and ceremonial and subsistence 

practices.  The restored hunt helped to reestablish and 

strengthen the connection between Makahs and their traditional 

foods and way of life and assisted young and old in conquering 

the vicissitudes of modern life.  The Tribe needs continued 

access to the social and spiritual values of whaling, as well as 

the traditional foods it brings into the Makah diet.     

 

3) The vital subsistence and cultural functions of whaling are 

manifested in the 1855 Treaty of Neah Bay between the Tribe and 

the United States.  Makah negotiators, faced with the 

diminishment of tribal lands to make way for white settlers, 

insisted that the right to hunt whales be included in the 

treaty.  The treaty expressly secures the right of whaling in 

addition to the right to take fish, engage in sealing, and hunt 

land animals.  The whaling right is reserved in Article IV of 

the Treaty, and is the only express whaling right found in the 

hundreds of treaties the United States made with Indian tribes.   

 

4) The Makah Tribe, which calls itself               , “The 

People Who Live Near the Rocks and the Sea Gulls,” occupies a 

46.5 square mile reservation on the northwestern corner of the 

Olympic Peninsula of Washington State.  A total of 1,611 people 

live on the reservation, including 1,160 Makahs, in a total of 

560 households. Another 1,532 Makahs live away from the 

reservation.   

 

Numerous hardships exist on the reservation, including a high 

rate of unemployment, significant poverty, and increasing 
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occurrence of drug abuse and crimes often connected with 

addiction such as burglary.  Reflecting these challenges, the 

Tribe’s General Assistance program has seen a marked increase in 

demand since 2014.  Whaling is seen as a mechanism to improve 

upon these difficult circumstances, not only in the subsistence 

benefits it will provide the Makah community, but from the 

rigorous ceremonial, physical and spiritual preparation whaling 

requires. 

 

5)  The Household Whaling Survey IV (Renker 2018) provides an 

important tool to quantify current opinions of the Makah 

community about whaling.  Data indicate that an overwhelming 

majority of Makah respondents (95.8%) supports the whale hunt, 

and that most reservation households want whale products to be a 

regular part of their diet.  For example, 85.7% of survey 

respondents wanted whale meat in their households on a regular 

basis, and 80.4% of the survey respondents felt the same way 

about whale oil.  The results of this survey are consistent with 

the high level of support for whaling and demand for whale 

products expressed in three previous household surveys.  

Collectively, the surveys present a clear picture of predominant 

Makah opinion – that whaling is integrally linked to the 

cultural, physical, spiritual, and psychological health of the 

Tribe. 

 

6) Regular availability of whale products would provide 

significant nutritional benefits to Makahs.  For at least 2,000 

years, Makahs have relied on whales to provide the cornerstone 

of their diet, with whale meat, blubber and oil constituting a 

significant percentage of their food in pre-contact and historic 

times. Although meat may have been utilized less because it 

could not be kept from spoiling, oil was extensively utilized 

with dried fish, other traditional foods, and, in historic 

times, potatoes, bread and processed foods.  As James Swan 

observed from his time with the Makahs in the mid-nineteenth 

century, “all their other food is usually greased with a 

plentiful supply of whale oil.”  Whale oil also was the only 

nutritional product which figured prominently in the ceremonial 

life of the Makah people.  In addition to whales, other marine 

mammals, particularly the plentiful harbor seals found close to 

shore on rocks and islands and fur seals found farther offshore,  

played an important role in the traditional Makah diet. 

 

Whale products can help Makahs, many of whom have low incomes 

and struggle to provide food for their families, ensure that 

more of their fundamental nutritional needs are met with a 

traditional, local food source.  A combination of whale meat, 
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which can now be preserved effectively, blubber and oil will 

assist Makah families (including their non-Makah household 

members) in meeting caloric and nutrient requirements with a 

healthier food source that will also likely cost them less than 

the western foods they would replace.  This nutritional benefit 

also has profound implications for Makah identity and culture, 

as it allows Makahs to connect with their ancestors’ food 

traditions and fulfill the guarantee secured in the Treaty of 

Neah Bay of continued utilization of whales. 

 

Whale products also provide a natural means of combatting many 

of the health problems linked to diet that have plagued Makahs 

and other Native American populations since the American 

government introduced processed western foods such as refined 

sugar and flour, beef and lard to reservations in the historic 

period and interrupted their traditional pattern of food use 

heavy in fish and marine mammal oils.  Research has indicated a 

genetic link between native people and their traditional diet, 

and this may be a contributing factor to many of the diet-

related health issues facing Makahs in the twenty-first century. 

Reintroduction of whale products, particularly whale oil, 

presents an opportunity to improve health results because marine 

mammal oil is high in n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs), 

which have been demonstrated to have beneficial effects on 

cardiovascular and metabolic health.  While nutrigenomics and 

other dietary sciences may not provide definitive answers at 

this time, it is reasonable to conclude that restoring whale to 

the Makah diet and increasing consumption of this and other 

locally available, natural foods consumed through the millennia 

could confer substantial health benefits. 

 

7) The Makah Tribe’s request for a status quo catch limit is 

predicated on the five traditional Makah villages that were 

consolidated during the early years of the Reservation and on a 

calculation of the per capita amount of meat, oil and blubber 

that five whales would provide for the community as measured by 

the number of Makahs living on the Reservation. 

 

Ethnographic literature and other records indicate that Makahs 

harvested five or more whales annually in historic times (Jewitt 

1815, Swan 1859-1866, Cavanaugh 1983, Huelsbeck 1988, Huelsbeck 

1994).  That harvest did not place an undue stress on the gray 

whale population in that time period and would not adversely 

affect the current, healthy population of the Eastern North 

Pacific stock.  Rather, this modest catch limit request is 

necessary to sustain the Makah Tribe, as whales have done for 

over two thousand years. 
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The Makah Tribe continues to participate actively in the IWC 

Scientific Committee’s ongoing reviews to ensure that its hunt 

does not pose a threat to any segment of the gray whale 

population.  Its proposed hunt will include limits to protect 

local feeding aggregations and will be subject to intensive 

scrutiny under United States domestic law (including both the 

Marine Mammal Protection Act and the National Environmental 

Policy Act) before going forward.   

 

8)  For thousands of years, the Makahs achieved and maintained a 

functional balance with many land, air, and ocean species, 

especially the whales passing through their waters.  In 2003, 

the Makah Tribe incorporated a Marine Mammal Program (MMP) into 

its fisheries management department.  The Tribe hired a marine 

mammal biologist to conduct research, collect and interpret 

data, and coordinate management efforts with other local and 

national organizations, such as the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).  The development of the Makah 

MMP also enabled the Tribe to participate in the scientific and 

management efforts of the IWC’s Scientific Committee and make 

important contributions to global efforts to manage cetacean 

populations.   

 

The Makah MMP ensures that the Makahs’ traditional respect for 

the natural world and the resources on which the Tribe relies is 

supported by modern scientific techniques, data and management 

principles.  The program has the capacity to advise the Tribe in 

managing its whale hunt pursuant to the standards of the IWC and 

United States domestic law. 

 

9)  Whales have played an integral part in the subsistence 

practices and culture of the Makah Tribe for over 2,000 years.  

While the decimation of the great whale stocks made it virtually 

impossible for Makahs, for a brief period, to procure the food 

that traditionally carried the most extraordinary social, 

spiritual, cultural, and nutritional benefits, a restored hunt 

has provided – and is necessary to continue providing – Makahs 

with a reliable source of traditional foods.  And, it is 

essential to sustain Makah culture and maintain the benefits 

secured for future generations of Makahs in the Treaty of Neah 

Bay.  

 

For these reasons, the Makahs’ continuing subsistence and 

cultural needs to take whales should once again be recognized 

and respected.  The oversight and management provided by the 

IWC, United States domestic management agencies, and the Tribe 
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itself will ensure that the hunt is conducted within 

scientifically accepted conservation parameters and will not 

pose a threat to any segment of the gray whale population.   
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II. Methods, Definitions, and Linguistic Conventions 

 

Method Statement 

 

For the cultural component of the Needs Statement, the document 

relies on the interpretation of Makah history, culture, and 

language.  This is accomplished through the juxtaposition of a 

variety of sources.  By evaluating evidence from Makah 

archaeological sites (like Ozette), oral histories, linguistic 

information, ethnographies, and early written records of 

traders, explorers and agency employees, one generates a 

cultural profile that simultaneously integrates and cross-

references these distinct sources of data. 

 

The primary source of archaeological data substantiating the 

existence of Makah pre-Treaty whale hunts and offshore fisheries 

is the Ozette Collection, the largest and most comprehensive 

collection of pre-contact Makah artifacts in the world.  The 

Ozette village was one of five pre-contact Makah villages which 

were occupied throughout the year:  di·ya or Neah Bay; bi?id?a 

or Biheda;       ׳or Why-atch; c׳u y s  or Tsoo-Yess; and 

 use∙  ɫ or Ozette (Taylor 1974).  Unlike the others, Ozette was 

partially buried by a catastrophic mudslide approximately 400 

years ago.  A massive archaeological excavation from 1970 – 1981 

uncovered 50,000 artifacts that were remarkably well preserved; 

these artifacts tell the story of the Makah culture as it was 

prior to contact with non-Indians (Wessen 1982, Huelsbeck 1983, 

Huelsbeck 1994).  

 

When interpreting the anthropological literature, a standard 

procedure relating to the classification of the Makah culture as 

a member of the Nootkan cultural group was followed.  The Makah 

culture is the only example of a Nootkan culture outside of 

Canada; all other Nootkan groups reside along the western and 

southwestern coast of Vancouver Island.  Scholars recognize the 

close relationship between Makah and the other members of the 

Nootkan cultural category (Curtis 1911, Drucker 1951, Driver 

1961, Arima 1990, Renker 1994).  It is therefore standard 

practice to consider sources relating both to the sub-group 

which is the focus of inquiry (Makah), and nearby closely 

related sub-groups on Vancouver Island, the Nootkans, called 

 u     u ɫ in the Makah language. 

 

For the nutritional component of the Needs Statement, the 

document utilized the methodology and definitions outlined in 

Food Studies (Miller and Deutsch: 2009), recommended by the 
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Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition, formerly the 

Council for Nutritional Anthropology. 

  

The methodology for the Household Whaling Survey IV (Renker 

2018) is discussed in Appendix 2.  

 

Definitions 

 

Pre-contact refers to the chronological time period prior to 

1788.  Historic refers to the chronological time period from 

1788-1933.  Contemporary or modern refers to the chronological 

time period from 1934 till today. 

 

A Makah elder is an individual who is enrolled in the Makah 

Tribe and is over 75 years of age. 

 

Nootkan refers only to Nitinaht and Nootkan peoples since these 

people are closely related subgroups who live on Vancouver 

Island. 

 

Hunters and Gatherers is a collective anthropological term 

referring to one of the five basic subsistence forms: hunting 

and gathering, herding, horticulture, agriculture, and industry 

(Bohannan 1963:212). They are people who hunt or collect foods 

that exist in the environment with little to no directed 

maintenance effort by the people who rely on the resource. 

People who fish as their predominant economic pattern are 

included within the hunting and gathering continuum (Andersen 

and Wadel (1972:153-54), Smith (1977:17)), particularly for 

anthropologists who work within the framework of maritime 

anthropology (Leap 1977). 

 

Subsistence refers to the anthropological concept that 

particular food product or supplement is directly acquired by 

the people who will use the item for local consumption, trade, 

and nutritional purposes. The definition of subsistence used by 

the International Whaling Commission appears in the Annual 

Report of the International Whaling Commission (2003:14) as 

follows: 

 

The definition of aboriginal ‘subsistence use’ proposed by 

the Cultural Anthropology panel of the IWC Meeting of 

Experts on Aboriginal/Subsistence Whaling in February 1979 

(reported in IWC Special Edition 4, 1982) and subsequently 

adopted by the IWC in 1982 (IWC 1983) provided that: 
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(1) The personal consumption of whale products for  

food, fuel, shelter, clothing, tools or  

transportation by participants in the whale  

harvest.  

(2) The barter, trade or sharing of whale products in  

their harvested form with relatives of the  

participants in the harvest, with others in the  

local community or with persons in locations other  

than the local community with whom local residents 

share familial, social, cultural or economic ties. 

A generalized currency is involved in this barter  

and trade, but the predominant portion of the  

products from such whales are ordinarily directly  

consumed or utilized in their harvested form  

within the local community.  

(3) The making and selling of handicraft articles  

from whale products, when the whale is harvested  

for the purposes defined in (1) and (2) above.  

 

Fisherman – The term is used in this report to describe both men 

and women involved in Makah fisheries. The term, fisher, which 

is used as a gender-neutral term in communities outside of the 

Makah Reservation, reminds Makah people of the mink-like animal 

that inhabits its forests. In addition, Makah women object to 

being denied the use of the term fisherman/fishermen, since it 

is an occupation so integral to the life of the community. 

 

Linguistic and Other Conventions 

 

Elements of the Makah language (morphemes, words and the like) 

are printed in bold type to enhance visibility, and are printed 

in the Nootkan font. This font provides the correct phonetic 

representation of the Makah word. 

 

Credentials of the Author 

 

Ann M. Renker received her Ph.D. in anthropology from The 

American University in Washington, D.C. in 1987. Her 

dissertation focused on the grammar of the Makah language. Since 

1980, she has conducted fieldwork and household surveys on the 

Makah Reservation, has published articles about the Makah Tribe, 

and has spoken about her work at national and international 

conferences. A resident of the reservation since 1986, she has 

also been an expert witness for the Tribe since 1994.
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III. WHALE HUNTING AND THE MAKAH TRIBE: THE CULTURAL COMPONENT 

 

Cultural Abstract 

 

Anthropologically, the Makah culture is classified within the 

Nootkan sub-division of Northwest Coast cultures.  The Makah 

people speak a language,               , which is classified as 

a member of the Wakashan language family.  The Makah Tribe is 

the only representative of the Nootkan cultural classification 

and the Wakashan language family in the United States (Renker 

and Gunther 1990, Renker 1994, Cote’ 2010). 

 

Classic descriptions are exemplified in Swan (1860,1870), Curtis 

(1911), Waterman (1920), and Densmore (1939); some of the more 

recent publications include Renker (1994) and Renker and Gunther 

(1990), which span pre-contact through contemporary times, as 

well as Pascua (1991), which concentrates on Makah pre-contact 

life. Like all cultures termed Northwest Coast cultures by 

anthropologists, the classification is based upon factors first 

identified in these cultures as each existed in early historic 

times.  Makah culture exhibits a number of characteristic 

Northwest Coast traits and trait complexes, including: 

 

1. Emphasis on achieved wealth as measured in property and 

hereditary rights; 

 

2. Complex pattern of social stratification; 

 

3. A highly developed painting and wood carving style; 

 

4. A material culture based on the abundance of the wood 

resource in the area, especially when related to the absence of 

other technologies, such as ceramics; and 

 

5. A subsistence pattern based on the utilization of available 

marine, riverine, subtidal and intertidal resources, as well as 

a predictable supply of anadromous fish. 

 

The factors which further classify the Makah culture within the 

Nootkan sub-division provide a more detailed list of items which 

distinguish the Makah culture from other American Northwest 

Coast cultures.  These factors include: a) the integration of 

rank and kinship as the basis for social interaction (Drucker 

1951); b) the integration of land and sea spirits in the 

ceremonial complex which featured both inclusive and exclusive 

secret societies and events (Curtis 1911, Sapir 1939, Sapir and 

Swadesh 1955); c) the development of a highly regulated system 
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of ceremonial and economic privileges, including the ownership 

of, and control over, tangible and intangible properties such as 

whaling grounds, fishing grounds, and other sections of ocean 

and river property (Curtis 1911, Densmore 1939, Drucker 1951); 

and d) the development of ocean-going technologies like fixed 

referent navigation and the construction of sea-worthy canoes 

(Drucker 1951, Renker and Pascua 1989). 

 

These last technologies are prominent components in the most 

dramatic pursuit of the Makah Tribe:  whale hunting.  Several 

Pacific coastal tribes utilized dead whales which happened to 

drift onto the shore, or cultivated ritualists who actively used 

sympathetic magic to entice these drift animals.  In contrast, 

the Makahs and some of their Vancouver Island relatives were 

famous for their active and aggressive hunt of these large sea 

mammals (Swan 1870, Waterman 1920, Densmore 1939). Coté (2010) 

provides a focused discussion of Nootkan and Makah whaling in 

the historic context as well as through a modern lens. 

 

The Whaling Culture of the Makah Tribe 

 

The relationship between Makah people and whales is one of great 

antiquity.  Archaeological data indicate the presence of whale 

bones in sites 2,000-3,000 years before present, including the 

Why-atch site dated at 3,850± 75 years b.p. (Wessen 2012).  Food 

use of drift and stranded whale predated hunting technology.  

Better-known data from the Ozette site demonstrate at least 

1,500 years of continuous whale hunting.  This practice 

continued through the period of contact with non-Indians, and 

persisted into the 20
th
 century.  Recorded history provides a 

variety of dates for the last Makah whale hunt prior to 1999; it 

probably happened during the latter half of the 1920s (Laut 

1928). 

 

Archaeological and ethnohistorical data demonstrate that Makahs 

hunted several species of whales that traveled through their 

territory, including the gray (Eschrichtius robustus), humpback 

(Megaptera novaeangliae), finback (Balaenoptera physalus), and 

right (Eubalaena glacialis) whales. Huelsbeck (1988a:5, 

1994:171) discusses the traits which make both gray whales and 

humpbacks attractive prey.  In addition to swimming slowly and 

near the shore, both types of whales could appear during 

multiple seasons, including the summer.  Humpbacks have also 

been known to migrate along the coast, but not to the extent 

that gray whales do.  Non-Indian whale hunters characterize the 

gray as the more aggressive species of the two during a hunt 

(Hagelund 1987). 
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There is no doubt that Makah people hunted whales in pre-contact 

times, and that the hunt was an important subsistence activity.  

The Ozette site yielded whale hunting gear and over 3400 whale 

bones, including whale bones with embedded harpoon shell blades 

(Huelsbeck 1988a:1). 

 

The Makah archaeological record is supported by ethnographic 

sources like the Jewitt Narrative, one of the most interesting 

and important first-person accounts generated during the 

European exploration of the Pacific Northwest Coast.  John 

Jewitt was one of the surviving crewmembers of the ship Boston, 

which was ravaged and sunk by the Nootkan Chief, Maquinna, in 

Nootka Sound in 1803.  Jewitt remained in Maquinna’s service as 

a slave until his rescue in 1805, and recorded his experiences 

and observations in a diary first published in 1815. 

 

In spite of his ethnocentrism and lack of knowledge of Nootkan 

culture, Jewitt’s observations remain a key document in the 

early historical record of the era.  Jewitt describes the 

enormous amount of time Maquinna and his crew invested in the 

pursuit of offshore whales in 1804 and 1805.  During these 

years, Maquinna had only one successful hunt. 

 

Cavanaugh (1983) indicates that Maquinna’s lack of whale hunting 

success during the 1804 and 1805 seasons at Nootka Sound was not 

indicative of the fate of other hunters, who procured four 

whales during Jewitt’s captivity, compared to Maquinna’s one 

whale.  Simple addition indicates that the people of Nootka 

Sound had the food and product resource of five hunted whales at 

their disposal. 

 

Using a very conservative estimate, Huelsbeck calculated the 

five whales caught at Nootka Sound “would have provided between 

16.25 and 37.5 metric tons of blubber, and could have provided a 

similar amount of meat, depending on whether or not the 

California gray or the larger humpback whale was taken” 

(Huelsbeck 1988a:3).  This huge quantity of meat and blubber 

could have provided between 32.5 and 150 kilograms (72 to 330 

pounds) of edible whale product per person for a village with a 

population of 500 individuals (Huelsbeck 1988a:4). The picture 

is one of abundance, not paucity. 

 

Certainly the total number of whales taken by Makah crews varied 

from year to year.  A minimum of 67 whales were “represented by 

the bones recovered from the late prehistoric level” at Ozette 
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(Huelsbeck 1988a:7), constituting a huge quantity of food 

products and raw material.  Based on historic documents, 

Huelsbeck estimates that whalers of the Yuquot band, a Nootkan 

group, “would have averaged 5 whales per year” (1988:157).  

Densmore reports a much higher success rate for historic Makah 

whale hunters.  “In old times the average catch for a whaler was 

one or two whales a year, but a man often caught four and 

occasionally five in a season” (1939:63).  Wilcox (1895:20) 

provides a more conservative appraisal of the Makah whale hunt 

for the years 1889-1892.  His figures indicate that the Makah 

Tribe averaged 5.5 whales per year (as cited in Huelsbeck 1988: 

152) at a time when the cetacean population had already been 

severely impacted by non-Makah whaling. 

 

James Swan, the most famous chronicler of the Makah people, 

published the following statement about the annual number of 

whales taken by Makahs in 1859, just four years after the Treaty 

of Neah Bay was signed. 

 

      According to the statement of several reliable 

      chiefs, these Indians have taken during the past  

      year 13 whales, 7 of which they killed and 6 were  

      found dead on the beach. They yielded about 10,000 

      gallons of oil. The tribe during the same time have  

      made some 2,000 gallons of oil from dogfish livers.  

      This oil is very pure and burns almost as well as  

      the very best quality of sperm. The dogfish oil is  

      sold to the whites; the whale oil is almost  

      entirely used for eating by these and various  

      tribes up the Straits, with whom it is traded by  

      the Mackahs (sic) (1860
4
: 78-79). 

 

This account is not unusual. From 1859 to 1866, Swan’s diary 

contains almost three dozen entries which mention some 

interaction between Makahs and whales. The following sequence 

from his 1862 diary reflects Makahs hunting and landing whales, 

locating a drift whale, and unsuccessfully attempting to kill 

whales. Note that Hosett is one of Swan’s spellings for Ozette, 

and that all diary entries are reproduced verbatim from the 

original text. 

 

 

                                                 
4
 Original Swan documents like this one appear in Almost Out of the World: 
Scenes in Washington Territory. William Katz, ed. Tacoma: Washington State 

Historical Society (1971), a reprinted collection of some of Swan’s earlier 

and less available writings. I retain the original publication date in 

citations from the book.  
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 March 8 - The Indians killed a whale. It was a   

       young one of the kind called California gray.   

       Walked down this p.m, and got a piece of the fin  

       from Capt. John. I had it boiled and found it very  

       nice and sweet. 

  

       March 26 - Arbarwhoar and other Indians killed a 

       whale at the lighthouse today, report it a very  

       large one. 

  

       March 31 - Indians report that the Hosett people 

       have killed another whale. This makes 4 in 2 at  

       Hosett, one at Tatooche and one at Neeah. 

  

       April 5 - Indians tell one that Aayah of Hosett  

       killed a very large whale on the 3rd. This makes 3  

       whales killed by the Hosett people since New  

       Year's. 

  

       April 11 - Indians was out today after whales near 

       Wyadda but did not get any although we saw two  

       very near them. (Author note - This is most likely Waadah 

       Island.) 

  

       May 13 - Indians found a whale opposite 

       Kiddecubbut this forenoon in sight from  

       the house. It was a dead one, not very large. 

  

       June 30 - Arbarwhoar of Suez killed a whale today  

       at Tatooche. (Author note - This is probably Tatoosh 

Island.) 

  

       July 14 -  Kyalanhoo killed a whale yesterday.  

       Towed it to warm houses. (Author note - There is a 

location on the reservation known as Warm House.) 

 

In this diary sequence from March 8, 1862 to July 14, 1862, Swan 

reported Makahs from a number of villages killing six whales and 

locating one drift animal. The sequence also indicates that not 

all Makah whale hunts were successful, and that Makahs hunted 

whales throughout the winter, spring, and summer.  

 

Makah whale hunting capitalized on the reliable, annual 

northerly migration of the gray whale, and the availability of 

the humpback in their waters.  Archeological data corroborate 

Makah oral history in this regard.  In the Ozette Collection, 

50.51% of the whale bones identifiable by species were from the 
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gray, while another 46.51% came from the humpback (Huelsbeck 

1988a:4).  The remainder of the sample contained finback, right, 

sperm and killer whales.  Huelsbeck interprets the 

archaeological and ethnohistorical data to indicate that the 

finback and right whales were hunted from time to time, while 

the sperm and killer whales “probably represent drift whales” 

(1988a:6), although some Makah families have oral traditions 

which involve hunting these species. 

 

The impressive northbound gray whale migration through Makah 

waters occurs approximately from March to May, and provided a 

predictable resource that could be harvested by eight-man 

whaling crews which set forth in large cedar canoes. Because of 

the reliable nature of this seasonal event, hunting strategies 

could mobilize personnel and resources to await the eventual 

sighting of these whales. In one hunting strategy, lookouts 

stationed at strategic points could see a whale and alert the 

proper individuals, providing enough opportunity for canoes at 

the ready to launch and chase the whales.  (This type of whale 

hunt, termed an offshore hunt in Hagelund (1987) and Webb 

(1988), would be adopted by the non-Indian whaling interests in 

the area centuries later.) In another strategy, whalers would 

set out from land in the dark hours before dawn so they could 

station themselves on the migration route when the sun rose 

(Waterman 1920). 

 

Whale hunts were not restricted to this northerly migration, 

however. Swan mentions that “there are several varieties which 

are taken at different seasons of the year” (1870:19), but does 

not offer any more information on this subject. His diary, 

however, offers instances when Makahs hunted whales in January, 

March, April, June, July, September, and December. It is not 

surprising that Makahs categorized the meat based on seasonal 

characteristics. Densmore (1939:49) reports that Makahs 

distinguished spring whale meat from winter whale meat: 

 

The whales that “run in the spring” and were 

known as “spring whales” were said to have red 

meat because they ate clams and other shellfish 

they scooped off the rocks.  The “winter whale” 

was considered the best and had a layer of white 

fat on the outside and red meat underneath. 

 

Whatever the season, the whale hunt tested the training and 

stamina of the entire crew.  A lucky crew might take a whale 

within a few miles of shore, while some hunts found Makah crews 
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towed thirty or more miles out to sea by an injured whale.  

Whale hunters told Densmore that 

 

A wounded whale usually towed the canoe by means 

of the harpoon rope, held by the men, its speed 

depending on the severity of its wound.  

Sometimes the whale went so fast that the end of 

the canoe went down in the waves.  This towing 

of the canoe might continue for three or four 

days, the whalers waiting until the whale became      

sufficiently weary to be dispatched (1939:52). 

 

These great sea mammal hunts (Swan 1860,1870, Waterman 1920, 

Arima 1983), as well as interceptive and deep water fisheries, 

would not have been possible without a highly developed system 

of fixed referent navigation, and a keen understanding of the 

prevailing wind and weather patterns in Makah marine territory.  

(One appreciates Makah navigational skills more thoroughly when 

one considers that Captain Cook failed to “discover” the opening 

of the Strait of Juan de Fuca because of the thick fog.) 

 

An example of the Makah fixed referent system was provided by a 

Makah elder, Charles Peterson, who began fishing in the 1920s. 

He was the son of Chestoka Peterson, the primary informant for 

T.T. Waterman when he wrote “Whaling Equipment of the Makah 

Indians” (1920). 

 

There’s a ridge on Vancouver Island, I think  

the main peak there is behind Carmanah Light,  

and that’s Carmanah mountain.  That’s the  

highest one, and there’s a ridge behind that  

as you venture to the west, one peak will show  

up behind that as you venture to the west, one  

peak will show up behind that high peak on the  

ridge.  The first one is c     .qabas, the  

second one is   ƛqabas, and then you have a low  

kind of ridge, it drops down for quite a ways,  

and then another peak shows up, and that’s  

in…oh…mostly used for sealing grounds, called  

The Spit.  Now I have electronic navigational  

equipment, and I look upon those landmarks to  

determine just where we actually were when we  

were one peak out, two peaks out, or seven  

peaks out. 

 

When navigating out of sight of land, Makah seafarers relied on 

the prevailing winds and currents, as well as the shape of the 
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waves and behavior of seabirds.  For example, prevailing winds 

in the early morning are mostly easterly, and their afternoon 

counterparts are mostly westerly.  Makah canoes ventured out of 

the sight of land knowing that attention to wind, wave, and 

fauna would return the vessels to land.  

 

Makah ocean voyagers also understood that these navigational 

techniques could lead them directly to prime offshore fishing 

and whaling areas.  In the words of Charles Peterson, 

 

Prevailing currents can predict them.  They run 

on schedule.  They tell direction and duration… 

Once off shore, the current changes every six 

hours: north to south, then south to west, then 

west to north, then north to east.  A massive 

current moves all the time.  Currents are 

predictable and steady… able to predict spawning 

areas. 

 

Great cedar canoes provided the means for Makah seafarers to 

travel these great distances offshore.  Fisherman, sealers, and 

whale hunters each used a different type of canoe which varied 

in size.  The whaling canoe was approximately 36 feet long 

(Pascua 1991) and five or more feet wide (Arima 1983:35).  

Carvers fashioned these vessels from a single cedar log, 

providing canoes that “deserve the very highest place for 

staunch seaworthiness, coupled with great manageableness (sic) 

and speed” (Waterman 1920:9). 

 

A whaling crew consisted of a chief, or the whaler, and seven 

men.  The whaler owned the canoe and the whaling equipment, and 

acted as the sole harpooner in the whaling canoe.  He also owned 

important ceremonial privileges acquired through his hereditary 

status and his ability to interact with the natural and the 

supernatural to assure a successful hunt. 

 

Other crew members included a steersman, a man responsible for 

managing the lines and buoys, numerous paddlers, and a man who 

had a unique responsibility once the hunt was over and the whale 

was dead.  This crewmember, a diver, fastened the whale’s mouth 

shut with a length of rope.  In addition to sealing in gases 

which kept the whale afloat, fastening the mouth prevented water 

from filling the carcass and sinking it (Curtis 1911, Waterman 

1920, Pascua 1991). 

 

Whaling was restricted to the men who could physically and 

mentally withstand the rigors of intensive ritualized training, 
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possessed the hereditary access to the position and its 

ritualized knowledge, and/or underwent a supernatural encounter 

which engendered the gift of whaling ability (Waterman 1920:38-

40, Gunther 1942, Drucker 1951:169-170). 

 

All crew members underwent rigorous ceremonial and spiritual 

preparations prior to beginning a hunt; the success of the hunt 

depended as much on the observance of ritual as the strength and 

talent of the hunters (Sapir 1939:114). 

 

From the white point of view, the matter of 

greatest concern would be the arrangement of the 

tackle within boat, and the methods of 

approaching and striking the quarry.  From the 

Indian standpoint, however, the really important 

matter is the proper observance before and 

during the hunt of the various ceremonial 

performances for procuring help from the 

spirits.  (Waterman 1920:38) 

 

Curtis (1911) provides detailed accounts of rituals whalers used 

to prepare themselves for the hunt. 

 

Prayers and numerous songs form a part of every 

whaler’s ritual.  The secrets of the profession 

are handed down from father to son.  As soon as 

the boy is old enough to comprehend such matters 

and to remember his father’s words, he is 

permitted to accompany the whaling crew on short 

expeditions.  Now also begins his instruction 

concerning the most propitious spots for 

ceremonial bathing places in lakes and rivers 

considered the most dangerous.  At the age of 

twelve he is taken at night and shown how to 

bathe and to rub his body with hemlock twigs so 

as to remove the human taint and render the body 

acceptable to the whale spirit which is being 

supplicated.  Thereafter he bathes alone at 

intervals, while his instruction in prayers and 

songs continues until the father deems it proper 

to retire in the young man’s favor (16).  

 

These ceremonial rigors extended to the wives and relatives of 

the whaling crew, the chief’s wife in particular.  “Therefore, 

the whaler and his wife observe a long and exacting course of 

purification, which includes sexual continence and morning and 

evening baths at frequent intervals from October until the end 
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of the whaling season . . . about the end of June” (Curtis 

1911:16).  This woman was expected to observe a strict set of 

behaviors while the crew was hunting on the ocean, or else cause 

havoc with the crew at sea.  For example, the whaler’s wife was 

required to lie still and utterly motionless the entire time the 

crew was hunting on the ocean.  Lack of attention to this and 

other proscribed behaviors could also result in the capture of a 

whale that was not fat or large enough, or cause the harpooned 

whale to run out to sea instead of in toward the shore (Gunther 

1942).   

 

Physical equipment was also important to the pursuit of the 

whale.  Makah whaling equipment consisted of, but was not 

limited to: harpoons, sealskin floats, fathoms of line made from 

whale sinew, fathoms of line made from cedar, and a variety of 

knives. Detailed discussions of the equipment and its use are 

found in Swan (1860,1870), Curtis (1911), and Waterman (1920).  

Makah archaeological excavations, most notably Ozette, produced 

assemblages of this equipment, some of which are now on display 

at the Makah Cultural and Research Center. 

 

There is an amazing continuity in Makah whale hunting gear.  

Pre-contact whale hunting equipment found at Ozette is 

essentially equivalent to whale hunting gear used by Makahs 

during the middle and late historic period.  This amazing 

continuity does not exclude innovation.  Makah whale hunters 

appreciated innovation and the opportunity to improve the hunt.  

By the turn of this century, Wilson Parker, the Makah whaler of 

Curtis’ photo fame, used a metal Lewis Toggle Hook Harpoon Head 

on the end of his traditional yew wood harpoon, for example.  

Another innovation helped to cut the tedious and tiring job of 

endless paddling:  whaling canoes accepted tows from steamers to 

and from the whaling grounds when the technology became 

available. 

James Swan provided one of the first published accounts in the 

October 22, 1860, edition of the San Francisco Evening Bulletin. 

Swan learned this information while staying with the Makahs 

between October 8
th
 and November 27

th
, 1859. 

         

In attacking a whale, their canoes are 

invariably manned with eight men—six to paddle, 

one to steer, and one at the bow to throw  

the harpoon.  Their harpoons are made either  

of hoop iron, old shearing metal, or a flat  

shell sharpened to a point, having barbs of  

elk horn fastened on each side of the flat  

surface of the point, bound securely with bark,  
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and neatly fastened to a stout lanyard, varying  

in length from one to four fathoms.  The whole of  

the spear head is then smeared over with pitch,  

to give it a smoothness and uniformity of surface.  

The pole or staff is from 15 to 20 feet long, 

tapering at each end.  When used, the lanyard 

is made fast to a buoy of seal skin, taken  

off whole from the animal, and dried with  

the hair side inwards.  This is first blown 

up full of wind, then the end of the pole is  

inserted between the barbs, and darted into  

the whale, leaving the pole which is taken back 

into the canoe.  The short lanyard is used when  

striking the whale in the head, and has only  

one buoy attached. The long one is used in  

striking the body, and has three large buoys  

to it. When a number of these buoys are fastened  

to a whale, he is obliged to remain on or near 

the surface, and is easily killed.  

 

Other descriptions are available in Swan (1870), Curtis (1911), 

Waterman (1920), Drucker (1951), Arima (1983, and Pascua (1991). 

 

It would take a long time to get close to the whale 

while it was on the surface.  Eventually, the crew  

brought the canoe alongside approaching on the left  

side and from the rear where the whale could not see  

them.  The right time to harpoon was when the whale  

was just submerging, with its flukes well under and  

swung towards the canoe so that the animal would  

swing away in reaction and not smash the canoe (Chief  

Jones, personal communication).  The steersman  

watched to see the flukes were in the right position  

and gave the signal to the harpooner who immediately  

drove the harpoon in behind the fore flipper.  At  

once the canoe was swung sharply to the left away  

from the whale, and the first float was thrown out by  

the first right-handed paddler behind the harpooner  

who quickly crouched in the bow to avoid the line  

paying out.  The next paddler back held his paddle  

under the line to have it run out smoothly from space  

before him.  The dangerous moments lasted until all  

the line and floats were all out because someone  

could get caught in a loop or the canoe could be  

capsized or smashed in the first violent struggles of  

the whale before it sounded.  Any disaster that  

happened was thought due to the incorrect observation  
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of taboos or performance of rituals” (Arima 1983:41).  

 

Once the first harpoon had been driven into the whale and the 

first set of floats were secured, a long lance was used to 

“attack the whale, making it bleed profusely” (Densmore 

1939:50).  Makah whalers told Densmore that the process of 

killing a whale, from first harpoon to final dispatch, could 

take as long as “three to four days” (1939:52); ideally, proper 

ceremonial preparations would create a set of conditions which 

would lead to a quick kill, like the one described in Swan’s 

passage earlier in the document. 

 

The successful whaler and his crew now had to tow the enormous 

animal and navigate their precious whale back to land, a process 

which could take two days (Densmore 1939:52).  Unfortunately, 

the long delay in landing the animal could allow putrefaction to 

begin, thus causing the loss of the meat.  The blubber would not 

be adversely affected by this long journey back to the beach. 

 

Ideally, the whaler wanted to land his prize on his own beach at 

his own village.  Using the tide to help him, the whaler beached 

the carcass at high tide, “to get the bones of all his whales in 

one spot” (Arima 1983:43).  If a whaler had to beach his catch 

on another whaler’s beach, payments had to be made; these often 

consisted of portions of the whale. 

 

As the whale was staked and readied to be butchered, the 

community gathered for this event.  Strict protocol governed the 

butchering process, specifying which portions of the whale were 

to be cut in sequence.  Some regulations identified the pieces 

of the whale which had to be decorated and ceremonially treated.  

Others specified which portions were distributed to crewmembers 

and other village inhabitants.  “Then pieces were given to the 

rest of the Tribe in order of rank, a procedure which was always 

carefully observed” (Arima 1983:43).  In effect, the 

distribution of the whale reinforced the stratification of Makah 

society each time the process occurred.  

 

The highly stratified nature of the Makah social system was a 

mirror of the status and structure involved in the entire 

process of the whale hunt.  From ceremonial preparation, to the 

hunt itself, to the ultimate acts of butchering and 

distribution, Makah whaling actualized the social organization 

of Makah society.  The man who acted as the harpooner for a crew 

was the chief, or headman, of a particular social group, usually 

the residents of a single longhouse.  He owned the longhouse, 

the whaling canoe and the equipment.  This man also retained the 
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largest burden of ceremonial preparation.  These two factors, a 

large degree of physical wealth and a close relationship with 

the supernatural, translated into power for the whalers in 

everyday life. 

 

Whalers, or headmen, were ranked at the top of the pyramid of 

social standing which existed within a single longhouse.  Each 

resident was affiliated with the headman in some way; this 

affiliation became the basis for ranking each individual within 

a residence group.  Whaling generated a base from which these 

relationships were constantly reviewed and reinforced.  A 

successful headman could offer prestige, protection and 

resources to the kin and non-kin residents of his longhouse.  A 

headman who experienced consistent failure, ostensibly because 

of poor preparation and ineffective supernatural connections, 

could lose status within his household, and lose non-kin 

residents as a result.  The loss of these residents often 

translated into a loss of physical wealth and social prestige 

for a headman. 

 

The anthropological literature tends to concentrate on the role 

of high-status men in the whale hunt.  Makah oral history and 

articles like Gunther (1942) demonstrate that women played an 

important social, ceremonial and practical role in the whale 

hunt complex.  Men, for example, were not the only ones affected 

by the relationship between the whale hunt and social status.  

The women who married whalers dominated the top of the female 

analog to the male status pyramid.  These women, like their male 

counterparts, found their lives governed by the concept of 

primogeniture.  While whalers tended to be the oldest son of the 

oldest son of a whaler, the whaler’s wife tended to be the 

oldest daughter of an oldest daughter of a whale hunter.  

Matches between the oldest son of one whaler and the oldest 

daughter of another were the ultimate social goal of whaling 

families.  These alliances united two powerful, wealthy 

families, and insured that consolidated social, ceremonial, and 

political power would be transmitted to another privileged 

generation; this procedure is common to historical and 

contemporary royal families. 

 

Oral history and anthropological documents attest to the fact 

that the Makah whale hunt generated a series of criteria which 

governed social processes like status assignations, marriage 

preferences, and ceremonial displays.  The community-at-large 

played an important role in the success of the whale hunt, even 

though its role is far less visible in the written record.   

While anthropologists were most interested in the ceremonial, 
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social, and work activities of the privileged classes, it was 

the support labor that processed, preserved, and prepared the 

whale products, as well as conducted the trade activities.  

People of extraordinary talent in any of these activities were 

recognized and recompensed by those of higher social status.  

These people of talent, when combined with a high status chief, 

resulted in a longhouse with a reputation for great things. 

 

Therefore, whale hunting provided more than a means of 

organizing social groups within a longhouse; the whale hunt also 

provided a mechanism by which longhouses in a single village 

related to each other.  Accumulated ceremonial and economic 

wealth often provided a means to rank the whalers, or headmen, 

vis a vis each other.  This ranked order precipitated to the 

residents of each longhouse.  In effect, whaling generated a 

social dynamic which ranked all Makah individuals within a 

residence group, a longhouse.  The practice also generated a 

social dynamic which ranked all Makah individuals in relation to 

the inhabitants of all other longhouses.  Whaling, in effect, 

provided the central organizational focus for a societal matrix 

that organized all individuals in traditional Makah villages. 

 

In addition to providing the whalers with ceremonial privileges, 

and Makah society with a governing principle and a means to 

subsistence security, the Makah populace received other benefits 

from whale hunts.  These benefits included: 

 

1. Whale products such as blubber and oil proved an important 

source of trade goods.  The Makahs served as the middlemen in a 

huge trade network. Because of their geographical advantage, 

Makahs controlled a critical position in a network which 

functioned north and south along the Pacific Coast, as well as 

from the Pacific Coast to Puget Sound (Swan 1870, Renker and 

Gunther 1990, Renker 1994).  Whale products insured that the 

Makah people enjoyed a high standard of living with diversified 

interests (Huelsbeck 1988, 1994). 

 

2.  Whale products provided a substantial food resource for the 

Makah people.  A 1983 archaeological study indicates that as 

much as 84.6% of the Makah pre-contact diet could have been 

composed of whale meat, oil and other food products (Huelsbeck 

1983:43).  However, more recent collaborative efforts between 

Dr. Huelsbeck and marine biologists have resulted in an 

adjustment to this early statistic.  The previously projected 

size of the gray whales found at the Ozette site was too 

conservative; the mammals could easily have provided 100% of the 

food for the Makah Tribe (Huelsbeck 1995:  personal 
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communication).  In addition to nutrition, 25% of bone tools 

found at Ozette were made from whalebone.  Clearly, whale 

products fulfilled many important subsistence functions.   

 

3.  The skills needed to hunt whales on the open ocean easily 

transferred to other Makah offshore activities, including deep 

water and interceptive fisheries and seal hunting.  These 

pursuits provided additional sources of trade items and food. 

 

4.  Ceremonies needed to prepare whalers and their respective 

families for the hunt provided the Makah culture with a social 

framework that contributed to governmental, social, and 

spiritual stability. 

 

The four cultural points articulated here have corollaries in 

the modern world.   

 

In relation to trade, United States law restricts the sale of 

whale products generated from whales harvested under the IWC 

quota.  However, this law and any related agreements with the 

United States Government do not restrict Makahs from utilizing 

the subsistence-based redistribution networks that already 

existed within the reservation.  Data clearly indicate the 

presence of localized networks that aid in the redistribution of 

whale products, particularly to family members who were not 

adept at processing and preparing whale themselves (Renker 1988, 

Sepez 2001, Renker 2001, Renker 2006, Renker 2011). 

 

Whale products remain a significant food resource for modern 

Makahs, in spite of the fact that only one whale has been 

successfully hunted during the first IWC quota period (1998 to 

2002). Oral history recounts Makahs using drift whales regularly 

until American governmental agencies, personnel, and monitoring 

efforts obstructed use of this resource. Developments in 

communication technology and easier access to remote areas of 

the reservation increased federal monitoring abilities and 

hampered Makah efforts to harvest whale products from drift 

animals as well.
5
 Even today, Makahs speak of a loss of a drift 

or dead whale as a waste of a food resource, a perspective which 

is very different from that of an average American. This 

perspective, that a dead or drift whale sunk or towed out to sea 

was “a waste of food,” surfaced repeatedly in the 2011 HWS III 

as well as in the most recent HWS IV.  

 

                                                 
5
 Makahs report that federal authorities would drag drift whales out to sea, or 

sink whales drowned in nets, rather than allow Makahs to utilize the carcass. 
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During the first IWC quota period, the U.S. government relaxed 

efforts to dispose of drift animals. In the summer of 2001, a 

drift whale that washed ashore in an isolated part of Makah 

territory was butchered and distributed to over 100 Makah 

households.  This event is significant because the increasing 

Makah demand for whale products connected with the revival of 

the Tribe’s whale hunting and lawful access to the drift animal 

motivated more Makahs to utilize the food products and raw 

materials. Since the whale was located on a remote beach with no 

road access, a small fleet of boats ferried whale parts from the 

beach to other boats, then the meat, blubber, bone, and other 

whale parts were transported back to Makah households in Neah 

Bay.  

 

When available, Makahs utilize whale food products such as meat, 

blubber, and oil rendered from blubber as well as other whale 

parts not as well known to non-Makahs as food: eyes, brain, 

heart, and cheeks (the Makah reference to the jaw muscles and 

the fleshy area under the eyes). Modern Makahs have rediscovered 

their ancestral appetite for whale products:  80.4% of surveyed 

households would like whale oil on a regular basis, 85.7% would 

like whale meat on a regular basis, and 63.7% would like blubber 

on a regular basis (Renker 2018). Interest in all three food 

categories increased slightly since the last household whaling 

survey in December 2011 despite the absence of whale products 

during that time.  

 

Numerous survey respondents indicated a preference for sea 

mammal products in their comments, citing both traditional and 

health reasons.  This occurred for several questions in the HWS 

IV, even if the question did not address the use of whales as 

food.  The expression of this preference continued the trend 

from the first three surveys, in which respondents consistently 

connect with whales as a food source. For example, in the 2011 

HWS III, of the 90.6% of respondents who indicated they would 

like to have greater access to whale products in the future, 

44.7% viewed whale foods as healthier, and 21.8% reported that 

consuming whale products connected them to their ancestral 

culture or helped bring ancestral culture to future generations. 

The integral place the whale holds in the food culture of the 

Makah people can also be found in the survey responses which ask 

about the illegal whale hunt in 2007 (Q22 and Q23).  While the 

majority of respondents familiar with this event (84.5%) did not 

agree with the attempt to take a whale, respondents from this 

group were concerned about the “waste of food” because the 

whale, which died as a result of the unsanctioned hunt, sank in 

the Strait of Juan de Fuca. It is doubtful that any other 
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American population south of Alaska would view the loss of such 

a whale as a “waste of food.” 

 

Another difference in food perceptions can be seen in the 

comparison between Makah responses and the reaction of average 

Americans. The tendency of Makah respondents is to connect the 

food they consume with foods their ancestors consumed and the 

foods that future generations will consume, a practice far less 

common for other Americans. Eating whale products allows modern 

Makahs to directly share an experience with their ancestors. The 

Makah perception aligns with the protections in Article 20 of 

the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples (2007) for obtaining subsistence and engaging freely in 

all traditional activities.  

 

The significance of the whale as a food resource was also 

apparent when examining the variety of preparation methods in 

use on the Makah Reservation after the 1999 hunt.  One might 

expect a paucity of recipes and techniques for preparing whale 

meat and blubber, given the seventy-year gap since the last 

successful whale hunt in the 1920s.  Instead, respondents from 

the first HWS provided the following data.  Of the 61.3% of 

respondents who received whale meat from the 1999 whale, 41.5% 

cooked stew, 35.4% grilled steaks, and 34.1% smoked meat.  19.5% 

of the respondents who received meat in 1999 also indicated 

preparation methods other than those offered by the survey.  

These innovative methods included stir frying, kippering, deep 

frying, barbecuing, and boiling.  Two respondents made whale 

burgers, and one created whale sausage.  Of the respondents who 

did not receive whale meat for their personal consumption in 

1999, 84.7% indicated that they would have liked meat from the 

whale (Renker 2001).  

  

With respect to the use of blubber from the 1999 whale, HWS I 

found that of the 75.3% of respondents who prepared blubber, 

22.4% smoked it, 37.9% rendered the blubber into oil, 6.9% 

pickled it, 48.3% boiled it, and 65.5% ate the blubber raw.  An 

additional 3.4% of respondents used the blubber for cosmetic 

purposes.  Several interview respondents did indicate that 

rendering the blubber from the 1999 whale posed problems because 

of the low concentration of fat in the animal (Renker 2001).  

 

Whale oil remains a particularly important commodity for the 

Makah people, and its precious nature increases its value.  The 

rich oil is utilized in the same way many people use olive oil.  

Many Makahs flavor dried or plain food, such as fish, fish eggs, 

potatoes, or bread, by dipping these foods into the whale oil.  
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This traditional use is mentioned in the earliest ethnographies, 

such as Swan (1860, 1870) and Densmore (1939).  In addition, 

whale oil may be used in select ceremonial and ritual 

activities.  In one example, when thrown onto a roaring fire in 

the middle of a longhouse, the whale oil causes the fire to 

blaze up in a most extraordinary manner; this effect looks the 

same to modern Makahs as it did to their ancestors, increasing 

the spiritual connection between past and present. 

 

James Swan wrote the following account of Makah food practices 

and preferences when he spent two months with the Tribe from 

October 8
th
 to November 27

th
, 1859. Swan would eventually become 

the first school teacher on the reservation. 

 

 The Mackah (sic) tribe number at present 

 820 persons, 230 of whom are strong men,  

 or “braves”, and the remainder women,  

 children, and slaves. Their means of  

 subsistence are almost entirely drawn  

 from the ocean, and their principal food  

 is whale blubber and oil, dried halibut,  

 salmon and codfish, together with various  

 other kinds of smaller fish, and shellfish  

 of different kinds, such as mussels, crabs, 

 clams, cockles, limpets, sea slugs and snails.  

 Of late years they have accustomed themselves 

 to some of the white men’s food, such as flour, 

 hard bread, rice, beans and potatoes, and like 

 other Indians are very fond of molasses, which 

 they eat with their bread and rice; but all  

 their other food is usually greased with a  

 plentiful supply of whale oil (1860: 76).  

 

The HWS IV (Renker 2018) attested to the significance of the 

whale as a food resource because of the large number of 

respondents who wanted additional information about processing 

and preparation techniques for whale products.  Of 168 

respondents, 80.4% wanted more information about preparing whale 

meat, 75.0% wanted to know more about butchering whale, 75.0% 

wanted information about rendering oil, and 74.4% wanted to know 

about smoking meat. The interest in each of these categories 

increased since 2011, when the HWS III was conducted. Of 170 

respondents in that survey, 73.2% wanted more information about 

preparing whale meat, 61.1% wanted to know more about butchering 

whale, 70.6% wanted information about rendering oil, and 72.4% 

wanted to know about smoking meat (Renker 2011). 
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In fact, the current response in each of these categories 

represents an increase in interest even when compared to the 

first household whaling survey in December 2001. Of 159 

respondents in that survey, 72.3% wanted more information about 

preparing whale meat, 53.5% wanted to know more about butchering 

whale, 61.6% wanted information about rendering oil, and 61.0% 

wanted to know about smoking meat. It is compelling to note that 

the Makah connection to whale foods continued to increase even 

though whale products have not been available since the 2001 

drift whale. 

 

Modern Makahs continue to maintain an interest in whalebone as a 

raw material.  88.1% of current Makah households report that 

they would like to have access to whale bone on a regular basis. 

71.4% of households would like more information about how to 

clean whalebone so it can be used for carving, and 70.2% would 

like additional information about how to carve whalebone (Renker 

2018). Once again, the HWS IV shows an increase in interest in 

these categories from the previous survey despite of the lack of 

availability of whale bone since 2001. 

 

Whale bone was even less available to the Makah community than 

edible whale products. In HWS I, some people indicated their 

disappointment that the bones of the 1999 whale were not made 

available to the community for private use.  Instead, the Makah 

Tribal Council collaborated with Neah Bay High School, which 

provided vocational opportunities for high school students.  The 

entire skeleton of the 1999 whale was given to the high school 

so that students would learn to clean and prepare the bones for 

reassembly and eventual display at the Makah Cultural and 

Research Center.  The National Marine Fisheries Service, the 

Burke Museum of Natural History and Culture at the University of 

Washington, and the Denver Museum of Natural History were all 

additional participants in this multi-year project (Monette 

2002: personal communication). Some 40 Makah high school 

students learned valuable vocational skills through 

participation in the skeletal assembly project and experienced 

the impressive size and structure of the gray whale. The 

skeleton of the 1999 whale was finally installed in the Makah 

Cultural and Research Center in November 2005 (Pamplin 2005), 

and continues to symbolize the vital restoration of Makah 

whaling under the Tribe’s treaty right. 

 

Most importantly, modern Makahs celebrate the ceremonial rigor 

and discipline that was so important to their ancestors. A 

comparison of the four household whaling surveys provides 

evidence attesting to this statement.  39.6% of respondents in 
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HWS I reported that they had actively participated in whaling 

ceremonial practices since the 1999 whale was harvested, and 

that 21.6% of their household members were also active 

ceremonial participants. (When respondents and household members 

were considered together, 28.3% of the study population reported 

engaging in whaling ceremonial practices.) These figures were 

meaningful, given the seventy-year hiatus in whale hunting, as 

well as the secretive atmosphere which surrounds these 

activities.  

 

The HWS IV found that 39.9% of respondents have actively 

participated in whaling ceremonial practices, a slight increase 

since the first HWS. The consistency in the percentage of 

respondents who engage in whaling ceremonial activities is 

remarkable, given the number of ceremonial activities which 

cannot be practiced unless a whale hunt is in preparation or 

progress. A substantial percentage of respondents reacted 

negatively to the 2007 hunt because of the lack of ceremonial 

preparation and planning of that crew.  With respect to 

ceremonial activities that are available to Makahs, there is 

high participation across the community.  For example, 83.3% of 

Makahs report that they attend potlatches, a ceremonial practice 

that was prohibited during the assimilation era (Renker 2018).  

This datum tells us that when given the opportunity, Makahs do 

participate in ceremonial activities that were once unavailable 

to them as a result of government policies. Whaling ceremonials 

would likely see similar rates of participation.  

 

The serious attention given to the ceremonial preparation 

requirements also acted as an indicator for many respondents who 

rated the positive impact that the whale hunt had on the social 

and behavioral aspects of Makah life (Renker 2001), and the 

negative attention directed internally and externally at the 

Tribe after the 2007 illegal hunt (Renker 2018). For many 

Makahs, it is this dedication to the lengthy and rigorous 

ceremonial preparation that distinguishes a proper whale hunt 

from one that is questionable or improper. 84.5% of respondents 

in the HWS IV were familiar with the 2007 attempt to take a 

whale without proper ceremonial preparation or federal sanction, 

and 47.2% of these respondents viewed the attempt as detrimental 

to the Tribe, in part because the crew did not follow ancestral 

protocol. To many survey respondents, the 2007 hunt did not 

respect the protocol of two worlds, the secular or the 

spiritual. A lengthier discussion of this hunt is located below. 

 

Unlike the survey responses which related to the whale as food, 

the survey responses associated with ceremonial practices did 
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not show an increase in all levels of participation. Table I 

provides the ceremonial participation data from all four 

surveys.   

  

             Table 1 – Ceremonial Participation 

              

 

 HWS   I (2001)     II (2006) III (2011) IV (2018)  

                                                       

# respondents    159    152 170 168 

# household 

  Members 

   268    234 296 354 

Respondents 

who practice 

whaling 

ceremonies 

   63  

(39.6%) 

   74  

(48.7%) 

   61 

(35.9%) 

67  

(39.9%) 

Household 

members who 

practice 

whaling 

ceremonies 

   58  

(21.6%) 

   89  

(38.0%) 

   51 

(17.2%) 

48 

(13.6) 

Total study 

population who 

practices 

whaling 

ceremonies 

  121  

(28.3%) 

   163 

(42.2%) 

   112 

(24.0%) 

115 

(22.0%) 

 

Data indicate that the number of 2018 survey respondents 

participating in ceremonial activities increased slightly since 

the 2011 survey levels. One explanation for this increase is a 

characteristic of the respondents entering the 20-29 age range. 

These respondents were of school age in 1999, and many 

remembered being on Front Beach as the whale came to the 

village. The number of household members participating in 

ceremonial activities decreased, partly due to the large number 

of children in the birth – age 4 category. Taken together, the 

percentage of the total study population participating in 

ceremonial activities decreased to a level slightly below the 

2001 level. What accounts for the difference? 

 

One possible explanation for the decrease relates to the intense 

impact that ceremonial preparation has on a Makah household when 

there is no imminent opportunity to hunt whales. For adults, 

sexual continence between partners is difficult even when the 

couple knows the hunt will happen within a few months. To expect 

a couple to maintain sexual continence with no hunt on the 

temporal horizon would be destructive to the framework of Makah 
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families. From another perspective, many modern Makahs believe 

that ceremonial preparation can only be undertaken when an 

actual opportunity to hunt presents itself. During the current 

imposed hiatus, the social and spiritual context cannot 

accommodate certain ceremonial events which prepare for, or 

celebrate the success of, a hunt. Consequently, significant 

ceremonies which activate the interaction of the temporal and 

the spiritual realms of the Makah universe cannot take place. 

 

Another example of ceremonial practice (that can be discussed 

publicly) which cannot currently happen shows an important link 

between husbands and wives involved in the whale hunt in 

addition to a connection of past and present. Early 

ethnographies (Swan 1870, Densmore 1939) as well as recent 

depictions of pre-contact life (Pascua 1991) mention the 

practice followed by whalers’ wives of “laying still” with their 

backs to the ocean while their husbands were hunting whale.  By 

following this practice, wives would spiritually connect with 

the whale in the ocean, causing it to “be still” on the water, 

and to swim toward, rather than away, from shore.  In the 

successful 1999 hunt, wives, partners, and mothers of the crew 

followed this ceremonial practice. Two of these women were 

brought onto Front Beach according to ritual; they were wrapped 

in shawls and sprinkled with eagle down while drummers alerted 

the passers-by with a rapid drumbeat to scare away unwanted 

spiritual beings. 

 

In order to strengthen the skin, steel the constitution against 

the elements, and cleanse the heart and mind, men continue to 

practice ceremonial preparations like bathing in cold water. 

Like their ancestors, Makah men have secret outdoor locations as 

bathing areas, like the pools that collect at the bottom of 

waterfalls. Some of these locations are deep within the forests, 

as are the areas where other, even more secretive rituals, take 

place. These activities, and others, have religious significance 

and are necessary for a successful hunt. As in pre-contact and 

historic times, whalers keep their personal preparations highly 

secret, but are not quiet about the potential misfortune that 

awaits those who do not follow traditional hunting protocols. 

 

Makah Whaling: Pre-Contact through the Present Day  

 

The Ozette archaeological literature, especially the work of 

Huelsbeck (1983, 1988, 1988a, 1988b, 1994), attests to the 

considerable time depth and continuity of the Makah whale hunt.  

The Makahs and their Nootkan relatives hunted whale successfully 

for at least 1,500 years before the present day without 
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destroying the resource.  Ceremonial, social and cultural 

proscriptions established a functional balance between the 

Makahs and the whale populations which passed through Makah 

waters. 

 

Once non-Indian traders and explorers entered the waters of the 

Pacific Northwest, Makah whale hunters felt the effects of an 

increasing demand for whale products. In response, Makahs 

continued to ply their well-established trade in whale oil and 

whale products with neighboring tribes and with the non-Native 

visitors.  

 

The regularity and size of the gray whale migration attracted 

whalers from the United States and Europe.  Like the Makahs, 

non-Native whale hunters appreciated the opportunity to practice 

offshore whaling in the area, as opposed to the more expensive, 

more protracted, multi-year ocean voyages.  “As the market for 

whale oil and dogfish oil increased in the 1840s and 1850s, the 

Makah brought oil for sale . . . Oil purchased from the Indians 

was a major export of the Hudson’s Bay Company” (Lane 1972:17).  

By 1852, Makahs were trading or selling some 20,000 gallons of 

whale and fish oil (Lane 1972:18); this figure would rise to 

30,000 gallons per annum within 20 years (Gibbs 1877:175). 

 

In 1854, Capt. Charles M. Scammon discovered the wintering and 

calving grounds of the gray whale in the lagoons of Baja 

California and Mexico (Scammon 1874, Hagelund 1987:42-43); this 

discovery now provided the two terminal points for the gray 

whale migration, and helped to increase the non-Native 

commercial exploitation of the gray whale on the Pacific Coast. 

 

As time passed and contact with non-Natives increased, other 

entities intruded into Makah life, and by extension, into the 

whale hunting complex. Governor Stevens, assigned by the United 

States government to negotiate a treaty with the Makah in 1855, 

knew of the commercial value of Makah whale hunting talents when 

the Treaty of Neah Bay was signed.  Indeed, numerous Makahs made 

speeches during the treaty negotiations asking that the right to 

whale be reserved to them in the treaty.  These Makah 

negotiators and Governor Stevens agreed that Article IV of the 

Treaty of Neah Bay would specifically list whaling, along with 

sealing and taking fish, as a right guaranteed to the Makah 

Tribe.  Article IV of the Treaty of Neah Bay makes Makahs unique 

among all United States tribes:  Makah is the only tribe that 

signed a treaty with the United States explicitly recognizing 

and protecting the right to hunt whales. 
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While the Treaty of Neah Bay preserved the Makahs’ right to hunt 

whales and seals, and to fish in usual and accustomed grounds, 

the United States aggressively pursued policies that were 

intended to transform Makahs and other Indian communities into 

“civilized” people. Assistance sent to the Makahs contained 

agricultural tools, rather than items which supported any of the 

active components of the Makahs’ maritime way of life.  Instead 

of tools and materials which would help to procure, process, or 

preserve whale, seal or fish products, Makahs received 

pitchforks, scythes, hoes, and sickles.  “James Swan reported in 

1862 that the Makahs had converted the tines of pitchforks into 

fishhooks, scythes into blubber knives, and sickles into 

arrowheads” (Marr 1987:29).  The Makah reaction to the 

agricultural materials is perfectly understandable given their 

splendid maritime talents and the fact that the Makah 

Reservation was obviously unsuited to cultivation (Whitner 1977, 

Renker and Gunther 1990). 

 

While soil studies may have been unsophisticated in the mid-

nineteenth century in the Pacific Northwest, it took little 

effort to realize that the soil, vegetation, and rugged 

topography of the coastal area was unlike the rich agricultural 

lands in other parts of the country.  Indeed, the land on the 

Makah Reservation was clearly different from that of the 

Washington territory east of the Cascade Mountains. 

 

Ideas of native peoples as civilized farmers dominated federal 

Indian policy in the latter part of the nineteenth century. This 

paternalistic policy had been developed with a very different 

perspective, namely, the United States government did not want 

to encourage self-sufficiency of the Makahs on traditional 

subsistence resources, because self-sufficiency often encouraged 

fishermen, hunters and gatherers (not to mention whalers) to 

travel beyond the confines of the established reservations, and 

to maintain cultural practices considered savage, barbaric, and 

antithetical to the goal of civilizing and Christianizing them.  

The best way to force a sedentary existence on a group of 

fishermen and hunters and gatherers was to make the group 

dependent upon agriculture, which required a fixed resource 

base.  The singular nature of this policy, by definition, was 

also inappropriate for Makahs, who already had a fixed, 

plentiful marine resource base and no land suitable for 

agriculture. 

 

A philosophical mandate accompanied this policy.  “One of the 

convictions of those associated with the administration of 

Indian affairs, both officially and informally, was that farming 
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was associated with civilization” (Whitner 1977:21).  In the 

Makah case, Indian policy was designed “to change the Makahs 

from self-sufficient food gatherers to farmers, dependent on the 

white people for tools and instruction” (Marr 1987:29).  Indian 

policy was also designed to assimilate Makah people through an 

education system that ignored Makah priorities and prohibited 

the use of their language, in addition to eradicating customs 

considered heathen, savage, and dangerous (Colson 1953, Gillis 

1974, Whitner 1977, Marr 1987, Renker and Gunther 1990). 

 

Whitner (1977) reports that Indian Agency personnel were 

somewhat daunted by the task of civilizing the Makahs, and cites 

Henry A. Webster, the first resident Indian agent, as writing in 

1866, “The Makah are probably nearer the normal state of savage 

wilderness than any other tribe in the Territory, and seem 

particularly averse to acquiring the habits and customs of the 

whites” (Whitner 1977:20).  Little progress is recorded in 

Webster’s Annual Report for 1867, though he staunchly resolved 

to eradicate traditional values and practices: 

 

Their very natures must, however, be changed,  

and their habits forced, if necessary upon  

them, or they will retrograde into worse than  

savage supremacy of filth and disease of  

former days (ARCIA 1867).  

 

School provided the vehicle for the radical cultural changes the 

government wanted. Beginning in 1863, a day school operated on 

the reservation. However, the sympathetic teacher, James Swan, 

did not produce the expected changes, and he was fired in 1866. 

By 1874, a boarding school was established, and families were 

persuaded with threats when they were hesitant to give up their 

children (Marr 1987: 15). 

 

The expressed intent of the boarding school was 

to remove children from the influence of their  

families, especially the elders who taught them the  

ways of the past.  Children were told by their  

teachers that the traditional ways were evil and  

backward. Only by these means, it was felt, could the  

young people truly attain the values and scholarly  

accomplishments necessary for the assimilation into  

white society. The crude adage “Kill the Indian but  

save the man” was an apt summary of this philosophy 

(Marr 1987:15). 
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The government had established the school two miles east of Neah 

Bay and changed the educational program to that of a boarding 

school. Living away from their parents for weeks at a time had a 

devastating effect on Makah families. Perceived as a small 

distance today, the two-mile separation from their families 

served to create a cultural and linguistic gulf between 

generations. By 1880, English was becoming the predominant 

language for the younger generations whose lives began to be 

determined by a non-Makah annual cycle (Gillis 1974, Marr 1987). 

After 1896, any Makah who wished to have an education beyond the 

sixth grade “had to travel to distant boarding schools hundreds 

of miles away in Oregon or other parts of Washington state” 

(Marr 1987: 36).  Inevitably, the boarding school experience – 

by design of the American government – took a severe toll on the 

connection between young Makahs and their community’s culture, 

language, and subsistence reliance on whales and other marine 

resources. 

 

“Can you imagine a village without children?” an elder, Edie 

Hottowe, told this author. The hateful situation moved her 

parents, Luke and Ada Markishtum, to donate their ten-acre 

federal land allotment to the State of Washington in 1932, so a 

public school could be built on the reservation. Now in 

operation since 1934, the Neah Bay School system stopped the 

separation of Makah children from their families while receiving 

a formal education. 

 

If there is any doubt about the lasting effects of the boarding 

school indoctrination on the Makah people, consider the 

following experience of Hugh Smith, Makah elder, native speaker, 

and tough, experienced fisherman who was fearless on the water 

and tireless in his physical exertions. He still bathed daily in 

the cold waters of the Pacific Ocean till he reached his 

eighties. In 1988, the author took an 80-year-old Mr. Smith to 

the Neah Bay Elementary School. He was going to begin helping 

the Makah Language Program teach Makah to the children in the 

school. Bear in mind that the current school had nothing to do 

with the location or architecture of the boarding school. 

 

As we approached the front door of the school, Mr. Smith began 

to tremble. His breathing increased, and he stopped dead in his 

tracks at the threshold of the front doors. “I can’t go in 

there,” he said. Puzzled, since we had discussed this teaching 

assignment, I asked, “baqiq”, (What?). “They hurt me,” he said. 

“Last time I was in there (the school), I slipped and spoke 

      i        (the Makah language). Teacher put a dead sea gull 

around my neck and locked me in a closet. Never went back. Ran 
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away.” He was tearful now. We retreated to my car, and went back 

to the Makah Cultural and Research Center, the location of the 

language program offices. Eventually, Mr. Smith did overcome his 

fear and became a valuable resource in the efforts to preserve 

and teach the Makah language, but the author never forgot the 

visceral reaction which overtook him the first time he visited a 

school in over 70 years. 

 

Given the cultural impacts of the government’s assimilation 

policy on the Makah people, it is no surprise that the Tribe’s 

traditional economy did not go untouched. In spite of the 

treaty’s recognition of whale hunting as an important facet of 

Makah life, the government chose not to support this well-

developed practice.  Lane (1973) discusses the frustration of 

several resident Indian agents who realized that federal efforts 

should be promoting marine activities, rather than agriculture.  

Some agents believed that assimilating Makahs to American 

values, customs, and practices would be easier if the government 

aided traditional marine pursuits. 

 

Lane documents numerous requests for support of fishing 

activities from 1860-1881 from agents and superintendents.  

Regardless of the nature of these requests, Lane concludes, “the 

United States failed to provide the assistance repeatedly 

requested” (1974:20).  Gillis (1974), Lane (1973), Whitner 

(1977), and Marr (1987) discuss the circumstances surrounding 

the federal government’s promotion of a shift in Makah 

subsistence from a maritime base to an agricultural one. 

 

At this same time, President Ulysses Grant’s annual message in 

1870 announced an Indian policy which sought to “Christianize 

and civilize the Indian” (Whitner 1977:18).  Further, Pacific 

Coast whale populations were diminishing, and the Makahs who 

continued to hunt whales had to make adjustments.   Singh (1966) 

and Van Arsdell (1976) indicate that Makahs increased their seal 

hunting efforts to compensate for a less profitable whale hunt, 

a view that modern native scholars like Cote’ (2010), dispute.  

 

Increased contact with non-Indians and  

pressure from federal agents to give up  

their cultural ways created dramatic  

changes in Makah and Nuu-chah-nulth  

societies. During this period of intense  

social, political and spiritual change,  

they were able to adjust and modify their 

economies, adapting to new maritime  

industries while at the same time staying  
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connected to their whaling traditions (2010:62).  

 

“Beginning in 1886, Makah crews were hired on sloops and 

schooners to hunt fur seal off the Washington coast and 

Vancouver Island” (Marr 1987:29).  Makah fur seal hunters easily 

demonstrated their pelagic talents and Makahs quickly used 

financial profits and exceptional skill to their advantage.  

Colson (1953:159) reports that “several Makah sealers had their 

own schooners and were hiring White navigators in the 1890s”. 

 

These changes greatly affected traditional subsistence and 

trading practices.  Swan (1884-1887, v.2:396) and Waterman 

(1920:48) express opinions that the success of Makah fur sealing 

had an impact on the whale hunt.  “This work was so profitable 

that the Makah temporarily abandoned whale hunting” (Renker and 

Gunther 1990: 428), partially because hereditary whaling chiefs 

could no longer secure crews. Seal hunting was open to all men, 

regardless of family status or inherited privilege. The 

increasing role of cash in the reservation economy motivated 

many to pursue seal hunting and an opportunity to improve life 

for their families. 

 

The strain on the social stratification component of whaling 

continued to increase as did the profits of the more egalitarian 

pursuit of sealing. “By 1891, sealing became so lucrative for 

the Makah and West coast native hunters that their traditional 

whaling expeditions virtually ceased” (Webb 1988:145).  A friend 

of A.W. Smith lamented the loss of the Makah whalers in a letter 

written on November 29, 1888, “Many of our old whalers at Neah 

Bay have died since we left” (AW Smith Papers). 

 

While the Makah enjoyed the prosperity brought on by their 

pelagic success, the Pacific fur seal population was showing 

signs of stress by 1890.  The population could not sustain 

itself in the face of an increasing number of sealers and the 

use of firearms.  In 1897, the United States prohibited nearly 

all fur sealing; the agent for the Neah Bay agency, Samuel 

Morse, was directed to enforce this law on the reservation (AW 

Smith Papers).  Accordingly, Makahs would now be allowed to hunt 

fur seal only from canoes, using traditional gear and 

techniques.  “Some returned to traditional whaling” (Renker and 

Gunther 1990:428), but the loss of cash from the commercial fur 

seal hunt created a huge vacuum on the reservation. Makahs, once 

again, redirected their economic efforts to another traditional 

economic pursuit, marine fisheries.  
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While whale hunts were “still the symbolic heart of the culture” 

(Marr 1987:25), they continued to diminish in frequency, in part 

because of the global collapse of the whale populations. In 

addition, the introduction of American values worked against the 

traditional subsistence pursuit. For example, the American 

philosophy of social equality made it difficult for Makahs to 

select crew members and organize whaling canoes, and therefore 

households, according to the ancestral patterns.  Whale hunting 

was no longer the sole avenue to a position of ceremonial and 

political importance as the headman of a large longhouse. 

 

Epidemics, bans on ceremonial activities, and the federal 

schooling system also produced devastating effects on Makahs’ 

ability to immediately resume full-scale whale hunting after the 

fur sealing ban.  The diseases that affected the Makah 

population had reduced the number of tribal members by some 75% 

by 1890 (Boyd 1990:145); much family-owned information was lost 

as a result.  Makahs died without passing down important 

knowledge.  Hancock describes the rapid and disastrous effects 

of the smallpox epidemic of 1853 in his journal, originally 

published in 1860, and reprinted in 1927.  This epidemic was so 

severe, it literally wiped the village of bi?id?a from the face 

of the earth. 

 

It was truly shocking to witness the   

ravages of this disease here at Neah (sic) 

Bay… In a few weeks from the introduction  

of the disease, hundreds of natives became  

victim to it, the beach for a distance of  

eight miles was literally strewn with the  

dead bodies of these people, presenting a  

most disgusting spectacle (1927:182).  

 

The extreme number of fatalities caused by the epidemics also 

disrupted the line of authority in most families.  Cultural 

protocol dictated that ownership of ceremonial and economic 

rights and privileges had to be transmitted publicly at a 

potlatch.  In many cases, epidemics took the lives of people who 

had not transmitted control over ceremonial and economic 

privileges to another person.  In many other cases, knowledge of 

critical components of rituals and ceremonies was abruptly lost.  

The complicated social structure and ritual life which had 

existed prior to contact was severely disrupted by the 

decimation of the Makah population. 

 

The governmental ban on traditional and ceremonial activities 

added to the social and cultural disruption.  Potlatches were 
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illegal by the 1870s (Marr 1987:50), forcing Makahs to move off 

the reservation or to inaccessible places to hold these 

important public events.  Daniel Dorchester, Superintendent of 

the Indian Service wrote the following about Agent McGlinn, 

stationed on the Makah Reservation in 1890: 

 

This is one of the best officers I have  

seen in the Indian Service.  He knows the  

Indians remarkably well, understands his  

business thoroughly, and sticks closely to  

it.  He strictly enforces the regulations  

of the Department, is breaking up old  

Indian customs, marries the Indians in due  

forms and records the marriage, and is  

very strict against intemperance and  

licentiousness.  The Indians are quite  

industrious in their way, though rather  

spasmodic in their labors.  They have  

seasons for berrying, hunting and fishing,  

and are as dirty and squalid as all fish  

Indians are.  They earn a great deal of  

money, but have a potlatch system, in  

which they give away a large amount of  

money and other articles in feasts . . .  

Agent McGlinn is breaking up this custom  

(ARCIA 1890).  

 

Without the potlatch, the Makahs could not establish important 

proprietary rights regarding ownership of dances, songs, and 

other ceremonial and economic privileges.  Public transmission 

of these and other important events for the oral history record 

could not take place, causing an additional level of social and 

cultural disruption. 

 

Secret societies were also banned.  These complex organizations 

carried important social functions prior to federal 

interference.  Some secret societies were responsible for 

healing the sick, while others were important for maintaining 

social order and punishing transgressors (Ernst 1952).  

Regardless of the internal function that secret societies served 

for Makah society and culture, the federal government viewed 

these activities as savage and demoralizing (Whitner 1977, Marr 

1987). 

 

Dances and customs associated with secret societies and winter 

ceremonials fueled the government’s opinion that boarding 

schools were the only way to eradicate ancestral practices, 
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which offended the American sense of morality and decorum.  

Indian agents realized that one way to assimilate Makahs and 

eradicate offensive rituals was to interrupt the transmission of 

ancestral information within what remained of Makah families. As 

discussed above, a critical means of achieving this objective 

was by separating Makah children from the influence of their 

family via the use of boarding schools.  Whitner (1977:28) 

quotes agent C.A. Huntington as writing, “If the purpose be to 

civilize these children of darkness, to take them from a 

barbarous life and put them into a civilized life, the more 

divorced from the house of their childhood the better”. 

 

The United States’ policy of assimilation through education 

increased the socio-cultural confusion.  In their attempts to 

“Kill the Indian but save the man”, white educators forced Makah 

children to leave their families, abandon the Makah language, 

and adopt white ways of eating, dress, worship, and behavior. 

The impact on Makah people was traumatic and protracted, as 

exemplified by Hugh Smith’s experience, recounted earlier in 

this section.  Many Makahs who underwent this cultural 

indoctrination began to feel that traditional activities and 

beliefs were barbaric, and worked to make their lives more like 

the non-Indian teachers and administrators who promised modern 

education, health care and facilities.   

 

In addition to these internal socio-cultural factors, other 

factors prevented whale hunting from returning to its former 

prominence.  The gray and humpback whale populations were being 

seriously depleted by non-Makah whaling practices, beginning 

with the mid-19
th
 century discovery of the Baja calving lagoons.  

The population of gray whales was reduced by non-Makah 

commercial hunters, making Makah hunting in canoes more 

difficult.  Since one Makah method of offshore whaling relied on 

the ability of land-based lookouts to spot whales which swam 

close to shore, a lack of these whales effectively decreased the 

viability of this form of whale hunting.  Men could no longer 

rest assured that the whales would be plentiful, and that canoes 

at the ready would be called to a hunt by a lookout.  Only three 

recorded whale hunts took place during 1905 (AW Smith Papers). 

 

In addition, the intensive investment required by a whaler and 

his crew had not changed; men and their families still had to 

invest enormous amounts of time in ritual preparation that was 

under scrutiny and efforts to eradicate by federal authorities. 

Care and maintenance of the whaling canoe and other associated 

gear could not be overlooked; this required time and investment 

as well.  Without the plentiful supply of whales which had 
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always graced Makah territory, this intensive investment became 

difficult to justify. Remember, early archaeological studies 

indicate that as much as 84.6% of the Makah pre-contact diet 

could have been composed of whale meat, oil and other food 

products (Huelsbeck 1983:43), so the loss of this resource was 

devastating. 

 

Halibut and ocean fishing were productive and important economic 

pursuits for Makahs prior to contact with non-Indians (Huelsbeck 

1994:72) and in the years leading up to the treaty. These 

pursuits required little ceremonial preparation, and were not 

associated with social structures like hereditary status and 

ritual wealth. In addition, traditional knowledge of abundant 

halibut banks and other offshore fishing areas, and the ability 

to exploit these resources, was not as affected by epidemics and 

other social and ritual interruptions as whaling. Ocean fishing 

remained a productive venture which used the same navigation and 

seafaring skills that both whale and seal hunters needed and 

used.  The increase in non-Indian demand for halibut and other 

ocean fish propelled Makahs from a subsistence-based fishing 

economy with local trading opportunities to a commercial harvest 

with markets as far away as the east coast of the United States 

and Europe.  

 

Consider that the traditional halibut grounds of the Makahs 

supported this expansion of the halibut fishery. The 1888 Report 

of the Neah Bay Agency to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 

contained the following statement: 

 

These waters abound in large quantities of  

halibut, cod, and salmon. Large numbers are  

caught by the Indians, a part of which they  

sell in towns up the Sound, and the remainder  

they dry for winter use. They have caught 9  

whales thus far this season, which they use  

for winter food (Powell 1888: 225). 

 

Reports of Indian agents and from sailors who hunted with Makahs 

on sealing schooners spread the word about the bounty of Makah 

offshore fishing banks, leading the way for the large-scale 

commercial exploitation of this resource.  

 

The initial impetus for the expansion of the 

commercial fishery for halibut occurred in  

1888 when three sailing vessels from New England  

began fishing off Cape Flattery, Washington. The  

catch was shipped from Tacoma to Boston on the  
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newly-completed trans-continental railroad 

(International Pacific Halibut Commission 1998: 19). 

 

Makahs parlayed their traditional knowledge of offshore 

fisheries to their benefit as well. By the late 1880s, “the 

catch by the Makah Indians at Neah Bay, Washington…was reported 

at 600,000 pounds annually (International Pacific Halibut 

Commission 1987: 16). Daily catches were equally impressive. 

 

The Makahs catch a great many fish, which they 

ship three times a week to Seattle, where they 

have a good market for them.  They have caught 

and shipped as high as 10,000 pounds of halibut 

in one day (ARCIA 1889).  

 

In spite of the abundant fish resource, offshore whaling in 

motorized boats was still of interest to American, Canadian, 

European and Asian parties. As late as 1909, a Seattle based 

company was considering the establishment of a commercial 

whaling station at Neah Bay (Webb 1988:177).  Plans for the Neah 

Bay station were eventually abandoned. 

 

After more than 1,500 years as whale hunters, Makahs found 

themselves in a social, ecological and political climate that no 

longer favored this pursuit.  The combined effects of massive 

epidemics, boarding schools, and government acculturation 

policies had drastically changed the delicate and complex social 

dynamic which had supported the traditional Makah whale hunt.  

The astounding success of the Makah commercial fur seal hunt 

cemented a place for a cash economy in the households of the 

reservation; the eradication of this source of money contributed 

to the economic disruption as well.  When these factors 

interacted with severely diminished gray whale populations, it 

is not surprising that Makahs relied more heavily on the 

traditional and reliable practice of ocean fishing for their 

subsistence as well as commercial purposes. 

 

In spite of these factors, Makahs’ desire to reinvigorate the 

whaling tradition never dissipated. Households took advantage of 

drift whales for food and materials before federal 

communications and supervision began to prohibit this practice. 

Families pass on whaling stories, traditions, songs, and secrets 

from generation to generation.  Whaling designs and crests still 

decorate public buildings and private homes. Makahs proudly 

display photographs of their whaling ancestors in their homes, 

and the public school on the reservation exhibits whaling 

artifacts and photographs. Accounts of Makah whalers are read 
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again and again in school and homes.  Whaling displays in the 

Makah Cultural and Research Center and other museums keep visual 

scenes in the heads and hearts of Makah people.  By the early 

1990s, the gray whale population had rebounded to healthy levels 

and was removed from the federal Endangered Species Act list in 

1994; the people in Neah Bay eagerly awaited the opportunity to 

hunt gray whales again. 

 

The First Gray Whale Quota Period (1998-2002)  

 

By the time that the Makah Tribe was granted its first quota 

from the International Whaling Commission (IWC), “the People Who 

Live near the Rocks and the Sea Gulls” had been preparing for 

the revitalization of the gray whale hunt for decades.  Despite 

the concerted effort by the United States over more than a 

century to eliminate whaling and other critical components of 

Makah culture, Makah people had never stopped educating their 

children about their respective familial whaling traditions.  

Makah children in the public school on the reservation 

experienced whaling curriculum every year as a part of the 

standard school curriculum, as well as through special cultural 

and linguistic initiatives sponsored by other funding sources.  

In fact, collaborative educational efforts through the Makah 

Cultural and Research Center, the bilingual program of the Neah 

Bay School, and other private efforts, had provided whaling 

curriculum in the schools since the 1960s, with continuous 

efforts beginning in 1981.  While non-Makahs perceived a large 

temporal gap in the whaling history of the Tribe, tribal members 

saw continuity.  Many individuals were patiently waiting for the 

whaling traditions to be taken from storage and implemented.  

 

The Makah Tribe already had a history of successfully reviving 

cultural traditions.  In the last three decades, the Makah Tribe 

had reinstituted numerous song, dance, and artistic traditions, 

and operated a program to restore the Makah language to spoken 

proficiency on the reservation as well as revive ancestral food 

traditions.  These positive accomplishments were due to the 

enthusiasm, dedication, and knowledge of Makah people and to the 

creation of the Makah Cultural and Research Center; this 

institution managed (and continues to manage) the cultural 

resources of the Makah Tribe through research, documentation, 

exhibition and education. 

 

The Makah Tribe created the Makah Cultural and Research Center 

(MCRC) in response to the massive archaeological collection 

generated by the Ozette excavation. First opened to the public 

in 1979, efforts to create the facility took nine years and a 
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half-million dollars of Makah tribal funds, in addition to money 

raised from other sources. While the original intent was to 

create a museum to house the pre-contact artifacts from Ozette, 

community opinions shaped the MCRC into a research and education 

complex that contains numerous exhibition galleries, a language 

restoration project, archival programs, and a series of 

educational and interpretive services (Renker and Arnold 1988). 

 

The MCRC had been instrumental in the revival of many Makah 

traditions.  The facility centralized and incorporated the 

resources of Tribal government, the Makah community, and other 

private and public sources to manage Makah cultural resources; 

many of the resources and traditions that were threatened prior 

to the creation of the MCRC are now healthy and growing.  

Consequently, the Makah Tribe had a successful record of 

bringing ancestral traditions from a dormant state into the 

active present.  The Tribe was confident that the resumption of 

whaling would be a success, and was not daunted by critics who 

believed that this tradition could not be reinstated. 

 

On May 17, 1999, the Makah Tribe celebrated a pivotal moment in 

its long history.  At 6:54 am, the Creator allowed a Makah crew 

to realize a collective dream that Makahs had stored in their 

minds and hearts for seventy years: they brought a whale home to 

the Makah people.  This pivotal cultural event riveted the 

attention of the Makah community, and energized Makah Tribal 

members who believed in, and worked toward, the restoration of 

this significant cultural and subsistence practice. 

 

Survey data from the HWS I (Renker 2001) indicate that some 1200 

Makahs watched the climactic moment of the successful hunt on 

live television.  Hundreds of Makahs traveled home to the 

reservation as soon as they could, wanting to be a part of this 

significant event.  Later that day, some 1400 Makahs welcomed 

the whale to Front Beach in Neah Bay, and paid honor to the 

great creature.  Many Makahs ate raw blubber right on the spot, 

and then began the task of preparing the food and resources that 

the whale contributed to the Makah people. 

 

Butchering the whale proved a huge task for the Makah people.  

Lack of familiarity with gray whale anatomy, tools poorly 

adapted for gray whale meat and blubber, and logistical issues 

presented immediate obstacles for the butchering process which 

began on Front Beach. Some confusion also centered on whale 

parts other than meat and blubber. Most importantly, Makah were 

able to overcome these problems and continue with the job of 

processing the whale. 
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In a matter of hours, a flatbed truck had taken what was left of 

the whale to the Makah Tribe’s fish plant, a processing plant 

with 800 cubic feet of freezer space and a service entrance 

large enough to allow the flatbed to drive inside. Within 

twenty-four hours, Front Beach showed no sign of the momentous 

event which had happened the previous day. The Makah butchering 

crew, which included Makahs who had traveled to Alaska to learn 

processing techniques, had some assistance from an Alaska 

Native. Many people worked to butcher the parts of the whale 

which had not been distributed to tribal members on the night of 

17 May. In addition to meat and blubber, Makahs interviewed 

during the HWS I in 2001 reported requesting and receiving whale 

lice, sinew, baleen, brain, and heart.  Other Makahs reported 

that they would have liked to receive liver, cheeks, eyes, and 

intestines.  Some of these items, like whale lice and baleen, 

are primarily used for ceremonial reasons, while others can be 

used in tool production or as food.  The bulk of the food 

products derived from the whale were reserved for the Tribe’s 

celebratory feast, which was to be held on 22 May. 

 

In private homes, people welcomed whale meat, blubber, and other 

whale parts.  Between 17 May and 22 May, some households began 

to use recipes held in family confidence for decades, and others 

experimented with techniques used for other sea creatures, like 

seals and fish.  Some 62.9% of Makah households received meat 

from this whale; 48.4% received blubber. A majority of 

households which did not receive meat or blubber from this whale 

reported that they would have welcomed whale products into their 

homes (Renker 2002). 

 

On 22 May 1999, the Makah Tribe paid tribute to the whale which 

provided so much to the Tribe, and celebrated a new chapter in 

its history.  Thousands of people attended the parade held 

during the day, and the feast held in the high school gymnasium 

later that afternoon.  In addition to the local Makahs who 

attended these events, many Makahs journeyed home to 

participate. 

 

Unfortunately, this was the only successful hunt during the 

first quota period.  Restrictions on the areas in which Makahs 

could hunt gray whales, as well as limits on when the hunt could 

take place hampered efforts to take additional whales as 

provided by the quota.  Further constraints arose from a lawsuit 

filed in October 1997.  A decision in this case on June 9, 2000, 

halted all Makah whaling for the latter half of 2000 and all of 

2001. 
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Lawsuits were not the only challenge that the Makah Tribe faced 

during this quota period.  Four Tribal members alleged that the 

majority of Makahs were not in favor of the resumption of 

whaling, and that the Makah Tribal Council had misrepresented 

the opinion of its people.  Fueled by these rumors, anti-whaling 

advocates staged numerous demonstrations on and off the 

reservation, and garnered attention from the media.  The 

protestors also limited the success of the Makah hunt by 

blocking canoes, scaring whales, and threatening Makah whalers.  

During the 1999 whaling season, many television spots and 

published reports contained inaccurate or partially correct 

information about the whale hunt and other Makah cultural 

practices, and included quotes from the anti-whaling Makahs who 

insisted that the majority of Makah Tribal members did not want 

the Tribe to hunt whales.   These people also accused Makahs of 

wasting whale products, claiming that tribal members did not 

like, nor consume, whale products.  Detractors pointed to an 

alleged incident when meat and blubber from a 1995 whale, which 

had incidentally been caught in a fishing net, were wasted.  

 

Despite these obstacles, more and more Makah men trained to be 

whale hunters.  During the last hunting season prior to the June 

9, 2000, court decision, several family-based whaling crews were 

preparing to hunt, and two family-based crews were granted 

permits to go hunting by the Makah Whaling Commission.  While no 

crew brought a whale back to the village, the social benefits of 

each crew’s diligent preparations positively affected dozens of 

families. 

 

The Makah Tribal Council wanted to address the concerns of 

citizens who insisted that Makahs did not support whaling, and 

that whale products were being wasted.  Clarifying and 

quantifying the sentiments of enrolled Tribal members was 

extremely important, so the Makah Tribal Council commissioned a 

household survey in December 2001.  This survey (HWS I) asked 

Makahs to report their opinions about the whale hunt, as well as 

levels of participation in whaling-related activities, including 

the preparation and consumption of whale products. 

 

The results of the HWS I were both interesting and conclusive. 

Makahs overwhelmingly supported the Tribe’s efforts to restore 

the whale hunt, and wanted to include whale food products in 

their diets again. Makah tribal members living in Neah Bay also 

indicated their readiness to incorporate more traditional 

practices in their daily lives.  
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The principal results are summarized below: 

 

1. 93.3% of respondents supported the Tribe’s quest to 

reinvigorate a gray whale hunt. 

 

2. When asked what motivated this support, 46.1% cited treaty 

rights, 35.5% noted food, better nutrition, or a traditional 

diet, and 36.2% felt that maintaining or restoring some aspect 

of cultural heritage or tradition was the most important.  20.4% 

indicated that moral or spiritual benefits, such as changed 

lifestyle, better discipline, or increased pride, should prompt 

the Makah Tribe to continue to whale. 

 

3. Community support for, and interest in, the Makah whale hunt 

was also shown by reports of participation in the actual events 

surrounding the successful 1999 hunt.  Of the 159 respondents, 

80.5% were watching live television when the whale was taken, as 

were 76.2% of the respondents’ household members.  83.6% of the 

159 respondents were present at Front Beach in Neah Bay when the 

whale was brought ashore, as were 87.6% of their household 

members. 

  

4.  82.4% of the 159 respondents reported attending the Tribe’s 

celebration in honor of the first successful whale hunt in 

seventy years.  78.6% of these respondents attended the parade 

early in the day of 22 May, and 95.4% attended the feast later 

that afternoon.  These respondents indicated that 180 (67.2%) of 

their household members went to the parade, and 191 (71.3%) 

joined the community dinner and celebration. 

    

5.  Survey participants shared familial information about 

whaling ceremonies, preparation tips, recipes, and whale 

products that had never been reported in the Makah ethnographic 

literature. Thus, contrary to the perception of some, the HWS I 

results supported the perspective that whaling was a vibrant and 

continuing tradition with dormant components, and was far from 

an obsolete, abandoned cultural practice of the Makah Tribe. 

 

Makah Whaling 2003 - Present 

 

The period of time since the initial gray whale quota, which 

included IWC catch limits for 2003-2007, 2008-2012, and 2013-

2018 has been a frustrating one for the Makah people. While more 

and more tribal members were making spiritual commitments to an 

ancestral system of metaphysics, and were anxious to incorporate 

whale products into their diets, this way of life was threatened 

by “a sweeping aggression against Indians in the region” (Marker 
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2006:1). Because many non-Indians could not accept the Makah 

perspective that whales could simultaneously be sacred animals 

and food, “death threats against the Makah and the racist tone 

of some protests” (Oldham 2003:6) worried 44.4% of Makahs, who 

feared that the commitment to whale hunting would endanger their 

children (Renker 2018). And, while the Tribe was assuming its 

responsibility to merge traditional management strategies with 

internationally accepted scientific principles, exercise of its 

treaty right was put on hold by a series of legal rulings that 

placed bureaucratic hurdles between the Tribe and its traditions 

(Roghair 2005: 210).  

 

By 2018, 58.5% of HWS IV respondents reported concerns about the 

negative reactions directed toward Makahs by non-members who 

opposed whaling, with respondents harkening back to the 

unfortunate attitudes they encountered in 1999 (Renker 2018). In 

the HWS IV, the respondent self-assessment in Question 21 for 

the effect whaling had on interactions with non-tribal people 

produced the lowest mean, mode, and median scores of the six 

categories surveyed. A significant number of respondents who 

provided negative comments when self-assessing the effect 

whaling had on interactions with non-tribal people thought that 

racism had entered or fueled the negative attitude of non-

Indians during the 1999 whale hunt. 

 

Despite complex legal requirements and an atmosphere that 

eschewed a true appreciation for and recognition of diversity, 

the Makah Tribe persevered in its activities to properly manage 

the gray whale resource, and sustain its cultural connection to 

whale hunting. 95.8% of respondents in the HWS IV supported the 

Tribe’s efforts to restore the traditional whale hunt, almost 

identical to results from the HWS I seventeen years earlier. 

After almost twenty years of impediments and disappointments, 

there is still a consistent base of support which feels a strong 

connection to and desire to continue whaling. The high 

percentage of favorable responses indicates the profound level 

of support for the restoration of whaling for another reason: 

63.1% of respondents in HWS IV were not interviewed for the 

previous household survey.  

  

The next parts of this section discuss these two issues – marine 

mammal management and whaling culture – from 2003 till the 

present day. The last segment in this section presents a summary 

of the legal considerations affecting the Tribe’s hunt.  

 

The Tribe’s efforts to manage marine mammals, create 

supplementary cultural awareness about whaling, sustain 
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traditional awareness about whaling, and fight for its treaty 

right to whale in both domestic and international forums, have 

placed a substantial burden on the Tribe in terms of staff time 

and financial resources. During the 2003-2007 catch limit, the 

Makah Tribe spent approximately $675,000 of its own funds on 

these activities (Makah Financial and Harvest Information 2007); 

$470,000 of tribal funds was spent on whaling-related activities 

during 2008-2012 (Makah Financial and Harvest Information 2012). 

During the 2013-2018 catch limit (through March 2018), the Tribe 

has spent approximately $646,000 of tribal funds on whaling-

related activities.  

 

Marine Mammal Program 

 

In September 2003, after working closely with federal agencies 

on marine mammal issues for over fifteen years, the Makah Tribe 

formally instituted a Marine Mammal Program (MMP) and housed it 

within the Makah Fisheries Management (MFM) Department. The 

objective of the MMP is to monitor marine mammal populations 

within the Tribe’s usual and accustomed areas (U&A), conduct 

research about these populations, and assist the Tribal Council 

in developing regulations for the management of marine mammals. 

The MMP consists of a marine mammal biologist and a full-time 

research technician; seasonal technicians are hired on an as 

needed basis.  The MMP also contracts with experts in the fields 

of ecology, prey identification, genetics, and population 

dynamics.   

 

The MMP conducts research on all marine mammals in the U&A but 

the primary focus is gray whale research.  The program’s goal is 

to collect and evaluate the data necessary to ensure that the 

Tribe’s whaling is consistent with sustainable management 

principles.  Another goal is to increase the body of scientific 

knowledge regarding gray whale biology and ecology, so that the 

Tribe’s whaling management utilizes the best available science.  

The MMP achieves these goals through extensive field research 

and collaboration with NOAA Fisheries, Cascadia Research 

Collective, and many other partners.   

 

The program annually participates in photo-identification 

studies of gray whales off of northwest Washington as part of a 

collaborative research project on the life history of gray 

whales feeding along the Pacific Coast south of Alaska in the 

summer and fall.  This collaborative work was presented to the 

IWC Scientific Committee in papers to update gray whale 

abundance estimates and survival estimates for the 2010-2013 

implementation review and for the rangewide workshops from 2014 
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through 2018 on gray whale stock structure and status (e.g., 

SC/A17/GW/05, SC/62/BRG32).  In addition to conducting photo-

identification studies in the U&A, in 2010 the Tribe funded the 

collection of biopsy samples from California through British 

Columbia and from Barrow, Alaska.  These samples were analyzed 

in a collaborative study to evaluate the genetics of gray whales 

summering along the Pacific Coast and whales summering on 

northern feeding grounds in the Bering, Chukchi, and Beaufort 

Seas (Lang et al. 2014). 

 

The MMP has participated in the IWC's Scientific Committee 

meetings since 2004 and has presented papers on topics including 

the Tribe’s whale killing methods (IWC/58/WKM&AWI 15), MMP’s 

research on gray whales within the Makah U&A (Scordino et al. 

2017), availability of PCFG whales during the winter and spring 

season for a Makah hunt (Scordino et al. 2013, Scordino and 

Calambokidis 2016), body condition of gray whales that feed off 

Washington in the summer and fall (Akmajian et al. 2012), 

biology of gray whales in Washington (Lang et al. 2014, Scordino 

et al. 2011, Scordino et al. 2017), sources and numbers of non-

hunting human-caused mortality of gray whales (Scordino et al. 

2014, 2017), and contributed papers for the implementation 

review conducted from 2010-2013 and the rangewide review of gray 

whale stock structure and status (Brandon and Scordino 2012, 

Brandon et al. 2012, Brandon and Scordino 2013, Scordino and 

Bickham 2018).  The MMP also contributed to collaborative 

research on the “stinky whale” issue observed in the Chukotkan 

hunt (IWC/59/CC 15).   

 

The MMP also conducts research on other marine mammals in the 

U&A and aids other departments of MFM with fisheries research.  

Current research projects for marine mammals (other than gray 

whales) include: evaluating entanglement rates and causes of 

entanglement for Steller and California sea lions, evaluating 

diet overlap and competition for prey between Steller and 

California sea lions, assessing if hot-iron branding impacts the 

survival of Steller sea lions, and documenting the occurrence of 

a new breeding rookery of Steller sea lions in Washington.  

Recently published studies include Steller sea lion life history 

(Wright et al. 2017), seasonality and magnitude of domoic acid 

and saxitoxin concentrations in sea lion scat (Akmajian et al. 

2017), modeling the impact of pinnipeds on chinook salmon and 

evaluating their competition with killer whales and fisheries 

(Chasco et al. 2017a, 2017b), and metal concentrations in kidney 

and liver of harbor seals stranded in Washington (Akmajian et 

al. 2014).   
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The MMP’s non-marine mammal studies include evaluating the use 

of the traditional Makah halibut hook and potential reductions 

in bycatch in halibut fisheries (Scordino et al. 2017), 

documenting the food habits of river otters and their impacts on 

a listed salmon population (Scordino et al. 2016), and 

population estimates and documentation of a mass-mortality event 

of a culturally important snail to the Makah Tribe (Akmajian et 

al. in submission).  

 

The MMP has also conducted research regarding the frequency and 

cause of marine mammal strandings in the Makah U&A since 2007 as 

an active member of the regional stranding network.  This role 

is of particular importance given the remoteness of the 

Washington coast from Seattle and other population centers.  The 

MMP is also a responder for large whale entanglements as a 

member of the NOAA West Coast Region Large Whale Disentanglement 

Network.  As part of the region’s marine mammal stranding 

network, the Tribe has responded to over 350 standing incidents 

and has averaged about 35 responses per year over the past 

decade. 

 

In addition to research, the MMP has many responsibilities in 

support of the Tribe’s management of marine mammals.  The MMP 

assists the Makah Tribal Council in establishing regulations 

governing interaction of tribal fisheries with marine mammals.  

It will play a critical role in the Tribe’s management of 

whaling.  In addition, the MMP represents the Makah Tribe as a 

technical expert in meetings with NOAA Fisheries, Washington 

Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the United States Fish and 

Wildlife Service regarding marine mammal science, policy, and 

management.   

 

The MMP has also played an important role in the exchange of 

technical information on aboriginal subsistence whale hunts.  In 

2005, the program organized and participated in a cultural and 

scientific exchange with the Chukotkan people of the Russian 

Federation.  The Makah Tribe invested $60,000 in this effort to 

exchange cultural and scientific information with the people who 

share the gray whale catch limit. 

 

The MMP is active in educating and providing outreach to the 

Makah community.  Each year the MMP coordinates an internship 

for Makah youth on fisheries and environmental science at MFM.  

The youth are immersed in the daily research responsibilities of 

the MMP and other MFM programs and write a scientific paper or 

research proposal at the conclusion of the internship.  The MMP 
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also presents information about Makah whaling and whale science 

in classrooms in Neah Bay and other schools in the region. 

 

The creation of the Makah MMP and its extensive contributions to 

science, research, policy, and education clearly demonstrates 

the Tribe’s strong interest in and commitment to the 

conservation and scientific understanding of marine mammals, and 

of gray whales in particular.  Through this commitment, the 

Tribe is ensuring that its management of whaling will be 

sustainable and consistent with the best available science.  As 

a whale hunting people, the Tribe is keenly aware of its 

obligation to balance its need to harvest a limited number of 

animals and the health of the species as a whole. 

 

Cultural Activities  

 

Whaling is an integrated part of Makah life on the reservation.   

Since 2003, most Makahs demonstrated their support for whaling 

efforts by simply going about their daily business, and by 

following the complicated legal obstacles that have prevented a 

hunt from taking place since 2000 (64.3%) (Renker 2018).  

Whales are everywhere on the reservation. They are the dominant 

art icon in Neah Bay and adorn T-shirts, jackets, jewelry, and 

signage. A good deal of the public art in the village, including 

images inside and outside of the public school and the Tribe’s 

buildings, contains whales. Makah children “doodle” whale images 

on their school papers and folders, and create serious artwork 

with whales, thunderbirds, and wolf masks for local art 

contests. People adorn their homes with photos of their whaling 

ancestors and whaling canoes full of gear. Whaling artifacts are 

also easily visible in reservation households and in exterior 

landscapes, because people display the gear used by their 

ancestors, as well as skeletal parts of whales and baleen. 

 

This connection between Makah people and the Tribe’s whaling 

traditions is not a superficial one. Parents, grandparents, and 

other relatives sing Makah songs to infants, tell family 

histories and stories, and bring children to potlatches and 

other native gatherings. If children do not learn any Makah 

language from their family members, instruction in school begins 

in their preschool years and continues through high school. 

Lessons in the public school are not limited to terms for whales 

and whaling equipment in the Makah language; children learn 

about the Tribe’s whaling practices, personalities involved in 

historic whaling activities, and in middle school and high 

school, learn about the treaty right to hunt whales as well as 

the IWC process and the Tribe’s current legal complications. 
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Field trips to the Makah Cultural and Research Center are 

common, and several Makah high school students each year serve 

as interns or study advanced topics at the Tribe’s cultural and 

research facility. 

 

This relationship between the Tribe and the school was 

especially productive during 2005, the 150
th
 anniversary of the 

signing of the Treaty of Neah Bay. In addition to celebrating 

the treaty anniversary with a public potlatch of huge 

proportions, the Makah Tribal Council sponsored an essay contest 

for high school students. Students were challenged to write 

essays about the meaning of the treaty and to include the 

Tribe’s current struggles to maintain the right to hunt whales. 

Four students, one in each grade 9 through 12, were chosen as 

winners, and read their essays in front of an audience at a 

Tribal Symposium held in the state capital of Olympia. Governor 

Christine Gregoire was so impressed by these students that each 

took a photo with her and received a personal letter from her as 

well. 

 

By 2009, Neah Bay High School and the Makah Cultural and 

Research Center collaborated on a bold plan to increase the 

exposure of Makah students to the social, cultural, and economic 

changes that affected their families at the end of the 

nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century. 

The MCRC installed its award-winning photographic exhibit, 

Portrait in Time, in the halls of Neah Bay High School. Students 

in grades 9 through 12 now passed by historic photos which 

documented the major changes in Makah whaling, sealing, and 

fishing, as well as the village of Neah Bay itself; part of this 

exhibit also represented the boarding school era. 

 

In the summer of 2010, the Tribe and the school cooperated in 

another public celebration, this time for the annual Tribal 

Journeys. Every year Makahs and other coastal tribes join to 

celebrate the role of canoes and sea travel in their respective 

cultures, and thousands travel by canoe to a designated 

reservation in western Washington or British Columbia where a 

multi-day festival of tribal song, dance, culture, and tradition 

occurs. The Makah Reservation was the terminus for Tribal 

Journeys in 2010, and approximately 10,000 people traveled to 

the site to be hosted by the Makahs. The main stage was 

installed on school property, which was also used to help feed 

and house visitors. When the time came for the Makahs to take 

their place on stage, they represented themselves to the 

assembled throng with a whale dance that symbolized the 
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connectedness between whales, wolves, and humans, as well as the 

sea and the forest. 

 

In the spring of 2012, the school began a new chapter in 

educating young Makahs about the responsibilities which surround 

stewardship of the marine environment and marine mammals. Under 

a grant from the education and outreach division of the National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Neah Bay High School 

worked with marine mammal biologists to develop a curriculum to 

educate young Makahs about the Marine Mammal Protection Act.  

 

Other whaling-related cultural and educational events involved 

Makahs who wanted to learn more about whaling techniques and 

processing whale products. Since 2003, multiple groups of Makahs 

traveled to Utqiagvik (Barrow), Alaska, to gather information 

from Inupiat whalers which would make Makah hunting and 

processing efforts more efficient. A group of fourteen Makahs 

traveled to the Chukotka region of the Russian Federation in 

October 2005, to attend an anthropological conference and 

perform Makah songs and dances. Chukotka natives traveled to 

Neah Bay twice to provide technical assistance in the 

development of whaling skills and to receive technical 

assistance from the MCRC to develop their own museum and 

cultural center.  

 

The MCRC provided an important educational bridge between the 

Tribe and the non-Native population as well. One important event 

in the Tribe’s efforts to achieve better understanding of its 

whaling practices and culture was the November 2005 installation 

of the skeleton of the 1999 whale in the MCRC. The skeleton was 

installed above the whaling canoe in the gallery, so Makahs and 

visitors could appreciate the scale of the animal in relation to 

the whaling crew. Some fifty thousand visitors each year can now 

view, and honor, the whale that touched the hearts and souls of 

the Makah people in their first successful hunt in seven 

decades. Makahs hoped this display would help the Tribe to 

counteract the lack of understanding that surrounds their 

relationship with whales and their whale hunting efforts.  

 

The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples specifically addresses ceremonial rights:  

 

         Indigenous peoples have the right to manifest,  

         practise, develop and teach their spiritual and  

         religious traditions, customs and ceremonies;  

         the right to maintain, protect, and have access in 

         privacy to their religious and cultural sites; the  
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         right to the use and control of their ceremonial  

         objects; and the right to the repatriation of their  

         human remains. 

 

(United Nations 2007 art. 12.1). Reflecting the importance of 

ceremonial rights connected to Makah whale hunting, it is not 

surprising that, without an active hunt, Makahs suffer. In the 

past three household whaling surveys, respondents were offered a 

yes/no opportunity to answer the question, “Do you think whale 

hunting has been positive for the Tribe?” 85.2% of respondents 

in the 2011 HWS III indicated that whaling had a positive impact 

on the Tribe, an increase from the 79.6% of respondents in the 

2006 HWS II.  66.5% of HWS III respondents viewed the primary 

benefits of the whale hunt in terms of cultural maintenance, 

tribal unity, and an improved quality of life. Another 10.6% of 

HWS III respondents viewed whaling as a source of pride for the 

Tribe.  

 

The 2018 HWS IV instead utilized a self-assessment of the effect 

whaling on six categories representing important aspects of 

Makah life.  Question 21 of the survey used a numerical scale 

from 1 to 10. This scale presents a range of negative to 

positive ratings, with 1 as the most negative rating and 10 as 

the most positive rating. In the category of “Culture and 

Language Practices,” the median score was 9, and only the “Pride 

in Being Makah” received a higher median rating. Responses to 

Question 21 are discussed in greater detail below in the section 

specific to the HWS IV. 

 

The hiatus in whale hunting puts Makah families at risk because 

important ceremonial practices cannot take place. These 

ceremonies have evolved over millennia, and cannot take place 

unless hunters are preparing for an actual hunt. Without an 

active hunt, tribal members fear that an important part of the 

ceremonial life restored during the first quota period in the 

late 1990s and early 2000s will remain in jeopardy.  

 

The protracted legal battles that have delayed whaling have 

negatively affected the Makah Tribe in other ways as well. Makah 

Whaling Commission (MWC) members point out that it is hard for 

Makah people to live under the stress of a concerted effort to 

suppress a religious activity and an important aspect of tribal 

identity when the end product also provides a subsistence 

benefit. They observed that the lack of whaling made it harder 

for Makah youth to find role models among whalers and removed an 

incentive for young men to focus on the physical and spiritual 

requirements necessary to a whaling crew’s training regimen.  
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MWC members could identify no positive effects of the whaling 

delay other than that it has displayed Makahs’ determination to 

protect and perpetuate the promises of the 1855 Treaty of Neah 

Bay.  Members also expressed concern about the future of the 

treaty right and the role of the tribal and federal governments 

in protecting that right.  The MWC itself has experienced 

reduced participation and lower morale because of the 

frustrations associated with the extensive delays in the 

bureaucratic process.  They feel that a sovereign treaty right 

has been hijacked by a faceless administrative process. In 2011, 

37.6% of HWS III respondents agreed, and believed that the most 

important aspect of the whale hunt is related to retaining, 

exercising, and maintaining sovereign treaty rights (Renker 

2011). 

 

Many of the views of the MWC members were echoed in the HWS III. 

75.9% of respondents in that 2011 survey viewed the delay in the 

whale hunt as negative, and characterized the problem as the 

violation of the Tribe’s treaty rights (18.8%), the inability to 

practice Makah culture properly because of the long delay 

(30.0%), and the impact on the spiritual and emotional well-

being of tribal members, particularly the youth (23.6%). Marker 

(2006) verifies this opinion by discussing the effect that the 

stress of intolerance has on children. 

 

The stress of the lengthy delay and the complicated legal 

entanglements reached a peak in September 2007.  Five Makah men 

attempted to hunt and kill a gray whale in the Strait of Juan de 

Fuca without a tribal permit or the benefit of ceremonial 

preparations. Because the federal government had not completed 

the domestic process for sanctioning Makah whale hunts at that 

time, the U.S. Coast Guard intervened, the men were arrested, 

and the mortally wounded whale sank to the bottom of the Strait. 

83.5% of the respondents in the HWS III were familiar with this 

event, and 64.1% of this group of respondents thought that the 

incident was a severe setback for the Tribe, in part because the 

crew did not practice ritual ceremonial preparation. 28.2% of 

respondents offered the perspective that the hunt was merely an 

exercise of the Tribe’s treaty right, and that the whale should 

not have been allowed to go to waste. 9.4% of respondents had 

mixed feelings about the 2007 event, mostly because the whale 

could have provided a great deal of food for the Makah 

community. While the majority of respondents expressed the wish 

that the 2007 event had not happened, they still retained a 

passion for the restoration of a legal hunt in the near future. 
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Similar views were expressed in the 2018 HWS IV.  The majority 

of respondents familiar with this event (84.5%) did not agree 

with the attempt to take a whale.  However, respondents from 

this group once again were concerned about the “waste of food” 

(Renker 2018).  

 

Summary of Legal Impediments to Makah Whaling, 2002-2018 

 

Although the Makah Tribe has had IWC authorization to hunt gray 

whales since 1998, it has not been able to exercise its treaty 

right to engage in whaling for most of those years, including 

the entire period since 2002, because of complex – and highly 

protective – domestic legal requirements.  If the IWC renews the 

catch limit for gray whales this year, the Tribe must still 

satisfy these requirements before resuming its hunt. 

 

Under United States law, the Secretary of Commerce, acting 

through the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA), must authorize the Makah hunt before it may take place.  

In a decision first issued in 2002, and finalized in 2004, a 

United States appellate court held that NOAA must prepare an 

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), the highest level of 

environmental review under American law, before authorizing the 

Makah whale hunt. In addition, the court held that the Secretary 

of Commerce must waive the take prohibition in the United States 

Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) before a Makah harvest of 

gray whales can take place.  The waiver process requires an on-

the-record hearing before an administrative law judge, and 

opponents of Makah whaling would have an opportunity to 

participate and present testimony and other evidence. 

 

Although the Makah Tribe strongly disagreed with this court 

decision, the Tribe halted its hunting efforts in order to 

comply with it. The Tribe began the administrative process to 

obtain an MMPA waiver from the Secretary of Commerce by 

submitting a waiver application to NOAA in February 2005.  

 

As required by the court, NOAA began preparing an EIS after it 

received the MMPA waiver application from the Tribe. The 

preparation of an EIS is an involved process, often taking two 

or more years to complete. The process begins with a series of 

public meetings designed to identify potential issues which need 

to be addressed in the EIS.  These “scoping” meetings occurred 

in October 2005. 

 

NOAA completed the first draft of the EIS and made it available 

to the public in May 2008.  NOAA presented information from the 
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draft EIS at three public meetings and accepted comments on the 

draft for a period of three months.  Beginning in early 2009, 

however, the EIS process was largely put on hold so that NOAA 

could evaluate new and relevant scientific information, 

including:  1) a 2009 time series of abundance estimates for the 

ENP stock of gray whales; 2) a 2010 evaluation of the ENP 

stock’s population dynamics relative to its optimum sustainable 

population; 3) studies in 2010 and 2011 regarding the genetics 

of ENP gray whales and the Pacific Coast Feeding Group (PCFG); 

and 4) 2010 and 2011 satellite tag and photograph ID studies of 

gray whales migrating between the western and eastern Pacific 

Ocean.  Overlapping with its evaluation of the new scientific 

information in the EIS process, NOAA also conducted a review 

under the MMPA of the status of the ENP stock and whether the 

PCFG was a separate stock under the MMPA.  The report of this 

2012 workshop was completed in 2013 (Weller et al. 2013).   

 

In light of the new scientific information described above and 

other factors, in May 2012 NOAA decided to terminate the EIS 

process that had produced the 2008 draft EIS and initiate a new 

EIS process that would evaluate the new information.  NOAA 

accepted written scoping comments and issued a second draft EIS 

in March 2015.
6
 Two public meetings were held and written 

comments were again accepted on the draft EIS.  NOAA is 

currently reviewing and preparing responses to the comments on 

both of the draft EISs. The 2015 draft EIS, which evaluates 

potential impacts of the Makah whale hunt on the environment 

(including impacts to local populations of gray whales, the ENP 

stock as a whole, and whales migrating between the western and 

eastern Pacific Ocean), will inform NOAA’s preliminary decision 

whether to grant an MMPA waiver.  If NOAA makes a preliminary 

decision to grant a waiver (which it would do through a public 

notice), additional administrative proceedings on the waiver 

application – including the on-the-record hearing mentioned 

above – would follow.   

 

Based on the Tribe’s experience, it is highly likely that any 

final decision by NOAA to authorize a Makah hunt will be 

challenged in court.  All of the Tribe’s efforts to increase 

tolerance and understanding of its whale hunt, a hunt which is a 

spiritual manifestation of the connection between Makahs and 

their Creator and a realization of the right their ancestors 

secured through the Treaty of Neah Bay, have not prevented 

opponents of Makah whaling from challenging every decision by 

                                                 
6
 The 1230-page Draft EIS is available at the following NOAA website:  

http://www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov/publications/protected_species/marine

_mammals/cetaceans/gray_whales/makah_deis_feb_2015.pdf  

http://www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov/publications/protected_species/marine_mammals/cetaceans/gray_whales/makah_deis_feb_2015.pdf
http://www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov/publications/protected_species/marine_mammals/cetaceans/gray_whales/makah_deis_feb_2015.pdf
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NOAA to authorize Makah hunting.  Thus, despite the fact that 

the Tribe delayed exercising its Treaty right until the ENP gray 

whale population had returned to healthy numbers, despite the 

Tribe’s efforts to limit the scope of its hunt and comply with 

all IWC humane kill requirements,
7
 and despite the Tribe’s 

contributions to the body of scientific knowledge about gray 

whales, opponents of Makah whaling will likely ensure that any 

new decision by NOAA to authorize a Makah hunt will be reviewed 

in federal court. 

 

During the protracted administrative and environmental review 

process described above, in September 2007 five Makah Tribal 

members struck a whale in the Strait of Juan de Fuca with 

harpoons and high-caliber rifle bullets. The five men did not 

have authorization from the Makah Tribal Council, the Tribe’s 

governing body, or from the United States government for this 

attempt to take a whale.  The five men were prosecuted in U.S. 

federal court for violations of the MMPA and other federal laws.  

Three men entered guilty pleas and were sentenced to two years 

of probation.  The other two men were convicted and served three 

months and five months in prison, respectively.  They were also 

sentenced to one year of supervision following their release.  

All five were barred from any participation in whaling 

activities during the period of probation or supervision.  The 

federal prosecution of these men and the resulting penalties 

imposed by the court make it highly unlikely that any hunt will 

occur before it is fully authorized under the complex and highly 

protective requirements of United States law. 
 

The Makah Reservation in 2018 

 

The contemporary Makah Tribe lives on a 46.5 square mile 

reservation (Makah Planning Office 2012), which dominates the 

northwestern corner of the Olympic Peninsula of Washington 

State.  Other reservation properties include two offshore 

islands, Tatoosh and Waadah, and a 719-acre parcel of land 

surrounding the Ozette village site.  In addition to these land 

areas, Makah traditional cultural properties include water 

territories, like fishing banks (Renker and Pascua 1989).  At 

the time of the Treaty of Neah Bay, Makah traditional cultural 

properties extended to fishing banks and other ocean grounds as 

much as 100 miles offshore into the Pacific Ocean.  To the 

north, Makah fisherman accessed rich fishing grounds which are 

now in Canadian waters, such as Swiftsure and 40-Mile Bank.  To 

                                                 
7 See IWC/58/WKM&AWI 15 for a description of the Tribe’s hunting method, 

including analysis by a ballistics expert hired by the Tribe of the large 

caliber rifle used to dispatch the whale humanely. 
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the east, Makahs considered the Strait of Juan de Fuca to be at 

their disposal to Port Crescent.  To the south, Makahs utilized 

Pacific waters as far south as Cape Johnson, called   c c׳u  ∙ 

“deep hole” (Swindell 1942, Renker and Pascua 1989). 

 

In 1855, the Tribe signed the Treaty of Neah Bay, which 

established the first boundaries of the reservation but did not 

recognize the multiple village system.  Negotiators for the 

Tribe discussed the Makah relationship with the ocean; the Tribe 

considered the ocean to be territory more important than land.  

c׳   .wiƛ, one of these Makah chiefs, articulated this point.  “I 

want the sea.  That is my country” (Gibbs 1855).  It was 

estimated that “seventy-five to ninety percent of the Tribe’s 

subsistence in 1855 came from the sea rather than land-based 

mammals or vegetation” (Makah Indian Tribe v. United States, 23 

Ind. Cl. Comm. 165, 174 (1970)). 

 

Subsequent expansion of the reservation boundaries to include 

villages other than Neah Bay occurred in 1872 and 1873 via three 

Executive Orders issued by the United States government.  The 

Ozette village was not added to the reservation.  Rather, 

another Executive Order in 1893 created a separate Ozette 

Reservation to accommodate 64 Makahs who refused to move to Neah 

Bay (Renker 1994).  Today, the Makah Tribal Council is the 

official governing body of both the Makah Reservation and the 

Ozette Reservation. The Tribe governs under the authority of the 

Makah Constitution, which was ratified by the Secretary of the 

Interior in 1937 after the Tribe voted to accept the terms of 

the Indian Reorganization Act in 1936 (Renker 1994). 

 

The Makah Tribe calls itself               , “The People Who 

Live Near the Rocks and the Sea gulls”.  The name Makah is an 

English version of the term used by a neighboring Tribe for the 

Makahs, meaning “generous with food” in Salish. Census 2014 

places the reservation population at 1,611, with 74.2% of the 

population listed as American Indian (Census 2014). In 2015, the 

Makah Tribe’s Planning Office documented 1,160 Makahs and 451 

non-Indians living in a total of 560 household units on the 

reservation (Census 2015).  Another 1,532 Makahs live away from 

the reservation (Makah Tribal Enrollment: 2015).  Most 

reservation residents live in the reservation’s single 

centralized village, Neah Bay, the location of the public 

school, post office, general store, health clinic, and other 

amenities.  While Neah Bay is certainly the hub of reservation 

activity, a growing population and a housing shortage have 

encouraged Tribal members to live in more remote reservation 

locations.  Two popular settlements outside Neah Bay are at the 
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sites of former ancestral villages, wa?ac   (Why-atch) and 

c'u∙y s (Tsoo-yess). 

 

In order to meet the needs of its people, The Makah Tribe has 

made a commitment to diversifying and expanding its access to 

and use of traditional resources. A critical reason for this 

effort is the low per capita income on the reservation: 

$16,782.00 (Census 2015).  The per capita income of other 

Americans is almost twice that amount, $28,930(Census 2015). 

Living on the remote reservation actually reduces the value of 

this household income. Since food and supplies have to be 

transported a long distance, it costs the average Makah family 

more money to feed their family. Either supplies on the 

reservation reflect this extra cost and are more expensive, or 

it costs Makahs more to travel to find cheaper food. Consider 

also that the median income for a Makah household is $15,306. A 

white family in the same county has twice the median household 

income, some $35,734 (Census 2015). 

 

With support from the Ford Foundation, the Makahs undertook a 

multi-year Community-Based Forestry Initiative (CBFI) project 

from 2006 to 2009. This program sought to augment the 

documentation of traditional uses for botanical species, and to 

develop strategies to maintain these resources while providing 

economic development and educational opportunities for Tribal 

members. As a result of this program, many Makah households 

learned to increase and upgrade their marketing efforts for 

valuable basket weaving skills and products. In addition, CBFI 

participants earned the opportunity to participate in 

increasingly popular markets for wreaths and floral arrangements 

made from Makah forest products.  

 

Increasing the shellfish resource is another focus of the Makah 

Tribe. The Tribe is currently piloting a program to grow, 

sustain, and then harvest, geoduck clams. One of the Tribe’s 

most respected marine scientists, Dr. Yongwen Gao, is conducting 

research that will govern this effort, and ensure that the Makah 

Tribe can participate successfully in this growing market. Part 

of Dr. Gao’s research benefits the efforts to understand why the 

dissolved oxygen level in the Hood Canal has been so low in 

recent years, as well as important information about “ocean 

climate change and acidification” (Makah Fisheries Management 

2012: 24-27). 

 

Marine fisheries have always been important to the Makahs.  

Along with whaling and sealing rights, the right to harvest fish 

in the Tribe’s usual and accustomed areas was secured through 
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the 1855 Treaty of Neah Bay.  The treaty fishing right was 

confirmed in a landmark federal court case in the early 1970s, 

where the United States along with Makah and other tribes sued 

Washington State for interfering with their federally protected 

right.  The Tribe already had a long history of managing its 

off-Reservation fisheries, but after the 1974 “Boldt Decision,” 

such management expanded significantly.  Now, the Tribe’s 

fisheries management program is responsible for regulating Makah 

fishermen in their exercise of the Tribe’s treaty fishing right 

in diverse ocean and freshwater fisheries, including longline, 

trawl and gillnet fisheries.  As a federally recognized co-

manager, Makah Fisheries Management participates in a wide range 

of domestic and international fisheries management forums 

(including, for example, the International Pacific Halibut 

Commission, the Pacific Salmon Commission, the Joint Management 

Committee on Pacific Whiting, and the Pacific Fishery Management 

Council), which, like the IWC, establish catch limits for 

different species.  The Tribe actively conducts research, 

monitoring and enforcement related to its fisheries and has an 

experienced and dedicated staff to carry out the vitally 

important management component of exercising the treaty fishing 

right. 

 

The Tribe has also succeeded in diversifying its marine 

fisheries over the past two decades, particularly in the 

development of its trawl and longline fisheries. Pacific whiting 

(hake) is a highly complex and economically viable midwater 

trawl fishery that was established through the Tribe’s extensive 

efforts in the mid-1990s. The tribal harvest of this groundfish 

species is caught between May and December and is entirely 

processed either at-sea on a processing vessel or at a shore-

based facility in Westport, Washington.  

 

The whiting fishery generated approximately $4.4 million 

annually between 2008-2011; however, in recent years due to lack 

of availability of whiting processors the whiting harvest has 

been variable, averaging $1.4 million in 2013, an estimated  

$280,000 between 2014-2016, and nearly $1.5 million in 2017 for 

the Reservation economy (Makah Fisheries Management 2018). Coast 

wide, whiting landings in 2015 decreased 40% compared to 2006 

catch and 45% compared to 2014 catch (NMFS 2017). This resulted 

in a decrease of revenue of 53% (or $3 million) in Washington 

State (NMFS 2017). However, in 2017 harvest rebounded above 2013 

levels. The variability in the whiting fishery is driven by 

oceanographic conditions and variable recruitment coast wide 

(Edwards et al. 2018) and for Makah, changes in fish processors.  
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The Tribe has also substantially developed the longline fishery 

for sablefish (          ) since the mid-1990s. This fishery, 

based on an annual allocation of the Pacific Fishery Management 

Council (PFMC), is further divided among three coastal tribes.  

The black cod fishery generated approximately $2.5 million in 

2017; however, this amount was $1 million lower in previous 

years (2012-2016) due to variable recruitment resulting in a 

lower allocation (Makah Fisheries Management 2018, Johnson et 

al. 2016). Coast wide, sablefish landings increased 19% in 2015 

compared to 2014 (NMFS 2017).  

 

Recently, the Tribe started developing the opportunity for small 

vessels to participate in tribal fisheries such as Dungeness 

crab and Lingcod. In recent years the Tribe has developed a 

Dungeness crab fishery in the Strait of Juan de Fuca where 

participants are able to fish for Dungeness crab from June to 

April, spanning over the winter when other tribal fishing 

opportunities are limited. The Strait crab fishery has limited 

participation, usually conducted from skiffs which are 

affordable to treaty fishermen. 

 

The Lingcod fishery is a recently developed fishery that is open 

for the entire year. Currently lingcod is a high value species 

with low attainment for the Tribe. The Tribe has initiated a 

hook and line fishery that targets lingcod. This fishery allows 

year-round opportunity for fishermen to be able to target 

healthy stocks of lingcod in a sustainable fashion. To date, we 

have had limited participation, with effort primarily during the 

winter months when more economically important tribal fisheries 

are closed. 

   

Despite these successes, fluctuations in the reservation’s 

natural resources, commercial fishing, tourism, and sport 

fishing continue to present challenges to the Tribe’s ability to 

ensure reliable incomes and subsistence sources for its members.  

The average unemployment rate on the reservation ranges between 

40-60% and fluctuates seasonally due to fisheries and tourism 

(Makah Planning Office 2018).  Approximately half (48.9%) of the 

Reservation households live below the federal poverty level 

(Census 2015). In 2017, an average of 74.7% Neah Bay elementary 

and secondary school children qualified for free or reduced 

price lunches (OSPI Washington State Report Card 2017). The high 

number of children qualifying for free or reduced price lunches 

allows Neah Bay schools to qualify for all high poverty 

initiatives and programs at the state and federal 

level. Approximately 152 reservation households rely on food 
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banks and federal food programs to feed their families (Makah 

Food Bank Report 2016). 

 

Variations in tribal fisheries have an especially drastic effect 

on Makah families.  85.2% of Makah households have someone in 

the residence who fishes; 62.8% of these households consider 

fishing to be the major occupation in the home (Renker 1988). 

50% of household income on the reservation is derived directly 

from commercial and recreational fisheries (Makah Financial and 

Harvest Information 2007).  

 

The 1988 Makah Household Fishing Survey uncovered another 

pattern of interest in the Makah community.  Over 50% of the 

reservation households used traditional Makah foods at least 

once a week; these foods include fermented salmon eggs, smoked 

fish heads and backbones, halibut cheeks and gills, and dried 

fish (Renker 1988:8).  40.2% of Makah households ate fish a few 

times each week, and 66.7% ate fish at least once each week.  

These data demonstrated the community’s preference for and 

reliance upon traditional, local, marine foods which are not as 

favored by other Americans. 

 

The HWS IV validates the interest in traditional Makah foods, 

especially whale products. 41.2% of respondents indicated that 

healthy, sustainable whale products were one of the major 

reasons Makahs should continue whaling. 70.8% of respondents 

wanted whale products in their homes because they perceived 

ancestral food and food patterns to be healthier for Makahs, 

both in the present and in the future (Renker 2018). 

 

Research available in Sepez (2001) demonstrates the reliability 

of the 1988 subsistence profile, and by extension, documents 

very little variation in the dominant role that fish have played 

in Makah households at the end of the 20
th
 century. One striking 

datum compared the amount of fish consumed in Makah households 

with that of the average American household.  The annual per 

capita consumption of fin fish and shellfish for the average 

Makah is a staggering 126 pounds, some eight times the 

consumption rate for the average American.  While fish comprises 

55% of the Makah diet, it represents only 7% of the diet of the 

average American (Sepez 2001:84). 

 

This Makah reliance on seafood products continues to be derived 

from both subsistence traditions and from the existence of 

strong, traditional redistributive and reciprocal networks.  

By way of explanation, the cash that fishing generates is only 

one economic manifestation of the value of fishing in the local 
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economy. Another level of economy also operates within 

traditional reciprocal systems.  Even households without a 

fisherman derive food, money or other goods from a fisherman who 

is a relative or a friend.  Fish is a medium of exchange on the 

Makah Reservation, and is also an indicator of a fisherman’s 

regard for the individual to whom the fish is given. Indeed, 

people on the reservation rely on the Makah fishing fleet for 

substantial contributions to community meals, community 

functions, and ceremonial feasts. 

 

The HWS IV indicated that respondents and their household 

members participate in these redistributive networks. 22.6% of 

respondents indicated that they participated in redistributive 

networks with whale products since 1999. As for household 

members, 11.9% participated in these same networks (Renker 

2018). This data shows a decrease in redistribution 

participation for respondents and household members, the major 

consideration being the lack of whale product availability. 

 

Over the past couple of decades, the Makah fishing fleet has 

transitioned from its traditional focus on salmon and halibut 

fisheries to capture a growing market for whiting and black cod. 

Unlike salmon and halibut, these two fish species have not been 

the dominant subsistence fish for the Tribe over the last 2,000 

years.  In addition, the entire whiting catch is sold to fish 

processors, so its value is exclusively for commercial sale 

rather than for subsistence use.  Whiting also contains enzymes 

that make it very difficult to preserve.  While some black cod 

is taken home by fisherman for consumption, this subsistence use 

is growing slowly, and its primary value is also for commercial 

processing.  Since whiting and black cod are not commonly eaten 

on the reservation now and do not demonstrate the cultural 

history of salmon and halibut, these fish do not enter into the 

traditional reciprocal systems of exchange. Because they are 

valuable exclusively (whiting) and primarily (black cod) for 

sale to commercial processors, more Makah households receive 

fewer fish when Makah boats are fishing for these species rather 

than for salmon or halibut. In fact, the growth of these 

fisheries, especially black cod, has seen a corresponding 

reduction in the salmon harvest because the latter fishery is 

affected by numerous uncertainties – weather, fish availability, 

changing ocean conditions, management restrictions, and the low 

price of fish relative to the cost of fuel and gear.  

 

The Makah Tribe has also experienced substantial changes in its 

halibut fishery. Makahs had regularly harvested two-thirds or 

more of the allocation for 13 treaty tribes in Washington State.  
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Over the past decade, however, management and effort in this 

fishery has changed dramatically, and now the Makah halibut 

fleet harvests only 45 to 55% of the tribal allocation.  (Makah 

Fisheries Management 2017: 16-17).  This change has resulted, in 

part, from increased fishing effort by tribes with shorter 

distances to their fishing grounds than Makah.  The decrease in 

harvest of this important resource also translates to fewer 

halibut introduced into traditional reciprocal networks; 

fisherman have to sell as much of their smaller catch as 

possible. 

  

Therefore, the social impact of an increasing black cod and 

whiting catch on Makah households is enormous when considering 

the critical role of reciprocal networks which developed to 

maximize salmon and halibut use on the reservation. Since 100% 

of the Makah households on the reservation engaged in some kind 

of reciprocal networks which involved salmon and halibut 

exchange, and 84.1% of households who smoked fish gave it to 

other family members, friends, and community meals; a decrease 

in surplus salmon and halibut has left a void that cannot be 

filled by whiting and has not been met by black cod.  

 

Whale products will efficiently and effectively fill these gaps, 

since HWS IV data demonstrate that whale products fit easily 

into the traditional reciprocal systems still operating on the 

reservation, and can be well-preserved for future use.   

 

Additional periodic ecological circumstances (harmful algal 

blooms, hypoxia, ocean acidification, and oil spills) can also 

negatively affect households which rely on marine resources for 

their subsistence.  These events can reduce the ability of 

Makahs to utilize fish and shellfish resources as effectively as 

in the past.  One ecological change significantly affecting the 

Tribe’s shellfish resources was the introduction of non-native 

sea otters to the Cape Flattery area, as the Tribe’s dive 

fishery for sea urchins has been seriously depleted due largely 

to depredation by otters.  Once again, whale products could fill 

this void for households unable to harvest shellfish because of 

external forces.  

 

Changing ocean conditions (warming ocean temperatures, changing 

chemistry, harmful algal blooms (HABs), etc.) threaten the Makah 

Tribe’s existing fisheries. Warming ocean temperatures have been 

shown to affect salmon survival and return. Warming ocean 

temperatures may result in more intense and frequent HABs, 

shutting down or limiting shellfish harvest by the Tribe. For 

example, in 2015 Dungeness crab fisheries were either delayed or 
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shut down for the entire U.S. west coast due to a HAB. Hypoxia 

may result in shifts in mobile species or deaths of sessile 

invertebrates. The Tribe is researching, monitoring, and 

mitigating these impacts to preserve ceremonial, subsistence, 

and commercial harvest. The Tribe recently hired a marine 

ecologist to establish a monitoring program for intertidal 

habitats and species, as ocean acidification is projected to 

affect shellfish resources. Makahs are also in the process of 

finalizing a Climate Change Impacts Assessment and will begin 

the development of a tribal adaptation plan. 

 

Makah access to wild game (elk and deer in particular) has 

declined in recent years while the demand for this resource by 

the Tribe’s hunting members has increased.  The Tribe has access 

to a smaller hunting area than it did in the late 1990s and 

private land owners surrounding the reservation are increasingly 

restricting their lands to hunters under fee-based permits and 

other requirements.  Although the elk population near the 

Reservation is growing under the Tribe’s management, the slow 

rate of growth as hunting demand increases has forced the Tribe 

to delay the start of the hunting season until after the rut and 

restrict the animals that may be hunted, resulting in a decline 

in elk harvest (McCoy, R. and Murphie, S. 2012, McCoy, R. 2018. 

The local deer population is not growing at all due to the 

combined effects of hair loss and high levels of predation in 

fawns, primarily from cougars (McCoy, R. et al. 2014, McCoy, R. 

2018).  Male deer (bucks) are present in lower densities and are 

not often taken by tribal hunters (McCoy, R. 2018).  Young elk 

(calves) also have a high rate of predation by cougars, 

diminishing their ability to contribute to increased herd size 

(Murphie, S. and McCoy R. 2015, McCoy, R. and Murphie, S. 

2012).   

 

Drug abuse has increased dramatically on the reservation in the 

last few years; intoxication arrests have increased alarmingly 

in that same period of time. In 2016, drug cases increased by 

40% compared to 2011-2014, with hard drug cases (methamphetamine 

and heroin) increasing 2.5 times in that same time period. This 

had a negative impact on the Tribe’s emergency services, medical 

service, and social services. The increase in drug cases may be 

connected to recent fishery disasters involving salmon harvest 

(2014 Fraser sockeye and 2016 ocean troll). These fisheries 

disasters were due to abnormal environmental conditions, such as 

warmer than average ocean temperatures. Additionally, due to the 

fisheries disasters our General Assistance program has seen 

marked increase in demand since 2014, from serving under 500 

people on average to serving upwards of 1,000 people each year 
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from 2014-2016. This increase has strained the program’s 

resources resulting in a funding deficit to meet community 

needs. Burglary has increased as well (Makah Tribal Council 

Annual Report 2017). Theft in 2016 more than doubled from 

previous years (2010-2015) and arrest warrants increased by 75% 

in 2016 (Makah Tribal Council Annual Report 2017). The annual 

public safety report suggests that the increase in burglary and 

overall arrest warrants are probably related to the increase in 

drug and alcohol use. The drastic increase in the burglary rate 

is a very important cultural indicator for the Makah Tribe. 

According to the most traditional elders, many of whom have died 

since the 1999 hunt, the worst thing a Makah could do was to 

become a thief. Thievery has surfaced in response to the demands 

of drug and alcohol addiction. 

 

These figures indicate that the Makah community is still in 

flux:  the enormous social disruption caused by epidemics, 

boarding schools, and federal assimilation policy is still not 

over.  Entire social, cultural, subsistence, and ceremonial 

institutions were repressed, eradicated, or decimated, and no 

structural equivalent was substituted.  

 

Childhood stressors, which are categorized under the term 

Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) and experienced by a high 

percentage of Tribal members, are magnified by the historical 

trauma suffered by the Makah community (Substance Abuse and 

Mental Health Services Administration (SAMSHA) 2015).  The ten 

categories of ACEs consist of emotional, physical and sexual 

abuse, emotional and physical neglect, domestic violence, 

substance abuse, mental illness, parental separation/divorce, 

and crime, and, especially where four or more are experienced by 

the same individual, are major risk factors for the leading 

causes of illness, disability, and death as well as poor quality 

of life (Anda 2018, CDC 2018).  This linkage, particularly where 

ACEs cluster and have cumulative effects, is confirmed by 

overwhelming medical science, and early identification and 

prevention of ACEs has become a major public health priority in 

the United States (McEwen 2015, SAMSHA 2015, CDC 2018).  Often 

termed a public health nightmare, the side effects of poverty 

and trauma can be reversed or alleviated by reliable social 

structures and routines which also decrease the prevalence of 

ACEs (McEwen 2015, SAMSHA 2015, Anda 2018). For Makahs, it is 

whaling and its fundamental role in the Tribe’s culture, 

identity and subsistence that – once restored – can provide both 

reliable social structures and positive human bonds, as 

evidenced in the HWS IV. 
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Continuation of the Makah whale hunt provides the Makah Tribe 

with a reliable mechanism to repair the damage done to social 

structures and spiritual networks during the years of forced 

assimilation.  The important ceremonial obligations associated 

with whale hunts will be widespread, because spiritual 

preparation affects the whaling crew members and their 

respective family members. Now that a quarter of the Makah 

Tribe’s members participate in ancient religious ceremonies (and 

over 80% of Makahs participate in once-forbidden potlaches), the 

lack of an active hunt makes it impossible for certain spiritual 

rituals to be performed. A spiritual void of this nature is 

devastating for Tribal members. The connection between unhealthy 

social behaviors and the inability to practice traditional 

rituals is common in the writings of noted American Indian 

authors (Deloria 1973, Josephy 1982). Thievery and substance 

abuse could be reduced if rigorous ritual preparation were again 

a part of the daily life of Makahs. There is far more at stake 

for the Makah Tribe than just subsistence benefits. 

 

The youngest generation of Makahs is most severely impacted by 

the lack of an established, regular whale hunting season. Makah 

children under 18 years of age have never experienced any of the 

direct benefits that a whale hunt provided, since none were 

alive in 1999.  

 

The 2018 Household Whaling Survey (HWS IV) 

 

The Makah Tribal Council commissioned a fourth Household Whaling 

Survey to assess community opinion about whaling, quantify the 

use of whale products and participation in ceremonial 

activities, and determine the effect that whaling or the delay 

in whaling has had on the Makah community. In order to maintain 

consistency, the HWS IV used the same methodology as in the 2011 

HWS III, with several slight modifications in the survey 

instrument.  The HWS IV survey instrument and an explanation of 

the methodology are attached as Appendix 1 and Appendix 2, 

respectively. 

 

The adjustments made to the 2011 HWS instrument
8
 that resulted in 

the 2018 instrument were: 

 

1. Q12 was modified to include a comment section. 
2. Q17 and Q18 were merged into a single Q17 by adding a 

“self” column to the Household Member table. 

                                                 
8
 A mistake went unnoticed in the 2011 instrument. Q5 was used twice (Renker 

2012b: Appendix 1). The author corrected the enumeration and used this 

correct enumeration when referring to 2011 survey questions in this section. 
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3. Beginning with Q18, some questions were shifted to a 
different part of the sequence. 

4. Q22 and 22a asked if whaling was a positive thing for the 
Tribe in a yes/no format and provided an opportunity for 

comment. Both were deleted and replaced by the self-

assessment question in Q21 and Q21a in the 2018 instrument. 

5. Q23 and 23a asked about the effect of the delay in the 
process in a yes/no format, and provided an opportunity for 

comment. Both were deleted and replaced by the self-

assessment question in Q21 and Q21a in the 2018 instrument. 

6. Q24 and Q24a asked about respondents’ preference for 
increased whale products in a yes/no format. Both were 

deleted. 

7. Q26 asked if respondents would like more information about 
certain whaling activities.  It was deleted as a stand-

alone question, and the information gathered by an 

information table for the respondents and household members 

in Q24 and Q25. 

8. Q27 and Q27a, which asked whether respondents are following 
or have previously followed the legal issues surrounding 

Makah whaling, were asked as Q18, Q18a, and Q18b in the 

2018 instrument. 

 

The most significant shift in the instruments is found in Q21 

and 21a. The yes/no option to answer the question “Do you think 

whale hunting has been positive for the Tribe” on the previous 

HWSs was replaced by new Questions 21 and 21a on the HWS IV, 

which provided an opportunity to quantitatively rate how 

negatively or positively whaling has affected six categories 

that represent important aspects of Makah life.  This self-

assessment used a numerical scale from 1 to 10, presenting a 

range of negative to positive ratings with 1 as the most 

negative and 10 as the most positive. Ratings from 1-4 were 

considered to be negative, ratings 5-6 were considered to be 

neutral, and ratings 7-10 were considered to be positive. Note 

that the negative and positive rating groups each contain four 

scoring options, with two options representing neutral in the 

middle of the scale. Results were reported as mean, mode, and 

median for each of the six categories: Culture and Language 

Practices, Nutrition and Health, Interactions with other Tribes, 

Interactions with non-tribal people, Sense of Community and 

Pride in being Makah. 

 

The HWS IV tabulation indicated that 100% of the 168 randomly 

selected respondents were Makah tribal members living on the 

Makah Reservation. 46.4% were male, 53.6% were female. 63.1% of 

respondents indicated that they were not interviewed for the HWS 
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III. 100% of respondents considered themselves to be active 

members of the Makah community. 

 

74.4% of the respondents had other Makahs living in their 

households, which provided data about whaling activities and 

food choices for an additional 354 Makahs.  

 

Once again, the responses to Question 19, “Should the Tribe 

continue to hunt whale?” demonstrate that an overwhelming 

majority of respondents (95.8%) support the continuation of the 

Makah Tribe’s efforts to hunt whales. Some of the more common 

reasons respondents gave for this view were that whaling is part 

of the Tribe’s treaty rights and culture (it is “who we are”), 

that it provides healthy and good food for the Makah community, 

that it is beneficial for future generations, and that it 

connects modern-day Makahs with their ancestors. 

 

Respondents also demonstrated a continued strong desire to have 

whale products such as meat (85.7%), oil (80.4%), blubber 

(63.7%) and bone (88.1%) in their household on a regular basis.  

In addition, almost 90% of respondents were interested in 

obtaining more information about Makah whaling or processing, 

preparing or preserving whale products, and 82.7% indicated that 

they or a member of their household would like to participate in 

future Makah whale hunts. 

 

The following tables summarize the numerical data from Questions 

21 and 21a.  In the first table, the mean, mode and median for 

each of the six categories representing important aspects of 

Makah life are presented. In the second, responses for each 

category are grouped as negative, neutral or positive as 

described above. 
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 Table 2 – Mean, Mode and Median Ratings for the Six 

Categories in Question 21     

 

Category Mean Mode Median 

Culture and 

language 

practices   

n=168   

8.1 10 9 

Nutrition and 

health  

N=153               

6.7 5 5 

Interactions 

with other 

Tribes  n=151     

7.6 10 8 

Interactions 

with non-

Tribal people 

n=153  

4.8 5 5 

Sense of 

community 

n=165 

8.2 10 9 

Pride in being 

Makah  n=152              

9.1 10  10 

 

Scores were calculated based on responses which provided ratings. 

 

 Table 3 – Percentage of Respondents Rating Each Category 

Positive, Neutral or Negative for Question 21 

 

Category Positive 

Effect of 

Whaling (7-10) 

Neutral Effect 

of Whaling  

(5-6) 

Negative 

Effect of 

Whaling (1-4) 

Culture and 

Language n=168 

73.2% (123) 23.2% (39) 3.4% (6) 

Nutrition and 

Health n=153 

46.4% (71) 41.2% (63) 12.4% (19) 

Interactions with 

Other Tribes n= 

151 

64.9% (98) 29.8 (45) 5.3% (8) 

Interactions with 

non-tribal people 

n= 153 

26.8% (41) 28.8% (44) 44.4%(68) 

Sense of 

Community n=165 

78.2% (129) 17.0% (28) 4.8%(8) 

Pride in Being 

Makah n=152 

87.5% (133) 8.5% (14) 3.3% (5) 
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These results using a more nuanced survey instrument demonstrate 

that Makahs view whaling as having a positive effect on culture 

and language, interactions with other tribes, sense of community 

and pride in being Makah.  Clearly, the Makah people believe 

that whaling contributes to the well-being of the tribal 

community, including the reliable routines and social structures 

that Makahs have always depended on.  The relatively lower 

rating of the effect of whaling on nutrition and health can 

largely be attributed to the absence of harvested whales after 

1999 (and the absence of whale products after 2001).  It is 

worth noting that over 87% of respondents rated this category a 

5 or higher, indicating an overall neutral to positive opinion.  

The new survey question also highlights the challenges that 

Makahs have faced in their interactions with non-tribal people 

due to the Tribe’s whaling.  

 

The HWS IV results echo and reconfirm the positive views and 

consistent support for whaling observed in the three previous 

surveys and Makahs strong desire to utilize whale products for 

subsistence and cultural purposes on a regular basis.  The 

results of the previous HWSs are briefly summarized below. 

 

The HWS III found that 85.2% of respondents perceived whaling as 

a positive thing for the Makah Tribe, and 90.6% wanted increased 

access to whale products in their household.  

 

In 2006, 88.8% of respondents supported the continuation of the 

Tribe’s whale hunt, with 7.2% unsure of their feelings, and 

3.95% against the hunt. 79.6% viewed the whale hunt as a 

positive force for the Tribe, and 80.2% wanted increased access 

to whale products in their household. It was interesting to note 

that one respondent who objected to the hunt wanted increased 

access to whale products in his household.   

 

The population surveyed in 2001 was 95.6% supportive of whaling 

efforts. 3.1% were opposed to the continuation of the Makah 

whale hunt, with 1.3% unsure of their feelings. 96.2% of these 

respondents thought whaling had a positive impact on the Tribe, 

compared to 0.6% who responded in the negative. 3.1% of 

respondents were unsure about whether the whale hunt was 

positive or negative for the Tribe. 91.2% of respondents wanted 

increased access to whale products in their households.  

 

Note that the percentage of respondents supporting the Makah 

whale hunt has ranged from more than 88% in 2006 to more than 

94% in 2011 (and more than 95% in 2018).  In contrast, the 
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percentage of Makahs against the whale hunt has stayed between 

3% and 4% since the first HWS in 2001. 

 

The 2011 survey gave respondents an opportunity to provide open-

ended opinions to clarify their responses to question 18, 

“Should the Tribe continue to hunt whale?”, question 21, “Do you 

think whale hunting has been a positive thing for the Tribe?”, 

and question 23, “would you like to have more access to whale 

products in the future?”. Some respondents provided more than 

one reason for one or more of these categories. 

 

For question 18, the vast majority of respondents who approved 

of the Tribe’s efforts to continue whaling cited the integral 

nature of whaling to either Makah culture in general or the 

Treaty of Neah Bay in particular (94.1%), or cited a healthier 

diet and a sustainable resource (24.7%). For the six respondents 

who did not think whaling should be continued, two did not 

believe the need or tradition was current, two cited a concern 

about waste, and one thought controls were lacking. The sixth 

respondent in this category actually wanted whaling to stay part 

of the treaty, but expressed concerns about the “touchy” nature 

of the subject. 

 

In response to question 21, the vast majority categorized 

whaling as a positive thing for the Tribe (85.2%). 7.1% did not 

think whaling had been positive. 83.3% of these respondents 

cited negative factors like the racism and politics of non-

Makahs as their reason for thinking whaling was negative, rather 

than citing a factor that had to do with the process of whaling 

or the outcome of a hunt. Of those that provided an affirmative 

response, 91.8% viewed the whale hunt as a unifying factor that 

maintains the Makah culture and improves the quality of life on 

the reservation. Three respondents provided opinions for both a 

negative and a positive response, and 5.9% of respondents 

offered no response to the question, in part because they could 

see both negative and positive points. This phenomenon was 

observed in the 2006 HWS II as well. 

 

The responses to question 23, which asked a respondent why he or 

she did or did not want more access to whale products, provided 

responses which correlated to the fitness and wellness movement 

on the reservation. The Tribe recently constructed a new gym and 

a fitness center on the reservation, and created a Health and 

Wellness program within the clinic serving the reservation 

population. 62.9% of respondents who wanted increased amounts of 

whale products related their opinion to healthy foods and/or a 
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healthy lifestyle, as opposed to a cultural reason for wanting 

whale foods (33.0%).   

 

In terms of whale products, the Makah respondents indicated that 

74.1% would like whale oil on a regular basis, and 80.6% would 

like whale meat. 71.2% of respondents wanted access to whale 

bone, and 60.6% wanted whale blubber in their homes on a regular 

basis. 70.6% of respondents indicated that they would like more 

information about how to render oil from blubber, and would be 

more amenable to blubber if they know how to extract oil or 

prepare it in some fashion. 43.5% had an interest in raw 

blubber. 

 

Survey respondents showed a strong interest in obtaining more 

information about preparing whale products. 73.2% wanted 

knowledge about how to cook whale meat, and 61.1% wanted 

butchering information as well. 72.4% requested information 

about smoking whale meat, while 63.5% wanted to learn how to 

clean whale bone. Each of these responses showed an increase in 

interest since the HWS II, demonstrating that the community has 

an increased interest in learning to use the whale resource 

properly and efficiently when another hunt is successful. 

 
The HWS III attests that health and fitness join the ceremonial 

priorities of the Makah Tribe when incorporating the whale hunt 

into the standard life of a majority of Tribal members. Even 

when the Tribe is prevented from hunting because of outside 

legal struggles, a significant majority of Makahs eagerly 

anticipate the restoration of the hunt into daily life. 
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IV. WHALE HUNTING AND THE MAKAH TRIBE: THE NUTRITIONAL COMPONENT 

 

Prior to contact with Europeans, the Makah people used a wide 

variety of foods.  Because of their location on the northwestern 

corner of the Olympic Peninsula, the Tribe was able to exploit 

land and sea animals, including elk, deer, bear, seal, and a 

diverse population of fish, shellfish, and other marine species.  

In spite of this abundance, “whale meat and oil were among their 

principal foods” (Densmore 1939:13).  Not only were these foods 

of high status, their role in the nutrition and ceremony of the 

Makah people cannot be overstated. 

 

Huelsbeck (1988a:1) estimates that the amount of whale meat, 

blubber, and oil represented in the faunal assemblage at Ozette 

indicates that a significant percentage of the food at Ozette 

could have come from cetaceans.  Whale meat spoiled easily, 

especially when the process of towing a dead animal home took 

several days.  This tendency reduced the importance of whale 

meat in the pre-contact and early historic diet. During these 

time periods, about 10% of the food Makah people derived from 

whales can be attributed to meat (1988a:10).  Oil however, was 

not subject to spoilage, and could be kept indefinitely as long 

as it was rendered properly (Swan 1870). 

 

This important food product was recovered from natural pockets 

of oil within individual whales, as well as extracted from 

whalebones and rendered from blubber.  Ommanney (1971:55) 

estimates that some 50% of whalebone weight could be reduced to 

oil.  Faunal remains from Ozette indicate that bones were hacked 

and gouged to allow oil to both drip from the bones and to be 

recovering through boiling (Fiskin 1980).  Blubber was primarily 

used to recover oil.  Approximately 65% of the weight of blubber 

is reduced to oil through a rendering process. 

 

Oil was an important nutritional item for a variety of reasons.  

Elders report that whale oil was used as a dip with a variety of 

foods, including dried fish and herring eggs, as well as 

potatoes in historic times.  Swan (1860, 1870) and Densmore 

(1939) corroborate these accounts.  Since dried fish and herring 

eggs had been processed to remove all natural oils in order to 

extend their longevity, the addition of whale oil added taste 

and nutrients to the pre-contact and historic Makah diet. When 

Makahs added processed foods to their diet during the historic 

period, the custom of using whale oil to flavor food remained 

intact.  As James Swan observed, “all their other food is 

usually greased with a plentiful supply of whale oil” (Swan 

1860: 76).   
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Oil was also the only nutritional product which figured 

prominently in the ceremonial life of the Makah people.  An oil 

potlatch, given when a whaler had an abundance of oil, 

demonstrated his generosity with this commodity and was a rare 

and special occurrence.  Whale oil was the only edible item 

which could be the focus of a special potlatch, complete with 

particularized songs and other ceremonial items (Densmore 1939). 

 

Blubber’s importance in both pre-contact and early historic 

times was not limited to being a source of oil; “blubber was 

also eaten, usually cured first” (Densmore 1939:14).  It was 

most popular when broiled next to a fire, and was the standard 

pacifier for babies, according to oral and ethnographic 

accounts. 

 

For approximately 2,000
9
 years, the Makah people relied on the 

nutritional products of the whale, and evolved as a biological 

population within this context.  Archaeological data confirm the 

fact that Makah people were using whale as a food resource for 

some 750 years before the technique of hunting whale was 

developed (Wesson 1990).  Faunal remains from a number of sites 

indicate that Makahs were butchering stranded or drift whales 

long before the technology to hunt the creatures evolved. 

 

During the time when whale hunting was not an option, Makahs 

compensated by increasing their reliance on other reliable and 

abundant subsistence foods.  Despite the changes that have 

affected the Makah people, subsistence foods are still an 

important part of reservation life.  Makah hunters still procure 

land game like elk, deer, and bear to fill winter freezers and 

reduce cash expenditures (Sepez 2001).  The resources of the sea 

and the intertidal zones are an important food source (Renker 

1988, 1993), despite the decreasing and highly variable 

abundance described previously. 

 

Investigations focusing on the subsistence practices of the 

Makah Tribe in forest areas (Renker 1994) and the intertidal 

zone (Renker 1993a) detailed a viable and thriving culture.  

Elders described the subsistence philosophy of the Makah people, 

and stressed the importance of teaching these values to younger 

people.  Younger Makahs participating in these studies were 

familiar with these teachings, and practiced these subsistence 

rules when hunting or gathering food. 

                                                 
9
 Archaeological research continues in this area. Recent excavations suggest 

that Makah subsistence use of whales began more than 2,000 years ago (Wessen 

2012). 
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The most important subsistence strategy to the Makah people is 

the axiom, “Take only what you need.”  Makah elders emphasize 

this principle when the discussion centers on any type of 

hunting, gathering, or fishing activity (Renker 1993b:14).  

Other common subsistence rules include:  1) choosing the 

procurement area so that the available biomass is not adversely 

affected by the amount one needs to harvest, 2) choosing the 

procurement area that limits the need to travel, and 3) choosing 

the food to hunt or gather based on the seasonal needs of the 

food in question; one tries to avoid disturbing reproductive 

cycles, for example.  The continuity of these subsistence 

practices and values reinforces the social and cultural 

integrity of the Makah people and constantly reminds Tribal 

members of their intimate and long-standing relationship with 

the environment. 

 

These subsistence foods and practices are very important when 

considering the nutritional needs of contemporary Makah people.  

Research concentrating on the nutritional needs of an 

anthropologically defined population emphasizes “the 

interactions of genetics, physiological processes, population 

characteristics, and a wide variety of nutrition-related 

diseases” (Pelto 1989: x). In addition, the interdisciplinary 

approach termed food studies investigates the “relationships 

between food and the human experience” (Miller and Deutsch 

2009:3) from a combined approach which emphasizes the use of 

method and theory from social sciences as well as the 

quantitative methods of the nutrition sciences (Miller and 

Deutsch 2009:101). Using these criteria, a discussion of the 

profile of the Makah community yields interesting results when 

the focus is the use of the whale as food. 

 

Consider the following.  American Indian people are generally 

considered to be one of the least healthy populations living 

within the United States of America; this observation is 

especially true for natives living within the confines of a 

reservation.  For reservation residents, the infant mortality 

rate is highest and life expectancy rate is lowest when compared 

to all American citizens (Indian Health Service: 2011). 

 

The diminished life expectancy on American Indian reservations 

is compounded by the fact that certain systemic illnesses linked 

to food and nutrition appear in statistically higher percentages 

among these populations.  American Indians and Alaska Natives 

die from diabetes at a rate that is 177% higher than other 

Americans (Indian Health Service: 2011). As a matter of fact, 
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“American Indians have the highest rates of diabetes in the 

world” (National Institutes of Health 1996:26). Approximately 

16% of the American Indian population in the lower 48 states has 

been diagnosed with diabetes, compared to 8% of all other racial 

groups. According to the National Institutes of Health, Alaska 

Natives are an exception with a diabetes rate of 5.5% (2011), 

lower than the rate for average Americans. Discussion later in 

this section points to their consumption of polyunsaturated 

fatty acids (PUFAs), which can be 6.8 times higher than the 

average American (Parkinson, Cruz, et al. 1994). 

 

A statistic of this magnitude is especially intriguing when one 

considers the nutritional history of indigenous American tribes, 

and their respective divergence from the food traditions which 

mark western populations.  Prior to contact with Europeans, 

North American tribal people consumed foods which were native to 

their respective environments.  Natives of the Great Plains and 

the Pacific Northwest were hunters and gatherers who utilized 

the plant and animal species which lived in and migrated through 

their territories.  Natives of the Southwest and the Northeast 

augmented nature’s bounty by cultivating crops, most of which 

were not available in Europe.  It is interesting to note that 

Makah people did not utilize plant foods to a great degree (Gill 

1983). Many still experience digestive problems with diets high 

in fiber and cruciferous vegetables (Indian Health Service 

1996). 

 

When traditional tribal life was disrupted by contact with non-

Natives, food traditions were some of the first to be affected.  

By the time the Treaties called for the forced placement of 

tribal people on reservations in the 1850s, very few tribes 

could still practice the subsistence and nutritional patterns 

which had sustained their ancestors. 

 

Hunting and gathering tribes were restricted because their 

ability to utilize former usual and accustomed resource areas 

was diminished; the reservation system made it possible for non-

Native populations to acquire and control lands and waters once 

available to tribes.  Through treaties, agricultural tribes lost 

valuable land capable of cultivation to non-Indian farmers, and 

were given less productive reservation land as compensation.  

Additional stresses on native food traditions appeared when the 

westward American expansion and growing commercial interests 

decimated food animals and wild plants once plentiful before 

contact. 
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No matter what the individual tribal food tradition, 

professionals in the health and social science fields appear to 

agree that the introduction of western foods like refined sugar 

and flour, beef, and lard had a dramatic negative effect on the 

health of American tribal members in general.  Many of these 

foods were distributed to reservation communities by the 

American government in the form of annuities and supplies.  

Specific studies have directly linked the introduction of 

western foods into the diet of tribal people to a variety of 

health problems (Hildes 1966:501, Keenleyside 1988:13, Brand, 

Snow, et al. 1990, National Institutes of Health 1996, Dewaily, 

et al. 2001, Dewaily, et al. 2002). 

 

American health organizations such as the National Institutes of 

Health (NIH), the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive 

and Kidney Diseases, the Public Health Service, the Office of 

Minority Health, and the Department of Health and Human 

Services, are conducting research to try to determine why 

American Indian populations are subject to food related 

illnesses at a rate so much greater than the rest of the 

population.  In many cases, reservation residents contract these 

illnesses at about half the age of Caucasians, according to the 

Indian Health Service (1995).  

 

Nutritional studies are also actively investigating the link 

between genetics and the acquisition of nutrition-related 

illness. Newly termed nutrigenomics (Ordovas 2006), this field 

investigates “relatively recent changes in diet (that) have 

upset this interaction with respect to the nutritional 

environment” (Ordovas 2006: 443S). The most famous of these 

studies focuses on the Pima Indians of Arizona, a group with a 

food tradition dating back some 2,000 years; their traditional 

diet and lifestyle were disrupted about 200 years ago, causing 

major social and nutritional changes. The high rates of diabetes 

and obesity in this tribe prompted the National Institutes of 

Health and several other American health organizations to 

undertake a long-term study of this population. Beginning in 

1983, nutrigenomic studies investigated large Pima families over 

several generations, which resulted in the 1993 identification 

of FABP2, a gene that may contribute to insulin resistance 

(DeMouy 2002:3). 

 

Thirty years of concerted studies with the Pima people have 

yielded results applicable to other tribal people in North 

America, including the Makah.  Research indicates that discrete 

populations evolve a genetic code that is uniquely suited to a 

particular environment and its food resources.  This genetic 
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code regulates the biochemical processes in the body that 

produce enzymes, proteins, fatty acids, and thousands of other 

chemicals which function within the human body.  Scientists 

developing the genetic map for the Pima people have already 

identified a number of genetic variations within this community 

that are different from those in the white population (Brand, 

Snow, et al. 1990, National Institutes of Health 1996:6).  These 

variations may explain why Pima people who consume western foods 

are more prone to develop diabetes, obesity, and the long-term 

consequences of these health problems than other populations. 

 

Like the Pima people, Makahs found their traditional pattern of 

food use interrupted by western contact about 200 years ago.  

The traditional diet rich in fish and marine mammal oils was 

gradually replaced by a western diet which considered beef, 

dairy products, and cereals to be the most nutritious.  The 

whale products which once comprised a principal part of the diet 

were no longer available, and the whale oil which supplemented 

the preserved foods of the winter season was replaced by butter 

and margarine.  A high proportion of lactose intolerance became 

apparent in the Makah community, a fact not surprising for a 

population with no previous historic or cultural link to cattle 

or dairy animals (National Institutes of Health 1996). 

 

Given this perspective, certain Indian Health Service data 

became especially intriguing.  For example, Indian people of the 

Northwest Coast have the highest rate of digestive illnesses of 

all American Indian people. Such illnesses comprise the leading 

cause of hospitalization for native people in this area.  For 

northwest people, 16.5% of all hospitalizations pertained to 

digestive diseases, compared to the next highest rate of 12.3% 

for Navajo people (Indian Health Service 1995).  And, in terms 

of overall nutritional health, Makahs and other northwest Native 

people are at a potential genetic disadvantage because these 

populations evolved without a reliance on high fiber, low fat 

foods, like the Pimas. 

 

Consequently, the reintroduction of whale products, especially 

whale oil, may produce dramatic results in the health of the 

Makah people.  Current research documents the important role 

that essential fatty acids (EFAs), also termed n-3 

polyunsaturated fatty acids (n-3 PUFAs), play in cardiovascular 

and metabolic health (Carpentier, et al. 2006, Dewaily, et al. 

2002, Dewaily et al. 2001). Carpentier, et al., credits an early 

study of Greenlandic Westcoast Eskimos (Bang, et al. 1971) for 

first indicating the relationship between n-3 PUFAs (like 

eicosapentaenoic acid, EPA, and docosahexaenoic acid, DHA) and 
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improved health; the study specifically names marine mammal oil 

as a source of these important substances. 

 

 Epidemiological observations of the  

 beneficial properties of n-3 PUFAs  

 have been made in populations  

 consuming large amounts of  

 fatty fish and marine mammal oils  

 (Carpentier, et al. 2006:6). 

 

Other researchers at the Center for Genetics, Nutrition, and 

Health in Washington, D.C. extend the benefits of n-3 fatty 

acids to include  

 

anti-inflammatory, antithrombotic,  

antiarrhythmic, hypolipidemic, and 

vasodilatory properties. These  

beneficial effects of n-3 fatty 

acids have been shown in the secondary 

prevention of coronary heart disease, 

hypertension, type 2 diabetes, and in 

some patients with renal disease, 

rheumatoid arthritis, ulcerative colitis, 

Crohn disease, and chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease (Simopoulos 1999:1). 

 

There is no doubt that chemicals such as n-3 PUFAs in marine 

mammal and fish oils support human health.
10
 Therefore, the 

inclusion of whale oil in the Makah diet has crucial 

implications for the health of the Makah community. This fact is 

not as surprising as it may seem when one considers the historic 

western use of products like cod liver oil as an important 

nutritional supplement. 

 

Recent nutrigenomic work has focused on something called “The 

Inuit Paradox” (Gadsby and Steele 2004). Arctic peoples are 

known to have eaten a lipid rich diet with minimal fruits and 

vegetables, and still maintained health and the energy to 

withstand extremely cold environments. Recent work continues to 

                                                 
10

 The Tribe is aware that testing of a limited number of gray whale tissue 
samples from both live and stranded animals has indicated high concentrations 

of PCB contaminants in the blubber (NMFS 2015).  In conjunction with NOAA and 

other researchers, the Tribe is continuing to evaluate this issue by testing 

more recent tissue samples.  The Makah hunt targets the same population of 

gray whales that is hunted by the Chukotkans, and the Tribe is not aware of 

any studies indicating adverse health effects from consumption of meat and 

blubber from non-stinky gray whales in the Chukotka hunt. 
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explore the genetic basis for this adaptation, which easily 

applies to the traditional Makah diet heavy in marine mammals 

and fish oils as well: 

 
The indigenous people of Greenland, the Inuit, have 

lived for a long time in the extreme conditions of the 

Arctic, including low annual temperatures, and with a 

specialized diet rich in protein and fatty acids, 

particularly omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids 

(PUFAs). A scan of Inuit genomes for signatures  

of adaptation revealed signals at several loci, with 

the strongest signal located in a cluster of fatty 

acid desaturases that determine PUFA levels. The 

selected alleles are associated with multiple 

metabolic and anthropometric phenotypes and have large 

effect sizes for weight and height, with the effect  

on height replicated in Europeans. By analyzing 

membrane lipids, we found that the selected alleles 

modulate fatty acid composition, which may affect the 

regulation of growth hormones. Thus, the Inuit have 

genetic and physiological adaptations to a diet  

rich in PUFAs. (Fumagalli et al 2015: 1343). 

 

 

While it is interesting to note that northern sea mammal hunters 

certainly benefit from a diet high in lipids and protein, 

general human health benefits from the inclusion of more n-3 

PUFAs, or EFAs, in the diet (Siriwardhana et al. 2012). The 

Makah people appears to suffer more when these substances are 

missing from their nutritional options. 

 

For example, the Washington Office of the Superintendent of 

Public Instruction (OSPI) details the fact that Makah children 

attending public school on the reservation exhibit Attention 

Deficit Disorder (ADD), Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 

(ADHD), reading disabilities, and dyslexia at a rate almost 

twice that of the rest of the population (2004).  Clinical 

studies which focused on the correlation between EFAs and these 

conditions report that children receiving supplemental EFAs 

demonstrate significant improvement in the ability to pay 

attention and read effectively (Boucher, Burden et al. 2011, 

Stevens, Zentall, et al. 1995, Stordy 1995). 

 

In addition, marine EFAs have been clinically demonstrated to 

improve conditions like rheumatoid arthritis (Belch, Amsell, 

Madho, Dowd, and Sturrock 1988) and diabetic neuropathy (Keen, 

Payan, Waller, et al. 1993). Both conditions are prevalent in 
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the Makah community and especially within descendants of whaling 

families.  Whale oil and other whale products may be a key part 

of the answer to these serious health problems within the Makah 

community, and may provide researchers with an analogous study 

situation to the Pima community.   

 

Access to whale products can provide the Makah community with 

important nutritional opportunities that carry implications for 

non-Makahs.  Like their Pima counterparts, Makahs may be able to 

augment knowledge about the relationship between genetic 

patterns, nutrition, and health, especially in the area of EFAs.  

Community members are ready to rise to this challenge and re-

learn the techniques necessary to make the food from the whale a 

regular part of Makah life again.  The existence of traditional 

reciprocal food networks will make this adjustment easier. 

 

This section is not intended to imply that we can scientifically 

elucidate all of the nutritional advantages of whale products, 

especially oil, for the Makah Tribe.  However, recent 

nutrigenomic studies provide some points of interest.  

Investigations of local populations with a demonstrable time 

depth indicate that regional genetic factors evolve in order to 

maximize the dynamic relationship between certain foods and the 

patterns in which these foods are consumed by subsistence 

populations (Villegas, et al. 2011, Ordovas 2006, Dewailly et 

al. 2002, Dewailly et al. 2001, Fumagalli, et al 2015). 

Consequently, it is reasonable to conclude that increasing the 

consumption of locally available foods consumed through the 

millennia could confer substantial health benefits. 

 

To encourage Makahs to revive ancient, healthier food 

traditions, the Makah Tribe has invested considerable resources 

to establish a Wellness Center on the reservation. Created in 

2010, the Wellness Center is associated with the Tribe’s Indian 

Health Service Clinic, and offers a variety of medicinal and 

nutritional approaches to improved health. Traditional Makah 

approaches to health and wellness are provided to the community 

via a monthly newsletter, which collaborates with the Makah 

Cultural and Research Center. Ancient recipes for seafood 

preparation, as well as information for younger generations 

about the medicinal uses of local plants, shellfish, and other 

seafood, is reaching a larger and more receptive audience every 

month. For example, the use of sea urchins as a palliative for 

rheumatoid arthritis (Renker 1993a), and the use of crabapple 

bark to reduce fevers (Gill 1983), is once again becoming daily 

practice for many Makah families.  
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The Tribe calculates its need for up to five whales per year 

based on the five traditional Makah villages that were 

consolidated on the Makah Reservation.  Since Treaty times, the 

Makah Tribe has always represented itself as a nation that began 

as five villages, and the Tribe’s request honors this tradition, 

asking for one whale per village.  

  

However, it is also possible to consider a second basis for the 

Tribe’s needs in terms of the per capita amount of whale meat, 

blubber and oil that would be utilized by tribal members living 

on the Makah Reservation.  85.7% of respondents in the HWS IV 

expressed a desire for whale meat on a regular basis.  There are 

1,160 enrolled Makahs living on the Reservation.  The HWS IV 

results suggest that 994 Makahs would utilize whale meat on a 

regular basis, without accounting for the needs of Makahs living 

off of the Reservation, or for the needs of non-Makah members of 

on-Reservation tribal households. 

 

According to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), 

the average American consumes approximately 113.5 pounds of red 

meat (mainly pork and beef) per capita per year (2002: 15), as 

well as large amounts of chicken.  Even if Makahs already 

consume less red meat and chicken than the average American 

because of their substantial reliance on fish and shellfish, 

they could undoubtedly substitute significant quantities of 

whale meat for these western foods, with significant health (and 

economic) benefits.  The health benefits that would follow from 

this change in diet are discussed above, and would likely 

include a reduction in diet-related diseases linked to red meat 

consumption, such as obesity, heart disease, and diabetes.  In 

addition, Makahs would benefit from fewer genetically engineered 

and cloned animal products in their diet (Physicians for Social 

Responsibility: 2009).  The economic benefits that would result 

from this change in diet would result from the avoided costs of 

purchasing red meat and chicken. 

 

The HWS IV also demonstrated that 80.4% of respondents desired 

whale oil, and 63.7% desired whale blubber in their homes on a 

regular basis.  This translates to 932 and 738 Makahs living on 

the Reservation who would utilize whale oil and whale blubber, 

respectively, on a regular basis, again without accounting for 

the needs of Makahs living off of the Reservation, or for the 

needs of non-Makah members of on-Reservation tribal households.   

 

The USDA estimates that the average American consumes 12.8 

pounds of “table spreads” (butter and margarine) each year 

(2002: 17).  Americans also consume nearly three times that 
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amount of salad and cooking oils.  This suggests that Makahs 

could substitute significant quantities of whale products (here, 

oil and blubber) for existing foods, with significant health 

(and economic) benefits.  Moreover, considering the HWS IV 

responses, whale oil could return as a Makah staple in its 

traditional role for dipping dry foods, such as bread, potatoes 

and dried fish, and in modern formulations such as homemade 

salad dressing.  Thus, it appears likely that Makahs would 

consume more whale oil per capita than the average American 

consumes of “table spreads” alien to a traditional Makah diet. 

 

These data further support the Tribe’s need for up to five 

whales per year (with an average of up to four) to provide a 

meaningful (but not complete) contribution of meat, blubber and 

oil to the diet of Makahs living on the Reservation.  The Tribe 

emphasizes that the amount of edible meat, blubber and oil that 

will be derived from each whale cannot be determined precisely 

because of the variability in the gray whale population and the 

unpredictability inherent in a hunt.  Factors such as size, age, 

sex, migratory season, and health of the animal all contribute 

to a wide range in the quantity of edible products that can be 

obtained from a harvested whale. Notwithstanding these caveats, 

the method of calculating a per capita amount of whale meat, 

blubber and oil is explained below. 

 

Huelsbeck (1994: 295) estimates that 25% of the weight of a gray 

whale could be utilized as edible meat and another 25% could 

produce consumable blubber, which could be rendered into oil.  

The combined estimate of yield is comparable to the 50% yield 

reported by the Chukotkans who harvest over one hundred gray 

whales per year (Ilyashenko, V.Y. 2018 SC/67b/AWMP/17).  Rice 

and Wolman (1971: 36, Table 5) measured the meat and oil yield 

of both southbound and northbound gray whales.  After spending 

the summer on the northern feeding grounds, southbound whales 

weighed substantially more than northbound whales, which had 

spent the winter away from the feeding grounds (on average, 

southbound whales weighed 31.6 metric tons compared to 12.8 

metric tons for northbound whales).   

 

The northbound whale harvested by the Tribe in 1999 was 

estimated to weigh 5-7 metric tons, and the Chukotka Natives 

report that the average weight of the gray whales they harvest 

is around 9 metric tons (Zagrabelnyy, Sergei V. 2018, 

Ilyashenko, V. and Zharikov, V. 2017).  Using an estimate of 8 

metric tons (17,637 pounds) per harvested whale and applying 

Rice and Wolman’s and Huelsbeck’s data results in a yield of 
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2,101 to 4,409 pounds of meat and 3,422 to 4,409 pounds of 

blubber or oil
11
 per whale.

12
 

 

With a projected 994 Makahs on the Reservation utilizing whale 

meat on a regular basis, a single 8-ton whale would provide 

approximately two to four pounds of meat per person per year 

(and five whales would produce ten to twenty pounds of meat per 

person per year).  With a projected 932 Makahs on the 

Reservation utilizing whale oil or blubber on a regular basis, 

these yield figures translate to three to four pounds of blubber 

per person per whale (and 15 to 20 pounds per person per year if 

five whales are harvested) and a somewhat smaller amount of 

whale oil after rendering.  As noted above, this calculation 

does not account for the needs of Makahs living off of the 

Reservation, or of non-Makah members of on-Reservation tribal 

households.  Given the average consumption figures for red meat, 

“table spreads,” and other oils, these data provide further 

support for the Makahs’ need to take up to five (and an average 

of four) whales per year based on the Tribe’s five traditional 

villages.  Even if the Tribe harvested larger whales, the yield 

of edible meat, blubber, and oil would only replace some of red 

meat and fats consumed by the average American and would 

therefore be unlikely to fully satisfy the Tribe’s need. 

 

*  *  * 

 

The food products of the gray whale and the ceremonies needed 

before, during, and after a hunt have sustained the Makah people 

for over 2,000 years, and will continue to do so when the hunt 

is fully restored. The spiritual preparations needed before a 

hunt can take place, and social benefits of the hunt (sense of 

community, clean and sober lifestyle, pride in identity) will 

help the Tribe to overcome the negative aspects of modern Makah 

life (drugs, alcohol, and crime) as well as the vestiges of the 

cultural suppression and social disruption that affected the 

Tribe during the assimilation period. 

 

                                                 
11

 Because rendering of blubber into oil may lead to evaporation of water, Rice 

and Wolman (1971: 35) suggested that the resulting oil may weigh less than 

the raw blubber. 

12 The high end of the range is calculated using Huelsbeck’s estimate of 25% 

yield for meat and blubber from an 8-ton whale (17,637 pounds).  The low end 

of the range is calculated from the analysis of Rice and Wolman (1971: 36) of 

yield from northbound and southbound whales.  Of 26 northbound whales, which 

were smaller after overwintering in Mexican waters, the total yield of meat, 

meal and oil was 50.9%. 38.1% of the yield from these whales was oil, while 

23.4% was meat.  For an 8-ton whale, these yield ratios result in 3,422 

pounds of oil and 2,101 pounds of meat. 
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The availability of whale products will help to replace other 

subsistence resources which fluctuate or are declining in 

abundance and do not provide as reliable or plentiful a food 

source as they once did.  As traditional reciprocal networks 

change, the availability of whale products will reduce the need 

for Makahs to spend precious cash to replace declining 

subsistence foods such as salmon, halibut, elk and deer with 

non-traditional foods.  In addition to preserving the limited 

financial resources of the Makah community, regular access to 

whale products from up to five whales per year will help the 

Tribe return to the nutritious, marine-based diet on which their 

ancestors had long depended and thrived. 

 

The resumption of the whale hunt will provide more than 

subsistence foods for the body.  It will provide spiritual 

subsistence to the soul of the Makah people. 
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Appendix 1 

 

 

 

CONFIDENTIAL HOUSEHOLD WHALING SURVEY – Fall 2017 

 

This survey is commissioned and sanctioned by the Makah Tribal 

Council and administered by the Makah Cultural and Research 

Center.  The results from this survey will be used in the 

request made by the United States – in conjunction with the 

Tribe - to secure another six-year catch limit (previously 

called a “quota”) for the Makah Tribe to hunt gray whales. The 

request will be made to the International Whaling Commission 

(IWC) in 2018. 

 

The estimated time required for this survey ranges from 30 to 90 

minutes depending on the number of Makahs in your household and 

the amount of information you wish to share. 

 

Your name and the information you provide are strictly 

confidential.  No information you provide will be linked 

directly to you. In fact, the person compiling the survey 

results will not even know who has participated in or answered 

the surveys. 

 

The completed surveys will be sealed and placed in the Archives 

of the Makah Cultural and Research Center.  Access to these 

documents will be restricted by the Makah Tribal Council. 

 

The respondent for this survey must be an enrolled Makah who is 

21 years of age or older.  For purposes of this survey, a 

household member is any person who is residing in your house at 

the time of this interview.   

 

This survey is interested in your views about Makah whaling, as 

well as the views and activities about Makah whaling connected 

to the Makah members of your household. 

 

 
ABOUT YOU AND YOUR MAKAH HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS… 

 

1. Are you Makah? Yes      No     

  

 Age    Gender     
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2. Do you have any Makahs living in your household?   

      Yes     No   

 

 How many?     

 

 If yes, complete 2a.  If no, skip to 3. 

 

 

2a. List all Makahs by relationship to the respondent, gender, and 

age. 

                  Relationship    Gender           Age 

 

HH member #1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HH Member #2 

 

   

 

HH Member #3 

 

   

 

HH Member #4 

 

   

 

HH Member #5 

 

   

 

HH Member #6 

 

   

 

HH Member #7 

 

   

 

HH Member #8 

 

   

 

HH Member #9 

 

   

 

HH Member #10 

 

   

 

HH Member #11 

 

   

 

HH Member #12 

 

   

 

HH Member #13 
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HH Member #14 

 

   

 

 

3. Where were you born?      

 

4. Do you attend Neah Bay community events?  Yes _   No    

 

4a. If yes, please check all that apply. 

 

 Sporting Events       

  

 Community Dinners      

 

 Potlatches        

 

 Health/Wellness Presentations      

 

 Makah Days Events      

 

 Meetings connected to the      

      Makah Tribal Council or its departments  

 

     Environmental presentations _____________ 

 

 Neah Bay K-12 School Events     

 

 Other (Please specify)       

 

 

 

5.   Were you (or another household member) interviewed for the 2011 

household whaling survey? 

 

      Yes _______   No ________   Don’t know or remember________    

 

 

 

ABOUT YOUR CURRENT MAKAH HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS AND WHALING IN 1999…  

6. Were you watching television when the 1999 whale was harpooned 

and killed? 

  Yes     No     

 

7. Were any of your Makah household members watching TV when the 

1999 whale was harpooned and killed? 

  Yes     No     

 

8. If yes, how many Makah household members were watching TV when 

the 1999 whale was harpooned and killed?      
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9. Were you on Front Beach, or in a boat/canoe on the water, when 

the 1999 whale was brought ashore?  

  Yes     No     

 

10. Were any of your Makah household members on Front Beach or in a 

boat/canoe on the water, when the 1999 whale was brought ashore? 

  Yes     No     

 

 

11. Did you participate (in any way) in the May 22
nd
, 1999, tribal 

dinner which celebrated the successful whale hunt? 

           Yes     No     

 

12. Did any current members of your household participate (in any way) 

in the May 22
nd
, 1999, tribal dinner which celebrated the successful 

whale hunt? 

            Yes     No     

 

 

Other Comments: 

 

 

 

ABOUT YOUR MAKAH HOUSEHOLD AND OTHER WHALING ACTIVITIES… 

 

13. Would you like to have whale oil in your household on a regular 

basis? 

  Yes      No      

 

14. Would you like to have whale meat in your household on a regular 

basis? 

  Yes      No      

 

15. Would you like to have whale blubber in your household on a 

regular basis? 

  Yes      No      

 

16. Would you like to have whale bone in your household on a regular 

basis? 

  Yes      No      

 

 

 

 

17. Please check all whaling activities that any HH members have been 

involved in since the 1999 whale was harvested. Please specify for 

each household member. (Attach extra sheets if needed.) 

 

 Self #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 

Member of 

whaling crew 
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Member of 

Whaling 

Commission 

       

Butchering 

whale 

       

Cooking whale        

Smoking whale        

Rendering 

whale blubber 

into oil 

 

       

Eating whale 

products 

       

Redistributing 

whale products 

to other 

Makahs 

       

Participating 

in whaling 

ceremonial 

activities 

       

Carving 

whalebone 

       

Member of 

whaling 

support crew 

       

Learning 

information 

about whaling 

       

Other (please 

specify) 

 

 

 

 

       

    

 

 

18.  Are you currently following or have you previously followed any 

of the legal issues that surround Makah whaling? (If yes, continue to 

18a and b. If no, skip to 19. 

 

            Yes ____________   No ________________ 

 

 

 

18a. Which statement best describes how you follow or have followed 

information about the legal issues that surround Makah whaling? 

(Choose one) 
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      Did at one time but no longer _______  

      Less than one year (Since 2017)______ 

      Less than four years (Since 2013) _______ 

      Since the 2007 quota was granted ______ 

      Since the 2002 quota was granted ______ 

      Since the 1997 quota was granted ______ 

      Before the 1997 quota was granted _____ 

      On and off_____  

      Other _______ 

 

 

 

18b. If you have ever followed information about the legal issues that 

surround Makah whaling, and then discontinued following this 

information, was there a reason why you stopped? 

 

  

 

ABOUT YOUR OPINIONS REGARDING WHALE HUNTING… 

 

19. Should the Tribe continue to hunt whale?  Yes     No    

 

20. What are the reasons for your answer?  

 

21. Please rate how whale hunting has affected the Tribe for each of 

the following, using a scale of 1 (negatively affected) to 10 

(positively affected). 

      

 

 

--Culture and language 

practices __________ 

 

--Nutrition and health ______ 

 

--Interactions with other Tribes _________ 

 

--Interactions with non-Tribal people_____________ 

 

--Sense of community ________________ 

 

--Pride in being Makah ________________ 

 

--Other (please specify) __________ 

 

 

21a.  What are your reasons for this answer? 

 

--Culture and language practices  

 

 

 

1,   2,   3,   4,   5,   6,  7 ,   8,   9,   10 

 Negative   Neutral         Positive 
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--Nutrition and health 

 

 

 

--Interactions with other Tribes  

 

 

 

--Interactions with non-Tribal people 

 

 

 

--Sense of community  

 

 

 

--Pride in being Makah  

 

 

 

--Other (please specify) 

 

 

22. Are you also familiar with the 2007 attempt to take a whale? 

 

                Yes ____   No _____ 

  

 

22a. If yes, How did you feel about this attempt? 

 

 

23. Were you aware that this event delayed the Tribe’s ability to hunt 

whales?       

 

                 Yes __________   No __________ 

 

 

23a. How do feel about this information? 

 

 

MOVING FORWARD  

 

 

24. Are you interested in more information about Makah whaling or 

processing, preparing, or preserving whale products?  

 

         Yes _________  No _______ 
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25. If yes, check all that apply. If no, skip to 26. 

 

     General whale hunting information      

  

     Participating in whale hunting    

 

     Cooking whale meat      

 

 Butchering whale      

 

 Rendering whale blubber into oil      

 

 Smoking meat      

 

 Cleaning whalebone      

 

 Carving whalebone      

 

 Other (Specify)      

 

 

 

26.  Would you or any of your household members like to participate in 

future Makah whale hunts? 

                     Yes __________ No ________ 

 

 

26a. If yes, please check all that apply. If no, skip to 27. 

(Attach additional sheets if necessary.) 

  

 Self #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 

Member of 

whaling crew 

       

Member of 

Whaling 

Commission 

       

Butchering 

whale 

       

Cooking whale        

Smoking whale        

Rendering 

whale blubber 

into oil 

 

       

Eating whale 

products 

       

Redistributing 

whale products 

to other 

Makahs 
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Participating 

in whaling 

ceremonial 

activities 

       

Carving 

whalebone 

       

Member of 

whaling 

support crew 

       

Learning 

information 

about whaling 

       

Other (please 

specify) 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

27. Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
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Appendix 2 

 

CONFIDENTIAL HOUSEHOLD WHALING SURVEY – March 2018  

Makah Household Whaling Survey IV  

Ann M. Renker, PhD and the MCRC Survey Team 

 

Introduction and Methodology  

 

Introduction – The Makah Household Whaling Survey IV (HWS IV) 

represents the fourth time the Makah Tribal community has been 

asked to provide systematic feedback and perspectives 

surrounding the Makah Tribe’s decision to resume exercising its 

Treaty Right to hunt whales. Previous surveys were conducted in 

2001, 2006, and 2011 so results would be available for the Needs 

Statements that the United States submitted on behalf of the 

Makah Tribe to the International Whaling Commission in 2002, 

2007, and 2012, respectively. 

 

Current Methodology - The survey was administered by a survey 

team from the Makah Cultural and Research Center (MCRC), an 

institution with thirty-eight years of experience conducting 

household surveys on the Makah Reservation, including the 2001, 

2006, and 2011 Household Whaling Surveys (HWS). The 2018 survey 

instrument is a modification of the 2011 HWS instrument. Each of 

these HWSs employed a similar methodology to promote reliability 

over time. The tabulation of all four was completed by Ann M. 

Renker, PhD, an anthropologist with thirty-eight years of 

research and household survey experience on the Makah 

Reservation. Analysis of the data was conducted by Dr. Renker 

with the assistance of the MCRC Survey Team as well as other 

professionals employed by the Makah Tribe.  

  

To ensure the most accurate survey possible, the HWS IV uses the 

following practices:  

 

1) Names of households to be surveyed were drawn randomly from 

the Makah Tribe’s Turkey Distribution List.  This list contains 

all households on the reservation in which at least one resident 

is an enrolled member of the Makah Tribe.  

 

2) All surveys were conducted in person by an enrolled Makah 

employed by the MCRC or one of the Tribe’s departments. Each 

surveyor was trained in proper survey procedures. These 

surveyors assured all respondents that confidentiality would be 

protected.  
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3) The survey team interviewed 168 Makah respondents, 

approximately 32% of the 523 Makah households. 

 

4) Each survey respondent had to be an enrolled Makah 21 years 

of age or older living in the randomly-selected reservation 

household.  Survey methodology assumes each respondent is 

capable of answering questions about his/her own ideas, 

perspectives, opinions and activities regarding whaling, as well 

as the activities of his/her household members regarding 

whaling. Consequently, the 2018 HWS IV reports on the whaling 

activities of 168 respondents and 354 household members for a 

total population of 522.   

  

5) All surveys were numbered to protect confidentiality. A 

master list which related each household’s exclusive number was 

kept at the MCRC to avoid duplication and protect 

confidentiality.  Surveyors returned completed surveys to the 

MCRC, which maintained security for the documents until they 

were given to Dr. Renker.  Dr. Renker then inventoried each 

survey, assigning an additional number. All completed surveys 

are archived at the MCRC.   

 

6) Dr. Renker had no access to the names or other identifying 

information of the respondents. 

 

7) Certain questions allowed for multiple responses.  Others did 

not. Survey logic sometimes directed respondents to different 

question pathways depending on the answer given to a previous 

question. On the tabulation sheet, the base number of 

respondents is indicated by R= n (for that question). R=168 

means that the percentage is calculated based on the answers of 

168 respondents. The code MR indicates multiple responses were 

possible. In this case, the resulting percentage should be read 

as “x% of respondents”.  

 

8) Internal checks and balances were placed in the instrument to 

encourage data validity.  For example, Q2 asks respondents to 

provide the number of current household members. Q26a asks 

respondents to provide information for each household member who 

wished to participate in future whale hunts. The maximum number 

of tabulated household members has to equal the number of 

household members identified in Q2.  

 

9) Responses are reported as percentages calculated from the 

base number of respondents appropriate to each question.  

Percentages are rounded to the nearest tenth.  
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10) In the tabulation, a percentage is listed first. The actual 

number of responses is listed in parenthesis after the 

percentage.  

 

11) In Question 2, a NO response indicates that the only Makah 

in the household is the respondent. If respondents reported 

about individuals not currently living in the household, these 

results were not included in the tabulation. 

 

12) Open-ended questions provided respondents with the 

opportunity to provide individual responses.  

 

13) A substantive change from previous surveys can be found in 

the two parts of Question 21. Respondents were asked to provide 

a numerical self-assessment for six categories using a negative-

neutral-positive scale with values from 1 (negative) to 10 

(positive), and to provide a comment which explained the rating. 

Results are provided using mean, mode, and median for each 

category.  

  

 

14) Codes that appear in the tabulation include:        

       NR – No response        

       HH – household       

       MWC – Makah Whaling Commission       

       MTC – Makah Tribal Council       

       EIS – Environmental Impact Statement  

       IWC – International Whaling Commission       

       MMPA – Marine Mammal Protection Act 
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